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SITTING OF MONDAY,

14

JANUARY 1e85

Contents

1.

Resumption of tbe session

2.

European Music Year

3.

Order of business

4.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President

(Tbe sitting utas opened at 5 p.m.)

l.

Mr Bochlet; Mr Sutra; Mr d'Ormesson; Mr Gatti;
Mr Gautier; Mr Tuchman; Mr \Vekh
.2
Introduction of tbe neut

Commission

3

ture. $7e are the heirs of a common civilization which,
in the course of centuries, has found expression in
works of art and scientific discoveries which have
enriched the heritage of humanity as a whole.

Among our common resources, one of the most
authentic and most viable is undoubtedly that of
music. This has prompted our Parliamenr, on the basis
of a repon by Mr Hahn, and in conjunction with the

Resamption of the session

I declare resumed the session of the
European -Parliament adjourned on 14 December

Council of Europe, to proclaim the year 1985, during
which the third centenary of the binh of three great
European composers, Bach, Handel and Scarlatti, will

Presidcnt.

be celebrated, European Music Year.

1984.t

The fact that a thousand or so different activities have
already been envisaged to mark this occasion augurs
well of its success. On Vednesday nexr, the European
Parliament itself, on the iniriarive of Lady Elles, is

2.

Earopean Music Year

Before approaching the subjects entered
I should like rc say a word about rhe
European Music Year, which begins this month.
President.

in the agenda,

As we advance together along the road leading to the
unification of Europe, we come across numerous
obsacles of an economic or political nature. 'We can
strenBthen our convictions and our resolve by turning
our minds to the sources of European uniry that are to
be found in the realms of the mind, the realm of cul-

I

organizing

mittee, withdrawal of a motion for a resolution, authorization of reports, documents received and membership of
Parliament, see the Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting.

Jos6phine in

Pan.

It

is my hope that, through the mediums of music, our
fellow-citizens will become more profoundly aware of
the possibility of communicaring with one anorher
over and above nadonal differences. Vith this hope in
mind, and on behalf of this Parliament, whose vocation it is to incarnate the European spirit, I officially

open European Music Year.
(Applause)

For items concerning approval of the Minutes, pedrions,
written declarations under Rule 49, reference to com-

a concen at the Pavillion

which not only Strasbourg musicians but also the
Youth Orchestra of the Community will be taking
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3.

the same argumen$, a debate which has already taken
place in the Committee on Agriculture.

Order of businex

At its meeting of 11 and 12 December
1984, the enlarged
Bureau drew up a draft order of
business, and this has beeh disributed.
Prcsidcnt.

At this morning's meetint, the chairmen of the political groups authorized me to pur to the House a number of proposed modifications.
(Tbe President read out the modifications proposed to the
agendas
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of Monday, \Vednesday and Tltursday)t

I have received a request, bearing 2l signatures, that
the repon on the wine market, drawn up by Mr Gatd
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food, listed as Item 315, be withdrawn from rhe
agenda and sent back ro committee.

d'Ormesson (DR).

(FR)

submitted before the Dublin Summit. Ve are therefore
asking that this repon be sent back to the committee
to enable it to present to Parliament a repon taking
account of the Dublin decision so rhar Parliamenr in
turn can deliver ir opinion on the currenr situadon of
the organization of the wine market.

(FR) Mr Presidenr, I am somewhat
Mr Sutra (S).
- Mr Bocklet
surprised by what
has just said, since rhis is
something which we have already debarcd in the Committee on Agriculture.The Committee on Agriculture

took a decisiqn and a vote. It decided to examine Mr
Gatti's repon; which it has done. Mr Bockler was
present. Moreover, Mr Gani is in a position to deliver
his repon on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture,
which adopted it.

debate

is

being reopened now. All the argumen$ were pur to
the Committee on Agriculture. Ve decided that this
reppn should be taken now so that we can deliver our
opinion, after the Dublin compromise, on the wine

President, on

Mr

I suppon

Bocklet's proposal. The Dublin Summit profoundly affected decisions taken earlier, and it would
not be appropriate to discuss proposals ovenaken by
the text adopted in Dublin. I therefore suppon Mr
Bocklet's proposal, and as soqn as we have received
the conclusions of the Dublin Summit on wine-growing, they will, I hope, be immediately referred to the
Committee on Agriculture and to the Committee on
Budgets for im opinion and we'shall be able to debate
them without delay on the floor of the House, since
the Dublin decisions have had such a serious effect on
the wine-growing situation, both in Italy and France.
(17)

rdpporteur.
ladies and gentlemen, I think

(DE) Mr President, the Gatti
repon deals with rhe -proposals on the win€ market put
forward'by the Commission before the Dublin Sumn(it. Consequenrly, rhe resulrs of the Dublin Summit
were not taken into accounr in this documenr. The
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food feels
that Parliament would be giving up its right rc be
heard on the decisions of the Dublin Summit if we
were to deliver our opinion on what the Commission

Mr

- European Right,
behalf of the Group of the

Mr Gatti (COM),

Mr Bocklet (PPE).

I do not understand why this procedural

Mr

itwill

Mr

President,

must be pointed out
that the subject the House
have to debate concerns not only, as might seem from what Mr Bocklet
and Mr d'Ormesson have said, the question of distillation, already discussed in Dublin. The Committee on
Agriculture and, indeed, the Parliament, are called
upon to express an opinion on other regulations which
also form pan of the measures the Communiry will
have to take to deal with the difficulties besetdng the
wine market.

It

has already been pointed our rhar the Commitree on

Agriculture has expressed itself in favour of Parliament's debating the matter precisely because ir concerns not just one aspect of the problem bur a whole
number of measures. Above all, ir is imponant, ladies
and genrlemen, rhar rhe Parliament should exprcss its
views without delay: it is enough to remember that the
only Community institution nor ro have had an opportuniry so far of discussing the difficulties in the wine
sector is precisely rhis Parliament. It is the only institution that has yet to express its views, and this it must

do if the Council is not to take decisions without
receiving Parliament's opinion

a procedure which

- have often justly
various colleagues in the past
deplored. It is really absurd, if I may say so, to ask that
the matter be sent back to committee and to wait for
the Council's decision. I think these arguments should
persuade the Parliament to proceed to a debate during

it during rhe panof February, by which time we shall have the

this pan-session and [o resume
session

other regulation on distillation. I am therefore clearly
opposed to sending the matter back to commirtee.

market and the posirion and the wishes of Parliament

(Parliament approaed the request

can be communicared to the Council of Agriculture

mittee)

for

reference

to

com-

Ministers.

The Committee on Agriculture voted in favour of this.
Mr Gatti is the committee rapponeur. I do not understand why we are reopening in plenary session, using

I

Sce Minutes.

Presidcnt.
received from the Council the fol- I have
lowing requesrs
for the application of urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 57 of the Rules of Procedure.
(The President read out these reqaests)t

'

S..

fufi*r.

r--
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(DE)

agenda states, we -are

Mr

President,

if,

4. Introdaction of the neat Commission

as the

to vote tomorrow morning on
the urgencies, it woufd clearly be advisable for the
Commission to make a statemenr before we vote on
the Beumer report on the VAT directive. At the
December pan-session, the Commission was requested
to give its opinion in the light of the vote.

If

the Commission does not tell us, until tomorrow
afternoon, what it intends to do as a resulr of the vote
in December, we shall not be able to vore on the
request for urgent procedure tomorrow morning.
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The next item is the introduction of rhe new Commission of the European Communities.

\fle now come, ladies and gentlemen, to the essendal
item on today's agenda. I have the privilege of welcoming Mr Jacques Delors, President, and all the
other Members of the new Commission.
(holonged appkuse)

Ve
President.
!7e shall see romorrow what can be
- get in touch
done. Ve shall
wirh the Commission on
this matter.

Mr Tuckman (ED).- Mr President, in all you have
said I have missed hearing about the Raggio reporr on
the statistical basis for the Social Fund. This was something the committee rc which I belong was very anxious to have debated this month. Ve had understood
that this would be so. Could you let me know why it
seems to be missing from the agenda?
President.
Ve have not received a formal requesr [o
include this- repon in the order of business. The matter
was dicussed this morning at the meeting of group
chairmen, who considered that it should be entered on
the agenda for February.

It so happens that during the February pan-session we
shall have to consider a number of repons concerning
economic and social matters, including quesrions of
regional policy, which form a coherenr whole.

I think it would be better for the organization of our
work to enter the Raggio reporr ro which you are
referring on the agenda for the February pan-session.

Mr Velsh (EDI, Chairman of the Commiuee on Social
Afairs and Employnent.
Mr President, I would just
- was a formal requesr rhar
like to point out rhat there
the Raggio repon be taken today. On behalf of rhe
Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr, I musr
say that I.find the reasons the chairmen gave preny
unconvlncrnE.

President.
I really think, Mr Velsh, char the group
chairmen's-proposal is a reasonable one and that you
will have more time to consider this repon next
month.
(Parliament adopted the order of business thus nodtfied)t

I

For items toncerning time-limits for tabling amendments
and speaking-time, see Minutes.

are deeply grateful to the Commission President
for having agreed to put before this House the main
lines of action envisaged by the body over which he
now presides.

Mr Delorc,

(FR) Mr
President of the Commission.
President, ladies and genrlemen, in introducing
itself
at the beginning of its mandate, as you expressly
desired it should, the Commission is fully aware of the
imponance of these two days. In this way it wishes to
mark its political responsibility to the Parliament and
engage with it in a frank dialogue and in a period of
work that shall bring us nearer ro rhar Europe thar we
all long to see.
As we see it, this collective act before the represenutives of the citizen's Europe goes hand in hand wirh
the individual act of loyalry performed by each Commissioner before the Coun of Justice as symbolizing
the Community as an entiry in law.

Ladies and gentlemen, one Commission has gone,
another has come. One four-year term has finished,
another is about to begin. But neither the history of
European integration, nor rhe Commission's r6le in it,
can be appraised in terms of four-year rycles, panicularly since the Commission, thouth essential, is not the
only Community institution, and panicularly since, as
I will illustrate later, the institutional framework put in
place by the Treaty of Rome has, ro pur it mildly, been
operadng less and less satisfactorily.
As I take over the baton from Gaston Thorn, as a new
year begins, may I say thar his Commission has left us

a

message

of hope. Yes, a message of hope. Firstly,

because it, and Gaston Thorn in panicular, never
relaxed their effons to promore healthy awareness and
remind us of 'what we are fighting for', or rarher,
'why we must live and work toge[her'. And there is no
doubt that there is a new feeling abroad. Disenchant-

ment with Europe
Europe is,

I

is

receding. Secondly,

because

hope, on the point of setding the family

it in recent years.
is not for me to say who deserves the credit for this,

feuds which have literally paralysed

It

but I feel that the proposals put forward by rhe ouqoing Commission, its consrant reaffirmation of the original contract uniting us, did much ro settle rhese disputes, which future historians will find laughable in
rhe harsh light of conrcmporary challenges.
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So it is that a new Commission appears before you,
imbued with intellectual humiliry and great political
resolve. Personally, I am more aware of rhe humility. I
have often wondered why the Community, with its
committed and talented leadership, has never got off
the ground; why it has failed to achieve rhe aims
enshrined in the Treaty, aims on which there was a
modicum of consensus; in shon, why it has failed ro
bring about the economic, social and monetary integration which is vital to the advancement of our ren
nations. Forgive me if I come up with a rarher rrire
thought, born of experience: I believe thar rhe engineers of European integration are fumbling nor over
what has to be done bur rarher over how to got abour
it. \7e can no longer blame the crippling weight of the

crisis, the absence of political will or the inenia of
national officialdom. '$fle need to look funher and,
here again, there is a glimmer of hope: the European

Council is now as anxious as this House to improve
the performance of the institutions.

I know only too well that it is easier to raise applause
by talking about exciting goals than abour ways of
achieving them. Bur 'there's rhe rub'. Empry ralk is not
enough.

How can we make the most of the new break in the
clouds? I hesitate to go too far, for my exploratory

alks in the capitals have revealed fundamental differences of opinion, mental reservations and varying
interpretations of existing rules. But when all is said
and done, the opponunity is there for the Communiry
to take advantage of the favourable winds or, once
again, let a opponunity slip by.

Make no mismke about it. Vhile rhe world around us
is in a state of flux, the powers of coday regathering
their strength and the powers of tomorrow flexing
their muscles, Europe's credit is ar sake, in the eyes of
our own people, in rhe eyes of the superpowers, and in
the eyes of the Third Vorld.

Tell me, ladies and tentlemen, decide for yourselves:
does Europe want to exist? Does it want ro win respect?

Each of you here knows full well that it does. You
have been elected by universal suffrage and are
accountable for your acdons to the people of Europe.
But Europe's credit will have to be earned the hard
way. It will depend on Europe's srrengrh, on Europe's
economic and financial power, on rhe example set by
European society. I propose ro ourline an approach to
you now, but I will return
if your
Bureau
- March enlarged
agrees
to present to your
pan-session the
programme for the coming year. You
Commission's
will appreciate that this musr be prepared by rhe Com-

convergence of will, to acting and succeeding. This,
and the search for greater credibility, are the essendals. It also means I shall have something to say about
the funcdoning of the institutions and the decisionmaking process. In so doing I shall endeavour to clarify matters in a field where debate has been ambiguous

and controversial, although everyone agrees [hat
reform is urgently needed.
Europe's credibility.

The Members of this House have always been among
the most active in our endeavours to make the Community a People's Europe. fu a Member myself and
chairman of the committee whose remit included the
free movement of persons, goods, services and capital,
I supponed the effons of all those who, quite rightly,
took exception to the continued existence of substantial obstacles. To them, private individuals and businesses alike, Europe appeared
still appears
- andbarriers,
like some kind of feudal state where
customs
posts, formalities and red tape proliferate. But now
that the Heads of State or Governmenr have decided
to set an example, to throw their weight into the balance, to clear away all obstacles to free movement,
whether hidden or visible, it may not be over-optimistic to announce a decision to eliminate all frontiers
within Europeby 1992 and to implement it. That gives
us eight years, the term of office of two Commissions.
(Applause)

Ve, for our part,

are prepared to work towards that
goal, in association wirh the Commirree on a People's
Europe, chaired by Mr Adonino.

If I

may go into deails at this early smge, rhe Council

and Parliament have approved the programme for
consolidating the internal market presented by the
outgoing Commission. It must be put into effect as
quickly as possible. It is up to us, now, to do it and to
make our proposals for the nexr stage, rcgerher wirh
the appropriate time-limits.

This, I believe, will meet a prime, indeed a vital, concerns of yours, of which you have spoken. Ve should
both like to see the people of Europe, your electors,
enjoying the daily experience of a mngible Europe, a
real Communiry where ravel, communication and
trade are possible without any hindrance, by the end
of this Parliament in 1988.
(Applause)

If we can achieve this, the European elections of
will mark

1989
a renewal, the binh of cidzenship in effect, a

boost to democrary.

mission as a body and therefore will take a linle rime.

One may ask what

I have in mind since I have been

alking so much, and shall be talking, about ways
means. It is an approach to achieving consensus

and
and

But faced with the uncenainties and worries of the
future, what people are looking for above all else is
not freedom of movement. They are concerned with

living, with finding a place in sociery

-

and that
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with the balance between carmeans finding work
eer and private life,- with the post-industrial society

Recalling the words of Jean Monnet, I would urge
you to resist mere fashion, to rediscover confidence in
yourselves and in this Community, which is soon to be
enlarged to twelve members encompassing, from
Nonh to South, almost every current of European

and their environment. Pulling down the frontiers will
not convince them of our resolve to do away with
large-scale unemployment. Here, rco, the credibility
of the European venture is at stake, at both national
and Communiry level: at national level since nothing
will absolve us from the need to reforge competitive

These cultural considerations

adapt our structures and scimulate an economic upturn
at the same time.

and generosity.

structures and rediscover the path to economic
growth; and at Community level since it is the Community which must act as the multiplier of nadonal
effons. Economic convergence will be meaningless ro
people if we have not reversed the terrible rise of
unemployment within the next two years. It depends
on us. It depends on our strength and our ability to

Nor should we of the older

generadon forget the
aspirations born in the'golden sixties', in the 'affluent

society'. They are many and varied, I know, sometimes confused and often full of contradictions. But
surely that has always been the way? It is impossible to
imagine that Europe should not be involved in this
great cultural debate when we remember that, besides
irs shameful past and fratricidal wars, it has provided
mankind with models of thoughi in which society, the
individual and nature tended towards a harmonious
equilibrium.

It

is in this spirit that we

will celebrate

1985 as Interna-

tional Youth Year, reflecting the questions, hopes and
fears of the younger generation. In this spirit we c/ill
defend and affirm our identity and cultural diversity in
a world being transformed by information rcchnology.
The aspiration is for a cultural Europe. And rightly so.
But culture as a living experience also means enabling
everyone to develop in a society in which he has a say
and in an environment, man-made or natural, which
favours human development. That is why we are being
called upon to combat so many different ills
- to
improve working conditions, rc redesign our cities and
rethink our ways of living, to preserve the irreplaceable revitalizing force of nature. Many of these things
are the concerns of environment policy, and here the
Community must set an example by realistic action,
stimulating and crowning the creative effon, encouraging and disseminating innovation in order to create
the basis for the renewal that is needed.
is where the great European dream lies, rooted in
a history of creative effon in the service of mankind.
Ve must nurture this dream on our ideals and our
achievements. Jean Monnet's comment on the begin-

That

nings

of the Community remains remarkably

apt

today. 'The beginning of Europe was a political concepdon, but, even more, it was a moral idea. Europeans had gradually lost the ability to live together and
combine their creative strength. There seemed to be
decline in their contribution to progress and to the civilization which they themselves had created . . .'

humanism.

will not divorce us from
the realities of the world we live in. S7e are all aware
of the harshness of the present time. But it would be
useless for the Community to proclaim noble-sounding messages if nobody were to lisrcn rc it, if it were to
pass into history. And let us not delude ourselves, that
is the danger we are facing. There are those who
regard Europe as ageing and infirm and who treat us
accordingly, while others deplore our lack of initiadve

Vhere, then, is the message of hope I spoke of just
now? It lies in our abiliry to speak with a single voice
and act in concen.
(Applause)

Can we do it? To be perfectly frank, our record in
recent years is not very encouraging. The Community
has, it is true, fought for its various interests, but too
ofrcn it has been on the defensive, at best limidng the
damage. Most of the dme there have been no forceful
s[a[ements of a common position but merely vague
intentions, with varying shifts of emphasis from one
Member State to another. The result: the Community
has been unable to persuade irs two major panners
act in
and friends
States and Japan
- to econ- the United
concert to remedy
the glaring ills of the world
omy, such as monenry instability, prohibitive
interest-ra[es, hidden protectionism and the reduction
in aid of all kinds to the poorest countries.
Those who look on the bright side will tell me that the
worst has been avoided: the problems of indebrcdness
have been resolved one by one; international trade has
picked up once more. But the sickness has not been
cured, nor the danger removed. I do not claim to have
all the answers. I am simply asking the central question: are the Member States agreed on their diagnosis

of the ma.ior problems of the world economy? Are
they capable, once they have ascenained what their
differences are and gone some way towards overcoming them, of working out a set of proposals which are
acceprable to all and likely to improve its operation?

That is the most imponant question Europe has to
answer.

It is my responsibility to stimulate discussions, first
within the Commission and then in Parliament and the
Council, to rescue us from what must be seen as
Europe's lethargy in this field. I shall do this with the
deep-seated conviction that we can reach dynamic
agreement among ourselves which will lead to proposals and joint action. And the aim is not just to protect

our own legitimarc industrial, agricultural and finan,
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cial interests: we also have to cooperare in a world
economic order very different from the fable of the
fox and the chickens. Ve must show by the qualiry of
our proposals and the exemplary nature of our actions
that efficacy and justice can to rogether
yes, in
- counEurope that is possible
and that the emerging
- voie de se faire', as Frangois
tries
'Les nations en

when there is so much unemployment to be overcome
and so much distress to be relieved.

musr be treated on equal
terms. It will then be up- to them to show that they can
make a positive contribution to the development of the
world economy.

But let us return to our initial priority. Ve need to
endow ourselves with economic, technological, financial and monetary strength, but this strength will never

- called them
Perroux

This is the significance of Lom€ III, which is an exam-

ple of continuity on the pan of the Community and
should encourate us ro pursue our effons to establish
a fairer, more effectual economic order.

'!7e must, therefore,
get things clear

and quicklyl
- Europe
are being challenged: to maintain
as an
agricultural power, ro take our place in the forefront
of the new technologies, rc invest in our own development rather than see pan of our resources go ro sustain the growth of the strongest; we must share world
responsibilities on monerary matrers and defend our
trading inreresr, as well as playing our full pan in
widening the exchange of goods and services.

Ve

In shon, Europe must find its imagination again and
re[urn to the attack. Those who have nothing to propose are soon forgotten or held in conrcmpt. Those
who lack the means to match their ambitions are rap-

idly reduced to ngging along behind or engaging in
slanging-matches.

'!7e Europeans must tell ourselves each
and every day:
yes, we know how to do it, and yes, we can do it.

(Applause)

Europe's credibility by all means, but also its strength.

realize its full porcntial unless it is based on democrary

and justice. Democrary does not just make for
Europe's daily credibility; it also means vitality in
industrial relations and maximum panicipation. Justice
means more than a fair reward for initiative and risktaking; it also means rhe kind of communiry
'ofrhat
makei all its members welcome and is mindful
rhe
need to provide equal opponunides for all. Democracy and jusrice! Let me ask this: when shall we have
the first European collective bargaining agreemenr?
(Apphuse)

I would

insist on rhis point. The European collective
atreement is not just an empry slogan. It would provide a dynamic framework, one that respected differing views
- a spur to initiative, not a source of paralysing uniformity.

I draw attention ro rhis need for a balance berween
justice and efficiency, all too often forgotten nocradays, not to affirm that any one political doctrine is
better than another but because it points to what is
truly our common democratic and European heritage:
the foundation on which Europe achieved its posr-war
recovery and the remarkable growth which followed.
Let us beware of those who would gladly throw away

(Applause)

If I

stress our economic and financial capacities, it is
not my intention to leave political acdon as such out of
account. Sadsfaction can be drawn from the fact that
political cooperarion has intensified and joint initiatives have been taken in that field.

Moral strength must be displayed, panicularly wherever human rights are threatened or flouted and wherever peace is endangered or destroyed. Here you in
this House have often shown the way.

\Zhile

I

have no wish to go inrc this at any grear
length, I cannot but underline the imponance of the
ulks that have been held in Geneva between representatives of the United States and the Soviet Union.
Europeans musr not relax. their vigilance, the controversies are nor yer over, but the talks do hold out a
message of hope
hope for our ideal of peace, narurally, but also for- our ideal of solidarity, for, as you
yourselves, ladies and tenrlemen, have said, the world
has better things to do than prolong the arms race

the baby with the bath-water. Ler us beware of
fashions, moods and impulses and, above all, opportunism and the desire to please. The Commission will
not be taken in by them.
European industrial society used to be a model of efficiency. It is less so today
there can be no doubt
about it. It is fighting for its- life
that is quite
- it. But rhe clear.
Reforms are needed
nobody denies
- because they are based onprinciples still hold good,
the
idea of a balances relationship between society and the

individual.

Vhat we lack, apan from

a cenain degree of self-con-

fidence, is the benefit of scale and the multiplier effect.
This can only result from a more united and more
integrated Europe. In its four years in office, rhe Commission proposes rhat we take decisive steps in three

directions:

(1) a Community-wide market and indusrial

cooper-

atlon;

(2)

the suengthenint of the European Monetary System;
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(3)

the convergence of economies as leading to higher
growth and more employment.

Ve

have to do this if we are to exist in a world where
large entities dominate and where toughness is the
principal characteristic of all kinds of relations. !7e
have to stan without delay; I must insist on this. In
taking this action, we shall be saying 'no' to scepticism, 'no' to defeadsm and 'no' to all excuses for
doing nothing, no ma[ter how cleverly presented they
are to public opinion. European affairs often give the

and I am thinking in panicular of Anicle 100
from the misuse of the concept of vital interests.

-

or

(Appkuse)

You may rest assured that the new Commission will
make full use of all the possibilities offered by the
Treaty to overcome these obstacles and to ensure that
there is no shirking of responsibilities. A programme, a
dmenble and a method will be proposed to Council
and Parliament.

impression of being a contest between Member States

instead of presenting the picture of a united [eam,
pany of climbers scaling greater heighrc.

a

(Applause)

There is no better illustradon of the effects of scale
than the triptych of a Community-wide marker, harmonization of rules and industrial cooperation. !7e
hav'e heard more than enough about the disjointedness

of our effons, rhe

obstacles

(Apphuse)
As guardian of rhe European public interest, the Commission will take srong action on these problems,
which affect borh everyday life
- the citizen's Europe
and the world of business and commerce, firms and
-workers.
(Applause)

to healthy competition,

the rigid barriers around public conracts, the absence
of structures to encourage cooperation between European firms and the need for common standards to
promote innovation. In the final analysis, as the example of research shows, it is not manpower and capital
that we lack. These are comparable with what the
United States and Japan employ. No, what we lack is a
single economic and social espdce europiez in which all
the protagonists of scientific and economic progress
can engage more easily in exchanges and cooperation.

This has been demonstrated in two sectors

the

Esprit programme and telecommunications. The-Commission has been able to show all those concerned the
advantages of exchanges and cooperation and has succeeded in persuading them quirc naturally to combine
their research effons, open up the road to common
standards and take the initiative on a number of sunrise projects. This has demonstrated the value of
extending the market in general and, in this specific
sector, of throwing open public conracts. Thus the
excellence of a method which we intend to follow has
been underlined.

'V'e must be guided by
this persuasive approach. You
know the saying, 'You can take horse to water, bul

you can't make it drink'. This has been applied by an
economist to the question of investment, and it can be
extended to action on a European scale. It will not be
possible to mobilize firms, researchers and workers
unless they are aware of the vital interest of the European dimension and themselves become the instru-

For this reason I will confine myself for the time being
to what I regard as fundamental for the internal balance of Europe and for the success of the venture.
First of all, the three elements of the proposition can-

not be separarcd. There can be no fair and healthy
competition without a harmonization of rules.
Remember that competition can kill competition if the
market does not permit a fair contest between the different rivals. Hence the need to ensure, as happens in
many of the Member States, that national measures do
not lead to unbalanced competition. I would point out
that this did not escrpe the authors of the Treary of
Rome, as Article 102 shows. The Commission will
make use of this Anicle wherever necessary.

But Europe will not modernize its production structures just because alerge market exists. The search for
the larger scale will require the promotion of cooperation between European firms, the creation of a suitable
framework, tax concessions to encourage business
cooperation and financial incentives at Community
level instead of the costly and ineffectual escaladon of
national aids and incentives.
People tend to forget that one of the factors which has
helped to start the harmonization process
I
- since
am on the subject
is the European Monetary
System. Vith regard -to the supranational market, the

EMS, by stopping, in effect, monerary dumping,

has

ments of change.

helped increase trade within the Community. So there
is no monetary dumping, but that is not enough. There
should be no social dumping either.

(Applause)

(Applause)

Of course, there have been setbacks; of course, there
are obstacles, and major ones at that. Achievement of
the internal market has been held up by the rule of
unanimity, deriving either from the Treaty itself

Here, too, we must try to harmonize the rules. This,
with regard to the supranational market that we all
want to see set up, is the significance to the social
espdce europ1e4 which has still to be created. Other-

-
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wise, what will happen without rhis modicum of harmonization of social rules? Vhat are we already witnessing?
Member States and firms trying to gain an
- over
advantage
their compedrors at rhe cost of what
can only be described as social decline.

agricultural power: this is essential for its au[onomy,
the strength of ir trading position and its political

Let us be clear on this point. Like many of you, I
believe our economies are too inflexible. But the
causes of this inflexibiliry are many. If we spend all our
dme looking for them in just one direction, we may
well run aground, for Europe will not be achieved in a
kind of invened social progress. The labour marker
should indeed be made more flexible
one is
- itno
more convinced of that than I am
bur
is no less
imponant to srimulate initiadve and-,to fight against all

The same is true of the future of the ECU and the
European Monemry System. Nobody would now

smnding.
(Applause)

deny that in five years the EMS has proved its wonh.

Nobody would now deny thar, for all its members,
advantages have outweighed any drawbacks and constraints. I repeat: for all its members. The EMS has
been an area of relative calm in a sea agirated by the

wide and sudden fluctuations of currencies. It has
helped trade to develop and permitted growth in the

unjust advantages deriving from acquired positions.

private use of the ECU.

To come back to the major areas covered by employment and labour-market policies, our success will

Nevenheless, you may be surprised to hear that a real
Community currency will not be one of rhe objectives
of my four-year term. I am too well aware of rhe fundamental problems
panicularly
the central
- complexides among
banks
and rcchnical
of monetary ques- make any promises about this. No thoughtless
tions to
promises! On the other hand, I do believe that a substantial strengthening of monetary cooperation and a
controlled extension of the r6les of the official and the
private ECU are both possible. Here, roo, rhe Commission will propose a way of. making progress in the

depend on m/o conditions being met: reforms musr be
negotiated by rhe two sides of industry
in other
words, collective bargaining must remain-one of the
cornerstones of our economy
must be
- and effons
made to secure some harmonization
ar Community
level. That is why I raised the idea a few momenrs ago
of European collecrive agreemenrs to provide the general framework which is essential for the achievemenr
of a Community-wide market. That is why I wish to
insist, for the sake of giving us grearer confidence, on
the importance of human resources for the knowledge
and skills which they contribute. Our policies on education and training must help everyone to a berter
understanding of the way rhe world is going and enable everyone to make the besr use of his ralenrc and
personal resources in the interests of the community.
Ladies and genrle men, I ask you: is it possible to make
protress here
in
field of indusrial cooperarion,
- the inrernal
the Community-wide
market
while dis- This, to be
mantling what has been done elsewhere?
quirc frank, is the question which needs to be asked

about the common agricultural policy. I think I have
detected some reservations here and heard fears
expressed in other quaners about a renationalizadon
of the agricultural policy. National expenditure on
agriculture, excluding social security, is now equal to
one-half of Community spending. !7har useful conrribution is the Communiry dimension making? Ir is time
to stop drifting and recall the three key p-rinciples of
the Treaty
a unified marke!, financial solidarity and
Community- preference
the common com- and addprovide
mercial policy. These principles
the framework for continuing the effons, already well launched,

to

modernize the common agricultural policy and
determine rhe prospects for European agriculrure.
Farmers, too, need fresh reasons rc feed their hope
and belief in their economic and social function, rheir
hope and belief in Europe.
The job of the Community is to susrain those activities
which are essenrial [o meer needs and maintain human
and natural balances. It intends to remain a leading

light of the lessons learnt by us all from the rwo abortive attempts of recent years, in which I, for one, was
closely involved.

For the momenr, I shall confine myself to asking
number of questions, which I would like all of you
even the least enthusiastic

1.

-

ro consider.

a

-

Suppose the growing interest in the private ECU

takes on even vaster proporrions, as happened with the
Eurodollar. Do you not think rhar this would impose
responsibilities on the countries which set up rhe
EMS? Vould rhey not have to take steps to shield the

private ECU from unfair and dangerous speculation
and ro ensure healthy conditions for its growth, in the
interests of monetary policy and sound managemenr
of the banking system?

2.

If you consider, as I do, rhat the burden placed on
the dollar is roo great, should nor the Community
introduce a currency, rhe official ECU, which would
enable the central banks to diversify their reserves?
This is no doubr a technical poinr, but it is one which
calls for polidcal will. Is Europe prepared, that is to
say, by supponing a reserve currency, to share the
global burden of monetary management with the
United States? If it were to do this, would it not be in
a stronger position rc ask Japan to take its share of the
load and persuade the United States ro inroduce the
internal discipline which would make for relative smbility on foreign exchanges and a more balanced dis-

ribution of

savings and financial resources?

3. A strengrhened EMS, seen as one of rhe keys ro
progress past and progress still to come, could reveal
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the much-sought-for path to economic and monerary
union mapped out by the Verner repon fifteen years
ago. In this way the monetary approach, regarded by
many as dangerous or sophisricated, would srimulate
growth and create employment. Vhat a triumph if the
Community could demonstrate that monemry stringency and the fight against unemployment are not
mutually opposed but !o hand in hand!

This brings me back to the fight against unemployment. I have spoken at length about the scale of this
problem an the sructural plane: the need to adapt our
production capacity through the larger market and
industrial cooperation. This does not mean, however,
that we should neglect shon-term factors. Once again,
Europe's credibility depends to a large extent on turning the tide of unemployment.
(Applause)

Here, [oo, consensus must be sought. Economic convertence is a positive factor, greatly assisted by the
existence of the EMS. But it is no less true thar convergence has contributed rc the success of the EMS,
and this is a way forward which should be pursued.
But to what purpose? And by what means? \fle have to
agree on what we mean by convergence. If I were not
afraid of spreading confusion in this long speech, I
would happily substiturc the idea of consistency. If
inflation is to be beaten, if external imbalances are to
be corrected and if effons in this direction are so be
maintained, ure must not lose sight of the reality and
diversity of the Community.

Any attempt to standardize models of growth and
regional development throughout Europe, from the
Nonh to the Sourh, would be an affront
since I
to consistency.- Develop- carried out using the
ment must be planned and
have brought in the word

human and natural resources of each of the Member
States. This, to take but one example, is what lends the
integrated Mediterranean programmes their imponance, since they are designed to make the most of
existing resources and skills. In our joinr sriving for
stringency and fresh approaches, let us seek to profit
from our diversity, in which lie our riches!
(Applause)

Similarly, it would be an affront to consistency if,
speaking in cost-benefit terms, we disregarded the
prospects which the Common Market opens up to
countries which have traditionally lived by their
export, so. It must be said frankly that this is where
looking at the Community in purely budgetary terms
will lead us. Ve have to take all factors into account
when seeking to find the balance of advantage. As Roy
Jenkins said in this very Chamber in 1977:

The Community. . . can create and give more
than it receives, but only if the Member States,
peoples and governments alike, have the vision to

ask what they can contribute, and not just what
they can get.
(Applause)

\fle shall keep these considerations at the front of our
minds when the problem of adapting the Community's
budgetary and financial resources to the aims it sets
itself has to be posed in realistic and balanced terms.
The occasion is nearer in time than some people think,

for, as rhe ouqoing Commission constantly stressed, a
balanced and efficient Community cannot be built on
a VAT rate limited to l.60/o.I construe this as meaning
that we must strike a balance between our ambitions
and our resources, applying the principles of sound
management rc all types of expenditure. Here the fol-

lowing question is also pertinent:

in cenain cases,

would not an extra ten ECU in the Community budget
have a greater multiplier effect than one exffa ECU in
rhe budget of each of the ten Member States?
(Applause).

Indeed, this seems to be one of the key ideas underlying the approach adopted by Parliamenr ro jusrify the
draft Treaty on European Union: what is known as
the'subsidiarity principle'.

Finally, it would also be an affront to consistency if
each country took financial and monetary austerity to
rhe exreme and expected to secure its salvation
that is, a return to a higher growth-rarc-solely from
increased sales to its panners. You cannot escape
drowning by climbing into the back of a drowning
man. \fle shall all sink or swim together.
(Applause)

That is why the real contract which the Community
offers is for each member to use its margin for manoeuvre to stimulate the growth of all. This will offer
benefits in return, because a positive synergic effect

will

have been created which could,

if necessary, be

backed by a Community investment programme, as
this House has advocated. This would also constitute
one means among many of bringing the transpon
policy to life and srengthening a European network
of major communications routes
something which
would, it should not be forgotten, -benefit everyday life
in Europe and help to achieve the large-scale market.
So all things are interconnected, whether in a situation

of renewed dynamism or one of slow decline. It is up
to us to demonstrate, over the coming month, that the
vinues of interdependence and solidarity entered into
with full awareness of the consequences are much better than the situation we are in now.

Having considered Europe's credibiliry and

the

strength of Europe, I now come to the subject of the
institutional dynamic.
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Ve

have seen, ladies and gentlemen, rhar ir is easier to
define uthat has to be done than bourc go about it. I
believe that broad consensus can be reached on the
goals we must set ourselves, once we are aware of the
challenges facing us, our porential srentrh and the
responsibilities we musr shoulder.

still suffering from it

But as soon as we srarr discussing bowo achieve them
161'5 face it
difficuldes stan. My visirc as
-President-designate
- the
to the ten Member Srares confirmed my suspicions on this score. Everywhere I
went, questions were raised about the operadon of the
institutions. Everywhere. Everyone realizes thar we
cannot go on living in a paralysing state of confusion.

To this end I would

enlargement.

-

witness the preliminaries to

I can

assure you, ladies and genrlemen, rhar the Commission will do all in its power to avoid this new battle

of Hernani.
suggest a simple two-pronged
approach. Perhaps it is too simple, but it is this: let us
identify the improvements to be made within the
framework of existing rules and rhen decide what can
be done beyond the Treaty of Rome. Neither elemenr
can be neglected. Ve must s[eer a course between the
-twin
traps of limited pragmatism and precipitare actton.

It

is true that we have managed to settle family feuds.
This I have already srressed, but beyond that, let us be
frank: the Community is no longer capable of taking
decisions. The Community is no longer progressing.

Unfonunately, the only rhing we are agreed on is its
impotence. As soon as we begin to consider ways of
curing it, opinions differ, to say rhe least. Here, roo,
there is a need for clarification, and rhe Commission
has every intention of helping.

It is essential that we ter out of the rut of existing
practice in relarion ro rhe prepararion of dossiers,
inter-institutional conciliation, and decision-making,
or rather the absence of decision-making. \7hat is
happening, in point of fact, is that each institution is
giving vent to its own frustration by passing the buck
to the others.

The Commission undenakes to explore all the possibilities offered by the existing framework, the framework provided by the Treaty of Rome, modulated by
agreemenr or non-agreements. It will make full use of
im right of initiative to accomplish rhe prioriry tasks I
have outlined. Ir will ask the Council ro rerurn ro lhe
spirit of the second paragraph of Anicle 149, with
which you are already so familiar. Ir will not hesitate
to withdraw a proposal if it considers that its conlenr
has been too watered down, or if it notes a refusal,
express or implied, ro debate it.
(Appkuse)

Parliament will be fully involved in this experiment,
which will serve to tesr the will of the Member Stares
and the viability of our rules and insritutional practlces.

Many proposals have been made for remedying this /e
you know them all
from the
facto situation
- to the
Tindemans report
report of the-Three \7ise
Men in 1979. Parliamenr was more daring in its
approach, producing a drafr Treaty on European
Union. The European Council tried roo, setting up the
committee chaired by Senarcr Dooge to investigate
our current paralysis, ro make specific proposals for
dealing with iq to improve decision-making procedures and to broaden the scope of the existing Treaties.

All of this, you will say, is quite encouraging and
promising. But, I feel, on one condidon. Because of

Should a difficulry arise between rwo institutions, rhe
Commission will endeavour to decide whether the
root cause is a fundamental difference of opinion
between the Member Srares, or is, quire simply, a con-

flict of powers and prerogatives
to say
- I was abouc
'suscepdbilitie5'- f,sm/ssn the institutions.
In the first
case, it will be for the Council rc initiate frank discussions and for Parliament to debate the issue and consult public opinion. In the second case, rhe Commission will attempt ro act as honest broker to ensure that
non-essentials
institutional fricrion
do not
- progress of European
-integration.cloud
essentials
rhe

-

the range of opinions, which is far wider than many
people think, we musr ar all costs prevenr the institu-

(Applause)

tional quarrel becoming in rhe future what the Mandate of 30 May 1980 was in the past. I hope I am
wrong, but I fear that insdtutional issues may lead m
the adoption of diamerrically opposed positions which

Make no mistake about it, ladies and genrlemen, the
operational aspecr asidp, the venture is an ambitious
one. The Commission, too, has ir back to the wall. It
must find realistic ways of achieving its objectives, it
must introduce an elemenr of simpliciry inrc its proposals, it musr act in permanent consultation with the
other two institutions. But the Commission will not
waver in its commitmenr or compromise the content of

each side then invokes as a prercxr for doing nothing.
are all familiar wirh the story: each Member Srate
makes progress in one direction conditional on assurances or concessions on issues which it regards as
essential. Ve have suffered too much from this diplo-

Ve

macy of linkage, this tir-for-tar approach, not to be
extremely wary. Indeed, may I say in passing, we are

its proposal at rhe outset.

(Appkuse)
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You will find, ladies and gentlemen, thar the Commissioners will be prepared to discuss matrers with you
seriously both in commirtee and here in the House.
But this will be possible only if we make a determined
effon to organize our respecrive work schedules and
programme our discussions and debates.
The game is worth the candle. I hope that, by resolure
action, we can convince those of you who are dishear-

tened by the volume

of

unfinished business, by so
many unnecessary complications, by all the secondary
obstacles. To my mind the Commission should, as it
were, play the key r6le of engineer on the European
construction project.
Let me make my position quite clear at the stan of our
partnership. I am not sure of anything on rhis issue of
how to put the rules of the Treaty [o rhe besr use, bur I
do want to take action. I am an advocate of new horizons for Europe. I am in favour of European Union.
But is this sufficient reason ro posrpone work on
schemes for achieving economic and social progress?

The Treaty of Rome musr nor be regarded as the
be-all and end-all. Various plans have been put forward, not least by Parliament itself. The Dooge Committee is working hard to a very strict timetable: an
initial discussion at the European Council in March, a
full-dress debate followed, I hope, by decisions in the

discipline, the integrated Mediterranean programmes,
the decisions on farm prices, and the settlement of disputes on the environment and on steel. There is
enough routine business here to keep us, Commission
and Parliament, fully occupied. But we must make
plans for the future, smrt things moving again to
create a Community wonhy of the name, underpinned
by a renovated economy and an unparalleled social
system.

'!7e

First, the challengi of approach: we musr demonstrate
that we can act as Twelve, and not simply mark rime
or muddle through from one day to the next.
Second, the challenge of influence: we musr ensure
that rhe Community speaks with one voice and plays
its pan on the state of contemporary history.

And lastly, the challenge of civilization: in a world of
change, we must reaffirm our values and fuse the
sometimes concradicrory aims and aspirations of our
contemporaries into new constructs.
Let me repeat: we do have the resource, so once again
we shall be judged on our srrength of character. The
maxims quoted by Vinston Churchill in 1946 spring to
mind:

European Council in June. The Commission is playing
an active pan, inspired by the ideal of a Europe united
at last, with resources to match its ambitions. Here,
tgo, it intends ro be a driving force and generaror of
proposals. It will respond to the appeals and hopes of

those of you in this Parliament who keep the European flame alive. It will do so by giving serious consideration to your resolutions, opinions and pronouncements and helping to make the essential leap forward
which will widen our horizons and reinforce our acrion.

The Commission wants to make a stan right away by
instilling a sense of urgency into decision-making, by
stimulating acrion, by making the instirutional trialogue meaningful and effective. Ir is anxious to
shoulder its responsibilities and extend its executive
rOle under delegated pow€rs which it will demand
from the Council. The Commission is prepared to take
risks. The orher institutions must do likewise.

fu we recover our ability to
act, we shall see that aiming for new horizons was rhe
right approach. Let us do what we can to ensure that
by June, the deadline set by rhe European Council for
a debate of the utmost imporrance, the progress made
towards strengthening our Community will jusdfy our
determination to press onwards to European Union !

Time will prove us right

The Commission is well aware of rhe difficulties which
lie ahead and of the problems in abeyance: rhe successful completion of the enlargemenr negoriarions,
the 1985 budget, the disagreement about budgetary

have three major challenges to meet.

In war, resolurion;
In defeat, defiance;
In victory, magnanimity

;

In peace, goodwill.

Vould that Europe, in this difficult world, lived up to
these tenets and refound her old self-confidence!

But, at the end of the day, this will depend on us, and
us alone.
( Loud

prolonged applause )

Mr President of the Commission, the
unanimous -applause following on your peroration testifies rc the interest shown
or rather, I should say,
to the impression produced- by your starement on all
the Members of this House.
President.

This starcment will provide a valuable basis for reflecdon and debate in the European Parliament. I thank
you warmly on behalf of all my colleagues.

The debate will take place tomorrow, beginning at
l0 a.m. The vote will be taken at 3 p.m.
a vore
which, with your assent, we shall consider as- a vote of
lnvesuture.

(The sitting
I

,

closed

at 6.25 p.n.)t

For the next sitdng's agenda, see Minures.
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Clinton Daois; Mr Vlijsenbeeh; Mr

l4

Delors (Commission)

Clinton Davis (Commission); Mr

Fitzsimons;

Pannella; Mr Jospin; Mr Aigner; Mr Moller;
Mr'Wurtz; Mr Lalor; Mr Christensen; Mr
Ulburghs; Mr Alaoanos; Mr Kuijpers; Mr
Pranchire; Mr Delors (Commission); Mr
4.

58

Question No 2, by Mr Fitzsimons: 1986
European Road Safety Year:

of tbe neu) Commission

Pannella

'

of

natural gas, and No 19, by MrBochlet:
Neu special natural gds tarifs for the
borticultural sector in the Netberlands:

'

Mr

Sutherland;

Mr Le
.

Annex

Cbeoallier; Mr

Mr Ulburghs; Mr
land; Mr Marshall
Sutherland;

Suther70
73
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system of value-added tax: derogations in connection
with the special aids granted to certain farmers to compensate for the dismantlement of monetary compensatory amounts applying to certain agricultural products

(The siuing was opened at 10 a.m.)

Mr Gautier

(S).

(DE) Madam President! I pointed

that at the December partout yesterday evening
l.
Prcsidcnt.

Approaal of the Minutes

The minutes of yesterday's sitting have

-

been distributed.

Are there any comments?

Mr Cryer (S).
President, with regard to
- Madam
the written declarations
under Rule 49 of the Rules of
Procedure, page 3, whilst I have no doubt rhat these
declarations are quite accurate, the point I wish to
raise is the fact that there are some 86 writren declarations under Rule 49 which are nor yet prinrcd. I do not
know whether any of these are listed here but whar
concerns me is that once a written declaration has
been registered then the period of time of 2 monrhs
under Rule 49, Section 5, at the end of which the declaration lapses is presumably from the time of entry
into the Register. It is expected that those declararions
will be printed so that Members can decide wherher to
support them or not. Unless they are printed, Members have no idea whether they can be supported or
whether they should be supported. Therefore, while I
am not questioning the accurary of the minutes what I
u/ant is

to

have this question taken up with the
enlarged Bureau so that we are not faced in future
with written declarations which have lapsed simply
because nobody knows what they are because they
have not been printed.

President.
Mr Cryer, your question
ted to the enlarged
Bureau.
( Parliament

from the

to the Council
rel final) for e

Lord Cockfield, Mernber of the

I

Waioing of Members' imnunity

Commission.

Madam President, we shall be talking to the committee on this subject later this month and we hope
that funher progress will be made but we cannot make
any definite statement at this moment in time.

(DE) I tather from the Commis- this question
sion's statement that
is not urgent, bur
will be discussed in committee first. Could the President, please note [his and postpone the vote accord-

Mr Gautier (S).

ingly?

Mr Beumer (PPE).

(NL) Madam President, hav-

ing heard the Commission's
statement, I would pro-

(b) The Commission

-

debate (annoancement ) : see Minutes.

not

be

take place with the Commis-

-

Topical and urgent

has beeir asked for funher infor-

mation, which will very largely determine how the
report is assessed.

20th dircctive on the harmonization of tfte laws of the
common

Mcmber Statcs rclating to turnover taxes

us

sion.

Commission

COM(t4)

rold

President.
I believe that the Commission is prepared
- statement.
to make rhat

(a) Consultations are tb

Decision on argenq

(Doc.2-446/t+

because that was what the Commission
through Mr Tugendhat in December.

pose that the request for urgency should
granted, and this for two reasons:

approoed the Minutes)t

2.
Proposel

will be submit-

session rhe European Parliament rejected by a large
majority a proposal for a twentieth directive on valueadded tax. The then Vice-President of the Commission assured us that the Commission would make a
starement now. Before we vote on the urgencies, it
would be reasonable to inquire whether the Commission abides by its proposal, or whether it bows before
the great majority of Parliament and withdraws the
proposed twentieth directive on value-added tax,

I

therefore ask that this request

rejected.

for

urgency

be
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Mr Beumer, urgency was requested by

Prcsident.

the Council.-

(Urgency wdt not dgleed to)

ing down implcmenting
rulcs for Rcgulation (EEC)

on food aid policy and food aid managc-

ECNt

Presidcnt.
draw your arrenrion to the fact
- I would
that Parliament
has already placed on yesterday's
agenda a report by

Mrs

Focke

(S),

Mr Galland on the
chairman

same subject.

of the Committee

Mr Andrews (RDE).

liament, which rhis is, and the Commission to carry
out an inquiry into why Members of this House have
been harassed and detained by immigration officials ar
Heathrow Airpon en roure ro meerings of this Parliament. I should also like you ro ask the Presidenr and

on

situation produced by the twelfths rule you now have
the Galland resolution on the regulation of food aid,
thanks to a unanimous recommendation by rhe Committee. The Council's requesr is therefore superfluous.
I7e are already acing on a resolution of our own. I
therefore move once again that urgency should not be
admitted.
(Urgency ans not agreed to)

President.

Mr

Report by Mr lppolito, on behalf of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology (Doc. 2-1331/S4l
on the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-340/84
27, firra.l) for a decision
- COM
adopting a research
and dcvclopment progremme for
thc optimization of the productioo and utilization of
hydrocarbons 1984-t7

Mr

Ippolito (COM), rapporteur.
(17) Madam
- research
President, I am the rapporr.eur on this
programme. It is a good programme and it has been
approved by the Commirtee on Energy, Research and

Technology with only minor amendments. But I do
not see the need for urgent procedure: this is by no
means a high-prioriry programme. There are much
more urgent programmes

as Esprir, ro men- such
I would
not like ro see rhem

disadvantaged -because priority is accorded ro rhis one.
I do not at all agree rhat urgent procedure is justified.
ects request

(Urgency is not agreed to)

for

argent

Mr Andrews, thar is not a poinr of order.

Andrcvs

(RDE).

Madam President, I

President.

'order.

-

I

am very sorry but that's not a point of

Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Madam President, colleagues!
People have high hopes for this, the firsr session of the
European Parliament in 1985.

of the Commission, honourable

colleague,

Jacques Delors!The Socialist Group wishes to express

ooo

( Parliament rej

-

merely wanr ro finish the point of order.

President

and

On a point of order, Madam

- statement by Mr Delors yesPresident, in view of the
terday on the People's Europe and calling for the free
movement of people and goods, I should like to ask
you to ask the President of the European people's Par-

theCommission...

Deoelopment and Cooperation.
(DE) I
thar
- down. Itmove
this request for urgency be turned
is exactly
as you, Madam President, said just now: Parliament
has already placed thig item on the agenda. This matter has already been discussed in commitree, and in the

don but one

Commission (Debate)

pean Communities.l

Proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-628/t{
COM(84) 4tl) for a regulation lay-

tlllt2

3. Introduction of the new

Presidcnt.
The next item is the debate on rhe stare- President of the Commission
ment by the
of the Euro-

oo*

No

15. 1.85

de bate

its thanks for the accounr of the merhods and procedures which thb new Commission will follow in future
in its collaboration with the insritutions of the European Communities. \7e note with deep satisfaction
that it incorporated in its statement something which

Parliament has repeatedly urged, namely thar the
Commission reassume the role which was assigned to
it by the letter and spirir of the Treaties, and above all
by the will of Parliament, especially my group.

ir pan as defender

If the Commission

is to play

common interests

of the citizens of

of the
Europe, as a
as the chief engineer,

motive force
you say
- asthe declared
- will rc act in complete
then it must have
independence.

Ve in Parliament

have repeatedly com-

plained that the previous Commission did in fact do
nothing more rhan acr as the secretariat for rhe Council. You have made clear the Commission's intendon
of playing an independenr role, guided by the Commission's political perceptions, without institutional
clashes. You will have the full suppon of Parliament.
In this connection, I should like rc address a word to
my colleagues in this chamber.

)

I

Sce previous day's proceedings.
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The Commission has to preserve its independence
ois-i-ois Parliament,

well

the Council. Under no
circumstances may we force the Commission to act as
the secretariat of Parliament. I hope that rhe Commission, and you too Mr President, will
when neces- inadequacies
point out to Parliament its own
sary
and its own errors.
as

as

Mr President, you have set out Europe's needs in
detail and pointed out that in that context it is absolutely essential for us, as the European Community, to
regain credibiliry. I wholeheanedly agree with that.

In this connection, I should like to return to what I
said just now about the inadequacies of the European
Parliament. Restoring credibility also means streamlining the work of Parliament. Before we, as a Parliament, tell the Commission what rc do, we should first
earn that right by amending our own ways.

\7e

have delivered opinions on every conceivable
issue, and yet in many cases we have been unable to

exert any influence which could be said to be
demonsrable, or lasting, or publicly recognizable.

Instead of working steadily we have indulged in ad hoc
activism. Ve have repeatedly adopted urgent resolu-

tions, knowing full well that we should ger nor one.
inch funher on the matter itself. \7e have omitted to
make any link between our diplomaric initiatives and
questions of foreign trade and development policy, or
to harmonize them in any way. \7e have used whole
series

of urgenr motions to improve, distort, and even

reverse, sound resolutions which have been carefully
and painstakingly prepared by the committees and by
Parliament. \7e did in fact put through with enormous
enerty a number of budget resolutions, but we then
failed to press the Commission and the Council to
implement those policies. In many instances we were
satisfied with gaining a majority in Parliament, instead

of trying to carry on the fight for

these political

demands outside Parliament in association with
national parties, factions and governmenm, through
various associations and through the media.
(Applause)

\(/e have consistenrly stressed the absolute necessity
for question time, but generally it is only a handful of
Members who take notice of Council's and the Commission's endeavours to reply to the questions. In far
too many cases this House has gone in for shon-term
crisis management, instead of rying to evolve a longterm political strateBy.
Restoring the credibility of Europe means, therefore,
that the efficienry of this Parliament has to be
increased by:

-

streamlining the work of the committees and of
Parliament,

that members have, more time for work in their constituencies.
so

Restoring the credibility of Europe means that Europe
may not and cannot be primarily a Europe of agricultural subsidies and free rade areas. It muit not be a
Europe of entrepreneurs and enterprises. Let me
repeat, therefore, what I said on 11 December last
year about regaining Europe's credibility: the European idea can continue to evolve only when the great
majority of European citizens, and the workers too,
recognize that this is not the economists' Europe, it is
theirEurope, the Europe of the ordinary man.

Vhat Europe needs today above all else is a global
straregy. A global sraregy in which the inrcrdependence of individual political spheres becomes apparent.
The President of the Commission has announced that
the working programme of the Commission will be
discussed in detail at the next pan-session but one. For
this reason I shall only speak ro one basic point: we
cannot treat individual areas of policy separately, inde-

pendently

of each other.

\flhether

it

be the fight

against unemployment, protection of the environment,
development policy, questions concerning the consolidation of the internal market, the European Monetary
System, the protection of human rights inside and outside the European Community, whether it be the

reform

of the agricultural policy, the promotion of

research, co-determination for employees, the problems of the new technologies, the question of a com-

mon policy on the pan of the European Community
towards the superpowers and the Third \7orld; all
these things are inseparably linked.

By dividing the Council into individual specialist coun-

cils and by dividing the European Parllament into
individual committees and independent parliamentary
delegations, as well as by dividing up the areas of responsibility of the indiviual Commissioners, there arises
the danger that only the ad ioc necessity of resricted
political fields is seen, although everything is inseparably linked to everything else.
Anyone who investigates [he question of the new technologies, must take into account the effects on rhe
labour market, on ergonomics, on the less-developed
countries and on environmental protection. Anyone
who demands absolute protection for his own agricultural products within the framework of the reform of
agricultural policy, must also include in his decision
the effects on expons of steel pipes and tubes, machine
tools and the automobile industry. \Thoever ponders
the stability of currencies within the European Monetary System, must also consider its effects on unemployment.

-

not overloading the agenda,

-

reducing rhe number of resolutions,

Ve

hope that we shall find these interrelationships
in the Commission's programme of

between policies
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work. Ve hope that the new Commissioners see their
own responsibilides as part of the overriding global
responsibility of the entire Commission.

The Socialist Group will

assess

the work of the Com-

mission on the basis of the attention paid ro whar the
group considers to be the main essenrials. My group
has identified four elements as rhe corner-stones of
European policy:

-

policy must begin with sociological and social needs.
That means that we must examine very carefully the
associated effecm of the new technologies on the
labour market and on the rights of workers. Ve
should welcome, Mr President, the setting up of an
independent committee of inquiry at European level,
to inform and advise the institutions of the European

the fight against unemployment and for social justice,

Community on the evaluation of technology, and
especially on the consequences of technological
change, such as the effects on the quality of employment in manufacturing industry, possible improvements in the quality of life in the consumer secror, rhe

the fight for human rights and rhe protecrion of

effects on the environment and the consequences for
democratic and social structures.

the citizen,

Ve

-

the fight for peace, securiry and disarmamenr,

-

the fight against hunger throughout the world.

Mr President, the Socialist Group

agree with you that any reflection on rhe true
strength of Europe must include the consolidation of
the internal market. Ve think it very imponant that
e. t. competition law should not be used just to bring
about integration, it must also be used to bring about

is extremely grateful

to you for the way in which you explored rhe fundamental aspecm of Europe's suengrh. Let me give an
example: we in Europe must view with alarm the way
in which the two superpowers, the USA and the Soviet
Union, negotiate in Geneva on aspects of security and
disarmament which primarily affect Europe, affect our
fate, without Europe's sirring at the table as an equal
in the negotiations. '!7e agree with you thar Europe
must develop greater self-awareness and power in
order to play an independent role in inrernational politics. Europe can do this, bur there are pre-condirions

and Europe must remember its own srrength

and

recognize it.

It is generally held that the
athletes of the United Stares of America dominated the
l98a Olympic Games in Los Angeles. The number of
medals which. they obtained pur everyone else in rhe
shade. But anyone who takes rhe trouble ro compare
the number of medals gained by the athletes of rhe
Member States of the European Communities with the
number gained by the United States, will find that the
athletes of rhe European Communiries gained more
medals than rhose of the United States.
Let me give an example.

Europe is ours. '!7e therefore agree wholeheanedly

with the President of the Commission: if Europe presents a united front and speaks with one voice, it can
face the superpowers as an equal. This is panicularly
true in the economic sphere. But we can only exerr our

economic strength by pursuing ar European and
national levels an indusrial policy which coordinares
national policies and goes beyond the present purely

sectoral and defensive initiatives. But ar the same rime
we must take care of the tradidonal industries like coal
and steel, texriles and shipbuilding. Ve must develop a
common research and technological poliry, joinrly, so

that we shall then be srong enough to be able to
create new jobs, in comperirion with rhe other major
industrialized nations.

Ve

socialists stan from rhe

premise that a radonal, future-oriented, technological

equaliry

of opponunity for workers as employees,

consumers and citizens.

For us the creation of an internal market also means

a

general, unconditional right of residence for all
EC cidzens in all Member States. It means the abolition of personal checks at the internal frontiers of rhe
Community. For us the creation of an internal market
means the right of EC citizens ro vore in local elections in all the Member States. It means continuing to
press

for the

accession

of the EC to rhe

European

Convention on Human Rights. In connection with the
creation of an internal market we Socialism are nor
just thinking of the balance sheers and profits of private companies, we are thinking primarily of the
recognizable benefits for individual citizens in the
common market.

The majority of my group have supponed the consolidation of the customs union into a really free Community market. That means the abolition of technical
barriers to Eade, the abolidon of excessive cusroms
formalities for imports and expons and the simplificadon of customs formalities for rade, indusry and the
private citizen. But once again I should like rc remind

you that the quality

of

economic and indusrial

democracy in Europe depends on the rights of work-

ers and their panicipation in economic decision-taking. Anyone who overlooks, or consciously tries to
overlook, that fact
and here I am wittingly address-

- of Europe musr be made
ing the conservatives
- Europe has no
aware thar wirhout these elements
credibiliry, that there is no possibility of rhe man in the
street identifying himself with Europe.
You see, Mr President, the strength of Europe's role is
you
inseparably linked to the strengthen-ingasof thesaid
European
Monetary System. Although the
majority of the Socialisrs suppon rhis view
a minor- out that,
ity are of a differenr opinion
I musr point
as far as we are concerned,- there are limits to this
question. The majoriry of my group have acrively
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advocated the panicipation of all the Community
countries in the European Monetary System and also
welcome the participation of third countries in initiatives in the monetary sector. The majority welcome
the gradual extension of use of the ECU in rhe Community and the increasing use of it in the financial
markets for lendings and borrowings, as well as for
bond issues. But we do have our problems. Yesterday
you spoke of the introduction of the ECU as a fully
independent parallel currency. In our opinion economic integration, especially the convergence of the
economic policies of the Member States, has to be
developed far more, so that we first improve the balance between the stronger and weaker countries of the
European Community. This is a very important point.
Europe will not be able to play its economic role properly until we have achieved a cenain amount of convergence between the economic policies of the Member States. The Community cannot and musr not lead
to the enrichment.of the rich countries at the expense
of the poorer ones.

The Europe which we Socialists want is a Europe of
solidariry. A Europe which is not just concerned with
seeing how much money it gem from or has to pay
into the kitry. That is why we set so much store by an
integrated programme for the Mediterranean. This
programme should be used to close the wealth gap
between northern and southern Europe, to prevenr ir
from widening funher. That is why, for us, an integrated Mediterranean programme is not primarily a
programme for supponing the agricultural policy for
the Medircrranean, it is first and foremosr a proBramme whose emphasis lies on the developmenr of
industry. That means the development of industries for
the processing of agricultural products and foodsruffs
and the production of agricultural machinery; a programme to promote agricultural industrial cooperatives.

That is why convergence has to include the improvement of social security. At a time of high unemployment conservative member governments are using the
present crisis to reduce the level of welfare benefits. In
many Member States there has been a definite reduction in social expenditure. Ve shall only be able ro
achieve credibility and get the man in the streer to
identify with Europe if we see it as our European duty
to prevent this dismantling of social benefirc. Ordinary
people must be made aware that Europe does not
lower living standards, it raises them to levels of equality. People must be able to recognize that Europe is
reducing social inequality, and not
as has unfonunately been the case in recent decadesincreasing it.

-

Ve

Socialists have no illusions. Each Member State
considers that its economic priorities, the strategy it
follows and the measures it adopts, are its own affair.

But the majority of my group stan from the basic
premise that a poliry of integration does require at
least panial abandonment of national economic powers in favour of Community powers and some subordi-

nation of egotistical national economic and political
interests to Community interests.

This nreans that it has to be made clear to the Member
Stares, who today consider price stabilization to be the
sole economic aim, that even the advocates of a European Monetary System must at least pay the same
amount of attention to the requirements of the labour
market.

Ve

in favour of price stabiliry.
price srability, monenry policy, result in the
destruction of jobs, of men's destinies, then we think
Bur

Socialisrc are wholly

if

human interests take precedence over monetarist doctrines.

The European Socialists will not accept that Europe
has to be split into two rigidly opposed camps. Ve all
want to help to heal the division between the peoples
of the European continent and to bring all the people
of Europe closer together. That is'why, like you, we
welcome the resumption of arms talks between the
Soviet Union and the USA. The aims of our poliry are
as

follows:

l.

to reduce tension berween East and Vest,

2.

to restore the process of negoriation,

3.

to strengthen the role which the Sates of Europe
play in these negotiations,

4.

to reduce the nuclear arsenal and rc create a balance of power at the lowest level possible.

\7e shall resist with determination any awempt by the
conservatives to abuse the new committee for securiry
and disarmament by using it as a forum for advancing
arms policies and strategic milirary objecrives. Disarmament, the reduction of conflict and development
policy are the foundations of any poliry of peace and
security.

By Europeanizing defence policy, we shall endeavour
'$Testern Europe the right to
panicipate in any decisions which affect their existence. For us, this means strengthening 'Vesrcrn

to give the countries of

Europe's influence on the Atlantic Alliance and the

gradual introduction

of Vesrcrn European sover-

eignty in matlers of disarmament.
Europe's srength can also be seen in aid rc developing
countries. In future we shall play a decisive role in the
reform of the international monetary sysrcm and the
solving of the indebtedness crisis to the benefit of the
developing coun[ries.

There are many $/ays in which Europe can play a decisive role in international politics: through its foreign
poliry, the many cooperation treaties, the Lom6 Conventions and the harmonization of foreign policies
within the framework of political cooperation. 'We
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in the democratic control of the

must exploit this imponant basis for strengthening rhe
European role.

ments

As regards our relations with the United Sltes of
America, we know that the Americans are not only
politically the most imponant partner of European

(Applause)

Communities, they are also our strongest trading panner. The trouble over steel exports and trade in agricultural products, the restrictions which the USA
imposes on ransfers of technology, make it necessary
for us to develop a clearly defined position as regards
the United States. Nobody can possibly be interested
in a trade war with the USA. On the other hand the
European Community must also strentthen its inde-

pendent role in economic affairs. Only when the
United States, and we in Europe as well, realize that
economically the European Community is at least as
stront as the United States, will it be possible to
achieve an equal pannership. For these reasons we
support the President's declaration in this sphere.

The President, Mr Delors, has made it clear that

he

wishes to avoid conflict between the institutions. \7e
can understand that, bur in view of the present political climate in Europe, a climate of stagnation and dissatisfaction, u/e must do everything possible to sel rhe

decision-making process in motion once more. Ve
cannot wait for the European Treaties ro be revised, or
not revised, as the case may be. We must reach decisions on the basis of the existing Treaties. That means

that where necessary the existing Treaties musr be
exploited to the full, for example on rhe quesrion of

European

Community.

They are unanimous that Parliament's powers in the
budget procedures and the legislative process must be
recognized and that control must be exercised over the

Commission and the other institutions of the Community. The Socialists unanimously agree with the
President of the Commission that the Commission has
to exploit to the full its functions as protector of the
Treaties and in the drafting and implementation of
Community decisions.

Mr President, the Socialisr want the Commission to
be a stimulus to the Community, a motive force, or, as

you said, the chief engineer, who ensures that the
machine begins to function again. Your smrcment has
given us hope, and we shall do everything we can to
help you. !7e do not wan[ any conflict between the
institutions either,,but the refusal ro granr discharge
for the 1982 budget and the rejection of the 1985
budget have shown that in future this Parliament will
consistently exercise control over the Commission and
the Council.

\7e wish all members and President Delors

success

and good fonune along the way which, according to
his sntement of yesterday evening, he will follow in
the future.
(Applause)

majority decisions'in the Council of Ministers.

Like you, the great majoriry of my group reject the
principle of unanimity in the Council of Minisrers,
which is contrary to the Treaty of Rome, and even the
minority in my group, which want to retain the right
of veto as a matter of principle, are unanimous rhat it
should not apply to everything, bur only where the
vital interests of a Member State are involved. '!7e can
only wish you the best of luck along rhe way you have
described so that we can finally overcome this blockading of important initiatives by the Council. On rhis
point there are no differences of opinion in my group.
The leader of the Labour Pany, Neil Kinnock, as well
as the leader of the Pasok, Andreas Papandreou, have
both called for some kind of new Messina Conference
to overcome the blockade in Europe. It may be that ir
is possible as a long-term process to convince those
nations which still have doubts about allowing the
European Parliament to play a greater pan, bur something has to be done immediately. That can be done on
the basis of the existing Treaties. Our Greek, Danish
and British friends have a special parr ro play here.
They too are aware that as Members of Parliament,
we cannot be sarisfied with the role of the European

their reservations, all
in my group, for example,

Parliament. Vhatever
national delegations

rhe
are

unanimous that Parliament as a democratic institution

has a key role to play alongside the national parlia-

(FR) President Delors, sir, may
Mr Estgen (PPE).
I congratulate you -first of all, on behalf of my troup,
for the way in which you have raised the cunain on
your new Commission. Ve congratulate you most sincerely. Vithin a very shon space of time you have
organized your team and allocated the ponfolios
smoothly and wisely. Your Commission has not,
unlike others before it, fallen victim ro damaging
wranglings on the pan of the various governmenr. I
do not doubt, Mr President, that such manoeuvres
have occurred, but you have treated them with lofty
disdain. You have held fast, and we are grateful.
(Applause)

In shon, this Commission has been set up wirh dignity
and without a 'night of the long knives'. My group is
also very pleased, no[ to say delighted, by rhe new step
you have taken in appearing here before this House ar
a ceremony of investiture which we have long been
calling for and which we had explicitly demanded this
time. Ve are deeply appreciative of this gesture of
esteem and respect towards our institution, embodying
as it does a political significance to which we are

acutely sensitive.

Mr President, my group is not small-minded. Please
do go before the Coun of Justice in Luxembourg to
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declare your personal and legal commirments ai
required under the Treaty. Ve are quite capable of
disdnguishing between the individual moral responsibility of the members of your Commission, on which
the Coun of Jusdce is empowered to pronounce, and
the collective and political responsibility of the Commission.as a whole, for which it is answerable to this
Assembly. You have come before this Assembly, as
you yourself put it, to embark on a dialogue of mutual
trust and meaningful work for Europe.
The chilly wearher and diplomatic climate which prevented you from visiting the Coun before this House
have thus made for political warmth in your gesrure of

declaring your political commitment to Parliament
before making your legal commitment. You have
come first to obhin the confidence of Parliament
before making your commitment before the Coun.
Thus you put political understanding before the cere-

monial required by protocol. This, Mr President,
intensifies the warmth and sincerity of my group's welcome to the new team you have presented ro us.

and social progress, the fight against unemployment,
and above all the full achievement of the inrcrnal mar-

ket and the major problem of agricultural spendirig
and the budget. \7e ought, I believe, to follow up
quickly in concrerc measures the very real efforts and
progress made in Stuwgan and Athens towards defining new policies and initiatives aimed at restoring the
Community's industrial competitiveness. This means
we must advance, at once and as far as the Community's circumstances currently permit, towards realization of the internal market over matters such as
standards, public contracm, legal frameworks favouring business cooperatives and groupings, and the
reduction of border formalities which are so costly, so
unpopular, and which so damage the Communiry's
image in the eyes of its own citizens.

Ve

must make the citizens of Europe and panicularly

its youth able to understand Europe again, able to
identify with it and suppon it.

This is the lesson which will engender a new political

will in governments and administrations.
This warm welcome became vinually an entente cordialeyexerday as we heard, considered and appreciated
your speech, which we deeni to be a statement of general political thrust and not a formal programme for
the next ye^r or more. !7e await your formal programme and shall examine it in March carefully and
cautiously. Ve shall measure it against the broad lines
of your inaugural speech yesrerday. I would describe
this speech both as an ambitious but realistic and sincere political statemen[, and as a statement of personal
commitment
resolute, and thus hopeful and wonhy
of our confidencc.

I shall confine myself to considering your
intentions from the point of view of the reciprocal responsibility of our two insritutions, rheir feasibility
under the Treaties, and their credibility in the eyes of
the peoples we represent here and of our major panners, both in the world as a whole (mainly the USA
and Japan) and in the counries of the Third \7orld.

And so

Along these same lines, let us think for a moment of
the impact on public opinion which would be created
by a truly European press and television coverage,
something we so sadly lack. Ve should without delay
give deep and serious consideration rc the objective of
building Europe, as you said in what I would call the
'social affairs chapter' of your speech yesterday. Like
yourself, we Christian Democrats want no backpedalling on social affairs. On the contrary, we wish to

work with you rc achieve even treater social justice in
our Community, though rhis should nor derract from
the efficiency and competitiveness of our businesses,
panicularly the small- and medium-sized undenakings
in our Community.

My group is more than ever convinced of the need to
prepare acrively for the transformation of our economic Community into a European Union of greater
strenBth, solidarity and efficacity. The European Par-

of establishment for such a
union in irc draft treaty on European Union which was
adoprcd by a large maiority of the House on 14 February 1984.
liament set out an act

You may be sure, Mr President, that my group takes
what you have said very seriously and will consider
conscientiously the very pertinent quesrions which you
have put to us.

Yesterday you delivered an extremely imponant message with an energy which was both brave and reason-

able. You did not fall into the trap of rhetoric and
vague promises but kept precisely within the framework of the existing Treaties, as is only to be expected
given rhat the Commission is essentially responsible

for custodianship and enforcement of the Treaties. \(e
note that you propose to make use of all the possibilities offered by the Treaty. Ve hope this is precisely
what you will do, sir.
Above all you have correctly identified the great challenges of the moment: revitalization of the economy

Mr President, sir, it is my earnest hope that you, and
we of the European Parliament may together succeed
in accomplishing a historical act, by working with
your Commission to make our economic Community
into a truly political Community, for this is the real
challenge which now confronts us. This is why the
Community is not able to solve the great economic
problems of indusrial and social revitalization, the
great human problems of unemployment, the treat
institutional problems, and the great political problems
of the Community's expansion to include Spain and
Ponugal, for enlargement must also mean the strengthening of the Community and, at all events,
weakening of what has been achieved so far.

not

a
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The great issues of world politics and the Third !7orld
require us to make great effons, borh with our allies
and in competition with our rivals. ft is ruly regrerrable that we have not yet been able ro progress beyond
economic problems to the crearion of true political
unity, despite the many initiatives made in rhar direction. I need only remind you of the moves in the
Council by Messrs Genscher and Colombo, this ParIiament's draft treaty on European Union, the valuable
work by the Dooge commitree. But there is still no real
European awareness amont the governments of certain Member States.

It will be the task of the new Commission ar lasr ro
spearhead the breakthrough to a ruly European
dimension. Ve musr nor forger, however, rhe firm
gains registered by the previous Commission under
President Thorn which, despite the serious accusarions
levelled against ir, was neverrheless responsible for the
creation and development, in extremely difficult conditions, of the European Monetary System, one of the
Community's finest and most valuable achievemenrs.

the ECU works in favour of convergence, jusr as convergence works in favour of the ECU and the EMS,
and this trend is favourable to expansion and job creation, which is also one means of combating unemployment. But if we are to achieve this economic and
monetary union we cannot disregard the institutional
implications in the second phase of the European
Monetary System. Doubtless we would not wish to.
Mrs Thatcher has just supponed the idea of the EMS.
The UK Government, against its principles, has just
decided to support the pound sterling. There is therefore a minimum acceptable exchange rate. The support
mechanism contained in the European Monetary System makes this objective infinitely more plausible. Ve
hope, sir, that you will succeed in persuading Her
Majesty's Government that it is now time to join the
European system.
As we have said time and time again, we know the cost

of being 'half a Europe'. You are looking to a complete Europe, within the Treaties of Rome and
beyond. All power to you! You will find us already
there, Mr President. Ve are there and we await allies.

\7e have been greatly heanened by your determination to move towards a true European currency. There
too, sir, we shall march and fight alongside you.

If my speech so far has seemed a little mo fulsome, I
would utter a word of warning, Mr President. You

Of the various Commission dossiers, you have raken
responsibility for monetary affairs, and we are very
happy about this. It is a field you know well, are res-

yourself have said that fine words get us nowhere. Ve
are politicians and thus, by definition, critical and suspicious. All the more so in that we have already, on
many occasions, been charmed by fine words from this

pected in, and believe in. Yet monenry affairs are perhaps the topic on which you have been the least ambitious. You have asked three questions of this House.
On behalf of my group I am able ro answer yes to all
three of them.

To the first

question we say yes: rhe spectacular
privarc ECU means that there
must be an end to the warerright division between the
private and the official ECU. The ECU is no longer a
Eurocrat's dream: it fulfils a real need. As we progress
development

of the

towards economic integradon privarc savers, as well as
industrialists and businessmen, feel the need for a single currenry. This growing demand will not be halted,
but will impose itself on the authorities whether they
like it or not. For it is one of the lessons of monetary
history that anything new has always been pushed
through by market demand againsr resistance by the
authorities.

To the second question we also say yes. Ve do indeed
ask too much of rhe dollar. It is not normal that the
world currency should be that of just one country,
managed and controlled as the inrerests of thar one
country require. The end result of thar is rhat the dollar asks too much of us. Ve thus welcome all the
Commission's proposals and all moves rowards srengthening the role of the ECU so rhar it may become a
truly international instrument of payment.

To your third quesdon our ansver is again yes. The
strengthenint of the European Monetary System and

rostrum which have only rarely been followed by
appropriate action. Too often we have received the
thin end of the diplomatic wedge. One of this Parliament's most importanr duties is cenainly the supervising of the various Communiry institutions. You may
be sure, sir, that this House will conrinue to keep a
critical watch on your Commission, as it has done on
previous Commissions. You are currenrly enjoying the
famous hundred days' grace, the period allowed for
you to present your programme of acdon before rhis
Parliament. It is on this programme and the way in
which it is implemenrcd that my group will judge the
new Commission, for in the last analysis Parliament
will always have the Commission it deserves. Your
predecessor more than once came close to earning a
motion of censure from this House.
Please believe that this newly elected Parliament is
really eager to see rhe Community emerte from its
current lethargy, and to see your 'engineerc on the
European construction project' ger to work. Ve
should like to see your Commission as a focus for convergence, a centripetal force opposing, neutralizing
and destroying the centrifugal force exened by the

Council, which embodies selfishly narional interests. It
is essential that we should, by close cooperarion
between this Parliament and your Commission, succeed in restoring the Community to normal operarion
and that we should secure a funher dimension to rhe
existing treaties, 'beyond the Treaty of Rome' as you
put it, for given the existing socio-economic and ecological problems, the instruments and procedures used
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to

reduce your right

of initiadve in

in the Community hitheno mean that we are doomed

powers and

to decline and ultimarcly to complete disintegration.

matter.

Our rwo institutions should thus conclude an alliance
maybe not a holy alliance, but a wholly desirable
-alliance in mutual respect for our respective roles,

Ve know that you yourself

And in this context I have a number of questions to
put to you, Mr President, which require an unequivo-

for discussion in April. !/e need to know where you
yourself stand on these problems, for we are determined to stand no funher nonsense in this area. Ve
wanr one Europe with you, a revitalization of this
Europe, but this will not come about unless it is governed and its decision-making process organized

- in what I might almost call a constructive
culminating
intrigue on behalf of Europe.

cal reply. The spirit of your address has already given
some replies: it was music to the ear, and you have
nothing to lose in saying it all again!

this

are not responsible for the

1982 accounts, but your institution did not receive this
Parliament's discharge. The 1983 accounts will be up

around the Commission whose members will one day
be elected by this Parliament. Perhaps the Commission

Our first question is this: is your Qommission pre-

will then include one or more women !

pared to inform Parliament of all its draft regulations,
directives and decisions before forwarding them to the

'\7ith these aims in view the Christian Democram

Council?
Second question: is your Commission truly prepared
to accept and act on Parliament's resolutions amending your drafts and to forward to the Council the

drafts thus amended?

Third quesdon: when the Council rejects a resolution

of Parliament or announces such a rejection, and
when there has been no consultation between Parliamenr and Council, would the Commission be prepared
to demand a new consultation and a decision from

express their confidence in you and your team. Building Europe is a question of competence, cenainly, but
also and more importantly, a question of responsibility

and conviction. You have said yourself that the Commission has its back to the wall. This is also true of the
Parliament, Mr President. Europe was created by res-

ponsible politicians who dared to take risks. Take
risks, Mr President, we will not deny you. \7e again
need someone with vision at the helm in Europe. \U/e
believe you have it, and we base our hopes on this.
(Applause)

Parliament?

Finally, my fourth question: would the Commission
withdraw a draft if the Council sought to reject it or

IN THE CHAIR: MR

SEEFELD

make sizeable amendments to it?

There you have a number of questions, Mr President,
which form the essence of our mode of future cooperarion. You will observe that we have taken nose of

your intention to seek agreement with the European
Parliament as far as possible and in this context you
cannot fail to realize, Mr President, that Parliament
attaches the greatest imponance to the subject of
budgetary discipline. The painful and recurrent problem of budget contributions must at least be solved.
Admirtedly, now is not the time to ralk about farm
we shall come back to these in detail when
prices
group
your programme
you present
- but our
attaches special imponance to them and finds it wrong.
that farmers alone should bear the entire cost of the
'S7'e
want to
necessary reform of the agriculture policy.
see viable family holdings under an agriculture policy
which can guarantee farmers an honest and honourable living.

Allow me, sir, to pay tribute on this occasion to your
predecessor Mr Gaston Thorn who always rallied to
the side of Parliament against the Council particularly
in matters concerning the budget.

I

am confident that you will continue along the same
road, for we are fighting the same battle, since identical rrends are seeking both to reduce our budgetary

Vice-President

may I, on
Sir Henry Plunb (ED).
- Mr President,
behalf of my group, welcome the statement which the
President-in-Office of the Commission made yesrcrday, for his message of hope and that of realism. \7e
are all aware, of course, that the Commission and you,
sir, take over at a very difficult dme when the Community has no agreed budget for 1985 and the reasons
for Parliament's inabiliry ro accept the draft budget are
clear and well-known. Vhat was presented to us in
December was simply not a budget for 1985 but rather
a rag-bag of incomplete compromises between the various panicipants at the Council of Ministers. Until this
problem can be resolved there will be subsrantial restricrions upon the development of new policies and
new initiatives. Therefore, I urge you and your colleagues, Mr President, to use every opportunity to
bring home to the Council of Ministers the seriousness
of the situation that has been created.
The immediate cause of the Council's inability to present a proper budget for 1985 was the predicted level of
agricultural expenditure for that year. I very much
welcome the views of Mr Delors on this point in his
introductory speech yesterday.
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The common agricultural policy has been a remarkable success over the years of its existence. The fact that
we in Europe now take our food supplies for granted
is a mark of the common agricultural policy's successes. On the other hand, it is simply not possible m
continue indefinitely with the son of open-ended
guarantees which the CAP has until now provided.
The decision on milk quoras of March 1984 was a first
srcp towards recognition of this facr. I am gravely disturbed that even now there are administrative difficulties and inconsisrencies in the application of rhese
necessary measures. In rhis rhe Commission has an
essenlial role in ensuring the fair and rhe universal
observance of milk quoras. To ensure that agricultural
spending stands in some rational relationship to the
benefits derived from it, it will be necessary for there
to be a better marker managemenr linked ro rhe -res-

raint on farm prices. Once again, in this, the Commission's role is crucial.

Mr President, farmers are well-known for their resilience but they need a clearer sense of direction than
they have had hitheno and on this I was panicularly
delighted to hear what Mr Delors said yesterday. One
must consider whether now is nor rhe time for the
Commission ro give serious thought to working our a
long-rcrm farm and food policy. For far too long ministers have sought rc outbid each other in rhe Agricultural Council to secure some panicular concession;
some panicular victory for themselves and their supposed clients; for rheir narional farming industry. Ministers have taken the view that a difficult decision
taken now is my problem but a catastrophe next year
may be somebody else's. Therefore the Commission
and the Parliament can and must take a stand against
the easy postponement of unpleasant decisions. On
this we count on you, Mr Delors, and were encouraged by your words of yesterday.

I

also welcome the positive remarks of Mr Delors
about the necessiry to realize a genuine inrcrnal market within the Community. This has been an area
where shon-sighted narional selfishness has hindered
the_ Community's progress for much too long. Ve are
making progress, albeir slow. The old Commission and
the Council
and it is as well ro remind ourselves of
these facts - largely thanks to Mr Delors in France,
did approve- the critical 15 directives for harmonizing
technical barrier laws, including rhe new commercial
instrument and the single administrative document.
The citizens of Europe are right to be sceptical about a
Community rhat is incapable of harmonizing and,
where necessary, abolishing the cusroms and other
formalities which hinder the free mbvemenr of goods
within our Community. Yet those same citizens do not
want.harmonization for harmonizadon's sake.
However, a genuine internal market is, of course, not
the end of the story but only the beginning. The success of the United States in asserring its economic
pre-eminence in rhe world was largely due to its vast
internal market. The European Monetary System and

the European currency unit, the ECU, are useful sreps
along this road. I hope thar rhe time will not be long
delayed when sterling joins the exchange rare mechanism of the EMS.
(Applause)

On the simplest level of self inrerest, the events in the
currency market over the pasr few days would, in my
opinion, have been less volatile and traumatic for
holders of sterling
EMS.

if it had been a full

member of the

The nations of Europe when they acr rogether can do
infinitely more to stimulare investmenr in employment
than they can by acring separately. Our Community,
of course, is founded on rhe premise that we must
hang together or we will hang separately. Nowhere is
this truer than in economic poliry.

The European Council at Fontainebleau set up rwo
important committees, one on the people's Europe and
I hope thar this
Commission will be able to funher the proposals on
both these commitrees. A people's Europe, of course,

the other on instirurional questions.

will merely

appear parheric unless

it

is accompanied by

genuine integration and progress
have already outlined.

of the kind that I

The adloc institutional commitree

will naturatly

need

to mke the proposals of the draft rreary on European
Union as an imponant basis for its work. It will be dif-

ficult for anyone to allege thar the institurions of the
Community could not be improved. Parliament

is

ready to play ir full role in any such improvement,
and I hope, and I am sure, rhe Commission will do
likewise.

In my commenr today, Mr President, I have, perhaps,
dwelt too much upon the problematic nature of the
Commission's rask. There are areas in which some
progress has been made and can, perhaps, be expecred

to continue in the future. Informarion technology,
biotechnology and energy conservarion are all areas in
which the Community, acrint as a whole, can usefully
coordinate and bring rcterher the effons of individual
Member Starcs. I hope very much that the coming
accession of Spain and Ponugal will serve as a happy
omen for the success of this new Commission's period
in office.
Now, Mr President of the Commission, we look forward'to the opponunity to express our confidence in
you when you presenr your full programme in March.
The Treaty gives you a distinctive role in the Comr-nunity. You must show yourselves, together with your
fellow Commissioners, capable of fulfilling it.
(Applause)

Mr Cen'etti (COM).

(IT) Mr Presidenr, the Ital-

- of the major progressive proian communisr, as one
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European forces, are fully engaged in the political
struggle being waged in Ialy and in Europe. Our
unflinching commitment ro this cause is generally acknowledged.
'!(i

e, in turn, Mr President of the Commission, have no
hesitation in acknowledging your European commitment and convictions which were funher confirmed
by some of the statements you made here yesterday.

You stressed the need to do everything possible to
bring Europe out of its present stagnation. That is as it
should be. Indeed, we recognize in your statement the
conviction, which we share, that the Community must
be made to move forward along the road of unity and
autonomy and play iu pan in the advancement of
peace, civic and social protress and democracy.
You pointed out forcefully

ment to the launching of specific projects for industry,
information, communications, transport, high technology and scientific research. Ve expect reform of the
common agricultural policy and the formulation and
implementation of a new social policy, with reform of
working hours, snndardization of social security sysrems: a policy to be drawn up with the active panicipation of the panners concerned. !7e hope to see a
strengthened European Monetary Syste m, and the
ECU raised to the satus of an international currency;
v/e want implementation of the integrated programme,
we expect progress towards a conference on the Medi[erranean and a much greater and effective commitment to combating hunger and promoting development and cooperation in the Third \7orld.

Nor can we forget the urgent issues of environmental
protection and enhancement, the problem of drug
abuse, the rights of immigrants and the Immigrants'
Statute, the condition of women.

that, at a time when there is so much unemployment to combat and so much poveny to succour,
the world has better things to do than to engage in
an arms race.

Coosiderable resources are needed to meet all these
aims and an urgent, indeed immediate, necessity is for
the Commission to propose an appropriate increase of
own resources in the 1985 budget.

That, also, is very true. And that is why we should
have expected much more emphasis on the contribuEurope least in its own interest - can
the
and should make by direct pardcipation in
development of the dialogue now resumed in Geneva

tion that

on ditente, world disarmament and the banning of
weapons from space.

That contribution must be made, and we shall continue to say so !o the Commission and to the Council
and its present Italian Presidency. But that is not all.
Listening to you, Mr President of the Commission,
one could not escape the impression that a number of
governmenm are doing their best to tie the hands of
the new Commission. Let me therefore say that it is
only by adopting an unambiguous and courageous
stance that the new Commission will be able to play rc
the full its proper political role and find the necessary

allies among the member countries,

in

European

public opinion and in this Parliament.
There is no room for self-doubt. It is true that Europe
is in deep crisis and faces the danger of a much
enlarged Community torn by parochial interests. '!7e
know where to lay the blame for this state of affairs.

But such active and passive resistance should serve
precisely rc inspire Breater effort and a clear and precise sntement of the determination and practical proposals for reform.

Ve thus look forward not just to general declarations
of intent, but specific and realistic programmes that

issues that I have barely had
dme to list, and by the practical programmes proposed
to deal with them that we shall be judging case by
case, the new Commission's political resolve. On our
part, we shall be working for an understanding
between the workers and all the democratic pro-European economic, social and cultural groups, in the conviction that such an understanding is the condition of
Europe's renewal and unificadon.

Ir is in relation to all these

Vithin this Parliament we shall continue to promote,
in the spirit of unity, the broadest consensus among all
the democratic forces, and more panicularly those of
progress and of the Left. \7e shall seek the closest
cooperation between Parliament and Commission. It
has been said in the debate that the Commission must
not become the secretariat of the Parliament. !7e
agree, and would point out that it would be even more
wrong if it became the secretariat of the Council. Each
should fulfil its part, in accordance with the powers
appropriate to it. But rcday, with the imperative need
to reverse the Community's decline, the stress must be
laid on cooperation berween Parliament and Commis-

sion. That would be one, and imponant way, 'of
expressing our desire for renewal.

To conclude, Mr President, our vote today is inrcnded
as a critical stimulus reflecting our profound conviction that it is in the vital interest of our peoples and of
Europe that workers, young people, women and those

who are active in the field of culture should become

from reform of the Community along the lines indicated by Parliament in the draft treaty of unification

increasingly the agents of change, imposing with ever
greater. strength upon Europe and the world their
desire for peace, libeny and progress.

to the enlargement by accession of Spain and Ponugal; from the preparation of a plan to create employ-

(Applausefrom the Commanist and Allies Group)

can provide the answers to the ma.ior issues before us:
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Mrs Veil (L).

(FR)
each new Com- a newMrlifePresident,
mission represenr
for Europe. In this European edifice of ours where each of the insriturions has
to create ir own image and can fashion its role, the
Commission's style, self-projection

and will,

as

expressed through its President, play an essenrial role.

And so it was not jusr curiosiry which we felt yesrcrday as we waited for your speech, bur ruly hope and
emotion. Ve have forgotten the disappoin[menr over
the appointmenr, the absence of a prior consultation
with this Parliament, the absence of any women in this
Commission and the inadequate European prior
experience of cerrain Commissioners. For you,
Mr President, were in no way responsible for rhat.

On the con[rary, since your appointment you

have

made every effon to ensure rhar rhe new Commission
akes up its dudes in the best possible conditions: allo-

cation of the ponfolios, prior consultations, and your
agreemenr on the form of this debate which you have
consciously accepted as an inaugural debate.

All this, before you had even spoken, bears witness to
your desire for efficacity and your commitmenr ro
Europe. I know, and I understand, that your speech
was perforce merely an expos6 of your broad policy
lines. For reasons of time, but also of merhod. It would
have been premarure, and presumptuous, to try ar this
early stage to go into the details of your programme.
You have no[ yet been able to hold all the necessary
discussions with your team ro draw up a programme
which must be jointly agreed on by the Commission as
a whole.

Furthermore, you are too familiar with the complexity
and current difficulties of the Community to presenr
us with miracle solutions, as a conjuror pulls a rabbit
out of his hat. If that had been the case we should have
been extremely uneasy, and we prefer to see you
approach your new task with prudence and circumspection. Making no concessions to lyricism or rheroric you have outlined to us in simple rerms rhe priority
policy rhrusts which the Commission has agreed on
and rhe merhods it inrcnds ro use ro make Europe credible and strong. You have even described your plans
as a blueprint for action.

No one who previously srill had doubts can now deny
that you have a high perception of the role of the
Commission. You have already srated irc narure. It is
not to be the General Secreariat of rhe Council, but
the central engineer of Europe.
'!7'e

can only rejoice ar rhis, for in rhe past the gradual
weakening of rhe Commission has been largely responsible for the way in which the Community has
become bogged down. You musr manage to stop the
Council from being even more stubborn than you
believe it capable of. You have some experience of that
institution, bur when one puts on a different har one
d iscovers undreamed-of realiries.

15. 1.85

In order to push through your wishes you counr on
the Commission's independence and the clear affirmation of its views. This independence and srrengrh
which the Commission enjoys have always, to the Liberal Group I speak for, seemed to be indispensable,
even priority pre-conditions for the Communiry's progress and the smooth running of what it has already
achieved.

Consequently we cannot bur be glad at the imponance
you attach ro rhis, as indeed the letter and the spirit of
the Treaties require. I can assure you of our supporr in

your effons to preserve rhe achievements and overcome the problems.

I

say this because you will need this suppon, nor only
my group's, but that of Parliament as a whole, in order
to overcome resistance from the Council, defeat

national self-interesr, find the srrengrh ro forge
onwards, convince European public opinion but also
to give authenticity or credibiliry ro the Community as
an autonomous polirical entity borh inside and outside
its frontiers.
You have made lirrle menrion of this necessary supporr
and cooperation from Parliament, and I regrer the
fact. Admittedly, there is a subtle balance among the
instirutions, a delicate three-way interaction. And
power has so far resred wirh the Council, or rarher,
more and more, wirh rhe European Council, which is
no[ even a Community institution. Bur do not underestimate rhe role of Parliament, panicularly rhe assistance it can give you. You will need it, as indeed it
needs the Commission. Ve need ro fighr rogether, for

it will be a relentless

struggle

if we

are ro achieve

together this European Union. Our vision of it, yours

and ours, is necessarily differenr from that

of

the

Council which reflects the views of the governments.

And I shall quore just one aspecr, the most significant
in its implications, which is the imponance we all
attach to the principle of majority voring.

You have expressed the wish that there should be no
ambiguity. I share that wish. You have told us rhat the
Commission, being responsible for irs proposals,
would not rolerare rheir content being altered right
from the start. I understand you, and you will have the
opponuniry of explaining your views on this point
later. But Parliamenr too has its responsibilities. The

gradual transfer

of cenain national

powers

to

the

Community musr not occur at rhe expense of a weakening of democrary. This is rhe point of the direct
elections ro our own Parliament. In no way would I
belittle the democraric spirir which inspires you and
your colleagues. But wharever rhe personaliry of the
members of the Commission and their working methods, your work cannor boast of any democratic legitimacy, for you lack this represenrariveness which only
election by rhe voters can confer.

I think it is appropriate ro remind you that thanks to
the procedure of legal consuharion, rhanks ro our
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Rules of Procedure and the use we have made of them

we have made progress in the gradual exercise of a
rue legislative power. Ve have clearly snted rhis
ambidon in a succession of reports and have actually
embodied it in the drafr treary which we adoprcd for
presentation to the national parliaments. The Dooge
committee, albeit with a degree of ambiguity, seems
disposed to recognize it in principle.

As regards the main thrusts of policy, you were of
course only able rc outline your priorities. How could
one fail to endorse the aim of reversing within two
years the rcrrible rise in unemployment when one
believes, as we do, that Europe must belong to the
Europeans, the men and women who have put their
trust in the fulfilment of this ambition and who have
reason, today, to doubt whether it can be attained.

The emphasis given to the internal market, the 1992
target for the final eliminadon of all frontiers separating our countries, the priority of creating a true
economic and monetary area, your confidence in the
multiplier effect of the budget and of Community
measures
- so many designs and hopes which we are
determined to help you realize.

world already launched on the conquest of space. It is
a matter of urgency that Europeans should realize that
they do not live in a closed world. Nor will it be
enough for Europe to dismantle its partitions, by
removing at last all the barriers which should have
gone long ago.
Europe cannot live in isolation. It must be open to the
wider world. Today this is a condition for survival. It
must also have an ambidous programme for the future,
for it must not only deal with the day-to-day concerns
of ir cidzens but also give them hopes and expectations for the future.

As you have said, Mr President, the Community is
continuing thanks to Lom6 III to work for this new
world order, which aims to permit a better dialogue
between rich and poor and to establish a greater equilibrium in the world, an equilibrium which is essential
to the preservation of peace. But, and this was one of
the themes of your speech, Europe needs to regain or
acquire credibility. It can only do so by being, alongside the two superpowers, a partner which commands
respect and attention in the communiry of nations by
vinue both of its political authority and its economic
muscle.

To do this you

are pinning your hopes not only on the

harmonization of legislations bur also on the convergence of economies. Here too, we await further details,
panicularly as regards the method to be used to
achieve harmonization, so that the Community rules
do not funher complicate over-restrictive national legislations at a time when the international context and
the rules of competition call for greater flexibility and
relaxation of constraints. Here it must be said that
fashion, or an overly'superficial analysis of certain
situations, may lead, as you have said, to 'throwing
aivay the baby with the bath warer' and to abandoning
the efforts towards progress which have right from the
start been the hallmark of the Community's work and
which have been responsible for its success and im

wonh.
Like you, we think that justice and right are values
which we cannot sell off cheap.
But it is not by introducing funher rigid rules that we
shall create jobs and enable our economies to make up

the ground we have already lost to the USA and
to harmonize systematically the social systems which are linked to cul-

Japan. Take care that in seeking

tural, economic and social differences you do not dangerously overload the ship. I fear that you may have
been too optimistic here. If we really want to rurn the
tide of unemployment within two years, we must work
together and pool our efforcs. But this is still not
enough: we mus[ also work harder and better.
On this point, I am sorry that you have not left more
room for research, for we shall need to use and create

all forms of

intelligence, all the know-how which
Europe can muster if Europe is to find its place in a

After taking itself too much for granted for a long
time Europe today is in danger of underestimating the
expectations which the rest of the world have of it.

You, Mr President, will be attending meetings of the
European Council. You will be conducting international rrade negoriarions on behalf of rhe Community.
It will also fall to you to welcome Spain and Ponugal.
\flith what voice will you speak for Europe, and of
what Europe will you speak to your partners? Here, it
must be said, we have been living somewhat in hope.

I know that your term of office runs for four years and
that if you succeed in making the Community progress
in a decisive manner along the lines you have indicarcd
then this will be an admirable achievement. But
Europe also needs to be attractive. Paradoxically its
credibility rests not only on proven realism and the
good management of its affairs. Europe needs dreams,
for if irc peoples are to have the will to live and strive,
they must have faith in their destiny.
For centuries our countries, with their family quarrels
and rivalries, have involved the rest of the world in
their sufferings. Their union as part of the European

Community should now provide an opponunity for
greater peace and justice among all nations.
'!(i'e count on you

to

see that

full use is made of that

opportunity.
(Applause)

Mr

Guermeur (RDE).

(FR) Mr President, this

debate is creating a new -kind

of occasion within the
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Guermeur
F.uropean Parliament, the 'investiture' of the Commis-

slon.

You will nor be surprised to hear that we challenge
this move. Ve are in agreement on this with the view

Europe which is currently outstripped by its major
competitors, threatened by the new industrialized
countries and ravaged internally by unemployment;
and finally, Europe must find its place in the world,
for peace and its security depend on this.

expressed by my group at the last session. Investiture is

a legal and constitutional act which we cannor perform because the Treaties give us no power ro do so.
There is no such thing as a new Commission replacing
another one, for the Commission is a permanent institution under the Treaties. \Thilst its members may
change, being appointed or even withdrawn by the
governmenr
this happened recently
- this is in no
way equivalent- to the appointment of a government.

In realiry the Commission is deemed to enjoy the confidence of the European Parliament unless Parliament

Our priorities remain consistent with the spirit of the
Treaty: a true internal market for and through an
industrial policy which will restore full employment; a
common agricultural policy built upon the three pillars
which you yourself have named
preference, unity
- for farmers and
and solidarity to ensure a decent living
to fight famine which is becoming a scourge; a world-

ranging fisheries policy defended against all predators;
a reduction in regional inequalities; and sincere coop-

eration with the poor countries who should

be

regarded not as aid beneficiaries but as panners.

has withdrawn its confidence by a formal act provided

for in the Tieaties.
This being said, Mr President, you have outlined your
intentions to us before the Commission jointly draws
up its programme.'S7e thank you for this.

Your speech analyses the position of Europe on its
long road to authenticity as a Communiry and voices
excellent sentimenr for the furure. There has been
something in it for everyone here. Each of us has been
told what he came [o hear, no doubt an excellent

to our

coexisrcnce and, we hope, our
cooperation. But this Parliament, like others before it,
has already heard countless staremenrs calculated to
charm and even fire us. Reality often subsequently
brought cruel disappointment. Of course, no one
doubts your good faith, and we are cenainly nor purdng the President of the Commission on trial. Like
you, we find the institution of the Commission guilty
on several counts: inability of the Member Srares ro
work together ro earn credibility by efficienry; lack of
will-power on the Commission's pan ro resist pressure
from the governments; transfer to the European
Council of powers conferred under the Treaty to the
institutions; short-sighted self-inrerest; readiness ro
take rather than give. You have said it
these are the
- In fact the
shoncomings of the Communiry today.
machinery has broken down.

introduction

The European Parliament needs to believe in more
than a catalogue of good inrcntions, a four-year fresco
of grand designs. It needs m believe in the vinue,
courage and character of a team independent of rhe
Member States and arrcnrive to rhe opinions of the
elected Parliament. The Commission needs nor ideas
but single-mindedness and determination if it is to help
Europe forwards.

My group

has tabled a draft resolurion which embod-

of how the challenge issued long ago by
General de Gaulle and Chancellor Adenauer can be
met. Four things clearly need ro be achieved: a re[urn
ies its view

to the Community spirit;

beyond this aspiration,

moves towards Union; the economic recovery of

As for the means, they will depend on a budget and on
the dimension of policies decided on and pursued
jointly by the Member States. The means also include
the advent of the citizen as a proragonist in the build-

ing of Europe. I say it again, Mr President, nothing
will be done unless the ministerial bureaucracy cultivated by the lobbies is banished to its corner by an
independent Commission overseen by a responsible
Parliament.

If your actions go towards meeting these few demands
and if you and your colleagues immediarcly and resolutely attack the problems which are currently render-

ing our Community impotent, then have no fear,
Mr President, the Commission can count on our
unreserved support.
(Applause)

Mr Verbcck (ARC).

-

(NL) Mr Presidenr, like im

will
find iu position becoming progressively weaker. The

predecessor in the last four years, this Commission

of Minisrcr, rhe summit conferences of rhe
Heads of State or Government and the national governments of the Member States will see ro rhar. Although
President Mitterrand has appointed two Commissioners with a grear deal of political influence, what can
they do if Mr Mitterrand and the Socialists in France
lose the elections at the half-way poinr?
Council

The Federal Republic of Germany and rhe United
Kingdom will suppon the European Community with
little more than words. Institurionally and politically,
the Communiry seems to be going downhill.

The Rainbow-GRAEL Group is nor mourning this
rend. Europe must not want to be a superpower, and
it must not consort. with the superpowers. The superpowers are making the world a sicker place and
endangering life. But this new Commission will prepetuate the ideals of Europe as a major power, as rhe
Delors statement has clearly shown. The new Commission wants Europe to catch up with the United
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States and Japan. Their growth figures of 615 and
5.750/o are sacred numbers. The Commission believes
that Europe's 2.20/o is too low by comparison. All the
emphasis in this growth is to be placed on electronics.

Today's almighty gods, the computer and the robot,

are replacing human labour and

companionship.

Human relations are being replaced with electronics
because that is the way ro earn money. More jobs are
being sacrificed because rhey, of course, cosr money.

This Commission will nor save our farmers, one of
whom goes out of business every rwo minures, and this
trend will now be carried over ro Spain and Ponugal.
The agro-indusrries and the agro-banks are making
the profits. Their farmers are manaters who counr rhe
losses. Vhat we have now is industrial feudalism. The
agro-industries are not interested in producing the
food our citizens need or in jobs. Their sole concern is
the conquest of world marker and the creation of
food mountains so that they can make mountains of
money. Animals, planrs, the air, water and soil are rhe
.victims. Mr Delors has said nothing about rhe environment that gives us any hope.

Mr Delors, what shocked my troup most abour your
smtement was the absence of an answer [o the question: where is your original socialism? You too have
obviously come ro believe that technocracy and capital
are more imponant than the wisdom of man and of
Mother Eanh, solidarity wirh the working classes and

with the impoverished

It will

be

masses.

very interesring

r.o see

whether this Commis-

sion succeeds in resisting rhe fast-growing European
arms industry lobby. Bur Europe musr form a suong
bloc, not in Nato but in rhe peace movement. Europe
must not force the Soviet Union into a new arms
build-up. Europe musr nor rempr rhe Third Vorld
r6gimes with arms trade but provide them with struc-

tural aid so that they can produce food and

become

self-sufficient.

Finally, Mr Presidenr, Mr Delors's satement again
oozed European pathos. My group is alarmed by rhe
aggressive Euro-nationalism and Euro-patriotism.
Mr Delors refers to European civilization and culrure,
but all we heard him talk about was technology,
finance and marker. Man, the ordinary citizen was
not in evidence in this picture.

Could there be any connecrion between rhis and the
continued absence of a women in the Commission?
Has our European civilization nor ye[ made any further progress? \7e did not hear a word about human
rights in Europe. Ve are afraid that the citizen will
lose more and more of his rights and freedoms as the

power

of

technology, the economy and the State

grows. The Rainbow-GRAEL Group will resist this as

far as it is able.

Mr Romuddi

(DR).- (IT) Mr President,

ladies and
gentlemen, whon it was learnt after the Fontainebleau

Summit that the governments had agreed that
Mr Delors was to be appointed to succeed Mr Gaston
Thorn, our spontaneous reaction, on behalf of the
European Right, was to say that the right man had
been chosen in the wrong way. The manner of his
choosing was wrong because, once again, Parliament's
oft-repeated demand to be consulted in advance, not
after the event, had been ignored. Yet how else can it
participarc in a serious and practical way in the making
of some of the Community's most important decisions?

No decision is more important than the selection of
the President and of the Members of the Commission
because it determines whether that Commission will
have the credentials, the authority and the prestige
that will give it the sense of being the Community's
Bovernment, rather than the secretariat of the Council,

which a number of Commissions, including the last
one have been accused of being. The Community's
government is directly answerable to its Parliament
and the larter's vore of confidence should be regarded
as the Commission's most important and appropriate
political investiture wirhout which it has no comperence to discharge its tasks.

This is why we deplored the manner of the selection,

quite independenily of any personal considerations.
Mr Delors is an old colleague of ours, he was for two
years an excellent chairman of our Economic Affairs
Committee and, it is reponed, a diligenq if somewhat
ill-starred, Minister of Finance in the abominable
socialist governmen! of Frangois Mitrerrand who, by
promoting him to the Presidenry of the Commission
gives every impression of having wanted to be rid of
him, as also indeed of Mr Cheysson, lately France's
powerful Foreign Minister, now returned as a mere
Commissioner ro Brussels.

It may seem impeninent of me to speak in this way: I
would not have done so and I would never permit
myself to enrcr into these considerations were it not
for the fact that they impinge on rhe prestige of the
of which seems much
of mature choice than an opponunity
for M. Mitterrand ro resolve in a face-saving way the
crises within his cabinet. I could conrinue in the same
vein about the corresponding decision of Mr Craxi
Commission, the composition
less the outcome

and others. But all that, fonunarely, is behind us now.

For the present we have the statement made here by
Mr Delors yesterday: not a protramme, as he himself
rightly pointed out, for thar we shall not have before
March, but imponanr sraremenr which we of rhe
European Right regard as undenakings. The first is ro
prepare a budget that will allow the Communiry not
merely to vegetate but rc lead a full life. A budget with
which the programme can be pur inro effect. Ve do
not agree with those who wanr to make the entry of
Spain and Ponugal subject to considerations which are
almost exclusively of an economic nature. Had such

considerations prevailed in the past, no grear narion
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would come to be born and no people would
achieved political and moral union.

ir to you, given the logic and dialectic of the Community, to confer on this day and the vote we are

But it is cenain that unless clear rules of coexistence

about to cast here not a merely ritual value, but a political value.

have

are laid down to discipline what are naturally opposing
interests, and unless the problem of an integrated
Mediterranean policy is first resolved, enlargemenr is
in danger of receding funher and funher in time. The
same can be said of the structures needed for a new

agricultural policy and the other new common policies, beginning with research and energy, and of the
need to make more and better use of the EMS: all
these are fundamental conditions for the creation of
jobs and ending, or at least trying to end, the employment crisis, and for Europe's ability to hold its own
against not only the United States and Japan, about
which everybody is nlking, but also the smaller indus-

trial counries of the Far East which today combine
advanced technology with exuemely low labour costs.

You have said most loyally, and we understand you,
thar you will not be able to put forward a work programme and objectives, a true Commission programme, before March. You are right, and this characteristic caution of yours is what our institutions
need.

But it is clear too that we cannot, on the basis of what

you have said, help you by simply saying yes. Not
only, Mr President, because your analysis is a kind of
'anti-rhetoric rhetoric' based on concrete facts, but
because it is the duty of us all, and your duty above all
one which we are sure you will discharge honoura-

-bly

tion.-

to change, reform and improve the basic situa-

And then there are the questions of our relations with
the outside world: with the communisr countries and

Thus, as regards the institutions, for example, your

those

to us to stand in some need of reform
itself. For it is realistic to know that the only thing the
Community can control, and which Parliament and
the Commission can control, is precisely this reform of
the institutions which is incumbent on us. For this

of the Third Vorld.

Questions of crucial
imponance for the political and economic future of
the human race: for freedom, for peace. But so far
these questions have been tackled badly, in a demagogical and irresponsible spirit. They need careful

reason, Mr President, we find your words on unem-

consideration and courageous answers.

Finally, there is the problem of law and order, of
which Mr Delors did nor speak. The situarion is crirical in all the Community countries under the impact of
organized crime and terrorism. But organized crime
and terrorism will not be conquered unless our police
forces and our courts can coordinate their work. If we

continue in our disjointed effons, if
from discreditable motives of elecroral gain and- outda[ed resenrments
we waste our time in witch-hunts and in dull
contemplation
of the imaginary threars of fascism and
racism, which have no political exisrence in Europe,
while we forget rhe crimes of communism presenr

throughout the world, while we ignore the

rhree

hundred and more Italian terrorists rhat enjoy the protection of the socialist governmenr in France, while we
pretend nor ro see the para-political liaisons.of some of
our Presidenm of the Council or of our own foreign
minister who today presides over the Communiry,
with those notorious ring-leaders of inrernarional terrorism, Arafat and Ghadaffi, we shall get nowhere.

One way

to

promore the European Union, which

President Delors claims to champion, is to join forces

in this imponant field of national and international
security. \7hen rhe time comes to discuss the programme, Mr President of the Commission, this is
another subject that will have to be discussed
and
with

a greater sense

realism seems

- For
of urgency and responsibility.

the time being, good luck and thank you.

Mr Pannella (NI).
(FR) Mr President, I believe
- owe it to
that we the Parliamenr
ourselves and we owe

ployment, the values based on unemploymenr and the
definition of a so-called 'central objective' regarding
unemployment somewhat idealistic at a rime when,
probably, Myrdal and Leondeff
like all economisr,
- better
and you, Mr President, know them
than any of
us here
are telling us thar we musr. have the courage
to plan -and provide for a period of coexistence with
unemployment so that it can become thinkable and so
that we can mke concrete action in our society without
making any mistakes as to what we want and what we
can do.

Finally, Mr President, I hope that in your reply you
will say a little more about the North-South problem
and the Third \7orld. You have said vinually nothing
about these.
Speaking for ourselves, we are delighted to welcome
back to rhis House such a highly respected and serious

person as Mr Cheysson who, correcr me if I am
wrong, is to be responsible for North-Sourh marrers.
Bur the introduction into rhe European edifice of a
different concept, which gives grearer value to the
Nonh-South dialogue than ro East-'Wesr relarions, is
not a marginal, rechnical question
ir is one way of
building Europe.

-

Mr President, a few brief words now on rhe Geneva
talks. Vhilst you rold us that rhey seemed a posirive
step, you also said that the absence, if only in the
future, rhe incredible absence of everyone but the two
superpowers, and the absence of Europe, was to be
deplored and would lead us ro new, but this time
totally useless Yalras.
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And so, Mr President,

I

shall abstain from voting, in
the hope that this vote may
in
70,
days from
- 60, \7e80believe
become a vote of confidence.
rhat
the way we can help you is by believing a lirtle more in
our institutions. This confidence needs to be earned
and created. It is thus our wish that the Commission
should in future be more vigilant, more arrentive and
more confident in following the way poinred by our
Parliament and which would appear for the momenr
to be sufficiently realistic. It is. I believe our Parliament has poinred the way of whar is possible, rather
than other ways which may seem more feasible but
which are more abstract and more fruitless.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and genMr Jospin (S).
-

tlemen, as a Member of the European Parliament, as a
member of the Socialist Group and as a Frenchman I

am happy to take pan in the debate prompted rhis
morning by Mr Jacques Delors' statement.

You are taking office, President Delors,, ar a rime
when Europe is nearly paralysed by the cold, but one
wonders if the freeze applies only ro our countrysides
and roads or if it is not also symbolic of rhe freeze in
routine which has crept over our institutions and of
the benumbed state of the will for Europe. But after all
it will perhaps help all of us ro view things more
clearly if the pany of climbers you spoke of yesterday,
your Commission, begins to scale the heights against a
wintery backdrop.

idealism and pragmatism. 'We know you to be a man
of vision, Mr President, and some of our honourable
friends will perhaps have thought you wise today in
that you have measured and assessed the difficulty of
your task. I think you were right to be cautious but I
also know and at all events I hope that you will not
fail, at moments of decisive importance, to carry us all
forward:

If I now examine in detail the guidelines set out to us
by the Commission, I note with interest a number of
declarations which we should together translate into
concrete and living reality.

The firsr is this: we should assen and state Europe's
position ois-ti-ois the USA and Japan. It is dme that
Europe enjoyed greater resped in both economic and
cultural matters, as you have said. In its proposals to
Member States, in its role in international trade talks,
the Commission must embody the Community's desire
for recognition and its will to be strong.

The second declared intent is this: there must not be
any conflict between economic considerations, economic efficiency, and social considerations, social justice.

You have rightly rejected the idea that the decline in
social progress might be exploited to crea[e greater
economic competitiveness. Our atdtude here must be

not merely defensive, but offensive. Despite the difficulties of the current crisis and the conservative illu-

Allow me, sir, to touch firsr on rhe tone of your

of economic neo-liberalism, Europe must enable
its peoples rc hope for new economic and social progress. Its political stability and the future of im democ-

address. You delivered here a 'Discourse on Method'

racy are at stake.

and if I understood aright this method was thar of
happy medium., Happy medium between your own
convictions, which we have felt, and your respect for

the differing convictions of others, of governmenrs,
members of your Commission and the parliamentarians here today. A happy medium between the absolute
necessity of solving the shon-term difficuldes (1985

budget, control

of

spending, increasing

of

own

resources, farm prices) without getting bogged down
in these difficulties of the moment, and rhe determination to move on towards new perspectives for Europe
(enlargement, technological and industrial progress,
introduction of a European currency, European
Union) provided, of course, that more is fonhcoming
than just speeches. The effons made by the governments in the last year make me more oprimistic abour
this, but we are counting on the Commission to translate into realiry the agreemenrs which have been outlined and somedmes even those which have been concluded.

sions

(Applause)

Third declared intent: we must be aware that there is a
model of European civilization founded, as you have
said, on a balanced relationship between society and
the individual. It is up to us to project this model in
international relations wirh optimism, pride in ourselves and ambition. It is our job to propose ir to our
partners in the Third \florld in suitable forms which
they can freely adopt. It is also our job, and primarily
so, to reduce to a minimum both within the Community and in all countries the polirical influence of
those extremist political trends which, despite their
hypocritical affirmadons and selective protests, direct
all their energy against the essence of democracy and
thus of European civilization which is the notion of
equaliry among men, of tolerance and respect for
others.
(Appkase)

A happy medium between the Community's problems
of subsance
economic, social
which
cultural
- with and solved, and
must be dealt
and the question
of
reforming the institudons, cenainly a necessary endea-

vour but not one which should take up all our energy
or be a substitute for effort and progress on our basic
problems of substance. A happy medium between

Founh declared intent: we must fight mass unemployment more resolutely. In France we are currently making new effons, but one of the aims of this convergence of economic policies which you call for should
henceforth be the battle to save and create jobs. Cutting itself off any funher from the world of work and
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from youth would be a monal danger to the Community.

Now to the fifth and last of your declared intentions

I have chosen to discuss in my brief intervention. Ve must restrict excesses in the diplomacy of linkage, as you were saying yesterday. Like you we
believe that Europe cannor be forceful if each Member
Snte confines iself rc practising a rit-for-tar policy,
For the main thrust of European economic policy ar
the end of the rwentieth century is after all not to revert to a baner economy. The Community will nor progress if we deny these principles and rules, especially
as far as agriculture is concerned.
which

Another objecdve was to overcome the paralysis in
relations between the insrirurions. Doubtless it is a
good thing to set off eagerly along rhe road to European Union. It will depend on the will of the governments and this Parliament. Bur if you the Qommissioners were to begin by helping us ro resrore within the
Community a true decision-making machinery separating the futile from the essential, the technical from
the political, so that acdon could be taken quickly and
non-essential obstacles overcome, you would be doing
the Community a great service.

I shall end by mentioning the day-to-day aspects of
Europe. Like you, Mr President, I believe that unless
we make Europe more familiar to its peoples, the 1989
European elections will again be an incidental pan of
domestic policy or will mark a new high point in the
indifference of the Community's citizens. You have
said that your Commission will be the 'engineer on
European construction project'. I trust this engineer
will not stay put in his engine room or at his draughtsman's desk. Let him nor forget the streets, fields,
workshops, schools, research insdtutes, recrearional
and cultural premises and homes where people go
about their everyday affairs. I am confidenr rhar you
will not forget. If all of us do likewise, rhen we shall
continue ro build Europe.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS

was not intended to weaken the legal
on that point
- Commission
position of the
in any way, on the convary, it was intended to strengthen the Commission's
position, especially ois-d-ois the Council. That was
and is the main aim of Parliamenary control.

It

is gradually becoming intolerable for all Members of
Parliament to have to watch how the implementation
of a budget, which has been adopted jointly by Parliament and Commission, in cooperation with the Commission, is blocked on vinually every point by national
self-inrcrest. By vinue of the Treaties
and this is the
only legal point involved
the Commission
is the
implementing authority for- budgetary decisions. \7e
should not fortet that it is from the Commission thar
something like a European governmenr will gradually
emerge as a result of the continuing evolution of cooperation. It is dme for the Communiry to srop acrint as
an administration. Ve need a government for the
Community once more. Under the Treaties that is the
function of the Commission.

'We can no longer allow the governmenr advisers of
ten national bureaucracies ro sreal the bread from rhe
mouth of the Commission in spite of its legal position
and in spite of im being covered in the rear by Parliament! At least, Parliamenr will find it intolerable in
future, and I have to say rhar I was panicularly pleased
to hear your re marks on this point.
Let me add one more plea.'S7e need a different image,
a different policy on Community information. For
example, what has been said in the media in recent
weeks about the destruction of fruit is simply nor rrue.
It is a scandal! The Commission, Parliament and the
Council should jointly do everything in their power ro
depict things as they really are and not as represented
by cenain vested inreresrs or opponents of rhe poliry
of European integration.

In a continually developing European Community

bers of a quasi-European government, conrinues to be

dependent on rhe ourcome
Vce-President

Mr Aigner (PPE).

(DE) President of the Commis-

sion, your remarks -yesterday lead us rc hope thar you
are concerned not only ro restore the Commission's
legal position as defined in the Treaties, bur also to

interpret the Treaties positively and srrictly for the
sake of the Community's continuing developmenr. Ve
were very interesred to hear rhat. The facr rhar we
refused to grant the previous Commission discharge in
December
and I think all groups were unanimous

-

rhe

democratic deficiencies must also be eliminated rystematically. It is absolute nonsense for more than
300 million Europeans
when Spain and Ponugal
join the Community -ro be asked to vote in European elections, when -it is impossible for the results of
those elections to be ranslared inrc policies, because
the appointment of Commissioners, who are the mem-

of national

elecrions.

Ve

are living under a denatured parliamentary sysrem,
which on the grounds of division and limintion of
power is no longer acceptable. As long as the Treaties
remain unaltered, it is rhe Commision's duty and responsibility within rhe framework of the existing Treaties to accept the majoriry will of the European Parliament as rhe guideline for its activities.

The Commission has an excellent and powerful way of
implementing its political will
which is also the will
of the majority in Parliamenr- namely .the right of
initiative. You said yesrerday - and I was very happy

-
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to hear it
you will
resort to your
- that If you useincreasingly
right of initiative.
it constructively, even
if needs must be
against the Council, we shall grad-

dare make the crossing, whether we should swim
across. But we have our Rubicon to cross: jacta alea

that is the key to the continuing evolution of the Community!

haps at least, to keep to your own language, in the
Napoleonic manner. But what does it matter whether
it is Napoleon or Caesar who crosses the Rubicon

The Commission should also have more confidence in
the European Coun of Justice and quierly allow that
institution to settle conflict with the Council. The
European Coun of Justice has always shown a European approach to the posirive development of the
European Community, and we should for once offer
our thanks to it in public.

today?

ually be able to-overcome narional self-interest, and

The Community was created ro restore nations' freedom of action through European uniry. This assumes
that the institutions have the will to interpret currenr
law in a progressive, and not a retrograde, manner.
hope for successful collaboration, and I am sure
I also speak for the Commirtee for Budgetary
Affairs.

Ve

that

Mr Moller (ED).- (DA) Mr Presidenr, I rhink that
it was with grear anticipation that we all came here
yesterday to hear the new Commission President's
introduction of the work and intenrions for the Commission's nexr four-year period. The President
emphasized in his speech thar he was concerned wirh
the main guidelines. A more detailed programme
would follow subsequently, in March, if I understood
him correctly.

it was a work of oratory, lasdng for
nearly one hour, yet all it set out to do was ro presenr
guidelines. \flhat will it be like when we ger the
deniled programme? Shall we have to allow six or
seven hours for the Commission President to presenr ir
here in Parliament? I am not criticizing the length, bur
I would point out that we do hear fine speeches in this
we heard them yesterday; but Parliamenr
chamber
- become blas6 where oratory is conhas gradually
cerned. That is a pity, for we have rhe cream of
Europe's public speakers here in Parliament, in this
circle of ours. But they are no longer able to rouse
those who have to listen: indeed rhose who hear them
have enjoyed and applauded these gems of public
speaking time and again, but over rhe past three or
four years they have never really seen them turn inro
reality. It was thus a pleasure to listen, Mr President.
For a man who himself has made many speeches, it
was a pleasure to hear the introduction of your outline
programme. But I would warn you against being too
preoccupied with feats of oratory for, as you said
yourself, it is action we must now be concerned with.
Mr President,

I

I rather
that we have come [o a
- not cenain whether we
river -we must ford, and we are
fear

look at the situation in Europe now,

as indeed

-

Ve must ford the river, we must get clear of
our difficulties. Per dsperd ad attld
through hard-

ships we shall reach the stars, and -we thus welcome
you to this work, Mr President.

Ve

I

also gladly welcome your colleaBues. For my part,

would especially welcome Commissioner Christo-

phersen, not just a prominent former member of the
Danish Government but also one of great distinction,

to the work here in Parliament. But I must add that,
when we look back over [he European debate of the
past three to four years, from Genscher-Colombo
the programme put forward by the Vest German and
Italian foreign ministers
through the Spinelli report,

the last repon, to President
Mitterrand's

grand

address here in May, we see that Europe is faced with

a choice between two courses of development. '!7e
have to decide whether to take a giant step forward

(Applause)

\7hen

est, and I think I heard in your speech that you want to
if not in the manner of Caesar percast the die now

we all do

and manifest ourselves as a union, whether we should
mke that great step, that leap forward, or whether to
concentrate on achieving what the Treaty of Rome
requires of us and bring it to fruition, which means,
'amontst other things, getting the inrcrnal market to
function in a wholly satisfac[ory manner in accordance
with the Treaties. I lisrcned with the urmost inrerest to
what you had to say on this schism. As you know my,
country does not feel ready to venture rhe leap forward to union, but rather adheres [o the view that
what we should be talking about in the first instance is
the development and fulfilment of all the provisions of
the Treary of Rome.
As I understood you, Mr President, you incline more
to the view
since it is afrcr all the Council, together
- which
with Parliament,
must take any decision on the
question of union
that the Commission's task is to
- of Rome in all its details. It must
implement the Treaty
be the task of every Member Snte, including the Danish Government, to join in ensuring that this actually
happens, that any remnanm of protectionism are
removed, so that Europe can enjoy the full advantages
of free trade.
But I also understood y'ou to say thar you had anorher
aim in view: once rhe Treaty of Rome had been made
fully effective ro pursue the matter of union and, if not
to bring it to fruition, at leasr ro take some sreps forward. This schism between those I would call federalists and those I would term functionalists is what divides us most deeply at the present time. There are
those, including President Mitterrand, who have said
that the Six should go rheir own way, and let others
join rhem at a later sage if they so wish.

I

am greatly saddened to see this schism between our
Member States. \7e are ten countries and, let us hope,
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we shall be twelve from I January 1986.

Ve

must

stand together in solving the problems we are faced
and not strike out into waters in which we shall be out
of our depth. That is why I am glad, Mr President, ro
hear your remark on the need to respect our differences. The peoples of Europe differ in their rates of
progress, in their resoluteness and in their desire ro
move forward, but we do not differ in our will. \7e
differ in our natures, our customs and ways of life but,
in regard ro our European will, I do not think that we
differ. Therefore please believe me, Mr President,
when I say thar there are-many of us who wish you

every success in your efforts

to get rhe Treary of

Rome to function in every respect.

It

fording place thar we need a good
push to help us across our Rubicon, so that we really
can, if not conquer Rome, rhen at least make the
Treaty of Rome fully effective. That is the task ro
which I welcome you. !7hat came across to me is rhat
is precisely at this

we now have a Commission and a Commission President who will take that step and will give that impetus
to the European idea which will move us out of the
doldrums to which you alluded and enable us to make
real progress.

provide more jobs and raining and thus meet the
needs of those who wish to work.

To take just one example: the European Council's
recent commitment to offer all school leavers a job or
a training place. You will need to find ways and means
of achieving concrete results.

I shall dwell briefly, on a second question you raised.
The Community, you say, has not succeeded in convincing its two other great partners and friends, the
USA and Japan, of the need to act together to remedy
the obvious confusion in the world economy. This,
Mr Delors, is your polite way of describing the economic, commercial and monetary war being waged on us
by the United States in panicular! \7ill Europe finally
resolve rc defend its clearly understood interests, using
the instruments available to it and, if need be, creating
new ones?

In the same context, will the Community do anything

more than just talking

to encourage cooperation
between European undenakings? Of the 45 or so big
agreements concluded by European companies in the
last five years, 40 or so vere concluded with American
and Japanese firms.

Mr Vurtz (COM).

(FR) Mr President, Sir, hearing you yesterday dallying
with the hope of a Europe
made strong, as you put it, by an exemplary social system, and hearing you pleading once again for a European social area, emphasizing that the development of
Europe must be planned and realized, again as you pur
it, in accordance with the human and natural resources
of each Member State, one could not help thinking
'Mr Delors is sounding an encouraging nore there, but
his predecessor did the same four years ago, and so
did his predecessor's predecessor, nor to menrion
Europe's founding fathers who included exrremely
good intendons in the preamble to the Treary of
Rome'. However, it has to be said that these were nor
followed up. As you yourself have said, rhetoric is not
enough. The facts are there. 'We are suffering, as you
say, from 'Eurosclerosis'1 Europe is in a stare of crisis.

Mr President, yesterday you

stressed the need for the
Community to seek greater credibility. You spoke of a
true Community in which unimpeded movement, dialogue, communication and exchange are possible. A
Community, I would add, in which one can without
impediment work, undergo training and create useful
wealth in order to fulfil the needs of our peoples and
meet the demands of a broadly based and fair cooperation, particularly with the Third Vorld. Such soaring
transformations are, of course, unlikely.

Mr President, let us say simply that we for our pan
place great fairh in what I might call the rhird superpower
that of the peoples themselves
- Europe's
- andof we
hope for
sake that there will be enough
us
and that we shall be strong enough to help them make
their voice heard.

\fle for our part draw the conclusion which good sense
seems to dictate: the principles applied by rhe European institutions so far have proved inefficacious.

They must thus give way ro somerhing better. Panicularly the dogma of giving priority to capiml financing
to the detriment of employmenr. The same applies, in
our view, to the so-called aids to the major industries,
based on criteria of financial profit ar the expense of
employment. Ir is also true of the pressure brought rc
bear on the budget, which threatens jobs in agriculture

and jobs

in the Third \7orld. As for the ECU, it

indubitably has a role to play given the dominance of
the dollar. \7ith this in view we should thus counter
the mass exodus of capiral ro the USA and stop removing the various means which exist here and there of
staunching this financial blood flow. The resources
thus conserved could usefully be used differently to

Mr Lalor (RDE).
Mr Presidenr, 'Europe's
- extent on rurning rhecredibility depends to a large
tide of
unemployment'. 'Economic convergence will be meaningless to people if we have not reserved the terrible
rise in unemployment within the next rwo years'.
Those two quotations from Mr Delors'presentation of
his and his new Commission's approach yesterday eve-

ning I found most sriking. Both staremenr were mosr

realistically factual. Ve, as elected represenrarives,
who are daily confronted by that unemployed workforce now approaching 200/o of the overall labour

market were somewhat disappoinred when he told us
thar we will have to wait rvro monrhs before hearing
his programme and that of the Commission designed
to achieve the promised reversal.
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This Parliament which is now
let us not forget
- vested
six months old has a pronounced
interesr in rhe
success of this Commission. Vhen you have finished
your assigned period of office we will once again be
facing our electorates for their verdicts on our performance. As that actual verdict and decision will
come within six months afterwards, we will need ro
have been extremely well serviced. This is where the
relationship between us as a Parliament and you in the
Commission college will need to work in the closest of
harmony.

However, the presentation

of the plan of action is

what we now want and this can no longer be delayed.

Mr

(DA) Mr President, the
Christensen (ARC).
- office with
new Commission has taken
the most militant declaration ever heard. The threat to apply the
provisions of the Treaty down to the last detail is a
declaration of war on rhe Council of Ministers; like
the repudiation of the right of veto, it goes against
present practice in the Council. The Danish People's
Movement against Membership

Quite frankll, Mr Delors,

I

was somewhat disap-

pointed yesterday afternoon. Our agenda indicated
that you would be inuoducing your new Commission
and I was hoping that you would introduce the ream
and give us some sketchy outline of what you hoped
each Commissioner would achieve over his period of
office. In addition, we have never been in any way
officially informed as parliamentarians of the actual
assignation of each CommiSsioner, and this is not
quite good enough. \7e have read some details in
some press accounts, but we cannot be too sure of
their reliability. Ve all have our own ideas abour rhe
authenticity and genuineness of press reports.

I

understand that our Irish Commissioner has been
assigned to the very imponant directorates of competi-

tion poliry and social affairs. I want, as an Irishman, ro
wish him a most satisfactory period of office. I know
him to be extremely efficienr, capable and dedicated
and, as the youngest Commissioner, he will have,
hopefully, all the energy necessary to match the enrhusiasm with which he will undoubtedly tackle the challenge. Like all of his Irish predecessors I know that he
will prove to be an outstanding European. Nonerheless, we Irish will be relying on him to keep his colleagues aware of the many Irish requirements and
weaknesses.

I

read in the press last week that after the new Commission's very first meeting, Mr Presidenr, you refused

to outline your plants ro the press unril you first
rcponed to Parliament. I should like to congratulate
you on that. You will appreciate, however, my feeling
of disappointment at not hearing a little bit more of
your actual plans. I u/ant to endorse all of your aspirations for Eavel, communication and trade without
hindrance, for the hope of our ability to speak with a
single voice and to act in concen. I welcome your
expression of the need to endow ourselves wich economic, technical, fiancial and monetary srrengrh. Never
has the need for monetary suentth been so apparenr
and so clearly necessary as this morning. I also agree
when you say that we must maintain a sound moder-

nized common agricultural policy, in conjunction with

a united market, financial solidarity and a

streng-

thened EMS, industrial cooperation and the end rc
inflation, which can lead rc the additional employment
opponunities we so urgently need in order to employ
our unemployed.

of the European

Community will fight the dangerous alliance between
the Commision and Parliament which is heralded here.
It is a threat to Danish independence. S[e can understand that, if it is left to the Commission, the so-called
internal market will be a reality by 1992.It means that
everyone will be marching in step, economically and
socially, in taxarion and distribution policy, even from

the point of view of the effons to achieve so-called
economic and social convergence.

It will evidently also extend to the labour market. The
freedom of the two sides of industry to bargain collecdvely and conclude agreements will be subordinated ro
common collective agreements at European level. It is
a repudiation in real terms of both the national right of

self-determination and of the freedom of unions and
employers to conclude agreements. The question
arises whether the Commission would even contemplate solutions compulsorily imposed by the European
Community, when the parties to an indusrial dispute
canno[ atree.

I should like to ask the President of the Commission
whether Commissioner Christophersen vored for this
declaration of objectives on collective agreemenr ar
European level. The overall impression conveyed by
the Commission's declaration is one of ambidons for a
colossal centralistic European superstate. !/ell, we'll
see about that
it is certainly something for
Peo- to tell the Danish people. the
ple's Movement
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I share
Ulburghs (NI).
Mr Delors's concern -about Europe. I should just like

Mr

to underline a few points he made.
Europe's strength does not lie primarily in rhe arms
race or in relentless economic competidon based on
profits. Europe's strength lies, in my view, in siding
with the powerless, the poor. This means that we have
various clear-cur options.

Firstly, an economy attuned entirely to peace and
to the deployment of nuclear missiles.
According to the opinion polls, the peace movemenrs
opposed

in the Benelux counries now represent the vasr majority of the population. S7e hope that the public's growing desire for peace will be echoed throughout Europe
and heard at the negotiations in Geneva. I hope this
Parliament will become the motive force of this desire
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peace and an economy for peace to the benefit of
the poor in Europe.

Secondly, the technology that is used must be carefully
chosen. Europe must have nothing to do with large-

scale technology that encourages the nuclear arms
build-up. It must have nothing rc do wirh technology
that destroys the environment, like nuclear energy and
cenain harmful chemical industries, or wirh technology that can no longer be brought under democratic
control and is a real threat to democrary. Europe must
opt for rcchnology that leads not to death but to life,
creates meaningful employment and meets the basic
need for wholesome food and sound housing for

Thirdly, only a Europe that stands by its own poor
and oppressed and pursues a social policy can stand by
the poor and oppressed in the Third Vorld. The more
successful we are in improving social security in

Europe and integradng immigranm into a dynamic
Europe, the more credible our aid to the peoples of
the Third Vorld will be, provided that the three grear
movements that can make Europe great and are represented in this Parliament cooperare on the basis of the
Christian values of personal freedom and social emancipation in esablishing peace without missiles and a
just order with respect ro rhe poor and the oppressed
in our own midst and in acdng in solidariry with the

Third Vorld. Then our own society will still have a
future, Mr President, but time is running out.
Alavanos (COM).

interest and anxieties

(GR) Mr President, the

of- the President of the new

Commission were concentrated on 'Europe'- and we
put thar word in invened commas because in our view

neither the term itself nor the socio-political reality of
things, nor what is meant by European civilizarion, are
given full expression solely within the confines of the
EEC-NATO framework.

Allow us, in rhis brief intervenrion, ro concenrrare our
own interest and anxieties on Greece. Not for the purpose of juxtaposing any soft of egotistical or nationalistic inclination againsr the need for international
cooperation, but in order to draw a clear line between
the position we hold and the pursuit of integration as
dictated by the interesr and demands of Vestern
European big business, a factor which is undermining
the national independence and popular sovereignry of
the member countries.

The President of th'e new Commission heighrcned
chese anxieties of ours when he said that one of the
new Commission's prime economic objectives will be
to open up the huge internal market, at a time when
the arrangements up till now are rhrearening the
Greek economy with devastation, and when he spoke
sector cooperarion ar a time when our
country is faced with a worsening problem of industrial decline as a result of its membership of the EEC.

of industrial

are also worried by the relegation of the integrated Mediterranean programmes to third position in
his speech and by his references to vital interests.
Looked at in this light the experience of Greece's EEC
membership up till now and of the things done by the
previous Commission, rcgether with these references
of the President of the new Commission, make it
essential, in our opinion, for the Greek people to be
vigilant and to keep up their fight. In finishing I would
like to ask the President not about when the integrated
Mediterranean programmes are to be implemented,

nor how much they will cost, but whether the new
Commission accepts the previous Commission's proposals with regard to these programmes.

everyone.

Mr

Ve

Mr

(NL) Mr President, after
Kuijpcrs (ARC).
four years of Euro-pessimissm
Mr Delors has made a
declaration of intent which may mark the beginning of
four years of Europ-optimism. The Commission must
now have the courage to come forward with clear
plans for achieving one of the European Community's
most important objectives, the fair distribution of welfare through prosperity. Mr President, we hope that
the Commission will appeal to the regions, rc rhe
groups in Europe who ask no more than to have a say
and to be allowed to act in solidarity with others in
and outside Europe through their regional authorities.

They see obsolete, lgth century narion Srares nor only
holding up internal development but also blocking the
emergence of a new Europe. \fle therefore hope that,
when the Commission submits a programme for the
development of the Regional Fund, it will do so with
the eloquence of the forgotten peoples and groups of
Europe.

In the same context, I hope the Commission will give
prioriry in its programme ro making up the arrears
where the European Social Fund is concerned. If used
properly and put in the hands of people who want to
use lhem to the best possible effect, these two policy
instruments can acr as levers in changing Europe into
what the founding fathers dreamt of 30 years ago.

Finally, in the limited speaking rime available ro me,
Mr President, I hope that the European government,
which is what the Commission is, will have rhe courage to take initiatives and motivate everyone to bring
about genuine consultations on peace, since every step
in the direction of peace will stimulate the development of the Third Vorld.

Mr Pranchire (COM).
(FR) Mr President, sir,
you have stressed rhat the- farmers need to believe in
Europe. It would be a good thing if Communiry measures did not give the lie to what you have said. Unfortunately, however, they do. Quite recently the agreement of 3l March 1984, extended and aggravated by
the decisions of the Fontainebleau and Dublin sum-
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mits, was reflected in a high-handed and arbitrary cut
in agricultural production, an increase in pressure on
incomes and the fettering of agriculrural spending.
The EEC forces its farmers to make sacrifices but
spares the big dairies and leaves its frontiers open ro
American impons. Indced the basic aim of enlargement is to hasten the dismantling of the CAP and its
bases, transforming

the EEC into a vast free rade

area.

The farmers are nor against building Europe, provided

it

is not done at rheir expense. And so they expect

more from the Commission than mere declarations of
intent. For the present they expect fair price proposals
and improvement of the market mechanisms so rhar
family farmers can be assured of a reasonable income
and a fair return on their agricultural products.
One last question, Mr President, on farm prices.

How much credibiliry can farmers give to your declarations of intent when even now there have been leaks
indicating your initial thinking on farm price proposals
for the 1985-86 farrq year? They are unacceptable,
and to French farmers and family farmers in France
they are nothing less than a provocation.
Sheep, pig and cattle breeders and wine trowers,
whose income has fallen sharply, would have their
prices frozen; tomato growers would lose 100/0. \Thilst
American soya is dumped on the EEC, colza and sunflower producers would be penalized by a cut of I rc
3.10l0, making a mockery of the Community preference system.

So, Mr Delors, you cannor remain silent. I thus ask
you whether the Commission inrcnds to announce its
price proposals promptly so rhar prices can be fixed by
I April and the spirit of the Treaty of Rome thus respected.

Mr Delors,

President

of the

Commission.

(FR) Mr President, honourable Members, at this
morning's end I would not wanr to take up too much
of your time, even if you are not absolutely famished.
On behalf of my colleagues I wanted to thank you for
your statements. I should like you to know that I have

tready appreciated the warm sentiments expressed by
most of you and that we have paid close attention to
the warnings given. Ir goes without saying that all rhe
problems could not be covered in a general policy
smtemenl. Mr Pranchdre, for instance has just spoken
about the common agricultural poliry. If, for some
15 minutes or so, I were ro raise all rhe problems that
are on the table, where on earth would we be headed?

My statement [o you yesterday covered the next four
for
one year. And yet Mr Estgen and many other outside

years. It was not meant to be a detailed programme

observers saw

it

as being very ambitious. That is cor-

rect. It is ambitious in its objectives. It is ambitious in.
its timetable. It is ambitious in its unceasing and difficult search for a means to attain them.

If we flesh out this statement later to turn it into a programme, adding areas such as energy-saving or energy
policy in general, which I did not touch on, you will
admit that we will have our hands full for the next
four years. And this is a challenge to the Commission
as Mr Arndt has said, and to Parliament. He was much
applauded when he spoke of your working methods. I
remember this, as do others, having been a Mernber of
this Assembly.
But we too have to make a treat effon in respect of
our own working methods. This will mean picking and
choosing our subjects, picking and choosing ropics for
discussion within the Commission, whose members
have reaffirmed their resolve to work as a real team.
This will not always be easy, since even rhe Commission mirrors the stresses and strains and conflicting
views within the Community which, I ventured to
remir'1d you yesterday, are serious and subsanrial.
Vhat would your reaction have been had I wallowed
in idealism? All of us
Commission, Parliament
- rhe our
and Council
must clarify
ideas. The Commission has a funher
duty: to produce common provisions cogent enough to compel the other two institutions to come out into the open and say clearly what
they do or do not want.
Mrs Simone Veil said: 'Prudence and circumspection'.
How right she is! You cannor get this work going with
a policy statemenq however well it may be received.

Other warnings about what lies ahead were sounded
by Lionel Jospin, Mr Romualdi, Mr Vunz and
Mr Guermeur. Despite rhe hazards, {espitg differing

viewpoints, my purpose yesterday, at the risk of being
tedious, was to reflect on 'How to go abour ir' rather
than 'Vhat has to be done'.

I can

see already thar my ideas struck many of you as

over-ambitious,

if not unartainable. This says much

about the magnitude of our rask.
Some of you were quick to bring me down to eanh,
reminding me of rhe problems in abeyance. Mr Estgen, Sir Henry Plumb and Mr Romualdi referred to
the 1985 budget and budgetary discipline, for example, which gives me a golden opponuniry to speak for
a few minutes on the difficulties of gening rhe institutions to work smoothly again.

If the Commission wanted to act quickly on the 1985
budget and budgetary discipline, it would have to act
as honest broker and get more and more involved in
what is the role of the Council's secretariat, that is to
say reconciling viewpoints and doing the legwork.
And even if we were to pull it off, we would be repudiating the origins, the very essence of our institutions.
The orthodoxy is that the Commission makes propo-
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sals and the other institutions take up their positions.
You will soon see how difficult our day-to-day task is.
Vhen I met the Italian Presidency this week, I was
tempted to make a suggestion of my own for settling
one of these problems in abeyance. But I held back
telling myself : if you do this, you will be moving even
funher away from the puriry of the original design, a
design which reveals more than a touch of genius on
close inspection.

The Commission is not less aware of the difficulties
presented by the common agricultural policy, about
which Mr Lalor has also spoken.

I

said yesterday that farmers needed reasons for hope
and I meant it. I was not merely side-stepping the
issues of'farm prices, over-production and the serious
differences we have with the Unircd States and other
pov/ers. No, it was quite simply because, at a meeting
with representatives of the farming organizations this

I sensed that Europe was moving out of their
field of vision and that opening new medium-term
horizons for European agriculture was, if not the key
to solving their problems, at least pointing the way.
Ve must all look to the future. Gaston Berger claimed
week,

that looking to the future was tantamount to changing
it. The same is true of implementation of the budget:
we will, obviously, have occasion to discuss this vital
issue funher, notably with Mr Aigner, in his capaciry
as chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Control.

My statement yesterday was deliberately unbalanced.
It did not say enough about the ouride world, because
I did not want to speak for more than one hour, especially since my theme was methods.

But in view of what has been said by Mrs Veil,
Mr Cervetti, Mr Guermeur, Mr Jospin, Mr Vunh and
Mr Ulburghs, I shall return to it in a little more detail
today.

I

said very little about our credibility in the outside
world. Our credibiliry depends, as I said yesterday, on
our srength of character, but also on our economic
muscle. First and foremost
even if we have to step
- the
outside the strict confines of
Treary of Rome
we must command a wide overview of the problems -of
presening peace, the world balance of power, all that
threatens the still select circle of democracies, all that
threatens human rights everywhere
even ar home if
we have to put our own house in order.
'S7'e

must be firm but openminded. Yesterday

I

was

speaking for others not just myself. So I did nor, as I
sometimes do, indulge in the form of outspoken dialogue that I conducted as a minister with representa-

dves of the US administration. I was brutally frank
with them, because I regarded myself as their friend,
though this was sometimes misconstrued. '!7e must
acquire this firmness; firmness precludes neither
friendship nor open-mindedness. But we need to

establish our style and, as I said yesrerday, I am speak-

ing from experience, my own and others'.

Vhen we Europeans go to talk to the Americans with
purely defined positions, when we are not 1000/0
unircd in our strategy, though we may agree on the
diagnosis, we cut no ice. I could review 3r/z years of
world monetary history for you to demonstrate that
only once in that time did we succeed in convincing
our American friends. And on that day we spoke
strongly and in unison. Ve were agreed on our diagnosis and our proposals and we all followed the same
strategy.

Ve

need an effective presence. In my poliry satement
yesterday I could have presenrcd the Commission, its
various members, not in the sryle a jazz band is presenred, or as ir was presented in the 1950s, with each
playing three or four notes
that would have been

have-taken an hour
- but I
could have presented it nonetheless in relation to new
developments. And I might add that even before the
governments had appointed Commissioners, I had an
idea in my mind that I could c4rry out: the Commis-

difficult and

it would

sion, the Community has too low a profile in Ladn
America, Central America and the underdeveloped
countries not covereil by the Lom6 Convention. And
Europe, which will soon embrace Spain and Ponugal,
has no large-scale Mediterranean policy.

I do not propose to enlarge on this, except to

say that

this is why I got the idea of assigning responsibiliry for
this area to one Commissioner, who will, of course,
work with the Commissioners responsible for external
relations and development.

I was able rc do this by entrusting the job to a generous and capable man. But even before the right man
was found, the decision had been taken for the reasons
I have explained endorsed incidentally by opinions
canvassed from several senior Community officials and
'$7'e

-

moe than one Commissioner.
must ensure an
effective presence in the world . . . to make Europe
known. Mrs Veil said a litde while back, and she was
right to do so since it might easily be forgotten,
'Europe must also be attractive', but in order to be
attractive it must be present. It was the policy inaugurated by the lady President of Parliament in the beginning, during the course of the first Parliament elecred
by universal suffrage. Ve needed to be present for
Europe to become known. It is true that we do not
always match up

to our predictions, intentions

or

recommendations; but we do need a presence and I
believe that with this new arrantement, the Commission will have a higher profile and that the three Commissioners concerned will work rogerher imbued with
a common resolve to improve the world order.

As a European I have often wondered, looking back
beyond our shameful past and fratricidal wars to our
heritage of civilization, how we Europeans ever
became so powerful, ro the point of bringing about the
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downfall of others, dragging them into wars. How can

we countenance a slow decline, if a gilded one for
many? Vould our grandchildren forgive us if we do
not leave them a Europe rhat can assen irself and exert
some influence on world affairs?

Another marked characteristic of Europe has been its
desire for universaliry and, of course, when I see
Europe I am not confining myself to 10 or 12 countries as I have been accused of doing. But we must
stan with those who want ro be together, with those
who want to live and work rcgether.
So, whether the issue is trade of financial flows, the
of aid, or new roles for international organizations, the Community will be there. The rhree Comscale

missioners concerned

will do the necessary. \fle

have

no intention of throwing our weight about, but we will
be firm and we will account to you for our actions.
And we hope that our governments will go along with
us for none of us have anything to gain from forgetting ourselves, forgerring our identity. Some of you
took what I said yesrcrday to be a fixed prejudice in
favour of one type of social organization or anorher. Ir
was norhing of the kind. It was a simple bur imponant
concept and in no way precludes painful reappraisals.
But, I beg you, let us be ourselves. Let us be ourselves.
To return to the home front. I tried yesrerday to relare
structural and economic action. And in rhe ralks I have
been having with the employers' associations, the trade
unions and the agricultural organizations I made this
link again and again. Vhy? Because it is the only way.
\fle need to adapt production to rhe new international
situation; but we also need to demonstrate in the
months ahead that we are capable of progress, now
that the opportunities are there.

Do you seriously believe that we can rcll our young
people, at school, at college or on the dole rhat they
will find jobs in five or ten years' time when we have
adapted our structures? Do you seriously believe that
we can embark on a policy of reflation, of economic
recovery with structures as flimsy as ours, without
mobilizing our resources? Obviously not! The two
things are interdependenr. Our efficienry, our credibility is ar stake.

Does that put constrainrc, Mr Verbeek, on our
development model? Not ar all! I remain open to dialogue with everyone. The Commission remains open
to dialogue with everyone. Of course, we musr have
peace, we must have work for everybody, erc. Bur I

of hearing fine
I was cautious on
caurious, according to

ask you this: Are you not dred
speeches when the cupboard is bare?

the monetary front. Too
Mr Estgen, if I understood him

because I am well aware of the circumsances in which the European Monetary System was
launched and a doctrinal debate in which monetary
experrs, governmenE and central bank presidenE got
embroiled at the time. I know all about the problems
of principle facing the central banks. And you cannot
have failed ro notice that nerves have been on edge
again recently and that both sides are hiding, in exasperation, behind questions of principle.

I was cautious

The mood is scarcely conducive to making progress
and to providing answers, cooly and calmly, to the
quesrions
them.

I

asked yesterday.

It

is precisely

why I asked

To take matters a little funher, let me re-state three
points. Let us assume, first of all, that we are determined enough rc push beyond the present system; that

we consider a move rc the final phase, originally
planned for 1989, to be premature; that the central
banks can be reassured. But even then any real progress would call for an effon on the pan of each
Member State: some would have to narrow their margin of fluctuation, others would have to join a system,
yet orhers would have to liberalize capital movements.
There is no point in wanting a strong ECU in a splintered market. Feudalism is just as out of place in
moneary affairs as it is in economics and trade.

From there we could think of working in two directions and perhaps consider going beyond the small
'package' that was rejected in December
firstly by
I
containing rhe development of the private- ECU
gave sound reasons for that yesterday

and secondly

- within the
by extending the use of the official ECU
system, and indeed outside it. If we could manage to
come up with a more ambitious package than the
December one and get it accepted, that would be real
proBress. Ve need to act fairly quickly, once nerves
have calmed down again, so that we can press ahead
with current discussions within the international institutions.

You will recall that rwo years ago the French President called for an international monetary conference.
As Finance Minister I immediately put forward proposals. I revived discussion in the 'Group of Ten', in
which most of the Community countries are represented. The work done by the Group should not be
left to lie fallow simply because the two or three who
believed in it have lost interest. The work of the Group
raises questions. Is there, for instance, a link between
excessive currency fluctuations and protectionism? Do
excessive currency fluctuations hinder the expansion
of international trade? Are we going to answer this
question or not?

correctly. Mr Cervetti

was not satisfied either. Sir Henry Plumb comfoned us
with his reference ro rhe pound sterling. I know that in

the UK the number of those who favour panicipation
in th.e European Monetary Sysrem is conrinually
8rowln8.

And there is another question: Is the International
Monetary Fund there solely to keep an eye on the
poorer countries? Should it not also require the richer
countries to play by equitable ground rules? Are we
going to answer that question or not?
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If we do not answer, it means that we have decided to
resist all change: the status 4llo is just fine. \7e are purting a question to you
you will have an opponunity
to debate
and it is this: do you rhink the presenr
system is all that it might be? Ask the English
since
it is a matter that concerns rhem right now
but ask

it-

-

others too.

-

-

On the subject of institutional relations, I said: the
Trcaty, all of the Treaty. And rhis senrimenr was
echoed by Mrs Veil, Mr Aigner, Mr Moller and
Mr Estgen. The Commission has a duty ro ease rhe
present strain between the institutions. Everyone is too
much on edge. !7e would be on edge here rco if rhe
Commission, to demonsrrare [ha[ it has the right of
initiative, were to fire off four or five proposals and
bang on the mble. You know, others have acted in this
way. Ve have seen it, for instance, in film canoons.
You remember all those champions, all rhose canoon
heroes who, believing themselves indestrucdble, jump
from 3 000 feet, thinking rhey have a parachute, and

crash

to the ground. But the Commission mus[ nor

resemble these cartoon heroes.

As to relations between Parliament and the Commission
I promised to rerurn ro rhis ar the end of the
- because
you asked me specific quesdons
debate
I

would prefer to hear from you before making -any
Pronouncement.

But let me make a point which will not, I am afraid, be

I left this House, I was
rather disillusioned. I wondered how one could talk
about the Treaty when, for a debate on rhe Treary,
only l0 Members were in their seats. I was rather
disappointed, taking a rather longer view, re-reading
the fathers of the Treaty of Rome, eminent authorities
to everyone's liking. \7hen

on public law or eminenr hisrcrians this summer.

I came to the realization that our democracies were
born of relentless struggles by Parliament to secure a
sound balance of power from the executive. And I said
to myself, even if some regret it today, the election of
this Parliament by direct universal suffrage symbolizes

cgurse, it is more complicated with ten or
twelve of us. But there are iddes-force which we must
cling to.

this.

Of

lesson

I

learned last summer. And, as Mr Jospin said,

we musr make the decision-making process effective
again.

You have asked me four questions. Let me answer
them.

Firstly, the Commission will send all its proposals to
Parliament in due and proper form.
Secondly, the Commission will give every considerarion to your amendrnenr, but it is not prepared to give
you a blank cheque. If we do not agree with your
amendments we will give you valid reasons, in committee or in plenary session.

Thirdly, in the event of a dispute arising, as I said yesterday, not from confrontation or susceptibilities but
from a genuine difference of opinion over.the course
to be taken, with that purposeful, dialectic tension
between goyernments, which watch over national
interests, and the institutions, which watch over the
and that is where our res-

Community's interests

- insrigate fresh discussion,
ponsibility lies
I will
funher debate in Parliament.

Founhly, any proposal that is too watered-down will
be withdrawn, but not before it has been discussed.
And we will keep the public informed, for it could be
all too easy for an institution to let a proposal hang
fire for six months and then say that the others would
have withdrawn it anyway. Vithdrawal is a rwo-edged
weapon, as you urell know.
I would like to make a suggesdon, if I may. Vhy don't
you, with rhe approval of your enlarged Bureau, let us
say twice e year, choose a sgbject which you, rather
than the Commission would begin to study? !/hy
don't you conduct the necessary hearings
if it is a
difficult subject it will entail consuldng panners,
eminent specialists
and prepare a resolution as a basis
for us to work on?

I

think that

if we could

get an arrangement of

kind going, there would be berter

chis

understanding,

more scope for cooperation between our two institutlons.

Parliament was elected by direct universal suffrage. As
said yesterday, our aim is ro ensure rhar before rhe

I

Ve would not

next European elections, the man in the sreer can
enjoy the daily experience of a angible Europe. Bur
we also wanr ro ensure rha[ you can fight the good
fight democratically.It is your sense of responsibility,

us, ar leasr for that project.

not simply your conscience, rhat will tell you how far
you can go without overstepping the mark. And when
you do I will rcll you. But I still believe that your election by direct universal suffrage should be seen in
terms of -she birth pangs of democratic life with a
European dimension. And ir is precisely this that will
give Europeans a rasre for encouraging, living and
building Europe. It cannot be otherwise. Thar is the

be climbing alone; you would be with

'Beyond the Treary of Rome'. Mr Esryen says we need
rc bd careful here
he isn't rhe only one ro say rhis.
Vhat I wanted to convey
yesterday, and I gladly reply
to Mr Pannella, who is at one and the same time amiable and imparient, causric but for once tenrly so, is
that we must be careful not to do nothing at all, that is
to say v/e should not contemplare 'beyond the Treary
of Rome', bur also we must not rush blindly ahead.
Think about it for a momenr. Let us assume rhar our
ten counries agree on'a new treaty. Let us assume, to

r5. l.
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simplify matters, that this new treaty encompasses the
old one.
You can see tlie problems already. Some favour a small
treaty within the present one; others wanl a separate
treaty; still others want a totally new treaty. Let me
make a simple assumption. Say, by some miracle, that
an inrcrgovernmenal conference is convened in June
1985 and agrees on a new treaty to supersede the old
one. Vhen would this new treaty come into force?
Three years later at the earliest. So what do we do for
those three years? Do we meet to polish up the draft?
To improve it? Or do we do nothing at all? If we twiddle our thumbs for three years, do you think the general public and our parliaments will have the hean to
vote for the new draft? I think that the point is a valid
one. \fle have to find the happy mean. There is no
need to abandon 'the great beyond' but we must, to on
working here and now within the existing Treaty, all
of the Treaty.

If we are rc get this across to the general public we
will need to improve communications. I have already
suggested, without even cgnsulting my colleagues, that

Commission information policy should concentrate
less on Smith and Jones, perhaps less on the Commission and more on Europe. And with your atreement,
we could dovemil our information policies, so that
everyone can see what is going on.

people. To speak cleverly
for Europe.

of Europe, to win

support

(Applause)

MrJospin described my speech as a happy mean. That
is to say, balance. Euiope, for me, sustains and exemplifies balance. In world terms it stands for balance for
peace; balance in sharing world responsibilities; balance between Nonh and South.

In insrirutional terms, it stands for balance between the
institutions. Let each one do its job! And in terms of
society

it

stands

for the balance between society, the

individual and nature, and the balance between the
two sides of industry. I spoke of a European collective
agreement yesterday. Obviously, it is difficult to render, but what it means is that the employers and the
unions enter into a contract without intervention by
the governmen[ or the institutions. So why deny
Europe rhat basic ingredient of democracy and mutual
recognition?

But beyond all that, honourable Members, balance is
an attitude of mind, a philosophy of pluralism and
democracy, for without pluralism Europe will never
be. But pluralism must not be used as a pretext for
reconciling opposing viewpoints and creating inenia!
Our debates then will be tough and outspoken. There
will be awkward momenm between Parliament and the
Commission. But our health and, I hope, our success
depend upon it.

(Apphuse)
(Load applause)

Vhen we read European news and see, for example,
that the Council and the Commission are at logger-

President.

heads, this'is only of interest to a 'happy few', the spe-

-

The debate is closed.

cialists, but when do television and the press give

The vote on the morions for resolutions on

Europe the exposure they give ro other problems? And

appointment of the new Commission of the European
Communities will take place at the next voting time.

the fault is ours. It is not the fault of the journalists!
They simply record what is going on. They observe us
and see our agitated actions within narrow circles. A
market in image-building is developing today. I have
seen Italian producers making very successful advertis-

ing 'clips' and it makes me wonder whether we

shouldn't ask the great anists to tell us in three or four
minutes what Europe is. If Parliament, the Commission, and perhaps even Council agreed, we would be
talking about Europe. Information could flow in two
directions. There would be information for the spethe stuff of economic, social and cultural
cialists
life. But- there would also be information that would
surprise even us. I believe that if the Germans knew
what benefits Europe has brought and what those benefits cost: if the French knew how many of their laws
are European rather than French, if the British were
more aware of the advantages they have gained from
joining the common market, even in unexpected areas,
and so on, with nlented people it could be done. I
would ask you to consider the suggestion. It would be
a change of sryle. It would exploit the new forms of
communication on offer. Provided we find talented

I thank the staff for staying on and enabling

the

us to fin-

ish this debate.

(The sitting was suspended at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3.15 p.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President

(FR) I merely wished to draw
Mr Pa""ella (NI).
your attention, Mr Presidenr,
to the fact that we seem

to be

spending less and less time on debate. This
morning
I don't know why
we staned at 10 a.m.

instead of- at 9 a.m.

-

'!fle are smrting late this afternoon, deducting the few
minutes by which we overran our rime after 1 p.m.
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prnnslll
Mr President, if we had been able ro give an extra
hour or hour and a quaner to discussing the Commission President's statemenr, this would have been a
good thing. I thus appeal ro you in your wisdom
which I know ro be considerable
to see to it that we
do not in future have to make this- sacrifice for any old
kind of trivialiry of laziness.
President.
Mr Pannella, we shall see in four years
- have
time what we
ro do.l
(Laugbter)

Secondly, the substance of the poliry thrusr outlined
by the President of the Commission is fully consistent

with our own aims: better organization of the Community market, strengthening of the European Monetary System
panicularly the privarc ECU
to

- a reserve currency, convergence
- of
make the ECU
economic policies, organization of a European social
area, and the affirmation everywhere of human rights.
In our view the Commission Presidenr has pointed the
way towards a grearcr Europe and this, for Europe
and the countries which comprise it, represents salvation.

Along this road, Mr President, you will find us and, I
am sure, the vast ma.iority of the European Parliament

4.

at your side.

Votes

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-lrtt/t41, by Mrs Casde and others on the investiture of a new Commission:
rejected

*-**
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1372/84/rcv.II) by
Mr Arndt end Mr Hiinsch on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Estgen and Mr Habsburg, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party, Sir Heoqy
Plumb and Mr Prag, on behalf of thc European Democratic Group, Mr Cervetti, on the investiturc of the
new Commission.

Explanations ofoote

(FR) Ladies and genrleMr Coste-Florct (RDE).
- briefly
men, I should like to explain
why, rogether
with my honourable Friend Mrs Thome-Paten6rre, we
shall be vodng for the investiture of the Commission
and giving a vore of confidence ro the Commission.
The reason are twofold.
The first is that we view this investirure procedure as a
very real advance in Community law and one which is
very desirable. There are ry/o ways of advancing Communiry law: written legislation and cusrom. Custom
cannot, of course, go against the Treaty, bur ir may
just
cloud funher its obscure areas. For example
one example, for rhere are many
rhe European
Council was nor provided for in the-Treaties: ir came
about as a result of custom and was subsequently formalized as an instirution. Today, at the requesr and on
the initiative of your Polidcal Affairs Committee, Parliament has asked for rhe investirure procedure to be
established. This is a srep forward in Community law
and we are in favour.

,

Torrrol and-urgent debate (Communication)
tion of the Commission:see Minutes.

-

Mrs Hammerich (ARC).

(DA) This investiture of

the Commission appears at- first sight absurd, since the
Commission is after all appoinrcd by rhe governments
of the ten Member States. The debate and the vore are
therefore a gesture without conrcnt. Ve play at being
a proper Parliament, perhaps a second chamber,
investing a proper government
the ceremonial
- anonly
oath of office is missing. But it is
illegal game, wirh-

out authority in any treaty. Ve therefore thought of
abstaining from rhis vo[e, bur we musr regisrer our
protest because rhis procedure whereby the European
Parliament instals rhe new Commission and votes for
its programme is precisely one of the points on which
the Danish Governmenr had reservarions in the Srurtgart Declaration. And a resolution of the Folkedng of
May last year srares that the distribution of powers
berween the instirutions should be maintained. For
that reason, all Danes in this chamber should vore
against or boycotr these declarations of confidence
and all their ridiculous union ovenones, merely ro
place on record rhat they respect local democracy at
home and rhar they respec[ their parties' programmes
on EEC questions.

Mr Huckfield (S).

Mr President, the reason why I
have not supponed -the Socialist Group resolurion and
will not be voting for rhe composite resolution is that I
cannot approve and give my support [o rhe sratemenr
which was made by the President of the Commission
yesterday. In facr, when in his own statement, the
President said that pulling down the frontiers would

not convince rhe unemployed of our resolve to do
away with unemployment, he summed up the thrust of
my objection, because pulling down fronriers was
more or less all he talked about yesrerday.

He was talking about European collective agreemenrs.
He was ralking about the benefits of rhe economies of
scale of a larger marker. He was mlking about the
European Monetary System. He was nlking about

convergence of the economies. Nothing of thar will
benefit the people who sent me here to represenr rhem
at all.

Composi-

(Cries of 'Time, time!')
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Huckfield

I represent

an area where some 500/o ro 600/o of the
some of my housing estates are on social
benefits, where youth unemployment can be as high as
900/0, where we have more than 700/o of the population in some areas dependent totally on public ranspon and where the cash economy has all but disappeople

in

peared. For the Commission to come here and talk
about the benefits of the free market and the enlargement of that market and to talk abow laissez-faire capitalism
and I am very
to hear that kind of
- a Socialist surprised
will not benefit any of rhose
mlk from
people that I represent.- The only thing thar will benefit
them is a planned economy and public sector investment. Ve heard absolutely nothing at all abour that in

am cenainly not going to vote for a Commission to be
committed to propping up a system which is producing
so much failure and so much misery.

Secondly, this resoludon expresses its confidence in
the new Commission. It is very curious for the Assembly to express confidence when the Commission has
only just nken office and when only a few weeks ago
this Assembly actually rejected the budget and levelled
quite fierce and wide-ranging criticism at the preceding Commission. I am not blaming the new Commission. Vhar I am saying is that before you pass a vorc
of confidence, you let them earn that confidence.
They have been in office only a few days.

yesterday's statement.
(Applause)

I would have hoped for a resolution
is why
- and that
I shall be supponing one from the Socialist
Group
saying that we need a political statement and asking
the Commission to put forward its aims and objectives.

I

cannot vote

for the other resolutions. They are a
will not

waste of time. They are empty and vacuous. I
supPon them.

(FR) Mr President, knowing
Mr Spinelli (COM).
- would not have enabled me
that the order of business
to outline my ideas on the Commission President's

speech I wrote him an open letter a few days ago
which was published by four European newspapers
and which asked you, Mr Delors, two crucial ques-

tions to which you could have replied today, without
going into too much premature detail.

Firsrly,

I

asked you

to support Parliamenr's

formal

and I repeat, as
a panner, not as a body to be consulted
with the
- up rhe
intergovernmental conference which is to draw
treaty of European Union. You have said nothing.
request to be associated as a panner

Secondly, I asked you to undenake to put forward, as
soon as possible, a 1985 draft budger for your firsr
year of office, based on your view of policy for the
next four years rather than that of the Thorn Commis-

Let us give them a vote when they have got a record to
stand over, when they can tell us what work they have
done, when they can tell us that they have changed the
presenr image of the Common Market which is one of
warehouses bulging with food while millions are starving in Central Africa. \7hen they have done somethint
about that, let them come here and see whether they
get a vote of confidence or not!
(Applause)

(IT) Mr President, when
Mr Di Bartolomei (L).
asking for our vote of -confidence President Delors
was able ro put his besr qualities in the best light,
offering an image of firm resolve and of considerable
experience and competence: not least when he chose
to deal under a single heading with the economic
issues and the problem of unemployment. But having
said that I have to tell you
and I, speak for my Ital- colleagues
that some
ian Liberal and Republican

points in Mr Delors's speech have caused- me concern
which his reply did nothing to dissipate.

President Delors has said: It is not enough to say what
needs doing, we must also say how it is to be done.
But he did not follow that admirable observation with

so-called budgetary discipline. You have said nothing.

any indication of how he intends to implement his
own proposals: how he means to combat unemploy-

I trust that you will break silence very shortly. Mean-

ment, promote development and so on.'!(i'e shall have
to see if there is more on that score in the programme .

sion, with a specific rebuttal

of the Council ploy of

while I shall abstain from this vote of confidence.

Mr Cryer

(S).

First of all,

I

am going to vote

against the consensus
resolution because I object ro
the use in Paragraph I of the word 'Europe' when it
actually means the Common Market
ten countries
out of 40 in the conrinent of Europe. -As ro the Commission being the guardian of the Trearies, it is worth
reminding this Assembly that rhe Treaty enshrines private enterprise, competition and capitalism, a system
that has produced 14 million people on the dole. The
fact of the matter is that no capitalisr knows quite
what to do because the system happens to be failing. I

Mr Delors also quite rightly said that the Commission
did not want to be the secretariat of other organs. But
if the Commission means to be an organ in its own

it must make its own decisions on those
which have largely been responsible for the tension between Parliament and the Council: the 1985
right, then

issues

budget, the budgetary discipline, own resources,
enlargement of the Community. Mr Delors has said
that the Commission will be the architect of European
consrruction: but the foundations and the walls of this
edifice are the institutional arrangements. l7ithout
new and robust Communiry institutions, any sectoral,
economic or social initiative will be blown to smither-
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Di Bartolomei
eens by the first gust of the nationalisms, colonialisms,

imperialisms and communislrrs rhat are rife throughout
Europe and the world.

\7ell then, to conclude: in the conflict between federalists and unionists that characterizes the presenr srage
of European construction, I am on the side of the former. But I have to confess that we have not been able
to discern what is Mr Delors's preference. For us, it is
hot enough to be told: Supposing we achieve agree-

ment on the new treary. . . Ve should like to know
whether be is in favour of the new treaty and whar the
Commission intends rc do to ensure rhar we have that
treaty definitely and soon.

In a word: I applaud his formula but I reserve my
judgment on the subsrance and the decisions which, I
hope, will be presented clearly and before long. I shall
cast my vote of confidence
bur wirh some reserva-

-

tions.

Mr Pitt (S).
I shall vote against this resolution
I think- ir is silly. I think it is silly and absurd
for this Parliament to L. .*p..rring confidence in a
Commission which has been in office for barely a
because

week. Most of the new Commission are people I have
never heard of, and of those of whom I have heard.I
barely know just one. The resolution does nor even
distinguish between the Commission, which is an
ongoing legal entity, and the new college of Commissioners, the l4 new people who have presented themselves

rc

us this week

in Strasbourg.

President Delors did not recognize
this is my
- and
reason for voting against the confidence
resolution
the sins of past Commissioners. Yer here we have- a
Parliament eager ro vore confidence in 14 individuals
who have as yer done nothing to deserve that confi-

dence. Parliament refused discharge of the 1982
budget. Only last month Parliament rejected rhe 1985
budget. Ve have before us a Coun of Audirors' report
on the conduct of the financial management of rhe
Community in 1983, on rhe basis of which I rhink it
highly unlikely that larer this year rhis Parliament will
grant discharge for that year. I think ir is absurd that
we had no expression of a new change of direction in
the financial managemenr of the Communiry.

explanation of vote on the resolution of l3 December
there is therefore no need for another!

-

Mrs Dury (S).

(FR) Mr President, I would remind

you rhat in our -society, one person in two is a woman,
and that women have no cause for sadsfaction either
at Mr Delors's speech or at the composition of the
Commission. Not one woman has been appoinrcd to
uphold our hopes and safeguard our rights. Yet we are

aware just how much women are currently under
threat: they are the main victims of unemployment,
and they are left behind in the wake of the new technologies. During this period of crisis rhey are subjected to an unprecedented ideological attack to get
them back into the home and rc belittle the rights
which they have managed ro wresr from society so far.

I

hope, Mr President, that this Commission will

include at least one voice to speak up for us and that it
will have in it perhaps one 'woman's man' who will
declare himself and defend our rights during a panicularly difficult period.
(Applause)

(FR)
Mr Mjsenbcck (L).
Presidenr, rhere are
- SocialistMrGroup
still 29 members of the
lefr. Are we to
hear explanations of vote from all of them?

(/7) President Delors has courMr Tortora (NI).
teously reproached- us for our 'generous impatience'.
\7e thank him for the 'generous'. As for impatience,
we Radicals believe thar in a Europe as backward as it
is today, it is the only practicable vinue. Let me rherefore say to Mr Delors thar for the Radicals today it
may be rational to dare, but cenainly not to fear.
And that, briefly, is why we shall be abstaining from
the vote. !7e are doing so with the following aims: to
speed along
cenainly not to shelve
Parliament's
draft treary;- to reiterate the requesr-we have been

That Coun of Auditors' report shows that there was
an underspend of 400 million pounds
430/o
on
Social Fund spending, which I think-is ourrageous.
'!7hen things like that
are pur right, then I shall be

making since last June rhar the national parliaments be
given the opponunity ro ratify the European Union; to
promote the abolidon of internal frontiers; ro promore
increase in a rapid the value of our common currency;
to support the projected rights of a Europe of the citizens and of civic rights within it; to suppon the
Nonh-South dialogue and action to combat deadly
famine throughout the world.

ready to come forward and express confidence in individual Commissioners and in individual proposals of

The Radicals are today absraining from the vore of

the Commission, but only then.

(S).- (DE) Mr President, colleagues! I
have confidence in this Commission, as well as in its
President and its programme and I shall vote in favour
of this resolution. I must just mention that I made an
Mr Rogdla

confidence in rhe Commission. But we are doing so
as Altiero Spinelli has said
in order ro bring pressure on the'Commission and to help it, when President
Delors's protramme comes ro be presenred and discussed in March, to demand from this House a reasoned vote of confidence, nor a shot in the dark as
today's vote would have been.
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Squarcielupi (COM).

(17) Mr President, I

give my support above all to -the commitment given by

President Delors to environmental issues in the context of European culture. Seen in this light, every damage to the environment is an expression of lack of
culture and almost invariably implies violence. There is
much violence in our countf,ies, even the natural envi-

to resort to violence,
has been so much exploircd. Irreplaceable
natural resources have been plundered. Europe's creative powers should therefore be directed, for the benefit of mankind, to the preservation of our habitaq but
we should not forget that our environment is, in the
last account, an economic good, the source of wealth
ronment itself can be said
because

it

and employment. A proper environmental policy also
means that our goals should be changed: our policies
must not be oriented solely to profit, in the name of
which incalculable harm has been done to many for
the benefit of a very few.

Mr President

of the Commission, you have given

Europe a splash of green: we hope that you will go on
to paint with a much broader brush, so that all Europe
becomes treen, that its natural resources which are the
heritage of us all may be preserved, that the environment may be saved for the citizens of Europe and for

their grandchildren. I shall vote in favour, in the
expectation that you will keep your undenakings.
Mr Prout (ED).
Mr President, my group suppons
but, on irs behalf, I would
this consensus resolution;
like to make rwo observations on the text.
First, we understand the expression 'as an independent
institution' in paragraph I to mean an institution independent of the Council of Ministers and of the Member States, but not independent of Parliament.

No 2-321/43

the Commission President's speech gives us no reason
to hope.

Ve

also note the Commission President's declaration

that he will work towards harmonization of the rules
on competition and the rules governing social costs in
the Member States. How then can we reconcile this
point of view with the decision that Spain should sign
the Treaty of Rome on I January 1985? And how can
we reconcile the free movement of individuals, goods

and capital with the costly nationalization measures
practised in some of the Member States? Consequently
we shall wair until the deed matches the word. It is
were already the case, we would acknowledge it.

(DA) The Mem- Socialist People's
of Parliament belonging to the
Pany will not be present during the so-called vote of
confidence in the new Commission. Ve feel that this
Mrs Bosenrp (COM), in writing.

bers

vote is an empty, symbolic gesture. It has been set up
in order to present the public with an impressiori of
power which Parliament does not have.

in a feeble attempt to
The Danish Government has
conceal the aversion widespread among the Danish
has taken refuge
people rc all this union-mongering
in various footnotes to the Stuttgan- Declaration. Our
party helped to force the government into adopting
this position.'$7'e are not alone. A majority in the Folketing is agalnst the strengthening of European Parliament power; there is therefore no democratic basis for
Danish panicipadon in this vote.

Second, we take paragraph 3 to have the effect of con-

Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (PPE), in utriting.
(17) ln connection with the appointment to the Presidenry of the Commission of a politican of Mr Jacques
Delors's stature, the French President, Mr Mitterrand,
said something like this: the Commission is the

firming the Commission's appointment on the basis of
President Delors's speech. In other words, Mr President, we are about to engate in a vote of investiture. It
should not be construed by this House as a vorc of

in order to govern
a
government of Europe and
government needs men of -this calibre. These words
express quite well what we expect of President Delors
and his team. !(i'e look forward, above all, to a reso-

confidence in the policies of the Commission. I make
those remarks especially for Mr Pitt and Mr Cryer.

lute, skilful and firm poliry which will reconquer for
the Commission the role that is assigned m it in the
if not that of a fully -fledged
existing Treaties
government, as envisaged
in the new Treaty of Union,
then at least of an autonomous and effective powerhouse of Community action that can enSate in a fruitful and harmonious dialogue with the other two major
institutions, the Council and Parliament, without in
any way becoming subordinate to either. 'S7e must
make real progress along rwo main directions in order
to advance European integration which represen$ the
answer, the only possible answer, to the problems, the
expectations and the challenges that face us today in
Europe: technological backwardness, the flight of capital, monetary disarray, rising unemployment, and the
impotence of a divided continent in the face of threats
to peace and of the needs of world justice. The first of
these two great aims, as the Italian President-in-

Ve look

forward to the opponunity to express our

confidence in the Commission's programme during
the March debate.
(Applause

fron

the Earopean Democratic benches)

(FR) The Group of the
d'Ormesson (DR).
- in the debate on the vorc
European Right will abstain
cohccrning the investiture of the new Commission. \7e
think that the main crisis currently being experienced
by the Community is due rc the fact that it has run out
of own resources. It is the result of the Member States'
refusal to atree to the measures needed to bring own
resources back to an adequate level. And on this point

Mr
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Cassanmagnago Ceretti

Office, Mr Craxi, has reminded us in a recenr arricle,
is the promotion of monemry integration, the establishment of a truly unified marker, free movement of
capital, coordination of research, a common industrial
policy, a common agricultural poliry that genuinely
serves the interests of the Community, erc.
in other
- within
words things that can and musr be done now,
the framework of the existing institutions.

The Commission will, of course, be more concerned
aspect
is ir natural role. Parlia- that
ment, on its pan, while
not overlooking any of the
current Community issues, will be taking care of the
Treaty, seeking ro ensure rhat European Union comes
about, and rhat it is achieved quickly and well. But ir is

with this first

very importanr for the Commission and Parliament to
understand each other and to give each other maximum support in every way.

It

is also imponant rhat there should be no conflict
between the two great directions, the two great aims:
that of achieving integration as far as the present
Community set-up allows and the search for a new,
more sophisticated, more up-to-date, more democratic

and more efficient institutional arrangemenr. Of

course, it will be easier ro obtain the consensus of all
the member countries in the firsr sphere; the establishment of European Union will, of necessity, have to be
confined in rhe first instance to rhose countries which

are ready ro take this imponanr step. But rhe two
directions are complementary, and indeed cbnvergent.
I should like ro mention

However, I much regrer rhar Parliament has seen fit to
take a vote at this time. This is the beginning of a dialogue which will culminate in March when there is a
debate and vote on the detailed programme of the new

Commission. That will be the time for Parliament to
endorse the Commission's programme and asserr irs
confidence.

In the meanwhile I wish the new Commission well but
must reserve my confidence unril the detailed programme is available and can be examined, more pani-

cularly because there were elements in President
Delors's presentation which I would find difficulr to
accept withour a long period of reflection.

(Parliament adopted the motion for a resolution)

Mr Delors, President-in-Offce of the

- ro be a European central bank issuing rhe
there ought
currency which is responsible for its stability and functions as the lender of lasr reson. All this, Mr Poehl
added, needs an amendment of the Treaties. And thar
is the point: monerary inregration cannor be carried

through without institutional reform. And institutional
reform is precisely what rhis Parliament proposes.

In fact, we might as well recognize that also in the
other areas of Community life we cannor go very far
without institutional reform. The treaty instituting rhe
Union, let us remind ourselves, does not favour one
institution to the disadvanrage of another: ir raises the
status and the decision-making capacity of the entire
European srrucrure and of each of its institutions,
including the Council and the European Council. Thar
is why, Mr Delors, u/e expecr your wholeheaned support for our projecr.

Mr Velsh (ED), iz writing.

I

shall vore

for

rhe

emergency resolution because-I welcome rhe invesriture of the new Commission and admire irs manifest

ro make progress. I was panicularly

Commission.

(FR) Mr Presidenr, may I simply thank Parliament
not only for irs vote, but also for the quality of the
debate we have had and the qualiry of the suggestions
put forward. \7e mighr say that as of now our problems stan.
(Applaase)

here what is perhaps the most

obvious example: that of currency unification. Nor
long ago the Governor of the Federal German Bank,
Mr Poehl
who can hardly be described as biased,
since he is- no enthusiastic champion of a European
curr€ncy
said that in a European currency system

determination

impressed by the personal commitment and dynamism
of President Delors.

5. Radioactioe

wdste

President.
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.2- MrTurner,
1365/84) by
on behalf of the Commicee
on Energy, Research and Technology (Doc. l-283/84

-

COM(84) 231 final) on
a proposal from rhe Commission to the Council
for a decision adopting a programme on rhe management and storage

of radioactive waste (1985-

8e).

Mr Turner (EDI,

rapporteur.

Mr Presidenr, may I

- for a ruling from you
I would ask
that Amendments Nos 9 to 22 are our of order
first of all say th4t

because they are amendmenrs by Mrs Bloch von Blotrniz to the explanatory sraremenr of the Commission.

President.
have raised the question of the
- ofYou
admissibility
these amendmenr. The answer is rhis:
these amendmenm are not admissible since they refer
to the explanatory memorandum. Now, what we have
here is a rext from rhe Commission; the Assembly has
to vote on the resolution itself and nor on the explanatory memorandum. Therefore those amendments that
concern the explanatory memorandum are not admissible.
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Mr Turner (EDl,

rapport

Mr President, I

am

very grateful to you for that ruling.

This repon is on a proposal of the Commission which
relates to two wholly different subjects in effect of
vitally different imporrance. The first one is what we
are to do eventually as the final solution with all rhe
nuclear waste which is at present being produced in
Europe. This concerns future tenerarions up to 2 000
years from now. The second question, very vital for
us, concerns what we are to do about the nuclear
waste which exists now in the EEC and is being stored
temporarily from power stations as it is used up and
will remain stored in a temporary way until a final
solution is found. That, of course, concerns us very
much now at the present time. If I may give one example, in Great Britain the amount of medium and highly
dangerous nuclear reactive wasre which exists and has
been collected over the last rhirry years amounrs r,o
enough to fill a l5-floor office block and in France,

although they staned later, probably already have
more such waste than would fill the whole of a l5-storey office block. In anorher ten or fifteen years this
amount of waste will be doubled and we must decide
what to do with it now and what to do with it when
we eventually wanr to dispose of it in a final way.
The present proposals are rhe result of fifteen years'
work on this problem. 700/o of the money has been

No 2-321l45

dealing with nuclear waste until final disposal and it
will enable anyone dealing with nuclear waste to see it
with a new eye. Every authority so far has laid down
its own regulations for the panicular circumstances of
its own site. In future they will have the EEC ideal
regulations to look at as well.

I now turn to the second important issue. This is the .
one which causes great dispute and controversy. It is
what we are to do in the end with all this waste. As I
say, there will probably be 200 000 cubic metres of this
waste in fifteen years' time. It is an enormous amounr
and something must be done. The second pan of the
proposal for the next five years of investigadon by the
EEC under this joint shared-cost scheme is indeed to
find possible solutions for the final disposal of nuclear
waste. I do not think for one moment that we shall
arrive at a final answer in five years. Indeed, the committee is asking for a guarantee after five years as ro
the efficacy of the sort of disposal that we are considering, which I will tell you about in a moment.
\7e will not, of course, be able to say 'This is perfec,
this is guaranteed safe'. \7hat I hope we will be able to
say after five years is that this is not incapable of being

made safe in the future. \7e may be able ro rule out
panicular methods of final disposal. Ve will nor be
able to guaranree any panicular final disposal as being

absolutely safe, covering as

I say some rhousands

of

spent on actually dealing with the remporary storage
and safety of nuclear wasrc which is awaiting final disposal. I am very glad to say thar this presenr 5-year
programme will result in conclusions being drawn up
which will permit standards to be laid down for the
EEC for all nuclear waste handling throughout the
EEC until its time of final disposal. That means dealing with contamination, containers and ranspon, conditioning for intermediate storage, concenEarions,
setregation, maricing and also gaseous wasrc. All
those matters at the end of rhis five years will be completely finished so far as the EEC is concerned. \7e
shall then have the material available for laying down
EEC rules for the handling of this wasrc until it is finally disposed of. The European Parliament has, in fact,
asked that these rules shall take the form of a directive
or directives rather than a recommendation to the
Member States. Tomorrow I hope that Parliament will
accept this proposal of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology that rhe conclusions of this
work shall be in the form of directives to the Member
States rather than a mere recommendation.

The proposals are for three pilot schemes for geological disposal. One in a salt mine at Asse, one at a clay
deposit at Mol in Belgium and one in granite rock in
France. If we do rhis, at the end of five years, I rhink
we will be able to say thar yes, all three are probably
going to be alright or no, one is not alrighr and the
others need,funher consideration. I think we shall get
as far as that. A lot of work has already been done by
the present lO-year programme which is now concluded on [he nature of the strata of rocks, on subrerranean water, on micro-organisms which may develop
underground, on the behaviour of nuclear waste iz
situin the places and in matrices and on the behaviour
of containers in vaiious circumstances and on backfilling and so on. However, during the nexr five years,
which are the last five years of the programme, we
shall have the acrual practical pilot testing. It is said in
the Commission proposals in Task 6 rhat they will
then draw up standards for final disposal, and I hope
they will. Cenainly we will go a long way forward.

I

live

I would say to anybody in rhis Parliament who is con-

of a nuclear power station. Although I
believe that we have very good regulations in Brirain
already, as no doubt there are in France and other
countries too, my own belief is that in a matter like
this we want a poliry of 'belt and braces'. I am happy

cerned about the matter
sure anyone who
- and I am that
thinks about it is very concerned
we
- of thisalthough
do not have to dispose finally of any
waste for a
very considerable time, now is the rime to stan working on how to do it when the time comes. If that is the
way we are going to handle ir
thar is nor, however,

am panicularly concerned about this matter as

within

I

8 miles

to think that the Commission has got rcgether all the
countries of Europe to try and harmonize safety regulations and views on safety. The ourcome of this work
will be an ideal or complete managemenr sysrem for

years of storage.

the final solution for some considerable
number of
years
then of course it is doubly vital that in the
- period we have safety regulations which
intervening
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are acceptable to all and have been considered not
only, as I say, by national authorities concerned with
their own panicular sites, but by the authorides of all
the rcn countries and by the sciendsts brought in by
the EEC, so that we can safely say they are being
looked at with a fresh eye by other people than those
who are directly responsible in any panicular site.
So, Mr President, I hope that tomorrow we will not
shirk this issue and that we will adopt the programme
which amounts to about 92 million ECU, the other
half being paid by the national authorities.

The European Parliament has said that it is not convinced that the present advisory committee
which
- which
does work well
of the national governments,
advises the Commission
on how to carry out this programme, actually does spread the information far
enough outside its own rather closed circles, the
authorities of the ten counries. It is difficult therefore
to get scientists who can be consulted and who know
all about what is going on, unless they are very close
to the government authorities. Ve have therefore
asked for an interim repon after two years from the
Commission as to the efficacy of the programme. Ve
have also asked for running nlks to be carried out
from now on between experts involved in the project,
so that at the end of two and a half years we can get a
repon as to whether they feel that the programme is
going in the right way.
(Applawe)

IN THE CHAIR : MR DIDO

the future, as Mr Turner said, and I suspect that future
will have to be rather longer than 2 000 years.

In dealing with this issue I want to talk about some of
the principles that we have to follow. This situation
has been with us now for over 40 years. The Americans first saned disposing of nuclear waste in the
middle 1940s, yet we have reached no reasonable solution as to how we manage nuclear waste and how we
dispose of it.

Vitrification, which was hcld up as one of the options
that we should follow, has been very long on promises
and very shon on results. Ve were also told that
reprocessing would reduce the problem. Yet it is very
expensive, it creates the dangers of nuclear proliferadon and it has done very little if anything to deal with
this problem. !7hat we need to be looking towards is

direct disposal rather than indirect disposal through
the intermediate step of reprocessing. Yet, the situation is extremely urgent because between 1980 and the
year 2000 nuclear power will have increased in Europe
by a factor of 7, it is estimated. The volume of lowlevel nuclear waste will have increased by a factor of 4,

whereas the amount of high-levcl nuclear waste
will
and that is what should be concerning us today
have increased by almost 25.

-

There are two reasons why we have to deal with this
matter urgently. Ve have to deal with it because we
have a problem now on our hands which is going to
increase, and we have to deal with it if there is to be a
nuclear industry in the future. Less than 10lo of that
nuclear waste will be high-level waste, but that will
contain almosr all the radioactivity.
'\7e

have to recognize the changing social and political

environmenr. There

is

increasing public concern

about nuclear waste and about its dumping and dis-

Vice-hesident

posal.

Mr Ford (S).- Mr President, I am pleased rhis afternoon to be able to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group on this issue. The Socialist Group recognizes
the value of European cooperation in scientific and
technical research and development. In fact, it recognizes the necessity of cooperation across Europe in
terms of research and developmenr on this type of
issue.

Ve

have to be clear that it is not always a purely technical issue. Much of research and developmenr has

political implications. In the case of nuclear wasre disposal we have to be crystal clear it is a major political
issue throughout Europe. Ir is about the politics of

Ve had the situation

where the Americans,

Japanese and the British and a number of other coun-

tries were engaged in ocean dumping. Many of us will
have seen the dramatic film of Greenpeace objecting to
this practice. Because of the pressure exened by the
Pacific island nations through the cooperation and

collaboration of organizations like Han Genpatsu in
Japan we had a situadon where the London dumping
convention asked for a two-year moratorium. Ve had
a country in the European Communiry ignoring that
moratorium until it was forced by the action of the
National Union of Seamen and by the protests rhat
were going on in the Unircd Kingdom, to finally abide
by that moratorium.

It is abour rhe

\7e also have the problem with panicular sites. \7e
have the problem in my own country
- which ofis
where, of course, we continued ocean dumping

dangers of widespread pollution and the problems you

a proposal to dump on land at Billington. There was a

is
is

massive public outcry and protest. Even ICI, one of
the world's largest companies, was forced ro move and
to actually withdraw im suppon for that proposal.
That is not because ICI has been converted; ir is

risk; small risks, but uncounnbli consequences. It
about the polidcs of the environment.

have surrounding nuclear sites like Sellafield. Ir
about the public acceptance of new rechnology. It

is

about the public acceptance of the views of scientists
and rheir belief in what scientists are doing. Ir is abour

-
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because ICI recognize the public fears, and many
other people in this Parliament will know of public
concern about disposal sites proposed elsewhere.

Now the public no longer trust the assurances that
they have been given and unfonunately the public has
been proved too righr in the past, as in rhe tragic situation in Bhopal. People were warned in advance of
what was going to happen there. Yet this third programme fails rc recognize this changed environmenr.
Previously we had a situation where we were going for
uldmate disposal. Ve were going to get rid of these
wastes for ever; we were going to dilute them into the
ocean or the atmosphere, or we were going to concentrate them and then ultimately dispose of them in
tombs in the ground or benearh rhe sea bed. They
were going to be isolated in abandoned mines or
deposircd in the deep sedimenm of the ocean and we
were going to rely on man-made and natural barriers
to try to prevent leakage. Ve have to be clear rhat
natural barriers are barriers rhar we have co be interested in because those are rhe ones which are ultimately going rc prevenr the waste from leaking. Ve
have to make sure our work programme reflects this.

On the Turner report, unless we recognize that we
have to change the technology so that the waste is
recoverable and monitorable; unless we recognize that

we must critically examine reprocessing again, I am
afraid to say thar the Socialist Group cannor suppon
the resolution as it stands.

On the amendments from Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz,
there are a number of those amendments that I have
sympathy with. !/e will be supponing some of them,
others we will be abstaining on because we feel either
that we have a better formulation in our amendments
or that technically they are incorrect. They have been
placed, on a number of occasions, in the wrong position for the purpose intended. I ask members of the
Socialist Group and Members of this Parliamenr not to
support the Turner repon withou[ the necessary vital
amendments that I have outlined.

Mr Silzer

'!7e

also must recognize rhar what we can no longer
have is dumping at sea in any shape or form. Ve need
to make sure thar that is in our resolution.'S7e need to
make sure at rhe same time that what we are talking
about is no longer uhimate disposal, bw ultimate storage. Because we musr be able to monitor these wastes
and recover them if anyrhing goes wrong. At sea many
people would argue rhere should be no disposal at all
no dumping, no disposal. My own view is that there
-are technologies rhar
can be made available; drilled
emplacement that will allow for recoverability and
monitorability. They will be more expensive rhan using
the penetrometer or similar merhods, but waste disposal is only a small pan of the cost of the nuclear fuel
cycle.

On land we musr also be working on sires for ultimate
storage. S/e must be looking ar the appropriate mater-

ials, panicularly granirc and salt. I personally have
reseffations abour whether clay will ever be suitable,
but that is a personal view and nor rhe view of my
8rouP.

Ve

must also say at rhis time rhar, evenrually, indusry
is going to have rc pay for this work, because if there
is going to be competition it needs to be on a fair basis.
Coal needs to compete wirh nuclear energy when all
the costs are added on and not when some of the costs
of nuclear power are carried by rhe general public, not
when some of the costs are carried by national govern-

ments, resulting

danger of doing in pursuing the programme as outlined here
we must reflect the social concerns rhar
our people -have.

in a fiddled economic

basis for

nuclear power.

The technology musr reflect political realities. This
must always be the case. Technology cannor be separated from polidcs; it is pan of rhe political process. If
we are not to waste our money
which we are in

-

(PPE).

(DE) Mr President, we know

from the history of-mankind that we have no chance
of improving our social and economic living condi-

tions unless we take risks, which means thar, just as in
the past, there is no possibiliry of improving man's lot
now or in the future, unless we have the courage to
take a calculated risk. There can be no doubt that the
peaceful use of atomic energy in the past and in the
present has shown that there is such a possibility of
improving our living conditions, especially where the
protection of the environment is concerned.
The peaceful use of atomic energy
be ir for energy
production or medical applications - like everyrhing
else in this world has two sides: the-positive, which is
to be welcomed, and the negative. Radioactive waste is
undoubtedly the negative side. There have to be facilities for storing that waste. For that reason nobody
whether he be for or against the peaceful use of aromic
energy in the field of energy production or in the
medical sphere
can speak out against anyrhing
- discovery
which leads to the
of.responsible ways of
storing the wasre. Vithout any measure of doubt this
is a classic Community problem for the EC. This is
panicularly true in the case of highly radioactive
waste, which is the central point of the Turner reporr.
It is a classic Community problem for various reasons:
firstly, we must have uniform safety standards ro protect the inhabitants of the European Community and
beyond. Secondly, we have ro realize that all the member countries have similar problems of sroring highly
radioactive substances. Thirdly, it is possible to offer
far cheaper solutions by means of a Community programme. Founhly, in the interests of the inhabitanr of
the Community, we should udlize the possibilities for
ultimate storage which occur naturally, panicularly in
geological formations. For this reason we ere very
much in favour of the Commission's proposals and of
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Mr Turner's report in particular. On behalf of

my

group I should like to thank Mr Turner very much for
the caution and the expertise which he exercised in

drawing up this report, and for presenting it so
expenly in the Committee on Energy, Research and

Technology that we were able to adopt it in committee
by a large majority.

The present programme, on which we have to vorc
tomorrow, is the third one. The second programme
has already enjoyed great success. It was laid before
the highly critical international scientific community at

a

European conference on radioactive waste and
received international recognition. Anyone who says
that the handling of radioactive waste is still an unresolved problem, in the face of this conference and of
the basic facts on which the third Community pro-

gramme is based, is simply not telling the truth. Anybody who simply laughs it off and disregards the facts
is doing something far worse than not telling the truth.

He is revealing his ignorance.

Ve panicularly

welcome the way in which both the
repon and the Commission's proposal recommend
that we carry on in the same way as before, namely
that we try to obtain international cooperation beyond
the frontiers of the Community on the disposal of
radioactive waste. The European Community is an
efficient unit worldwide and is successfully and
expenly solving a problem at an international level in
cooperation with other partners.

Mrc Faith

(ED).- I welcome

this repon, which has

been so ably presented by my honourable friend, and I
also agree with the previous speaker when he spoke of

Hague
the only comparable plant in Europe. If
Europe -is to reduce its dependence on oil, nuclear
power, supplementing power from coal, is essential.
Management and unions at Sellafield and Heysham
are proud of the contribution they are making to our
energy supplies and to the economy as a whole.

I

believe that some of the people in the pressure
groups who are so critical of the nuclear operations
are out to undermine our industrial base.
Radiadon levels are subject to stringent regulations,
and these include sampling and analysing air, milk,
fish, shellfish and other materials.
Cumbria is a healthy place to live, as well as beautiful.
The district of Cumbria in which Sellafield is situated
has an incidence of cancer well within the national
averate.
Sir Douglas Black, Britain's foremost preventive medicine authority, led an inquiry into the tragic incidence
of children who have died from leukaemia in the village of Seascale. He said that there was no proven
direct link betw'een these cases and Sellafield, and
clusters of leukaemia do arise in other pans of the
country where no nuclear acdvity is present.

Cenainly, people do need to know as much as possible
about all aspects of nuclear power. I believe that one
of the most imponant tasks of the European Community is to carry out research into nuclear energy
production and, above all, into nuclear waste disposal
as this is a major cause of concern. Therefore, I welcome this repon and support its proposals.

the benefits of nuclear power. Moreover, 100 000 peo-

ple are employed in the nuclear industry in Britain
alone, many of them constituents of mine employed at
both the nuclear power-station at Heysham and at Sellafield, and soon there will be l0 000 people directly

employed at Sellafield. I have visited and seen for
myself the start of the new I % billion Thorp project,
which has received huge amounts of European financial assistance.

Today most nuclear wasrc is stored on site at nuclear
establishments, and I have seen at Sellafield the storage of spent fuel. Progress is being made at Sellafield
in working with the French on a project for dealing
with ligh-level nuclear waste for vitrificarion.

\Tindscale, opened in 1955, was the first nuclear
reprocessing plant in Europe. This plant, which is pan
of the Sellafield complex, has been a pioneer in the
reprocessing of nuclear waste.

It

is only by experience that this imponant process can

fully and safely utilized. BNFL, who run Sellafield,
have promised that by 1991 the amounr of low-level
nuclear waste discharged into the sea will be very small
indeed, and lower than thar discharged by Cap de la
be

(17) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Ippolito (COM).
- of the management and ultigentlemen, the problem
mate disposal of radioactive wasrc from nuclear fuels
is undoubtedly one of the most imponant issues in the
peaceful utilization of this energy source. Not only
because of the inherent difficulties which, according to
most exper6, can in principle be resolved, but noably
because public opinion, which is in many cases misinformed, and is psychologically condidoned by the military associations of this energy source and the abominable circumstances of its first use, is constandy presented with this problem as being vinually insoluble
and full of uncenainties.
Yet this is by no means the case: ir is several years now
since a committee of the most eminent experts at the
International Atomic Agenry in Vienna unequivocally
declared that the problem could be solved, provided

the necessary studies and research were undenaken.
Many years ago the Commission of the European
Communities initiated a study of rhis problem and rhe
results were highly praised by specialisr in all the
countries. The programme of research on the management and storage of radioactive wasre ro be developed
over the next five years

-

the third such programme
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to be initiated by rhe Commission
is nor only rhe
logical continuarion of the research-carried our so far
but also, for the first time, seeks ro derermine a complete managemenr sysrem for nuclear waste. Mr Turner in his reporr, for which we shall be voting, rightly
calls it an effective and promising programme of
research.

The answer to the problem of radioactive wasre must
be sought predominantly in the European dimension,
because some of rhe member countries do not possess

in their

territories those geological formations in
which the products of nuclear fission can be safely
stored. The Turner reporr righrly.calls on the Commission [o prepare an estimate of rhe amounts of low-

question

of the final

storage

of

high-level waste

remains open, and, whilst there is no grear urgency
here
this,waste can be temporarily stored for
- since
several
decades
s/.e ought now, by means of
coordinated experiment,
to devise the best possible
long-term technical solurions. The measures envisaged
by the Community follow these lines and are consistent with our desire to see rhe Community independent
as far as energy is concerned.

Of all the Community measures I would say rhar rhis is
the greatest benefir of the new programme, borh in
political terms and as regards converring some of the
present-day anti-nuclear lobby.

and high-level radioactive wastes produced by existing
power stations and rhose planned for construcrion
until the year 2000 which will have ro be stored in

The proposal before us envisages Communiry panici-

Community territory.

The Community role will thus be m add ro

It is because solutions to these problems will have to be
found in a Communiry framework that we ask the
Commission rc define common criteria for rhe drafring of procedures and administrarive rules for the
managemen[ of these wasres: by rheir nature, rhese
problems must be regarded as supranational or transnadonal. But we also wanr more.'S7'e ask the Commission rc present at an early date common rules for the
management of radioactive waste in collaboration with
both those European countries which are, so ro speak,

land-locked within Communiry territory and with
OECD member counrries, such as rhe United Smrcs
and Canada.

Mr

President, before

I

conclude ler me appeal to the
new Commission once again for the utmost intensification of joint research in all technological sectors. As
I have stated more than once in this House, Europe
has been able ro obrain significant research resulrc only
in those areas, for example nuclear fusion or highenergy physics, where ir has undenaken joint efforts;
if research remains confined wirhin national limits it

will only lead rc

waste

of physical, financial and

human resources, rc duplication of effort, overlapping
of programmes
with results that cannot compare

favourably with- those being obrained, say,
United States or Japan.

in

rhe

Mr Nordmann (t).- (FR,) I should like to add to
the laurels heaped upon my honourable Friend Mr
Turner by congratulating him on a good repon and a
good resolution following a good proposal.

The quesdon of nuclear wasre conrinues ro pose rhe
problem expressed in the dtle of a famous play: 'How
to get rid of it?', and rhe proposals pu[ before us enable us to make progress rowards a solution. If there

to be continuity in our research inro energy

is

resources
the scientific programme now before us is necessary,
indeed essential to rhe development of nuclear energy.
A number of findings ro date are encouraging, but rhe

pation in the execution of pilot projects.
rhe

national measures without duplicating them, so rhat
each side shall complemenr the other.

As regards environmenral protection and public safety,
the Commission's proposals should make for progress
and reassurance. Burial of nuclear waste in geological
formations seems ro be a promising avenue. These
promises musr be kept thanks ro conrinuing research
involving geological project study and knowhow.
Consequently we cannot but welcome these proposals

and hope that their rapid implemenrarion will give

a

new thrust to rhis policy of energy independence,
practising not so much the an of the possible
in

terms of which policy is often defined
but rather
that more subtle and more difficult art of- making possible that which is necessary.
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE).
Public opinion in the Community is extremely worried
by the development of
nuclear energy, and in panicular by rhe solutions ro be
found for the storage of radioacrive waste. This is why
we welcome the third research and developmenr programme as proposed by the Commission. It is norewonhy that for the first rime the proposed programme
provides for a complete management system for
radioactive waste. No complete study of srorage management sysrems has been produced so far. The major
advantage of a complete sysrem would be that the
storage and disposal of radioactive waste could be carried out in a manner acceptable to rhe public. Ve
must, however, separare whar can be achieved in the
medium term through rhe third Community programme and what has ro be done right now in this
field to reduce the permanent discharge of effluenr
into the Irish Sea.

I would like to draw Parliament's atrention to this serious problem, which calls for an urgenr solurion. I
condemn the total discharge of berween a quaner and
a half a tonne of plutonium wasre ro date from the
Sellafield pipeline into the Irish Sea, which is recog-
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nized as a special risk area. The operators of Sellafield

should put an end once and for all to funher discharges from the Sellafield nuclear reprocessing plant.
It has been estimated by HOPE that the health impact
cosr ro Ireland per year is in the region of 150 000. \7e
receive none of the benefits and all the disadvantages
of the Sellafield operation. Iast Friday week, two British nuclear plants in Nonh Vales, a mere 60 to
70 miles off the Irish coast, were shaken by an eanhquake. The only tuarantee possible that a tremor at
Sellafield will not rupture the cooling ponds in which
spent oxide fuel is smred is the total closure of this
plant. The enormity of the consequences of a loss of
control at reprocessing plants has not been faced up
to, at least publicly. The widest possible informed
debate is necessary. I believe such debarc is being deli-

berately frustrated. I call on the new Commission to
agree to undenake a thorough scientific examination
of rhe porential hazards of all aspects of the Sellafield
operation in relation to Ireland.

I

also urge the Commission to include a detailed analysis of the potential hazards to Ireland arising from
the ransponation and storage of nuclear waste. All
shipments of nuclear wasrc conracted berween British
Nuclear Fuels and Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Italy and Japan are routed through the
Irish Sea. It might be expected that official safety studies and public debate on the maritime transpon of
spent fuel would be given considerable attention.
However, this has not been the case. Following the
accident in 1984 involving the French vessel, the
Mont-Louis, the European Parliament requested the
governmenr of rhe EEC to comply strictly with minimum conditions for the movement of high-risk, dangerous and radioactive subshnces and wastes. According to a study commissioned by an environmental
organization, a single ship may carry up to 34 tonnes
of highly radioactive material in a non-fail-safe condition. From official investigations, the environmentalist
repon says that only the Scandinavian authorities were
rhorough enough to consider maritime transport
hazardous.

The Irish Sea is recognized as a special risk area.
Recenr disasters involving chemicals in Mexico City
and in Bhopal are added warnings. The time to face
the reality of Sellafield, the nuclear plants in Vales
and the roudng through the Irish Sea of highly dangerous shipments of nuclear waste, is now. Colleagues,
q/e cannot wait until common supranadonal standards
or rules are adopted. I ask the Commission and Coun-

cil to acr now by intervening with the British authorities to ensure that appropriate measures are taken,
notably to reinforce the treatment of effluenc, and by
so doing to reduce the imponance of discharges into
the Irish Sea from the Sellafield plant.
Finally, Mr President, my troup can support the resolution contained in the Turner repon and congratulate
the rapponeur.

(DE) Mr PresiMrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).
dent, a programme for the manaBement and storage of
radioactive waste is highly desirable and, of course,
urgently necessary, since we are continually building
either at the
new nuclear power stations, without
-having
found a
design stage or by use of a model
solution

to the problim of what- to do with the

neither in the Community nor in
radioactive waste
the United States.- I should just like to refer to the
study'Global 2oo0'. A programme of this rype should
not offer excuses, but that is exactly what this study
does. It says that a solution to the problem of dispos-

ing of low and medium level radioactive waste

has

already been found. The solution has not been found,
because shallow burial of such waste, as practised by
France and the United Kingdom for example, cannot
be a solution, since it is only anificial barriers which
prevent the radionuclides from entering the biosphere.
It is definitely not a solution to sink the radioactive
waste at sea, which is what the Unircd Kingdom, once
again, Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy plan to do,
and in some cases have done already. It is similarly no
solution to store the waste in vats in giant hangars
and to leave them for
as in Germany for example
generations.
future

For example, on the very day one of these vats was
delivered to my home rcwn of Gorleben, surface
radiation was 7.5 dmes higher than the permissible
level and the vat had to be sent back to the power station. It can be seen therefore that the problem of IA\7
and MA!(/ waste is far from being resolved. Another
imponant point: a programme of this type may not be
vague, and this programme lr vague. It says that the
theoretical feasibility has been proven, and a few paragraphs later it says this programme is intended to
demonstrate rhe theoretical feasibility. I ask myself just
what the facts arel

This programme is also incomplete in that there

is

absolurcly no consideration of ultimate storage and
ultimate storage is precisely what is needed, because
then a great deal less waste would be produced and
many fission products would simply not occur. Funhermore, there is no comparative study of different
rypes of rock in the programme. Granite could be one
possibility, clay could be a possibility, salt could be a
possibility
these are missing. Moreover, a pro- all smte
gramme should
clearly what its aims are. This
programme conains various statements: 800/o is for
the future development of atomic enerty, 200lo is for
environmental protection. But we all know full well
that it is difficult to reconcile the two. \fle should also

ask what is involved, this programme is costing
200 million ECU

-

and that is no mean sum.

There are two different objectives. One is the anificial
barrier system. This includes the packaging or conditioning of solid, liquid or gaseous radioactive waste. In
the case of anificial barriers, packaging could be suiable, but for strontium and caesium at the most, as they
both have relatively shon half-lives. The other radio-
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nuclides
plutonium, neprunium, iodine
the
- have a half-life
- onaniother hand
of rhousands of years,
ficial barriers are oul of the question and it is natural
ones that are needed. Years of research have so far
produced no solution ro rhis, such as vitrification.

time were out of date and in computing the cosr of
the uranium option they fraudulently suppressed rhe
costs of recycling spent fuel and of safety precautions
which are an integral part of the economics of nuclear

It is far worse in the case of radionuclides generared
by reprocessing. These are e.g. tritium, crFpron, carbon-14. There is still absolurcly no solution ro rhe

A few days ago the Danish Government, of which in
other circumstances I am no grear admirer, decided, in

problem of packaging rhem. In rhis case the requirements sdt for narural barriers have ro be very high,
because this refuse
and we musr be perfecdy clear
on this point
is -highly toxic ro man and the envi- measure for thousands of years. It is
ronmenl in equal
not for nothing that the Americans have commissioned
a study of how man in the year 12000 is to recognize
the refuse we have buried.

The requirement which should be recognized is for
comparative localized sudies. Then there should be
investigadon of ultimare srorage. The solution has to
be accessible and verifiable ar any time, and we musr
also examine what is to be done with rhe resultanr
refuse when nuclear power srations are decommissioned
no consideration has been given to this. The
sinking-of radioacdve wasre ar sea must be banned.
Above all we should reflect on the utility of nuclear
energy and preferably use resources for a study of
what should be done with the refuse. I also draw ro
your attention rhe opinion which I have been able ro
draw up for the Committee on rhe Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection. Unfonunately my speaking time is too shon for me to be able ro
go into it at greater length. Despirc that I thank you
for allowing me ro exceed my speaking time.

Mr Pannella (ND.
Q7) Mr President, thanks to
- Bloch
the inrervention of Mrs
von Blortnitz I need not
take long over the ansc/er, already given by her, to the
reassuring words of our friend and colleague Felice
Ippolito who obviously thinks that all is for the best in
the best of worlds. He believes thar something practical can be done soon, if it has not been done already.

Mr

Turner's reporr

is

undoubrcdly sensible and

rational and we can only congratulare him on

his

excellent work. Bur rhat does nor alter the fact that the

real problem lies elsewhere.

If

what we are doing

essentially today is to rry and minimize rhe risk, and
the possible cosr, ro our own and future generations,
of making the wrong choice, we should also seize the
opponuniry to srare somerhing with which Mr Ippolito
will, in sincerity, have to concur, namely that all the

forecasts which argued in favour of rhis type of
nuclear fuel
enriched uranium
were both wrong
- Deceitful,
and deceitful.
because rhey were based on
supposedly accurate estimares of energy demand,
whereas experience has shown rhat those estimates
were fraudulent. They referred ro macro- and micromodels of industrial development which already at that

power.

effect, to go back on its nuclear option. This is a wise
decision and we feel it is becoming a marrer of increasing urgency for the Commission and for Parliament to
show inrcllectual courage and ro review, in the light of
the economic experience of recent years, the premises
on which it was decided rhat by rhe year 2000, in only
15 years, nuclear power should supply 400/o

of

our

energy requirements. If this rarger were to be realized,
we should find ourselves in the position of today's
France which is already obliged to sell im surplus
power to neighbouring counrries, for instance ltaly, at
prices below production costs. France, what is more, is
today forced to consider the possibility of changing its
industrial development plan.

But we all know thar the solurion to the unemployment crisis lies not in funher industrial growth but in
development of the teniary sector and of new productive activities which are much less energy-intensive.

It follows that while, on the

one hand we can praise

and support Mr Turner's work, we must, on the other,
urgently call on the Commission and Parliament for a
review of rhe decisions which have already been made.
Ve do not wish ro be alarmist in any way, bur we musr

come

to recognize what the facts prove: that

those

decisions are wrong and thar they were based on inaccurate forecasts.

Mr Glczos (S).
(GR) Dear colleagues, I feel that
- of an age-old
man is the victim
pitfall. The knife he
used for curring bread could ar rhe same time kill
another human being and the fire he used for warmth
could at the same time burn him, yet he believed rhat
nuclear energy could be used exclusively for peaceful
purposes and nor for war. For whole decades men
strove to prevent nuclear energy being used for war
purposes. Yer still the pitfall claimed its victim. Unfortunately, all sciendsts admir that in the dumping of
waste [here is absolutely no guarantee of safery, and

that this applies also ro the mining, processing and
usage of uranium ores and as regards rhe possibility of
radioactive leakage from nuclear reacrors.

As far as radioactive waste is concerned we have got
round to saying that we can store it in geological
structures, because people do not understand what is
meant by geological srucrures. I ask these expert
scientists: do rhey include alluvial rocks among the
geological structures in which we can store radioactive
waste? \fle also have the enormous problem of in no
circumstances being able ro have a guaranree rhat
nuclear energy will be used solely for peaceful pur-
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poses.

On top of this, scientists have lately come

up

against a massive new problem. The biosphere receives

a cenain amount of radiation from the sun, and its
thermostatic balance ought not to be disurbed. In
making use of nuclear energy, however, we add to the
radiation it receives. Have we weighed the consequences? I think not. I therefore appeal to all Members
not to be satisfied with half-measures but to demand a
halt to the use of nuclear energy, that research be carried out and that its use be resumed only under conditions of rotal safety.

repon presenrcd by Mrs Bloch von Blottniz was
rejected by the majority of our Committee on the
Environment, which is why it has been appended, as a
opinion, to the excellent report by Mr Tur-

;;:o.,r,

The best solution would clearly be to recycle enerty
materials, a method which will in fact be used by a
Belgian and a French company which are shonly to
market a mixed uranium-plutonium fuel which can be
used in reactors powered by ordinary water. An ideal

to transform nuclear waste into
lower-level or less harmful products, but this is not
feasible in the near future.

solution would be
(FR) Mr President, if
Mrs Lentz-Cornette (PPE).
we are to appreciate the need- to conduct research into
the management and storate of radioactive waste, I
think we should consider a few figures.

At the end of December 1983 there were in six countries of the Community a total of t+6 nuclear power

Our Committee has declared irelf opposed to

the

dumping of nuclear waste at sea on several occasions,
and Parliament upheld this view on 25 October 1984
in Document 2-840/84. Ve note that this fact is not

taken up

in the resolution of the Committee

on

stations in service or under consruction: 8 in Belgium,
6l in France, 27 in Germany, 6 in Italy, 2 in the Netherlands and 42 in the United Kingdom. In a number of
countries more than 300/o of the electricity produced is
nuclear in origin, nearly 500/o in France. And had it
not been for this high percentage in France I think we
would have been in serious trouble and still would be
as a result of this cold weather, panicularly in the
French regions, including Alsace where we are at the
moment.

Energy, and we regret this. The programme speaks of
sea bed dumping. Ve believe, however, that it is better
to bury waste on land rather than at sea, as it will be
easier to monitor afterwards. Parliament has said yes
ro the use of nuclear energy. It will naturally say yes,
too, to the research protrammes which aim to make
this energy source more profitable and above all, safer.
Safer for future generations and for their environment.

Europe today is the front runner in nuclear technology. A number of European countries, for example
France and rhe Federal Republic of Germany, which
were once imponers of nuclear technology, are now

suppons the Turner repon and its excellent explana-

exPorters.
Given that nuclear energy occupies a prime position in

the European and world economic order, the problems of waste management and s[orage are extremely
imponant.

It

is thus vital that the programmes begun

within a Community framework should be continued.
And we are glad to see a new dimension to internathe matter
tional cooperation in the form of burial
in- salt, clay or
has been widely enough discussed
basalu

-

In order to protect man and this environment we must
cooperate and deal with the radioactivity of waste
materials. The main sources of radioacdve waste are
all nuclear power sations and the various plants
involved in the fuel cycle, but there are also laboratories, research cenres, indusrial plants and hospitals. A
new source, and one which will be an enormous one,
is the future decommissioning and dismantling of
nuclear plants.

Most members of the Committee on the Environment
approve of this third research protramme, since it will

enable the best possible solutions to be arrived at
jointly for the treatment, processing and final storage
of radioactive waste. And I ought to say here that the

Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, my group fully
tory statement.

I would like first to sweep up one or two points that

have arisen in this debate. First, I would remind Mr
Ford rhat the Socialist Group has supponed the last
rwo programmes in this area. Is he now going to be
inconsisrent and condemn the third programme for
some reason or other? Is it something to do with the
mining problem in England or something like that?
Anyhow, I ask him to bear in mind that consistency is
important.

Mr

Fitzsimons is very worried about Sellafield. He

canno[ be all that worried because he has disappeared,
but he can be assured that the safety of the Irish Sea is
a major consideration and is affected obviously by the
construction of the new Thorp (Thermal oxide reprocessing plant) project and the reconditioning of the
old Sellafield plant. I think he can be sure that the
Irish Sea will be well looked after.

The opinion from the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection by Mrs Bloch
von Blotrnitz mentions Gorleben. Vas anyone in fact
injured at Gorleben? She mlks about radiation, but I
don't think in fact that there was any practical problem.

The opponents of nuclear power keep spreading fear
about the safety of nuclear waste disposal. That is their
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main weapon against nuclear power. That is why they
cast doubt on all these alternative ways of storing and
disposing of nuclear waste. Mr Ford and Mrs Bloch
von Blottnitz said that there was no solution ro the
problem of permanent srorage, bur scientisrs are sarisfied that they have found a perfecrly satisfacrory
long-term solution ro the problem of srcring high-level
waste, namely, vitrification and srorage in deep geological pits. However, rhey do need more research ro
develop and perfect these techniques and ro prove
their long-term reliability. Thar is why I and my group
support this third five-year programme.

The dumping of this waste at sea must be rejected for
the same reasons. As regards s[orate in geological formations, a Breat deal more research should be carried
out into the influence that various factors have.
In short, the protection of the health of the public is of
primary imponance. Final solutions must be sought to
the problem of radioactive waste, and the benefits of
nuclear energy must a[ last be thoroughly reviewed
with a view to discovering lasting sources of energy.

(GR) Mr President, I think
Stavrou (PPE).
that the compactness-of Europe on the one hand and
the accelerating rate of growth in amounts of radioactive waste on the other
as many colleagues, and in
particular the British speaker,
have today emphasized
make the known dangers more tangible in Europe
-than anywhere else. I believe that these dangers may
turn out to be fatal in countries which already have a
high level of polludon and, let us not deceive ourselves, from our experience to date we know that there
is no safe method of disposing of radioactive waste,
whether it be dumping at sea or storage in disused
mines, or any other method.

Mr

In the amendmenr to rhe Turner repon and in

the

debate which followed, there have been many fallacies.

Mr Ford saying rhar reproIf we do not
concentrate high-level waste by reprocessing ir, we
will need to find 33 times more srorage accommodation for that high-level waste, which is only 3% of
Fallacy number one was

cessing of nuclear waste is nor necessary.

depleted fuel rods. If Mr Ford then says that it is going

rc be

250/o

bigger by the end of the century, multiply

33 by 25 and you have really got a big problem in stor-

ing this wasre if you do nor reprocess it and concentrate it. In America Mr Caner did smp the reprocessing of nuclear waste, but America has got enormous
areas for disposal. Ve have nor gor that in Europe.
Vhen we have finally solved rhe problem of the longterm disposal of high-level vasre, we shall be far ahead
of the USA in this nuclear technology.
Secondly, reprocessing is a major industry. BNFL has
2 000 million pounds wonh of exporr conrracrs in
hand for the next ten years, and Cogema in France is
in a similar position. Reprocessing employs
40 000 people in Europe. Nuclear power itself probably employs another 300 000.

There is another amendment saying that the cost of
the programme should be met by reducing reacror
development. As you know, we depend on nuclear
power. 160/o of British electricity comes from nuclear
power. \flhat we would do wirhout it I do nor know.
In France it is 500/0, as has been said already. It is
going to be 750/o by the end of the century. So an
attack on nuclear power is an attack on cheap, clean,
safe energy. It will damage the economy and increase
unemployment if we get rid of it.

Mr President, the need ro find a replacement for the
non-renewable energy sources is dispurcd by no one.
So I ask whether now is nor the time for us ro press
ahead in a systematic way wirh rhe utilization of the
so-called renewable energy sources and I am thinking
specifically of wind and solar energy which, as we
know, are in abundant supply in a grear pan of the
Community. I believe, Mr President, that we musr
make use of the potential offered to us by wind and
solar energy without delay because these consritute a
clean and effective way of renewing energy resources.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
Mr President, I should first like to say a word of -thanks to the
rapporteur for his excellent report, and I am very
pleased to be able to address my firsr speech of this
legislative period rc someone whose excellenr reporr
has accompanied me from the previous legislarure.

I

At

should like rc thank you all for the
many suggestions which have been made in the course
of the debate.

the same time

The problem of radioactive was[e, and its ultimate
storage in panicular, affects everyone. Public opinion

(NL) Mr Presidenr, rhere are
Mr Kuijpers (ARC).
two major problems -associated wirh nuclear energ/,
reactor safety and radioactive waste. !7'here rhe storage of radioactive waste is concerned, the protection
of the public should have prioriry. This safety presupposes that a final solution is found to the problem of
radioactive waste. This means rhar final storage at a
limited depth should be rejected since the waste is then
isolated from the biosphere only by irs container. If
anything goes y/rong with the conrainer, the biosphere
is no longer protected.

is concerned about the risk to man and the environment and people are worried about long-term safety,
irrespective of whether the threat appears ro come
from their own country or from neighbouring countries. Nuclear energy is a reality in the Community.
For a long time to come it will, in the Commission's
view, make an increasing contribution to the Community's energy supplies. Disposal of nuclear waste is
the final stage of the fuel cycle. The problem is to
develop safe economic and technological solutions,
and also to Buarantee the safety and protection of man
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and the environment. Both these tasks
safe- thekeepguarding of energy supplies, which also entails
ing options open for those countriis for which nuclear
energy is not yet a viable alternative, and the safety of
man and the environment
the aims of the pro- aretoday.
gramme which we are discussing

and not just an imponant research effort. The programme is, therefore, also a reply to the request from

Since 1975 all the imponant work on disposal of
radioactive waste in the Community has been comple-

In conclusion I should like to examine one funher
point, which was also stressed by the rapporteur,
namely the need for widespread cooperation beyond

mented and coordinated through

our own joint

research programme. The previous programmes produced gogd resuls. This was confirmed by the auditors,

who systematically evaluate the success of all Community protrammes. They unreservedly praised the
programme from the point of view of its aims and
scientific quality, especially the quality of the results.
Neither did they have any criticism of the management. But in the nature of things this task is a longterm one.
The previous protrammes concentrated on the economic and technical aspec$, but a stan was made on systematic development and provision of suitable ultimate
storate sites. Disposal of low level waste is well advanced. By the end of the century we must be ready to
introduce technological resources for the disposal of
high-level waste. The solution to this problem has to
be based on accurate knowledge of geological condidons. This knowledge cannot be acquired in the shon
rcrm, the complexity of the subject matter calls for
continuing research over a long period. For this reason
the current twelve-year Community action plan, which

runs from 1980 to 1992 and is concerned with
radioactive waste, aims to provide the long-term

framework for the continuation of Community action.
The action protramme envisages that the Community
will receive regular information on the position
regarding disposal in its territory. This meets one of
the demands of the rapponeur and one which was reiterated by many speakers during the debate.

A first report was drawn up in 1983. It clearly

shows

that the technical knowledge acquired over a period of
ten years does offer theoretical solutions to the problems of the treatment and ultimate storage of radioactive wasrc. The 1983 repon did indicate, however, that
in a new phase the results obtained in the laboratory
had to be translated inro realistic pilot schemes and
confirmed by them.

This new dimension is incorporated in the

new
research programme which is now being submitted to
you for an opinion. In addition to the continuation of
various research tasks it is also planned to carry out in
situ experiments to demonsrate ultimate storage in

different geological formations. These iz situ experimen6 are to be carried out at various locations in the
Community and have the suppon of the Member
States concerned. They are intended to provide practical evidence of ultimate storage. The rapponeur,
quite rightly, attached particular imponance to this
section of the programme. It is in fact a political effon

rhis House, expressed in the resolution of l8January
1984 in association with Mrs Valz's repofl on the ultimare srorage of radioactive waste and the reprocessing
of spent fuel elements.

the frontiers of the Community. International cooper-

ation, both bilaterally and within the OECD, is an
integral pan of our programme. It also gives the Community access to the results of scientific research in all

'Wesrern
industrialized countries and is essential if
the aims set by the programme are to be achieved on
the

time.

Of the proposed amendments the Commission is able
to accept Amendments I to 3,5 to 9, 13, 17 to 19 and
24. It is unable to accept the others for various reasons, including the fact that some are not pan of the
piogramme.
rapportear.
President, I am
- Mris now in charge
delighted that Commissioner Narjes
of high technology and research. From our experience
of him in the past I look forward to great strides forward in that field.

Mr Turner (EDl,

I hope that Mr Ford will reconsider very carefully

the

advice he gives to his group. He raised the question of

vitrificadon. Now that is thoroughly studied in the
proposals put forward, which go into the question of
whether vitrification is the best way and what are its
weaknesses. He raised the question of natural barriers.
That is thoroughly studied in all the proposals put forward. He raised doubt about clay. That is what the
Mol experiment is all about. Finally, he raised quesdons about the monitoring of geologically buried
waste. Now that is all covered in pan B, where the
three options
Asse, Mol and granite
ined. Clearly, -when one sees what happens there, one
is going to get the abiliry to monitor.

Finally, he mentioned the question of recovery. Ve
accepted the amendment he put forward himself that
there should be a study of means for recovery in the
event of breakdown. Now what we are saying is that
those studies will cover all his worries. He is now adding a funher requirement that there must be the ability
to recover in all future cases. But that surely is going
too far, because this is only a research programme. It
is not a plan for the future development of European
enerty. It is a research programme to give guidance
afrer the programme is over. So I ask him to reconsider seriously his advice rc his group. I hope he will
suPPort the repon tomorroc/.
President.

-

I declare the debate closed.
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President

The vote will take place at the next voting time.

ble progress in this area in the last five years, but we

if

we continue to pursue
research into nuclear fusion with the necessary dedicaalready know that even

6.

Controlled thermonuclear fision

The next item is a report (Doc.2-1330/
84), by Mr- Salzer, drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on
President.

the proposals from the Commission of the Council (Doc. t-342/84
COM(84) 271 fin)

-

I. for a Council

decision adopting a research and
training programme (1985-89) in the field of thermonuclear fusion

II. for a Council decision complementing
Decision 84/l/Euratom, EEC,
1983

tory.

-

of

Council

22 December

realization of a tritium handling labora-

Mr Siilzer (PPE),

(DE)
rapporter,tr.
- are, notMrforPresident,
in this present industrial age we
the first
time, consuming more raw materials than can be

tion and at considerable cost, we shall probably only
be in a position really rc exploit this possible source of
energy thiny or fony years hence. Ve must recognize
and I have tried to make this clear in my repon

project
will come to naught, because we cannot be cenain that
research and development will actually lead rc the
objective which man has set. Ve know only one thing:
in rhe situation in which we find ourselves today, it is
obvious that even if there is no increase in world popuis pure delusion,
as you all know
lation, which

-that there is a very real risk that this ambitious

we are today- consuming irresponsibly
the energy
resources which later generations will need simply to
survive. That is why it is our very special dury to take
the necessary precautions now, so that when the

energy shortfall becomes dramatically apparent, our
grandchildren will have the resources which will give
them a chance of survival in this world. If fusion
research does produce viable resul!s, those results
would'be capable of resolving a sizeable pan of our
enerty supply problems, because nuclear energy is a
renewable, alternative form of energy in a revolution-

ary sense, and not just in the conservative

sense

of

replaced by natural regeneration. !7e need only think
of the progressive depletion of wood supplies, panicularly in the Mediterranean area, in earlier centuries. At
the present time we are experiencing the very radical

Above all though, it could be available in quantities
which, in view of the demand, provide a reasonable

depletion

answer ro the requirements posed.

of fossil fuels and uranium supplies. It is
therefore natural and understandable for researchers
to try to open up new sources of raw materials, particularly those for energy production, which are renewable, i.e. which are available in more or less unlimited
quantities.

In the Community we are repeatedly occupied with
conservative projects involving renewable energy
sources. This includes in panicular effons to use wind,

water, solar and geothermal energy to satisfy energy
requirements as well as using a specially prepared
biomass. Ve all know that if these ambitious schemes
become realiry in the Community, by the end of the
century we shall perhaps be in a position to cover 5, 8

or perhaps

100/o

of our energy requirements in

this

way. But these are all figures, and more hope than
reality. Nevertheless we all know that the problem of
energy consumption primarily affects the developing
countries, not the indusrialized ones, because of the
increasing world population, especially in regions
where there is little industrial development. Several
decades ago this familiar scenario led people to ask the
interesting quesrion whether it might not be possible to

bring the sun's fire to earth. So that this should not
remain just a dream, scientists in many countries set to

work and examined the physical foundations of solar
enerty production, to see whether it could be reproduced on eanh.

The result

as

you all know

was research.into

- \7e have been able- to make consideranuclear fusion.

exploidng the possibilities already mentioned.

'!7'e

can already be

sure [hat, by comparison with nuclear fission, fusion
energy has the inestimable advantage of reducing the
porcntial hazard from radioactivity several-fold. Some
people mention a factor of a hundred, others a factor
of twenty. It will be somewhere between these two values, which indicarcs rhar, even in rhe most unfavourable circumstances, the potendal hazard is extraordinarily low. But we run [he risk of not being able to say
now definitely that fusion research actually leads to
technically viable and economically feasible applications. Like many scientists and practical expens, I have
estimarcd the risk and can with a clear conscience
speak in favour of continuing our fusion protramme:
in my opinion, it is a calculated risk, in which the pros
so far outweigh the cons, that anyone who is thinking
of future generations and acting politically has no
other alrcrnative.

'!7e, the European Community, can be proud of the
fact that Europe today occupies a leading position
worldwide in the development of nuclear fusion,
which was not the case two or three years ago. The
size of the project and the considerable resources
which have to be found over the next two decades
mean thar we should not abuse that position by trying
to leave others behind. \7e should in fact exploit it to
pursue projects on which negotiations had reached the
point of signature years ago, with America and Japan,
thg n6y/s5t developbut also with the Soviet Union
- of this. I am thinkments this year give us some hope

ing of one of the next fusion insnllations, which

is
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already a technological generarion funher advanced,
the so-called Intor project. This is a good example of
internarional cooperation from the point of view of a
sensible application of resources, but also as evidence
that nations are capable of and ready for peaceful
coexistence above ideological fronriers.
According to the repon and rhe Commission's proposal we also have to consider the construction of a tri-

tium laboratory. As rapponeur I
like rhe grear
majority of rhe Commirtee
consider
rhat at the
present stage of development- a tritium laboratory of
this kind is needed urgently. Ve have experience of
handling tritium as a resulr of military research in rhe
UK and France. But the resuhs obtained from handling ritium for purely military purposes are not adequate for non-miliary purposes, as all rhe expefts con-

firm. !7e have to set a high level of safety requirements to protecr the populadon. Bur on the orher hand
we musl have free and unrestricted access to rhe
necessary technical and physical data.

Let me just say one thing in conclusion, Mr President.
The existing state of fusion research in rhe European
Communities shows clearly that if the members of the
Community pool their economic and inrellecrual powers, we are capable at any rime of taking up the challenge and occupying a leading posirion internationally.
Thus the research and developmenr programme in the
field of nuclear fusion is not only a grear opponuniry
of solving the energy problems of rhe nexr millenium,
it is also a sign of hope, in that the peoples of Europe
have a great future, if they come togerher to pool their
potential and their capabiliries.

ninly also due to the fact that we have a multiannual
plan, which means continuity of research.

I think it is an extraordinarily good thing that there is
international cooperation on the fusion programme. I
could wish that the United Sates would follow the
European example and make the transfer of technoloty a matter for scientists and not the defence depanment. I would also make cooperation with the United
States subject to the transfer of technology nking
place in botb direcions.

In the case of this
imponanr

very expensive

project

- to be public dialogue,
for there

it

is

which

resuh of the research have to be made
available for public discussion, because it is clear that
however great
euphoria may be on one side or
-the other we arethegroping
around in rhe dark. None
of us can -say whether what we are doing now at such
expense will be viewed as optimistically in 20, 30 or
40 years time by those who come afrer us.
means that the

Since no-one knows what will happen, I think it
imponant that we surround fusion technology with a
public dialogue and do not exclude the public from the
discoveries which are being made here. I should like to
give two examples of our inabiliry ro exrrapolate into
the future: five years before Orto Hahn and Fritz
Strassmann split the uranium atom, Ernesr Rutherford, who had displayed an atomic model in public as
early as 1912, had said rhat rhe discoveries being made
in atomic physics could never make any contribution
towards solving world energy problems. Five years
later came the proof rhar ir was in fact in some sense
possible.

Mr Seligman (ED).
on a point of
- 8MrisPresident,
order, Amendmenr No
attribured ro the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, when it
should in fact be attributed to Mrs Bloch von Blotr-

Or take the problem of the build-up of CO2 in rhe
atmosphere: I can quite well imagine thar in rwo or

and

three years time there could be a very nervous debate
here in Parliament on the build-up of CO2 in the
atmosphere
a debate which, ar rhar time, will be
- because
pushed aside,
we do nor know enough about
it. That is why I rhink it importanr rhar we creare a
public for this research projecr
and rhat we be able
to apply the brake ar any time if-things go wrong, or if
the hazards are gre^ter rhan the potential benefit.

The fusion programme seems ro me a good example of
what European research can do when it wanrs ro
produce a joint programme. The fact that rhis is so
successful in the case of fusion research is almosr certainly because to a large exrenr ir is possible for the
project to develop autonomously
independently
- i.e.
of the competent bureaucracy. I can
only recommend
this procedure for other research projects and other
centres in the Community. Its success is almost cer-

There is another point which should nor be last sighr
of. Let us assume that in 40 or 50 years rime we are in
fact capable of consrructing a fusion power srarion
it would mean a highly centralized energy supply,
because experience so far indicates that a fusion plant
will be substantially larger than a present-day light
water reactor. That would enrail quite differenr energy
supply structures and we should have to ask whether
we in fact wanted them. Perhaps we would prefer ro
have a decentralized power supply. This is a marrer
which is not being discussed here, and can of course
not be discussed, because we have norhing ro hand
and sdll do not know whar such a power srarion will
look like.

nitz. This is rather an important fact. The Commirtee
on Energy, Research and Technology did not ask for
a 900/o reduction in expenditure on nuclear fusion.
This should be known to the whole Chamber.

Mr Linkohr

(S).

(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies

gentlemen! The Socialist
Group will, as before, vote in
favour of the 'Fusion' research programme. I should
like to thank the rapponeur, Mr Selzer, once again for
the trouble which he has taken ro incorporate crirical
opinions in his repon as well.
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Finally permit me to explore a point which
- I say it
quite openly
I find difficulr: the tritium laboratory.
The Council -of 13 December 1983 made provision for
'Projects of European imponance' in the budger of rhe
Joint Research Centre and earmarked 12.5 million
ECU for it. 'Projects of European imponance'
one

could imagine many things which that might- mean
without gening an inkling of whar the Council's
motives were. The motive behind ir, as we now know,

was almost cenainly the construcrion

of a

said, 'It- must go there', without any consideration
being given, for example, ro whether a laborarory
could be constructed somewhere else, or without there
being detailed consideration of the safety conditions to
be met. As far as I know adequate consideration was
not given rc the British and French offers ro make
their experience in handling tritium available ro the
Community, and I have read in a declararion by rhe
British and French delegates from 1982 that such an
offer was made to the Commission at rhat rime.

Let me say once again: I am not againsr a tritium
laboratory in principle
we probably need one. But I
think it imponanr for-this question to be examined
much more carefully than in the past. Above all we in
Parliament would like information about the mlks
which have been held with the British and rhe French
e.g. in Paris on l7 December 1984
and whether

- important for
which could be

our decision here.
President.
The
will resume [omorrow morn- have debate
ing since we
now to proceed to rhe nexr item on
the agenda.

My question related rc the Gautier report on competition policy and, most panicularly, to the subsidies that
were being given to the honiculture industry in Holland. I wish to ask what progress has been made to
rectify this situation which was adversely affecting my
constituents.

However, Mr President, I have been assured by the
Commission rhat an answer to my question will be
forthcoming before next month's part-session. There-

fore, I am happy for the Commission not to reply this
afternoon.

(DE) A remark and a question to
Mr Gautier (S).
Mr Simmonds: I -note in rhe meantime that the Commission has once again initiated proceedings under
Anicle 92 againsr the Netherlands. I believe that to be
in our interest. But now for my quesrion ro rhe Commission with regard to lhe December pan-session,
namely how and on what kind of time scale the Commission intends to take a decision on the motions for
amendments which Parliamenr adopred on the guidelines for lead in petrol and the guidelines for vehicle
emission standards. I should be grateful if we could
have a more demiled indication of what action the
Commission intends to take.

Mr Clinton D*is,

Member of the Commission.
Mr
President, first of all may I say that I am indeed -grareful for the opponunity to offer an expression of view
about this extremely important marter, and it gives me
the first opportunity rhat I have to address rhis Parliament. I think it is to be underlined rhar rhe issues rhat

the honourable Member has referred to are of

Vice-President

7. Action taken on tbe opinions of Parliament

The issues covered by rhe Sherlock report are significant from a number of points of view
example,
- for
protection of the environment and human
health, from
the point of view of conservation of energy, from rhe
point of view of the well-being of major indusrrial sectors, particularly those secrors which are engaged in
the production of motor vehicles and also in relation
to petroleum refining. Another point of significance is
that which relates to the maintenance of the unity of

the common market which was underlined by
President.
The next
is the Commission stare- action takenirem
ment on the
on the opinions and resolutions of the European Parliament.r

Simmonds (ED).

Mr President,

I

undersrand

from the Commission -thar its report does nor contain
this month's commenrs on legislative mamers discussed

I

See Annex.

the

utmost gravity and significance.

IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD

Mr

a

report made next month ro Parliament.

tritium

laboratory at Ispra, one of our research centres. I have
nothing against Ispra
my fellow members know
that
and also think- that we musr masrer tritium
techniques.
Vhat does worry me
I say it quite
- fact that it was
openly
is the procedure, and the

-anything new transpired

in last month's part-session, but that there will be

rhe

President in his address.

The European Council in Dublin called for an agreement on Community guidelines for the reduction of
lead in petrol and for vehicle emissions. It also plans ro
undenake substantial and substantive discussions on
environmental issues for rhe meeting it is proposing to
hold in Brussels at rhe end of March. In the weeks
before the European Council, the Environment Council will return to the questions of atmospheric pollution and, in particular, rhe two items covered by the
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Sherlock report, namely lead in petrol and exhaust gas
emissions from motor vehicles. To this end, it has set
up a high-level working group to examine the problem
of exhaust gas emissions'and to report at the end of
January. It is the hope of the Commission that it will
in fact take decisions.

Many of the issues related to lead in petrol and motor
vehicle emissions are obviously closely linked. This has

always been recognized

by the Commission

and

indeed by Parliament. Consequenrly, we must be
wary, for all the reasons that I gave at the very beginning, lest changes in position on say lead in petrol
make more difficult appropriate Community solutions
on exhaust gas emissions. But we must have at the
front of our minds that these proposals deal only with
one aspect of the overall attempt to reduce atmospheric pollution.

Mr President, I merely want to
Mr Sherlock (ED).
say rhar that was a-fuller and more welcome repon
than I could ever have expected at this stage. I should
like, in welcoming Mr Clinton Davis both to the Parliament and especially to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, to
say that I accept his reassurance of the earnest inrcnt
that he has already displayed and of his determination

to act with

speed. High-level is one thing, speed is
another. Thank you so much, Commissioner.

Mr Seligman (ED).

Mr President, we have lost ten

minutes of Quesdon -Time.

Vill

President.
I shall see what
is not only our decision.

-

you add it on?

I can do. As you know, it

The Council in March will also be considering the
Commission's proposal on reduced emissions from
large combustion plants, the subject of the repon by
Mrs Schleicher. Here I shall also be determined to

work in order to achieve rapid progress, which I am
sure is the will of Parliament. There are other actions
necessary in order to tackle atmospheric pollution and

the Commission is already pledged to make proposals
very shonly.

Vhat I want to sress is that this Commission shares
the view of Parliament that the Community as a community needs to act speedily in this area in order to
as the President put it
achieve credibility.

-

To return to the question of the follow-up rc the Sherlock repon, I shall in fact be meeting the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection of this Parliament at the end of January. It
will be our intention at that meeting to discuss our
future work, and by that time we shall be in a better
position to .iudge the possibiliry of progress on moror
vehicle emissions as a result of the work of the highlevel group.

Parliament will know well the Council's posirion on
both the issues covered by the Sherlock reporr. I am
aware of your views and we aim to present proposals
towards the end of the month, and I undenake ro
keep this House fully informed.

May I just say this in conclusion: I look forward to
working construcdvely with Parliament in the environmental field and, indeed, in all the fields for which
I have responsibility. Posirive resulrs here are absolurcly central to the concept of a citizen's Europe and
rc the pannership between industrial progress and
maintaining, indeed improving, the qualiry of life in

our society. I shall be accessible and receptive as far as
this Parliament in concerned to ensure that we always
have an effective dialogue.

(Appkase)

8. QuestionTime
The next item is the first pan of Ques- 2-1356/ 84).
tion Time (Doc.
President.

Ve begin with questions to rhe Commission.
As they deal with the same subject, the following questions will be taken together.

Question No I by Mr Marck (H-285l8a):
Subject: Price of natural gas

I

was astonished to hear that the price

gas supplied

to the honicultural

of natural

sector

in

the

Netherlands was,reduced by 100/o on I October
198a. This is in breach of the agreement reached
between the Commission and the Netherlands
Government in 1982. Can the Commission say
what action it inrcnds to take against this distortion of competition?
Question No 19 by Mr Bocklet

(H-a66/8\:

Subject: New special natural gas tariffs for the
honicultural sector in the Netherlands

\7hen it set the prices for natural gas in September 1984, the Netherlands 'Gasunie' once again
granted preferential tariffs to the honicultural sector, which are creating serious distonions in the
comperition with the honiculture of the other
Member States.

Vhat

steps has the Commission taken to dercr the
Netherlands from breaching the EEC Treaty in
this way, and what lessons has ir drawn from its
experiences with the infringement proceedings
instituted in 1982 on the same subject, following
the failure of rhe Netherlands Governmenr ro
honour in full the assurances it gave at the dme?
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Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE) The
- governCommission was informed by rhe Netherlands
ment that Landbouwschap Gasunie had concluded a
new contract relaring rc the price of supplies of natural
gas for the period l. 10. 1984 to l. 10. 1985. During its
Iast sessions the previous Commission had already
examined all available documents relating to this preferential arif and came ro rhe conclusion that the
resultant financial advantage had to be regarded as a
subsidy. It decided to open proceedings against rhe
Netherlands in accordance wirh Anicle 93 paragraph 2. In its view the establishment of this new tarif
is contrary to rhe agreemem of 29.7. 1982, which laid
down parallel pricing for supplies of natural gas ro rhe
honicultural sector and supplies of narural gas ro
industry.

(NL) I am grateful ro rhe ComMr Marck (PPE).
mission for this explanarion.
I should jusr like to ask if
the measures it may be considering will also result in
the retroactive withdrawal of these advantages to the
Dutch honicultural sector, because we are talking
about an advantage of probably l3 to 140/o over irc
comPetitors.
(DE) The Commission is aware of this
Mr Naries.
matter. If I -am correct, it is already being discussed in
the current negotiations with rhe Netherlands. Should
the discussions not reach any conclusion, this question
will have to be clarified by the European Coun of Justice.

Mr De Gucht (L).
(NL) I should like to take up
- first time
this point. It is not the
rhat the Commission
has had difficulry with Nederlandse Gasunie over gas
prices. Does the Commission nor rhink rhat it is now
high time for action to be taken against these abuses
before the Coun of Justice? If we have to wait several
months before effective sreps are taken, a great deal of
time will again be losr. It seems a very clear-cur case !o
me. Vhy does the Commission not bring it before the
Coun of Justice of the European Communities
straight away?
(Applause)

(DE) I sympathize with your quesrion,
Mr Naries.
but I must -point out thar the Commission's letter to
the Netherlands was sent off on 27 November, the
reply was received on 2l December, funher ralks were
held on 8 January and we are at presenr rying do
decide as quickly as possible what decision should be
taken. Ve cannot simply ake action againsr a government merely on suspicion, there have to be concrete
infringements; but when there have been proved to be
concrete infringements the problems of retrospecrive
effect will also be taken into consideration.

(NI) Three

Mrs Larive-Groenendaal (L).

brief

- it is not true to say
questions, Mr Commissioner. Is
that everyone is free to conclude a contract wirh Nederlandse Gasunie stipulating the same price for his
French, German

or British large-scale

honicultural

consumers as that paid by Dutch market-gardeners?

Secondly, does the Commissioner not feel that the dis-

tortion of competition to which Dutch market-gardeners are exposed as a result of the pollution of the
Rhine should be considered in the assessment of this
matter? I think it is a scandal that Dutch market-gardeners should be forced to invest enormous amoun[s
of money because across the border, despite all the
agreemenm that have been reached, all kinds of muck
is sdll being dumped in the Rhine.

Thirdly and finally, if the Commission takes action,
should it be aimed at this one, specific caregory or
should account not also be taken, for example, of the
recent measures taken in favour of German farmers,
who are being granted all kinds of VAT concessions?
Mr Naries.

(DE) The lady member has raised three
different problems.
Firstly, the question of Gasunie's
ability to conclude contracts. In principle there is no
objection rc it. The problem
as the earlier proceedings against Gasunie showedis that this is a para- in the nature of rarifs.
state utility and its contracts are
Because of this, as you know, proceedings were taken
against the Netherlands in l98l/82 and rhere was
considerable controversy.

The second quesdon does nor seem [o me to be very
relevant in this context. The pollution of the Rhine by
salt and the distonions of competition in the honicultural sector are too far apan for it to be construed as
grounds for not taking action for conrravention of the
Treaty under Anicle 92(2).

Third commenr: if there are complaints about inadmissible aid to German honiculture, which the Commission does not know about, we should be very
grateful if they could be referred to us.

Four Bridsh Members of the European
Democratic- Group have asked ro speak, and according to the Rules, I may call just one of them. Following the order in which they notified rheir wish rc
speak, those Members are Mr Simmonds, Mr Seligman, Mr'!flelsh and Mr Howell. One of them may
speak. If the other three have no objections, I shall call
the one who gave his name first, and that is Mr SimPresident.

monds.

Mr Seligman (ED).

I

am sure

all my colleagues in Britain.

I

speak on behalf

of

Excuse
Mr Seligman, but I called
- as he me,
was the first. Perhaps he will
Simmonds
agree that you should speak in his place.
President.

Mr
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Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr Simmonds

is a good friend

of mine, and his name sounds like mine!

not have to wait till spring before arriving at the conclusion that there is no longer any point in doing anything?

(Laughter)

The concern here is for retrospective action. The
Durch started this in Ocrcber and it rcok undl December/January before any action was staned. By the time
it is completed the Dutch will have had a whole season
of cheap energy, selling tomatoes and flowers in Britain and other places, with no action being taken. You
must ge[ some effective retrospective action on this.

Mr Naries.

(DE) I can only repeat what I said jusr

now: the Commission
is aware of rhe urgenry of this
matter. My colleague , Franz Andriessen, who has responsibility for these matters, once again explained to

the Press yesterday, that he will act as quickly as possible and that it is in fact only a matter of days until the
Commission reaches its decision. Ve have learnr from
the experience of the previous case that quanerly ac-

tion drawn out over a period of months can in fact
lead to disequilibrium and economic distonions.

(FR) ln the reply he has just given
Mrs Lizin (S).
- the Commissioner
to Mr De Gucht
let slip the notion

of retrospective effect. I believe
and I am not the
only one to have said this
that- the passage of time

-

creates difficulties, not only in those sectors related to

In Hainaut, for

example, a large coal
chemicals company has experienced difficulties, and
still does today, as a result of rhis policy of rhe Commission and its paralysis or lack of action.

honiculture.

How does the Commissioner envisage rhis retroacrive
effect? \7ill the Commission ask for the losses sustained by the companies in question during the currenr
period to be assessed and compensation provided for
in the Court's judgment?

(DE) The Commission is now conductMr Narjes.
- continue
ing, and will
ro conducr, negotiations with
the Netherlands governmenr abour ending rhese discriminatory tarifs. The question of civil acrions for
damages will only arise if there is no retrospective
effect and only then will ir be possible ro answer rhe
lady member's question.

Mr Fanton (RDE).

(FR) The Commissioner has
just made one or two- allusions ro precedent. He said
just now to his immediate neighbour rhar one should
not act on suspicions. Every year, or every winter, the
Government of the Netherlands repeats the offence. Ir
counts on the Commission's inerria to see ir rhrough
till March. Then the marrer rests and we sran all over
again in October.

Does the Commission not think ir would be a good
idea to srart proceedings on I Ocrober so rhar we do

(DE) I understand the concern behind
Mr Narjes.
- My previous
comment concerned the
this question.
general question of whether one can take proceedings
against a potential offender on grounds of suspicion.

My answer was, no, there have to be concrete infringemenr. In the present case my references to the
years 1981 and 1982 were intended to convey that
everything in dispute was discussed at that time and
that the relevant sectors of competition in Belgium and
Germany were substandally damaged by the long
drawn out nature of the discussions.
In the lighr of this experience we are fully aware therefore of the necessity of acting fast, as my colleague Mr
Andriessen has already stressed.

(DE) ls the Commissioner aware
Mr Gautier (S).
that the question -of split gas tarifs also has a negative
effect on the rest of the European feniliser industry?
My second question: in the Report on Competition
Policy, which Parliament approved in December, there
is one paragraph which calls on the Commission to
recover and to pay into the Communiry budget, aid
granted illegally, as is the case here, where the Commission has instituted proceedings in accordance with
Anicles 92 and 93. Has rhe Commission already considered this question?

Mr

(DE) The question
Naries.
the effects on
- of gas mrifs whichofdiston
industrial activity
competition is a special problem, which has no direct bearing
on horticulture or on the precedents mendoned.
'!7e are of course aware of the second question. If I
could just refer to Mrs Lizin's quesrion: the injured
panies gain nothing when money is paid into the
Community's coffers. They would of course like to
have compensation themselves.

President.

296/84):

-

Subject:

Quesrion No 2 by
1986

-

Mr

Fitzsimons (H-

European Road Safety Year

In view of the fact that the EEC's Transpon Ministers have agreed to designare 1985 as European
Road Safety year, will the Commission indicate
what special proposals ir hopes ro see pur forward
for young people and the elderly?

Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission.
The
Commission has just sent a communication -ro [he
Council setting down its first thoughr on rhe contenr
of Road Safety Year 1986. This sugBesrs that further
research into ways of improving safety for rhe young

r5. r.
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Clinton Davis
and the elderly would be a valuable pan of the Community's work in this area.

As the new Commissioner responsible for rransporr,,
may I add that I take rhe issue of road safety very seriously; ways must be found to reduce rhe appallingly
high numbers of people killed and injured on Europe's
roads, not least in the honourable Member's own
country, and, of course, the young and rhe elderly are
panicularly at risk. This is a marrer which will occupy
my fullest attention in the months ahead as we prepare
for Road Safety Year 1985.

Mr Fitzsimons (RDE).

First of all, may

Commissioner well in his- task ahead?

I wish

the

In view of the tragic situation in Ireland, where more
than half of the children who die in accidenrs are
killed in traffic accidents and, indeed, a high proportion of elderly people as well, would the Commission
not agree that there is a need for a massive information campaign aimed at lowering significantly rhese
appalling starisrics, and will rhe new Commission give
a commitment thar it will take action immediately in
the matter?

thinking on this Road Safery Year. \7e are going ro
look, among other matters, at the design and roadworthiness of motor vehicles, including coaches. Ve
shall also be examining coach drivers' hours and responsibilities. One of the things which I personally noticed oumide'lTestminister Abbey a few weeks ago was
the proliferation of coach drivers who also act as tour
guides, and I am not sure rhat those two rhings are
compatible.

Mrs Dury (S).

(leR,) Vhen a particular year is for- to a specific
mally given over
problem or category of
people, there is always the danger that that problem or

will be forgotten in subsequenr years. A case
in point is the Year of Disabled Persons. It appears
category

that effons on their behalf are now declining.

I would like to ask the Commissioner if, in this Road
Safety Year 1985, he intends to consider anew [he case

of the physically disabled. For them, mobility, suimble
vehicles and parking facilides and rhe abiliry ro ger
about in safety are very real problems.

Mr Clinton Davis.
The honourable lady has made a
very important contribution.
Looking at the whole

Mr Clinton Davis.
I
honourable gentle- thankI the
man for his good wishes
cenainly need rheml I
- problem to which he has
am very much aware of rhe
alluded. I would add thar I have a personal reason for
saying that, in thar my own mother was seriously
injured in a road accident some rwo years ago. The
whole purpose of the road safety programme that we
are envisaging is to draw arrenrion to the gravity of the
problem, and, more than that, to invest the protramme with a number of imponant proposals which I
shall be announcing in due course. I am grateful rc the
honourable Member for referring ro this important

area of road safety, one cannot exclude anybody. The
question addressed to me related [o the young and rhe

elderly

in particular, but we musr also, of

course,

examine the position of the handicapped.

As to assessing the value of a road safety year, I cannot agree with the honourable lady that rhis necessar-

ily

means promoting specific programmes during one

matrcr.

year and then forgetting about the whole rhing afterwards. I think it is imponant to emphasize the value of
a programme of rhis kind, but also the necessiry for
continuity in the precaurions thar have to be mken and
the advances that have to be made.

Mr Moorhouse (ED).
M.y I offer my own wishes
to Mr Clinton Davis -for success in his new role as

wishes for an effective period of office.

Commissioner responsible for rranspon?

Coach safery is a matrer of great concern these days
following a number of recent accidents on rhe road
leading to many dearhs and injuries throughout rhe

Community. \7ould, therefore, rhe Commissioner
indicate what plans, if any, he has to take acrion on a
Community-wide basis to improve safety for coach
travellers, who panicularly include young people and
the elderly?

Mr

Cqyer (S).

-

Mr Clinton

Davis has my good

I should like to ask him about freight rransporr. As he
well appreciates road haulage vehicles are parricularly
intimidadng to young people and the elderly. Freight
vehicles are involved in a very high proponion of
fatalities in both those caregories. Could he say what
has happened to the proposed directive for the
increase of road vehicle weights from 38 to 40 tonnes?
'lTouldn't it be
ironic if in Road Safety Year 1986

many good wishes from the righq because my credentials may be in jeopardy.

heavier road vehicles were introduced into the Community with only a temporary derogation for the
United Kimgdom? \Touldn't such a vehicle weight
increase be a betrayal of the assurances which the
Secretary of State for Transpon gave to the House of
Commons when the United Kingdom went up ro

The points raised by the honourable genrleman

ments and

Mr Clinton Davis.
am grateful to the honourable
- Iwishes.
Member for his good
I must nor receive roo

38 tonnes
are

very imponant indeed and go to rhe very hean of our

in

I

1983? I would be grateful for his comhope that he will share my belief that we

do not want any heavier vehicles on [he roads. Ve
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Cryer
actually wan! to shift some freight from the roads onto
the railways.

who was an old parMr
- and Cryer,
liamenary colleague
friend of mine in the days
when we were both in another place, will realize, of
course, the sensitivity of the issue that he has raised. It
is a matter to which I must give close consideration. I

Mr Clinton Davis.

think that it would be wrong of me to produce on the
spur of the moment a definidve reply to the question
that he has just raised. Vhat I will undenake to do is
to ensure that the matrcrs to which he has alluded will

give emphasis to those two areas, but, of course, we
have to cover the whole spectrum of road safery.

As to the linkage between International Youth Year
people and the Road Safety Year, that is a matter we
will look at. I think we have to recognize that the two
have their own separate emphases, though there may
be connecting links.

Vhat I can say is that I am relia-

lady speaks
- when the honourable that in fact
about the link between the two years
1985 will follow 1985.

bly informed

As they deal with the same subject, the

receive my very close attention.

will be taken together.
following questions

Mr Miscnbcck (L).

Question No 3 by Mr De Pasquale (H-560/84)t

\Tishing the Commissioner

well a linle more from- the centre than the gentleman
'at
my right, I nevenheless would like to ask him if he
does not think that all these questions and all his

Prcsideat.

Subject: Misuse and diversion
in Sicily by the Mafia

answers to them are a matter of, as the Germans say,
kuieren am Symptom. Is it not rather a question of

Offences have been committed not only by private
individuals, but also by cenain public authorities
and agencies. These include:

The honourable gendeman is
Mr Clinton Davis.
quirc right. I am receiving,
I am glad to say, support

-

from a very wide geographical spectrum, which is nice.
I do not know how long it will all last.

-

The point made by the honourable gentleman is, of
course, one which impinges upon road safety. Everything we have heard today will fall within our consideration for this very imponant road safety year. The

(DE) Commissioner,
1985 is not only Road Safety -Year, it is also European

Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S).

Youth Year. Does the Commissioner see any possibility of using the programmes which have been published for European Youth Year for road safety purposes, and can he envisage how the various protrammes of the countries of the Community, which
are being developed in European Youth Year, could
be coordinated with this aim in mind, so that for
example adequate emphasis is given to the speed limit,
especially in built-up areas. I draw attention to the first
pan of the question, namely the special situation of
young people, who form the major pan of numbers of

-

specifically young and elderly people, we propose ro

fraudulent practices by the ESA (Agricultural
Development Agency) in connection with the
granting of aid for durum wheat and olive oil;

rhe paymenr

of a distillation premium

for

wine adulterated in a distillery in Paninico;

fraud and corruption by APAS (Association
of Sicilian Citrus Fruit producers) in connecdon with the withdrawal of fruit and vegetables in Catania.

The current investigations are now making it quite
apparent
and the facts are accordingly being
brought ro- the notice of the general public
that

there are very serious cases of collusion between the
mafia, a number of local administrators, certain supervisory bodies and cenain processing industries, whose
purpose is the fraudulent diversion of Community
contributions, to the deriment of Sicilian agricultural
producers.

The Commission is therefore asked to answer the following questions:

l.

To what extenr has the Commission fulfilled'
the obligations placed upon

of Regulation

it by Anicle

9(2)

(EEC) 729/70 and by subsequent Community legislation2 in respect of
contributions from the EAGGF Guaranree

persons killed in road accidents.

Mr Clinton Davis.
did try to say at the very outset
- I because
of my remarks that,
the question concerns

funds

Recent investigations by the legal authorities in
Sicily have disclosed that funher very serious
crimes have been committed in connection with
the allocation of Community financial aid.

improving transport infrastructure in the Community,
and especially the infrastructure and the appalling
state of the small roads on which heavy lorries have to
drive in the country where the Commissioner comes
from?

question of unsatisfactory infrastructure and the need
to remedy it is not entirely within my hands or those
of this Parliament, but obviously we have to concentrate on it.

of EAGGF

:

I
2

Former oral question with debate (0-79/84), convened
into a question for Question Time.
Regulations (EEC) 283/72 (OJ L 36 of 10. 2. 1972) and
1697 /79 (An. 9) ; Directive 77 / 435.
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Prcsident

Section and, in panicular, in respecr of the
audits and documentary checks relating to

ro granting the funds currently being allocated

?

those contribudons?

2.

Does the Commission still believe rhat it is
enough for the Commission's smff rc work
closely with the Italian Governmentl for the
purpose of detecting and suppressing fraud?

3. If such collaboration
Commission give

a

has raken place, can the
detailed reporr on rhe

resuh obtained?

4.

In view of the scale and the seriousness of the
operations described, would the Commission
not agree that it is high time that measures of
an independent and a more general nature
were adopted?

5. Vhat kind of pressure does the Commission

to bring to bear on the Council ro
induce it to strengthen its supervisory powers,
the need for which has been strongly emphasizedby the European Parliament2?
intend

especially in Sicily

Considering that in many cases money allocated
local authorities from
structural funds have been used by criminal
organizations and/or the Mafia for their own pur-

to Italian companies or

poses, can the Commission say:

Vhether it is in a posidon to monitor the use
made of money handed out from the various
structural funds under its control?

Vhether it is in

-

a

the amount allocated;
the amounr paid our;
the amount left over, if any;
the use made of the money;

in respect of every Sicilian company or local

3.

years?

Vhat procedure it usually follows in order to

Vhether it does nor feel that it should ler the
Italian judiciary

5.
I
2

l

see

any files ir may require?

it

does not feel that it would be
advisable to consult the Imlian.iudiciary prior

l7hether

Answer by Mr Dalsager to a wrirren question by Mr De
Pasquale (OJ C 189/10
14.7.83).
-EP resolution of 14. 10. 82 OJ
COM(82) 138 final

C2920f8.11.72.

may

be

President, a full reply to both quesdons would
involve a treat deal of detail, and I think that it would
be best if Commissioner Andriessen were to write to
Mr De Pasquale in reply m his demiled points. Fur-

ther, the details requesrcd by

Mr Molinari will

be

I

am advised, in the reply to Vriwen Question No 1333/84, which was put by the honourable
Member.

included,

(17)

I wanr to ask rhe

Commission the following: -Knowing that in.Sicily the
Mafia has established a close financial and administrative network criminally exploiting the producers, why
has the Commission never felt rhe need to prevent and
combat the abuse of Communiry regulations which
was tolerated, and often actively promoted by the governing bodies and panies, especially cenain secrions of
the Christian Democrats? !7hy, despire our appeals,
has the Commission always refused to investigate and
cub, as was its duty, the scandalous frauds which were

only finally brought rc lighr through the tenaciry and

supervise the allocation of funds to companies
and/ or local authorities ?

4.

it

Mr

Mr De Pasquale (COM).

position to supply details of

authority that has received aid over rhe last

l0

As regards the structural funds, the Commission and
the Coun of Auditon apply their own checks with the
help of the local authorities. May I emphasize that the
Commission is quirc ready to make available m the
asked.

Subject: The use of EEC sructural funds in Italy,

2.

The
- by
Commission entirely shares the concern expressed
honourable Members that Community funds be used
for the purpose for which they were intended. To this
end the Community applies its conrols in a number of
ways. The local authorities have a key role in this procedure. On the agricultural issues raised by Mr De
Pasquale, the primary responsibility for the control
and checking of expenditure, financed by the agricultural fund, lies with the competent authorides of each
Member State. However, the Commission itself checks
the use of funds in three ways: rhrough the clearance
of accounts procedures, through the work of the fraud
and irregularities service and through selected checks.

Italian magistrates information for which

Question No 4 by Mr Molinari (H-551/84)3:

l.

Mr Clinton Davis, Member of tbe Commission.

-

-

Formerly an Oral Question wirh debate (0-31/84), now

tabled as a quesrion for Question Time.

courage of some judges in the island?

I funher want to ask the Commission why, at a time
when there is a widespread popular reaction against
the Mafia, it displays no awareness of the political
gravity of its failure to act which, all orher considera-

tions apart, is seriously damaging borh rc the Community's finances and to the status of its instruments,
such as the EAGGF, the Social Fund or the Regional
Fund. I do not ask for written answers from rhe Commissioner but, pursuant to Rule 45, Mr President, I
request on behalf of rhe Communist and Allies Group
that a fuller debate be held soon after Question Time
on this subject, the imponance of which
- and not
only for Italy
must be obvious.

-

It
il

{}
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Mr Clinton Davis.

The Commission, like this Parliament, must be deeply
concerned about allegations
of fraud which are of such momentous imponance as
those to which the honourable Member refers.

I think in speaking for my fellow Commissioner that I
can assure this Parliament that there will be no question of neglecting any aspect of the invesrigation that
needs to be undenaken. Vhat I would say, however
is
and perhaps I speak here in a sense as a lawyer
-that it is u/rong to jump to conclusions about those
who are specifically responsible for criminality until
investigations have been concluded and a trial has
been undenaken. I think that that is a common rule
throughout the Communiry and throughout any civilized legal apparatus. So, I would not wish to join him
in condemning anybody specifically at this moment.
Mr Hughes (S).- The use of EEC structural funds is
also a cause for concern in the UK. Is the Commissioner aware that the autumn Regional Fund allocation to the UK tave over 20 m to British Telecom on
the eve of its privadzation? Is he aware that in the
job-starved northern region of England over 6 m of
9 m aid granted went to British Telecom, with the
result that only 52 jobs were expected to be created?
Finally, how does the Commissioner explain such a
disproportionate grant to British Telecom at that
panicular time, and does he not feel that it leaves the
EEC open to the charge that it was involved in lining
the pockets of potential shareholders at the expense of
urtently needed job creation?

Mr Clinton Davis.
I know that the honourable gentleman feels very strongly
about the issue that he has
raised, but with great respect it does not really arise
out of the question which I have been asked, which
deals with criminality. The question of political morality or probity and the manner in which a Member
Stare used these funds is a romlly different quesrion,
about which there is no doubt a considerable measure
of controversy.

Community expenditure when the Italian Government
should be doing that itself? \fould it not be far better,
Commissioner, for you to put in your own staff to
make sure that the funds are spent properly in Ialy
rather than add to the piles of money that are going to

Italy presendy?
Before I call on the Commissioner to
wants to raise a point of order, I

President.

reply,

Mr -Pearce

believe.

Mr

Pearce (ED).

Mr

Presidenr, I was rying to
Mr Hughes's supple-

- following
raise a point of order
mentary question.
I think, Mr President, it would

have been better if you
had advised Mr Hughes that his supplementary question was norhing to do with the question that was put
and if you had instructed him m withdraw that quesrion and if you had, in fact, asked the Commissioner
not to deal with it. That I believe, Mr President, with
respect, is how these matters should be conducted.

President.

-

I am grateful to you for your advice.

Mr Clinton Davis.
the matter raised by Mr Pro- On
van, I would join with
him in congratulating the Members from Italy who were responsible for raising this

imponant question. I think that his criticisms of a
panicular Member State are not particularly welladvised, if I may say so with respect. Questions of this
kind are subject to joint invigilation which will have to
be stepped up in the light of what has been alleged but

I will

draw his concern to the attention of Commissioner Andriessen though I think that on reflection the
honourable gentleman would

not have wished

to

couch his remarks in quite the language he used.

Mr 'Ifijsenbeek (L).

(EN)

I

think there is

even

Mr Provan (ED).

- Commissioner well now that
more reason to wish the
he has more or less promised to take on the Mafia.
That could be dangerous.

abhors.

(NZ) I should like to put a supplementary question in
connection ,with my written question on this subject.
How is it possible that the Commission has undertaken to make an aerial survey of the olive groves in
southern Italy when, for the first dme in the history of
mercoroloty, southern Italy has been covered with fog

First of all, can I congratulate
- his group on raising this issue in
Mr De Pasquale and
the House. It is a very imponant issue indeed, and I
believe that not only are they facing up to it and acknowledging it, but they are emphasizing some of the
practices that are taking place in their own country,
which any decent member of the Community utterly

I

to the Commission? Vith the
vast sums that are going to Italy currently
I am told
Can

address myself

- budget
that, for instance, 200/o of the 1982 European
vrent to Italy
they really maintain their current
- can funds to flow there without
position of allowing
monitoring properly how those funds are spent? Can they
really maintain their position that they adopted in the
1985 budget

of offering Ialy

8

m ECU to monitor

for months, thus preventing the aircraft from taking
off, and secondly, how is it possible that the Commission has been taking this action for three years and the
results of the aerial survey have still not been received?

Mr Clinton Davis.
Two points I would make. Lesr
- Commissioner Andriessen is not
it be misunderstood,
absent because of his fears of threats from the Mafia

r5. r.
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Clinton Davis
and that is nor why

I

am actually being exposed ro

answering these questions.

As far as aerial activities of any kind being delayed by
fog are concerned, as the Commissionei responsible
for transpon, over rhe course of the last five weeks, I
have made a panicularly bad stan by being delayed on
every single flight that I have made. I am sorry about
that. I will look into it.

Mr Gautier (S).- (DE) | should first like ro supporr
Mr De Pasquale's morion for a debate on this questron.

Now for my question ro rhe Commissioner. I am not
sure whether he has yer had time to read the special
repon of the Coun of Auditors in the Official Journal

of

17 December 1984
a monrh ato
- on rhe
imposition of directives- on scrutiny of rransactions
forming pan of the system of agricuhural financing.
There are in this repon by rhe Coun of Auditors many
interesting things, which we in Parliamenr have been
criticizing for the pasr rhree years. I should like to
come back to Mr Provan's question in connection with
olive oil, to so-called 'merry-go-round' operarions, to
which the Auditors' repon refers specifically, i.e.

transactions which exist only on paper. Parliamenr has

known about rhem for three years, and we know
about them from the official srarisrics of the Commission. Has the Commission taken any steps, as regards
either the wording of the relevant Directives or surveillance, in order to pur a stop ro such operations?
The Council has before it a whole series of direcrives
for direct monitoring by rhe Commission, including
some connected with Mr Provan's remark rhat the
Commission could find better ways of spending the
money. How does rhe Commission evaluate rhe role

the clearance of accounts procedures, the fraud and
irregulariry service, erc. As to rhe quesrion of parliamentary knowledge of rhese marrers exrending over a
period of three years, I am, of course, not aware of
just become, naturally
these specifics
- I have only
enough, aware of the matter since I have answered this
question on behalf of the Commission. I will draw to
the attention of my colleague all the observations that
have been made during rhe course of this period of
questions. I am sure that in relarion ro the Italian presidency, these matrers will be drawn ro the attention of
the President-in-Office of rhe Council; there will be
discussions wirh him represenring the anxiety which
has been expressed, not simply, may I say, by Parliamenr but by the Commission itself. I hope rhat the
honourable gentleman will accept that from me. I do
not really think thar I can usefully add anything to the
other points which he raised because I have dealt with
this matter extensively in the course of this Question
Time.

Mrs Castellina (ARC).
sioner

UD I

hope the Commis-

will forgive our insisrence
bur we are,

perhaps,

rather more concerned over the Mafia's frauds than

I appreciate your desire nor ro
anticipate the findings of rhe couns, but if rhe Community is ro recover the misappropriated monies, action must be mken quickly. Let me jusr remind you thar
only this morning rhere were arrested at Bagheria five
persons who were active in five cooperatives to which
the Commission is.

belonged a cenain member of the Greco Mafia
'family' of Ciaculli. The arresrs were made in connection with the embezzlement of rhree billion lire from
the EEC which was discovered by the Financial Police.
23 March 1984, proceedings were
brought against a large group of persons accused of
criminal association and criminal fraud against the
EEC.

And last year, on

of the present president of the Council, Mr Andreotti,

in this connection? Should the Commission not

have

direct powers of control to enable it to carry our some
on-the-spot cheeks?
The third quesrion follows on from what Mr De Pasquale said: there are various reporrs thar a whole series
of Community paymenrs did not go direcr to the farmers concerned, bur ro the Mafia. Might not the question of whether the monies could be better applied if
they were not forwarded to the Mafia, be a specific
request for invesdgation, of which the Commission

President.

No

-

speeches

(FR) May we have a quesrion, please!
!

Mrs Castellina (ARC).
(ID The quesdon is this:
Do you not think that,- in view of these facts, you
should act quickly? If you delay you will not get back
the money.

Mr Clinton Davis.

-

I

hope

I

have not conveyed

a

should take note?

sense of complacency abour that. If so, I do apologize,
because that cenainly was nor my intention.

Mr Clinton Davis.

The Commission is as anxious as the honourable lady
about this matter. Ve are concerned ro expose malpractice and criminality, and we shall use our besr
endeavours to bring those who are culpable of criminality to book. The quesrion of how they are dealt wirh
must, of course, be a matter for the couns. It must be
good news, however, and I am delighted ro learn the
information from rhe honourable lady, that investiga-

without saying that this
- Ittogoes
Commission is anxious
avoid the wrongful manipulation of funds in rhe manner which has been alleged.
Therefore, any additional commenr rhar I may make
about that aspect of rhe matter would be oriose
because I have already dealt with that ar some length.
There are, of course, procedures for dealing wirh rhe
question of the misappropriation of monies. There is

fi,t
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Clinton Davis
tions have led only this morning to the apprehension
of five people who are accused of crime, and we shall
wait with interest ro see whar unfolds before the couns
of law.

(DE) I fully agree that we
Mr Dalsass (PPE).
- of this matter
should get to the bottom
whether in
Sicily or anywhere else. Every instance of- fraud should
be brought to book, precisely investigated and those
involved punished. I should now like to put a question
to the Commission. Mr De Pasquale did say that in his
speech, but he also added that the Democrazia Cristiana was also guilty. I am not a member of that pany,
but I should like to ask the Commission, whether guilt
really atmches ro one political pany. I think the Commission should investigate the matter, not just as
regards the Democrazia Cristiana, but also other parties, because there are deceivers everywhere, who are
members of one pany or another. But one cannot
make a blanket starcment and make one parry responsible for this affair.

Mr Clinton Davis.
danger

There is, of course, a very real
I alluded to it earlier of

and that -is why

- rhat panicular individuals are guilty
- of
suggesting
crime before the investigations have been concluded
-have been concluded. I do not rhinkcoun
that it would be
and most panicularly before

proceedings

profitable therefore to enter into speculation as to
which individuals, as to whether in fact any political
groups or groupings are concerned with this criminaliry. This is a matter for the investigation, which musr
take its proper and, I hope, expeditious course.

Prcsident.
and gentlemen, rhere are still
- Ladies
eight Members
of the Italian Communist Group on
my list of speakers. Under our Rules I may call only
one of the eight. The firsr to give her name was Mrs
Cinciari Rodano, whom I shall therefore call unless
she herself makes way for one of her colleagues. I shall
therefore go ahead and call Mrs Cinciari Rodano.

Mr De Pasquale (COM).

UD Mr

President,

- of Procedure thar a
where does it say in the Rules
Member may not put a question? There is no such
rule: all the Members can ask questions!
I would remind you
- years nowPasquale,
that for some
in this Parliament, although it
is not laid down in the Rules, it has been rhe invariable
'the
practice that in
case of supplemenary quesrions
President.

Mr De

not more than one Member per group of rhe

same

nationality may pur a supplementary question.

is

It

a

practice which this Parliament has developed ro ensure

that we get funher than jusr Question 3. Ir is on rhe
of this practice that I invite you, as I did a shon

basis

time ago when various Members of the British Conservative Group asked to speak and as has always been

the case in Question Time, to decide which of you
eight shall speak.

As far as I am concerned, that person is Mrs Cinciari
Rodano because she was first with her request. I think
it would be very unwise at this moment to change our
rules. It would mean the end of the ordcrly conduct of
Question Time in the future since if this rule is broken
just once, it will of course no longer exist. I call again
therefore Mrs Cinciari Rodano.

(17) I beg your pardon,
Mr De Pasqualc (COM).
- two possibilities: either,
Mr President. There are just
in accordance with the Rules, you allow questions on
a matter of such grave imponance, or, in view of its
imponance, you grant pursuant to Rule 45 a debate
after Question Time.

I don't think you can throttle the debate, especially on
a subject like this, which is a very sensitive matter for
the present Presidenry. According to the Rules of Procedure it rests with you, and you only, whether to
granr such a debate pursuant to Rule 45. Ve have
asked for it, but if you refuse, then please at least
allow, in accordance with the Rules, all the Members
who want to put a question to the Commission on this
imponant subject to do so.
Prcsidcnt.
you will just lisren to me, Mr De Pas- Ifendeavoured
quale, I have
in dealing with rhis point,
which I know is an imponant point that interesrc many
Members, to be as liberal as the Rules permir and in no
way to prevenl Members from puring supplementary
questions. The Commissioner has thus consistently
answered all the questions, even where some questions
were practically identical, he very patiently varied his
answers. Vhat I will not do is break well-established
rules which this Parliament has adopted to ensure that
Question Time is conducted in an orderly manner and
that it is not only the questions ar rhe rop of the list
that are answered bur that other Members should also
get their chance. No one can say rhat there has not
been ample opponunity for the Members of this

House to put their questions and therefore for rhe
third and last time I ask Mrs Cinciari Rodano to pur
her question.

Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM).
(17) Mr President,
- I shall have to ask
before putting my quesrion
and

more than one, because these- are very grave issues and
they have so far received no answer
I want say
- to prevenrto this
that I do not undersund why you wish
House from hearing the Commissioner's answers on
quesdons ofvery great imponance. According ro paragraph 4 of Annex II each Member may pur a supplemenBry question to each question at Question Time:
each Member, irrespective of the group to which he
belongs. Vhere is it wrirren that he may nor? Not in
the Rules of Procedure!

,l
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Cinciari Rodano
( Protesr

from the right )

Prcsident.
Madam, if you consulr Annex II of the
- the conduct
Rules, where
of Quesdon Time is ser our,
you will see thar'the President shall rule on the admissibility of supplemenrary quesrions and shall limit rheir
number so rhar each Member . . .'. It was on the basis
of that rule that this practice has become established in
this Assembly,

concerning 974000 hectolitres of adulterated wine
which was senr for distillation to a distillery in Paninico and represenr a toml value of Zg OOO million lire.
Vhat does the Commission intend to do to prevenr
adulteratcd wine being senr for discillation and to
ensure that the intent of Community regulations is
observed?

Given that an investigation is now being conducted in
Catania by an examining magistrate who has already
subpoenaed 44 officials . .

(Applausefrom the cente and right)
a practice intended ro ensure the freedom of all. One
must not complain if, just occasionally, this rule works
against you. This rule is meant ro prorecr you all and
to give everyone a chance to speak. On any given
question different political groups or nationalities have

a panicular interesr. If we accept rhar, each time, a
panicular quesrion should be monopolized by a panicular group or nationality or by a combination of a
group and a narionaliry, thar is rhe end of Question

( Pro te s t s

Vhy,

from

t he

.

right )

are you on the side of the Mafia, then?

. . . of the APAS citrus producers' cooperative, rhar
some officials have been arresred and that charges
have been broughr against the Chrisdan Democraric
M.P., Salvatore Urso, we should like to know what
the Commission proposes to do in this case to safeguard the Community's money.

Time.

It is not my duty ro destroy Question Time but, on the
contrary, to ensure its proper conduct. For rhe founh
and last time I ask you ro pur your question to the
Commission.

Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM).

(17)
- me firstMrtoPresident,
I shall put my question, bur allow
poinr out
,. Annex II rc the Rules of Procedure it is stated

:li,

I think that the honourable lady
point -thar she wanrs !o make. May I simply say rhis: that my colleague Mr Andriessen will, I
know, listen ro all relevanr represenrarions abour this
very imponanr matter.
has made the

(Interruption by Mr De Pasquale: 'tilhen and where?)

Vhat I do not rhink would

be

panicularly helpful is to

make allegations against individuals unril those individuals have acrually been charged and convicted. Ir is

(Protestsfrom the centre and right)
. . . that the President shall rule on rhe admissibility

of

supplemenrary quesrions, i.e. that he shall decide
whether a question is relevant. \7ell now, you have
already admitted some questions whose bearing on the
main subject was not absolute, but rc give a ruling you
should at leasr first find out what is the quesrion rhat
our colleague wants [o put. It is nor written anywhere
that a Member attached to a panicular group has

fewer righm than a Member belonging

Mr Clinton Davis.

to anorher

group. Please believe me, Mr President, rhis is a most
sensitive subject. I don'r wanr ro say anything offensive, but in my counrry a very serious view would be
uken of your attitude
precisely because of the subject we are discussing. -Please don'r make me say more.

I come to my question: The Commissioner has stared
that the Commission is prepared ro cooperare wirh rhe
magistrates; replying ro a quesrion from Mr De Pasquale on 28 April last, the Commission srated rhat it
did not know the amounr of EAGG-Guaranree Section expenditure in Sicily. I am now asking: if the
Commission does not even know how much is being
spent, then firsr, how does it manage to control and
check it and, secondly, how does it propose [o cooperate with the magistrature?

My second quesrion is rhis. The Public Prosecutor in
Palermo has brought charges againsr cerrain persons

quite wrong in any civilized legal procedure to make
charges against individuals unless and until rhey can be
subsrantiated. Orherwise we shall ger into all sons of
difficulries.

(17) Mr President, I
wish to refer to the Rules of-Procedure, more specifically to paragraph 4 of Annex II. I should like to ask
whether you wanr rhis Assembly ro abandon its power
of control and debate, leaving discussion of rhis question to the Press alone. The newspapers of your countries, honourable Members, are full of news about the
Mafia. Vhy should we renounce a political debate?
'!7e are not afraid.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM).

I

should also like ro ask, Mr President, wherher you
realize that speaking of the Mafia for some of us
means purring our life in danger. If we do speak,
therefore, it is nor for our pleasure, much less for the
purpose of disrupting rhe Assembly's proceedings, bur
because we wanr a political debare on this topic and
because we wanr to know what is happening to the
money of our and, with respecr, also your consrituents.

Mr President, I should like your answers. ft should nor
be too difficult for the President of the Assembly, I
think.

l,
li
t'
l!

No

I shall answer your point of
Prcsident.
- Madam,
order. If I have
applied the Rules of Procedure and the
cusroms that have been established on the basis of
these Rules, it is with a view to protectint this Assembly and ir Members and in order to do my dury. It is
not possible for Question Time to be used for any
other purpose than to pose questions and receive
answers. It was for this reason that the Rules established Question Time, and you cannot criticize the
Chair for conforming exactly to the Rule's requirernents. On the contrary, you might reproach me with
having been a limle lax in accepdng questions which
were more like speeches. I did so because I know that
feelings run high; I also know, as you have just
pointed out, that there are serious risks for those who
raise this kind of question and that is why I have been
more flexible rhan the Rules permit.
I

am absolutely against Question Time being turned
into anything else. I think that all Members, Madam,
must recognize that all the various strands of opinion
represented here have had their say, that the Commissioner has given answers. After all this, I have the very
distinct impression that this will not be the lasr time
this subject is raised here.
(Applause

fron

the right)

Question No 5 by Mrs Lemass

t.85

simply not possible for the Commission to propose an
increase in the level of aid for the elderly compared
wirh 1984. The figure proposed for this year remains
rherefore ar rhe modest level of 60 000 ECU, a figure
which should, however, be judged in relation to the
fact that five years ago there was no financial provision at all.

Obviously, it will be difficult to manage a policy for
the elderly in these condidons. The Commission
nevertheless remains willing to reinforce its commitment and ir effons in this field. For the moment we
need to look at non-financial options such as the

promotion

of

research which could lead

to

an

improvement in the living conditions of the elderly. A

first step in this direction has, I think, already been
taken. The next four-year programme of the Euro-

pean Foundation for the Improvement of Living and
\Torking Conditions includes a number of items
related to the living condidons of the elderly, and I
believe that this programme will be adopted towards
the end of this month. It is to be hoped that the
research can contribute to the welfare of the elderly,

which is the issue raised by the honourable Member.

I welcome this opportunity to
Mrs Lcmass (RDE).
extend to the new -Commissioner, Mr Sutherland,
every good wish in his new position, as he is from my
own country, Ireland. I am very glad to see him in the

(H-297/8\:

Subject: The elderly and the EEC's budget

During a recent debarc in the European Parlia-

position and wish him very well indeed.

ment on the Commission's activities in relation to
elderly people, the Commissioner for Employment and Social Affairs stated that he was willing
to inrcnsify effons in favour of the qualiry of life
for older people.

I would also like to thank you, Mr Commissioner, for
your answer and the information that you have given
me. You have talked about living condidons. I would

\7ill the Commission now state why in the Commission's draft budget for 1985 he sought no
increase on the level of aid for the elderly com-

the Member States, in view of the fact that in the last
two decades there has been a dramatic increase in the
number of old people living alone in city centres and

pared with 1984?

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission.- I would
like to commence by stressing the honour that it is for
me to address this Parliament for the first time and
also to thank Mrs Lemass for raising an issue which is
of considerable imponance.

I
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should preface my reply by saying that my distin-

guished predecessor actually made no commitment to
increase in the draft budget for 1985 the level of aid

for the elderly. For the sake of clariry I would wish to
point that out at the ou6et, because on one interpretation of the question it could be suggested that that
implicadon is to be seen from it.

if I may. Vould the
Commission agree that the problems of Europe's elderly populadon have considerable implications for all
like to expand that a litde bit

isolated rural areas and that rhey have become
extremely vulnerable to brutal and savage attacks,
some of which have actually claimed lives? I am panicularly concerned about the situation in my own country, Ireland, of which the Commissioner will be very
well aware. \7ould you consider, Mr Commissioner,
the setting up of a Community action protramme to
bring about an improvement in the qualiry of life for
elderly people, to try to find ways and means of reducing the level of violence to which old people are now
being subjected, to try to improve their housing conditions and rc find ways and means of combating the
awful loneliness that many suffer? Vould you also
consider funding organizations that help the elderly?

That being said, I agree with the honourable Member
that it would be desirable to intensify the effons being
made at Community level to improve conditions for
the elderly. As with so many other problems, the prob-

Having regard to the financial constraints to which- I referred earlier, obviously there is a
considerable inhibition placed on the Commission in
the area so properly remarked upon by the honourable

lem is one of resources. Because of the general budget-

Member. Notwithstanding the lack of financial and
staff resources, the commitmenl to funher investiga-

ary situation, which everybody understands,

it

was

Mr Suthedand.
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tion and research into the area of the elderly in general and their living conditions in panicular is proceeding. It is therefore envisaged by the Commission
that it will be possible to reinforce the research which
has already taken place by additional research which
may lead to positive proposals being put forward at a

future date.

The first step to which I have referred, the involvement of the European Foundation for Living and
'l7orking
Conditions through im research programme
and an analysis of this particular area, could prove to
be beneficial in putting forward proposals which will
be of positive benefit to the elderly persons to whom
the honourable Member referred. It is premature at
this stage to identify the precise areas of research
which will be undenaken by the European Foundation, but we are satisfied that the research will be
wonhwhile and will be beneficial in the context, in
particular, of dealing with the problem of the self-reliance of old people living on their own who are in one
way or another vulnerable, as has been remarked upon
by the honourable Member.

Mr Patterson (ED).- As I

have the floor, I join Mrs
Lemass in welcoming the Commissioner to this important ponfolio. I do appreciate that the problem is one

of

resources, but could
him?

I

put the following point to

Ve spend a lot of time in this Parliament mlking about
youth unemployment, and perhaps we don't pay
enough attention to the problem of unemployment
among the elderly, people who find themselves unemployed at rhe end of their careers and know that they
are never going to be able to work again in normal circumstances. It would be possible to provide retraining
for elderly people to have a form of employment,
pan-time or sheltered. Yet our Social Fund regulations, both the regulation and the guidelines, preclude
grants being made for anything but employment on

the open labour market. This is not a matter of
resources, this is a matter of the regulation. Vould the
Commissioner look very carefully into the possibility
of providing Social Fund money for retraining elderly
people for employment or even for retirement outside

of taking up other employment. I will certainly bear rn
mind the points that have been raised and consider the
implicadons of them in regard to future research.

my best wishes
Lomas (S).
- I offer
Sutherland on assuming his very imponant
Commissioner for Social Affairs.

Mr

rc Mr
job

as

I appreciate what he said about research projects but
what the old people in Europe need are benefits in
cash or kind. The problem is that there are large discrepancies in Europe and I wonder whether the Commissioner could look at these and perhaps sympathetically recognize that, for instance, the pension level in
the United Kingdom and some other countries too is
barely half of the best in Europe. There should be
encouragement given to governmenrc like those to
bring the pension level up ro the best in the European
countries. That is one question. \(ould he encourage
governments to do thrt?
The second question is on fringe benefir.

Vhy

can-

not, for insmnce, pensioners have free travel throughin some areas they
out Europe? It is very patchy
have it and in others they do not. Even within the UK,
some areas do not have it while others like my own in
Greater London do, because, luckily, there we have a
Greater London Council which is progressive and
compassionate and caring. Maybe that is why the
Conservatives want ro abolish it! \7ould the Commission examine these possibilities to give tangible benefir to the elderly in Europe?

shall deal with the latter point
Sutherland.
- Ito which I referred specifically
first. The research
includes the issue of benefits and the availability of
benefir to old age residents in an individual Member

Mr

State and their availability for members of other States

ravelling within the area in question. The research is
not limited rc this purpose but it is being pursued and
cenainly I hope that it will have some benefit. The
question has been raised from dme to time in this

Mr Sutherland.
The honourable Member is, of
- saying
course, correct in
rhat there is still a kind of
obligation, or a tradition ar least, to justify new areas
of social poliry as being related to the labour market.
It is also the case that notwithstanding the fact that, as
has been remarked upon, the budget is an extremely

House as to whether it would be possible to allow benefits to be taken by non-residenr in panicular Member States when travelling rc them and that is one matter that is being considered. \7ith regard to the question of the harmonizalion of pensions and other
benefirs, rhat seems to be ouride the competence of
the Commission at this stage. I do not say that it is a
matter which should not be investigated and considered. Cenainly I will bear in mind the point that was
raised and consider it at a later time. It seems to me
that the harmonization of pensions and other benefirc
is something which could not be immediately under-

small one, seminars and research have been conducted

taken.

the open labour market?

into the problems of retirement and generally the difficulties of adjustment that elderly people have to accept
when coming close to the end of their ordinary working lives. It may well be rhat further studies on selfreliance to which I referred may encompass within the
ambit of their responsibility rhe issue of rhe possibility

(17) Vould the ComMrs Squarcialupi (COM).
mission agree tha[ in view -of the ageing of Europe's
population, which is likely to be an irreversible phenomenon, and in the light of the European Parliament's
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resolution on the status of the elderly, the rime has
come to regulate the financing of social security systems, especially as regards the financing of pensions?
In other words, given that the numbers of pensioners
will continue to rise, and rhose of workers to fall
not least because of the shrinking of the labour market
I ask wherher and when the Commission intends to
-adopt measures on the financing of social security servlces.

the honourable Member of my genuine concern and
interest in the issue which has been raised and I will
express that concern, I hope, more tangibly in the light
of the repons and research which I receive.

Mr Andrews (RDE).
First of all I would like to
congratulate Mr Sutherland
on his new appointment,
wish him well and assure him of all my support.
In view of the cold spell and the number of deaths due

rc the cold among the elderly throughout Europe at

Mr

Sutherland.

The panicular issues raised by rhe

- are not matters which are being
honourable Member
specifically addressed at this time by the Commission.
Plainly any analysis of the increasing problems of the
elderly in our sociery will necessirare ar leasr an analysis of all of the problems which face elderly members
of the Community in the various Member States. That,
to an exrcnt, will have to take inro account differing
levels of benefit and different social security systems. I
cannot, however, say as I have already indicated in an
earlier reply that there is a specific policy at this srage
nor indeed a competence in regard to the harmonization of social benefits in that aiea.

the present time, has the Commission taken acrion ro
alleviate the hardship caused rc old people by any
means, more particularly by addressing themselves to
the various governments who are inclined to cut off
elecricity at this time of year and cut off heating ro
the elderly. \7e find quite frequently that old people,
to keep themselves warm, get up early in the morning,
take the bus into town and go through the shopping
centres. Has the Commissioner any intention of taking
acrion ro alleviate rhe posirion of the old throughout
Europe in the present cold spell?

Mr Sutherland.
ous welcome.

Mr Volff (L).

I too should like rc offer the
- best wishes
Commissioner my
as he takes up his new
responsibilides. After everything I have just heard I
(FR)

would also add that I wish him the rudest of health in
his attempts to meer all rhe demands made of him.

I

wciuld jusr like to say that I personally do not think
that the problem of the aged is simply a quesrion of
money.

I

believe they feel the need to make good use

of their time and that one possibility here would be to
do what some countries have done and draw up a voluntary service list, so that these people could be called
on to give their services and thus have more pan in rhe
life of the community. My question is as follows: do
you plan to draw up a kind of inventory of resources
in rhe various countries, which might form the basis of
a possible Community-wide programme?

Mr Sutheilend.
\flhat I can say more specifically
- programme
about the research
to which I have already
referred is that the four-year programme of the European Foundation will take into accounr rhe living conditions of the elderly and, in panicular, the actions on
a voluntary or a semivoluntary basis rhat may be
undenaken to help rhe elderly to remain in their own
social environment and to help families who take care
of elderly paren6. Urban environment and the housing
of the elderly, in panicular, will be addressed.

The problem of isolation of the elderly will be a specific topic for considerarion by the Foundation in its
research. Contemporaneously on the existing budget,
there are on-going studies and surveys addressed to

the same problem. !7hat the consequences of these
will be and what proposals may emanarc from them, I
cannot comment upon at this stage. But

I

can assure

-

I thank Mr Andrews for his gener-

In regard to his question, I can say rhar the elderly
being one of the priority issues for action research
projects in the second poveny programme adopted by
the Council on l3 December 1984, one is hopeful that
there will be some positive developmenrs in providing
assistance to the elderly. \7ith regard to his specific
inquiries relative to ac[ion being taken in regard to
communications with Member States, I am unaware of
immediate communications, but I will cenainly look
into the matter and see whar can be done.

(NL) I should like rc ask the
I proposed that
passport for the elderly should be introduced

Mr Mjscnbeck (L).

Commissioner this: a-few months ago

a

throughout the Communiry. The last Commission said
it would look into this marrer very carefully.
Although this proposal would not cosr any money, all
the Commissioner can talk about is his budget. This is
a proposal that can be implemented without any difficulty, and yet the Commission hesitates. !7hen does ir
intend to do something?

thas

Sutherland.
am afraid that the answer I will
- IMember
give the honourable
will be no more sarisfactory than the last answer he received, because I rhink
on that occasion he was informed that that panicular
issue was being invesrigated by the Commission. Thar

Mr

investigation, I regret ro say, is sdll continuing. As
soon as there is an answer to it, I hope to be able rc
inform him of it.
President.

554/84)t:

1

-

Question No 5 by Mr Le Chevallier (H-

Former oral question with debere (0-31/84), convcned
into a question for Quesdon Time.
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President

the migrants' presence on the labour market, the
Commission has already agreed on a study on the
effects the migrants have on job opponunities for

Subject: Study of immigration in Europe

Vill

the Commission:

of the number, countries of origin, legal and social position of men and women, whether employed
or not, from third countries currently residing
in the Communiry;

(a) inform the European Parliament

on national and social budgets and the employment market of the presence of this immigrant population in the

(b) study the effects

Community;
(c) present

the European Parliament with

assessment

an

of the problem ?

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission.
- The
Commission cannor give all of the snristical information about persons of third-country origin in the form
sought by the honourable Member. The Statistical
Office of the European Communities has esmblished
tables on the number of persons of foreign nadonality
and of employees of foreign nationality living in Community countries in recent years. I should say that the
manner in which tfre question has been formulated
that the questioner is relating the issues which
he raises to the question of origin rather than narionalsugBests

ity and, of course, the Community is concerned with

Community nationals.
response to the final pan of the question raised,
asking that a statement be made on the problem to the
European Parliament, I may say that the Commission
will be presenting a report on the situation to Parliament. May I remind the questioner that following the
Parliament's resolution on the problems of migrants,
the Commission has aheady undertaken to review its
policy. This review is now in progress, the review is
almost complete, and will be shonly communicated to
the Council.

In

(FR) I am glad to hear
- statistics
shonly, since
that we shall be getdng recent
the old ones go back to 1976 and indicate that there
are nearly l4 million migrants in the Community,
750/o of them from third countries.

Mr Le Chevallier (DR).

I should like to make

a second point as regards choice

of words. In France we say that 'words are the guardians of thought'. I think it is a phrase which could be
taken up in other languages. The term 'migrants' has
wo different meanings. There are population movements between the countries of the Community . . .

citizenship and nationality.

The tables I have referred to are compiled on the basis
of available national sources. They will be circulated
by the end of this month after the verification currendy being undenaken by the satistical services of
the Member States. Full information on the legal and
social situation of migrants is, however, nor available,
despite the Commission's continuing advocacy of a
European approach. These matters are still largely
determined through bilateral agreements between
individual Member States and third countries.

I7ith regard to the second pan of the question raised,
the honourable Member has asked for a study of the
consequences for national and social budgets of the

President.
Chevallier?-

Mr Le

Vill

you pur your quesrion please, Mr

Chevallier

(DR).

(FR)

My

question?

- use its imagination and
Vould the Commission please
distinguish between migranr from other Community
countries and migrants from third countries. The two
concepr are quite different, if one considers the implications. Twelve million people from third countries
entering the Community are not just a migratory
movement. They represent quirc simply an enlarge-

ket. Here

ment of the Community populadon to include, mainly,
the countries.of the Third ![orld, at a time when we
are already having trouble enlarging the Community
to take in two countries of the Iberian peninsula.

to the knovledge

Consequently there is a kind of bending of the law . . .

presence of this migrant population on the labour mar-

I cannot give him any satisfaction. It is
doubtful whether a Community-wide study would add
assembled by the national studies
already in existence. There is also, I should say, a fundamental objection to assessing these costs in isolation
from an assessment of the contribution migran$ have
made and are making to the economies of Member
States through their labour, their savings and their tax
paymen6. Any calculation of costs and benefits must
also mke account of the costs of alternatives to accepting the continuint presence of migranm, including the
cost of aid to the economies of third countries disrupted by the return of their migrants. Nor could the

will

Community ignore thc ensuing dangers to internadonal relationships which are of interest and imponance to the Community. The Commission would not,
therefore, propose to undenake the type of study that

country and populations entering the Community
from third countries. They are two quite different

Presidcnt.
You cannot make a speech, Mr Le
Chevallier. -Put your question and the Commissioner
answer.

Mr Le Chevallier (DR).

(FR) My quesrion is

a

- should find two different
request that the Commission
words to distinguish between Community populations
which change country in order to work in another
categories.

tt
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I

am nor quite sure what the ques-

tion addressed to- me actually is. !flhat I can say is thar
the Commission is quite aware of its Treary obligations. In particular, it is aware of its obligations in
regard to free movement of workers who are citizens

of a Member State and who move to jobs within the
Community. The Commission conrinues therefore to
work for the removal of barriers ro free movemenr and
for an effective sysrem of job informarion ro facilirate
the practical operation of Community preference.

Vith

regard ro migrants from rhird countries, ler me
Ve should, I think, remind ourselves of how
the migrants came to be amongst us.'Ve did nor take
them in because of any motive other than initially rhe
labour that they were providing our countries with.
Ve took them in ten, twenty or even thiny years ago
because we needed them. \(e needed them in order to
be able to exploit fully the enormous economic opportunities which opened up to us in the 1960s. Ve
needed them to do hundreds of thousands of jobs
which others would not do. The large-scale migrations
of that period were thus a matter of mutual advanrage
and not single advantage for one side. Now, on the
other hand, we face problems of unemployment which
were unimaginable a generarion ago. Times are hard
for everyone and, may I say, especially for the migranr. This is certainly nor rhe momenr, and I hope the
momenr will never come, when we should think of
repudiating or dismantling our obligations ro individuals in our society, be they from third counrries or
Community counries.
say this.

(Applaase)
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timarc aims of both the Community and the citizens of
the Member States and those who have now come ro

reside in and be pan
munity.

of the countries of the Com-

Mr Manhall (ED).- On a point of order, Mr President, the House began this session of Question Time

with 2l questions carried over from last month.

Six

have been answered today, and at the present rate of
progress, some will be answered in February, some in
March and hopefully one or two in April. Can I give
you our support for anything you do to switch peo-

ple's microphones off when they make speeches and
perhaps to restricr the number of quesrions asked from
any single group so that we can ger through more rhan
six questions next monrh.
(Applause)

President.
Marshall, I, or whoevdr is in rhe
- Mr
Chair at those
critical momen6, will be grateful for
that suppon and even more grareful if all Members
would really put shon questions and all Commissioners would give shon answers. Thar is really what
Question Time is all about.
The first pan of Quesdon Time is closed.r

I must now respond ro rhe request from
quale to allow an extra hour . . .

Mr De

Pas-

(Intemrption by Mr Le Pen)
pursuant to Rule 45 of the Rules of Procedure.

(NL) Can the Commission also
Mr Ulburghs (L).
- out into
have a study carried
the cultural, demo-

Having discussed rhe matter with the President of Parliament, I can now inform you what my decision in the

graphic, social and economically imponant role played
by immigrants in the development of Europe? Also,
what economic and cultural factors lead to racial discrimination, panicularly ar this rime of crisis?

matter is.

Mr Suthcdand.
study which has been under- The
taken and to which
I adverted earlier is one which
looks at and analyses the difficulties faced by the
migrant community in Europe, difficuldes which are
not to be understated. Nor are they to be taken advantage of in the contexr of the high rate of unemployment which has been referred to. Of course there are
cultural difficulties which continue perhaps generarion
after generation. One of rhe major focuses of attenrion
in the repon to which I have advened is the necessiry
to assimilate the migrant communities who have put
down roots in Europe within rhe communities in
which they now live. The Commission is therefore
convinced of rhe imponance of dealing wirh rhis marter fairly and reasonably, raking into accounr the legi-

Having listened to the discussion, ro rhe great number
of questions that have been raised, and to the answers,
I have come to the conclusion that from practically all
sides of this Parliamenr questions have been put which
have all been answered by the Commissioner. I do nor
have the impression, therefore, that if we go on wirh
this for another hour, there will be quesrions, srarements or answers that were not already on the agenda
during Quesrion Time itself. And that is why my decision on this extra hour is negarive.

I would also add rhat in his reply rhe Commissioner
gave an undenaking that funher information on rhis
matter would be provided to Parliament and this was a
factor in my decision since I am convinced that such
funher information will give rise to funher discussion
of this matter so rhal there is no question in the future
of our not being able ro return to it.
(Tbe sitting utas closed at 7.15

1
2

See Annex

of t0. t.

p.n.f

gS.

Agendafor next sitting:

see

Minutes.
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ANNEX
Commission action on European Parliament Opinions on Commission proposals delivered at the Noveinber and Decembe'r 1984 part-sessions

This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the November and December 1984
part-sessions in the framework of parliamentary consulration, and of disaster aid granted.

A.I.

Commission proposals to whicb Parliament proposed amendments that haoe been
accepted by the Commission infull

l. Repon by Mrs Van Rooy on the proposal (COM(8a) al2 final) for a lTrh directive
on the harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes

exemption from value added tax on the temporary imponation of goods orher than means
of transpon

An amended proposal is being prepared. The European Parliament will be informed
in due course.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report

of proceedings, l3 December

1984,

pp. 283-288

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l3 Decemb er 1984, p. 65

2.

Report by Mrs Viehoff on the proposal (COM(8a) 230 final) for a decision esmblishing a multiannual research programme for the EEC on biorcchnology (1985-89)

In line with the undenaking it gave at the time of the vote on Mrs Viehoff's reporr,
the Commission has adopted (19 December 1984) an amended version of its original
proposal for a Council decision. This incorporates all the amendmenm proposed by
the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology which Parliament adopted on
l4 October 1984.

On 19 December the Council session on Research came to a general aBreement on
the various research programmes proposed by the Commission, rhough it did not
adopt any formal decision or go funher into the acrual decisions proposed.
Acting on the guidelines proposed at rhat session, rhe Council bodies have now ro
prepare formal decisions. The amendments proposed will be considered in detail in
connection with rhis.
Commission's position at debate: Vebatim repon
pp.328-329

of proceedings,

14

December 1984,

Text of proposal adopred by EP: Minures of l4 December 1984, p. 39-43

Il.

Commission proposals to uthich Parliament proposed amendments that haoe been dccepted

by tbe Commission in part

1. Report by Mrs Van Hemeldonck on the proposal (COM(83) a98 final) for a directive
on air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide
A proposal

amended under rhe second paragraph of Anicle 149 of rhe Treaty was
l4 December 1984.

sent to the Council on 4 December and to Parliamenr on

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon
pp.226-229

of proceedings, l5 November 1984,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l6 November 1984, pp.25-35

2.

Report by Mrs Schleicher on the proposal (COM(83) 70a final) for a directive on rhe
limitation of emissions of pollutants into the air from large combustion planrs

ir

itrl
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A proposal amended under the second paragraph of Anicle 149 of rhe Treary will

i

be

sent to the Council and the European Parliament early in February.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim reporr
pp.226-229

of proceedings, l5 November 1984,

l
l

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l6 November 1984, pp. 43-53

i

3. Repon by Mr Parodi on the proposal (COM(83) 750 final) for a draft recommendation concerning the adoption of a European emergency health card
'Having regard to the nature of the amendments relating to examples given in the
proposal by way of illustration, the Commission will consider whether it would be
desirable to present an amended proposal.'
Concerning the addition of a special provision relating to the donation of organs,
however, the Commission reaffirms that this amendment (No 3) goes beyond what is
aimed at with the health card and that it feels unable, therefore, to find a place for it
here.

Commission's position at debate: Verbarim repon

of proceedings,

15

November 1984,

pp.267 -258

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l5 November 1984, p.62

4.
(i)

Repon by Mr Dalsass on rhe proposals (COM(84) 283 final) for:

(ii)

a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC) No 338/79 laying down special provisions
relating to quality wines produced in specified regions,

a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 358/79 on sparkling wines produced in
the Community and defined in Annex II to Regulation (EEC) No 337 /79,

(iii) an amendment to the proposal for

a regulation laying down general rules for the des-

cription and presentation of sparkling wines and aerated sparkling wines

On

19 December 1984 the Council took decisions on the pans that coordinate the two
regulations so that, between the two, all the rules for the prepararion of sparkling wines
should be set out. However, it preferred not to take decisions on rhe rules on prepararion
which are direcrly linked to rhose for rhe preparation of sdll wines.

of the amendments Parliamens wanted to see included have been accepted by the
Council. On rhe others the Commission is maintaining its position.
Some

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon

of proceedings, l3 December

1984,

pp. 305-306

Text of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of l4 December 1984, pp.25-34

5. Repon by Mrs Squarcialupi on the proposal (COM(83) 626 final) for a direcrive on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States concerning exracrion solvenr used
in the manufacture of foodstuffs and ingredients thereof
The Commission is preparing an amended version of the above proposal in response
to Parliamenr's resolution. This will incorporate amendmenm 1,2,3,4,6, 8 and ll
adopted by Parliament.

fu

was explained at the December part-session, the Commission cannor, more for
technical than poliry reasons, accept amendments 5 and 9.

'!/ith

regard to amendmentT, the Commission considers that the effect of Parliament's suggestions would be to deprive the Commission of im right of initiative. The
proposed amendment is unacceptable and will therefore not be included.
However the Commission has already stated that it was prepared to forego this procedure of adjustment to technical progress whenever an amendment had major poliry
implications.

Commission's position at debate: verbatim repon
pp.336-337

of proceedings,

14

December 1984,
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Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minurcs of l4 December 1984, pp. 53-50

6.

Second repon by Mr Sherlock on the proposals (COM(84) 226 tinal, supplemented
by COM(8a) 532 final and COM(8a) 564 final) for:

(i)

a directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States reladng rc the lead
and benzene content of petrol,

(ii)

a directive amending Directive 70/220/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to measures to be taken against air polludon by gases from
motor vehicle engines

The Commission will be stating shonly what action ir intends to uke further ro that
announced at the December 1984 pan-session.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon
pp.195-6 and 198

of proceedings,

12

December 1984,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l2 December 1984, pp. 58-61

7. Repon by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling on the proposal (COM(84) 265 final) for a decision
establishing a third joint programme to encourage exchanges of young workers within the
Community

In response to the various recommendations in the European Parliaments's resolution, the
Commission proposed to the Council a series of amendments to its proposal.

Vhen on l3 December

(a)

1984 the Council adopted the decision it agreed rc:

accept changes in the text making management of the programme more flexible and

efficient,

(b)

include young people out of work within the scope of the programme,

(c)

exclude students attending establishments of higher education ($ l0),

(d)

ensure for the programme the panicipation and consultation of youth organizations,
panicularly the Youth Forum,

(e)

apply the criteria proposed by rhe European Parliament in respec of short and longer
training periods.

In a statement included in the minutes the Member States said they were willing to consider the possibiliry of bearing pan of the cost of the exchanges ($ 5) and to consider any
proposals the Commission made to improve welfare coverage for young rainees.
In implementing this third programme the Commission will be panicularly mindful of the
European Parliament's recommendations to:

(a)

ensure balanced panicipation of young men and women in the programme,

(b)

include new branches of activity, panicularly ones geared to the future,

(c)

give preferential ffeatment to yount people in small and medium-sized undenakings
or from peripheral or backward regions.

As soon as sufficient information is to hand the Commission will report to the European
Parliament on implementation of the third programme.
Commission's posidon at debate: Verbatim repon
pp.292-293

of proceedings,

15

November 1984,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l6 November 1984, pp.76-84

B.

Commission proposals to uthich Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission bas
notfelt able to dccept

None

ti
l1
I
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Commission proposak in respect ofwhich Parliament delioeredfaoourable opinions or did
not request formal amendment

1. Repon by Mr Tolman on rhe proposal (COM(84) 565 final) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 652/79 on the impact of the European monerary sysrcm on rhe
common agricultural poliry
On 19 December 1984 the Council adopted a regulation which does not correspond
to the parliamentary opinion. At present the ECU is applicable for ayear, renewable.
The Commission had proposed that its use be established definitively. The Council
decided that it should be used until 3l March 1987 (Regulation (EEC) No 3657184
of l9 December 1984, OJ No L 340/9,28 December 1984).
Commission's position at debate: no debate

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 14 December 1984, p.

16

2.
(i)

Report by Mr Tolman on the proposals (COM(84) 500 final) for:

(ii)

a directive amending Directive 72/461/EEC in respect of cenain provisions relating
to classical swine fever and African swine fever,

a directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC in respect of cenain provisions relating
to classical swine fever and African swine fever,

(iii) a directive amending Directive 80/215/EEC in respect of cenain provisions relating
to African swine fever

In its resolution Parliament had asked the Commission to present proposals for defining
isolation zones by reference to geographical areas, nor narional frontiers.
Parliament was referring here to the protection areas provided for in the Community
directives on trade in live animals and fresh meat which are to be defined in rhe event of
rhe outbreak of cenain epizootic diseases. The area of isolation, whose radius would be
extended by the Commission proposal to 3 km in the case of classical swine fever, ignores
national frontiers. If the place where the disease breaks out is close to a narional frontier,
the area of isolation from which trade is prohibited would be on both sides of the frontier.
In such cases (fairly rare), it would be up to the relevant authorities of the Member States
joinrly to define the area of isolation, if necessary in the framework of the Scanding Veterinary Committee. This being the case, an administrative solution to rhe problem already
exlsts.

(Council Directives 64/432/EEC, OJ No L 121,29 July 1964, p. 1977/64 and72/462/
EEC, OJ No L 302, 3l December 1972, p.24)
Commission's position at debate: no debare

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l4 December 1984, p.l3

3. Repon by Mr Herman on the proposal (COM(84) 380 final) for a decision on the
coordination of the activities of Member States and Community institutions wirh a view ro
establishing an inter-institutional Community information sysrem (INSIS)
(i)

item

3:

Request for technical explanations concerning releconferences: the emphasis
placed on videoconferences in the Commission communication only reflects
the interest shown in them by users. The Commission is preparing a paper in
response to Parliament's request.

(ii)

item

4:

Information concerning problems relating to srandards: the Commission is
proposing to provide Parliament with information on these at the various
meetinBs taking place

in 1985, more especially at the information seminar on

INSIS it is arranging, in collaboration wirh parliamentary sraff, to hold on
7 March.

(iii) item

5:

Establishment of a fully interactive telematic system for rhe use of MEPs: rhe
Videotex demonstration project being prepared in the INSIS framework, in
close cooperation wirh parliamenrary staff, consritutes a first phase.
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Analysis of the reactions of Members to this demonstration should make it
possible to draw up demiled specifications for an operational interactive system.

(iv) item

5:

An information seminar on INSIS specifically for Members of Parliament:
indicated at (ii) above, this is to be held on 7 March 1985.

as

(v) item 8: Preparation by the Commission for an annual report on new information
technologies in general : as ir told Parliamenr during the debates on rhe
INSIS resolution, the Commission is willing to meet Parliament's request for
a report of this nature.
Commission's position at debarc: Verbatim repon
pp.275-276

of proceedings, l3 December

1984,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l3 December 1984, p. 60

4.

Repon by Mrs Hoff on the setting of ECSC levy rates and the esnblishment of the

ECSC operating budget for 1985 (COM(84)419)

'The Commission/High Authority stated in the operating budget for 1985 that "any additional resources would be allocated ro research subsidies and aid in the form of interest rate
subsidies", thereby giving effect to item 4 in the resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 13 December 1984.'

Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon
pp.298-299

of proceedings,

13

December 1984,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l4 December 1984, p. l8

D.

Disaster aid supplied since last part-session

Emergenq aid within the Community

Nil
Emergency aidfor third counties

Financial aid

Country
Colombia

Sum

ECU
ACP counries 80 m ECU
(to be
300 000

Reason

Distributed by

Date of decision

floods

LICROSS

19. 12.84

famine
victims

(to be specified)

20. 12.84

specified)
Food aid

Country

QuantitylProduct

Reason

Distibuted

Date of decision

by

Rwanda
Kenya
Bangladesh

605 t vegetable oil
1,721 t cereals
27,920 t cereals

drought \fFP
drought \flFP
floods
\fFP

12. 12.84
12. 12.84
12. 12.84
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ment and Cooperation. Unfonunately you yourself
will have 1o choose where you wish to be.

Vice-President

(FR) Mr President, excuse me,
Mr Pannella (NI).
but the convening- of meetings is supposed to be
(The sitting

anas opened

Mr Pannella (NI).

(^FR) Excuse me, but, like many
have to leave the Chamber, having been called
a meeting of the Committee on Development and

of us, I

rc

at 9 a.m.)

-

Cooperadon, the convening of which has in my opinion been authorized for no good reason. Since the
gift of ubiquity is not, as far as I am aware, among the
rights and prerogatives of Members, I have to tell you
thar we are vinually being expelled, to go and do our
work on the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
President.
Pannella, I am afraid we cannot do
- Mr
anything here
about your complaint.'Sfe take note of
it and we will pass it on to the Committee on Develop-

authorized by the chairman, by the enlarged Bureau.

Mr Le Pen (DR).

(FR) Mr President, ladies and

Bentlemen, I wish ro raise a point which is both personal and connected with the Rules of Procedure.
to oral
of these, put by my colleague Le Chevallier, was concerned with the problems of immigration. I was listed to speak but,
although I am Chairman of my Group, although I was
Yesterday afternoon's sitting was given over
questions with debate. One

duly listed, the Presidency did not give me an opportunity to speak, and this had rc do with the unfonunarc fact rhat only ten minutes could be spent on this
very imponant problem, after the representatives of
the Communist Group monopolized the proceedings
for three-quaners of an hour.

ti

l'
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Le Pen

I look on this

as one of these errors of approach which
are sadly becoming commonplace in our Parliamenr,
along with various other shortcomings, and because of
these things we parliamenarians are being deprived of
rhe opponunity ro hold debates under normal conditions on the subjects of greatest concern to our Community.

Mr Le Pen, the siruation you referred to

President.

occurred during
Question Time yesterday and has
nothing to do with oral questions with debate. Members are called to put their supplemenrary quesrions in
the order in which the questions are submirred to the
President. In your panicular case, unforrunarely, we
ran out of time before we could get ro your supplementary quesdon. The fact that members of rhe Communist Group had a lot of quesrions down earlier is a
result of the way in which Question Time works. I am
afraid there is nothing we can do about your panicular
complainr. I was wairing for Question No l5 because I
had a supplementary. Ve did not ger anywhere near it.

l.
Presidcnt.

-

Approoal of the Minutes

The Minutes of yesrerday's sitting have

been distriburcd.

Are there any comments?

Mr Prout (ED).- On Item 6 entirled 'Topical

and

urgen[ debate, announcement of the lisr of subjecm rc
be included', I nore, looking down the list, that there
are 5 items included and that Ircm 5 is human rights.
Now, ro rhe extent rhat this list is supposed to reflect
the agreement be[ween rhe group chairmen which
took place at midday yesrcrday, it is nor an accurare
reflecdon of rhe positions rhey have taken, because 5
items were decided, the first 4 being identical rc the
first 4 on the list and the fifth being Music Year. There
was no agreemenr between the chairmen rhat Item 5
should be included, and I do not understand why it
has been so included in rhe minutes.

President.
Mr Prour, there is rrot'hing that I can do
about that-here. I would suggesr rhar you get hold of
the leaders of the political groups and check on whar
actually happened. I can only suggesr you ger hold of
the other leaders and find out what has gone wrong.

Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I understand thar,
but the preliminary quesrion I am asking you is
whether there was a decision to alter a decision taken
yesterday or whether the list is simply inaccurately
printed in this documenr? Is rhis what the President
read out yesterday, or isn'r it?

President.

As far as

President -read

I

am aware, lhar is what the

out yesterday. Now that you

have
made your commenr, you can go back and check with

the other polirical group leaders and find out,
thing has gone wrong, what has gone wrong.

if

any-

Mr Cryer (S).- Mr President, I think we oughr firsr
of all to express our appreciation of the way your predecessor in the Chair yesterday conducted Question
Time, because he ensured that we had the full oneand-a-half hour. Anybody who makes criticisms, it
seems to me, is absolutely wrong; because the President made a special effon to ensure rhar the agenda
was properly carried out. I rhink that rhat ought to be
very clearly stated.
Can I just suggesr,

Mr President, that you refer to the
enlarged Bureau the convention, whereby only one
person from a panicular party is allowed a supplementary to see if there could not be some degree of flexibility so rhar if rhere is a panicular issue of special
concern to a narional grouping, the President can have
the discretion of allowing 3 or 4 supplemenaries. It
would require a degree of tolerance from other groupings in the House, but I see no reason why that should
not prevail. ft would ensure rhar, where a panicular
matter of great concern to a grouping is raised, they
do not then spend l0 or l5 minutes on points of order
and the President is allowed to use his discretion to
allow us to ger on with Quesdon Time.
President.
Thank you, Mr Cryer, we will take note
of your commenrc
and see whar can be done abour the
issue thar you raise.

Mrc Banotti (PPE).

Mr

Presidenr, apropos of the

and I apologize
if I am a little bit out of
order procedurally here
I was informed later in my
minutes

- on error, the motion for
own group that, through
urgency that I had put down on the prevention of terrorism act was omitted from the list of human rights
issues, but that in actual fact it was due more, I gather,

to a technical error rather than a decision of rhe
Bureau. I have since circulated a petition for which I
have obtained 2l signatures and I understand that it
then goes on the agenda for discussion during urgency
and topical debate.

President.

Mrs Banotti,

I

can inform you that

an-other political
group has raken up the issue you
refer to lnyway, and that it will be among the urgencies which will be voted on ar 3 p.m.
(Parliament adopted the minutes)t

I

Deliberations of the Committee on tbe Rules of hocedure
and Petitions concerning petit;ons
Text
for- receioe'clofireaties
anrded by tbe Council ! Documents
Meibership of Parliamezr..see Minutes.

r6. l.

2. Decision on Urgenqt
Proposal from the Commission to the Council concerning the authorization of further provisional
twelfths for the 19t5 financial year, Section I
Parliament, Section III
Commission, Section- IV
Court of Justice and -Section V
Court of Auditors
(Doc. 2-1368 /s4

-

SEC(84) 2t2J

fnill

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
(FR) Mr President, your Commirree on Budgets did
indeed examine the quesrion of provisional twelfrhs
yesterday. As you know, the sysrem of provisional
twelfths is now in operation and rhis raises a number
of administrative problems for the various institutions
of the Community, including Parliament irelf. The
Commirtee on Budgers examined a number of rhese
requests and deferred examination of a number of
others until the next plenary part-session, since we
have to state our position within 30 days of the forwarding
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these requesrs and rhe next pan-session
will provide an opportunity ro deal with those requesrs
which presenr more difficulty than orhers.
But we are ready to report on the other requests, and
there are indeed very pressing reasons for us to dispose of this matter. I therefore hope rhar urgency will
be agreed to.

regards the forwarding of such a proposal by the
Council. Since it is urgent for this item, on which no
differences of opinion arose in the Committee on
Budger as regards urgency, to appear on the agenda
tomorrow, I would ask you to propose entering it for
ugent debate on Thursday's agenda.

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
(FR) Mr President, I thank Mr von der Vring for enabling me to add to the request. To my mind, the
request for urgency applied rc all the requests for
provisional twelfths. It is betrer for everything to be
clear and for the Greenland matter to be included,
since this is very much an urgent matter in view of the
cost aspect.

On behalf of the Committee on
application of Rule 57, paragraph l.
Mr Cottrell (ED).

Budgets

I

request

There was a fairly substantive
discussion in the Committee on Budgem on the requesr

-

for provisional twelfths which, I thought, arrived at a
very clear decision last night. It just seems to me that
there may be some confusion in the minds of other
Members of the House who were not present at that
discussion and who, therefore, may be unaware, if
they have not had the opportuniry of a discussion in
their political groups, of the reasons why the Committee

on Budger took a cenain view and was

President,

unhappy about certain mat[ers concerning the transfer
of the provisional ryelfths.

The first item is the requesr by the Council for urgent
debate on the authorization for additional ryelfths in
all areas of the budget. The second item is a proposal,
on which we were informed yesterday thar urgenr
debate would also be requesred, concerning aurhorization for additional welfths to finance the agreement

I fully accept the position which has been taken by Mr
von der Vring and by the chairman of the Committee
on Budgets with regard to Greenland. But rhis was
indeed, as far as a request for urgency from the Council, is concerned a reference ro a package of overall
measures, a number of which rhe committee felr were
unpalatable. I think it would be, to no small extent,
misleading the House
unless Mr Cot were prepared
to make it clear to the- House precisely whar we were
voting on.

Mr Von der Vring (S).

(DE)

Mr

although it is not clear from -the agenda, surely we are
dealing with two different irems here.

with Greenland.
Now, I would like to know whether we are voting on
the second irem at rhe same time. I have heard that
urgent procedure has not yet been requesred on ir. The

Committee on Budgets has submitted a proposal,
requiring a majority of 218 votes here. That means,
however, that this ircm must be given priority on
Thursday, since it would be quite absurd ro expecr a
majority of 218 on Friday. But then the question of
authorization would have to be postponed ro rhe February part-session. Yet we cannor possibly allow any
delay since the Irish Parliament will aurhorize the
withdrawal of Greenland next week and deep-sea fishing will not be covered by any legislation.

Mr Cottrell, the Committee on Budgets'
report will-be presented to the House on Thursday in
President.

time for the vote to be raken on Thursday, and I
would have thought it is in rhe urgent debare on that
report that we can sorr our all rhe issues. As I understand it, the Greenland issue is there as well as wharcver else the Committee on Budgets wants to be
there.

If the Council has not submitted a proposal for urgent
debate yet, rhen may I refer you, Mr President, to
Rule 57 of our Rules of Procedure. Paragraph I states
that the President of Parliament may also requesr

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of tbe Comtnittee on Budgets.
(FR) Mr President, I do not wish rc prolong this
debate, but Mr Cottrell has raised an imponant poinr.
So that it is quite clear what is being voted upon, ir is
agreed that on Thursday rhe Commirtee on Budgets
will repon on cenain of rhe requests for provisional

urgent debate,

twelfths listed in the documenr and not on others, so

if

technical problems clearly arose

as

H

II

if
,t
,i!
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that these latter will be deferred ro the next pansession.
( Parliamen

resources of energy and skill, all the opponunities and
risks are being shared for the benefit of our peoples.

This, surely, is an exemplary venture to which we
should pay due triburc. I would add that it is precisely

t adopted urgent procedare )

because of this Community integration, because of the

I

propose that this repon be placed on
Thursday's- agenda after the repon by Mr Formigoni
on the accession of Spain and Ponugal, and that rhe
dead-line for tabling amendments be set at 5 p.m. on
President.

Vednesday.

Mr

Rogalla (S), Chairman of the Committee on the
(DE) Mr President, on
Veification of Credentiak.
a point of order, I was informed
that the Bureau
would notify the House of the outcome of rhe discussions of the Committee on the Verification of Credentials today. I would be grateful if you could tell me
whether that will be done now or in the course of the
morning, or whether perhaps you cannot yet say when
it will happen.

genuine European dimension of this programme, coupled with the fact that it is multi-annual and revisable,

guaranteeing irs durability and effectiveness, that
Europe has been able, with the construction of the
JET, a genuinely communautaire enterprise, to achieve
scientific results which place it in the very front rank
of the industrial powers in the world. Here we have
standing proof that, when it pools resources and
effon, Europe can equal and even surpass the best.

Vhen this programme was launched, we were thinking in terms of the possibility of producing energy by
means of nuclear fusion before the end of the century.

That hope still remains today but, in the light of
results achieved hitheno, the forecasts are much more
cautions. The expens esrimarc that it will probably
take another 20 or 30 years or more to reach the stage

at which the results will be
President.
I can tell you rhar is nor
- Mr Rogalla,
going .to happen
now, bul I will see that you are
informed of when it will happen.

3.

Controlled tbermonuclear fusion (continuation )

President.
The nexr irem is the continuation of rhe
debate on -the r'eport (Doc. 2-1330/84) by Mr Selzer
on controlled thermonuclear fusion.r

(FR) Mr President, ladies
Mr
- the opponunity to speak to and
gentlemen, I welcome
Mr
Selzer's excellent reporr on behalf of rhe Group of the
European People's Pany. The draft programme on
controlled thermonuclear fusion that has been presented to us represenrs the only genuinely commundu-

Mallet (PPE).

taire research programme that has been esmblished to
I am not saying that rhe other research activities
of the Community are devoid of a European dimension, but that its involvement on too limited a scale in
work done by the Member Stares often leads ro unnecessary and costly duplication of effon. In rhis instance, the Community is for once mking a decision on
rts own to set up a programme ln a very lmportant
field and undenaking to coordinate application of ir. Ir
is this that makes the value and originality of this joinr
action aimed at developing a more fully integrated
European research effon on rhermonuclear fusion and
date.

its immense potentialities.

All

research activities involving all the national laboratories and their researchers are covered by the Euro-

pean Community programme.
I

See previous day's debates.

All our

counrries'

capable

of

industrial

exploitation. Much determined effon by rhe Community and im Member States will have to go into this
ask. Vhen it has been completed, this great breakthrough by European science, possibly supponed by
wider international cooperation, will provide furure
generations wirh abundant cheap enerty to fuel the
expansion of our economy. It will be a major conrribution to the security of our energy supplies and will
make the risk of funher oil crises a thing of rhe past.

Vhat is the annual cost of this research programme?
149 million ECU. And, as you know, the countries of
the Community are spending tens of billions of dollars
each year on impons of coal, oil and gas. Is 149 million ECU too much [o pay for access ro an energy
source which is inexhaustible, since it needs nothing
but seawater for is basic fuel, too much to pay for
guaranteed self-sufficiency in energy? Moreover, this
is a clean source of enerty, excellent from the viewpoint of environmental protection.

A final word on the strategic imponance of this programme to our industrial development. !flhen the
Euratom Treaty came into force
and I remember
we had hoped rhar it -would enable us to
that time
- European nuclear industry. In thar resbuild a great
pect, application of the Treaty has been disappointing.

\7e had the skills, but whar we lacked was awareness
of the need for joint action rising above special interests and the dead hand of the juste retour. Our objective was not attained, with the resulr rhar roday 800/o
of our nuclear power plants are imponed from rhe
Unircd Sntes. That is the price thar we are paying for
non-Europe.

Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, we musr learn the
lessons of the pasr. !7'e must make sure rhat we do not
make the same mistakes by joining together, all members of rhe Communiry, in promoting the development
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real European technology based on a common

research programme.

History shows that the influence of nations, the impact
that they make abroad, is indissociable from their
economic srength and rherefore from rheir technological developmenr. Technological decline leads to
political dependence and ultimately ro the eclipse of

(17) Mr President, ladies
Mr Ippolito (COM).
gentlemen, on behalf- of the Italian Communist

and
and

Allies Group I wish to announce the Group's approval
of the excellent report by Mr Selzer on the Commission's proposals rc the Council regarding a five-year
training and research programme in the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion, and for the sening-up of

a ritium handling laboratory in the Joint

Research

civilizations.

Centre at Ispra.

Such is the challenge now facing the countries of
Vestern Europe. As the example of the JET clearly

As I mentioned yesterday in connection with Mr Turner's report, the field of research into controlled ther-

shows, this is a challenge which we can meer rogether.

monuclear fusion is one

To this end, we must begin by voting for the rapid
adoption of the research and training programme
(1985-1989) in the field of thermonuclear fusion and
for the realization of a tritium handling laboratory. In
so doing we shall be laying firm physical and technological foundations for long-term acrion promisint
great benefim for the future of all Europeans.
(Applatse)

Mr Normanton (ED),

draftsman of an opinion for the
Presidenr, I commend ro
- Mramendments
the House wo additional
which have
been rabled in my name: these are No 14, introducing
Committee on Budgets.

a new paragraph l2a, and covering references ro
mass of money in these regulations, and

No

a

15, intro-

ducing a new paragraph l2b, which deals with programme overlaps.

Parliament has fought for a very long time indeed to
esablish the primacy of the budget in deciding what
has to be devoted ro any particular Communiry policy.
The Council, since it has the last word on the legal
basis, has always resisted this and wanred to include
financial details in the regulations. I would like to

remind the House of the tripanite declaration of
3OJune 1982, which allowed menrion of what are

termed 'indicative figures' in regulations. The correctness of Parliament's philosophy, in my opinion, has
been demonstrated clearly by rhese draft decisions,
where quite unnecessary confusion is caused by the
inclusion of financial manipulations in legal texrs.

Firstly, on the tririum decision. The cash is already
there. It is recognized as being a project of European
significance. Vhen the overall Joint Research Centre
programme was fixed, rhis project was nol finally settled in detail. Now it is, and the decision is merely the
definition of the subject and has no financial relev-

which

I

should like to recall that the ten countries of the
Community account together for about 200/o of world
expenditure on research, whilst the United States and
Japan spend 270/o and l7o/o respectively. These bare
figures enable us however to make a bitter observation, namely that ir is only in those secrcrs where this
considerable effon in research is coordinated and
directed by the Community
such as nuclear fusion
that results are obtained -comparable with those of
-the two countries I have just mentioned, whereas in
the other sectors they are far from being,comparable.
This is due to the fact that, of the

200/o of the overall
total expenditure on research in the ten countries, only
1.5% is spent jointly. This is an aspecr of the problem
that I am very concerned to draw nor only to the
attention of this Parliament but, panicularly, to the
a[tention of the new Commission. In fact, if the pro-

of joint expenditure is not considerably
increased, Europe is destined to lose the rechnological
challenge of the next ten years in the field of new
technology, and to be reduced to the role of a Third
ponion

'!/orld country.

For this reason, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
we willingly support the Salzer repon which, in view
of the outstanding inrcrnational position held by the
Communiry in the field of fusion research
as is
shown by the success of the JET installation -at Culham and by the results already obtained there, and as
has moreover been emphasized by other speakers
views favourably the proposals for a new five-year
programme for research and training in the field of
controlled nuclear fusion.

This programme envisages amongsr other rhings the

ance.

On the larger fusion programme,

successive pro-

grammes overlap almost invariably by one year. Here
we are deciding that the 1985-89 programme should
follow the one for 1982-86. This is sensible and hap-

I hope that the logic of these amendwill commend themselves to the House, and I

pens each time.

ments

of the few fields in

Europe has already achieved considerable success on a
scale at least comparable too
if not, from cenain
- has been achieved
what
standpoints, greater than
by the United States and Japan.

formally move them.

setting-up of a tritium handling laboratory in the Joint
Research Centre at Ispra which, already penalized
recently by the interruption of the promising SUPERSARA research programme, is now languishing in
striking contrast ro the decisions that were taken

in 1958, Italy disposed of this newly-built
Centre to the then newly-formed European Atomic
Energy Community, which decided to make it the

when,

it
ir
I
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Ippolito
most imponant installation in the Joinr Cenrre, and
one with general powers and authority. This insmllation has now been in a critical state for over ten years,
and we rherefore hope, wirh the setting up of the ritium laboratory, with competence for all environmental problems, as has already been proposed by Mr Linkohr, to be able to bring about its revival.

Finally,

Mr

President, may

I

be allowed one

last

obsen'ation. The Salzer report very rightly calls on rhe
new Commission to promote a public discussion, in
the next few years, of nuclear fusion, irs implicadons
and its repercussions. Ve also support this proposal by
Mr Selzer, because there is no doubt whatever that
whether we like it or not
controlled nuclear fusion
represents the only source -of energy for the future.

(FR) ilrlr President, I should
- for the two reports, by Mr
like to express my suppon
Turner and Mr Selzer.

Mr Poniatowski (L).

It

is not by harking back to the economies of rhe past
that Europe will make protress towards either greater
power or greater unity; it will be by mounring major
new projects, and also by developint the use of new
technologies, whether in the field of information or in
tharof biotechnology. I should like to concenrrare on
two points in Mr Selzer's report.

The first is the organization of this major programme
on thermonuclear fusion. It is a fact that rhis is rhe
only area in which Europe is ahead of rhe United
States and Japan. In all other fields we lag behind, and
it is precisely this which is jeopardizing our economic
potential and our competitiveness.
The second point is concerned with the tritium laboratory. In a number of countries we have been rcld rhat
this laboratory cannot, must not be built, for reasons
connected with military intelligence. I want ro make it
absolutely clear that this is not rrue. In the Unircd
States you will find civil uitium laboratories and military laboratories as well. They study different probIems and different aspec6. If we intend to make progress in the field of nuclear fusion, we musr be able to
make progress on the safety of tritium, on the civil
side. Consequendy, the military inrclligence argumenr
does not hold water.

Finally, in connection with tritium, I hope rhat we
shall find the Council and the Commission ready ro
make a choice of location. Ve do nor wanr a reperition of the four years of irresolution before the decision was taken on a choice of site for the fusion programme. I hope that the site for this tritium laboratory
will be chosen more quickly rhan that, and even more
quickly than the decision for the ESPRIT project, for
which the credit must go nor ro the Council but to the
determination of Mr Davignon, who would nor rest
until the decision was taken.

Ve

have a duty, a duty

to the next generation, to

ensure that these programmes are carried through. I
trust that Parliament is fully conscious of this duty, not
only here but in all areas of new technology.

Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).

(DE) Mr Presi-

dent, fusion reactors of all kinds except
those involving protons make an imponant contribution to the
funher development of nuclear weapons. A hybrid
reactor, combining fusion and fission, with a capacity
of t OOO MV, can produce an annual 1.4 t of pluronium. There really is reason to doubt the feasibility of a
fusion reactor of this D-T-TOKAMAK line, i.e. JET,
NET and DEMO. Because of the physical problems,
involving in panicular energy density and heat loss,
such a fusion reactor needs to have [en times the volume of, for instance, a nuclear fission reactor. So we
have extremely high costs and very poor exploitability.
So far no scientist can even guarantee that we will ever
have a thermonuclear reaction.

Fusion installations produce new safety and environmental problems. For instance, lithium reacts very
violently with water and tritium can only be retained
very incompletely, if at all. As a result of intensive neutron radiation, the materials have only a very limited
life-span, which means even more radioactive waste.
The research work is already swallowing up thousands
of millions and it really is most doubtful whether any
country in the world will even be able to afford such a
reactor.
So the situation is similar to that of nuclear fission: rhe
safery problems and costs are persistently being under-

estimated. The development of nuclear fusion involves
substantial resources, and we will then have no money
left for alternative energy projects or renewable
energy sources. \7e demand that pan of this research
money should be withdrawn and used for other projects and basic research in the field of low-level neutron and radioactivity nuclear fusion.

(17) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Tripodi (DR).
gentlemen, during -rhe discussion yesterday morning
on the statement by President Delors it was rightly
emphasized that Europe must have more self-awareness
it must
more aware, that is, of what it can
- uniting be
do by
the individual strengths of Member
Smtes instead of using them separarely on a national
basis. !flell, we have immediate confirmation of this in
the decisions related to the research programme in the
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion, and the setting up of the tritium handling laboratory at Ispra in
Italy. \7e agree with Mr Selzer thar the study and
exploitation of that type of fusion
which is a perhaps inexhaustible source of energy -for the future, and
a relatively clean one, compared with nuclear fusion
not
represenrc a grea[ challenge to science,
-because only
of the narure of rhe problems involved, but
will also provide proof of the potential capability of
the Sates of Europe, if they join forces.

16.
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Vith

the long-term provision of an adequate supply of
energy in mind, the Community, as a supranarional
body, has already been successful in achieving appreciable results by concentrating the individual national
projects into one single nuclear fusion programme. h
own panicular needs for this research involve the construction, at the Joint Research Cenre ar Ispra, of the
European Tritium handling laborarory, with rhe task
of resolving the safety problems connected with the
technology itself, and with the effects of that rechnology on the environment.

'!/e

also agree that the laboratory, which cannor carry

out on its own the work that is needed, should be
assisted by other installations such as the German
nuclear fusion installation at Karlsruhe, for example.
This close integration in the scientific field berween
the research and the scientists of Member Srares
reflects the solidarity and interdependence of a Europe
united in the field of research.

In the five-year period planned
and we shall nor
- so peremptorily
pretend that these darcs, 1985-1989,
fixed, are totally inflexible, because science cannot be
constrained by dmetables of man's making
as I was
- financial
saying, in the five-year period envisaged, the
commitments of the Community amount to 347 million ECU, whilst another 443 are reserved for the

completion of the entire protramme. The Ispra laboratory accounts for only a modest proportion of this
cost, despite the fact that tritium is a fundamenral factor in the subsequent stages of achieving nuclear
fusion.

Mr Petronio, who is a member of the Group of the
European Right, has followed very closely the developments effecting the Ispra Centre. I refer to what he
has already said so effecdvely in approving the report
in the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology. I would only recall, in support of the programme
in question, that it has the very imponant job of successfully providing energy when reserves of the fossile
fuels thac we use today are all exhausrcd, and when
uranium has become more rare. That is why, at Ispra,
they are working for the peaceful well-being of the
Europe of to-morrow; more than that, they are working for the very survival of the generations of the
future.

is high time we stopped developing nuclear energy,
before our future and that of the whole of civilization
is seriously endangered. Nuclear technology will

in all social developof decision-making power

become the determining factor

ment. Such centralization

will suffocate any form of democracy. Any alternative
emerging at grass-roots level will be precluded. And
we have not yet mentioned the unjusdfied risks to the
environment, of which everyone is aware.

Let us do away with this technology, Mr President,
and direct our research a[ forms of energy supply
which do not harm man and the environment and are
available in inexhaustible quantities, since they are
based on renewable and clean sources of energy.
There are alternatives that cost far less than the presenr systems for the generation of energy. Ve lack the
political will to propagate them. I therefore appeal to
all Members to do their dury and think before it is too
late, so that no one need say afterwards, 'I did not
know.' Not every technology is good because it has
been invented by science. \Thatever the economic system, in East or Vest, the end must not be allowed to
justify the means.

Mr Metten (S).

(NL) Mr President, the review of

- fusion programme for the 1982the current nuclear
1985 period and the proposal for a new five-year programme for the 1985-1989 period provide an excellent
opponuniry for reflection. It is not simply a quesrion
of deciding whether this is a good research programme: we must also consider whether the unfonunately limited resources earmarked for research in the
Community are being used effecdvely. Many people
assume that the ESPRIT programme is the Community's No I research priority. But if we look at the
draft budget, it is clear, in financial [erms at least, that
nuclear fusion research is the Community's No I
priority. No less than half of all Community resources
intended for energy'research and a quarter of the
Community's total research budget are earmarked for
nuclear fusion research. The cost of this research, if it
continues, can only rise in the future. Parliamenr
should therefore see this review of the nuclear fusion
programme as an opport,unity to ask irelf whether the
scarce resources available for energy research are best
used by concentrating them on this programme. I shall
argue that this is not so.

(NL) Mr President, I strongly
Mr Ulburghs (NI).
oppose a funher research
and raining programme in

It is not only that the technical feasibiliry of controlled
nuclear fusion has yet to be proved: it is still doubtful

the field of thermonuclear fusion and the realization
of a ritium handling laboratory, as the Commission

chat

and the Salzer report propose.

Like all nuclear technologies, nuclear fusion is a form
of technology that is so harmful to mankind and the
environment thac it can only be hoped rhat it is abandoned. These are insane projects dreamt up by
unworldly scientists and by managers eager for profit
and domination, in both industry and government. It

it is scientifically

feasible. Successful though the

current research programme may be, it must be
remembered that it will be at least 20 years before the
first demonstration reactor can go into operation and
that, even if it is successful, it will be 50 years before
commercial exploiration becomes possible. Before that
stage is reached, however, 100 000 m ECU will
undoubtedly have been invested in the development of
the first commercial reactor. Anyone who reads the
progress reports on nuclear fusion research and sees
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Metten
how ridiculously long it is likely to be before success is
achieved and what enormous amounts of money are
involved, must surely be impressed by the proficiency
of those concerned and their confidence in the success
of their undenaking. Vhen we then hear that Europe

is in no way lagging behind the United States

and

Japan in this field, we are all too readily inclined ro
trust the researchers and rcchnicians and ro approve
the programme. But we are wrong to do so, ladies and
gentlemen.

It is the politician's task to compare the cosrs with the
possible benefits, and this is not only an extremely
doubtful, extremely protracted and extremely cosdy
project: there are a number of other objections that
make nuclear fusion as unattracrive as nuclear fission.
After all, nuclear fusion also creates a vr'asre problem
that has yet to be solved. It is not the nuclear fuel but
the reactor walls that are now the villain of the piece.
As the reactor walls have to be replaced at regular
intervals, a fusion reactor would produce ten times as
much highly radioactive wasrc as a fission reacror.
Secondly, while the fuel may theoretically lasr for
ever, the same cenainly cannor be said of the panicularly heat-resistant building materials

used.

Thirdly,

a

fusion reactor also poses the danger of radiarion. You
might be inrcrested to hear, for example, thar tritium,
a highly radioactive fusion material, is the essenrial
element of the neutron bomb.

All

these factors lead me to draw the following conclusions. It is exremely doubtful that nuclear fusion is
technically feasible. It is just as doubtful thar the problems connected with waste, scarciry and safety can be
solved. Finally, even if all these problems are overcome, it is very doubtful thar nuclear fusion will be as

successful commercially as orher forms of enerty
developed in the nexr 50 years, because thar is the
time-span involved here. All things considered, my
conclusion is that it would be far berter for the Community to withdraw from the nuclear fusion project
and use the resources that then become available to
develop renewable sources of energy.

Mr

(ED).

Mr

Presidenr, my troup
strongly supports the Salzer
repon and irs resolution
Seligman

and also strongly disagrees with Mr Ulburghs and Mr
Metten. Nuclear fusion is not hosrile. Ir promises to be
fairly benign as a source of energy. The products of
fusion are, in fact, not radioactive; so all this scaremongering is really quite misleading. As Mr Selzer
told us, nuclear fusion attempr ro harness the rype of
process which takes place on the sun. It attempts to
harness the process of the hydrogen bomb for peaceful
purposes. Ve hope that in the 2lst and 22nd centuries
it will be the main source of energy when the world is
without oil and gas. Vhat are we going to have if we
do not have fusion? As Mr Selzer said, if we followed
the doubters and dropped fusion now, future generations would never forgive us. That is what Mr Poniatowski said too. So I hope Mr Metten will bear rhat in
mind.

Obviously, as practical research continues, new obstacles will come up. At Culham, I understand there is a
problem with the surface wall of che reactor and somehow we have to keep plasma away from the wall of the
reactor. But this will be solved and the national fusion
programmes which go along beside JET will be very
helpful in solving that son of problem. Already Culham has exceeded expecmtions. They reached 30 million degrees centigrade for two-thirds of a second,
which is double that achieved by the American TFTR
reactor at Princeton. So we are ahead of the Americans. The cost of JET is of cource very high
347 million ECU net over 5 years. Vhen that is added
to the fusion programme that becomes 790 million
ECU for 5 years. But the urhole cost of JET is nothing
compared with what the cost of NET is going ro be

somethint like 2 or 3 billion ECU. That is rhe next
stage and that is why we may have to cooperate wirh
other nations ourcide the Communiry, as stared in

clause 12 of the Selzer resolution. Funhermore, other

nations are looking into alternative methods of confinement and we may need those as well
for exam-

-

ple, lasers.

Much work remains to be done ar Culham and naturally one musr conrinue ro use the facilities of Culham

to the

ultimate extent. But Karlsruhe

in

Germany

could also become a very valuable site for future work
in fusion technology.
Concerning the tritium laboratory, we fully accepr that
a great deal of work musr be done on the safety of
civilian use of tritium. Some people say that existing
military laboratories in the UK and France have all the
know-how necessary. Vhat is needed is a wider range
of research than the miliury one into the parameters
of civilian use of harnessed nuclear power. Mr President, will you give me time to read out the main things
that have to be done in this laboratory?
President.

-

I am afraid not, Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman (ED).
speech.

Ve think rhat

-

In rhat

case

I shall wind up my

ISPRA will be capable of handling all

the safety-orientated work efficiently, and therefore
we suppon both arms of the Selzer resolution.

Mr

Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Mr
- rapporreur
President, first I would like to rhank the
warmly for his concise and wellbalanced repon. He
makes it clear that it is srill too early to make a final

judgment about the possibility

of

obtaining energy

from nuclear fusion economically. The research in this
field is still at the srage of proving the scientific feasibility of nuclear fusion. !7e hope we will be able to
supply this proof with JET and similar insallations,
especially in the Unircd States and Japan, rcwards the
end of this decade.
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Narjes,

The repon also points out rightly that in view of our
responsibility towards future generations, we must do

programme and that they do not therefore come into
question at all here.

our utmost to establish effecdvely whether the almost
inexhaustible energy potential of nuclear fusion can be
made useful to mankind.

I point out to one speaker, who referred to the
situation in fifry years' time, that in fifty years' time we
will have to reckon with a world population of ten or
eleven, or even more, thousand million and that we
must make provision for their energy requirements
now, given the long preliminary running time.
May

The repon, and many speakers, have recognised
that the
for which I am most grarcful to all of you
Commission managed [o create a genuinely- European
research association in the field of nuclear fusion,
within which all the activities in this field in the Mem-

ber States were integrated into a joint programme.
The most tangible results of these endeavours on the
Commission's pan are the creation of the joint JET

project, the association of Sweden and Switzerland in
the Community programme and a lively exchange of
researchers and research material between the associated institutes, which guarantees effective udlization
of rhe available resources and prevents unnecessary
duplication. This European research association plays

a leading role in the framework of the four large
nuclear fusion programmes which are being conducted
in the United States, Europe, Japan, and the Soviet
Union. One panicular success is the completion on
schedule of the basic JET and the promising results of
its first experimental entry into service.

The main aspects of the next stage of the programme
are extending JET to its maximum configuration and
its experimental operation, toSether with the preparadon of the next stage after JET, namely NET. In
particular that also means treater participation by
industry and stepping up the technology programme.
In this contexr, the Commission proposes building a
tritium laboratory in the Ispra joint research centre,
where the safety problems involved in using tritium

will

be examined.

May

I

say a word about the financing

of the pro-

gramme and briefly inform you of the outcome of the
Council meering of 19 December. As you know, the
Council agreed, subject to the European Parliamenr's
opinion, rhat an esrimared amounr of 690 m ECU be
allocated in its programme decision for the years 1985
to 1989. That would mean curting the Commission

proposal

by

12.70/0.

Yet the Council noted with

approval that the Commission intends to commit a
rotal of 342 m ECU in the first rwo years, provided of
course tha[ the budgeary authority authorises these
resources. That amount would enable the Commission

to continue the programme on the planned

scale in
1985 and 1986. For the years afrcr 1986, the Council
has undenaken to review the fusion programme and
the other research programmes and, where appro-

priate, taking account of

ir

Community expenditure

commitments, to increase
research and develop-

on

ment.
As before, the Commission still regards the fusion pro-

of its research programmes.
believe that the Community can look with some

gramme as the flagship

I

gratefully note thar the large majority who spoke in
the debate were in favour of the tritium line of our
programme and may I add, with reference to a ques-

tion by Mr Linkohr, that talks have taken

The Commission points out that its general proposal is
not for a kind of crash programme. Rather, the rate of
activity is determined by the scientific and rcchnical
results obtained. The Commission is in agreement here
with the recommendations of the Review Panel which
it set up to prepare its proposed programme. In practical terms that means that the detailed design of NET,
i.e. the next stage, will only begin once it has been
established that the demonstration run of JET with
deuterium produces the expected results and allows
the introduction of tritium. According to the current
schedule, that should be in about 1988. The decision
to construct NET depends on the successful operation.
of JET with tritium. The results should be available at
the beginning of the 1990s. The Commission therefore
welcomes Parliament's intention to organize a wideranging hearing on controlled nuclear fusion before
the imponant decisions are taken on the operation of
JET with tritium and the deniled design of NET.

place

between the Commission officials and the responsible
officials of the two Member States which have carried

out research of this kind in the military field. It
emerged from these ralks that more research is needed
on what these two Member States could supply on the
basis of their military research, that not enough
research was conducted by these two states, especially
on the safety aspects of using tritium; so there will be
no duplicarion if we develop a civilian tritium research
line, since this is necessary for technical reasons. May I
also say here, with reference to the speech by Mrs
Bloch von Blottnitz, that neither a hybrid reactor nor a
proton-Bor-reaction are referred to in the Community

Ve

pride at this programme, which has proved that if
Europe effectively combines its forces and effons it
can assume a leading role world-wide in the development of a key technology. The existence and success
of this programme once again refute the accusation of
Euro-pessimism.
has taken active pan in assuring this success and the Commission is convinced that
it will give irs full suppon to this programme in future

In the past, Parliament

too. On the amendmenrc, may I add that we agree
with Amendments Nos I to 7 and 14 and 15, but can
unfonunately not agree to Amendments Nos 8 to 13.
President.

-

The debarc is closed.
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President

The vote will be taken ar the nexr vor,ing [ime.

4.
President.

2-1341/84)-by

proposed Seventh Directive, Parliament called on the
Commission to raise the incra-Community tax and
duty-free allowances to 210 ECU. As I speak rcday,
the Commission has ye[ to respond to Parliament's

Tax and excise daty

call.

The nexr irem is the reporr (Doc.
Mr Cassidy, on behalf of the Com-

mittee on Economic and Monerary Affairs and Indus-

trial Policy on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. l-198l84

COM(84)

182

final) for

a

directive amending- Directive 69/169/EEC on the
harmonization of provisions laid down by law'
regulation or administrative action relating to
exemption from turnover tax and excise duty on
impons in international rravel.l

Mr

Cassidy (EDI, rapporteur.
The report before
Parliamenr today in my name -as rapporteur for the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Poliry proposes to increase dury free allowances for rravellers from their presenr level of 45 ECU
to 150 ECU immediately. This represenrs an increase

of

:ll

0/o and

will permit rravellers ro choose from a

In summary, therefore, Mr Presidenr, this proposal is
a way for Parliament to show that it is keen to do
something for the ordinary ravelling citizen of the

Community, whether he travels by sea or by air,
within the Community or outside it. I hope, therefore,
that Parliament will agree rhat this threefold increase
in dury and tax-free allowances to travellers shall be
accePred.

One final point, Mr President. I must differenriare my
position as rapporteur in this matter from the posirion
of my own group. My own group was also in favour
of a substantial increase in the quantity allowances

that is to say, the amounts of alcohol, wine and
tobacco which could be purchased dury free. But,
much to the regret of my group, the collective decision

of our committee was to take out those proposals for
increases in quantities. Nonetheless, my group is very
happy with rhe repon as now amended and hopes,
therefore, that the Parliament will agree to pass it.

wider range of goods in dury-free shops.

In recommending an increase, my repon goes funher
than the proposals put forward by rhe Commission.
They proposed an immediate increase from 45 ECU to
60 ECU, with subsequent increases on I January 1985
to 70 ECU and on I January 1987 ro 80 ECU. Having
made enquiries of people concerned with duty-free
trade and taken advice, I came ro the conclusion rhar it
would not be welcome either to rhe cusroms officials
of Member States or to operarors of airlines, shipping
lines and duty-free shops if they had to revise their

printed material on I January every year from now
until 1988 merely to take accounr of a modest increase
in dury-free allowances of rhe order of 10 or of
5 ECU. I took the view, and I rhink authoriries in
Member States will mke a similar view, that such a
procedure would be unnecessarily costly and cumbersome and would cause confusion. Ir is for this reason
that I have proposed a large increase to 150 ECU.
Indeed, in the deliberations which took place in our
committee at its last meering before Chrisrmas, rhe
Commission officials who were presenr agreed, indicating that they would, in any case, have been prepared to accept 100 ECU. However, even at rhe level I

propose

of

150

ECU the allowances are srill lower

than that in respect of goods acquired tax and duty
paid, which was fixed ar 210 ECU.
Many Members present in the previous Parliamenr will
recall thar in a resolution of l4 December 1983 on rhe

I

The oral.question with debate (Doc. 2-1387/8\, by Mr
Selva and others ro the Commission on the rates
on shoes in Iraly will be included in the debate.

of VAT

(S).- (NL) Mr Presidenr, as
representatives of the citizens of Europe we musr
always ask ourselves what is in rhe consumer's besr
interests. \7e might, of course, wonder what hisrorical
logic there is in permitting travellers from third countries to import cerrain goods tax-free. Did rhey really
Mrs Van Hemeldonck

need to take a stock of provisions wirh them once
upon a time? I can imagine Tacitus presenring himself
to the Germans and saying, 'l've got my sandwiches in
this bag, and I've boughr a few orher things besides.'

The Commission's proposal to increase the value to
60 ECU in 1985 and then, wirhour further ado, to 70,
80 and 85 ECU by 1988 embodies a kind of inflation
meter, and we can surely have no objection to that.

The rapporteur proposes exemprion up to 150 ECU
for adults and 50 ECU for children under 15. This
indicates a sudden increase in rhe provisions travellers
need. It would result in rhe tax-free allowance being
higher than that applying within rhe European Community, where we supposedly have or want to create a
harmonized internal market. This is certainly nor very
logical. It does nor make a Ereat deal of sense from rhe
consumer's point of view. Those who come from afar,
as the Flemish proverb goes, rhus not only find ir easy
to lie: they can also imporr goods
souvenirs and so
on
in considerable quan[iries. -

-

However, various questions arise as regards the Mem-

ber Srate into which rhe goods are imponed. For
example, to protecr the healrh of their cirizens, some
Member States have imposed serious resrrictions on
such carcinogenic subsrances as robacco and alcohol.
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To enable them to pursue a responsible social policy,
others levy a healy tax on expensive luxury items.
Travellers who impon these items
tax-free
- are
thus at an advantage over residents -in rhese countries,
and they naturally hun the domestic rrader. On the
other hand, cenain domestic producers of luxury
goods do, of course, increase their turnover. It is
always nice to buy some perfume in France, some wine
in Italy, a jumper in the Unired Kingdom, but when
we see the goods on show in rhe shops on ships or ar
airpons that sell them tax-free or offer tax facilities,
we find that many of them are particularly expensive
products from other parts of rhe world.

Nor must we overlook the fact that the consumer also
consumes public services, including rhose provided at
airports, and that many airports can use the revenue
from tax-free business to reduce the airport rax rhar
travellers must pay.
To summarize, it is clear that we are dealing here with
something that has been in existence for some considerable time and that Mr Cassidy is rightly rying ro
tidy things up slightly in this area. Nonetheless, we are
not sadsfied with this arrangement. Ve are sdll in rhe

would not know where they stood at any given
moment, and it would also impose an unnecessary
burden on the customs services.

To conclude, Mr President, we join with the rapporteur in urging that, as the report says, a stafl be made
without delay on negotiations on reciprocity and that
efforts in this respect be stepped up so that there may
eventually be an increase in transport in this sector.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).
Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like-to thank the rapporteur, Mr
Cassidy, for the presentation of his report on tax
exemptions on imports in international travel.

I have one regret. He has not taken into
account particular and major problems which we have
in Ireland in relation to tax-free allowances for travellers. I am not including in my comments operation of
airport duty-free shops. Such shops provide employment and are an important means of providing valuaHowever,

ble income for airports within the Community. In

urge that the European consumer's inreresrs be

addition, they also provide important export outlets
for Irish exporters. I hope that the Commission takes
this into account. For Ireland the overriding problem
is one of employment. \fith one in six Irish workers
now on the dole or over a quarter of a million people
out of work, the possibility of increasing this number

regarded as the primary consideration.

further cannot be contemplated.

Mr

proposed changes to the exemptions from turnover tax
and excise duty granted to persons entering the Community would automatically also determine the allowances granted to persons travelling between Member
States.' So the explanatory statement argues. The pres-

position of falling between rwo srools. The New York
and Kyoto conventions must somehow be brought
into line with the practice in the Community, but I

(NL) Mr President, we shall
Beumer (PPE).
support Mr Cassidy's-report and therefore the amendmenrs tabled by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Indusrrial Policy, which seek to
simplify matters. Ve also agree that a distinction must
continue to be made between the standards applied in
intra-Community travel and the standards that apply
to impons from third countries, although we feel they
might be increased.

Ve

shall also vote for the amendmen[ that Mr Herman has tabled. Unlike the Commission, he mainrains

that the standards applicable ro imports from third
countries must not be regarded as rhe reference poinr
for the standards that apply to intra-Community
travel, since this would create a completely anificial
situation that would increase rather than alleviate
problems.

I

am quoting from the explanatory statement: 'Any

ent

VAT rates in Ireland are utterly counterproduc-

tive. Our 35% VAT rare

as compared

wirh

150/o in

- allowances for travellers
allied to duty-free
- in massive
has resulted
cross-border smuggling with a
consequent loss of jobs and indeed loss of badly
needed revenue to the national exchequer. It is the
hard-pressed Irish taxpayer who has been asked to
foot the bill. Because of the more favourable VAT
rates operating on one side of the anificial border that
exists in the island of Ireland, a whole variety of goods
is being purchased at the expense of shops and towns
on the other side of this anificial border. It is a distortion of trade, but one that can be set right. Jobs can be
Britain

saved.

Mr President, we agree with rhe rapporreur that the
nature and extent of the increase in tax-free allowances proposed by the Commission would create
unnecessary complications, make the system unnecessarily complex, and that the sums concerned are very
small. \fle therefore consider it right for there to be a
single increase and for it to be somewhat larger. I do
not think it would be very sensible or very pleasanr for
indicators to have to be produced each and every year
to support increases in these allowances. That would
cause a great deal of fuss and bother, and travellers

Cross-border trading is costing the Irish exchequer
some 40 million pounds a year. The situation can be
reversed by introducing cuts in excise duty and lowering VAT rates on a wide range of products. Such cuts
must be self-financing. Until the Irish Government
shows that it is willing to do something about reducing
the difference in VAT rates between Britain and Ireland, customs conrrols are inevitable. Until action is
taken, our reservations abour Parliament's amendments cannot be altered.
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Fitzgerald

No government, particularly an Irish Government, can

afford to lose

million pounds. But this is exactly
what has happened because of the way it is operating
40

excise duties and VAT rarcs on cars. Despite a ruling
last December by the Commission that from I January
1985 the price of similar models of cars will not vary
by more than 120/o from one EEC country to another,
car prices in Ireland still remain high. Duty and taxes
in Ireland effectively double the price. Excise dury and
VAT as a peicentage of the retail price of cars was
29.20/o in 1979 but 43.20/o in 1983. The Irish Government, by its excise duty and VAT policies, has wiped
out the imponance of the company car which
accounted for 600/o of annual car sales in Ireland, with
sales falling from a figure of 106 000 in l98l to only
55 000 by 198a. It has done nothing to improve the

situation.

Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) For more chan four years I
have been calling for freedom of movemenr in rhe
internal market, i.e. since the days when the word
internal market was not yet acceptable in refined circles. So I would like rc mke this opponunity to welcome the new member of the Commission responsible
for this area, Vice-President Lord Cockfield, but ar
the same time draw his attention to the difficulry of his
nsk. I would like to ask him to give priority to his own
judgement, his own experiences, when taking decisions, and if possible throughout the four-year term;

for a tangle of creepers, of special interests and bureaucrar of all kinds, not only in the Commission but
also in the Member States, will try to wind itself round
him and sap his strengrh of purpose.

I have said in another context, we need a kind of
lord and master. I rhink Lord Cockfield is the right

As

Ve

need a free internal market, especially for the consumers and citizens. How can we justify the fact that
anyone roday who has DM 100 m can transfer it by
telegraph to the USA in order rc profit from the high
inrerest rates rhere, which means of course that this
money is being taken out of the Community economy
and cannot be used for invesrment any more, nor can
it even be taxed, while at the same time officials peer
into the pockets of a citizen ravelling between Member States and it is alleged that the wellbeing of the
Community budget or that of a Member State depends
on whether he is carrying two or three bottles of duti-

able alcohol? People throughout Europe must know
this, so that the Member States, encouraged by the
Commission, supponed by our Parliament, will at last
abolish duty-free allowances as incompatible with the
internal market.
As a result, of course, we will no longer have so-called
duty-free shops in intra-Community travel, for rhat is
an infringement of the system that we no longer need.
But that does not mean the duty-free shops would disappear, for they will sdll be necessary or have to be

tolerated for buying goods from third countries; but
these shops must adjust to [he fact that the internal
market does not tolera[e privileges for travellers going
by air, for instance, in comparison to those going by
sea or taking a trip on a butter boat. The internal market programme for duty-free allowances is: get rid of
them!

The Socialist Group therefore endorses Mr Cassidy's
report. It confines itself to supponing the Commission
as regards increasing the VAT ceiling for gifts brought
from third countries in an administratively simple way.
Increasing the duty-free allowances for high-tax goods
is

not indicated, since there is no reciprocity.

man. I wish him much success in his difficult task.
'!7e

are talking about taxes here, about

VAT, and I do

nol undersand why the Commission proposal refers
to turnover tax. 'Sil'e are concerned with the special
customs and excise duties on alcohol and tobacco,
which as we know earn the srates a great deal of
money although they never tire of pointing out [har
the products damage the healrh of rheir citizens. \7e
must point to this paradox again and again. Ve must
stress the need for a strict disrinction between the territory inside and ourside the Community, i.e. third
countnes.

Vk d ois third counuies, we have norhing to give away
in the field of taxes and duties on high-tax goods. Ve
must insist on reciprocity and musr insist on observance of the conventions of New York and Kyoto. The
situation on the inrernal market is quite different.
There is no point in duty-free allowances there. Ve do
not need duty-free allowances between the Member
Srates, neither for presenrc we bring back for our
friends from Rome, Paris or Copenhagen, nor for
goods subject to high taxes.

(17) Mr President, with
Mr Selva (PPE).
to
- by a happy chance rheregard
the Cassidy repon,
question
that I and orhers pur to rhe Commission has been
included in the debate during a sitting at which the
new President of the Commission, Mr Delors, and the
President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers of the

Mr Andreotti, are making
their programme staremenr. And so, against the background of the picture that Delors has draw-n for us for
the next 4 years of his presidency, we find one of those
small problems
which it occasionally falls rc me to
draw attention -to
one of those small rhings that
however effect the -interests, rhe purses, and rhe daily
life of European citizens.
European Community,

case that I have raised? '$7'e are
putting our finger on an anomaly regarding rhe VAT
rates
the value added tax on footwear in Italy. In
fact, whereas
for all other iterns of dress rhe VAT rate
in Italy is 80/0, for footwear it goes up to 180/0. This is
a form of discrimination thar penalizes rhe consumer.

Vhat is it about, the

It can of course easily be said that this is a question for
the Italians, but

I shall endeavour to point our three
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aspecr of the question that seem ro me to be Euroharmonization of taxa- namely,
tion, consumer protection,
and the non-penalization
of a leading industrial sector that, in my country, does
pean in their scope

not reduce employment, but on the contrary, and even
after technological innovation, increases it. It is a sector that has beaten the challenge of the industrial and
economic giants, the United States and Japan. Italian
footwear is in fact the showpiece of the world's markets. This is due, if I might be allowed to go back in
history, to the revival on modern lines of the Venetian
craft tradition, with the shoemakers of Brenta, Padua
and Venice; and it is due also to the spirit of entrepreneurial initiative and application in regions such as
Lombardy, Emilia Romagna and the Marches. !7ith
their products, which are the embodiment of quality
as, I think, members of this European
and taste
Parliament- of all nationalities could testify
these
en[repreneurs are ambassadors for Europe all -over the
world.

Vhy

should we not, then, in the Community and in
each Member State, help the production of Italian
footwear to expand, which can come about through
internal consumption and expons ouride the Community? It is the pro[ection of the consumer that we
are after, when we call for this dispariry in VAT rates
to be removed.

President Delors rightly referred to the need to guarantee the position of the European Community in the
field of advanced technology. Vell, we shall succeed
in an even greater mobilization to our cause, more
.than has been achieved so ,far
businessmen, model
creators, and workers in the-Inlian and European

give them the feeling that
footwear seclor
- if wethem
back, but helping them
authority is not holding
on. In a world that is experiencing far-reaching
changes, Europe is sometimes slow to accept these

I say
challenges. But here we have an example
- and
we have
an examthis again, with special emphasis
ple of success.

Mr President. It might seem
to some that the European Parliament, of all
bodies, should ask for a reduction in VAT, the very
secrcr of taxation rc which the European Community
One last observation,

strange

is looking, in the near future, for an increase in its own

resources. My answer to [hem
fact that it is a small drop in the- ocean

quite apart from the
is the obser-

vation made by President Delors:-an additional

10 ECU in the Community budget has a greater multiplying effect than I additional ECU in each country in
and I myself
the Community. !7hat I ask of Italy
- an
is that it should forego
additional
am Italian
ECU so that- ten more can be produced by the enterprise, determination and capacity to penetrate world
markets that have been shown by Italian and European

shoemakers.

Mr Presi{ent, I should like in conclusion to urge that
a step which is one of those
this small step be mken

-

that bring our citizens closer ro Europe, and the institutions of the Community closer to our citizens.
(Applause)

I will be very
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).
- Mr President,
the rapporteur. I omitbrief in thanking Mr Cassidy,
ted to congratulate and to wish the new Commissioner
well while I was on my feet. I do so now, Sir. I want to

wish the new Commissioner a happy and successful
term of office.

Mr
Lord Cockfield, Member of the Commission.
President, may I first of all thank the honourable
Members of Parliament who have offered me their
best wishes. It is my firm intention to do everything I
can to ensure smooth working of the relations
between the Commission and Parliament, and I am
very glad indeed that this opponunity has occurred for
me to panicipate in a debate of considerable imponance.

Ve

are discussing a report which is not only interesting but forward looking. It was introduced by Mr Cassidy in a speech which, if I may say so, was both

instructive and constructive. There were a number of
contributions made in the debate which went, perhaps,
a little bit beyond the Cassidy report, and I hope,
therefore, I may be forgiven for not commenting specifically on them but limiting myself rc saying that I
have noted very carefully what has been said.

If I

may now come to the subsance of the repon
ircelf; the proposal for an eighth directive on allowances for travellers from third countries must be seen
as complementary to the proposed sixth directive on
allowances for intra-Community travellers. In both
cases a multi-annual programme of increases is proposed; those increascs being of similar proportions in
the case of the two directives.

Your Commitrce on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Indusrial Policy has, on the basis of the repon
drawn up by Mr Cassidy, effecdvely proposed two
amendmenrs to the Commission's proposals. These are
to granr an increase in the third country allowance in

one step instead of granting it progressively over a
period of 4 years, and to bring the allowance up to
150

ECU instead of the

Commission, and
15 years of age.

to

50

85 ECU proposed by the
ECU for travellers. under

I have taken due note of the very cogent argumenm
advanced by Mr Cassidy on the phasing of the
increase in the allowance. He was supponed on this
point by Mr Beumer, whose comments I have also
noted. I am very glad rc say, therefore, that the Commission is happy to accept the idea of an increase in
one steP.

li

ti
rt
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The other main proposal, namely that rhe allowance

resr with the Italian Government rarher than with the

should be increased to 150 ECU, does however raise
considerable difficulries. It has rhroughout been Community policy rhat the levels of the rhird country and
intra-Community allowances should rise in parallel.
An increase in rhe third counrry allowance from the
presenr figures of 45 ECU to 150 ECU would represent an increase of well over 2000/0. In comparison, the
Council's recent decision to increase the intra-Community allowance from 210 ECU to 280 ECU represents an increase of 33o/o only. Even the total increase
which the Commission proposed in the Sixth Directive
from 210 to 400 ECU
represented an increase of
-the order of some 90%.
- Such a disproportionate
increase as is proposed in Mr Cassidy's report would
be contrary to the principle of Community preference
and would run counrer to the effons which have been
made to strengthen the internal market. Ir would resulr
in impons from third countries being favoured at the
expense of Community producers wirhout any corresponding gain for Community exporr.s or Communiry

Commission.

cltlzens.

Nevenheless, I am fully aware of rhe strong views
which have been expressed in the debate this morning.
I am very willing ro give funher consideration to rhe
matter in rhe light of what has been said. Unfortunately, however, the prospecr of securing atreemenr on
a higher figure at rhe presenr time is by no means certain. I was very impressed by what Mr Rogalla said. I
have great sympathy wirh his point of view. As he
probably knows, I sraned'my own working life in rhe
customs service in rhe Surrey commercial docks in
London and many of rhese problems arising in this
field are familiar ro me. His vision of a Community
completely free of internal barriers is one that we all
share.'!7e all would wish ro work towards that end,
but it is somerhing thar resrs in the rather longer rerm
than the contex[ of rhe report ar presenr in front of us.

In these circumsrances, I would rhink the wisest course
would be to proceed on the basis of the present draft
directive and pursue subsequently the quesrion of
whether a funher increase could be made. Thar is the
course I would recommend to Parliament. I therefore
urge you ro approve this proposal so rhar we can
improve the presenr situarion wirhour delay.

May

I

commenr on rhe specific point raised by Mr

Selva on the question of VAT on foorwear in Italy.
Under the presenr state of harmonization of VAT legislation, Member States retain exclusive responsibility
for fixing rares of VAT. The Commission has no
power ro intervene in rhis panicular area, excepr ro
ensure that narional legislation is in conformity with

Article 95 of rhe Treaty. The application in haly of
different rates of VAT for footwear and clothing is
not contrary ro rhese pa(icular provisions. \7e do, of
course, welcome the steps recently taken or proposed

by the halian Governmenr ro reduce rhe number of
VAT rates, bur further progress in this particular area

May I perhaps be forgiven for making a personal comment on this. My wife always wears Inlian shoes, so
that I do have some symparhy with his point of view.
However, if I may nos/ come back to the main question of the Cassidy repon, I would ask honourable
Members ro agree ro proceed on the basis that

I

have

suggested.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President

Mr Cassidy (ED), rapporteur.
Mr President, I simply wanted to rise on a point -of order. I believe I am
right in saying thar this was Lord Cockfield's first
speech as a Commissioner. I congratulate him on rhe
very clear and lucid maiden speech that he made and
also on his extremely conciliatory and constructive
reply to the proposals in our report. On behalf of the
House may I, through you, rhank him for being so

helpful.

(DE) Mr President, I wanted ro
Mr Rogalla (S).
ask your leave, -after this maiden speech by Lord
Cockfield, to pur one quesrion to him, by way of
exception. I would like to ask him wherher he is aware
that the Commission policy of a parallel rise in dutyfree allowances for impons from third countries and
for the internal market is the kind of creeper I must
earnestly warn him about. For here rhe opportunism of
the customs administrations is paramounr, as is the
greed of the finance ministers who want to lose as little money as possible by the reduction in duty-free
allowances.

Lord Cockfield, Member of the Commission.

Mr

President, all I would say is thar I have raken -careful
note of the poinrs made by Mr Rogalla.

President.

-

The debase is closed.

The vote will be taken ar rhe nex[ voring rime.

5. Raising of capital
Prcsident.
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
2-1342/84) -by Mr Ingo Friedrich, on behalf of rhe
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Policy, on
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the proposal from the Commission to the Council

COM(84) 403 final) for a
- Directive
directive amending
69/335/EEC con-

(Doc. 2-685/84

cerning indirect taxes on the raising of capital.

(DE) Mr
Mr I. Friedrich (PPE), rdpporteur.
- with a taxPresident, this report on indirect taxes deals
that
is relatively unknown. It is payable when founding
undenakings. The repon and the Commission proposal call the whole business 'indirect taxes on the raising
of capital'. That means that if a courageous Community citizen founds an undenaking now, the state
can oblige him
the rules are reladvely dif- allhough
ferent in the various
Community states
to pay
between half and one percent of the capinl -formed to
the state. I need not point out that such a tax naturally
does not encourage the raising of own capital and risk
capital and therefore the founding of companies, but
tends rather to impede and complicate it. So at present
we have not only a tax impeding the founding of new
companies within the European Community but also
different rules.
(Applause)

Now this repon does not jusr confine itself to harmonizing these taxes
- something we often have to do, of
course, and unfortunately often do in a way which rhe

ordinary people cannot understand because we want
to or have to go into too much detail about what is
harmonized in the European Community and how
and why it is done. In this case, however, we can see a
positive trend, since we are concerned not with harmonising these taxes but in fact with abolishing them.
It is extremely rare for a state body to propose abolishing a tax. As a rule the reverse is true.

May I point out that in the Federal Republic of Germany, for example, a tax on sparkling wines was

introduced before the First Vorld 'S7ar to finance the
imperial navy for the attack on the United Kingdom.
Today we no longer need to equip an imperial navy.
Luckily those times are past; but we still have the tax
on sparkling wine in Germany and I fear we will still
have it a hundred years hence.

So we now propose abolishing this rax on the raising
taxes is a
necessary and a just one. Only yesterday somebody
here brought up the notion of a planned economy
again, which made my hair stand on end. Anyone who
expecr redistribution and the grea[ state as the great
benefactor to resolve our difficulties is off on the
wrong rack. All these redistributors and dreamers of a
planned economy forget that if the state takes some-

of capital, for the trend towards reducing

thing out of the people's left pocket and then distributes it again as a benefit, it goes through the administration and the bureaucracy first, who hang on to at
least 500/0. So if the state wants to give the citizen a

DM 100 benefit, it will have to collect DM 200 from

Unfortunately that is the truth, like it or not. Everyone
is talking about boosting the economy nowadays. The
economy cannot be boosted by. means of taxes or
economic programmes, however, but by private initiative, by many small and medium-sized undertakings,
and only by that means. That is why the call to abolish
this tax will serve and aid the small and medium-sized
undertakings and businessmen and contribute to creat-

ing new jobs. Anyone who is not quite blinded by
ideology must notice
and even the somewhat left- should have the courage to
wing tendencies in Europe
look in that direction
that in the United States mil- created not by economic prolions of new jobs were

grammes

but by many

thousands

of

small

and

medium-sized undertakings and by them alone! Ve
want to help encourage this. As regards tax distribution, we must also realise, and here I am turning to my
friends on my right: according to an analysis published
in Germany, the two hundred largest undenakings
paid l6 000 million a year in raxes.
( Interj

ection

:'Flich

!)

He paid taxes too! Enough I hopel That same year the
state paid out 18 000 million in subsidies to these two
hundred large undertakings, i.e. the large undertakings receive more from the state than they pay in
taxes! The main financers of the state and society are
the small and medium-sized undenakings, which is
why we should promote them and help them. That is
why the committee decided by a large majority to call
for the abolition of this tax.
The report begins by stating that the committee wants
a reduction of the tax. \7here a half percent cax is
required, it can and should be reduced to zerol where
one percent is required, to half a percent. So in those

countries which cannot bring themselves to accept
total abolidon, the tax should be reduced. Secondly it
endorses the Commission proposal that those Community countries which are prepared rc abolish this
mx totally may do so, indeed ought to do so.
The Committee refrained from naming a specific date,
such as I January 1988, for the abolition of the tax
because in one small country
there is no reason not
to name it, it is Luxembourg - the revenue from this
tax is disproportionately important.
However, I have
also heard from Luxembourg that this tax hinders the
founding of undenakings and that efforts are being
made in Luxembourg too to abolish it. The amendments tabled to my report specify a date. As rapporteur for my committee I must say: I stand by the text
which the majority of this committee adoprcd and
which requests only that this tax should be abolished
in the near future throughout the European Community. In its proposal the Commission also refrained
from saying that this tax had to be abolished by I January 1988 or 1989.

him rc finance it.

There is a unanimous move towards the abolition of
this tax and I therefore ask the Assembly to endorse

(Unrest)

the committee's repon.
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(DE) Mr Presidenr, could
Mr von der Vring (S).
- rapponeur?
you not call the committee
So far we have
only heard the rapponeur for the small and mediumsized undenakings!

Mr Muhlen (PPE).

(Applaase)

I am in favour of completely abolishing the
tax on raising capital, I feel that we should be careful
not to act precipitiously. In fact, we should nor lose
sight of the fact that there are orher more serious restrictions on the free circulation of capital and that we
should begin by ackling these restrictions. It would be
a mistake to believe that free circulation of capital can
be brought about by rax harmonization measures such
as those which we are currently dealing with without
simultaneously making persistenr effons to bring
about the parallel elimination of the real barriers to
free circulation of capital which arise, for example, in
the area of exchange controls. In other words, we
mus[ move forward simultaneously on both fronts. In
this context I should like m poinr out that these restrictions are a serious hindrance to rhe free circulation
of capital and that their abolirion, rogerher with rhe
authorization of rhe free use of rhe ECU in rransactions between individuals is a precondition for monemry union. In any evenr it would, I feel, be premarure
rc fix here and now a date.for completely abolishing
the tax on raising capital in all Communiry countries
without at the same dme making commitments with
regard to a timemble for abolishing the more serious
restrictions on the free circulation of capital.

on the aBenda
rhe directive on rax arrangements for
the carry-over -of losses of undenakings, rhe subject of
Mr Abelin's report
the harmonization of
- concerns
taxes on undenakings.
Both are designed to make
things somewhat easier for undenakings. The directive
we are now disscussing is aimed at the progressive
abolition of the tax
of no more rhan I Yo
levied
- on the raising
by some Member States
of capital,
in
other words, on rhe establishmenr of a company.

Until the end of 1984 the Belgian authorities also
imposed a time-limit in rhe case of limited liability
companies, which meant that the tax could be levied

on the same capital every

30

years. However, rhis

arrangement has been superseded by the new legislation on trading companies. For Member Scarcs which
have levied this tax its abolition will, of course, signify

the loss of a major source of revenue without rhe
working populadon in those countries deriving any
economic or social benefit. Most other Member States
levy an annual propeny ux. But rhis rax is not being

harmonized because that would result in its introduc-

tion in Member States, including Belgium, which

are

absolutely opposed to properry taxes. Consequenrly, in
Member States which do nor levy propeny mxes, rhis
direcdve will give rise ro what is known as a mortmain.
Vhile the assem of a narural person are liable ro esrare
duties once per tenerarion, ar the time of his death,
assets

of a legal person, once inrroduced into

a

company, will never be taxed again. This concession to

undenakings will thus result in a reduction of public
revenue but will nor be accompanied by a social policy
measure of any kind.

Two different methods are thus applied in the European Community: the collection of a l0/o tax when the
capital is raised, possibly combined wirh a cenain
time-limit on rhe company, and the collecrion of a
propeny tax.'!7e are in favour of fiscal harmonization,
but why should it be aimed solely at improving the climate for undenakings? \7hy abolish rax on rhe raising
of capital without making the propeny rax rhe general
rule?

Ve

Friedrich's excellent repon, I should like
few comments and suess cenain points.

Mr Ingo
to make a

Although

Mrs Ven Hemeldonck (S).
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the Socialist
Group has said
time and again that it believes there is only one European problem at the moment and rhar is unemployment. !tre examine every aspecr of industrial, economic and fiscal policy ro see what social effect it will
have. The directive now before us, like the nexr item

the

(FR) Mr President, although,

on the whole, I agree- with the conclusions of

Socialisrs will recommend the rejection of rhe
directive because it will deharmonize an area of Community law that is now harmonized.

\7ith regard to the tax on the raising of capital, it
should clearly not be forgotren rhar rwo countries, rhe
Netherlands and Luxembourg, sdll impose a lo/o tax.

In view of the imponance of company formation for
my own counry, Luxembourg, and, in panicular, the
relatively high rate of lo/0, if the tax on the raising of
capital were rc be abolished in the shorr-term, Luxembourg would experience budgetary difficulries which
could not be offset by corresponding advantages in
real terms.

I feel thar we should move cautiously. I
should also like to draw arrenrion to the lack of logic
of those who, on the one hand, criticise the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg for maintaining a lolo rax on
the raising of capital and at rhe same dme criticize it
for providing rax incentives ro arrracr capital to Lux-

That is why

embourg itself.

Mr President, should be borne
in mind when considering the text of this directive.

These few comments,

Therefore the Commission was wise ro refrain from
fixing here and now a rime limit for rhe definitive abolition of rhis tax.
Pattercon (ED).
I begin by welcoming Mr
Friedrich's repon and-his speech
more his speech
- also rhe proposal
than his repon, I may say
and
made in the draft directive, while observing that borh
the repon and the draft direcrive suffer from a cenain

Mr
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lack of courage.

Ve

are concerned here with amend-

ing a directive of 1969 which requires Member States
to impose a l0/o tax on the raising of capital by companies. Now what the Commission now thinks of this
tax is admirably expressed in paragraph 2 of their own
explanarory memorandum, where it felt 'thar rhere
was no longer any room for such a tax in a rational tax
system'. Quitel Ir toes on in the text of the directive ro
here Mrs Van Hemeldonck and the Social- andplease
ist Group
nore:
say

\Thereas the economic effects of capital duty are
derrimental to rhe regrouping and development of
undenakings.

Vhereas such effects are panicularly harmful in
the presenr economic situarion, in which there is a
paramount, need for priority ro be given ro srimulating investment.

In other words, Mrs Van Hemeldonck, this tax creares
unemployment, and I say, quite! So what is the Commission's conclusion? The best way of attaining these
objectives would be to abolish capital duty. Exactly!

The Commission correctly nores that this will cost
some money. The revenue effects in the United KingI understand, will be somerhing in the order of

dom,

UKL

70 million per annum. But the Commission also
says, again correcrly:

missioner. The draft directive neverrheless does propose cenain mandatory exemptions, notably in paragraph 6 of the rexr, and this might create cenain
administrative problems. For example, it provides for
the exemption of those public serrices which pursue
cultural, charitable, relief or educational objectives. It
has been pointed out that, for example, in the Unircd
Kingdom, not all cultural organizations are classified
as charities. The British Government, therefore, concludes rhat it is doubtful whether rhe complication of
specific exemptions would be justified. I am very anx-

ious to hear from the Commissioner, therefore, how
he believes that the administrative problems of separating those areas where exemption is mandatory and
those areas where ir is not, is to be solved.

My group believes thar the Commission and, indeed,
the rapponeur in his speech, has made our rhe case for
abolishing this tax on economic grounds, on grounds
of the internal market and on administrative grounds.
In paragraph 6, the motion says rhar rhe Parliament is
'in favour of abolishing indirect raxes on the raising of
capial in the near future'. My group is suspicious of
phrases like 'in the near future'. The near future often
becomes the distant future. Indeed, that was Mr Friedrich's own opinion when he presenred the repon. He
said, quirc rightly, that rhere should be a target date of
I January 1988. If you do nor ser targers in this business, nothing ever gets done.

The objecdve of faciliraring the conrribution of
risk capiral to firms musr in the currenr economic
situation take precedence over that of maintaining
the tax revenue generared by capital duty, the
yield from which is, in any case, small in relation
to the total tax revenues.

Lord Cockfield, as a former employee of Her
I rhink I
- rhat.
will appreciare all

Majesty's Inland Revenue
ing this

-

house, and here it has produced some problems. The
directive allows Member Smtes to abolish this tax but
it does nor make ir mandatory, and this does not, in
my opinion, accord with the objecr of minimizing
obstacles to the developmenr and functioning of the
capital market. Therefore, paragraph 5 of Mr Friedrich's motion, which says rhar Parliament

points out rhat the flow of capital and the common market would be perceptibly disturbed if certain Member Srates were rc abolish these taxes
while others rerained a ax of lo/o
entirely borne out. !7e are after all, are we nor, all in

favour of creating a common market in goods, services, people and capital.

it

appeal rc Mr Friedrich, to Parliament and, indeed, ro
the Commission and the Commissioner to have some
courage. Everybody agrees rlar this tax has got ro go.
Let us get rid of it soonl

Mrs Tove Nielscn (L).

the courage of its convictions. '!7e are in a half-way

There is one funher obsracle

I

am right in say-

So it is very clear ro me rhar the Commission in irs text
has made our the case and would like to abolish this
taxl but, unfonunately, it has lacked in some respecrs

is

My group would like ro pur rhar target in. Ve say, let
us have that in the direcrive, let us have it in rhe reporr.

has created

and

here I have some specific quesrions ro pur ro the- Com-

(DA)

Mr

President, rhe

- ro suppon the Friedrich
Liberal Group is very happy
report. \fle think it very imporranr rhar a real effon be
made now to ger these raxes removed. Ve know how
necessary it is rhar there should be freedom of movemen[ across fronriers, nor just for persons and services
but also for capiml. And it does not yet exisr. At just

this time, when we know how grear is the need for
new thinking and for research inro new technology,

for the developmenr of new products, for ventures to
mee[ the competition on world markets, when we
know that we have such advances to carch up on, borh
in the United States and in Japan, ir is also necessary
to create real possibilities for the raising of risk-bearing capital.

Much is said about the availabiliry of risk-bearing capital, in the individual Member States too. In some
countries it is to be had, in others not. But the momenr
the taxes are abolished and capiul becomes free to
migrate across the Community's inrernal frontiers, we
shall have taken a very imponanr srep towards a conception and a realization of the Community as a large

unified common market,

in

which capital can

be
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invested

in

those businesses which'afford the

prospects for the manufacture
there is a future.

best

of products in which

create new, durable jobs, and we cannot do that unless
we also create better conditions under which businesses can raise capital. Europe is full of dynamic people who s/ant to create something new, to make their
contribution to a better future for us all. Let us also
get away from the idea of capital which the socialists
always seek to present as something that is evil. There
is no-one in the world who can deny the need of our
businesses for risk-bearing capital. There is no-one
who could want to maintain unemployment; we all
want to abolish it.'!7e must therefore also think of the
future of our businesses. It is in the interests of us hll.
And there is every reason to devote so much discussion to our small and medium-sized firms. Indeed it is
they which have the most to give us, it is they which

rc adjust to the

demands

which the present and the future impose on us. '!(i'e in
the' Liberal Group therefore wholeheanedly support
the motion, but not the amendmenr.

(DE) Mr PresiMr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC).
- is walking this
dent, ladies and gentlemen, a phantom
Parliament, the phantom of capimlism as a socially and
ecologically useful system. The illusion of that old
German-speaking critic of Marx, Schumpeter, keeps
being resurrected and although in fact it has long since
died an inglorious death in rhe fires of two world
wars, the many treat economic depressions, the misery
of civil wars and the dumb and desperate exploiration
of the third world, it is now being sold to the media of
the world, new rouge adorning its pale cheeks, as a
fresh and blooming young maiden.

If I am sounding a note of pathos here, that is because
I think people are trying again in rhis economic debare
to assert the strength of capitalism. \7hen I look at Mr
Friedrich's report, which aims at reducing indirect
taxes in order to boost the international accumulation
of capital even more, or at Mr Abelin's repon which
follows rhe same line and wanrs ro extend the possibil-

ities of writing off

or carrying forward

to show us the way out of the crisis and lead
full employment and prosperity; but this

towards

thoughtless and biassed assertion cannot stand up to
the most superficial examinationl

May I say
and this is also for the ears of the social- my view have a very warped understandists, who in
ing of what it means to secure the abolition of taxes on
capital and hence create good conditions for the injecthat it is
tion of investment into firms and into jobs
precisely by this means that we can make -a very subsuntial contribution to the process of working ourselves out of the unhappy situation we are now in,
with far too many unemployed. Ve must indeed abolish unemployment, which in turn means that we must

are flexible and are able

posed

losses,

it

is

clear just how they want to resolve the current worldwide structural crisis of the post-war model of capital
markets. The taxes and duties taken from the wageearning and non-capitalist classes are to be used to

produce even more tax benefits, especially for capitalists operating on an international basis. That is sup-

This method of resolving the crisis will not work. The
capital only accumulates in the form of capiral expend-

iture on extension (and not on rationalization, which

destroys rather than creates job$ if new markets offer
hopes of new profits. But the new growth trends are
no[ yet percepdble
or pose a threat. The tax ben-

efirc

- profits only finance further
to improve capital

rationalization projects
- if they do not flow into speculation deals, i.e. are invested at all. So this only exacerbates the problems of mass unemployment and thus
of the new poverty and split in European society.

From my experience as a small farmer and farmers'
representative I know exactly how the instruments
suggested here work, such as the degressive writing
off of and tax reliefs on capital accumulation, which
have constantly been used in agro-industrial Europe as

to ruin all small self-employed businesses, and
how they funher speed up the industrializadon of
levers

agriculture regardless of the ecological and social destruction they cause here and in the third world. It is
not the farmers, who have to live off the proceeds of
their own work, who are supported by these measures,
but those growth industries which bow to the profit
strategies of the agricultural machinery producers, the
chemical industries and the agricultural multinationals.

That this state of affairs cannot Bo on is surely clear
merely from a glance at the scandalous wine and milk
lakes, the butter and meal mountains in the Community, while the destruction of production for own
consumption is producing hunger and misery on an
ever greater scale in the third world.
Let us finally refuse the shameless demands of the capital holders for public financing of their profits! Let us

withdraw our support for their rationalization and
industrialization orgies, their adventures into uncontrolled centralist supenechnologies which threaten the
human race! Let us vote against the proposals put forward here, even if they only represent small steps in
the direction I have indicated. For by not giving our
support. we will help to spark off the necessary political
about-turn. I hope it is not too late for this.

Lord Cockfield, Member of tbe Commission.
- Mr
President, may I first of all express my appreciation
of
Mr Friedrich's clear and forceful exposition of his

report. May I also say how much I enjoyed his interesting historical disquisition on the origins of particular taxes. If I may say so, the income tax in the
United Kingdom, which has served as rhe model of
income taxation throughout the world, was inrroduced by Villiam Pitt the Younger in the course of a
war in 1799, and for good or ill it remains with us
today!
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So far as the capiral duty is concerned, it is a very
good omen that both Parliament and the Commission
take the same view. I am grateful to those honourable
Members who have supponed the repon. Ve both

wish rc free businesses in the Community from this
panicular tax which adds to the cost of investmenr.

May I say how much I agree with the poinr made by
Mrs Nielsen. There is a very clear link between invest-

lem is, therefore, rhere already. Our objective, which
is supported by the repon, was [o move one step further in the direction of abolition by making whar were
optional exemptions now mandarory exemprions. I am
sure thar rhat is a proposal that Mr Patterson would be
only too happy ro suppon. I would be very willing ro
look in more detail ar the specific points he has raised
and if he would accept this, I shall write to him on
them.

ment, cost comperitiveness, ourput and employment.

The relief of invesrment from rhis panicular rax is a
measure, even if a small measure, which will ultimately
help both outpur and employment. I entirely a1ree
with the poinr made by Mrs Van Hemeldonck ihat
unemployment is the grearesr problem that we face at
the present dme. It is in that spirit rhat rhis panicular
proposal has been put forward. The Commission's
proposal goes as far as is possible in rhe direcdon of
abolishing the duty while respecting the acure concern
expressed by a small minority of Member Srares which
need to protect their revenues.

I therefore welcome Mr Friedrich's positive report and
am grateful for the undersranding he has shown of the

constraints which make rhe ouright abolition of capital duty, however desirable, unattainable at leasr in ihe
shon rerm. This was a point panicularly stressed by
Mr Muhlen. I am very conscious of the difficulties to
which he refers. Nevenheless, we do believe rhat our
objecdve must ultimarely be rhe abolition of rhis mx. I
assure honourable Members that rhe Commission will

keep the situation under review so thar when rhe
moment is ripe, the process of abolition staned by rhis
proposal can be complered.

May

I

refer specifically to rhe three amendmenrs
Mr Patterson. I do not think it is realistic to
set a deadline for complete abolirion in three years
from now. Any artempt to impose such a deadline on
unwilling States might well be counterproductive. I
therefore trusr rhar, on rhe basis of the assurance rhat I
have given abour our intentions in the longer rerm, Mr
Patterson will not press his amendmenrs and thar parliament will suppon the report, which I do commend
tabled by

to the House.

Mr

Patterson

(ED).

The

Commissioner

has

- my amendmenrc and if he
appealed [o me ro withdraw
feels that will be helpful I gladly do so. I would, however, ask him whether he is able to reply rc my specific
question about the mandatory exemprions, which are
causing problems. If there is not going to be outright
abolition what about rhe mandatory exemptions which
are going [o cause administrarive problems?

Prcsident.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be mken ar rhe next voting rime.

6.

Tax arrangments

for

undertahings

President.
The next irem is the repon (Doc.
2-1340/84) -by Mr Abelin, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial
Policy, on
the proposal from rhe Commission to the Council

(Doc.

2-627 /

84

COM(84)

404

final) for

a

direcrive on the -harmonizarion of rhe laws of
Member Stares relaring to lax arrangemenrs for
the carry-over of losses of undenakings.
Mrs Van Rooy (PPE), deputy rapporteur.
(NL) Mr
President, as the rapporreur, Mr Abelin, -is ill, I shall
presenr rhe repon he has drawn up on behalf of the
Commirtee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Indusrial Policy on rhe proposal for a directive relating to the carry-over of the losses of undenakings.

The harmonization of corporarion tax is one of the
areas in which the Community has so far made litrle or
no progress. The Commitree on Economic and Mone-

tary Affairs and Industrial Poliry very much regrer
this because harmonization in this of all areas is considered very important both for legislation on competition and for economic integration. The lack of real
progress in this area in the last few years shows how
resolutely the Member Stares are hanging on to their
national fiscal systems. I would refer in this context ro
the proposal put forward in 1975 for a directive on the
harmonization of systems of company taxation and
witholding raxes on dividends, which has still to be
approved by the Council. The committee wetcomes
this direcdve precisely because so little progress has
been made. This proposal admitredly has nothing ro
do with rhe harmonizadon of the basis of assessment
itself. In fact, it merely concerns the applicadon of the
rules governing the staggered collection of company
.taxes.

Lord Cockfield, Member of tbe Commission.
- Mr
Presidenr, I am conscious of these problems. They
do
in fact exist at presenr because whar we are doing is
making an optional exemprion mandatory. The prob-

Nevertheless, rhe directive we are now discussing is
imponant for a number of reasons. Firstly, it will
remove some of rhe disparities in conditions of competition rhat now exisr. At present there are major differ-
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ences among the various Member States as regards the
possibility of offsetting company losses against profir

made in previous or subsequent financial years. This
distons compedtion among the Member States. Some
sectors of European industry are in a less favourable
position than others. This also has an effect, of course,
when it comes to attracting foreign investment. Member States which permit only limited offsetting of profits against losses incurred in other financial years are
at a disadvantage. This directive is thus to be welcomed if only because it will help to harmonize conditions of competition.
Secondly, it will help to improve the profitability of
firms. This is in fact its most imponant objective, and
one which the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Indusrial Poliry endorses, although views
differ in the committee on the extent to which the
arrangemenr for offsetdng losses should contribute to
the achievement of this objective. The proposed direclive will to some way towards meeting the needs of
undenakings which are in considerable difficulty in
the present economic situation owing both to tough
international competition and to rapid technological
changes. It will help firms in rcmporary difficulty to
pull through.

murual assistance between the competent authorities in
the Member States in the field of direct taxation must
also apply rc this directive.

Before concluding this presentation, Mr President, I
should like to make it ilear that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Policy
has incorporated all the amendments proposed by the
Commirtee on Legal Affairs and Cidzens' Righm.
These amendments make the text of the directive
clearer and eliminate unnecessary vagueness.

That completes my presentation of this repon on the
rapporteur's behalf. I should now like to make a few
comments on the report on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany.

My group approves the repon on the proposal for the

of the losses of undenakings not only
it will make for more equal conditions of

carry-over
because

competition in the European Communiry but above all
because of the favourable effects it will have on restoring the profitability of European industry.

For most Member Starcs the proposed arrangements
will be an improvement on rhe present situation.

As the carry-back arrangement in panicular will have
the direct effect of strengthening the liquidity position
of firms, it will help rc keep investment up to the
mark. Indirectly, the directive may therefore have a

It is absolutely essential for profitability to be restored
if there is to be a lasting improvement in investment,
which is, after all, the best way to increase employment. Even though European industry is now in a

favourable effect on employment.

slightly better position, the fact remains that its structural efficiency is still well below that of its leading
competitor, American industry.

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Indusrial Policy believes that the arrangement for
offsetting losses will also be panicularly advantageous
for small and medium-sized undenakings. The committee welcomes the fact that this directive introduces
one of the measures advocated in the Community programme of action established for the European Year
of Small and Medium-sized Unrcnakings.

Mr President, the Commission's proposal provides for
unlimired carry-forward and for carry-back restricted
to two years. The majority of the committee members
agrees to the unlimited carry-forward arrangement but

would like to see the carry-back

arrangemenr
extended to three years. They feel that in view of the
imponance of the carry-back arrangement in practice
an extension to three years is necessary if there is to be
a real improvement in the fiscal climate for European
industry. Limiting it to two years would, moreover,
represent a step backwards for some European undertakings. A minority of the committee members advocates, for budgetary and other reasons, a carry-forward arrangement limited to five years and a carryback arrangement limircd to two years.

Mr President, a final point requiring artenrion is rhe
fight against fraud. Once this direcrive has been
adopted, care must be taken to prevenr fraud. The
committee therefore feels that rhe 1977 directive on

In terms of easing the burden on industry, the directive will be a welcome complement to the reduction in
company taxation in various Member States. After all,
a reduction in company taxation benefits only companies which make profiu. The directive will also enable firms in the red to benefit from this easing of the
burden. The proposed arrangement is not only desirable: it is also fair, since increasing the opponunities for
offsetting losses satisfies the basic premise of uxation,
the concept of lifedme profit, rhis being especially rue
of the unlimited carry-forward arrangement.

Mr President, my group thus fully approves the aims
of this directive. This does not alter the fact that we
believe a number of improvements might be made.
This is panicularly true of the number of years over
which carry-back is permitted. The Commission's proposal limits this rc two years. Ve do not agree with
this because it would mean a step backwards rather

than forwards for pan of European industry, since
some countries already permit complete or panial
carry-back for three years. My group therefore advocates the extension of the carry-back arrangement to
three years.
'We are not convinced by the Commission's argumenr
that the carry-back arrangement must be restricted to
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two years for budgetary reasons. !7e must be realistic.
If the Commission wanrc ro use rhe tax sysrem ro
improve the position of undenakints, rhen the price
must be paid. There will be budgetary implications or,
as we say in my country, 'You cannor want all rhe frills
without the expense.' The Member States must accept
the consequences for their national budgets if they ser-

tive on the tax arrantemenrs for the carry-over of the
losses of undenakings was referred for an opinion to
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights
of the European Parliament, and I should like to complement the views expressed by Mrs Van Rooy by
adding my congratularions ro Mr Abelin on his excellent repon and offering a few brief commen6.

iously wanr ro ease the burden on industry. Funhermore, this is completely in line with rhe policy which
the Commission itself advocates in its annual economic repon on 1984-1985. In poinr 4 of this reporr rhe
Commission says rhar the pressure of taxation on

Approximation of national raxarion sysrems is essential
in order to enhance the competitiveness of European
businesses on world markets, to stimulate expons and
to restore fair and heahhy competition.

undenakings musr be followed by a fairly srong
downward trend in the medium term. My group
endorses this poliry and believes rhat the directive on

the carry-over of losses represents a practical

step

towards its implemenrarion.

Mr Mettcn (S).
(NL) Mr President, the repon we
- allegedly
are now discussing
concerns rhe harmonization of legislation on the carry-over of losses of undertakings. Bur if we compare the rapporteur's proposals
with existing legislation in the Member Stares, we find
it also connins a hidden agenda.
If we consider rhe presenr situation as it concerns the
carry-back of losses, we find that six Member States
do not have any such arrangement, rwo permit carryback to the previous year, one to the previous rwo
years and
although only since rhe beginning of
this year
to the previous rhree years. The rappor- the carry-back of losses to the previous
teur proposes
three years in all the Member States.
Let us now consider the present situarion as regards
the carry-forward of losses. Seven Member Srates permit losses rc be carried forward ro the subsequenr five
years, one to the subsequent eight years and rwo for
an unlimited period. The rapponeur, like the Commission, proposes unlimired carry-forward of losses.
This adjustment of both carry-forward and carry-back
arrangements ro the mosl favourable situation for
undenakings in any Member State would produce a
combinarion of tax facilities lhar does nor ar presenr
exist in a single Member State and thus be an improvement even on the situarion in my own country, which
fiscal expens regard as a vinual tax paradise.

I consider it misleading

r.o

presenr such a proposal for

the improvement of tax facilities for undenakings as
harmonization. And not only misleading: it is also an
unsecured cheque. Vho is going to have to pay for rhe
effects these concessions have on the Member States'
budger? I am afraid that the workers will be footing

the bill. Mr President, you will appreciate that

rhe

Commission's proposal and rhe even funher-reaching
proposals made by the rapponeur are unacceptable ro
the Socialist Group.

The European Community has made some effons
along these lines over the past several years, for instance in the field of corporarion law, with a common
sys[em of tax credirs or approximation of rates. It is
earnestly ro be hoped thar rhese effons will be intensified, since harmonization of tax arrangements would
undoubtedly be a major step towards rhe European
Union that we all want to

see.

The repon brought before our Parliamenr rcday for it
to examine and vote on is to be seen in the conrext of
this general process. And I fully approve both rhe
terms of Mr Abelin's repon and the proposals rhat it
contains.

At

present, the carry-over of losses to subsequent
financial years is permirted, in various forms, in all the
Member States of the Community. One of the original
features of the repon is rhe proposal for the general
introduction of rules allowing rhe carry-over of losses
to previous financial years, with an increase from the
previous two to rhe previous rhree years and no limit
subsequent years. I am panicularly mken with the
simplicity of this scheme, which in my view gives ir

for

every chance of being efficient.

But on a more general level I should now like ro make
a plea about somerhing on which I have very strong
feelings. If, as I rust, Parliamenr approves rhis repon
in its entirety, I hope rhat it will nor rhen be left to
gather dusr, as has regretrably happened too ofren in
the past. It really is mosr disappointing rhar so many
proposals for directives which could have broughr progress for Europe, helping ir ro put the economic crisis
behind it more quickly by creating more favourable
conditions for increased invesrmenr by our industries,
should have been brought ro norhing, for instance by
one or other Member Srate exercising the veto. The
abuse in this regard has been roo obvious and too frequent, and it is paralyzing Europe's progress. To take
just one example, I am sorry that it has nor yer proved
possible to secure the Council's approval of rhe proposals aimed at facilitating mergers between European
undertakings. This is anorher example of facilities
which would strengthen the ability of European industry to compete with large undertakings from countries
outside the Communiry.

Mrs Fontaine (PPE).

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies

and gentlemen, the Commission's
proposal for a direc-

It is time to take the measure of whar is really ar stake.
'Sflhen
too many directives are allciwed to go bj, rhe
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board, despite having been carefully prepared by the
Commission and studied and approved by this Parliamenr, both the credibiliry of the Community institurions and rhe dynamism of the European economy are
put in jeopardy. And that at a time when our countries
need to display both cohesion and an ability to adjust
rapidly in order to cope with international competition.
(Applause)

But for many countries

preincluding Denmark
cisely this pan of the proposal for the carry-back of
losses is an innovation which could be of benefit in a
great many situations. Indeed it could even mean survival for some firms. And here I think that our col-

leagues in the Socialist Group should realize that,
without some conditions which favour business, mak-

ing it possible for the wheels to keep turning and
hence promoting production and employment, it is of
no use whatsoever. There is no point in harmonizing
raxarion measures in such a way [hat firms get less
favourable conditions than they enjoy at present.

(DA) It is of course diffiMrs Oppenheim (ED).
cult at this point in the-debate to present many new
arguments and views which do not already flow from

There is also the need to strenBthen European firms to
enable them to compete effectively with American and
Japanese firms, and this is an issue which has been

the comments on the report on the draft directive and
from the observations made by previous speakers
during the course of the debate.

monrhs.

It

has been mentioned I don't know how many
of times during the debarcs of this pansession that an imponant precondition for the implementation of the Treaty of Rome is the removal of
hundreds

economic and technical barriers between the Member
States. And I believe rhat rhis view cannot be repeated

often enough. The Commission's proposals constitute
a significant liberalization of the possibilities open to
firms of carrying over losses, for tax purposes, either
to previous revenue years or to future years. In the
opinion of my group, this proposal is extremely welcome and meets many of the crircria and wishes the
satisfaction of which

will be beneficial ro the

business

life of the Community. Indeed the divergences in tax
rules from one Member State to another have often
proved to be so grear that firms have been able to
secure a competitive advantage by speculating in dom-

iciling arrangements. It is an intolerable situation,
which this proposal may help to overcome.
For, without harmonization in the field of mxes and
duties, we shall never get free trade across the national
frontiers. As matters stand today, a great many situa-

tions are illusory, and progress is urgently

needed.

But, as is also pointed out in the repon from the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy, this proposal is only one small corner of
the ax area as a whole. The new Commission is therefore urged to pursue its effons in this direcdon as rapidly as possible. My group favours adoption of this
repon, though we.have one or two reservations and
we have pointed out some deficiencies with regard .to
the arrangemen$ for implementation.

But I can also say that the group favours fixing the
period for which losses can be carried back ro three
years instead of the two years proposed by the Commission. Since many Member States today already
have arrangements for the setting off of losses carried
back over a period of three years, it would be utterly
unreasonable for a draft directive such as this to
reduce the advantages they enjoy under their own law.

in Parliament over recent
Vithout favourable conditions, the whole system will grind to a standstill, and this proposal from
the Commission can contribute to an improvement in
the situation. It is not merely a useful tool; for some
firms it may be a lifeline, for example where it is not
under discussion here

possible to raise capital by any other means.

I

recognize of course that the proposal might possibly

be misused in quite specific situations. But no proposal
can provide a 1000/o safeguard in all situadons. I therefore feel that we must take on board the isolated risks
of abuse that may arise in certain situations.

(FR) Mr President, it is a
complete misnomer to describe the proposal from the
Commission for a directive on the tax arrangements
for the carry-over of the losses of undenakings as a
harmonizing direcrive. As compared with the existing
mx arrangements in the various Member States, it is
more a case of obliging each of the Member States to
Mrs Hoffmann (COM).

apply ultraliberal arrangements the effect
would be to emasculate corporation tax.

of

which

I would poinr out that the Communist Members of the
French National Assembly have recently shown their
resistance to a system allowing companies to offset
losses against previous years' profits, thus establishing
a credit against corporation tax. Let it be said quite
frankly, the Commission's proposal goes even funher,
opening the door to all manner of abuse and fraud. It
allows companies to offset their losses against the
profits, whether distributed or nor, of past or furure
years, in the order that they choose.

At

a time when workers are facing massive unemployment, cuts in their wages and their purchasing power,

and attacks on their trade-union rights, here is an
attempt to allow employers to make totally irresponsi-

ble use

of an exorbitant

privilege, the privilege of

avoiding tax. The Commission maintains that this will

will be able to use
rc finance growth, but it is financial and speculative
growth which will be stimulated, not job-creating
release resources which companies

investment.
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Mr Abelin himself feels obliged to admit that the loss
of this source of finance will have severe budgetary
consequences for several Member States. Again, the
matter of the transfer prices applied by multinational
companies as between their subsidiaries is quite simply
sidestepped. And yet the Commission is aware that, in
the absence of rules in this area, all sons of fraud are
possible. This direcdve, in our view, is not only dangerous but uncalled for. \7e shall be voting against it.

Volff

been reimbursed

for

taxes from previous years then

failed one or two years later. The taxes reimbursed
would then be lost to the State. Measures could be
introduced to deal with such cases. However, it is
unquestionably better to adopt this system than to
offer subsidies, which would also be lost, or loan facilities, even at subsidized rates, since, as was said earlier,

rhey would create an additional financial burden,
which is the last thing that an undenaking which is
already in difficulties needs.

(leR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, of all the fields where Community harmoniza-

Mr

would be a real cost where an undenaking which had

(L).

tion is feasible and desirable, the economic sphere and
raxation recommend themselves panicularly, as long
as the aim of such harmonization is not ro increase the
formalities, delays and interference with which undermkings in Europe have to contend but to foster or
indeed restore their dynamism. This is the proper con-

text in which to approach the

Community-wide
approximation of the fiscal treatment of undenakings,
which cannot fail to have beneficial implications in
terms of investment and production costs, making for
fair competition by the creation of condidons which
are identical from one country to another.

The text as drafted by the Commission represen$

a

liberal, simple formula for applying a measure which is
already known in several Member States. !fle therefore found no need to make substantial changes to the
text, except on one point, where we have proposed
that it should be possible rc offset losses against the
three preceding financial years rather than two, so as
to bring the text into line with the most favourable
conditions found in cenain Member States. One of
our colleagues has referred to the differences between
Member States; I should simply like to mention that
he has forgotten one of the most imponant problems,
namely the application of deferred depreciation during
a loss-making period.

The proposal for a directive on tax arrangements for
the carry-over of the losses of undertakings which we
are examining today falls into the general pattern of
fiscal and financial measures designed to encourage
investment. !7e can therefore only welcome this direcrive, which is most opponune. It is a measure which
many European undenakings, notably in France, have
been anxious to see introduced. However, it should be
made absolutely clear what is meant by fiscal results.

As you know, fiscal results are often very different
from trading results. The effects of such a Community
measure will be considerable, since it will go some way
towards enabling undenakings to replenish their
shareholders' equity and those in difficulty to set
themselves on the path to recovery, using their own
resources. As well as making for healthier levels of
shareholders' equity, reimbursement can give a fillip to
an investment-led recovery, thus reducing unemployment, and it can obviate the need for recourse to the
financial market, by way of borrowings or overdrafts,
thereby alleviating financial costs.

I turn now rc the criticisms

that have been made of

this measure. Those who are against the carry-over of
losses point to the reduction in budgetary revenue rhat
it would entail, which would be extremely high, rhey
say, although impossible to calculate. This must be
refuted. Apan from exceptions arising on account of
the panicular circumstances of individual undertakings, any reduction in fiscal revenue would in fact be
on paper only, not a real reduction. \flhere a carryover to previous years was applied to an undertaking
whose fonunes rhen took a turn for the better, its
effect would merely be to delay the collection of taxes,
since losses carried over to previous years could not be
offset against future profits. On the other hand, there

In conclusion, it is to be hoped that this directive will
be received as favourably by the Council as by Parliament, and that this will encourage the Commission to
bring forward funher proposals for tax harmonization

soon, so as to create a favourable environment for
European undenakings and to stimulate their compedtiveness in a conrcxt of equality of treatment. The
Liberal and Democratic Group will be voting for this
text.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
- presenrcd to us by the Comgentlemen, the repon
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Policy on tax arrangements for the carry-over of
the losses of undertakings deals with relatively technical matters. There is therefore a need, in my view, ro
set it in a more general economic context, that of the
position of European undenakings relative to external

Mr Juppe (RDE).

comPetltron.

Among the factors accounting for Europe's industrial
weakness, a much discussed topic, two are rightly
given much prominence. The first of rhese is the

unduly low level of profitability among European
undenakings compared with their American or
figures are well known.
Japanese competitors
- the
is reflected in a number of
This lack of profitability
problems, and in particular the limited capaciry for
investment generated by retained earnings. The second

factor is the lack of a large market within which the
rules, on taxation in panicular, are genuinely harmonized. There have been many speeches on these two
topics. Today we have an opponunity to make a stan

on taking practical action to deal with them, limircd
acrion admittedly, but imponant.
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Vhat, then, is the present situation? In all Member
States of the Community, losses sustained in a given
year can be offser against rhe profis of subsequent
years, without time limit. However, it is only in three
Member States that losses can be offset against the
profits of preceding years, and rhen only.subject to
cenain 'resrrictive conditions, notably limits on the
amoun$ involved. Apan from the obvious distonion

of competition, rhis

places cenain undenakings under

a handicap, and those most severely affected are the
ones which innovate, which invest, those which are
developing or which have only recently been set up. In

view of the absolute priority that Member

States

should be giving to job creation, and therefore to the
sound financial health of business undertakings, the.
exisdng system must be reviewed.

How, in these circumstances, is the Commission's proposal for a directive ro be judged? The Group of the
European Democratic Alliance considers this proposal
to be a step in rhe right direction. First, and this is so
obvious rhat I do not need rc dwell upon the poinr.,
because it represents progress towards harmonization
of tax arrangements in our various countries.
Secondly, because it avoids the pitfalls of complexity
and what I would call bureaucratic refinement, which
is dear to the heans of so many of our tax experts. It
imposes no ceiling. It allows freedom to choose rhe
order in which losses can be offset, so rhar they can be
spread over both previous or subsequent years or over
subsequent years only. From this point of view, moreover, lhe amendment proposed by the Committee on
Economic and Monenry Affairs and Industrial Policy,
which raises rhe number of previous years against
which losses can be offset ro rhree, seems a good idea
to us. Finally, the arrangemenrc for applying this measure, which I do nor propose ro go inro in detail, are
liberal in their inspiration.

It is true, as the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Poliry points out, that such
a measure enails risks, of fraud and abuse in panicular, but I personally know of no rax provisions
which are free of risks. It is simply a marrer of mking
the necessary precautions.

It is also true thar cenain consequences of this propowill call for vigilant monitoring. I refer in panicular

the direction of harmonization and reduction of taxes

and social charges, towards which our Community
should be moving with much more resolution and
ambition.

(GR) Mr President, I see
Mr Alavanos (COM).
that all of a sudden the -name of Commissioner Cockfield has been added to the list of those down to speak,
before the debate is over and before various speakers,
amongst them myself as spokesman for the Communist Pany of Greece, have had a chance to speak.

I do not think it

is right that rhe Commissioner should
speak before all the views of this Parliamen[ have been
heard. Therefore, even
means continuing rhe
debate at this afternoon's or tomorrow's sitting I think
it would be proper if you were, ro srick to the usual

if it

practice with the Commissioner speaking at the end of
the debate.
President.
Mr Alavanos, I would draw your atten- 66(5)
tion to Rule
of the Rules of Procedure which
reads:

Members of the Commission and Council shall be
heard at their request.

Lord Cockfield has asked to speak now as he has
other engagements in the course of the day. I therefore call Lord Cockfield.

Lord Cockfield Member of the Commission.
Mr
- and
President, may I firsr of all thank the rapponeur
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Indusrial Poliry for their efficient and rapid work
in producing what can only be described as an admirable repon and to express my appreciation also ro Mrs
Van Rooy for her very clear exposition of it.

In the present economic situation a first priority musr
to improve the fiscal environmenr for undenakings

be

and to increase their competitiveness and hence their
prospecr for growth and the crearion of employment.
These points were made very forcibly by Mrs Fontaine, Mr Volff and other honourable Members.

sal

to the impact of the potential loss of revenue on Member States' budgers, precarious as they are. But we are
still not in favour of additional precaurions and protective measures, even of a transitional nature.
The employment situation and, since they are indissociable one from the orher, the situation of industry in
the Community are such that they demand a bold
approach. This is why our Group is minded to approve
the proposal for a directive, wirhout attempting to
limit its scope or to complicate the machinery lor
applying it. In fact, rhis is only boldness on a very
limited scale since
I
reaching my conclusion
- amrepresents
the text before us today
only a tiny step -in

The Commission's proposal conrains three main elements. First, provision for unlimited carrying forward
of losses. Second, an option to carry back losses over a
period of two years and, rhird, a faciliry for the underuking to choose the order of compensation of losses
with a view to maximizing its advantages.

May I thank the committee for the spirit of cooperadon which has made possible the withdrawal of most
of the amendments initially envisaged and which
would have limited severely the scope of our proposal.
The Commission is willing ro accepr rhe one amendment of subsance proposed by the committee and
explained in detail by Mrs Van Rooy and supponed
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by a number of honourable Members. This amendment provides for an extension from 2 to 3 years of
the period during which losses may be carried back.
Ve consider that there may be good reasons for a limitation to 2 years as originally proposed, but the Commission accep$ the logic of your commirree's proposal
which is ro integrate in a harmonized Community system of loss compensation all rhe most favourable rules
existing in the differenr Member States. This, in principle, is the answer to the poinr made by Mr Metten
and by Mrs Hoffmann.

Vith

one exception, however, we do not think that
the proposed drafting amendments represenr improvements in our text. The exception relates to a point of
substance. Here we agree with the committee rhar the
drafting should be changed in the interesrs of clarity.
The Commission will therefore propose amending rhe
wording of the last pan of Anicle 2 concerning the
treatment of foreign permanenr esablishments and
subsidiaries. The revised drafr will make it perfectly
clear that Member States may exclude the losses of
foreign permanenr establishments and subsidiaries
from the harmonized rules on loss compensation.
Mrs Van Rooy raised the poinr of rhe possibility of tax
avoidance. The same point was raised elsewhere in
Parliament. As a former Commissioner of inland
revenue may I say I am very conscious of considera-

tions of that kind, bur

I

do

assure

her rhet the

1977

directive which provides for the exchange of information between fiscal aurhoriries does in fact apply to the
taxes covered by the presenr draft directive. I hope,
therefore, that with this assurance and wirh the
amendments thac I have proposed
one of substance
and one in the interesm of clariryParliament will
support. the draft directive.

Mr

(FR) The Commissioner was refer- connection
ring just now in
with the earlier repon to
the need to go as far as possible. I am afraid that, with
this report, we are going too far, roo fast. Vhile it may
Besse (S).

be necessary ro granr fax facilities and adjustments

business undenakings, rhere
them, New Year or not.

for

is no call to giftwrap

The Commission's proposal for a directive on rhe
carry-over of the losses of undenakings is inrcnded as
a measure moving towards harmonization of the rules
governing the basis of corporation tax. The carry-over
of losses introduces an elemenr of flexibility over time
into the arrantements for the collection of corporation
tax. This measure, admittedly, is likely to influence
undenakings' capaciry for invesrment and competitiveness. An undenaking can, of course, experience

or come under pressure of
competition on external marke6, and in such circumsmnces the carry-over of losses may be justified. Similarly, an innovative undenaking may experience rhe
fluctuations in fonunes often associated with innovation.
shon-term difficuldes,

In an earlier report on Community policy on invesrment presented by Mrs Desouches, the European Parliament suggested measures along these lines as pan of
a range of taxadon measures aimed at enhancing
undenakings' capaciry for investment from retained
earnings and their development. It is rrue thar, given

the diversity of existing rules, this tax harmonizarion
measure makes for a more even spread of the burden
on undenakings and puts the conditions of compedtion on a fairer or more communautaire footing. It may
therefore prove to be a useful measure. The principle
that it embodies is likely to be conducive to the
development of small and medium-sized undertakings.

Vhile we do not think thar there is any justification
for serious disagreement on the principle, the arrangements for the carry-over of losses, whether as set out

in the Commission's proposal or as adjusted in Mr
Abelin's report, iaise several problems. The Commission has chosen to harmonize the rules for rhe carryover of losses on the 'most liberal' basis possible. To
this end, it has proposed unlimited carry-over of losses
to subsequent years, when such a facility exists only in
Ireland and the Unircd Kingdom. The other Member
Stares of rhe Communiry, apan from the Netherlands,
generally apply a limir of five years, which is the same
as in Canada and Japan, while the limit is seven years
in rhe United States.
Secondly, the proposal allows losses to be offser
against the preceding rwo years, whereas this option is
available only in Ireland, the Federal Republic of Germany and rhe Netherlands.

In his initial draft repon, Mr Abelin, mindful of what
he considered to be the Commission's excessive ambi-

tion, had proposed a limit of five years on the carryover to subsequent years and a transitional period for
carrying back losses to previous years.

During the course of examination of Mr Abelin's draft
report in committee, these resuictive provisions were
rejected. Indeed, several amendmenrs were adopted to
accentuate the already very liberal tone of the proposal. !7e found this sudden attack of liberal fever coinciding with the onset of winter a little surprising.

The risks presented by this text proposed to the European Parliament can be summed up as rhe risks of
excessive liberalism and a lack of realism.
Excessive liberalism, since provision for unlimited carrying forward of losses and an option to carry back
Iosses over a period of three years will have significant
budgetary implicarions for rhe Member Stares. Such

excessive liberalism may also defeat

the economic

objective envisaged, which is to help undenakings
which are in difficulties but which are well managed,
not to offer unconditional and unlimited aid ro unlertakings which are poorly managed or have no furure
in their particular branch of industry.
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Finally, excessively liberal application of the carryover option could lead ro abuse. In this connection, I
would mendon the scope for fraud available to multinational undenakings.
Consequently, in view of the budgetary implicadons,
the economic risks and rhe risks of fraud associated
with adoption of these arrangemenr, it would seem
sensible to adopt an arrirude which, while open, would
be more resricrive, for instance by limiting the provision for carrying forward losses to a maximum of
three or five years, as proposed in the amendment
tabled by Mrs Van Hemeldonck, and reverring to the
Commission's proposal of a limit of two years for the
carrying-back of losses, as the rapponeur initially proposed.

Finally a lack of realism, since there is an obvious con-

tradiction between the Commission's hope rhar rhe
directive will come into force on I January 1986 and
the decision to go for such liberal harmonization that
it will require very substantial legislative changes in all
Member States, except for the Netherlands and the
Unircd Kingdom and to a lesser exrenr, Ireland and
the Federal Republic of Germany. I would remind the
House that ir took Germany ren years to introduce
such arrangements, taking care ro set up machinery to

ensure

that harmonization could be

introduced

smoorhly.

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of tbe Coancil.
(IT) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the opportunity I now have as Presidenr-in-Office of the Council, to set fonh before this Parliament, in which I
remember having panicipated, rhe outlines of the programme of work for the firsr six monrhs of 1985 is not
intended to be solely a formal act, a ritual performance, however imponant.

I

should like you to know that the frame of mind in
I appear before you is that of someone who,
having taken pan from the benches of rhe Italian Parliament since the Constiruent Assembly in major political battles, has rooted in him the essence of rhe Parliamentary function rhrough the democratic development
of the institutions. And since the Community desired
by the founding fathers, which we still desire, is a
Community based on rhe principles of democracy in
which the voice of the people, of whom you are the
faithful interpreters, becomes a key fact, I consider I
should impress on you, at the beginning of my speech,
the need to give the dialogue between rhe Community
institutions and, in particular, the dialogue between
the European Parliament and rhe Council, substance
and consistency, qualities which are desirable for, and
well-suited to, bringing about real progress in the polidcal and economic integration of our continent.

which

Allow me to make a brief remark.

The Commission's proposal for a directive is perhaps
entirely justified as far as the principle is concerned,
but it is too liberal in rhe practical arrangements envisaged. This liberalism has been heighrcned by rhe
amendments made to Mr Abelin's draft report. Ve are
now confronted with a text which goes roo far, too
fast. This is why our Group will be voring againsr it.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

If

we have succeeded in artaining and, may I add,
preserving unity, albeir to a still limited extenr, within
a Community which is struggling to make progress but
which cenainly does not lack a soul, we owe it to rhe

very fact, in my opinion fundamenral, rhat this is a
Parliament directly elected by European citizens. \7e
are not rherefore dealing with an anificial consrruction, wirh rhe result of summit alchemy, but with an
institution which is clearly popular in narure and
which is inrcnded to give rhe work of the orher institutions envisaged by the Treaties of Rome a conrenr
more in keeping with rhe needs and aspirations of the
peoples of our continent.

President

President.

hear

!7e shall now interrupt the debate to
srarement on rhe Italian Presi-

Mr Andreorti's

dency.

7. Italian

I should also like ro address ro rhe new Commission
and to its President, Jacques Delors, our sincerest

wishes for the success of his work. !7'e are all aware

as proposer is a

Presidency

of

Mr Delors's wonh and ability, and last Monday we
were able to appreciate the down-to-earth narure of
his programme address. The role of rhe Commission
vital one in rhe life of the Communiry,

one which we musr all safeguard and enhance through

the development and srrengrhenint of rhe plan for
President.

union. Jacques Delors too had the opponunity and the
privilege of being pan of your Parliamenr. Ir is a coin-

idency.

cidence shared

irem is the statement by the
- The nexr
President-in-Office
of the Council on the Italian Pres-

I welcome the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Andreorti, who has graciously come ro the House ro
explain the programme of the Italian Presidency.
(Applause)

by the President-in-Office and

rhe

Presidenr of the Commission which has a very definite
significance.

In setting our for you the guidelines and the priority
areas for action in the six-monthly programme, I rnrit
first of all refer to the internarional framework of
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which the European Community forms pan and to the
economic and social reality of our ren countries.
'!7e

often hear of the 'call for Europe' and of the influence which'a united Europe could have in helping to
initiate solurions to major international problems.
None of us in fact can deny rhat our conrinenr is in a
position, through the culture it represents and also
throught the great strength of its economy, ro exerr a
trenchant influence on rhe course of events. Bur
notwithstanding the progress achieved ro dare, there is
a problem of political will, a will which is still roo

often slow to reveal and esablish irself, a will which
should be expressed in concrete lerms, nor indeed
through hegemonistic calcularion but by giving inrernational evenrs a more balanced course, thereby avoiding exreme positions.

If this political will for European union eventually prevails, as we hope, we shall then be in a position jointly
to make a positive contriburion [o rhe cause of ddtente
and peace, a cause which seems to have been strengthened, which we can only be pleased abouq by tfie
recent meeting in Geneva between rhe Americans and
the Soviets.

In consideration of the economic problems, there

are

many signs that a general recovery is under way in our
countries. This is encouraging, bur it must nor prompr
us to disregard the grounds for concern or [o refrain
from careful and ordered managemenr of the presenr
delicate phase of indusrial transition. In this regard,

we musr pay special artention to the social aspects
stemming from rhe still necessary reconversion and
restructuring of rhe production systems of our ten
countnes.

I recall

rhar on several occasions this Parliament has
the seriousness of rhe distonions caused by
the failure to co-ordinate, berween rhe Member Statei,
policies to promore and encourage rechnological innovation, a failure which has led to serious tension on
the labour market.
srressed

I feel that we also have ro learn from rhese recenr
experiences, in order to srrengthen the strong and
pressing commirment of the Presidency-in-office ro
continue along the path of rhe political and economic
integrarion of our conrinent.
It

is certainly nor our wish to indulge in vain ambition;
instead, we wanr to move forward wirh our feet on the
ground, i.e. ro move forward, nor sray sdll, in the conviction that in the long term a policy of small sreps forward is much more producrive than cenain bombastic

initiatives intended more ro fire people's imagination
than to have a profound and consrrucrive effeci on rhe
realities of everyday life.

It seems to be that a concepr of rhe Communiry as a
strong and open entiry, in continuous evolurion,
necessarily leads us to dwell in rhe firsr instance on rhe

problems of irc present posirion, as the premise for a
subsequenr examination of both the questions linked
to enlargement and of the reladons which the European Community has with the other countries. Ir is on

these three problems rhat

I

intend

to

make my

remarks.

The Italian Presidency-in-office intends to commit
itself fully with a view ro defining a strategy for
relaunching the Community's insritutions.

You were the first to point out in concrete and constructive form the limits of the Treaty of Rome with
regard to the prospecrs for an organic relaunch of the
integration process. You did so in rhe conviction rhat
reform has now become an essenrial requirement; a
reform which takes us forward, not backwards, unless
we wan[ to wipe out all the results obtained up to now
and unless we prefer ro reject integration and fall back
on a minimalist position, such as thar represenred by
the free-trade area.

However, this latrer assumption is certainly nor what
is wanted by the people of Europe, the ten Governments or this Parliament.

In approving the draft Treaty establishing the European Union, the Strasbourg Assembly has clearly indicated the objective to be pursued in order ro emerBe
from the presenr crisis. The Governments of rhe Member States, for their parr, have undersrood rhe significance of this gesture of great polirical courage.
\7ould we have succeeded, withour the European Parliament, in setting up a Commirtee with the very msk
of putting forward suggesrions to improve the functioning of European co-operarion in the Community
sector, in rhar of political co-operarion or in other sectors? I think it highly unlikely, and we musr consequendy appreciate in all its significance rhe value of
this Parliamenmry initiadve, which did nor merely
have the tone of an exhonive gesrure, but is much
more in thar it makes provision in concrere form and, I
should add, very realistically, for the solutions to be
adopted.

In exercising our Presidency-in-Office, we intand ro
commit ourselves to rhe full in order to stimulate a
wide-ranging debare on the prospects of institutional
reform, which takes accounr of the draft Treaty vored
by the European Parliamenr as well as of the acquis
communautaires and rhe Solemn Declaration of Stutt8an.

Ve are convinced rhar the commitmenr, which seems
to be emerging clearly from rhe work of the Committee on Institurional Affairs ro achieve significant
the reorganization of the Community, which ought ro be characterized by clearer
forms of integration, represenrc a hisrorical opportunprogress towards

ity which musr nor be wasted.
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Naturally the comparison with the difficulties we measure up to, so to speak, every day suggesm caution to
us all: caution which is not, however, fear of what is
new, but awareness that the path which we still have to

darity, which particularly just recently has

take is long and fraught with difficulties, difficulties
which do not frighten us, but which instead strengthen
our will to seek patiently but firmly the most suitable
methods to bring totether litde by little different
points of view, while creatint at the same time conditions for agreement and consequently progress on the
path to union.

However, for the Community to be able in the meanrime to return to a situation of proper financial management and one in which commitments are planned
we must work as quickly as possible towards the
approval of the budget for 1985.

For our part, no effon will be spared in seeking agreement by June on a date for convening an inter-Governmental Conference with the task of negotiating the
Treaty on European Union on the basis of the conclusive suggestions to be provided by the Committee on
Institutional Affairs.

Ve

been
obscured by excessive and sometimes sterile controversies between the Governments

of the Member States.

connection, I must make one thing clear
straightaway. S7e are all aware that, beyond the financial discussions, there are concerns of a different kind.
In panicular those relating to a more correct position
on relations between the Community institutions.

In this

The majority (and it is perhaps more correct to speak
of near-unanimiry) esmblished within this Parliament
on the budget problem is itself indicative of the current
state of unease, which could degenerate into an institutional crisis with serious consequences for the
development of Europe.

shall work towards the definition of a mandate
which avoids any misunderstandings, and which is
therefore worded in sufficiently clear terms to subsequent work not to become bogged down, as has
unfonunately happened in the past.

The Italian Presidency intends to make every possible

Ve

effon to find an early solution to the problem of the
new budget, which conforms both with the Com-

wish to associate the European Parliament with
this task of formulation and preparation, welcoming
the hope expressed by this Parliament in its Resolution

on

14 December.

'We are also aware of the fact that the conciliadon procedure on the imponant acts of the Community ought

to be reviewed. Although the meedng which

munity spirit as revealed by the discussions in this Parliament and with the agreements reached by the European Council at Fontainebleau.
The facts of the problem are well known and there
therefore no need for me to dwell on them.

is

took

place last November between the Enlarged Bureau of
the Presidency of the European Parliament and the
Council did not lead to the results hoped for, this must
not be a reason for the Presidency-in-Office to refrain
from making funher attempts to overcome the present
differences, in due recognition not only of the institutional role of the European Parliament but also of the
action it has carried out in order to achieve the objective of union.

Allow me to mention in this context the other Committee also, set up by the European Council of Fontainebleau, the Committee for a 'People's Europe'.

\7e intend to give the greatest possible impetus to its
work in the next six months, precisely because we are
convinced that a hypothesis for relaunching the Community must be accompanied by a strengthening of its
identity and of its credibility for European and international public opinion.
The decision to set up this Committee was imposed by
the requirement, widely shared, to bring back the
European dimension to the level of the citizens who
live in Europe; to ransfer the realities of the Community from abstract ideas, which all too often characterize our way of debating the problems of Europe, to
a realiry which is within everybody's reach, and thus to
have a positive impact on the image of European soli-

For our pan, we shall strive [o ensure that the principle of an annual budget, as demanded by this Parliament, is observed, possibly by andcipating by a couple
of months the entry into force of the decision on the
increase in the revenue from value-added tax. This
working hypothesis may come up against insurmountable difficulties. In that event, we shall consider alternadve temporary measures, Community ones, as far as
possible. However, I consider it essential, in this
search for solutions acceptable to all, to take care, first
of all, to improve the political climate and to stan a
dialogue between the institutions that will genuinely
profit the Community.

As to the arrangemenr for 'reimbursing the United
Kingdom, and given the various positions expressed by

the European Parliament and the Governmenr, I
would point out that we are not discussing rhe princiI
quote here the Final Communiqu6 at
- and shall that'ultimately,
Fontainebleau
the chief means for
resolving the problem
of budget imbalances is expenditure poliry', in other words, the development of the
common policies.

ple

It seems to me, however, that the compromise formula
drawn up at Fontainebleau (which allows Member
Starcs with an excessive budget burden relative rc their
prosperity to have their Communiry budget contribu-

tion adjusted) should be applied for the dme being.
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I should like now, ladies and gentlemen, to speak for a
moment in my capacity as ltaly's Foreign Affairs Minister. My Government fully shares rhe concern, felt by
all political groups in this Parliament, which lies ar the
root of the decision to reject rhe draft budger for 1985.

in the United States and the European Community (about 20lo); but while in the United States this
led to the creation of about 15 million newjobs (at a
rate of increase of l.5o/o per annum), in Europe there
was a fall of about three and a half million.
same

I entirely appreciate that in this way the Parliament
wanted ro express its disapproval of a trend which
appears to be establishing itself in the Communiry and
which appears to be aimed at circumscribing and limit-

The Italian Presidency therefore intends ro ensure thar
the central imponance of the issue of employmenr is

the main criterion guiding the determination

ing the akeady restricred powers of this Parliamenr.

During our Presidency, we shall tackle the complex
problem of the budget without confining ourselves ro
the search for purely technical solutions; we shall
endeavour

to

'Ve

renew the relationship between rhe

also consider that the underlying requirement for
rhis approach to the problem is a strengthening of the

European Parliament and the Council, and begin a
profitable and consrructive dialogue in accordance
with the spirit of the Treaties.

practical and productive dialogue with and between
the represenatives of employers and workers in
Europe, to which we intend to give priority precisely
because v/e are convinced that it is an essenrial tool for
determining and implementing effective courses of

It will be our task ro carry our a parienr process of perto reconcile the positions of the two institutions and thus achieve thar budgetary peace which
suasion

action.

both institurions have recenrly declared to be desirable.

There is another priority issue to which rhe Italian
Presidency intends ro give its full attention. 'S7e must

The Italian Presidency will also take steps ro ensure
that this Parliament is associated with the Council in
the task of determining rhe frame of reference for the
expenditure to be entered in the Community budger,

seek

ber

am sure that the European Parliament and the Council
which, as envisaged by the Treaty of Rome, have

pursuing the
- are
same objective, namely rarionalizing
expendirure and
marrers

avoiding any possible wasrage, so as ro make available,

by means of t[e necessary adjustments as wel[, rhe
resources to be devoted m developing the new policies.

Still on the question of the Community's

inrernal

development, I feel it imponant to spend some rime
considering the posirive trends in rhe Member States'
economies during 1984.

The results achieved by the Ten were essen[ially due
to the adoption of policies to stabilize and control the
money supply, bur they were nor sufficienr ro prevenr
a funher worsening in rhe employment situation. The
Commission expects rhe unemploymenr rare ro continue rising in 1985 as well and to reach a level of
about I1.50/o of the working populadon in Europe (a

total of some 12 million people); in this conrexr, of
course, youth unemployment and long-term unemployment will figure even more prominently.
In our view, unemployment is the cenual problem, to
be resolved, and it is at this problem rhar we believe
specific analyses and action should be directed on a
concened basis by the Member Srates of rhe Communl[y.

I

must point out here that between 1973 and 1983 the
average annual increase in earnings was about the

to make more economic and competitive a num-

of

activities whose expansion

is

considerably

limited at the present time by the continuing fragmentation of national markem.

taking account of the financial resources available. I

-authority in budgetary

and

development of Community instruments and of initiatives that are not confined to the social secror but are
also
and primarily
imponance ro the econo- rhe industrial-co-operadon
- of
mic and
fields.

.

Significant progress rowards trearer integradon of the
European market is all the more imponant in the present situation, since the limited resources available will
make it very difficult to achieve at Community level all
the various rypes of indusrial co-operarion that might
be desirable.

In March 1984 this Parliament declared irself in favour

of a vigorous programme for strengthening the internal market, and in June the Commission itself submitted an ambitious work programme which identified a
number of areas of acrion. I should like rc remind you
of some of these in panicular: the reduction of frontier controls, the removal of technical obstacles to
trade, standardization at European level, the establishment of a legal framework for co-operation between
undenakings, and the free movement of services and
economic operators.

In this contexr, it is necessary to make choices and to
develop funher those subjects which are sufficiently
advanced to enable practical progress to be made, and
thus show the general public that rhere is a real polirical desire to move towards a more intensive integration of the economies of the Member Srates.

o**
As pan of the action aimed ar giving Europe a coherent and coordinated economic srraregy the Iulian
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Presidenry will give panicular attention to the revival
of monetary and financial cooperation.

The primary task is to strengthen the convergence of
the Member States' economic policies along the lines
indicated in a recent Commission repon, inter alia by
strengthening mechanisms
munity bodies.

for surveillance by Com-

It

is also necessary to move gradually towards greater
liberalization of capital movemenrs with the aim of
bringing about greater integration of the European
capial market, while being fully aware of the obstacles
that still exist in cenain Member States.

Finally, public and private use of the ECU must

be

Accordingly, we must develop Community action in
the complemenary sectors and in secto;s which provide support for the industrial cooperation policy. I
refer, in fact, to the consolidation of the internal market, to the development of a legal framework which
will encourage collaboration between undertakings
and to the promotion of research and development.

There are also cenain programmes in the field of new
technology already being studied by Community bodies, which it will be necessary to continue studying in
detail during the Italian Presidency. Of these I should
like rc mention in panicular the cooperation programme in the telecommunications sector, that in biotechnology and, of course, all activities relating to
informatics and their applications.

encouraged.
o*'*-

of action form part of a broader
plan rc develop the European Monetary System and

These three courses

the process of financial integration.

Ve are also aware that in the near future we shall have
to confront cenain essential problems still impeding
the achievement of progress in that direction: inclusion of the pound srcrling and later of the drachma in
the EMS exchange system, harmonization of fluctuation margins, elimination of obsracles to the free
movement of the ECU on private markets and recognition of the ECU's status as a currency in all Member

As regards the common agricultural policy, the fixing
of prices and related market measures for the 19851986 farming year will have to be carried out against
an extremely difficult financial background. The Italian Presidency is aware of the limitations arising from
the present budget situation and it intends to work in
close collaboration with the Commission to ensure
thar Council decisions are adopted in a manner that is
acceptable both polidcally and socially.
'!7e

shall also try [o ensure that the examination of the
common agricultural policy mechanisms already in

States.

*"*Ve

believe it necessary to confirm the long-term joint
commitment to meet the industrial and rcchnological
challenge of the future. Vith this in view, however,
the Community must give grearer weight and imponance to new policies and, in panicular, to those forms
of collaboration aimed at development of the technologically advanced sectors.

The Commission has already demonstrated on several
occasions its own intention of following such a path;
we hope it continues on that course and above all we
hope that the Member States too will display the
necessary willingness to confront a problem which I
consider essenrial to Europe's very credibility, that of
the Community's commitment to industrial and technological collaboration.

I have already mentioned the fact rhat the limit on the
budgetary resources available for 1985 will not make it
possible in the shon rerm to initiate new programmes
in the field of indusrial cooperation or the development of new policies, It would therefore be naive or
fanciful to believe it possible in the first half of this
year to embark upon the definition of an organic
Community industrial policy and launch important
new sectoral programmes whose costs would have to
be borne by the Communiry budget.

to its gradual revision is carried
out as part of a fundamental process of rethinking
which mkes account of the present limits on producprogress with a view

tion entailed by

a policy of limiting expenditure, of the
economic and social implications of that policy and of
the prospects that may be opened up by new measures,
bearing in mind rcchnological development, the structural improvements to be carried out, the qualitarive
improvements to be sought and the changes that we
hope it will be possible to make to the present commercial policy.

ooo

In the field of environmental protection we will, on
the basis of the guidelines issued by the European
Council meeting in Dublin, give a special impetus to
the continuation of the discussions in progress on subjects of major imponance, bearing in mind the need
for a joint commitment on the pan of the Member
States to deal with a problem which has already grown
to supra-national proponions and which musr be dealt
with by means, among other things, of the instruments
of international cooperation and also, of course, of
common action.

Two problems are of particular urgency: lead in petrol

of motorvehicle exhaust gases, on which
common rules at European level must be adopted ar
and that
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the earliest opportunity. Those rules must

take
account of legitimate concern for the protecrion of rhe

environment from atmospheric pollurion, nor forgerting the cancer aspect, and the need to prevent the
proliferation of different narional standards to the detriment of European market unity.

In the field of common transport policy too

progress

must be made. The [ransport. sector, almost completely

deadlocked, must be revitalized; in my opinion, its
imponance for the integration process has not been
appreciated so far in practice.

could cause surpluses as regards the Community market's capacity for absorption. For our part we will continue to make every effon, paniculaily while holding
the Presidency, to ensure that fair solutions are
adopted which will guarantee reasonable incomes for
Mediterranean producers.

Our general objective must be to keip a close watch,
ar least in some sectors, on competing agricultural
producrs, while at the same time rying to make the
most sensible use of the possibiliries of any new marker in a true spirit of cooperation.

Ve

During these six months we shall also have to

implications now deserves grea[er attention at Community level as well.

approach another chapter of the negotiations which is
very important to the economic and social circles concerned, both in the Member States and in the applicant
countries. This imponance is reflected in the distance

also feel that the problem of the inprease in drug
abuse and its social, economic and above all human

Ve

therefore believe it would be useful during our
Presidency to convene, possibly in an informal context, a meeting of the Ministers responsible for drug
problems in Community countries for a detailed discussion of the matter.

which still separares the respective negotiatint positions. I am referring to the fisheries sector. During our
Presidency we will do everything in our power to find
solutions which are acceptable to all the panies con-

This is an initiadve to which the Italian Government
atuches particular imponance because it aims at
bringing about more coherent and effective internadonal collaboration in the battle against the scourge of
drug abuse.

It seems to be that as the negotiations continue, panicularly in the agricultural sector, account must be
[aken, on the one hand, of the economic benefits
which Nonh European products (of which there are
deficits in Spain and Portugal) will derive from the

'!7e shall attempt

opening of new markets and, on the other hand, of the
economic disadvantages which will inevitably result

to

increase the awareness of our
partners rc this problem, convinced as they are, like
us, that the Europe that we want [o build must take
ever greater account of the human and social aspects
of its problems.

I

should now like to pass to matters related to the
of the Community and, in particular, to

enlargement

those concerning the conclusion of the negotiations
for the accession of Spain and Ponugal.

The outcome of the Dublin European Council, particularly as regards adjustment of the wine sector reBulations, in which Italy showed great flexibiliry and a
spirit of compromise, has cenainly removed the most
serious obstacles which could have continued to hold
up the negotiations indefinitely.

It could be said that the discussions in Dublin paved
the way for balanced solutions to the other problems
sdll outsranding in the negoriations.
The remaining difficulties, which will have to be overcome if the negotiations are to be completed by the
deadline, will require from both the Member States
and the applicant countries a great effon and a political attitude capable of coming to terms with the essential points and leaving aside secondary and subsidiary
matters.

There is no doubt that for some Mediterranean agricultural products the entry of Spain and Ponugal

cerned.

for

Mediterranean products.

To

alleviate some of

these disadvantages, at least panially, it will be necessary to resort to appropriate temporary measures, such

as those contained
Programmes.

in the Integrated Mediterranean

In fact, it

seems to us fair that provision should be
made under these Programmes, on which the European Parliament has expressed a favourable Opinion,
for measures [o compensa[e those regions of the Community which will have to bear the greatest burden of
the third enlargement of the Community.

It is cenainly to be regretted that no decision has yet
been taken on the Commission's proposals on the
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, even though
the accession negotiations are now in the final stages.
It is therefore the duty of the Presidency to ensure that
this problem, the difficulty of which we fully appreciate, does not remain outstanding much longer.
For all these reasons, the Ialian Presidency will make
every possible effon to provide the right conditions for
the successful conclusion of the accession netotiations
during the early monrhs of tggs.

Ve shall make a concened effon to continue our earlier endeavours of recent years to encourage the
enlargemenr of the Community to include the countries of rhe Iberian Peninsula, as pan of a process to
recreate Europe's historic dimensions, on the basis of
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which the Community can give the necessary impetus
for funher progress rowards more inrensive and significant forms of political and economic integration.

I would add thar the enlargemenr of the Community
will lead to funher considerarion of its relations with
the Mediterranean countries.

I now wish to turn to the Community's external relations. The Communiry has now developed with the
rest of the world a vast and intricate complex of agreements and arranBemenm. Ar the same time it has
strengthened its own rsle as an international economic

organization.
Many third counrries are seeking cooperarion wirh the
Community and this should encourate us to consider

more deeply both the political and the economic
opponunities involved.

It

is in rhe Community's interest to develop its external

relations. Ve must, however, initiate within rhe Community a discussion on creatint a more positive image
for the Community, especially in the areas which most
directly concern it.

I am referring in panicular ro relations with the Mediterranean countries, the ACP States and Latin
America and, more generally, to the Nonh-Sourh
Dialogue and the common commercial policy.
The Community is currenrly reconsidering its relations
with the Mediterranean counrries, which are asking
for closer links with the Community. There is, however, some concern that the accession of Spain and
Ponugal could have negarive repercussions.

The Inlian Presidency considers that every effon
should be made ro encourage the dwelopment of relations with rhose counrries, by strengthening the dialogue and, above all, by commirments (including
financial commitmenrs) to cooperation. Enlargement
could provide an appropriate opponunity to make
additions to the existing agreemenr, to reconcile the
interests of the Community's presenr and future Member States with those of the Mediterranean counrries,
in both the medium and longer rerm.
As regards relations with the ACP States, which are an
essential aspecr of the Nonh-South relationship, I

must mention that the Ialian Governmenr made a
decisive contribution ro the success of the recent Lom6
negotiarions. 'S/e consider that it is panicularly impor-

tant ro launch rhe new Convention in a climare of
mutual trust which will pave the way for its success.

ial meeting in San Jos6, Costa Rica. The Presidency

intends to carry out rhe Community's declared intendons and encourage the launching of negotiations for
a framework agreement.
Relations with Latin America have not yet reached the
level which should be theirs by right in view of the
close historical, culrural and political connecrions
between us. \7e consider thar the time has come ro
reactivate the dialogue and give it a tangible contenr,
thus paving the way for a more viral relationship.
As regards the ASEAN countries, we shall conrinue ro
reflect on ways of intensifying our relationships, possibly by a Ministerial meetint on economic topics.

Ve

believe rhat rhe Community should do everyrhing
in its power rc ackle the famine and the serious problems currenrly affecring various areas of Africa, in

panicular, Ethiopia and the Sahel countries.
As the country holding the Presidency, it is our intention, consistent with humanirarian commitment which

the Italian Parliament has also called for on

several

occasions, to do our urmosr to give effect rc the decisions of rhe Dublin European Council which, as you
are aware, recognized the urgenr need for Community
action in this field. Over and above the specific emergency aspect, however, we shall need ro undenake rhe

more wide-ranging task of ensuring better coordina-

tion of action between the Community, the Member
States and other donors, in order ro increase the effectiveness and step up the speed with which the emergency aid measures are pur into effect.

Community relations wirh the Community's major
trading partners and other industrialized countries
represent a funher area of interest to be followed
closely during the first half of tgSS.

I should like to point out that our relations with rhe
United States are of cenrral imponance to the maintenance and development of an open international
economic system..Ve inrend to pursue the objective of
genuine cooperation in rhe interests of both sides, with
a view to finding a solution to exisring trading problems. To this end, it may be useful ro intensify both
dialogue and consultations so that we may be better
aware, and generate a better awareness, of our poinr
of view and their underlying motivarion.

Together with the EFTA countries we can view with
satisfaction our achievemenr in establishing a free
trade area and we think it desirable rhat our relations
should be extended and deepened.

Regarding Latin America, you are aware of rhe
imponance which rhe Community attaches ro- srrengthening its relations with Central America, with a view
to contributing to the stability and developmenr of that

troubled area. This atritude on the pan of the Community has already been demonstrated ar the Minister-

In the multilateral field there are prospecrs for a further round of negotiations designed ro strengthen rhe
framework of international trade. The Community
will, as in the past, supporr any firm measures which.
will help to improve the muldlateral system.
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The Imlian Presidenry will have to promote

discussions to identify the framework in which such negotia-

tions should take place
imponance
- considerable
being given to the pan which
the emerging countries
propose playing
also to define the objecdves
- toandachieve
which it is intended
and, thereby, the issues
calling for negotiation.

To sum up, I do not think that I

need waste words on
affirming the growing imponance of polidcal cooperation among the Ten, a process on which
it can be
said
there is a general consensus and- which this
Parliament approves and, indeed, rightly seeks to fos-

ter.

Italy will strive, therefore, to accomplish this side of its
presidential responsibilities also, panicularly since, at a
dme of change such as that which appears in many
respec$ to have returned to the international scene as
1985 begins, it is vital that Europe should employ
every means possible to make im presence felt, defend
its own interests and affirm ir own ideals and principles.

For a long time now we have been faced with the
of ensuring more complete harmonization
between the two aspects of our work, the ruly Comproblem

munity work and that under political cooperation. The
Italian Government has always striven in this direc!ion, as is evident from the role played by us in the
negotiations leading to the Solemn Declaration of
Stuttgan. In our view, as is well known, we ought
today to be in a position to proceed well beyond these
results.

At this point, I think it timely to

set fonh, albeit

briefly, the essentials of the main topics of international policy.

First of all,

I should like to mention

in order that peace and dialogue may be based on

as

stable a balance as possible.

In this context, the imponance of maintaining active
conracr with both the Soviet Union and the other
'S7arsaw
Pact countries should be emphasized. In
panicular, we intend to continue to keep a close and
involved watch on internal events in Poland, which
remains very much a highly heterogeneous and lively
sociery among the countries of the Eastern bloc.
The CSCE process continues to play a central paru in
East-'Vest relations, through the promotion of better
relarions between the panicipadng countries and the

full expression of the personalities of those countries'
citizens. The Ten will have to continue to press consistendy for the full implementation of all the arrangements agreed on in Helsinki and Madrid by all panicipating Smtes without exception.

At the Stockholm

Conference

on

confidence-and-

security-building measures and disarmament in
Europe (CDE), afrcr a whole year of procedural shadow-boxing we are at last moving towards a point
where the argumenrc will be tackled in a substantive
manner. This is very imponant, particularly following
the Soviet-America meetings in Geneva.

The Ten will be called upon to make a consistent contribudon and to adopt common positions and initiadves wirhin this Conference. Our intention is to strive
to achieve a simple incisive conribution towards a
negotiarcd agreement on specific measures, in order to
increase confidence and security in Europe, as well as
the reaffirmation of the pledge not to resort to force
or the threat of force, which Italy regards as a significanr political fact.

The Ten will, however, also need to work in other
East-Vest rela-

tions.

debating and negotiating fora on arms control and disarmament if concrete progress is to be achieved.

Vith
The meeting in Geneva over the last few days between
the American Secretary of State and the Soviet Foreign Minister is a complex event which we shall have
to assess carefully and the follow-up to which will call

for considerable work on the pan of all concerned;
however, as regards the overall issue of arms control
and disarmamen[, we must say that this event seems to
us as a positive sign. I make this point too following
the statement made to us in Rome, in the wake of the
Geneva meetings, by the American President's Special
Adviser, Mr McFarlane, and funher [o those convergent impressions which have filtered through to us
from the Government in Moscow.

regard to the prospects for a negotiated solution

to the Arab-Israeli conflict, once the total sagnalion

of peace moves pending the outcome of elections in
Israel and the Unircd States have been overcome, pressure on the panies involved can and must be stepped
up to foster at least the opening of talks and, thereby,
to help to relieve the present tension in the region.

In a complex and delicate

contex[ such as that of

today, the Ten need to act with caution buc with perseverance, by proposing realistic targets which do not
situate themselves over-ambitiously beyond the capabilities of the European Community.

I had the opponunity in Amman in the
During this new phase, the countries of the Community will be required to play a highly imponant
back-up role, in addition to mbling proposals and
examining in depth the fundamental interests which
Europe must assert on behalf of the !7est as a whole,

last few days to

express these viewpoints not only from the Italian
angle but also on behalf of the Presidency, on the basis

of the Dublin document; I

encountered the keen
of those with whom I spoke,
staning with King Hussein, thar Europe would be
expectation on the part
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ready to supporr any progress in the peace dialogue
and to capitalize upon any glimmer of hope which
might emerge.
The Ten can, moreover, boast a balanced and effecrive
common platform in rhe form of the Venice Declara-

tion and its subsequent updatings.
There is a precondition for ransition from the present
revival, following a long period of stagnation, ro a real
phase of activity; it is that rhe assured joining of ranks
around Jordan must provide a rrue plarform for negotiations between Jordan and the PLO, enabling Jordan
to negotiate effectively on rhe occupied territories.
This obviously presupposes willingness in principle on
the Israeli side.

In the position of the new coalirion

governmenr in

Israel we have detected welcome signs of grearcr
attention being paid rc the problem of rhe Palestinians
in the occupied rerrirories.

It is clear that any acrion by the Ten musr be linked to
that of the United Stares, whose role is universally
acknowledged as being, cenainly not exclusive, but of
prime imponance to a solurion of the Middle Eastern
dispute.

Ve

Another area to which the Italian Presidency inrends
to pay attention is Latin America. There are three
directions which this action should, if possible, take.
First of all there is the continuation, broadening and
development of the political and economic dialogue
with the countries of Central America, begun successfully at the San Jos6 Conference in Costa Rica last
September, at which the Ten reiterated their full support for the peace attempts made in the region along
the lines indicated by the initiarive of the Contadora
Group. !fle shall give close consideration to the possibility that during the Imlian Presidency a second conference will be suggested in Rome, along the lines of
the first, subject to establishment of rhe level at which
it will be held.
Secondly, we shall continue our activiries ro promore
respect for human and civil righr: we welcome the
presen[ trend towards the resrorarion of democratic

r6gimes, and towards forms

of

dialogue between

government and opposirion, and hope that in this area

we shall be acting in a climate of gradual improvement.

Lastly, we must conrinue to encourage the spread of
democracy in Latin America, panicularly in Chile,
whose people pursue rhis aspiradon so courageously.

The resumption of a genuine polirical dialogue in
Chile is vital to rhe re-establishment of freedom and

also attribute grear imponance to rhe role of the
United Nations and ro the commitmenr that has traditionally been shown by the Secrerary-General. Ir is
well known thar we wish to see the Unircd Nations far
more involved in peace making or arremprs at mediation in the Middle East; under the aegis of the UN
such iniriatives v/otlld be guaranreed to be balanced
and should be acceptable all round.

Vith the fonhcoming return of Brazil ro a civilian

Lastly, we canno! disregard the usefulness of suimble
contacrc with the Soviet Union which, because of traditional positions and the relationships that have been
built up in the Middle Easr, cannor. be excluded from
any future overall sertlemen[ of the crisis. It is not particularly imponant to have a referendum for or againsr
the conference mooted. Vhat is imponant is to find a
valid model acceprable to all sides.

Another sector

Together with the Arab-lsraeli conflict, the siruation
in the Lebanon and the Iran-Iraq war with its repercussions on the Gulf constitute an extremely complex
background fraught with dangers and tensions and
co.mpounded by the undercurrenrs linking the three
cnses.

The Ten have frequently srressed, mosr recently in
Dublin, the need for national reconciliation in
Lebanon and rhe resroration of the territorial integrity
and sovereignty of the Stare; in the same way, they
have offered their full supporr, for offers by various

panies

of

mediation

between Iran and Iraq.

to bring an end ro the

war

democracy.

r6gime and the recenr elections in Uruguay, democracy is to be found almost everywhere in South
America. However, democracy requires political and
economic support, as rhe history of these regions and
present-day events show us thar rhe rhreats to democraric r6gimes have not disappeared. Europe must give
its own suppon and assistance.

of

consrant concern

ro the Ten

is

Africa.

In the case of Sourhern Africa, the Ten welcomed the
outlines of a solution to rhe serious political problems
of the region which emerged in the course of 1984.
The Lusaka Agreement between South Africa and
Angola on military disengagement in southern Angola
should, in panicular, help to create a climate of mutual
trust, thus facilitating implemenration of UN Securiry
Council Resoludon 435 on the independence of
Namibia.

Equally, rhe Nkomati Agreement between South
Africa and Mozambique should bring grearer political
stability to rhe region and help to bring about peace
within Mozambique's own borders.
This does not mean, with regard to South Africa, thar
the Ten are softening rheir firm condemnation of the
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apenheid system, on which a number of half-hearted
reforms have failed to make any significant impacr.
There are more vasr areas, such as the Horn of Africa,
where humanitarian problems are bound up wirh severs tensions and conflicts rhat musr be borne in mind
when bringing pressure to bear on rhe panies concerned to persevere in the difficult quesr for dialogue
and political solutions, in accordance with the principles of both rhe Unired Nations and rhe Organization
of African Uniry.

On the Asian scene, the siruarion in Afghanisran continues to be a serious international problem. The Ten
have on many occasions deplored the Soviet Union's

unwillingness

to

make a posirive contriburion

to

a

solution of the Afghanistan problem on rhe basis of
successive UN Resolutions. The Soviet Union has, on
the contrary, stepped up irs milimry acriviry, causing
funher suffering and many civilian victims among rhe
Afghan popularion. The Ten condemn rhese actions
and continue to call for a just and lasting solution, as
advocated in the Declaration approved on 27 December last year on the occasion of rhe fifth anniversary of
the Soviet invasion.

Vietnam's occupation of Kampuchea continues to
threaten the stability of South-East Asia.

\7e believe that any political solurion to the problem
must be based on the roral withdrawal of Viernamese
troops, the right of rhe Kampuchean people to decide
freely on their own future, respecr for Kampuchea's
independence, neutrality and non-alignmenr and a
commitment by all Srates not to interfere in irs internal
affairs. Under rhese conditions, we believe that a
peaceful solution can be found thar will coincide with
the.legitimate security concerns of all the States of the

of its historical and cultural values, Europe is
called upon to exercise a balancing influence on the
international scene. The European Parliament, which
forms pan of the overall pattern by vinue of the powe r
it derives from the popular vote, must be in a position
to play a central role and this must be reflected in its
rights of panicipadon and its functions of control. 'Sfle
have as our basis an exceptional wealth of polidcal and
cultural experience which renders co-operation
between our various political forces productive and
which also enables this Parliament to carry on a lively
Because

dialogue from differing positions. Experience has
shown quite clearly how important it is for differences
in outlook not to be levelled out bu[ instead to be
examined side by side in the Community context and a
middle ground sought that takes account of all values
and responsibilities.

I should like to end my speech with Alcide De Gasperi's call to us all to develop a sense of common responsibiliry. It is this sense of responsibility which animates our hopes in a better future and our conviction
that the path we have chosen is the right one.
In the

Therefore, we need the pressure of public opinion, but the most reliable interpreter of public
opinion is this Assembly. It is, therefore, evident
that the parliamencary debates in the Assembly are
the best means of lending strength, authoriry and
direction to the execurive body.

The Italian Presidency is commirted to reinforcing rhe
Ten's action in defence of human rights and against

Rights to be held in Ottawa in April, which places this
aspect high on the agenda for the developmenr of the
CSCE process.

\flith regard to terrorism,

especially its new inrernational dimension, the Ten have stepped up exchanges
of views on measures to combat it, and have laid the
foundations of closer co-operation on the matrer, with

particular reference to the abuse of diplomatic immunity for terrorist purposes. Ve hope to srep up this form
of co-operation further by more effective measures ar
international level.

to the ECSC Assembly rhe day

saying:

reglon.

terrorism. On the fundamenral subject of human
righrs, in addition to the traditional UN fora, special
atrcntion must be paid to the Conference on Human

speech he gave

he was elected President, Alcide De Gasperi srared
that the task to be accomplished was exremely difficult since it involved renewing and transforming ageold habits and traditional interests. He concluded by

(Loud and prolonged applause)

President.
of the House I thank the
- On behalf
President-in-Office
of the Council for his very wideranging and detailed statemenr covering a large number of topics of concern ro this House. Thank you, Mr
President.
(Loud applause)

The debate on the srarcmenr of the President-inOffice of the Council of Ministers will begin this

In the light of the

complexity of the international
scene, the role that could usefully be played by a
united Europe in the interests of peace and progress

afternoon at 3 p.m.

emerges clearly.

3

(The sitting was adjoumed at

P...)

1

p.m. and was resumed at
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETII

.

Wce-President

(S).
Madam President, I rise briefly to
raise a point of- order under Rule 20 of the Rules of
Procedure, which deals with the duties of rhe Quaestors and says that they shall be responsible for adminisrative and financial matrers. This week I received a
communication from them on the subject of posters
within this Parliament. I understand that the Council
of Europe has refused to implement this instruction
and there are pictures of oranges stuck around the
entrance to the Hemicycle. This is in no way a personal attack on Mr Simpson, but I would like the
Bureau to look into whether or not the Quaestors
have the power to issue regularions concerning this
building, which is, of course, the propeny of another
institution.

Mr Balfe

Presidcnt.
Mr Balfe, as you are well aware, this is
- for
not a matter
the House but for the Bureau. I shall

therefore note your comments and rransmit them to
the Bureau.

8.

Topical and urgent debate (objections)

Presidcnt.

I

have received under the second subpar-

of -Rule a8(2) of the Rules of Procedure the
following objections, presented in writing, rogerher
agraph

with reasons, against the list of topics drawn up for the
rcpical and urgent debate romorrow, 17 January 1985.
(Tbe President read out the objections)t

I

would remind the House rhat rhe vore on

cratic trade unions' voice. And Sir HenrT Plumb
should not cackle rubbish, because he has the most

members of GCHQ in his constituenry. I hope this
Assembly will throw his motion in a bucket, and will
the Chair please advise us . . .

Mr Falconer, I have first put to the vote
- from the European Democratic Group.
the objection
2l Members had, in fact, requested a roll-call vote on
Prcsident.

this.

Mr C. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, on a point
of order. I rhink you would agree rhar because of the
way the last speaker made his poinm there was considerable uproar just before that vote was taken. There
was considerable confusion throughour the House,
and I do think that if we made it quite clear this would
reflect credit on this House.

Lady Elles (ED).
Madam President, I wonder
whether we could- have a clarification, because I
understood that the last vote we took in accordance
with your statement was on the justification by the
European Democratic Group for removing the resolu-

tion by Mr Falconer. According to the figures that you
tave us, I understand that we, the European Democratic Group, lost that particular vote. Therefore, in
accordance with my understanding of the procedures
of this House, whether we like i[ or nor, that Falconer
resolution is before this House. There is, therefore, no
funher voting on that resolution. Could you rherefore
clarify what you are now asking us to vore on?
President.
Ladies and gentlemen, the objection by
- Group
the Socialist
calls for a separarc debate on rhe
Falconer motion for a resolurion. I am, therefore,
required to pur it ro rhe vore.

[hese

objections will be taken without debate.
A,frer the oote on tbe objection of the European Democratic Groap seeking to delete Point V ('buman ights')
motion for a resolution by Mr Falconer and others on the
ban onfree trade unions at the Cheltenham Centre (Doc.

2-l 3e2/84)

Mr Falconer (S). - Madam President, first of all I
would like some guidance from you as to what we are
voting on. Are we vodng firsr of all for the European
Democrats' objection, which I can understand because

they wish to oppose anything that even smells very
slightly of democracy, or are we vorint for the Socialist Group's proposal ro pur ir higher on the list? As for
those cattle and beasts on rhe right, I would remind
them that it is they who have banned free and demo-

I

oo*Afier the oote on the objection by the Group of tbe European People\ Party seeking to inserl at tbe end of the
list, the motion for a resolution by Mr Debatisse and
others, on behalf of that group, on tbe bad weather (Doc.
2- t 422/84).

Mr von dcr Vring (S).

(DE) Madam President, we
- withour knowing
have held some votes here
what we
were voting on. Perhaps you could tell us now when
the last item will be taken.
President.
der Vring, all the groups will
- Mrlisrvon
have a complete
within fifteen minutes.

Mr
Sec Minutes.
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(DE) Madam Presidenr, we
of votes. It would be most

have now had a number
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helpful

if

we could know the order

of rhe urgent

debates tomorrow morning at once, so that any errors

that may have crept in can be correcred immediately.
I ask you please to read our rhe texr

That is why
immediately.

Presidcnt.
Bocklet, I shall read our rhe docu- Mr
ment you have
requested in fifteen minutes.

9. Italian
Mr Didd

Presidency ftontinuation)

(S).-

(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Socialist Group will be looking to the Italian
Presidency of the Community with much interesr over
the coming months.

Ve

are well aware that it is an alternaring Presidency
upon which too many hopes and responsibilities cannot therefore be placed. Still, we are convinced that
the pronounced European commitmenr always exhibited by the Italian people and the orientation of all
the Italian polidcal forces may find expression in a significant effon, by urging and interceding, ro exrricare
the Community from the difficult situation in which ir
is placed and such as ro give a funher impulse to the
process of integration. It was in rhis sense rhar we
understood Mr Andreotti's speech.

This half-year opens at a rime when rhe dialogue
between the two super-pou/ers is being resumed and
presenm a series of usks which we may regard as
being of historic importance from the point of view of
the European Community.

In the first place we cannot fail to greet with satisfaction, albeit with a sense of realism, rhe resumption of
the dialogue on disarmament berween the USA and
the USSR which this Parliament has always desired

Conference and as

it

was able

to do on Central

America.
Special attention must be given to the problems of the
Mediterranean area. The Italian Government was able
to show great sensitivity as regards a situation of conflict from which a way out must be urtendy sought: I
am referring to the Middle East, where Europe can,
without indulging in empty aspirations, and in concen
with the other panies in question, make a contribution
to attaining a just peace in the terms, moreover,
already set out in the Venice Declaration.

\7e wish to call upon the Council of Ministers to take
an initiadve in this sphere

.

The commitmenr with regard to specific Nonh-South
co-operation have a direct connexion with the concepts of peace and international solidarity. In this respect the Lom6 III Convention is an outstanding example, whilst much greater attention should be paid to
our initiative in respect of the sruggle against hunger,
accounl being taken above all of the recent imponant
criticisms made by the Communiry Court of Auditors,
to which we cannot fail rc devote serious consideration.

In the course of this half-year there are two precise
tasks to be performed of the utmost importance for the
future of the Community: in the first place rhe conclusion, not later than the March Summit, of the Treary
for the accession of Spain and Ponugal.

It is not necessary to expend

many words on rhis

event, which has always been broadly supponed by
this Parliament. Cenain difficulties which arose have
been overcome by a sense of responsibility on the pan
of the Member States, including Italy.

!fle recognize that other sensitive questions sdll

have

and advocated.

to be resolved.

But the thawing of relations berween East and Vest
must not find Europe a rhere specraror, playing a waiting r6le : it is for the Council of Minisrers, in polidcal

\7e are confident thar everything will be done by the

co-operation, to make every effon ro co-ordinate the
foreign policy of the Member Srates so that Europe
may play an acrive pan with a view to encouraging a
positive development of this dialogue which musr lead
to a progressive reduction of armaments in a framework of safety and security for all, respecr for human
rights and fundamenral freedoms and independence
for all peoples, which will firmly safeguard peace.

\7ith this in mind Parliament has adopted

various
resolutions which we ask to have taken into considera-

tion, whether they concern Afghanisran or Kampuchia, Chile or Central America, the Horn of Africa,
South Africa or Poland.

It is imponant that on

these problems the Community

should speak with one voice as it did at rhe Srockholm

Council and the Commission to enable rhe procedure

to be completed within the period prescribed so rhar
Spain and Ponugal may at least be members of rhe
Community from I January 1986.

The other task which we may regard as 'historic'

is

thar set out by the Dublin Summit for June this year,
when the European Council at Milan is to give its
definitive view on the work of the Dooge. Committee
and thus to convene the 'inter-governmental conference' which is to draft a fresh Treaty for the creation
of the European Union.

In the Socialist Group there are some who have certain hesitations and even anxieties and are thus against
the objective of a supra-national Europe. But the great

majority are convinced that the crisis in which the
European Community has by now been floundering
for some time is to a large extent due to the inade-
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quary of its institutions, which include a Parliament
deprived of genuine powers.

The majority of our Group considers that the proposal
of a fresh Treaty, approved by this Parliament, is realistic and constitutes a serious and balanced basis to
enable the EEC to perform a qualitative leap towards

the European Union, which will not only
Europe as such,

ir

enrich

political and cultural values,

its

economic and commercial srength and its social traditions, but will present the Member States themselves
with the way and the means for funher development
of their own in every field.

That is why we hope that the Italian Presidency, with
the suppon of Parliament, which will cenainly be
promptly given, and of rhe new Commission, will thoroughly commit itself so that, at the June Summit, a
stan may be made on the consrruction of the European Union by means of the convening of rhe Intergovernmental Conference with which we urge that
Parliament itself be closely associated.
Amongst the first urgent problems that the Presidency
of the Community and of the new Commission will
have to face is that of the presentation to Parliament
of a fresh preliminary draft budget for 1985, apart
from the fixing of new agricultural prices.

ary discipline' which would amount to a real strangulation of any initiative and of any new policy, unilaterally imposed by the Council. On this point the Parliament, faced with a Council which has been unwilling

to take

account

of its obser",,ations in this matter

of cenain delegations, including
primarily the Imlian delegation), can only reject the
group agrees with this
Council's decisions
- and our
arrirude. Our desire is therefore that the Italian Presidency should work to re-establish fair and balanced
(despite the effons

relations between the Community institutions, including the Parliament, which, above all where the budget
is concerned, is an authoriry of equal rank with the
Council.
As regards the CAP and the new agricultural prices, I
do not inrcnd here to repeat the principles on which
we think the CAP should be reformed, which incidentally we must maintain and strengthen. Ve believe that
in the determination of the new agricultural prices
account should be taken of a four-fold relationship:

(a) to guarantee an income to farmers, who are
required to reduce production by means of the
fixing of quoras;

(b) how to obtain a fair price in the framework of a
Community budget subjected

to

rigorous

res-

traints;

Our Group voted almost unanimously for the rejection of the proposed budget because it covered only

(c) how to obtain a fair price in the framework of

l0 monrhs instead of 12. For us it is unacceptable to
abandon the annual character of the budget because it
would not only mean infringing a fundamental rule of

(d) how to make the system of agricultural

the Treaty and setting out on an endless path of compromise, but because it is not merely questions of
accounancy which are involved.

If the new budget were not to be quickly approved
there is a risk that from May onwards prices could not

In fact since the financing of agricuhural expenditure

EAGGF amount to ECU 1.6 thousand million, whereas a twelfth equals only 1.24 thousand million.

and of the British compensation was nor clarified, rhat
offered the possibility of a manoeuvre on non-compulsory expenditure and thus of a subsequent sacrifice of
the financing of social and regional policies and of
development through having to finance expendirure
regarded as compulsory.

The Socialist Group cenainly does not aim at complicating things but asks for the presenration as soon as
possible of a genuine budget providing for revenue
and expenditure for 12 months and with that in view
trusts that the Commission will take an initiative of its
own, with a document of im own, to launch a fresh
procedure.

As regards budgetary discipline, rhe Socialist Group
agrees with the idea of containment of budgetary
expenditure and upholds the need to bring about in
the long term a modification of rhe actual srrucrure of
the budget with an increase in non-compulsory

containment of agricultural expenditure

;

prices

work in the framework of the provisional twelfths.

be guaranrced. The monthly requirements of

the

It is to be feared that the States will take to intervening
directly, bringing about unacceptable national dismrtions.

Then there are problems raised by the need to reduce
the non-commercial surpluses, such as at what cost
and with which financial means.

How are the distortions in competition creared by the
VAT relief granted to the German farmers ro be mirigated

?

How is the second phase of rhe quora sysrem for the
production of milk to be implemented and how is the
acual application of the Community rule to be guaranteed? How is it intended to deal with the harsh atritude adopted by the USA, which is threatening to

expenditure as against compulsory expenditure.

abandon the rules of GATT as far as milk producrs are
concerned?

In the shon rerm we cannor

Funhermore, how is

accepr rhe claim of rhe
Council of Ministers to introduce a so-called 'budger-

it

proposed finally

structural policy (panicularly

in the

to initiate

a

less-favoured
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regions) which will make it possible both to obtain an
adequate income in acceptable conditions of production and to maintain production structures capable of
meeting the essential requirement of the non-creation

of surpluses?
Finally the extension of the Community to Spain and
Ponugal raises the difficult problem of the commercial
relations existing between the EEC and the countries
of rhe Mediterranean basin, regard being had to the
fact that any breakdown in the system of production in
those countries may have serious political consequences.

All

these are questions to which we expect precise
and specific answers from the Commission and the

Council.
As regards the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes
the Commission has put forward precise proposals,
including the amount of financing, which we regard as
valid and realistic, which Parliament has approved,

and which are before the Council of Ministers. Ve
demand that these proposals be finally approved and
brought progressively into force.
Specific financing arrangements on the part of rhe
Community and the Sutes concerned are provided
for: but it is absolutely necessary to guarantee a high
degree of co-ordination between these arrangements
by the implementation of the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, which must be supplementary to
the financing arrangements provided for by the structural funds already operating.
so far I have referred to those political,
economic and institutional subjects calling for imme-

Mr President,

diate action, but we should like to stress that it is
essential to place in the forefront of the Commission's
pre-occupations, and of the Council's, the dramatic
question of employment. That is a question which is
becoming all the more serious because, in spite of the
economic recovery, the unemployment statistics are
showing a constant deterioration and above all the
numbers of young people who are in danger of not
being able to find work even in the long term are constantly on the increase.

Ir

is clear that the credibility of the European Community is to a large ex[ent a[ stake as regards the question of employment, and above all of youth employment.

For us socialists work is not only a means of securing
an income, but is also the way in which one participates in social life. A person without work is on rhe
side-lines, an outcast, a person apart who easily falls
under the influence of drugs, crime and even, in certain situations, terrorism.
The disribution of income must come about by means
of the distribution of work and not through measures

which are essentially of a welfare nature, which create
dual societies, divided between those who can live
from their own work and those compelled to live on
welfare. It is just in this type of society, run according
to criteria of the outworn hopes of neo-liberalism, that
the new poor are born who, in too many industrialized
countries, are making their appearance as a new and
disressing reality.

Ve

recognize that there are no easy solutions to the
problem of unemployment and that it is necessary to
tackle it with a blend of measures of an economic and
of a social nature: of measures of active employment
policy and permanent training: of redistribution of
work and incomel of support for the creation of new
jobs and for the settinB up of new businesses, especially of small and medium size.

In the economic and monetary field and in the sphere
of industrial poliry there are imponant questions ro be
faced, panicularly as regards the co-ordinadon of
national policies of that kind.

It

is possible to set to work on a strengthening of the

European Monetary System and ro enlarge the pan
played in the private and public sectors by the ECU on
the basis of an improvement of economic alignment
between the Member States, regard being had, in
addition, to the successes obtained in combating inflation.

In the drive to create an industrial market and

the

internal Community market, panicular attention must
be devoted to all those sectors of recent development
(such as telecommunications, biotechnology and so
on) in which the European dimension is a necessary
condition for a presence on world markets. That must

occur by strengthening co-operation between the
Member States and between undertakings, by preserving the initiatives of less developed countries and thus
by encouraging their integration on equal conditions.

The same campaigns for protection of the environment as are already essential on the supranational
plane rnay offer new opponunities for employment.

My

honourable friend,

Mr Andreotti,

rightly

reminded us of rhe resolurion of March 1984 in favour
of a vigorous programme for the development of the
internal Community market. Ve look forward to its
being given the necessary consideration.

In the field of social policy we ask the Ialian Presidency, as a matrer of priority, to arrange for the
Council of Ministers finally to adopt and put into

effect the numerous resolutions presented and

approved by the Commission and the European Parliament on all these matters so as to stan defining a
genuine European srategy against unemployment. By
way of example may I recall some of the more recent:

The resolution on vocational training for
introduction of new information technologies;

the
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The resolutions on initiatives to combat unemployment in the case of women and young persons;

The resoludon on the contribution of local initiatives to combating unemployment;

The motions for a resolution on the reduction and
restructuring of working hours and on the reorganization of working time;

The development and improvement of the working of the European Social Fund so as to encourage not only vocational training but also the creation of fresh jobs and small businesses;

The Vredeling proposal for a directive on rights to
information and consultation in undenakings with
a complex structure and multi-nationals;

we demand its adoption in the form of the Commission's final draft, even

if not fully

satisfacrory

but which atrcmpts are still being made in cenain
quaners to improve;

The proposal for a Fifth Directive on the reform
of company law and the introduction of the right
of worker-panicipation.

intends to enter in the campaign against drugs, against

organized crime and against terrorism- These initiatives are ln answer to our requests and in this connection our Group has also proposed that the European

nt should set up specific committees of
inquiry which may suggest the action to be taken to
combat this modern barbarity. Mr President, we ask
the Italian Presidency and the Council, and the new
Commission as well, to act with courage and determination; the building of Europe so as to counl for more
in the world, for the sake of peace, the victory over
underdevelopment and unemployment is a battle, a
painful battle against sloth, consolidated inrcrests,
conservatism and corporatism ofvarious kinds, against
Parliame

a misguided nationalistic spirit. Nevenheless, it is

a

batde wonh waging and we shall wage it. If the Italian
Presidenry is to move on these lines, it will have our
full suppon.
(Applause

fron tbe Social*t Group)

Mr Giavazzi (PPE).

Still on the subject of the protection of workers'
righr, the position of migrant workers, in view.of the
sensitivity and seriousness of their problems, merits a
special mention.

I would

call attention ro the resolutions approved in
and
November 1983 and not yet adopted by the
June
Cou0cil; amontst other questions, rhese deal with the
matter of schooling for emigrants' children and rhe
right of franchise and candidature at local elections fot
nationals of the Member States.

The question of recognition of degrees and professional qualifications is one of special imponance.

The problem of discussions between both sides of
industry is extremely imponant. Ve think it is indispensable for such discussions to take place ar all levels:

at company, national and Community level, so as ro
tackle the complex problems of restructuring, technological innovation and employment by a quest for consensus and a poliry of harmonization and negoriarion
between manatement and workforce.

It is inconceivable rhar UNICE

Finally we have noted with particular interest those
of the Minister, Mr Andreotti,
on the commitments into which the Italian Presidency

passages in the speech

should conrinue to

refuse to meet the European Trade Union Confederation with a view to negoriating oudine agreemenr or
collective agreemens of a Communiry nature, as proposed moreover by Presidenr Delors, on the more topical subjects in industrial relarions.

(17) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, speaking-on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany, I am delighted in the first
place at the completeness, scope and political style of

the statement by the President of the

Council,

together with the conviction wirh which he has
affirmed the role of parliament, whilst setting the
Community analysis suitably within the framework of
the wider world context. That was indispensable

though, to have understood rhis facr, is a sign of great
sensitivity
such as the present, worrying
- at a time
yet also stimulating,
when we wanr to look at not only
the unfavourable signs for the Community. A worrying time, because of the undeniable stagnation in the
process of integration, which reduces im effectiveness
both politically and economically. And this, ar a time
when, on the one hand, especially because of the process of d6tente that began with the Geneva talks, the
call for Europe and the need for Europe are accentuated; and on the other hand, rhe increasing pace of
economic and social change and technological innovation makes it more difficult to prorec rhe competitiveness of the counries of Europe
even allowing for a
cenain element of economic recovery
pers- and themeans
istence of an inrclerable level of unemploymenr
that steps to solve that problem can no longer be postponed. A stimulating time, because the general feeling
that time is running our means that rhe almost unanimous diagnosis of what is needed musr be followed by
action tha[ is clearly conceived, properly coordinated,
and effective without undue delay.

In an undoubtedly complex situation it is obvious that
The Socialist Group rherefore invites the Italian Plesidency to take all possible initiatives so rhar discussions
between both sides of industry may ger under way on
a basis of negodarion at Communiry level as well.

the fixing of priorities musr be done with the necessary
realism, on the one hand, and on the other, having
regard to the general circumstances. It is only, in fact,
by taking a broader
and hence, more Communiry

-
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view of the most urtent, burning problems

paralysing
situations to be eliminated or at least compensated.

being to increase the weight of 'Europe's response' to
the intense demand for it, with a view to strengthening
security and peace between peoples, in a democratic
context and one of respect for human rights.

Partly because of the time allowed, my speech will
cover only a few general concepts. Other members of
the Group will deal with specific problems, in accord-

Ve now come to the question of overcoming the critical points, and the establishment of common policies.
Our Group responsibly attempted to avoid the rejec-

-their solution

and

that a balance can be achieved that will

allow opposing, conflicting, potenrially

ance with our Group's normal practice.

tion of the budget, putting forward concrete proposals
for overcoming the controversial points. But it is

First of all, the building of Europe. Because of ir ideological principles and historical radition the European
People's Pany has always made its political acdvity a

obvious that the massive vote rejecting the draft 1985
budget, to which our Group
- equally responsibly made its decisive contribution, has a political significance, the full weight of which must be taken into
account. There is a need for a quick solution, but at
the same time due consideration must be given to the
reasons of principle that dercrmined that vote. It was
therefore with a feeling of full, complete satisfaction
that we listened to what the President of the Council
had to say regarding the principle of respecdng the
yearly character of the budget, and the determination
not to neglect the search for any acceptable solution as
part of a constructive dialogue between the insdtutions
of the Community.

cornerstone, and the parliamentary Group of ihe
European People's Pany has based its action on this
philosophy. And so, in accordance with that philosophy, it cannot even today scale down its open criticism
of the fact that, despite the declarations of commitment from one summit to the next, from Stuttgan to
Athens and from Fontainebleau to Dublin, decisive
measures have still not been fully implemented. And
we say this not in order to sound a note of useless pessimism, but to emphasize the absolute necessity, in the
six months' term that is beginning, for us to take the
decisive step towards European Union, giving the new
which Parliament adopted by a large
draft treaty
majority, and- our Group adopted unanimously
- the
central, decisive role that it must have.

As pan of this process of building Europe, Parliament's action
especially through the Political

Affairs Committee

aimed at srrengthening and
extending its powers- in accordance with the Treaties
and the popular mandarc that it has been given, should
the
not be overlooked. One last, significant point
- and
appointment yesterday of the new Commission
the vote of confidence given to it, which has deep political significance, and is a clear indication to the
Commission to play its pan fully and without hesitation.
The statement made by the President of the Council,
which we warmly we.lcome with a sense of confident
expectation, give rhe impression that, at the Milan
Summit, there will be no new delays in calling the
intergovernmental conference and fixing its terms of
reference.

It goes without

saying that the reference that was

rightly made to the imponance of the work of the two
committees set up at the Fontainebleau summit means
and this is likewise what we confidently expect
-that their proposals will.be followed up appropriarcly.-

But, not unallied to that aim there is another, the aim
of wide exrcrnal polidcal and economic acdon by the

Community.

Ve

therefore support the

expressed

intention to intensify this line of action, both in the

field of Community action proper and in the field of
political cooperation, harmonizing the activities and
taking account of the positions taken up on a number
of occasions to this effect by Parliament; the purpose

Our Group cannot, however, forego the assumption
regards also the other problem of budgetary disbudget shall be based
- rhat theofCommunity's
technical correctness, adequary of
on the principles
resources and appropriateness to the achievement of
the Community's aims always respecting the prerogatives of Parliament.

as
-cipline

But crises can be overcome and can make action by

the Community especially desirable, panicularly in
view of the multiplying effect which is inherent in joint
action, as distinct from action by individual Starcs.
Such joint action, suitably applied, is a wise decision
both economically and politically.
The speeding up, therefore, of the process of effective
unification of the market, and the implementation of a
common policy for transport and the infrasructures;
the creation of a context of flexibility and a coherent

legal framework for business; the unification of the
capital market, in connection with the measures for
strengthening the SME, and the increasingly widespread use of the ECU as part of a greater convertence of economies; the revision of the Common Agricultural Policy, not on punitive lines but in a manner
thar is sensitive to the needs of the agricultural world,
and the imponance of the balanced development of
whilst awaiting a fuller
that sector; and, finally
industrial policy, which is- indispensable
a further
stimulus to the joint programmes not only- in the field
of informatics
as has been done with the ESPRIT
project
but -also, at least, in the fields of telecom- and biotechnology all of these are
munications
spheres in which action by the Community is awaited
and cannot be put off.

Effective action belong these lines would also make a
decisive contribution to the common commitment ro
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tackle the problem of unemploymenr, which is srill of
prime imponance both economically and socially, and

held up or slowed down and the Community remains
a polirical pigmy unable ro make irs real weight felr in

cannot be any longer shelved.

world affairs.

This increased desirability of Communiry acrion, coupled with a sense of greater solidarity, will also lessen
the problems inherent in the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Ponugal. !fle would

Some may not consider that an inter-governmental
conference is the way forward. My group welcomes
the Italian Presidenry's determination to call one and
its recognition of the European Parliament's principal
role in getting things moving in this field. The Dooge
Committee, undersrandably, in im interim reporr,
stressed the need ro make a qualitative leap forward
and to avoid abuse of the veto. However, let us also
remember, Madam President, rhar the problem is less
a plethora of vetos than a failure m vore ar all. The
Council of Ministers hardly ever vores excepr on rhe
budget and where absolutely necessary, because of
reason of time, on agriculture. A way musr be found to
get it back ro voring and to the consrucrive rhreat rhar

Obviously, the reference ro rhese problems does nor
ser out to be, nor could ir be, exhaustive. It is simply
an indication of objectives towards which European
sociery in the fullesr sense of the word
to
- a sociery
whose needs rhe President of the Council
righdy
referred on a number of occasions, notably in relation
to environmental problems and the fight against drugs
and terrorism, rhus showing a commendable awareness of the needs of the momenr
is undoubredly

a

vorc will be taken actually purs on the Ministers.

I

wonder wherher a vote was ever actually taken,

emphasize, with satisfaction, the clear undenaking
contained in the President of the Council's sraremenr,
that the accession of Spain and Ponugal will be completed by rhe date planned; and we emphasize with
equal satisfaction his reference ro rhe necessary corrective and other srrucrural measures, including implementation of the inregrarcd Medirerranean programmes, which is dictated on rhe clear grounds of
consistency, equiry and Community solidariry.

ready to progress, so as to increase-rhe level of Community acrion in relation to rhat of national action.

Madam President, or even rhreatened on the directive
on the right of esrablishmenr for architects which has
been blocked in the Council since 1967. h is hardlv a
matter of vital national inreresr, nevertheless.

On the powers of Parliament, my group has always
said that the firsr requirement is for Parliamenr ro use
effectively the powers rhar it already has. Ir says rhar
again today. However, equally,

In this connection it

ro me that the spontaneous
spread in rhe privare use of the ECU provides significant, though nor rhe sole, confirmarion of rhis.
seems

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, when the identity
of the Communiry was in the formation stage de Gaiperi
if I, too, may be allowed ro quore our common

-

hoped
rhe Communiry would be a place
- wills ofrhat
where the
nations would come rogerher and be
made clear and would rhen unire, in synthesis, to form
master

a greater whole. The need for this has never been
greater. May I be allowed, in bringing my brief speech
to a close, ro express a wish that is at the same time a
hope
the hope that, albeit within the limits rhat
- realism
healthy
imposes, rhe six-months period of office rhat is just beginning will enable us ro take a srep
forward rowards thar goal.

My group noted with grear inreresr that the president-in-Office pur instirutional reform in his speech

the insriturional relaunching of rhe Communiry, as -he
called it
before the need to ger rhe 1985
- evenFundamentally,
budget adopted.
he is righr. If rhe
Communiry is not working properly, irs operarion is

welcomes

On the budger roo, we warmly welcome the President-in-Office's affirmarion of rhe need for annuality
and the promise ro rry ro bring the increase in ownresources forward to fill the gap rhis year.

On the quesrion of the Unircd Kingdom refund, we
recall that to solve rhe imbalance for the United King-

dom by rhe developmenr of common policies alone
could take 10, 20 or even 30 years. That is a very long
term indeed. Therefore, my group is very glad to heai

it
Mr Prag (ED).- Madam President, I feel as if I am
interrupting an all Italian occasion. However, we have
no Italians in my group
which is surely a piry
and I am also very glad-to have rhis opponuniry -to
reply to the President-in-Office on behalf of the European Democratic Group.

it warmly

the pledge of rhe Presidenr-in-Office to do everything
possible ro improve rhe conciliation procedure. In rhe
long run this Parliament is bound ro acquire grearer
powers over legislarion and I am convinced the path to
that goal musr lie through improvement of thar procedure.

confirmed that the Italian Presidency will supporr
-one

the corrective mechanism which we all hope will
day die a narural dearh when a sensible broad balance
of policies and expenditure has been achieved.

However, I must admir thar I found suspiciously vague
his sraremenr thar the Council of Minisiers and-parliament, rhe rwo arms of the budgetary authority, are
surely borh aiming at rationalization and the avoidance of waste in order to free the resources to allot to
the developmenr of new policies. lVe warmly welcome
rationalizarion and rhe avoidance of waste. Both are
urgently necessary. However, even if waste is eliminate.d and everyrhing is rationalized, thar is not going
to liberare very much in terms of rhe need for ne* poll

16.
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Prag
icies. Budgetary discipline must nor mean the freezing
of the Community ar irc present level.

intensification of consultation and stronger presenta-

tion of our views. That is cenainly the least that

is

needed.

Of the

optimism and undoubred good inrentions of

the Presidency in economic matters, what can one say?
I just hope that the Italian Presidency can do just half
as much as Mr Andreotti says it will try to do in rhat
short five and a half monrhs of presidency.

His speech contained so many good and indeed excellent things: top priorities for measures ro deal with
unemployment, the improvemenr of industrial relations, the achievement of a real common market. \7e
warmly welcome the priority to be given ro easing
frontier controls, eliminaring technical barriers to
trade, adopting European srandards, defining a legal
form to facilirare cooperation between firms. Ve in
the European Democratic Group will do everything
we can to help in achieving the free movemenr of services and the righr of establishment in which we have a
panicular inreresr.

On agriculture;

I

liked Mr Andreotri's phrase about

pursuing progressive and gradual reform and the containment of spending. That is exacrly whar rhis group
has always demanded; no less and no more.

On environmental questions, which feature prominently in his speech; I remind rhe House thar Conservatives have always led in environmental matters. The
Clean Air Acr in 1955 in rhe United Kingdom, before
Greens were ever thought of anywhere, transformed

Finally, let us remember that in spite of the complaints
that come frequently from those of us who want to
move faster towards the goal of European Union, that
the achievemen$ of the French and Irish Presidencies
were very subsmntial indeed. '!7e saw substantial progress on enlargement, agreement on a single customs

document, agreement

on a large biotechnology

research protramme following the Esprit programme

in

information technology, the conclusion of
III, the increase by 1500/o of Community aid to
Africa for this year and, of course, the end of the
annual painful battles over the United Kingdom's
Lome

budgetary contribution.

Now we mus[ make, as you said, the Communiry
institutions work effectively and give rhe Community
the political influence in the world to which its economic strength entitles it. My group warmly welcomes

the derermination of the Italian President ro make
progress on creating a real single market, a genuine
common market, based on freedom and comperitiveness and the development of new policies for indusrry
and the reduction of unemploymenr.

!/e

wish the Italian Presidency Godspeed and power
to its elbow. It will mosr cenainly need both of rhem.

the once blackened rowns and cides of rhe United
Kingdom.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO

In cenain fields, those of lead in perrol and vehicle
exhaust fumes, which the President-in-Office mentioned, and also in the field of emissions of sulphur

Vice-President

dioxide and nitrogen oxides from power stations,
which he did nor menrion, only Community action can
be effective. Ve must surely, as Mr Andreocri said,
avoid unilateral, national acrion ro the detriment of
the unity of the European marker. Few things could be
more welcome than his promise of an initiacive to deal
with the fearful human problem of drugs.

I am not going to deal with the quesrion of enlargement. It has been dealt with frequenrly enough in this
Parliament and the views of my group are sufficiendy
well known, excepr, perhaps, to say that I liked his
general justificarion of the need to bring Spain and
,Ponugal into rhe Community ro give Europe back irs
historic dimension.
One could dwell on various poinrs
on the need ro
to advance rhe cause of- high technology
industries in rhe Communiry, on the problems of rhe
relations with the Unired States, which are now taking

continue

on major

imponance as European currencies are

shaken to the core by the strength of rhe dollar caused

largely, although not solely, by high Unired States
interest rates. The Presidency is righr to promise the

(17) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Pafetta (COM).
gentlemen, we have- heard words spoken here thar
betell the existence of a deep crisis, and commirments
made that can be considered with great interest. But
can we be sure that there is full awareness of the crisis,
of the need for a change of policy, for changes in rhe
institutions? Past hisrory, Mr Andreorti, as well as rhe
budget situation, tell us rhat we musr cenainly not
expect a miracle, but must start changing our methods
of working; and rhar, for our part, we must guaranree
our constructive yet at the same time insistent presence
here.

A

process of reflecrion musr take place in this Parliament, with rhe participation of those whom this Parliament has elected. And, if we leave for the moment

many other questions that still deserve subsequent
consideration, we consider rhe problem of economic
reconstruction and market integration to be of prime
importance; and for this reason we rhink
Mr
- ashave
Didd said a short time ago, and as you yourself
recognized
thar firsr of all we musr consider the
problem of -unemployment in its various aspecrs

-
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vocational training, the conditions of immigrant workers, and panicularly, u<orking hours.'S7e recall the significance throughout the world of the fight for the
eight-hour day from the very beginnings of the work-

ers' movement. And we do this in order that, in this

find a unity of communist,
socialist, democratic and peoples' parties, that we want
!o come about beneath the banner, and as the omen,
present fight, we can

of a new internationalism. In comrade Dido's speech
on behalf of the Socialist Group I detected more than
one position or one request that show that the possibility of convertence does exist, and that remind us of
what we think can be done
which will have all our
suPPon.

-

As Mr Andreotti rightly reminded us, it is very important to re-open the possibility of a dialogue for the
purpose of finding solutions to the great questions of
disarmament and peace.

\7here the dialogue between the great powers is concerned, ure are firmly against those who think that the
other countries should be regarded only as spectators
or, at most, auxiliaries. This dialogue provides treater
opponuniry for national initiatives, and first of all, for
a European direcdve. If I am not mistaken, the Pope
said as much recently. Not just two voices, but a great
many voices for peace. Mr Andreotti is cenainly not a
politican who does not know the value of initiatives,
even by an individual country such as Italy, and may I
be allowed to tell him that a degree of courage is
necessary that has not so far been shown. And in my
view, there has also been more than a little back-tracking,

as

I will

well as amliguities and evident timidiry.

refer to two problems only. First, the Middle

East, in which connection it was not decided to follow
up the Venice Declaration in the logical way by asking
King Hussein, the only person with whom the PLO
might negotiate, to act as some kind of representative.
Secondly, permit me to say, Mr Andreoni, that if once
again we agree about the meeting in San Jos6 di Costa

Rica and its usefulness for the support that was
for the initiative of the Contadora Group,
we were on the other hand really amazed and very
sorry indeed thar on the 10th of this month the first
Constituent Assembly of the Republic of Nicaragua
was opened, and the. first elecred president installed.
Only France sent a member of ir own government,
expressed

who went there together with all the Foreign Ministers
of the Contadora Group and many others from Latin
America, together with those from Sweden and Spain.
Mr Andreotti, what did you do with regard to representation for the Ten? Forgetting to be represented as
Ialians may perhaps scandalize our national Parliament, but here in Strasbourg as well it cenainly cannor
be considered to autur very well for the credibiliry of
the undenaking that was given
- and not too openly
at that
this morning.

-

I staned my speech with a reference to our concern
for the crisis in the Community. The meetings of Min-

isters have some times been marked by quarrels, spirc,
the shunting of responsibility, and have even reached
the grotesque, as was the case with the attempt to put
the blame for the failure of certain nejotiations
regarding the accession of Spain on the just demands
of the Greek Prime Minister. It would be better if an
effon were made to understand that one obstacle to
enlargement, where for example Spain is concerned,
lies in the pressure that is being exerted on that country to link.the question of its accession to the Community to its agreement not to hold a referendum on
the Atlantic Pact
a referendum that was one of the
- platform of the pany that today
planks in the electoral
governs in Madrid.

These things should be remembered. But talking about
.Ve
them, at length, is not sufficient.
have to get concrete resul6, which we shall obtain if we have a new
policy, and if we give the Community the chance rc
put it into effect. I have noted the declarations made

by Mr Andreotti, and I reaffirm that, as far as we are
concerned
as far as Parliament as a
- and I think
whole is concerned
Parliament's vote on the Spi- be simply a platonic vote. The
nelli project must not
same applies with regard to Parliament's collaboration
where the intergovernmental conference is concerned,
which we support, and which can give really positive
results, but only if Parliament, at every stage, both in
the preparation and in the running of the conference
itself, is given the role to which it is entitled.
But are we now going to tackle, less vaguely than has
hitheno been the case, that problem which, as has
been said in this Chamber, can no longer be shelved,
the problem of the budget? Do we wanr to hand down
to whoever will be responsible for the next six-months'
term of office the question of the funds needed to
implement a truly Communiry policy? How can we
talk about problems, even
I say nothing about solutions
when we already-know thar there will be no
resources to tackle them with? Ve have made and will
make what contribution we can to the Community
and may I remind you that we do this as the pany that
has received the greatest number of votes for the
European Parliament of any pany that is here represented. But they were nor votes simply for us. They
were votes that we brought to Europe, and that we
wish to add to rhose of the panies that believe in
Europe; for all Europeans who ask us, as a Communiry, to work together to overcome the crisis with a
poliry of protress, freedom, social justice and, today,
more than anything else, a poligy of peace. Vhen we
speak of the independence of peoples, of development,
peace and freedom, and when we speak of disarmament, we are addressing all those in authority in every
continent. This must be
and I rhink ir can be
nor
- the
only rhe purpose of this-pany and this Group, but
purpose also of Parliament and the Community as a
whole.
(Applause

Group)

from the

bencbes

of the Communist and Allies
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(IT) Mr President, on behalf of

the Liberal and Democratic
Group, and as an Italian
member of this Assembly, as well as personally, I wish
President Andreotti the greatest success at the start of
this six-months' term of office of the Italian Presidency.

Italy is often considered to be the most favourable of
the larger countries in the Community to the prospects
of European.Union,.and this ha-s given rise to great
expectations in cenain sectors of public opinion and
the press; although, even in Italy, there are still on the
other hand those that remember that our abstract
declarations of being 'good Europeans' are not always
matched by consistent behaviour where Community
practice is concerned. Of course, the statement by Mr
Andreotti that we have heard this morning, allows us
to believe that the Italian Presidency will commit itself
genuinely to the fight tobuild Europe. Six months are
quite a shon period, especially compared m the size of
the problems that have to be tackled, but this realization should spur us all the more to use to best advantage what time we have available. There can be no

deluding ourselves, in fact, that the force of things
alone can achieve those results that political action
does not succeed in achieving for irelf. Ve know very
well that, beside the forces that are fighting for

no less powerful
that
are working in the opposite direction; but, in the end,

Europe, there are others

-

-

it will be the commitment of the political panies that
will decide which of these opposing trends will in the
end prevail.

Amongst the objectives listed by Mr Andreotti there
were some which seem to us Liberals to deserve special
atrenrionl in the first place, there is the intention of the
Italian government to see that at the June Summit the
date is fixed for the Intergovernmental Conference on
the Treaty for European Union, based on precise
mandates from the individual governments. Ve consider especially imponant the reference to the draft
Treaty that was adopted by this Assembly, and the
proposal to inculde the European Parliament in the
negotiations. Indeed, we should like Italian diplomacy
ro pursue this aim in a ruly supranational spirit, aiming at a success that should above all be a success for
a sucEurope, and not simply
and not so much
cess for the government in Rome. Ve should, I think,
be very grateful to Mr Andreotti if, so far as the necessary prudence allows, he could give Parliament some
information on the progress and prospects of negotiations regarding the calling of the Conference; and
information on the subject will help Parliament to
form a more accurate political view of the current state
of what we might call the European question.

No 2-321/123

Respect for the principle of budget annuality and the
suggestion that the increase in VAT revenue should be
brought forward seem to be acceptable smrting poinm
for a solution for restoring harmony between the various branches of the budget authority, without impair-

ing the powers which the Treaties accord rc Parliament in this field. In this connection it is imponant to
remind public opinion of the fact that the increase in
the Community's own resources does not constitute,
as there is often a tendency to believe, a funher burden on the taxpayer. Any initiative on these lines is
designed, instead, to ensure the more profitable application of tax which is already paid within the framework of the national budgets.
This European Community, which some would like rc
presenr as a useless, costly, toy, has in reality at its disposal resources that are a minute fraction of the
revenue of the individual Member States, yet it is
faced with tasks of gigantic proponions. This is a
point to be emphasized in relation also to the imminent accession of Spain and Ponugal to the Community. The Liberals fully share the general satisfaction with this event, which is of great historical and
civil significance, but they remind everyone that it is
an event that must be achieved not only with abstract
declarations of principle, but also with the allocation
of adequate financial resources. This is something that
especially those counuies who will derive most economic advantage from enlargement must bear in mind,
whilst it seems only fair that the Medircrranean counries should be helped ro overcome the difficulties that
rhe new Community of Twelve will cause them. Nor,
if we except the regional interests, which are quite
imponant, is the development of the internal market
with adequate measures one of the aims which the
Liberals regard as having highest priority. As Italians
we would rather see the extension, to the frontiers
between Italy and other countries of the Community,
of the facilities already introduced at the frontiers
between France, Germany and the Benelux countries.

Many points in his speech deserve fuller treatment,
and they are of great interest to the Liberals, especially

the emphasis he gave to the employment question,
which is a problem that has to be solved whilst still respecdng the economic compatibilities and requirements
posed by a resumption of growth based on efficienry
and rationality in production. For this reason the
appeal on the one hand for cooperation between both
sides of indusry and, on the other, the development of
new technology, is something that the Liberals fully
suPPort.

Mr President of the Council, your smtement has highlighted, to Parliament, the number and size of the

will be
for the next six months. \fle should feel

problems that await the Council of which you

Ve

have already heard, with the greatest interest,
what Mr Andreotti said regarding the criteria with
which the Italian Presidency will try to overcome the
dispute between the Council and Parliament regarding

the 1985 budget.

President

satisfied if, in this period, substantial progress could be
made towards the solution of some of these problems,
especially those that we have indicated. But the failures that have occurred, and that so often are repeated
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in the European Summits, will recur in the future if,
despite everything else, we do not succeed in crearing
a really efficient political poc{er rhar is able rc guide
European life towards common objectives.

Mr Flanagan (RDE).

Mr

President, before

I

deal

with the subject under-debate, could I explain ro you
why I consider rhar on every l7ednesday, when the

full for discussion on marrers concerning
motions for urgency, rhe sitting should be suspended
for approximately l0 minutes in order that shose who
wish to leave to do other work should be enabled rc
do so and rhac whoever the speaker is, he should not
have to lry to contend wirh the battle thar goes on
here for the ensuing 10 minutes or so. I symparhize
wirh you who had to speak at rhat time and I would
hope that as a matter of counesy to us all, in future
the House will suspend proceedings until the volubility
of the French and British in panicular has died down.
House is

There is not replly a grear deal of difference, Mr
President, between the attitudes of the various panies
in this House over the issues on which rhink we are all
agreed. I join with all the others who have wished
President Andreotti well in the difficult task that he
has ahead of him over the nexr six monrhs. As he said,
institutional matters, the presenration of a budget, and
the conclusion of negoriations for rhe entry of Spain
and Ponugal must be the priorities, as they are with us
as well.

In regard to the budget, I would say rhar while I compliment Minister O'Keeffe on the very hard work he
did during the Irish Presidency, I was nor happy with
his attitude here last month when Parliamenr rejected
the budget. He said in a very terse reply ro rhe debate
that we had created this mess and rherefore it was up
to us to take whatever steps were necessary to get ourselves out of it. I reject rhar. The mess was created by
the Council of Miniscers and not by the Members of
this Parliament. Literally only a handful of Members
of this House, from all'sides, had voted in favour of
the budget and even among rhe non-inscribed Members there were only one or rwo who thought rhat the
attitude and the presentation and behaviour of the
Council of Ministers was appropriate. I agree wirh so
many other speakers who said that if we are ro progress, if we are to have an expanded Community, if we
are to revive a regional policy which appears to have
been forgotten and abandoned, rhen we do need more
funds. And if the Council of Ministers cannor agree ro
increase VAT resources ro 1.6, 1.8 or whatever, rhen
perhaps the only thing we can do is, in each Member
State of the existing Community, ro go ro the people
and have a Euro-referendum and ask the people of
each of the countries concerned if rhey would approve
of an increase in resources for the Communiry for the
purposes for which the Community exists.

'\(e simply cannot go on rhe way we have
done so far,
and I hope that during your period of office, Mr

President, we shall have not merely a budget but also,
as desired by all sides here, a much clearer view of rhe
way forward for the Community as a whole.

Perhaps such a Euro-referendum and a favourable
decision by the peoples of Europe would also confirm
their inrcntion that the Council of Ministers should
begin ro revise its attitude and, among other things,
cease using the presidency as an occasion or an instrument for national political praise in the larrer's own
country.

In that connection, I should like rc say that while I do
not approve and have never approved of the ardrude
of the British, panicularly, over the rebate, which has
caused so much delay and time-wasring in our Community, I do not blame them solely by any means for
the fact that the Council of Ministers has now become
an ineffectual body. That fact is rhe fundamental challenge with the Italian Presidency now faces, and not,
as Mr Giavazzi said, the practice of announcing highsounding principles without taking any concrere practical decisions. For that, Sir, is what has been happening in the periods of office of too many of your
predecessors.

So, therefore, we need

a

budger, we need more

money; and you will have, of course, a special interest
in an integrated Medircrranean policy, jusr as we have
an interest in reviving an effective regional policy. You
cannot do any of those things withour rhe necessary
funds. Therefore, if the Council cannor rapidly agree
on an increase in resources for the purposes on which
we are mostly agreed
we are certainly agreed in
principle, though nor -in detail
perhaps rhe
- rhen
time has come [o hold a referendum
in all our countries to decide where we are going, or if we are going
to go forward at all.

I

have great hopes that under rhe new Commission
President, Mr Delors, and his ream, rhere will be an
intensification of rhar idenriry of feeling berween the
Members of Parliament and the Commission which
has become apparenr over rhe past few years, and that,
even though we do not have rhe execurive power, reliance by the Commission on Parliament and vice versa
will persuade you, Sir, and your colleagues in the
Council of Ministers thar rhe rime has come for action
rather than words in all the fields of which we have
spoken.

The chairman of our group, Mr de la Maldne,

has

tabled an oral question which highlighm rhe need ro
go forward in the creation of a European internal
market. It seems to me clear that if rhat is nor done,
then we cannor go forward, and no pious exhonarions
be of any use. Ve must create in Europe an enormous internal market freed of restraints and through
that create the jobs that are necessary to achieve the
objectives of which you, Mr President, spoke so eloquently this morning. Unless we do thar we shall be
going, not forwards but backwards.

will
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I reiterate my wish that the coming six months will be
productive for Europe, which badly needs to build on
the little progress that has already been made, and ir
cannot do so unless there is determination by everybody concerned to achieve that end.
(DA) Mr President, Members of
Mr Bogh (ARC).
the European Parliament
are really not much wiser for
having listened to the speech of the Presidenr-inOffice of the Council. And I think we Danes in panicular were disappointed that nothing was disclosed
about the talks on Union, over which Denmark is in
serious difficulties according

Ve

to today's

newspapers.

learn that the Danish chief negotiator in the
Dooge Committee is under pressure. Our pro-Union
foreign minister is currently making public pronouncemenr here and there on the arraignment against Den-

mark

of powerful European forces. !7hat kind of

cooperation is it in which pressure on a small counrry
is so strong that its foreign minister has to sec aside a
resolution of its national assembly calling on Denmark
to reject political union? Vhat is it thar makes him
nciw plead with, now chreaten a recalciranr population to make them abandon their hesimtion and willingly embrace a plan for Union?

It was disappointing that the President-in-Office, in
this situation in which a small Member State feels
pressured, did not lift the veil from the discussions. '!fle
must know where each of us stands, and who is exerting pressure on whom. On the other hand, there can
be no doubt where Denmark stands. '!7e know full
well from opinion polls that 900/o of. the people of our
country are irrevocably opposed to union. They favour

what the President-in-Office called

a 'minimalisr'

poliry on political integration, ie a policy of rhe kind
that characterizes a free trade area and no more than
that. In his speech the President-in-Office expressed
the view that European Union could make a significant contribution to the solution of key international
problems. He mentioned pretty well all the world's
conflicts, including the North-South tension, as areas
in which the Community could play the role of a peacemaker. The results in this field have not been panicularly inspiring so far, and it is hard to see how ten
states which have difficulty cooperating in an economic organization would find the unity and strength to
solve other people's problems, just because these ren
countries are forced together into a political union.

it will not turn out to be colourless, unstimula[ing and
without piquancy, but will insrcad be six months of the
urmost commitment, a decisive six months for Europe.

I

have

to

ask you

to

excuse me,

Mr

Andreotti,

because, in observance of our fair but miserly Rules of
Procedure, I can only speak for a very few minutes in
reply to your own vasc speech. shall limit myself,
therefore, to a number of critical and, I hope stimulat-

I

ing, observations.

I quite expected your opening and closing references
to the Europe of De Gasperi and the other Founding
Fathers. May I remind you that we were there as well
in
Italian Parliament of the '50s,
MSI
-andthe
- fivethe
there were
of us then as [here are now, but it
was five out of five hundred and fifty, and not out of
eighty-one Italian delegates as there are now, and we
suffered discrimination, and we were on olrr own,
whereas now I have the great honour and comfon of
speaking also on behalf of our French colleagues in
the Front National, and my colleague of the Greek
Right.
There are once again five of us, but we are not alone,
we have gone forward with the consensus and we have
not changed our basic behaviour. At that time, in
opposition and alone, we voted in favour of the European, 'l7estern legislative measures for which De Gasperi was fighting; whereas the United Left remained
aloof, and voted against, so much so that our representatives entered this Chamber quite some time
before the entry of the groups of the Imlian Left.
Today, strengthened in numbers and no longer alone,
we are available, Mr Andreotti, to give concrete support to the steps necessary to enable the building of
Europe to progress.

But what steps are we talking about? You, Mr
Andreotti, in your usual cautions way, referred to
'small steps'. In our opinion it is not a question of
choosing between small and large steps, but between
forward and steps backward.

steps

In your
fear that

statement there is something that makes us

God forbid

it

may be a question of

steps backward,
because you seemed to us too prudent, indeed reticent, when you said within six months
it is the intention to call
but for when?
an inter- on the
governmenal conference- rc hold negotiations
question of European Union.

Surely what the President-in-Office rather condescendingly calls a 'minimalist' policy
in other words
a free trade area between independent
partners
would be a good deal more effecdve in promoring
peace than the attempt to create yet another superpower in the world.

(17) Mr Andreotti, I wish
Mr Almirante (DR).
- Italian Presidency,
you a good six-monrhs'
with the
hope, which we express for you and for ourselves, that

Negotiations, Mr Andreotti? Towards the end of its
last span of office, this European Parliament adopted
the Spinelli Draft Treary for European Union. And
we, who are of a very different political hue from that
of Mr Spinelli, voted in favour. I will read you, in this
connection, what was recently written in an Italian
newspaper of the Left by an illustrious Iralian member
of this Parliament, who is also of a very different political hue from us. I refer to Mr Ippolito, and should be
glad if you would listen:
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'As we know, under the provisions of the Draft Treaty
for European Union, that Union can be set up provided at least six countries, who must represent at least
tvo thirds of the European population, are in agreement. Vell then, it is up to Italy, without any diplomatic shamming and without any ambiguiry, to put the

question clearly to the other nine panners, asking
them who is for and who against. If there is the necessary qualified majority of countries and populadon,

then we go ahead. Those countries who do not wish to

panicipate can remain outside the Union, as associates, without clipping the wings of those who wish to

fly.'
\7e, Mr Andreotti, feel exactly the same way, nor leasr
because, unless we build a united Europe, the fate of
the world and, most imponantly, of Europe, will
remain solely in the hands of the uncenain, albeit
promising, East-Vest dialogue. So long as we remain
oumide or on the threshold, we run the risk of having
a new Yalta, disasrous for the whole of Europe; and,
worse still, the risk that some mad general, on one side
or the other
let us be frank enough to say so
will
- as has already
let off a missile,
happened, albeit -half as

a joke, without knowing, or perhaps being able to
control, in which direcdon it will fly, or where it will
land.

Nor is rhe problem only a milirary one because, until
the problem in military and diplomatic terms finds a
solution, Europe will see im present army of l3 million
unemployed continue to grow, and will not be able ro
spend on jobs and peace what it will be obliged to
spend for its own security.
Ve consider your

staremenrs on rhe accession of Spain

and Ponugal to the Community to be hardly satisfactory, Mr Andreotti, because you either could not or
would not give concrere assurances regarding those

integrated Mediterranean programmes, on whose
implementation the painless entry of Spain and Ponu-

gal into the European Communiry largely depends.

if my French and
will allow me ro say so, I mean

courrs

which we do not know any longer wherher there is the
money available.

that the right of asylum at the present time

journalists, give interviews, and, probably, keep in
touch with their comrades who are acting in Italy in
the way they are.

Your attitude in 'this connection worries us, Mr
Andreotti, because you have not failed rc present, as is
your custom, the PLO as a force with which the Medircrranean coumries should negotiate, forgetting that
there is a judicial inquiry in Italy into the activities of
the head of the PLO, Arafat, with regard ro rhe Eaffic
in arms and explosives carried on by the PLO.

And there is another reference, Mr Andreotti, which
you might have spared yourself: I mean Ethiopia. Not
because people living under the shadow of death
should be left to take care of themselves, but because
at the present time there is a serious argument going
on in Italy regarding money and food that ought to be
going to help the desperate people of Ethiopia, and
are instead being used to allow the communist Ethiopian government to purchase aircraft
- the G222
suitable for use in the war of extermination
rhar-is
going on against the free Eritrean people. This, then,
Mr Andreotd, is our position. \7e have always foughr,
and we shall continue to fighr, for a united Europe.
Ve do not believe you can be good ltalians, or good
Frenchmen, or good Greeks, unless you are first of all
good Europeans. But civilized people in Europe are
oppressed by a heavy cloud of scepticism: they no longer believe in this, and speeches about small sreps, or
speeches full of ambiguity, which could conceal a
tolerance of anti-European or even downright barbarous forces, or complicity with them, leave us perplexed.

Every possible contribution on our parr, from all our
group, is available for the arrempr to build Europe. But
the Italian six-months' period of office, Mr Andreotti,
must put Italy at the head
and nor, once again, at
the tail
of the process of -uniring Europe.

-

As far as we Italians are concerned,

Greek colleagues
above all the vital 'inregrated Naples operarion', for

-

shelters about 300 fugitive Italian terrorists, headed by
the notorious Toni Negri, who continue to receive

Mr Pannclla (ND.
Mr President, the time at
- UD
my disposal is hardly
of massive proportions, bur I
shall endeavour ro use it to best advantage.

I be allowed, Mr President, Mr Presidenr-inOffice of the Council, to address a few words ro Commissioner Varfis and the Commission. After the sratement lhat we heard this morning, I should recommend
an urgent call to Brussels
if the Commission should
happen to be meering - ro inform immediately rhe
May

Ve also consider unsatisfactory what you have to say,
Mr Andreotti, on the fight against the drug traffic.
You have only to read roday's edition of Le Figaro to
realise, with all the facts and figures supplied, that the
problem is one of exreme graviry in France and Italy,
and in the United States of America.

Your references ro rhe fight against rerrorism are also
unsatisfactory, and thar is more serious still. You said,
Mr Andreotti, that rhere is 'abuse of diplomatic
immunity' to the advantage of the terrorists. Ve say ro
you, here in France
and this is something for which
the French socialist -governmenr is responsible, nor rhe

Commission and President
Delors, following the
smrcment by the Presidenr of the Council, that they
have got all their analyses wrong. In a few hours we
have seen the new President of the Commission speaking like an old President of the Council, and the Presi-

dent of the Council speaking like a new President of
the Commission
or, ar least, like we would have
wished the new Presidenr
of the Commission ro speak.
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said yesterday to our friend, President Delors, that

there are times when to dare is prudent and, conversely, to spend time contemplating the difficult equilibrating aspects of the situation in which one finds
oneself is one way to lose ones equilibrium ois-ti-ztis
the realities which others are about to influence.

That has happened rcday thanks ro the President-inOffice of the Council, and I am cenainly happy, Mr
President, to say this, since, in our own country, our
political positions are in loyal bur firm opposition. to
one another. I am very happy that we Radicals have
been given the opponunity here to show our radically
western way of understanding the foreign policy problems of a country and of the Community. I rhink that,
for the moment, Mr President of the Council, for rhe
words that you have spoken you have earned our
commendation, because words can fly, but can also
mke tangible form; and these are words that have been
long awaited.
The tribute to Parliament, in the form in which it was
delivered, was not only of a ritual nature. The undertakings that you gave, Mr President of the Council,
are undenakings

I believe

rhat were also semanrquite

ically well expressed.
Ve -have understood

clearly: Parliament must take pan in the activities of
the Dooge Committee, and must take pan, as it is
fully entitled to, in the process of shaping rhe final will

of the Community in regard to the new treaty. The
opinions thar have been expressed here are very clear
verdicts on the inadequacy of the Treaties of Rome,
whereas the President of the Commission saw fit yer

to say rhar prudence demanded
instead that we should continue for the next few years
to announce the defence of the 'rrue' trutlr, the nonhisrcrical truth of the Trearies of Rome.

today good news also for Italy. Instead of finding you
continuously in the Middle East or other places, if you
wish
as you surely will
on with the pro- torcget
- that you have outlined
gramme
us today you will be

more and more constandy committed

in

Europe,

because diplomadc action, to and fro, will be essential.
d^y after day, in a
You must keep up the pressure

- and weaving
difficult process of stitching together
on rhe governments that carry most weight, and -so
you will probably endeavour to ensure that the gesture
of President Mitterrand, who visircd this Parliament,
will bear fruit.
My time is about to run out. I should like only to note,

Mr

President of the Council, the omission of any
reference rc Nonh-South problems and the commitment against the holocaust, the extermination by hunger throughout rhe world. I think we have the right,
the legitimate hope, to expect you, when you reply, to
confess to a moment of distraction, because on this
also Parliament and the Council could probably, in the
next few months, create the basis for that common
policy of cooperadon and development for which the
need is felt, instead of continuing with the failure of
ten development policies. plus one, that has been rypical of these years.

Thank you, Mr President, and all good wishes rc the
Council in its work and also to the Commission which
now, as I have said, must bravely review the wrong
analyses that it presented to us yesrcrday.

Mr President, I congratulare
of the Council on assuming

again yesterday

Mrs Castlc (S).

\fle have understood quite clearly, Mr President, and
we rake good note
because we hope that all this will
have a sequel. You- also recalled, and Mr Romeo and
other members clearly emphasized them, the rerms of
the conflict that has begun, and I have to say that rhe

high office, but I also wish to offer him my sympathy.
He takes over lhe leadership of a Community in considerable disarray with unemployment, as he told, us,
already at appallingly high levels and set ro go on rising steadily, with no money for an industrial policy
and without even a budget with which to tackle the
problems that face us. \7e start 1985 wirh the Council
and Parliament at loggerheads and withour the Council even being able to produce a budget ro cover the
anticipared needs of the coming year
a remarkable
demonstration of budgetary discipline!-

Council of Ministers has done itself honour today with
its words, because recognizing ones own mistakes is
the action of one who is aware of his own srengrh.
The tribute that the institution of rhe Council of Minisrcrs paid today to Parliament, regarding a serious
conflict, shows that the Council of Ministers and its
President are aware of the strength of our own insritu-

tion, which has too long been considered a dead
weight and, indeed, as a reacdonary force where the
federalist process, or process of unification, is concerned. Instead, we have been able to see today that
the choice is different. !fle have taken good note also
of the constant reference ro rhe Treary, of which the
other nine panners are reminded.

Now we have to work with a will, and we who know,
Mr President of the Council, your capacity for work,
your tenacity and
sometimes
your obstinacy

- perhaps heard
when you decide ro -do somerhing, have

President-in-Office

rhe
his

\7e all know that at the hean of this budgenry problem lies the Community's failure to adapt the Common Agricultural Policy to today's realiries. Ve in the
Socialist Group foughr the European elecrions on rhe
need for a renovated Common Agricultural Policy and
in our joint manifesto we wrote:
The major principles which were supposed to govern
the CAP are less and less respected nowadays. The
imbalances and inequalities have Brown to such an
eitent that they have become intolerable.

for measures ro eliminate surpluses, for
controls on milk production, for an end to unlimited
price guarantees, more help for small and mediumSo we called
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sized producers and for sourhern producers against
northern ones, and for a fair deal for agricultural
workers. Nor least, we urged thar the interests of the

week the Agriculture Ministers, after a lor of ralking

consumers must be considered equally with those of

about how tough rhey were going ro ger wirh the

the producers, for we in the Socialist Group believe
that consumers too are pan of the European Communiry.

Now our manifesto was wrirren in March 1984 and in
the same month the Council of Agriculrural Minisrers
agreed on a series of measures which were widely
hailed as a breakthrough in rhe reform of rhe CAP:
milk quotas with superlevies to be paid by rhose who
exceed their quotas; the rightening up of guaranree
thresholds for cereals wirh rhe warning that every lo/o
increase in production over the rhreshold would be
penalized by a l0/o cut in rhe price this year. Despite
these measures, the basic problems of the CAP and
therefore of the Community remain unsolved.

Milk production

is down a little. But the burter moun-

tain sdll stands around the I million tonne mark. The
beef mountain is at an all-time high level of 500 000
[onnes while the surplus of cereals is bursring our
granaries. And to those who say'Ah, but that is all due
rc the good summer we have had', I reply 'Read the
Commission's latest reporr on the agricultural siruation in the Community'. In ir the Commission estimates that on present trends, farm surpluses

will con-

tinue to grow until 1990 and that by the end of this
decade we shall still be overproducing

principal farm products grown

l0 our of the

12

in the

Community.
Despite the introduction of the superlely, the Commission repon points out: 'Surpluses of dairy products
are expected to remain high wirh milk ourput exceeding consumption by 1l million ronnes'. The cereals
surplus is forecasr at 33 million [onnes a year, wine at
3 000 million lirres, sugar ar 1.5 million tonnes and
beef at 200 000 ronnes. Far from the situarion getring
better, it is getting worse.

How can we solve the Community's problems when
we find thar rhe CAP's share of the budget jumped
from 60.50lo in 1983 to 720/o in 1984? And rhe final
outturn may be worse rhan rhat. There can be no
doubt where the cause of our budgetary problem lies?

And the real way to establish rhe credibility of the
Community is,

I

suggesr, obvious. As the Commission

points out, we simply cannor afford ro relax our
effons to rarionalize production and cur surpluses and
this is the ideal year in which ro press ahead with our
reforms for, despire the introduction of production
controls last year, average farm incomes rose by 3.80/o
although, I admiq there were some big discrepancies.
But this is rhe last momenr to relax our effons. There
must be no weakening of the decisions taken last
sPrrnS.

And yet the Council of Agriculture Minisrers is showing a marked relucrance to bite on the bullet of its own
policies. !7e all know rhat the milk quoras have been
exceeded in a number of counries. And yet nobody

has paid the superlevy yet. Is anybody ever going ro
I dont't know. At their meeting earlier this

pay it?

backsliders, decided . . .! They referred rhe matter
back to a committee. Not a very convincing way of
establishing credibility. The suspicion must grow rhar
once again the Council of Ministers is going ro link
rhe enforcement of financial penalties wirh the price
review. Now that is an old device to fine farmers for
over-production and rhen give them more money ro
pay the fine. According to reporrs, rhis is whar Mr
Kiechle, the Federal German Agriculture Minisrer, is
demanding rhis year at this momen[ in rhe case of
cereals. Yet the cereals surplus is rapidly becoming one
of the major scandals of the CAP. The cereals harvest
for 1984 amounred ro a srupendous 150 million

tonnes, i.e. 20 million ronnes above rhe previous
record figure, and about 10 times the average annual
increase over [he last l0 years. It is cenainly more than
5olo above the guaranree threshold. In fact, it is nearer
8%o above it. So, if our agreed policies are ro have any
meaning at all there should be a price cuc for cereals

this year

of 8% in

accordance with the agreement

reached last spring.

I garher that the British Minister for Agriculture, Mr
Joplin, has said he wants the cereals price cut by 50/o
this year. But, by 50/o of whar cereal price? One which
is fixed so high that rhere will in effect be no cut ar all?
If we really mean business about reforming the Community we mus[ insisr on an actual price cur for cereals
of at leasr 5% this year. Do not let us say that cereal
farmers cannot afford it. According ro a remarkable
report in today's Financial Timesthe incomes of cereal
Browers in the United Kingdom increased by 100/o in

real terms lasr year and by rhe incredible figure of
50% in real terms over rhe pasr seven years. \7hat
other group of workers can boast a 500/o increase in
their incomes in real terms over the pasr seven years?
Certainly not the agricultural workers.

Of course the small cereal farmers in the Community
have not benefited to the same exrenr. But a price
increase which helped rhem would bring intolerably
high profits ro the big farmers. So we musr find other
ways to help the small farmers, wherher they are in
cereals, dairying or anything else. Such as, for example, direct income aids. It is rime the Commission and
Council plucked up their courage and faced this fact.

Higher prices will nor solve anything. They will
merely sharpen rhe budgerary crisis on which the
Community has impaled imelf. As long as surpluses
continue, price freezes and price curs must be rhe
order of the day. So 1985 will indeed be a testing time.
Vill the Council of Ministers have the political will to
carry out the policies it knows are necessary? This is
what matters. Not grandiose talk about European
Union and creation of a supranational authority to
which so many of us are totally opposed. Only by action now in the context of im present powers can the
Community resrore ir credibility.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI
Vice-President

(NL) Mr President, the Group
Mr Croux (PPE).
of the European People's
Pany very much welcomes
the statement made by the Presidenr-in-Office of the
Council, in which he said he would do his utmosr to
ensure [hat by June ar the laresr a date was fixed for
the intergovernmental conference proposed by the
Dooge or Spaak II Commirtee in its inrcrim reporr for
the negotiation of a Treaty on the European Union.

In the shon time available to me I should like to say
the following. Mr Delors's sraremenr yesterday was
chiefly a discours de lamtthode, as rhe press put it. It is
fairly clear what we need to do, but we do not know
how to do it. As regards rhe method, I would say rhar
two imponant questions must now be answered: when
and by whom must the initiative be taken? \7hat rhe
President-in-Office said about this was very impormnt. The answer to rhe question 'when' is 'now',
during the Italian Presidenry. No later than June you
intend to persuade your counrerparts to attend an
intergovernmental conference. '!7'e really believe rhat
the time is ripe, that everyone knows something has to
be done to improve the funcrioning of the institutions.
The second question is:who is going ro have to do it?
the President-in-Office be able rc persuade the
Ten to hold an intergovernmental conference? That is
the big question. !/e are convinced that initially it is
unlikely to be possible, that it will be found rhat a significant majority wan[ to press ahead, but rhar rwo or
three are reluctanr, and it will then be a question of
making progress despite them. I believe that enough

Vill

voices have been raised in France, rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, the Benelux countries and even
Italy for it rc be said that we musr indeed press ahead,
and we are convinced thar we must do so with such

cogency and determination that those who hesirate are
faced with a problem and will ask themselves whether
they can take the risk of sranding srill. \7e shall thus
set something in motion that signifies progress for this
our Europe.

\7e therefore hope that the President-in-Office of rhe
Council will be able to persuade his counterparts in all
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The speech of the President-in-Office was decidedly a
tour d'borizon The only places he did not touch upon
within that global horizon, as far as I could determine,
were the Fiji Islands and the polar regions, bur rhen
that is not where the really important problems are.
\7e are deeply indebted to him for a speech which
obligates the Council in two ways: on the one hand, to
take the democradcally elected European Parliament
for what is is, an element which, he said, had a genuinely popular character
and I am happy to hear
that
and, on the other-hand, to cooperare with us
over -the next six months.

On behalf of the Danish conservatives, I attach grear
imponance to the recognition of Parliament's character as a genuine, representative assembly of the people
of Europe, regardless of irc mode of election. But I
should like to say at the outset that, if the Council
takes the same view and endorses the positive attitude

of the President-in-Office rowards this Assembly, it
would be a correct and forward-looking gesture for
the Council ro invite Parliamenr to send a fully accredited representative to attend the continued deliberadons of the so-called Ad-hoc Committee. Ir seems to
me totally meaningless for rhe Council [o ser up a
committee to discuss our common future without so
much as a sidelong glance at this democratically
elected assembly. I realize that there have been contacts with Mr Spinelli and with the Presidenr. I ask for
one further step and call upon rhe Presidenr-in-Office
to give us a clear assurance that he will persuade the
other members of the Council to let us
for example,
- further
through our President
take pan in the
deliberations of the Dooge- Committee, which indeed has
been instructed to repon by March.

That said, I would welcome the first observations of
the President-in-Office in rhis Assembly. Those many
and long sentences concealed a positive European will,
which we badly need to hear. The Danish Government
often has reservations when the discussion rurns ro
deciding which way we are to go forward. The President-in-Office of the Council understood these feelings when he spoke of the policy of small steps. That is
precisely rhe phrase I have used myself in this connection.

I must poinr out to him rhar any step
forward he may propose over rhe next six months will
But, that apan,

the Member States, including those which have traditionally had great fairh in Europe, to overcome and
abandon their opposition, because
I reaffirm
- andthar,
this on behalf of my group
we believe
if the
national governments fail to- make more of Europe,
their peoples will suffocate and there will be no furure
for us. \7e are counting on you, Mr Andreotti.

be welcomed by the Members of this Assembly. Speaking on behalf of the Danish conservatives, I can say

(DA) Mr President, I should
like to thank the President-in-Office
of the Council
for smying here for the whole debate. That was some-

Europe. The Council and the Commission lack the
ground anchorage rc which he alluded in his speech.
There is a democratic deficienry in rheir rcrms of
reference. If we are to move forward or, to use his

Mr Toksvig (ED).

thing of a rarity during rhe previous presidency.

that we agree with him and Jacques Delors that the
Community has ground m a standstill. I ask him to get
us moving again, for ir is the Council that is rhe brakeblock. And I ask him not only ro secure his suppon
among the heads of government but also ro come back
again and again rc this democratically elected Assembly, which can give him the supporr of the peoples of
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own words, if we are to perceive the Community as a
living, open and constantly developing entity, it is here
in this Chamber and among us that he can find his
suppon. That is what we have been elected for. \fle
have, with few and quite unimportant exceptions, a
historical mandate to take those small sreps forward
with the presidency. And our sole obligation is to
ensure that those small steps never deviate from the
course we have plotted together.

Any sailor knows that navigation is easiest when the
speed of the ship can be divided by three, because
there are 60 minutes in each hour. The President-inOffice can count on our support each time he ukes
three steps forward, and he can expect our opposition
if he chooses to adopt a passive role.

Mr Ephremidis (COM). (GR/ Mr President,
despite having tried we have not found any points in
Mr Andreotti's lengthy speech with which we can
agree as regards the present situation and the prospects set out for the six months of the Italian Presidency. In the two minutes available to me I cannot, of
course, deal with every point, so I will confine myself
to a few of them. Mr Andreotti dealt with the question
of enlargement but neglected to mention the related
of the Mediterranean programmes which
though chiefly of interest ro my country concern his
country, Italy, too, I think. He limited himself to saying that some interim compensatory measures will be
matter

instituted and expressed his regret that as yet no decision has been taken on the Commission's proposals
concerning the integrated Mediterranean programmes.

As regards unemployment he was very straight. He
affirmed that we are going from bad to worse but neglected ro say whar specific measures and forms of action are to be taken to tackle this gangrene currently
threatening the working people of the Community.

country which has an association agreement with the

Community.

It

is a great shame that this omission

came from a President of the Council who hails from a
Mediterranean country such as Italy is.

(L).- (FR) I should like first of all to
thank the President-in-Office of the Council for his
speech, but at the same time to tell him that I found it
more in the nature of a good review of the current
situarion and that I rather feel that this speech was
more appropriate to a diplomatic rather than a political context, a speech which I would rather hear from
the COREPER than from the President-in-Office of
Mr Ducarme

the Council.

I should like to put a number of clear, simple questions
to which it will be possible to give yes or no answers,
which I feel will be of more interest in the context of
this parliamentary debate.

First question: on the budgetary side, discussing the
annuality of the budget and the VAT rate increase,
you tell us that you will be using your best endeavours
to ensure compliance with the annual term of the
budgeq on which this House has insisted, possibly by
bringing forward by a few months the entry into force
of the decision on the VAT rate increase. Does this
mean, Mr President, that the nexr meeting of the

Council of Ministers will see the Italian Presidency
formally and officially putting this proposal to a vote
of the Ministers making up the Council? That is a
clear quesrion and I trust that it will receive a yes or no
answe r.

Second question: a very large majority

of us in

this

House, I believe, consider that it would be lax and
even improper to embark upon Community discussions on farm prices for 1985/1986 without having
first adopted the budget for this year. Does the Italian
Presidency undenake not to start any discussion of
farm prices before the budget has been adopted?

On the broader issue of peace and disarmamenr we
gather from Mr Andreotri's speech that the Ten still
see themselves as an adjunct of American diplomacy,

Again, a yes or no answer is what I am seeking.

and nowhere is there any spirit or boldness or any sorr

Third question: you have very aptly raised the matter

of initiarive which would enable rhe Ten ro .ontiibrt.
to a successful outcome for the Geneva mlks and

of drugs. I should be grateful to receive some additional explanations. In this area, which has a bearing

obviate backtracking such as we had wirh rhe deploymenr of Pershing and Cruise missiles, and in his country, too, at Comiso in Sicily.

on protection of our peoples, you are planning a meering of the Council of Ministers, but do you intend ro
limit this meedng to the Minisrers for Health or will
you be including the Ministers for Jusdce? In my view,

Mr Andreotti also referred to matrers in the Middle
East but neglected to say whether rhe Community at
long last recognizes the right of the Palestinian people
to found a state of their own so rhar ir can go in wirh a
concrete initiative. Here I wanr ro make the point thar

in his mention of the critical Middle East area Mr
Andreotti totally neglecred to touch on the Cyprus
problem. He did remember to say rhar Viernam should
wirhdraw irs forces from Kampuchea so that rhe people of that country can decide freely for themselves,
bur he forgot Cyprus which is occupied by Turkey, a

by bringing in the Ministers for Justice, you will be
atmcking the problem ar irs source and not just the
symptoms as they arise funher downstream.

A founh and final question: last October, in a vorc on
a motion for a resolution, our Parliament called for an
immediate meeting of the Council of Minisrers for
Justice, rc lend fresh impetus to the effons to combat
terrorism in Europe and to translate the European
legal area into reality. Ve are still waiting for thar
Council meeting, and in the meantime the Euro-ter-
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rorists have been striking in all counries of the Community, and with especial violence in your own country! My question is simple: is rhe Italian Presidency
prepared rc bring about the meering of this Council
of Ministers for Justice, which could usefully be en-

larged

to

include the Ministers

for rhe Inrerior of

the Community?

I

have not exhausted my speaking time, but I think it
preferable in a debate such as this one ro put questions
which are perhaps shon bur which invite very clear
ansq/ers, essentially yes or no.

(FR) Mr Presidenr,
Mr Roclants du Vivier (ARC).
Mr President-in-Office of the Council,
I should like ro
thank your first of all for the respecr that you have
shown to this House, both in your response to its vore
on the budget and in your very presence here ar this
late hour; in this larrcr respecr, you have done betrer
than your Irish colleague, and I was anxious ro congratulate you on thar.

Having said this,

I

have a number

of

comments to

make on the socio-economic aspects of your speech. I
should like to quote from the recenr communication ro
the European Council of 3 and 4 December 1984 on

the economic and social situation in the Community.
It contains the following passage: 'Action ro develop
the supply side must be pursued vigorously. The competitiveness of productive srrucrures musr be srengthened by a range of measures, which should include
continued effon to lend funher depth rc rhe common
market, common measures to develop advanced technologies, and adjustmenrs ro rhe rules having a bearing
on the activities of business undenakings'.
These, then, were rhe recommendations that the Commission was making to you on rhe eve of your Presidency, Mr President. They are almost a caricature of
the fashionable socio-economic cocktail favoured by
those who look for growth at any price and rherefore
give priority to supply over demand, prosrrare [hemselves blindly before the almr of new technology and
look upon social deregulation as a means of improving

productivity. The days seem far off when cenain people in the Commission, among the members of the
Commission or in their enrourage, had rhe temerity to
cast doubt on the myth of perperual growth, and yet is
it not this myth rhat has brought us ro our presenr
pass, with the social consequences rhat we are now
experiencing on such a massive scale?

The land is an asset which musr be managed for the
good of all. It musr not be exhausted, nor musr irs
resources be severely depleted. Now thar our various
tovernments, whatever rheir complexion, are beginning to get some inkling of rhe disastrous results of

since the maximization of profir and output necessimtes reduction of labour cosr and intensive recourse
to new technologies.

Let us consider the examples of farming, the motor
industry and petro-chemicals. Here we have three sectors of the economy which have shed and will continue to shed labour in large numbers, as a result of
the introduction of new technologies, the effects of
which will in no sense be offset by rhe small numbers
of jobs crearcd in the data-processing sector. Ve have
a dury to say and rc keep on saying that this drive for
uninterrupted trowth of producrion is nothing but
dogma spawned by the industrial sociery. Moreover,
would it not be better instead to have the imagination
to channel economic effort into the sratisfaction of
human needs and the attainmenr of real wellbeing for
the individual? Clearly, if we want thar
and I say
'we' advisedly, Mr Presidenr
we are- confronted
- shape of Anicle 2 of
with a substantial obsracle in the
the Treaty of Rome, which gives continuous expansion the status of a teneral objective. This conception
of continuous expansion is unacceptable to us. It can
hardly be said to be rational, since ir fails ro take
account of the fact rhat rhe resources of our planet are
limited. It is destructive of the quality of life, since it
encourages a desire in people ro acquire more and
more material goods, to the detrimenr of rhe most
disadvantaged, whether in our countries or in the
south of the planet. Vhat we are proposing is therefore the replacement of continuous expansion with
harmonious, durable development which shows respect for the natural equilibria and concern for individual fulfilment. Man and his environmenr, that is the
proper basis.

I should like to illustrate this proposition in relation to
new technologies. New technologies are neither ro be
worshipped nor to be rejected, and yer the economic
sysrem is stumbling on in this area, with nothing to
guide its srcps. Technical progress carries on, but no
consideration is being given to its social impact or to
irc effects on the environment. It is nevenheless essendal
it is no more than common sense for the
- introduction
possible
of new rcchnologies -and, more
generally, all major economic choices ro be preceded
by studies to bring out both sides of the argument and

by public debates. h is necessary to obtain derailed
knowledge of the possible effecrs on the environmenr
and the quality of life and also of the social impacr of
such developments. ft is rc this end thar I have tabled a
morion for a resolution, which is rhe subject of a
repon in this Parliamenr, under which a European office for the evaluation of rcchnologies would be set up
under the auspices of the European Parliament. Prom-

otion of this objective could be one of the results of
your Presidency, and I look forward wirh inrerest ro
your reply to this question.

such a fundamental failure to understand the planetary

ecological balance, they are rushing indiscriminately
into the reace to masrer new technologies, and I am
afraid that you are merely taking up rhe same refrain,

(NL) Mr President, I come
Ulburghs (NI).
from a small country,- Belgium. According to the opi-

Mr
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Ulburghs

nion polls, the vast majority of the population is
opposed to the deployment of nuclear missiles. \7ill
Mr Andreotti accept this as a significant fact and give
it his suppon? Secondly, will Mr Andreotti call for the
release of Nelson Mandela so that he may continue his
political activities in his country, South Africa, unhin-

dered.

(DA) Mr President-in-OffMr Christiansen (S).
ice, sadly we can only- say that we are deeply disappointed, when we look at the results achieved by the
Irish presidenry in its six months: nothing of significance. I am aware of the Community's great problems,
but must stress that, when the previous presidency left
the chair, Europe and its Member States were in even
treater chaos than when it took office. The Council of
Ministers has failed on two crucial counts: it has not
made a serious attempt to solve problems of such para-

mount imponance to Europe as unemployment and
production. S?'e are all aware that Europe is in a deep
economlc cnsls; we are no longer able to compete

with the USA, Japan and the countries of South-East
Asia. In recent years millions of jobs have been created
in these countries, while the Community and Europe
have experienced a drastic decline in employment.

I

must repeat what I said last month rc the Irish presidenry: it is an insult to the unemployed of Europe and
their families and to future European generations tha[
the Community has not taken up these challenges.
Vhy should we, without a struggle, give up jobs in the
rcchnological field to the United States and Japan
when the basic research has been done in Europe?
How much longer are we to live with technical bar-

in the European countries, when we already
agree that they must go? Away with theml Pollution
q,'h2s'5 happening there? Empty words while the
-fish die, the forests choke and the air becomes ever
more dangerous to breathe. Are we to to on putting
riers

up with the whims of Reagan and the US dollar?
Vhen are we going to take the EMS, the European
Monetary System, seriously?

The second crucial point on which the presidency
failed was the need to make the Community's institutions function effectivley. The way dossiers pile up on

the table of the Council of Ministers is absolutely
unacceptable . It shows lack of will and an unforgivable
indifference rc constructive cooperation, when the
decision-making process is held up merely because the
Council of Ministers cannot conduct business in a normal and proper way. Then there is the fact that the
opinions which the European Parliament produces for
the Council of Ministers at its request are seldom
given attention. This lackadaisical way of doing
things, given the problems Europe is faced with, paints
a very gloomy picture for the future.

I

therefore emphatically urge the incoming Imlian

presidency to learn from the mistakes of the outgoing
Irish presidenry. There is no point in having a new

institutional arrangement in the Communiry if there is
nor rhe political will to enable the present institurions
to function and cooperate under the present provisions
of the treaties. It is like teaching schoolchildren to divide before they can add and subtract. I cannot stress
rhis point firmly enough: the Danish social democrats
will never accept any restriction of our efficient
narional democracy in favour of a supranational decision-making system. There is every indication that it
will master the an of fine phrases, but will not succeed
in bringing about cooperation in the solution of the
great European problems: production and unemployment. These problems can only be solved by common
action in a Community created through our ability to
convince one anorher that it is necessary to bring into
line and coordinate the various counries' policies. The
Italian presidency will do itself and all the Member
States of the Communiry a great service if it lem the
Dooge repon quietly slip into the archives and instead
devote its energies to the solution of our real problems.

Our European Community is a reality and should be
enlarged, but it must not be used to undermine the
independence, cultural identity or self-respect of
smaller countries. \7hile we Danes are ready and willing to go a long way in real cooperation intended to
improve conditions for the citizens of Europe, we will
fight any attempt to deny us our right to defend our
vital interests. The big nations in the Community will
always have the right of veto by dint of their position
and resources. The small countries will have to abandon cooperation if the big nations, instead of concenlrating on material protress, seek to pursue traditional
power politics and take away the independence of the
small nations.

Mr President, let me say that I have always
considered the Community to be a very wonhwhile
politico-economic organization. My hope and desire is
now, as always, that the Community's decision-making machinery and will to cooperate will be strengthened. This implies, in the world we live in today, a
heavy responsibility for the big nadons in panicular to
ensure tha[ this cooperation is strengthened. A new
spirit must be created in the Community in which the
Finally

panicipating countries and political groups retain
their idealism and their ability to achieve concrete
economic and environmental policy results. This ideal-

ism must be centred on an attitude of gentleness
towards the countries we come from. This idealism
must recognize that we have joined together for good

or ill, and that this compels us to shoulder our burdens
rogether. I very much hope that the new presidency
will take on this task and bear in mind in its endeavours that words and fine phrases are shon-lived,
while action and material change are lasting. If, Mr
President, you choose to strentthen the material Community and Europe, you will not call in vain for the
active cooperadon of the Danish social democrats. 'S(/e
we want it for the sake of the paniciwant Europe
- and of their populations.
pating countries

Mr Formigoni (PPE).

(IT) Mr President, I should

like first of all to express my warm appreciadon of the
speech with which President Andreotti outlined the
programme of the Inlian Presidency this morning.

This appreciation applies particularly to the clear
determination that he showed to involve the European
Parliament in the formation of all Communiry policy.
It is this point, amongst so many, that I should like to
deal with, and I propose limiting what I have to say to
this subject. This is a new approach, which was already
looked for by Parliament in the resolution that was
adopted on 14 December 1984, on the motion by the
Political Affairs Committee of which I am Chairman;
a new approach, which has already borne its first fruit
in these very days, with the new procedure for the political investiture of the Commission.
President Andreotti,

proceed bravely
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am convinced that we have to

in the direction that you

indicated.

Ve

have to recognise that, from the time that Parliament was elecrcd by universal suffrage, nothing fundamental has changed in the relations between the institutions. It is as though election by universal suffrage

of an essential
of inroducing change into the institution that
guarantees the democratic life of the Community! It is
not possible to examine, here, who is responsible for
this state of affairs. The fact is that the European
Commission has continued to regard the Council as
the body rc which it has ro look for decisions, and the
Council has continued to consider Parliament as a

was simply a procedural fact, instead
means

consultative body to which it never denies a few words
together or an answer, but which is never allowed near
the levers of power; indeed, the fact that it can exercise budgetary powers is tolerated as a nuisance.

This is the present situation, and this, in my view, is
rhe main cause of the crisis in which the Community
finds itself. In a parliamentary democratic system, in
fact, governmenm cannot take imponant decisions
without the agreement of Parliament, but in the case
of the European Community the position is exactly the
oppositd: the governments do not consider the European Parliament as their parliament. And yet the European Parliament has the same composition as the
national parliaments: it is elected by universal suffrage,
in accordance with electoral systems that have been
approved by the national parliaments. It is absolutely
indispensable that we re-define, as a matter of
urgency, the relationship between Parliament and the
Council. This can only be done by involving Parlia-

ment appropriately

in the

accordance with the rules

legislative process, in

of all parliamentary demo-

it is the only one) for
the immediate future, that can get the Community
working again. Vhenever the position of the Council
envisaged by the Treaties, but

is fundamentally different from that of Parliament, the
Commission's proposal could be referred back to the
Parliament and could if necessary be a subject for conciliation between the two institutions.

Mr President, I

realise that I have put forward a highly

innovative proposal in too shon a time but, in a period
of difficulty, if not crisis, such as that which Europe is
at present going through, there is no point in looking
imporcntly back. Courage and imagination are needed
to build something new: the Italian Presidency can do
this, and I hope it will want to, and will know the way
to do it.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).

M"y I welcome

President-in-Office back into the Chamber.
to see him here again.

It

the

is nice

He made a very wide-ranging

speech; indeed the
debate itself has ranged over an awful lot of ground. I
want to concentrate on two areas only. The first is the
internal market. Ve heard from the President of the
Commission yesterday that he hopes to do away with
all the internal barriers to trade inside the European

Community

by

1992.

Now the President-in-Office

knows as well as I do that neither the Commission nor
which we
Parliament can achieve that wonhy aim
of the
without the cooperation
all want to achieve
Council of Ministers.

There is an enormous block, and this has been
referred to by other honourable Members before me.
Sitting in the Ministers' trays in Brussels there are
about 400 recommendations, directives and so on
which need ro be gone through if we are to do away
with these barriers to trade. I do hope that over the six
months ahead the President-in-Office will make it one
of his top priorities ro start coping with this problem. I
hope that he will get together with the President of the
Commission to draw up a list of priorities for dealing
with this backlog of recommendations. Unless we can
clear away the internal barriers to trade, we shall never
be able to move forward in this Community. Heaven
knows, rime has been passing. He will remember that
when he was a Member here, we were saying exactly
the same thing then as I am saying now. The situation
is no better now than it was then when he was here
moaning like hell, as I am moaning like hell, about the
same thing! So I do really hope that he will move for-

cracies.

ward in that area.

I call on the President of the Council to examine the
at least, where
possibility of commiting himself

The next priority, which also concerns the internal
is, of course, the
he did mention it
market
- and
expansion and the enlargement of the EMS. I do hope
that he can persuade my government of the great
advantages of joining the last phase in the EMS and
moving and using, as he said himself, the ECU to a

- not to go against
important decisions are concerned
This undenaking
views
by
Parliament.
the
expressed
can be given, even though there is not unanimity
within the Council, but only agreement between several governmenr. I know that this formula is not

greater extent.
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I am bewildered, I must say, by rhe events of the last
few days in relation rc sterling and other currencies.
Vhy have not the Ministers for Finance of Italy, Germany, France and my own country
even
- indeed
got together and dealr with these
speculators
Japan
against our European currencies, not only the pound
sterling but rhe Lira and rhe Deutschmark as well? !7e
could easily have done so if they had go'r together. I
hope rhat the President-in-Office will take acrion ro
see

time of the political groups. The debate will therefore
continue until 6 p.m., when Question Time will begin.
At 7 p.m. we shall see whether we shall proceed to the

vote or continue with Question Time for the full
amount of time scheduled on rhe agenda.

I would ask you to conrinue the debate so as nor ro
hold up our work funher.

that this is done.

However, if we are to improve

one hopes he
- and the
will ake this, as one of his priorities
use of rhe
ECU in international Eansacrions -and also in the
internal market, I hope that he will give instructions to
his staff to look ar the nexr srep which should be taken
if we are really going ro have a good inrernal market,
and that is fiscal harmonization. Ve talk a grear deal,
as Mrs Castle did, about the agricultural industries and
others, but we shall never really have a common agricultural poliry which is fair to everbody unless the tax
burdens on the farmers are shared equally throughout
the Community. Thar is something which oughr to be

dealt wirh and looked ar now. It is going to take a
long time, bur let us get the machinery moving to do

it!
Finally, the last area that I would hope the Presidenrin-Office will concentrate on is polirical cooperation.
In his speech he went with amazing speed right
around the world, but I did not really gather from him
where his areas of priority lay. I hope they will lie first
of all with the United Srates and with the relationship
between the European Community and the United
States. Secondly, the Middle East, where he has just
been, is the crucial area for all of us. I sincerely hope
therefore that, rogether with his colleagues, h. *itt
bend his best effons towards playing an active role in
securing a lasring peace in that war-stricken area of
the world, which is so near to us and so very dangerous for us all.
(Applausefrom the Earopean Democratic Group)

Mr

Fanton (RDE).
(FR) Mr President, I seek
information. I see that- it is now lwenty to six, whereas
Question Time could have been expected, on a reading of the agenda, to have staned ar half past five. I
know that the Presidency is always very restrictive
over the duration of Quesrion Time, and should therefore like to know whether it is going srarr now or we
are going to conrinue the debate, the effect of which
will be that Quesdon Time will once again be lost.
And since all rhe questions listed were already down
last month, I should like to know whether they are
ever going to be called.
President.

Mr Fanton, I already informed Members

that this debate
began half an hour late. It was not
possible td deduct this half-hour from the speaking

(DA) Despite the fact that the
Mr lversen (COM).
- in recenr
rich have become richer
years, during the
so-called economic upswing, unemployment has risen
levels which have long been unacceptable. A European Community which can say 'no' ro the pleas of l2
million people for a job is truly in a serious crisis. Now

to

Mr Andreotti says that rhis development could be
remedied by funher integration and coordination of
the economies of the Member States. But the EEC
economic model is the model of capital, and we have
no wish to strengthen the bastions of capiral in
Europe; on [he contrary capitalism is at the root of the
misery which dogs many of the inhabitanrs of Europe
today.

Vhen the Italian foreign minister

says rhar there will
be stones along the road to Union which will make the
going rough, I can promise him that he is right. Euro-

pean Union is based on ideas rc which the Danish
people are fundamentally opposed. My pany, the
Socialist People's Pany, will be doing everything in
Denmark to ensure that the proposal for European
Union does not become a realiry.
Developments in the real world have long overtaken
life in the greenhouse world of the European Community. This also applies ro the environmenral field, in
which the introduction of lead-free petrol is being
postponed merely because a few counries oppose it.
'!7e must now demand that those countries which
are
in favour should disregard the EEC bureaucracy and
various capital interesm and inroduce lead-free petrol
nevenheless. But the delay in the introducdon of
lead-free perol is just one more illustration of the fact
that it is the producers' and nor rhe consumers' interests which are safeguarded in the Community.

The Italian foreign minister drew attention in his
speech to the fact that there were grear problems in
harmonizing political cooperarion. In that connecrion,
I should like to point our rhar; if Europe is to play a
role in the world today
Europe should do so in
- and
my view
it is vital rhat
we ger to grips with estab-

lishing

a- form of political cooperation, which

is

entirely separate from Community-based cooperarion.
'!7hat we want
is political cooperation between all
countries in Europe and not cooperarion involving a
supranadonal body such as rhe Commission. A ruly
European process of political cooperation could today
play a far more imponanr role, which is sorely needed
in our troubled world. A first and absolutely vital step
towards this European polirical cooperarion will be rc

r6. t.
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separate European political cooperation in both formal

and real terms from cooperation

in other

respecr

within the Community.

Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) Colleagues, we too welcome the presence of the new President of the Council
and the assumption by Italy of the presidency of the
European Community. Ve were panicularly pleased
to hear what Mr Andreotti said concerning the need
for rapid implementation of the integrated Mediterranean programmes, in order to help the Mediterranean
countries of the Community, and his assenion thar ir is
precisely these countries which will bear rhe main
brunt of enlargement when Spain and Ponugal join.

The European socialist parties, like the Socialist
Group in the European Parliament, were quick to
recognize and give weight to the fact that enlargement, which for a host of imponant political, cultural
and social reasons is cenainly essential, will have a
direct bearing on the balanced economic growth of the
Mediterranean counries in the south of the Community which, in their levels of development, lag considerably behind the countries of the north. The Commission's proposal for drawing up and implementing
integrated Mediterranean programmes affecting
France, Italy and, in the main, Greece, accorded with
this viewpoint. In Greece's case the cost of rhis proBramme amounts to 2.5 billion ECU over e 6-year
period which on an annual basis works out at just
1.60/o of the Community's budget. The European
Council has examined these proposals time and again
in Stuttgan, Brussels and Fontainebleau, and acceptance of them has been tied in principle to enlargement.

bers and in balanced economic growth. If the struggle
for the Community is only to be about how the Com-

munity can be kept going and survive it will be illfavoured and destined to failure from the outset. No
organization can survive unless it plans ahead and acts
accordingly. Enlargement means new action and new
horizons, along with new pbligations. So from the
Italian Presidency we expect a sincere and bold
approach to the matter because it is only this which
can make enlargement possible and convince the peoples of the Community that the basic aims for which it
was founded are not rc be abandoned.

As regards the Italian Presidency's approach more
generally to the problems of peace and, in particular,
of the sensitive region which is of concern to us, lhe
Middle East, I want to say that the initiatives of the
Secretary-General of the UN, Mr de Cuellar, have
given us added hope, and we believe that under the
presidency of the Italian Foreign Minister the Council
of Ministers will give irc backing to these initiatives.

Mr

(DE) Mr President, the
Poettering (PPE).
- has rightly
President of the Council
referred to the
tragic situation of the European people in Poland. I
would like to refer to the tragic situation of other
European peoples, including pan of the German people and say: there is neither pan-Germanism nor panSlavism in Germany, but there is a desire on the part
of the people for freedom, self-determination and respect for human rights.

My group attaches great imponance to human rights
and the question of controlled disarmament. And that
why in December the European Parliament
adopted a resolution making our position on the disarmament negotiations clear. In the interests of Europe
the governments of the Community countries must
now give a more practical tone [o their rhetoric on
is precisely

Disharmony as regards this acceptance and these decisions emerged only at the Dublin summit and, as we
know, this obliged the Greek Government to postpone
giving its final assent to enlargement. It is our opinion,
Minister, that the impasse created in Dublin will not
be overcome in this respect unless the Italian Presidency concentrales all its effons on convincing the
other partners in the Communiry of the necessity ro
tet the integrated Mediterranean programmes off the
ground in 1985, with effective funding in line with the
amounts envisaged by the Commission. And by effective funding we mean ensuring the additionality of the
called-for resources and the earmarking of a sum
which will definitely match up with the objecrives of
the Commission's programmes.

In Dublin certain panies drew back. They refused to
be tied on the overall amount of money to be made
available and insisrcd on having the appropriadon
determined annually within the framework of financial

procedure and financial suingency. It is obvious that
under these circumstances the Mediterranean programmes would'to all intents and purposes never tet

off the ground. But, Minister, financial stringency

cannot act as a centre of gravity for the Community.

The centre of gravity lies in the solidariry of irc mem-

arms policy,

for otherwise Europe would simply be

relegated to the wings. Good wishes and hopes alone
cannot represent our European interests effectively.

I would ask you, Mr President of the Council, to take
an initiative now, together with your colleagues in the
Council, and to work out a European disarmament
plan. In my view such a plan should contain the following demands: first, we Europeans should make it
clear that space weapons must of course be discussed
in detail and we must not allow the question of
medium-range missiles, which pose a special threat to
Europe, to take second place in the Geneva negotiations. Secondly, we Europeans must call for arrangements for in situinspecrions, and with regard to existing weapons systems we must call for a European data

bank and point out that under Anicle 6 of the NonProliferation Treaty the super-powers, especially the
Soviet-Union, have undenaken to exercise, and I
quote, strict and effective control. Hitheno Moscow
has not observed this undenaking. Thirdly, the ten
Community states should ask for the negotiations on
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the reduction of conventional forces to be speeded up,

and the Geneva mlks about srraregic and mediumrange weapons and space weapons musr not make us
lose sight of the imponance of rhe MBFR negotiations
in Vienna. Founhly, we should make it clear that real
d6tente mus[ serve the people and that the East-Vesr
dialogue musc therefore lead to more exchanges of
people, information and opinion.

I ask you, President Andreotti, to discuss this in the
talks between the ten foreign ministers. The heads of
state and governmenr could then determine the European position on the arms control dialogue at the
March summit. Let that serve as a pointer and a hope
for the people of Europe.
(17)
Mr Costanzo (PPE).
Mr Presi- monthsMrisPresidenr,
dent of the Council, six
cenainly nor a very
long time, just as the rhree minutes' speaking rime rhat
is allocated to me is also not very long for me ro
express an appraisal of the President of the Council's
statement. Six months is not very much time in relation to the many problems awaiting arrcnrion, bearing
in mind also the facr rhat everything does not depend
only on the political will of the Presidency, and its
capacity for putting forward proposals. One fact is
cenain, and we have been able co nore rhar this morning in his speech: this Presidency firmly believes in the
re-establishment of a balance in relarions between the
institutions of the Communiry; it shows it has many
very clear ideas on the subject, and, above all, it shows
that it is convinced that the building of Europe should
be planned and carried our at a Communiry level, and,
above all, within the framework of rhe Communiry's
institurions.

\flhat you have said to us, very explicitly, regarding
the role of the Commission and above all that of the
European Parliament, allows us to think rhat the Italian Presidency will give considerable impetus to rhis
pre-eminently necessary institutional and polirical pro-

least those who are most aware of the problems of
peace and worldwide development
now expect
Europe to play a more influential pan -in North-South
and East-!7est relations. This expectadon is .iustified
also by a few commendable foreign policy initiadves
by the Italian Governmenr
which have of course
respected the terms of the \Testern
alliances
- norably regarding the policy of d6rcnte ois-d-ais rhe
Eastern Block, and the move for better understanding and
fruitful collaboration with the countries and peoples of
the Mediterranean Basin and the Middle East.
(Applausefrom the bencbes of the Centre)

(DE) Mr President, ladies
Mrs von Vogau (PPE).
and gentlemen, this morning
we listened with great
artention to the words of rhe President-in-Office of
the Council, for he spoke of what musr be done in the
European Community in rhe first half of 1985. Vith
reference to the term of legislarure of rhis Parliament,
we must be clear about one thing: 1985 is one of the
few years without major elecrions in any of rhe larger
countries, which is why this year offers us a grear
opponunity. In my view, whatever is nor done in rhe
first six monrhs of tg85 will not be done later in this
term of legislature either, so thar rhe Italian presidenry
of the Council bears a panicularly grear responsibiliry
here.

I would like ro rurn ro rwo

subjects,

Mr President of

the Council, which you wenr into in detail and which
Mr Delors, President of the Commission, also discussed in great decail, namely the common market and
the common currency. Vhat underlies rhese subjecr is
the fight against unemployment in the European Community and the quesrion of the conrribution the Community can make ro overcoming this unemployment.
The main contribution we can make is substanrially to
improve the compeririveness of European undenakings, especially in rhe field of future rechnologies, by

creating an economic area

on a continental

scale,

of clarification. This six-months period may provide the opponunity for consolidating some of the
essential points along the road of European consrruc-

something which does dot yet exisr today in this deci-

tion, so as to avoid going back over our own footsteps
in the future. Obviously, Union will not be achieved
only by putting right the institutional 'conrainers': we
have to define contextually the polirical content of rhe
Union. !fle cannot srop ar the experiment
wonh- Union,
while though it has been
wirh the Customs
- the Common Agriculrural
the free trading area and
Policy, the last of which, as you yourself have rold us,
cenainly needs to be revised and appropriately
updated. Ve expect rhe grearest effon to be made,

and medium-sized undenakings particularly hard.

cess

however, in the field of monetary integrarion which,
as you say, can only make fresh progress rhrough rhe
wider public and private use of the ECU. The People's
Europe will be built by enabling Europeans really to
feel themselves citizens of Europe, and hence able to
enjoy in a concrete way the righm of libeny and freedom of movement. The citizens of Europe
or ar

-

sively imponanr area, of future technologies. The
absence of a common market in this area hits rhe small

But we know thar it is precisely in the field of small
and medium-sized undertakings in the European
Community that new jobs have been created in the key
technologies in recenr years, for thar is where rhe
grearest opponunities exisr. So ir is imponanr for the
existing programmes to be supplemented and for us ro
establish specific prioriries in the field of common
standards, the funher development of common parenrs

and common trade marks and European

renders.

These things must be achieved in the first six monrhs
of 1985 and we must make the necessary prepararions
for creating an appropriare European transpon infras-

tructure and for more common acrion in the field of
large technologies. Here I am thinking primarily of
aircraft construcrion and everything relating ro space.
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von Vogau

I

now turn to the Europe"n rnon.t"ry system.

If

we

have a common internal market and a common econo-

mic poliry, we also need a common European currenry. First and foremost, the exchange controls in
Italy and France must be reduced, the Unircd Kingdom must join the monetary system and Germany
must allow private ECU accounts to be opened.

Mr President of the Council, this morning you spoke
States. Do you

of the economic revival in the United

imagine rhat this revival and the creation of jobs in the
USA could have occurred if there had been a Pennsylvanian Mark, a Californian Lira and a Louisiana Franc
in the USA? For this reason alone, I think that in the
first half of 1985 we musr make a decisive stan in
creating this European currency we need.

Mr Christodoulou (PPE).

(GR)

Mr

- welcome
would like to congratulate and

President, I

Mr Andreotti

and the other members of the Italian Presidenry and
to wish them good luck in what is, admittedly, the difficult task they have taken on. Ve in the European
Parliament, and specifically iri the European People's
Pany, will be ready to help them find solutions to the
problems which exist so that the development of the
Community can be placed on a new and sound foot-

I come now to the subject of financial stringenry

in

invened commas. I say in inverted commas because
problems
and
anxieties
lot
has
a
of
term
created
this
for the very reason that everyone puts his own interpretation on it. In the first place, of course, no one
could be other than in favour of it. The absence of ir in
an international community such as ours is could turn
out to be catastrophic for its institutions. The point at
issue, Mr President, is precisely this. Parliament is not
fighdng to participate in decisions on the fixing of the
reference framework out of a petty desire to keep up
its authority. The fight of Parliament has a much

broader motive and is inspired by a spirit which is
purely European..For this reason, therefore, Parliament must panicipate in order [o ensure a proPer
interpretation of financial stringency and we should all
give our backing to this.

I would like to stress that if the Council persists in taking decisions on its own, in line with what it said in
Dublin, and if it wishes to restrict the role of Parliament [o that of a mere powerless interlocutor, no one
should be surprised if the European Parliament formulates ir own reference framework and requests the
Commission to draw up a draft budget on the basis of

it so that the meaning of the Community, of a united
Europe, of the development and equality of its peo-

ln8.

ples, can remain that envisaged by irc founders and not
end up as a mere exercise in accountancy or as a trad-

In this context I would like to stay on the subject of
the integrated Mediterranean programmes because,
panicularly after what happened in Dublin, this great

ln8 zone.
(Applause)

outstanding issue has assumed dramatic proportions.
'!7e were pleased to hear your promise that rhe Italian
Presidency will srcp up effons to get rhem off the
ground. Ve take that as a clear commitment. Unfortunately, however, as you yourself noted, previous
presidencies have been unable to rise to their duty in
this area, and by vinue of this failure have brought
even lhe negotiations on enlargement into jeopardy.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President

Allow me to say, therefore, that even though Mr
Andreotti's commitment is quite clear I expect him to

Mrs Fontaine (PPE).

be much more specific. Because the integrated Mediterranean programmes demand specific measures, and
because, from what we hear, an atrcmpt is being made
to reexamine the issue without first informing Parliament.

I

Ve

are pinning great hopes on the Italian Presidency
and will join with it in trying to get the Commission to
submit as soon as possible a new draft budget for the
Community covering twelve months and worthy of the
expec[ations and objectives we wish to achieve. Ve
also have to ensure supplementary cover for it, either

additional national payments or
Mr
- as rhe
Andreotti has said, and better still
by allocating
Community a larger percentage of- VAT revenues, so
as to get out of the financial impasse we are in as
quickly as possible and make united Europe a credible

via

proposition again.

-

(FR) Madam President, lad-

ies and gentlemen, our goal, our shared responsibility,

am almost tempted to say our passion, is to build
Europe. And for us, building Europe today, over the
coming years, necessarily entails the attainment of a
number of objectives. Vhatever our nationality, whatever our convictions in other areas, these objectives
are widely shared in this House. If proof of this had
been needed, it was provided by yesterday morning's
debate, and that is a very hopeful sign.
As you embark upon your term in the Presidency of
the Council, Mr President, I am delighted to norc
your determination to pursue these objectives toge[her
with us, with Parliament. But Europe's progress is
being impeded by immediate difficulties. These difficulties cannot be ignored and it will fall to you, Mr
President, during the next six months to assume the
heary responsibiliry for removing them, a thankless
task perhaps, but an essential one.
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The first of these urgenr priorities
as you hardly
need reminding
will be m achieve-the earliest possi-

- budget crisis by presenring a decent
ble solution to rhe
budget to our Parliamenr, by which I mean a budget
which complies with rhe fundamental principle of
annuality and makes provision for the continued pursuit and development of the whole range of common
policies. In this connecrion, the suggestions that you
made this morning give us very solid cause for hope.

in the Chair told us following a procedural
motion from Mr Fanton that it would stan at six
o'clock without fail. It is now ten past six and it has
cessor

yet to stan. I therefore ask the Presidency whether its
ultra-restrictive conception of Question Time consists
in reducing it to a matter of a few minures, in which
case our questions which could nor be put during rhe
Iast pan-session and had rc be postponed are going to
suffer the same fate again, and I find that irresponsible.

You

discussed the ropic

of enlargement of the Com-

munity and you referred ro rhe agreemenr on rhe wine
sector concluded in Dublin last December. In this connection, I hope that appropriate srcps will be taken ro
allay the anxiety to which this agreement has given rise
among farmers in the regions concerned.
As you said rhis morning, Mr Presidenr, the fixing of
farm prices is going to take place in a difficult conrext.
But I very much hope that the time-limit already

announced by your Minister for Agriculture
3l March
will
to and that rhe guaranteed
- be fairbetokept
amount, will
the farmers, many of whom are
already experiencing an appreciable fall in income.

It

would be a Ereat injustice if they were made ro meer
the cost of rhe poliry on budgetary discipline. Coming
to a more general point in rhis connection, the com-

mon agricultural policy should be redefined on
dynamic lines with a view to rehabilitating agricultural
production, which is one of Europe's prime assets,
rather than running it down according to malthusian
principles.

Finally, the consrruction of political Europe is especially close to our heans, as you know, Mr President,
and we took much encouratement from your determination. !7'e are putting a grear deal of hope in the
Milan Council nexr June and in the prospect of an
intergovernmental conference to which you referred,
which would be a significant stride towards the attainment of a real European Union.

Having heard your words, we know that fruitful cooperation between the Council and our Parliament will
be possible in tackling the immediate problems and

plotting the course

for the furure, and we

European conviction prevail-

ing in the counry that you represenr, Mr Presidenr,
and I look forward with every confidence and offer
my very best wishes for a wholly successful period of
office.
(Appkase

Mr

fron

Mr

Ciancaglini (PPE).

(lT) Mr President, Mr

President of the Council, we look wirh confidence, bur
also with a grear deal of realism, ar rhe rerm of office
of the Italian Presidency. Virh confidence, because we

know the commitment ro rhe European ideal

that,

marked previous periods of Italian presidency of the
Community; and wirh realism, because we are aware

of the seriousness of the

social situation, and the

arduous tasks that lie before the Council
in the monrhs to come.

of Minisrcrs

Unemployment in Europe has reached a level that is
unprecedented in history, and it constirures a threat to
every European family. A harrowing picrure emerges
from the sratistics for last December, which show that
120/o of rhe active population is unemployed, in other
words around thineen million workers, wirhout taking
into account the enormous amount of underemployment.

Despite the appearance of some signs of economic
recovery in 1984, unemployment still increased in the
majority of the countries of the Community,.with an
increasingly high percentage of young people, including graduates and people with diplomas, as well as
women.

are

delighted at this.

I know the depth of the

President.
a decision has been
- Mr Cosre-Floret,
taken to conclude
the debate. There will be one last
speech by Mr Ciancaglini after which President
Andreotd will reply. There will then be one and a half
hours left to continue with rhe agenda as scheduled.
\7e shall probably hold over the vote unril tomorrow.

the Cenne )

Coste-Floret (RDE).
(FR) On a procedural
motion. I appreciare rhe desirability
of carrying on the
debate on Mr Andreotti's very interesting starement of
this morning, but according to the agenda Question
Time should have staned at half past five. Your prede-

The size of the problem demands a decisive effon both
by the Community and by individual Member States,
as was maintained by rhis Parliament, during the last
sitting, in a resolution that was adoprcd by a very wide
majority, and which stressed the immediate need for a
European plan for employment and, in pardcular, for
youth employmenr. Ve have therefore to consider
afresh the entire unemployment quesrion, since we are
witnessing the increasingly rapid growth of a caregory
who are not so much unemployed as long-term non-,
employed
people who have never been able to have
a job, and for whom the hopes of finding one are diminishing rarher rhan increasing.

For this reason the Council resolurion of l9 December
1984 on rhe fight against long-rcrm unemployment is
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wonhless unless it is now followed by the necessary
action based on the strengthening of inirial and permanent training programmes, on technological innovation, on the reorganization of the recruirment seryices
and the restructuring of working rime
in shon, on
the formulation of a plan for employment.
Faced with the challenge of the third indusrial revolution and the accumulated dme lost ois-ti-ois the United
States and Japan, we have to make a more detailed
assessmen[ of the labour market and rhe social ,impact
of new technology, putting in hand an employment
forecasting sysrem. The European Community therefore has the essential task of linking rhe process of
industrial innovation to the creation of new jobs for
the young, implementing a policy for growth and new

jobs through investment in production.

'\flith these aims in view it is
the duty of the Council to
give concrete form to the initiatives, of Parliament and
the Commission, designed to strengthen and improve
the operation of the European Social Fund, on lines
that will take into account the many different regional
considerations involved. Then again, the Council has
been prevented from making any formal progress on
the restructuring of working time by the paralysing
decision-making machinery involved. The European

Parliament has already on a great many occasions
expressed its views and its intention. Ve have to go
ahead along these lines as one of the indispensable pillars of a policy for full employment.

Mr President, does not simply
mean dutifully meeting the needs of social justice and
the protection of the living conditions of our citizens;
it is also the best and most concrete way of speeding
up, with deeds and without rhetoric, the process of the
political integration of Europe.
Achieving these aims,

Mr Andrcotti,

President-in-Offce of the Council.
(17) Madam President, I shall only speak for a few
moments, because I, too, intend to respect the agenda.
I must however say to members tha[, as far as I am
concerned, if Question Time stans late, it can also finish larc.

I shall therefore remain available

as

long as is

necessary.

'![ith

regard rc the debate that we have just had, it
to me that there is considerable agreement on
the need to make protress with the development of
the Community's institutions and internal machinery,
with regard to which we have noted a certain slowness. The questions that have been raised here regarding the internal market, and panicularly cenain sectors, are somewhat symbolical from this point of view.
seems

The commitment to do more does not in any way
mean that we should not recognize the work done by
the Irish Presidency. I think that on at least two points
we must be deeply grateful rc the Irish Presidency.
'lTithout its very considerable commitment we should

nor have been able to conclude the Lome III negotiarions, and without its commitment in relation to the
the fact that these
enlargement negotiations
-wedespite
should not be in a pbsiare sdll not concluded
tion to conclude them -in what I hope will be quite a
shon time. It was patient work, without any glory,
because, when you have not reached the end, you do
not get any glory.
(Applause)

I think it only fair to say this, and I do so also as a
precaution for what your verdict might be on us, at the
end of our six months.
(Laugbter)

'!7ith regard [o the Intergovernmental Conference,
this is not a new problem, nor one that we have put
forward; it is an undenaking. And we have gone to
some trouble, by way of compromise, to lay down
that, in the June meetint of the European Council at
Milan, the date for calling this Conference will be discussed.

Ve

shall work wholeheanedly in suppon of the work
of the Dooge Committee during the three months that
separate the March Council meeting from the one in

June, because we all know the difficulties that exist
which, moreover, were echoed even this evening
during the debate. Voices were also heard opposing
any institutional development towards European

Union. Moreover, we remember the extent of the
compromise that we had to make when approval was

given
by governments, the Council and the European Parliament
to the regulations for the elecdon

of Parliament by-universal suffrage. It was logical: it
was a question of increasing, at least gradually, the
powers of the European Parliament. \7hat was agreed
then was an imponant institutional change to direct
election, to replace the second degree representation
of our national parliaments, but no agreement was
reached on going any further.
This problem always returns. Sometimes a pratmatic
a[tempt may be made
proposals along
- I heard some
these lines even this evening
to overcome cenain
barriers through more direct contact.
I think, however,
that we must really work for the dercrmination, as a

formal commitment, of a Treaty of Union which, I
repeat
and I said so this morning
must be politically as- close as possible to lhe text approved
last year
by the Assembly.

This result will be proof of the progress made by our
Europe; otherwise we can perhaps do, singly, a few
positive things, but we shall not contribute to the progress of the Community.

I

ask your forgiveness if, for the sake of brevity, I do
not reply or commen[ on all your speeches. I lisrcned
to them very atrcntively, and have noted what was
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An&eotti
said. I should only like ro say three rhings before I fin-

The first refers to the inrcgrated Mediterranean programmes. This is a fundamental point, and not a pretension of Prime Minister Papandreou or one or orher
of the countries of Southern Europe: this was an
undenaking for the most recent enlargement
-andrheir
accession of Greece to the Common Market
has been discussed also in anticipation of the accession
of Spain and Ponugal. In point of fact the proposal in
question did not emanate from one country or the
other, but from the Commission itself. Ve consider
that, on rhis poinr, there is a commitmenr [ha[ is
wonhwhile. Here again we have to avoid the philosophy of convergencies: either we succeed in introducing machinery thar will effecrively reduce the social
and economic discrepancies between one country and
another and berween the various regions in rhe Community, or our political action could cenainly not be

make, through our policy, to the Nonh-South problem, was not sufficiently vigorous in my repon. If that
is the feeling, it was certainly not my intention. I think
that one of the features of the Community regarding
which we perhaps do not always keep public opinion
properly informed is the fact that, through the association of our countries, we make a serious contribution
not only, as far as is within our power, to a cenain
degree of economic and social development, but also,
politically, to the creation of something new. And this
is one of the good points of the Community. There are
of course times when we have to deal with problems of
emergency aid. I too will read this repon of the Community's Coun of Auditors, which may possibly provide some ideas in relation also to Italian demestic
policy. I can say, however, that it is our institution that
has presented the Nonh-South problem in a systematic light, associating this group of selected counrries
and thereby creating the Community, which is what
we ndw have to try to improve and see that it pro-

considered sadsfactory

gresses.

ish.

!

I say that, rhis
morning, I have already explained the lines on which
we shall work. Tomorrow I shall go to Bonn to speak
with Mr Genscher, to prepare for rhe meeting at the
end of the month. I do not think that, at the meeting
at the end of this month, we shall reach rhe point of
being able to presenr a conclusion, But I can say rhar,
together with the question of enlargemenr, we consider it obviously a matter of priority to let the Community have its budget for the full rwelve months, and
a budget, at that, which is factually and politically
Then, as regards the budget, may

acceptable.

As regards agricultural prices, rhe need to

have

resources available before making budger decisions is
logical. In this contexr rhere is, however, a misunderstanding: the Council of Ministers, ro which the
Treaty refers, was initially like a Council of Ministers

,of the Community. Then

specialization
which
- peneto be typical of the modern world
also
trated the Council of Ministers of the-Community,
and so some of these subjects are dealt with in two
seems

places, sometimes even on the same day. I think I must
state here
not because of any corporare principle of

- Minisrers thar the general Council of
the Foreign
the Community is the-true synthesis of political and
technical judgemenr, and must have political responsibility. Otherwise, there is a danger of fragmentation

I do not know whether we shall succeed in doing very
much. However, we shall try our hardest. Someone
expressed the hope that we should do half rhe things

that we said. I do not think that the amounr of rhings
we succeed in doing is important; what matters
and
we shall devote our utmosr commitment to this end
are two aims: the first is to clearthe ground of rhe two
great problems that we inherited from the previous
six-months' period
enlargement, and budget prob- in
lems
and do this
agreemenr wirh Parliament,
which- we consider essenrial. It is essential nor least
because, if there is-greater conrac[ berween the Council and Parliament, and between you and the narional
parliaments, then the governments of the Ten countries
and, tomorrow, the Twelve
will be very
much- more ready to understand and reason
in European terms, which is something that is perhaps still nor
politically perceptible.

Ve

shall endeavour to model our work during these
six months on these two lines. Cenainly, the Luxembourg Presidency, which follows us, will be faced with
a number of problems, borh new and old. I hope rhat
what Mr gcorr-Hopkins has said will not come ro pass

we

that
shall sdll be alking, afrer several years,
-about
the same problems. I hope ar leasr that this will
not be said about our work during the six months of
the Italian Presidency.

in the approach to our problems. Of course, as regards

some meetings between ministers who have more

direct responsibility

in rhe case of Health, for

- a responsibility for technical
example, where they have
aspects, but also a legal and an administrarive responsibility- I agree that these meetings should be held at
a more advenced level.
I should like to make one last observation, at the same
time asking forgiveness for having omitted any reference to many other problems. Ir has been said here
that the emphasis placed on rhe conrriburion that we

(Applause)

President.

On behalf of the House,

President-in-Office
of rhe Council.

I

thank

the

The debarc is closed.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
Vearing my har as chairman of
the Committee on Youth,
Culrure, Education, Infor-

16.
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mation and Sport, could I thank the President for his
very generous offer to remain longer in the chair. But I
must point out to the Members that there is a problem
about remaining longer tonight because this is the
night of the Youth Orchestra's concert which begins at
7.30 p.m. It cannot begin later because many of the
people in the orchestra are under 16. It is our orchestra. Of course, there are always problems when we are
messed around at Question Time, but I would make
this point to all concerned because this is a special

tion and the dismantlement of the monetary compensatory amounts applying to cenain agricultural
products, namely adoption of the measure on a
proposal from the Commission and after consult-

ing Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Monetary Committee?

Question No 69, by Mr Pasty (H-a00/8a):
Subject: Reduction of VAT in the FRG on prod-

ucts not forming pan

occasion, being the beginning of International Youth
Year.

10. Question Time

The next item is the second pan of
President.
(Doc. 2-1366/84). Ve shallbegin with
Time
Question
questions to the Council.
Question No 65
Question No 77.

will be taken later togerher with

As they deal with the same subject, the following questions will be taken rcgether.

Question No 67, by Mrs Dupuy (H-398/8a):

June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
based on rhe third subparagraph of Anicle 93(2)
of the Treaty, which stated that for the period
l July 1984 to 31 December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall de deemed to be compatible
with the common market up to a maximum of 50lo
of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the
agricultural product.
30

Can the harmonized VAT system be used as

a

means of granting national aid?

Subject: Council Regulation 855/84 of 31 March
19841

On 30June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
based on the third subparagraph of Article 93(2)
of the Treaty, which snted that 'for the period
l July 198a to 31 December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compatible
with rhe common market up to a maximum of 50lo
of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the
agricultural product'.
decision,

not follow the procedure used for Council Regulation 855/84 of 31 March 1984 on rhe calcula-

,

oJ L 90,1.4.1984, p. l.

agricultural product'.

Vill

the proposed relief, designed to offset the
drop in domestic prices in the FRG due to the dismantling of MCAs, apply to products which do
not come under a common organization of the
market and for which there are no MCAs?

Subject: Difference between the date of abolition
of monetary compensatory amounts and
the date of application of VAT relief

On 30June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
based on the third subparagraph of Anicle 93(2)

of the Treaty, which smted that 'for the period
I July 1984 to 3l December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compatible
with the common market up [o a maximum of 5Vo
of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the
agricultural product'.

Question No 68, by Mr Coste-Floret (H-399184):

Vhy did the Council, in adopting this

On 30June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
based on the third subparagraph of Article 93(2)
of the Treaty, which stated that 'for the period
l July 1984 to 3l December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compatible
with the common market up to a maximum of 50lo
of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the

Question No 70, by Mr Musso (H-aOl/8a):

Subject: Harmonized VAT sysrcms

On

of a common

organizarion of the market

Vill the VAT relief of up m 50/o of the ex-VAT
price granted to farmers in the FRG in compensadon for the abolition of monetary compensatory
amounts take effect on l July 1984, and will the
relief for this period not enable German farmers

co benefit simultaneously from VAT relief and
high domestic prices?
Question No 71, by Mr Vernier (H-402/84):
Subject: Proper application of the 6th VAT direc-

.

tive

On 30June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
third subparagraph of Article 93(2)
of the Treary, which stated that 'for the period
l July 1984 to 3l December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compadble
with the common market up to a maximum of 50lo
based on the
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'

of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the
agriculturalproduct'.
Before adlpdng its decision

of 30June

Subject: The right to use the procedure provided
for in Anicle 93(2), third subparagraph,
of the Treaty

1984, did

the Council ensure rhat the FRG was properly
applying the 6th VAT directive and in panicular

On 30 June the European Council adopted a decision based on Anicle 93(2), third subparagraph, of

Anicle 25(1), which reserves rhe common flat-rate
scheme for farmers for whom the applicarion of
the normal value added rax scheme, or the simplified scheme provided for in Anicle 24, would give
rise rc difficulties, and Anicle 25(3), which stipulates that rhe flat-rate compensation percenrages
may not be used rc obtain for flat-rate farmers
refunds greater than rhe value added tax charges

31 December 1988 rhe aid provided by the Federal
Republic of Germany in rhe form of VAT relief
shall be deemed to be compatible with the common market up ro a maximum of. 5o/o of the
ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the agricultural product'.

on inpurs?
Question No 72, by Mr Baudouin (H-403l84):
Subject: Aid granrcd ro farmers by the FRG

On 30June 1984, the Council adopted a decision
based on the third subparagraph of Anicle 93(2)
of the Treaty, which stated that 'for rhe period
I July l98a to 3l December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compatible
with the common market up ro a maximum of 50/o
of the ex-VAT price paid by rhe purchaser for the
agricultural producr'.
Does the aid in rhe form of VAT relief granred to
farmers in the Federal Republic of Germany not
run counter to rhe principles of price uniry and
non-discrimination which are basic to the common agricultural policy and the principle of neutrality of the harmonized VAT system provided
for in the 5th directive?

Question No 73, by Mr de la Maldne
Subject: Legaliry

(H-aOa/8[:

of VAT relief granted by the

FRG

On 30June 1984, rhe Council adoprcd a decision
based on the third subparagraph of Anicle 93(2)
of the Treaty, which stated that 'for rhe period
I July l98a to 3l December 1988 the aid granted
by the Federal Republic of Germany in the form
of VAT relief shall be deemed to be compatible
with rhe common market up ro a maximum of 5olo
of rhe ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the
agricultural product'.

the Treaty smting that 'from I July 1984 to

Can the Council use this procedure, which

is

inrcnded for rhe authorization of stare aids from
state funds, where the aid involved is to be provided in pan by the Community and has an effect
on the CAP, the unified VAT sysrcm and rhe
Community's own resources; in what cases have
aids been granrcd using this procedure in the past?
Is the Council nor required to refer to Anicle 43
and 100 of the Treaty, which provide for prior
consultation of Parliamenr; does the procedure
that was used not upser rhe balance between the
institutions?

Should the Commission, as guardian

of

the

Treaty, not insrirure proceedings before the Coun
of Justice to have the Council decision revoked?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(17) Vhen the farm prices for the markering, yeer
1984/1985 were being fixed, the Council, in adopting
Reguladon 855/84, decided to provide for a progressive dismantling of monetary compensatory amounr
with a view ro restoring the unity of the agricultural
market, which was being undermined by the continued
existence of different price levels in the various Member States, and to make compensation for rhe reduction in farm incomes brought about by the reduction
in farm prices in terms of national currency conse-

quent on rhe revaluation of the representative
exchange rate of the Deutschmark, which had been
decided upon in order to enable the compensarory
amounts ro be dismanded.

The Council Regulation aurhorized the

Federal

Republic of Germany ro granr a special aid to ir agricultural producers in the form of VAT relief up to 3olo
of the ex-VAT price paid by the purchaser for the

agricultural product.
Does the expression used by the Council, namely
'up ro a maximum o[ 5o/o of rhe ex-VAT price

paid by rhe purchaser for the agricultural product', mean that any relief granted by the FRG
within the 5% limit is legal or rhar such relief is
only permirted up ro a maximum equal to the
reduction in the product's domestic price due to
the abolition of MCAs?

Question No 78, by Mr Guermeur (H-504/84):

Vhile acknowledging rhe need ro tranr this aid in the
special circumstances in question in order to aven a
substanrial loss of income for German agriculture, the
Council agreed thar it would adopt a directive setting
out the rcchnical demils governing the use of VAT as
an instrument for granting the aid in question. Subsequen[ly, in reply ro a request from rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, which had found that irc farmers' incomes had fallen by more than 3ol0, the Council,

T
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availing itself of the powers conferred on it by
of the Treaty and taking accounr of the
exceptional circumsmnces which justified exceeding
the 30lo limit laid down on 30June, adopted the decision authorizing the Federal Republic of Germany, for
the period from I July 198a ro 31 December 1988, to
grant a special aid rc its agricultural producers in the
form of VAT relief up to 50lo of the ex-VAT price

Anicle 93

paid by the purchaser for the agricultural product.

Unlike the special aid authorized by the Regularion,
the Community will not take any p^n in financing the
latter aid, which is a purely national aid.
Given the national character of the aids in question,
the Council based its decision on the relevant provisions of the Treaty relating ro State aids, in orher
words, on Anicle 93. Vhen the regulation was being
adopted, it was clearly stipulated that the granting of
the aid provided for under this regularion musr nor
have any effect on the Communiry's own resources.

The recitals of the decision in turn make it clear that
the compensation granted should not exceed rhe losses

arising from the dismantling of the MCAs. It will be
the Commissions' task to monitor the proper implementation of the Regulation and also
as soon as it
is adopted
of the VAT directive-which will lay
down the technical
arrangemen[s for granting aid to
the German farmers in the form of VAT relief. The
proposal for the Twentieth Directive is currently being
considered by the Council and by the European Parliament, which was asked to deliver im opinion pursuant to Anicle 100 of the Treary.

Anicle 93 does not provide for any consuladon. That
is the rule; as for the future we shall just have to wait
and see.

Mr Pasty (RDE).

(FR) The purpose of my ques-

tion was to obtain- the assurance that there was not
over-compensarion, in other words, that the advantage
provided in the form of VAT refunds was not greater
than the prior advantage resulting from the existence
of dismantled compensatory amounm. No answer was
given on this panicular point, and I should like to pose
the following supplementary question: what means of
control has the Council introduced to ensure that in

actual fact there is not over-compensation and that

refunds, in the matter of German farmers'
receipm, do not go beyond the advanrage previously
given by monetary compensatory amounts? Ve have
not so far been able to obtain any figures on this point
and private studies show that there is indeed overcompensation. Furthermore, there is a gap in the timing, since the refund applies from I July whilst the

VAT

MCAs have only been dismantled since I January
1985. This being so, I should like to know how the
Council can say there has not been over-compensation.

Mr Andreotti.

(lT) The

reason that rhe decision of

30June 1984 applies
also to products that were not
subject to monetary compensatory amounts is that the
adjustment of the green Deurchmark, which took
effect on I January 1985, had the effec of lowering
the prices of all agricultural products, not just [hose
products in respect of which the MCAs did apply.

(FR)
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE).
the Presi- for hisI thank
dent-in-Office of the Council
reply, but I have
to say it leaves completely unanswered rhe points I
raised. My queries concern the procedure and this
procedure raises a basic problem. It is a fact rhar you
have adopted different procedures in the case of aid
granted to the Federal Republic of Germany and in
respect of the dismantling of compensatory amounts.
In the first case, you made a ruling withour consulting
anybody; in the secound case, you made a ruling on a
proposal from the Commission and after consulting
the Assembly, the Economic and Social Committee
and the Monetary Commirree. My supplemennry
question is as follows: first, what is the criterion rhat
enables you apply such and such a procedure in the
one case and such and such a procedure in the other;
second, do you not think that by appropriating everything to the Council without prior consultation, you
are altering the institutional balance'laid down by the
Treary?

Mr Andreott i.
Uf) I thought thar I had .*pl"in.d
- Council
this already. The
based ir action on Anicle 93
of the Treaty, which is applicable here because there is

no

question

of a national aid being

aurhorized.

Mr Fanion (RDE).

(FR)

Mr

President-in-Office

- to you reply to the suppleof the Council, listening
mentary question, I have the feeling that you are
addressing yourself less and less rc the questions put,
since the questions are precise and you,are not answer-

ing them. I should like to know how you can reconcile
your statement of a few minutes' ago that the object of
dismantling compensatory amounts is to restore the
unity of the agricultural market with rhe introduction
of a system which obviously runs counter to the principles of price unity and non-discrimination which is
the basis of the common agricultural policy. For, when
a decision can be taken such as rhar of 30June 1984
permitting what constitutes an advantage for a partner
of the common agricultural market, it is cenain that
no system of price unity exists. That is why, Mr President of the Council, as you will have observed, we
have put six questions dn the same subject
for some
months now we have been attempting to-understand
and to obtain clarification. \fle had hoped that this
evening you would give precise answers to each of
these questions. You have given an interesting statement, but the information was already familiar to us;
what we wan! are precise answers to precise questions.
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(|7)

I

must ask the honourable

- me such a hard time about matters
Member not to give
which, while they have a bearing on this half-year,
arise from decisions taken previous to rhar. ft is, of
course, my rask to ensure continuiry in rhe administration of Community policies. However, ir is obvious
that I will be able to explain more clearly any decisions
taken in the coming six months as well as speaking
with greater conviction about rhem. I should like ro
explain why these aids permirted for rhe Federal
Republic were not regarded as being in conflict with
the principles underlying rhe common agricuhural
policy. The Council felt that the continued exisrence
of the MCAs was undermining the common agricultural policy and that all the measures to be raken
directly or indirectly at the time of dismantling the
MCAs should be geared towards rhe broad objective
of putting everybody on an equal footing and should

16.1.85

in the past. Therefore, as my colleagues
it is to the institution that I am addressing
myself, and not to the President-in-Office of the
Council who is present at this moment. My colleagues
have pointed out the fundamentally objectionable
character of the measure that has been adopted since it
introduces elements of distonion of competition and
responsible

have noted,

imbalance in market unity, which is one of the foundadons of the Treaty, as we know. But I should like to
concentrate, after my colleague who was the first to
speak, on the formal aspect of things and on procedure.

Mr President, I am very srruck by the fact that you,
the Council, have invoked Anicle 93.

In so doing, you had to consult neither the Assembly

therefore, as I have already said, compensarc for the
fall in prices resulting from the abolition of rhe MCAs.

nor the Commission, and you claimed you could use
Article 93 because national resources were involved.
But that is not at all the case: Community resources
are also involved since the reduction of VAT affects

Mr

the Community's own resources. In consequence, it
was not Anicle 93 that should have been invoked, but
Anicles 43 and 100, which would have meanr consulr-

de la MalCne (RDE).

(FR)

President of the
- doubt Mr
of course I do not
your goodwill, but

Council,
I have in front of me the exact answer you read out to
us, an answer given on 12 December 1984 by the
Council. It was you who forwarded ir rc me, or rather
the Council, Funher to thar answer, we pu[ to you six
specific questions, and you have not answered them. I
shall add another, and we shall go on purring questions unril the Council replies. It is nor your goodwill
that is in quesrion, it is the Council's. I ask you rhe following quesrion: Mr President of rhe Council, if the
monetary parities are altered, is the Council aware that
whether or not positive compensatory amounrs are
instituted this is a formidable precedenr in relarion ro
the unity of the agricultural market and rhat the measure agreed by the Council on two occasions seriously
calls into quesrion rhe unity of the agriculrural markets
not only in that connecrion, but also in relarion to all
possible monetary developments?

Mr Andreotti.

The Council discussed this
whole matter at-length and in grear detail. The point
(17)

of depanure was and still is a longstanding demand
that MCAs be done away with. Before this could be
achieved, cenain measures had to be adopted that
flowed directly or indirectly from this broad objective.
Your question implies that the Council rhereby created
a precedent and rhat whenever similar siruarions arise,
it will be obliged to act along the same lines. can
assure you that in the lighr of some of the considera-

I

tions taken into account, and notwirhstanding the
basic soundness of the position taken by it at that rime,
the Council will carefully re-examine each case on its
merir and will not, I would say, regard this precedenr
as

binding.

Mr Guermeur (RDE).
Council,
ease

(FR) Mr Presidenr of the

- you are nor panicularly
I appreciate rhat

at

on a subject for which you have nor been directly

ing Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.

The measure is therefore quite illegal and contrary to
the Treaties; it has in fact no validity, and rhe day the
Commission brings the matter before the Coun, ir will
be seen that there has been an abuse of procedure. I
should like you to answer me on this point, Mr President.

Mr Andreotti.- 0D The Council made use of

the

procedure set out in Ardcle 93 of rhe Treaty, which
envisages the need for an application by a Member
State. The same article provides thar where aid is
regarded as being incompatible with the common market, the matter may be referred to rhe Coun of Justice.

Now it

is true that any reduction in VAT, which constitutes a cenain percenage of our budget revenues,
must inevitably mean a reduction in these revenues.
Nevenheless, from the legal point of view the procedure followed is unimpugnable, while from the political point of view we felt that we could nor but do so.

Mr Van Miert (S).

(NL) I thought this was Ques-

tion Time and nor a- fresh debate on a specific topic. I
would ask you ro conduct Question Time in the manner indicated in the Rules.
President.
Mr Van Mien, in my opinion this Question Time -is being conducted in accordance with rhe
Rules of Procedure.

Mr

Patterson (ED).

Is the President-in-Office

- been given away by the fact
aware that rhe game has

16.
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Patterson

that Parliament has before it at the momenr a draft
direcdve retrospectively amending the Sixth VAT
Directive in order to bring about rhe legalization of
what has occurred? Is he aware that in the Beumer
repon Parliament has rejected both the legality and
the application of what has been done and that Parliament has no intention whatsoever of giving retrospective legality to something which is illegal?

I would recommend to the President-in-Office that he
read the Beumer repon and I ask him for his reactions.

first of all people wanted to have the budget question
settled before the farm prices were fixed, whereas now
it would seem that they want it the other way round.
Ve shall try to make progress on both at the same
rime, because, I too feel that basically delays help

nobody and only do harm both psychologically and
economically. Therefore, we shall be asking the Ministers for Agriculture to take their decisions as quickly
as possible while we at the same time are doing what
has to be done about the budget.

Mr Andreotti.

deal with the same subject, the
- As they
will be taken together.
following quesrions

acquainted with its contents.

Question No 74, by Miss Tongue (H-a27 /8a):

gD The Beumer repon has nor yet
- rc the
been forwarded
Council, so I am not yet

President.

Subject: Financial aid to Turkey

(FR) Mr President-in-Office
Mr Mouchel (RDE).
of the Council, the decision
to granr Germany the
possibiliry of reducing by 50/o the VAT charge borne
by farmers is akin to a direcr aid in a narional conrexr.
In addidon to the panial renationalization of the common agricultural poliry towards which rhis measure is
leading us, we are seeing a change of direction in the
CAP towards a system of the efficiency paymenr rype.
Furthermore, application of thii measure from I July
1984, i.e. six months before the reduction of monetary
compensatory amounts, gives German farmers and

German agri-foodstuffs undenakings an advantage
calculated to diston the rules of heahhy comperirion.

Vhat

steps is the Council considering ro correc[ this
imbalance? Could it not, by way of compensation,
decide to do away altogether wirh rhe remaining positive monetary compensatory amounts?

Mr

Andreotti.

(|7) The Council's decision

was
taken on the basis of the case stated by representatives

-

of the Federal Republic to the effect rhat an insupponable crisis had been created in their country. The decision was therefore exceptional and, as somerimes happens with decisions of this kind, ended up by having

political repercussions. As is the case with all compromises, it contained elements that pleased all panies
as well as elements that gave rise to dissatisfaction.

Mr Ademou (COM).

(GR) I would like to put

a

supplementary with reference
to farm incomes overall.

In recent years, nearly every year, the announcement
has been delayed and this delay has
been damaging to farmers. I would like ro ask the
President of the Council whether there will be the

of farm prices

same delay this year or whether on this occasion farm
prices will be announced on time.

Mr Andreotti.- (17) If I am asked whether the decision is going to be raken quickly, I shall say 'yes'. It
remains to be seen, however, what that means, because

There are rumours that the Council intends to
resume financial aid to Turkey under the special
aid fund (Budget Item 9632).

Can the Council assure the Parliament that it will
take no measure to resume financial aid to Turkey
under special aid or any other budget heading
unless and until the parliament has taken a position on the political situation in Turkey?
Question No 89, by Mr Van Miert (H-450/84):
Subject: Turkey

On 1l September 1984 the Ministers meeting in
Dublin discussed the situation in Turkey as also
relations between Turkey and the European Community. On l7 October there was an exchange of
views in COREPER on the same subject.

Is it true that a large majority of the delegations
now consider that the situation in Turkey has significantly improved and that now, as a first srcp

towards normalizing relations with Turkey,

instructions should be given to the Commission to

bring the technical file on the financing project
(TEK) up to date?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

(17) The Council, like the European Parliament, -is
keeping a watchful eye on internal developments in
Turkey. It is true that, in the light of what has been
happening since the esnblishment of a civilian government under the leadership of the present Prime Minister, the Foreign Ministers of the Ten, meeting in political cooperation in Dublin on 11 September 1984, did
discuss the situation

in Turkey and future

prospecrs

for relations between Turkey and the Community.
This discussion was followed by exchanges of views ar
various levels within the Council, with panicular reference to a gradual resumption of financial cooperation
under the special aid programme decided upon in
1980. This latter includes the TEK project mentioned
by Mr Van Mien. The Council has not yet concluded
its deliberations, and at the present stage no decision
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Andreotti
has been taken with regard ro a possible resumption of
financial cooperarion with Turkey.

(DE) Mr President-in-Office
Mr Fellermaier (S).
of the Council, is it-nor a conradicrion for you ro
refer to a Council decision taken before l2 September

(S).-

First of all, I am not ar all sarisfied with the answer I have just received because it is
not, in fact, an answer to my quesrion. I would remind
the Council that in the firsr reading of the budget lasr
November this Parliamenr voted to block paymenrs
under Items 9632 and 9531 of the Founh Financial
Protocol to Turkey.
Miss Tongue

The reasons for our position are quire clear. There has
only been a superficial rerurn ro democracy in Turkey.
Political trials continue
inrellectuals, of members
- of
of the peace movement,
of rrade unionists who, I
believe, every Member of this Parliament would say,
are legitimate voices in any democratic society.

In the light of a recent Amnesty International repon, I
would like assurances from rhe Council that even talks
on a resumprion of aid to Turkey will nor be resumed
within rhe Council unril this Parliament in this legislative period has taken a position on the political situation in Turkey.

(i,7) I

have just said that no decision
cannor rherefore simply pur rhe
whole matter ro one side. In any case I think we all
appreciare how delicate the polirical siruarion is and
we would all share a concern ro see a counrry get back
on the road to recovery.

Mr Andreotti,

has yet been taken.

Mr Van Miert

(S).

I

(NL) Does the Presidenr-in-

- nor feel rhar, so long as advoOffice of the Council
cates who defend accused persons are in their turn
accused
is what happened in the DISK trade
- rhis
union case,
and subsequenrly in relation ro rhe peace
movemenr; in the meantime a new generarion of advocates has defended rhose accused persons and these
are now prosecuted in rheir turn
he not rhink
- does
that rhere is a kind of roralirarian
sysrem operating
here and rhar as long as rhis is going on rhere can be
no legal system worthy of rhe name nor any quesrion
of applying the financial protocol?

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
Could I ask rhe President-in- quesrion?
Office a very simple
Does he accept rhe
report of Amnesty International? Has he read it? If he
accepts it, can he possibly give us other rhan a caregorical assurance, given the suppression of the press, the
clear evidence of severe ronures and the fact that rhere
have been l5 000 recent political arresrs and that rhere
are 400 people under senrence of dearh? Does he
accepr the figures given in the repon of Amnesry
International ?

Mr Andreotti.- (lT) I shall have rhis Amnesty Inrernational report looked into. I have not yer come across
it, and it is nor included in the dossier.

to grant financial aid and sure rhar a gradual
of financial aid is now being considered
and at the same time lack the polirical courage ro
1980

resumprion

admit that relarions which have been frozen canno[ be
'normalized' by progressively reestablishing financial
aids but only by rhe implemenntion of the association
agreement? In practice rhis means including the Association Council at Minister level. Thar way you would
be credible. But you lack the political courage to do
so, and therefore, you have opted for gradual reesrablishment. I should rherefore like to know what you
will propose as President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers ro your colleagues during rhe Italian Presidency. Vill you, or will you not make any proposals?
This question could be answered wirh a simple 'yes' or
'no' and on the basis of that 'yes' or 'no' Parliament
would know what the Council's atdtude is.

Mr Andreotti.
maier not

(|7) I should like ro ask Mr Fellercourage into this. No

to -drag political

special polirical courage is needed to deal with a topic
of this kind. Under a previous srewardship a beginning

was made of examining rhis whole problem. I am very
well aware of the polirical aspect of rhe matrer, and we
shall submit no proposals and make no decisions that
are not prompted by the same political discernment
that we bring ro bear on all situations, no macter of
what kind they are. But how can anyone argue rhar it
was wrong ro srudy this marter or thar it should not be
studied any more or rhar rhe whole siruation should be
allowed to drift on as it is until 30 June? How can

anyone claim that no real progress can have been
made, when even Amnesry Inrernarional itself acknowledges the improvemenr in the situation? Vell, rhis
is somerhing that you will not hear me say. On the
other hand, I do nor wanr anyone ro rhink either thar
where dicratorships or semi-dictarorships or dictatorial
regimes are concerned, we are inclined ro rurn a blind
eye or give preferenrial rrearment. The way we trear a
problem is always geared towards the sole objective of
affirming ever more vigorously rhe ideal of libeny for
all human beings.

Mr

Pannella (NI).
(17) Yes, Mr President-in- r.o a cenain
Office, dicmtorship up
point! After all,
when you were in Poland recenrly, you know, you
expressed the hope that cenain sanctions would be
removed, and rhey have got a dicratorship therel
Please do not take offence at my saying this to you.
However, ro rerurn ro the queuion before us today,
your slatement of two hours ago or four hours ago
evoked much sarisfaction in this Chamber. If the

Council were ro take any decision withour taking into
accounr Parliament's opinion on any new factori that
may have entered into the situation, do you nor think
this would be seriously in conflict wirh your statement? Thar is rhe quesrion I would like ro pur ro you.
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(lT)
Mr Andreotti.
is precisely why I said that
- anyThat
we shall not adopt
proposal. It is obvious thar if
we have to change our minds every lime people ger up
in the Chamber to express political views, rhen we
shall adopt no decision unless Parliament changes irs
whole approach to political questions.

(FR)I should like rhe
Mr Chambciron (COM).
President-in-Office of the -Council ro know rhar the
European Parliamenr has expressed irs polirical will. I
have jusr read in the press rhat six death sentences
against Turkish Democrats have just been confirmed
by a Turkish miliary coun
proves that there is
- this
not any movement towards democracy,
as some would
have us believe. But, as I said, a political decision was
taken during the budget debare.
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when we will have to have a close look at it and see
what we think of it, but no one can deny that the situation is better now that it was one year ago.

Mrs Dury (S).

(FR)

|

should very much like tp

raise a point of -order. Supplementary questions must
have a bearing on the first question. Ve are now having a debate on Turkey. The answers we are given
may or may not be satisfactory, but let us allow these
Members who wish to speak about Turkey to continue

to do so.

I

really think that there are about Question Time
things that need to be reviewed and modified. I am
entirely dissatisfied with what we have been seeing in
the last hour.

'S7e have refused

placed

in

[o enrer in rhe budget, and we have
reserve, the appropriarions earmaiked for

the founh financial prorocol or for financial aid. Do
you not think rhat rhe besr way ro demonstrate the
Council's intention to abide by rhe position mken by

President.

45t/84):

Mr Andreotti.

-

Question No 75, by

Mr Toksvig (H-

Subject: European Synchrotron Radiation Facil-

the European Parliament would be nor ro enrer, on rhe
presentation of the next budget, those appropriations
intended for the founh protocol and special aid?

ered.

-

rty

Vill

the Council repon rhe results of its discussions, 5 November 1984, on the proposal to establish a European synchrotron radiation facility?

(17) This problem is being consid-

Mr Andrcottt, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
Mr Vedekind (PPE).

(DE) Mr Presidenr-in-Off- state in connecrion wirh Turice of the Council, if you
key that you do not close or half-close your eyes ro
dictarcrships or semi-dictatorships, what atritude does
the Council of Ministers adopr to rhe some 120 srates
throughout the world,, which include almosr all Lom6
countries, all of which are dictatorships and some of
which are dictatorships of the worst kind? In their case
financial aid is given without any distincdon whatsoever; but in the case of Turkey rhe smndard of a
lVestminster style democracy is immediarely imposed.
The moral attitude adopted not only by the Council of
Ministers but, as one would expecr, by Parliamenr as a
whole is norhing more than a pseudo moraliryl

(17) At its meeting of 6 November 1984 the Council
discussed various aspects of the plan for a European
synchroron radiation facility put forward by

the

European Science Foundation.

It decided to examine the repon drawn up by the
chairman of the Progress Committee of the SRF,
which studies cenain aspects of the criteria to be respected in selecting the site for the facility.
As it was physically impossible ro cope wirh all

rhese

of l9 December, the Council
agreed to consider them again at its next meeting
which is fixed for 5 February. It is noc for the Council
problems ar rhe meering

to comment on or explain any positions taken up on
Mr Andreotti.

(lT) I have a feeling that rhis discus-

- of hand. It may be rhat some day we
sion is getting out
will embark upon a debate where ir will be appropriare
to use these terms, but at the moment I do not want to
go making sweeping distinctions between dictarorships
and semi-dictatorships. I have given a reply along
more general lines. In any case, it seems to me that one
of the essential features of rhe aids we give to rhe

this matter outside the Council irself.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

SEEFELD

Vice-President

Third \7orld and indeed of all our ACP acriviries is
the fact rhat we do nor pass political .judgments on the
various countries with which we have to deal. If we
were [o do so, we should probably have to completely
reshape our whole approach.

I feel that no one can dispute the facr that Turkey has
set its face along a cenain path. The time will come

Mr

Toksvig (ED).

(DA) Thank you

for

the

answer. However, I should
like to put just one short
supplemenrary question:will the Council come to Parliament's Committee on Energy, Research and Technology and discuss the decisions which will be taken in
due course concerning the siting of the synchroton?
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Mr Andreotti.

-

(17) Yes, through the Scientific

Research Ministers.

President.
According to the agenda the vote on
motions for- resolutions on which the debate has been
closed should be held at7 p.m. On the other hand we
have only had half-an-hour of Question Time, which
is also on the agenda. I therefore propose that we finish Question Time with the Council, close the sitting
as scheduled at 8 p.m. and postpone the vote until
5 p.m. tomorrow.

rhat matter and, secondly, whether, in fact, the exclusive economic zone around the Island of Rockall
totether with im hydrocarbon resources is recognized
by rhe Community as being pan of the United Kingdom and the responsibiliry of the United Kingdom.

gI) I intend no disrespect to any
- when I say that I feel that Gibraltar
island whatsoever
may well give rise to far more serious problems than
the island of Rockall. In any case, I must repeat what I
said before, namely, that it is not for us in the Council
Mr Andreotti.

to
Are there any objecrions?

define the boundaries between one State

That is agreed.

Mr

Mr von der Vring

(S).

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr, I

should like to ask the Chair- if we are pushed for time
tomorrow, to ensure that we will conclude the voting
before breaking for lunch since we shall, in any evenr,
have a night sitting tomorrow.

I note
and shall proceed
as I have proposed. \fle shall conMr von der Vring,

Presidcnt.

and

another.

your proposal

Tomlinson (S).

Vill

the President-in-Office

- I welcome his response in relaaccept it from me that
tion to the Island of Rockall, and will he accept also
that he will be in serious trouble, as will the Council, if
they try to determine the economic integrity of Rockall as pan of the United Kingdom?
Mr Andreotti.

- UD I thank the honourable Mem-

ber for that warning.

tinue now with Question Time and close the sitring
shonly before

8 p.m.

Quesdon No 76, by Mr Ford

(H-459/8\:

Subject: Rockall

Vhat is the status of the Island of Rockall within
the European Community; is it accepted as an
integral pan of Great Britain; does the Community recognize the validity of the Island of
Rockall Lct 1972 incorporating the Island into the
Disrict of Harris in the County of Inverness?

President.
deal with similar subjects, the
- As they
following questions
will be taken rogether.

Question No 77, by Mr Seligman (H-465/84):
Subject: European relief agency

In view of the inevimble delays involved in working through a number of relief agencies, will the
Council consider the establishment of a Central
Community Relief Agency, specially geared to
tettint agricultural surpluses quickly to emergenry localiries?

Mr Andrcotti,

President-in-Ofice of the Council.
(17) I do not think that it is any paft of rhe Council's
work to define the rcrritory of the Member Srates.

Quesdon No 56, by Mr Andrews (H-388/8a):

Subject: Food assistance to hunger-stricken countries

Mr Ford (S).
I find that answer unfonunare on
two grounds. -Clearly, with regard to the Island of
Rockall, we do have a dispurc between rwo of the
Community countries over the sovereignty of rhat
island. I see funher problems arising over Gibraltar
when Spain joins the Communiry and I hope that the
Foreign Ministers will at least agree something with
regard to those issues, which are going to be running
sores in the Community unless they come ro some
decision.

Equally,
Rockall.

I

can see problems surrounding the Island of

(The President urged the speaher to put a question)

I thought I

had put a question. I was asking whether

the Council was planning to come to a decision on

Could the Council tell us why, considering that
some of its food productions are in excess, it does
not increase its food assismnce in favour of popu-

lations suffering from starvarion?

Mr Andreottt, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council.

(17) ln replying to the questions by Mr Andrews and
Mr Seligman, I would refer to written replies already
given by the Council last December to questions put
down by Mr Ephremidis and Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
Since the European Council in Dublin estimated ar 1.2

million tonnes the roal amount. of food aid rhat the
Communiry and ir Member Stares must provide
before the next harvest, I should like to fill out the
above-mentioned replies by explaining rhat the Community is currently financing 500 000 ronnes of cereals
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or

equivalent products as emergency aid under the
terms of the Convention of LomE and of Anicle 950 of
the 1984 budget.
300 000 tonnes will be provided under the Community's normal food aid programmes for 1985. In
addition, 400 000 tonnes are being or will be provided
by the Member States, which
the Council is quite
- utmosr
will do their
convinced of this
ro enable this

overall objective to- be realized

Mr Seligman (ED).- I think Mr Andrews would

say

with the enormous surpluses we have, is 1.2 million
-very much? But that is not my question. I am asking,
does the President-in-Office know how long the inter-

val is between a Council decision to send emergency
cereals to Ethiopia and the Sahel and the actual arrival

those cereals at the harbour of Assab? Vill the
President-in-Office call for an EEC emergency relief
agency to be set up which has immediate lien on adequate stocks of cereals allocated to emergency aid, so
thar the Commission is not caught unprepared in
future and does not have to depend on member governmen6, shipping lines and NGOs to get emergency
cereals [o the mouths of the starving in time? It is rhe
delay thar we wanr to deal with.

of

(IT) The Commission already has
the powers to organize
these aids as quickly as possible. One really has to ask whether an ad hoc agency
would serve any purpose or whether the delays could
not be better overcome some other way, bearing in
mind the experience of cenain countries rhat are capable of very rapidly supplying food aid rc the regions in

Mr Andreotti.

need of it.

It

is an open question for the Commission.

Does not the President-in-Office consider that

agency, but it does not seem to me that the poor had
much benefit from it!

Mr Cryer (S).
- Vould the President-in-Office not
agree that in principle what is wanrcd is adequate
machinery to transfer food from the bulging warehouses of the EEC to the needy peoples of the world,
panicularly Ethiopia and the Sahel? Can he give this
House an assurance that the delay and bureaucratic
blqndering in the ransfer of food which distinguished
l98a will not be repeated and does he not consider

that the disribution of food which has resulted in
massive surpluses in the EEC and starvation in a signi-

ficant area of the world is a crime against humaniry
and that the Council should use irs best endeavours to
remove that crime?

(lD I can assure the questioner that
Mr Andrcotti.
- this problem
we are studying
in conjunction with the
Commission. Perhaps.one solution that can be applied
in an emergency, as is now being done in Italy with
regard to Ethiopia, with sadsfactory resuh, is that of
asking the military authorities to make their freight
transpon planes available for delivering this aid.
There is another big problem, that of internal distributlon.

The problems are therefore of a technical nature. At
all events, whether we look at it from a political or a
moral point of view, we have ro act quickly, since this
food has to be distributed now, not next year.

Mr

(IT) k takes as a rule 416 days
Mr Pannclla (NI).
from the decision to-send'cereals to their distribution.
we are trying to do, incidentally, in Italy

sorzi, the Association of Agricultural Cooperatives.
After that we thought of setting up a governmental

as

-some

- by Mr
special relief structure along the lines indicated
Seligman is needed, precisely in view of what has been
experienced by rhe Commission and the ten countries
of the Community?
Mr Andreotti.

(17) By way of confirmation of
what I said this -morning in my statement, the Council
must take steps to speed up these procedures in order
to give no funher grounds for observations such as
those made by the Court of Audirors.

The choice of ways and means
whether an agency
- considered
should be set up or not
is being
the
- speaking of our owninpast
appropriate quarters, for,
experience, I recall the many argumenrs rhat took
place when the official instrument was the Federcon-

Pearce (ED).

May

I

press the President-in-

Office to be a little- more specific than he has been in
his undenakings to review this situation? \7ill he
undenake that before the end of this period of office
he will insist that the Commission produce proposals
ro Council and to Parliament to deal with a whole new
system for the purchase and ownership of stocks of
grain for their transport by road and by sea to the

countries affected, for the correct packaging of such
producrs and for their distribution in the Community?
\flill the President-in-Office agree to insist that the
Commission produces proposals for that during these
six months?

(17) I will ger in rouch with the
Commission straight
zwaf t among other things
because it is clear that, if we are to do what I referred
to just now
request assistance from the mili- that is,
tary air-forces-,
it will have to go through the
national tovernments. I think it would be a good thing

Mr Andrcotti.

to put questions oh this subject to the Commission and
not to the Council, since it is rhe Commission that will
have to take decisions.

rl
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Mr MacSharry (RDE).- Could I ask the Presidentin-Office of the Council
and he has replied to a

- to ask him whether,
cenain extent to what I wanted
- Commisif the limits on food aid that the Council and
sion apparently have set for 1985 prove in the weeks
ahead to be insufficient to relieve the smrvation in
many coun[ries
and some people are sugtesting
already that they-have
we can tet a positive assurance from the President-in-Office
of rhe Council that
immediate steps will be taken by the Council and the
Commission to increase the amounrc over and above
that which he has already allocated? Many people are
sugtesting to us
and this Parliament is very con- matter
cerned about this
the amounts allo- that
cated, even though they show
substantial increases,
may not be sufficient in the medium term.
Mr Andreotti.- (17) I can

assure the questioner that

we shall be considering this problem without delay to
see what practical possibilities there are of doing more.

the affirmative, since there can be no question of
limited compercnce in a matter of this kind.

Mr

Habsburg (PPE).
make representations

(DE) Is it appropriate to
- diplomadc
at
or governmenl

level on the basis of a report in a magazine which has
recenrly been discredited for repeatedly publishing
false repons?

(17) Mr
I do not think
Mr Andreotti.
- distinctionsPresident,
we should make
between good and bad
weeklies or dailies.
(Applause

fron

the

lefi)

The publication Nearweek is very widely read, and I
think it is in the interests of the Americans themselves
to deny the repon and to make clear that it is not true.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

Prcsidcnt.

(H-ae5/8\:

Question No 79, by Mr Schwalba-Hoth

Subject: Tonure equipment in Community countries

According to reports in the news magazine Newsweek and from Reuters press agency (4 November

1984) the

US Depanment of Commerce

has

authorized the export of tonure equipment
(including thumbscrews and spiked clubs) not
only to Australia, New Zealand and Japan but
also to NATO countries.

Do these NATO countries include any Member
States of the European Community (and if so
which ones?), what equipment and what quantiry
is involved and what is its intended use?

Mr Andreotti, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.

(17) The Council does not have at its disposal the
information requested by the honourable Member. As
soon as we have data, it is clear that we shall draw the
necessary consequences at the political level.

Mr

Schwalba-Hoth (ARC).

(DE)

Is rhe Presi-

dent-in-Office prepared, on humanitarian
grounds, to
make representations rc the US Depanment of Commerce and to the narional Defence Ministries with a
view to obtaining clarification of this quesrion which
comes within the framework of human rights? ft is
totally unaccepable that the US Depanment of Commerce should export torture equipment to orher countries, such as the NATO countries, Australia, New
Zealand and Japan

(NL) I should like the
- a little clearer
in his resCouncil representative to be

Mr Van der Lck (ARC).
ponse

to the

supplementary question

by

Mr

Schwalba-Hoth. He said that when the moment was
opportune they would take action. I should like him ro
tell us that he will indeed seek the informacion asked
for by Mr Schwalba-Hoth to make sure that the story
ts not true.

Mr Andreotti.

(17) Here it might
objecred rhat
- nor strictly fall withinbeour
the matter does
sphere of

compelence. I do not think this way, because, faced
wirh such a grave allegation involving, among others,
councries in which the commission of such crimes
would seem to be very strange, I think it is not only
our right but also our duty to throw light on the matter.

Mr Velsh (ED).
Are we to understand from Mr
Andreotti's answer- to this quesrion rhat he proposes ro
pur on rhe agenda of the next General Affairs Council
the imponant question of the impon of instrumenss of
tonure? If so, can he tell us when he will repon ro rhe
House on the result of the discussion that he has just
told us is going to take place in the Council?

Mr Aadreotti.

(17) Vithout wishing to derract
- of the
from the imponance
matrer, I think that in the
General Affairs Council there are much simpler methods than that of entering it on the agenda of a meeting
in order to throw light on ir and repon on it.

!

(17) I am being asked to establish
Mr Andreotti,
- to goIfinto
contacr in order
the matter, my reply is in

(DE) I should like to widen
Mrs Heinrich (ARC).
this question by asking-whether know-how on ronure
is being exponed from the USA ro NATO counries?

t6. r.85

Mr Andreotti,- (/7) !7e shall go into rhis marter roo
when considering technological improvemenrs.
President.

2a4/84):

Question No 80, by

-

Subject: The use

of

Mr Marshall (H-

rubber bullem

in

southern

Ireland

In view of the concern expressed by some Members of this House about rhe use of plastic bullers
in Northern Ireland, has rhe Council discussed the
repon that the police in southern Ireland have a
supply of plastic bullem?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council.
(17) Ye consider that ir does not fall within rhe competence of the Council ro make commenrs or in any
way concern itself with this problem, which, incidentally, concerns one of the countries of the Communiry.

Mr Marshall (ED).- I welcome the answer of the
President-in-Office of the Council thar he does nor
regard this question as being wirhin the competence of
the Community. But can I have an assurance that if the
Community were ever to be foolish enough ro depan
from this principle, it would investigate the situation in
Southern Ireland as well as rhar in Norrhern Ireland?

Mr An&eotti.

(IT)
morning it would seem
- moreThis
that I bit off almost
than I can chew. If we are to
stan studying Irish problems as well, especially now
that Ireland has assumed and relinquished the presidency, we shall really be purring ourselves in a posirion
of not being able to operare ar all. I think we musr pur
a limit on what we are rrying to do; orherwise, we
shall end by being overwhelmed by the multiplicity of

our tasks.

Mr Balfe

(S).- Can I thank Mr Marshall

for keep-

ing this imponanr issue before the House and ask Mr

Andreotti whether he is aware thar on a number of
occasions Parliament has passed resolutions on this
Mr Gorbachov mentioned, in his recent
visit to Britain, as constituring a major violation of
human rights within the Community. Can I therefore
ask Mr Andreotti, does he accord rhis some priority,
as I am sure it will assist in our concern for human
rights in the Community?
subject which

Mr Andreotti.

(17)
problem was raised at the
- and inThis
last pan-session,
the present state of affairs I
see no need to take ir up again. If rhere were reasons
for doing so, whether directly or in connection with
questions of a more general natLrre, we would see what
could be done.

Mr
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Barrett (RDE).

Is the Presidenr-in-Office

aware that there is no-record of rhe security forces in

Ireland possessing plastic or rubber bullets? Furthermore, they have never been issued to the security
forces. I would remind the Council, therefore, that,
unlike rhe orher pan of rhe counrry, there is absolurely
nothing to investigate there.

(DE) Mr President-in-Off- that, unlike
ice, I appreciate the fact
this House, the
Council, for practical reasons, ser limits on its activities. Since this topic interests me deeply I should like
to know where these limits lie with regard to trade in
torture equipment and the internal use of plastic bullets. Did I understand you to say that these would be
the subject of negotiation in rhe Council if they were
raded in or exported from the Community?
Mr von der Vring (S).

Mr Andreotti.-

(7)

In the little time left this sitting,

one cannot lay down the precise limits of what should
claim our attention or where or when we should deal
with it.

is certainly a serious matter. The fact that I have
already answered that we are not, as it were, competent to deal with it does not mean that we intend to
neglect the fact that it has been raised. \7e will see
how it can be approached.

It

Mr McCartin (PPE).

view of the Minisrer's
- In if, in fact,
reply, would he be concerned
rubber bullers
and plasdc bullem had been used by the securiry forces
in lreland, if this lethal weapon had been used againsr
defenceless and untried people and if it had resulred in
death and serious injury?
Is he aware that all this has happened in a pan of Ireland, namely Nonhern Ireland, and that rhis.has been
condemned by a former President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Barry, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the

Republic

of Ireland, who

has poinrcd out that rhis

weapon has been used withour due regard ro rhe regulations governing its use? In other words, irs use by an

undisciplined

and uncontrolled police force

has

resulrcd in death and serious injury. Is rhe Presidenr-

in-Office concerned about this situation?

Mr Andreotti.- (IT) There'have been no new developments since this subject was lasr dealt with in rhe
European Parliament. On that occasion, the Council
replied that a certain decision had been taken. Ve
remain firmly by this decision. I therefore quire fail to
see what steps we should take now.

Mr Pearce (ED).
Vould
- Mr BalfethetharPresident-in-Office
join me in reminding
the vast majoriry
of people in the United Kingdom rake rhe view that if

Mr Gorbachev wants rc talk abour human righr, he
should concentrate first and foremost on the appalling
human rights situation in his own country?

II
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Presidcnt.
- Ve come now ro quesrions ro rhe Foreign Ministers.

nation of a nuclear-free zone, both in Vestern and in
Eastern Europe? As regards Vestern Europe I have in
mind Belgium, my own country, where according to
the opinion polls the majority are against the siring of
rockets. In Eastern Europe one might perhaps menrion

Question No 100, by Mr Ephremidis (H-335/8a):

.

Subject: Respect of post-war frontiers in Europe
and, in general, of the Helsinki Final Acr

In the lighr of rhe \7est German

Bulgaria, where peace movements are very active.

Governmenr's

(17) I should like to say in reply that
Mr Andreotti.
problems of defence
are not, in fact, among the subjects of political cooperation. However, since you
began by asking me a question, I shall begin by
ans*ering ir. I think thar in the very difficulr year rhar
1984 was, we and other counries did whar was our

reaction
in the Council of Ministers
ro
- alsomade
- the
the statemenrs
by Mr Andreotti, would
Ministers state whether all the Member Stares of
the Community respect the post-war frontiers in
Europe and, in general, the Helsinki Final Act?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Ministers of

Foreign Afairs.
(IT) The Ten have consranrly reaffirmed their obligation
ro respecr the Final Acr of Helsinki, which furnishes a framework of reference for
the conduct and development of relations among rhe
35 countries which are taking pan in the CSCE process. This obligation concerns all rhe provisions of the
Final Act, including thar which srares rhar the panicipating States (and I quote)
. . . consider

that their frontiers can be changed, in

accordance

with international law, by

ject of nuclear-free zones is, however, a much bigger
one, because, among other things, everyone wants a
nuclear-free zone. !7hat we have to work for is rather
the reduction of armaments, disarmament in general,
not the creation of oases which, moreover, from the
technical point of view would not be safe oases eirher.

peaceful

means and by agreement.

Mr Gerontopoulos (PPE).

-

(GR)

I

should like to

ask the Minister whether the Council of Foreign

Also the principle:

now and in the future from assaulting these frontiers.

(GR) The President of
Mr Ephremidis (COM).
the Council has cenainly- given a sarisfactory reply,
just as the statemenr he made provoking my quesrion
was for its pan very correcr. However, I must put a
supplementary question ro him. Is it or is it not true

that during the meeting of the Council in political
cooperation Mr Andreotti was criticized for the state-

If

Min-

isters has discussed the question of adherence ro the
Helsinki agreemenrs by rhe Eastern bloc countries,
specifically by the Soviet Union. Ve have the following facts. Violations one after anorher of rhe national
space of the Scandinavian counrries by Soviet submar:ines and, of late, by the Soviet Cruise-type missile. The
open interference in the inrernal affairs of the Eastern
European countries such as, for example, the Jaruszelski coup and the cancellation of rhe Honneger visit to
'S7'est
Germany. The consrant jamming of radio broadcasts. The way in which it impedes the free circularion
of written matter and the free movemenr of people
wishing ro leave or visit its rerritory.

The panicipating Staros regard as inviolable all
one another's fronriers as well as the frontiers of
all States in Europe and therefore rhey will refrain

ment he had made?

duty in attempting to restore balance ro a siruarion
here I am referring to the situation as regards missiles
in Europe
that was extremely unbalanced. This has
conuibuted- much more to the reanimarion of relarions
between the USA and the USSR than temporizing or
failing to take a decision would have done. The sub-

I should like ro ask rhe Minister how the Council has
reactCd in the pasr and how it intends to react in the
future ro cases of violadon by the Soviets of rhe spirit

he was subjecred to this criticism

it means that members of the Council are not honouring the spirit of rhe Helsinki Final Act he himself

and the letter of the Helsinki agreemenm.

referred to.

Mr Andreotti.

Mr Andreotti.

(IT) The answer I

have just given is,

- answers concerning political cooperrule wirh
ation, based on a rexr agreed wirhin the framework of
political cooperation. Apan from that, rhis is a marter
extraneous ro the field of activides of the Minister of
Foreign Affairs and of rhe Council of Minisrcrs.
as is the

Mr Ulburghs (NI).
(NL)
nor feel that in
- life intoDorheyou
order to breathe new
spirit of Helsinki,
appropriate acts of peace are perhaps more imponant
than endless negotiations? Vhy not propose the desig-

,

(17) As a follow-up to Helsinki and,
more recently,-ro Madrid, rhere have been a number
of initiatives, of which the mosr perrinenr are rhar of
Stockholm, rhe Conference on rhe funher reduction
of armaments, and a number of confidence-building
measures. A number of other meetings are planned on
human righm and other questions concerning rhe
CSCE as a whole. Ve, as a Community, make a point
of mainmining murual consultations and presenting
ourselves as far as possible as a unired body speaking
with a single voice. I am able [o say rhar in the summer
of this year, by way of reviewing the ten years since
the Final Acr of Helsinki, we have proposed
in

-
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another place, but with the agreement of all of us
the holding of a solemn celebration at the appropriate
level, at which the essential item will be to take stock
of the various 'baskets' to see what has been done and
what has not been done in order to be able to find
more consistent attitudes to adopt. I think this will be
the occasion for us, as a Council, to take up the matter

the possible delivery of nuclear plants to Libya by a
country like Belgium and whether he considers this
proper? I can assure him that on our side we do not
consider it proper.

and arrive at a common evaluation.

(17) I repeat that we have not dealt
Mr Andrcotti.
- in political cooperation, nor have I,
wirh this matter
bilaterally, dealt with the question of this power-sta-

As the author is not present, Question
No l0l will- be answered in writing.r
President.

At the author's

request, Question No 102 has been

withdrawn.

16 May 1984 the BLEU and Libya initialled a
framework agreement on technical and economic
cooperation. From 14 ro 17 May 1984 negodations were also held between the two parties on a
draft cooperation agreement in the nuclear field.
In practical terms this agreement concerns the

On

construction

in Libya of two 440 MU

(S).
Ministers accept
- \fill the Foreign
that it is wish of the Libyan Government to have closer
relations with the European Economic Community,
being the only major Arab nation on the Mediterranean without such relations and that it will act posidvely to build on the good that exists and to try and
foster closer relations, which are essential if we are to

Mr Balfe

Subject: Economic cooperation with Libya

observe peace in the Mediterranean?

nuclear

power stations.
23

tion. As for my own views on the matter, since I am
here to answer not on my own behalf but on that of
the Council of Ministers, I will say that I have no
views on the question inasmuch as we have not discussed it.

Question No 103, by Mr Van Mien (H-410/84):

On

(Applause)

October 1984 the Belgian Minister for

Economic Affairs, Mr Eyskens, snted in the
Chamber of Representatives that the Belgian Ministers for Foreign Relations would contact all
other European counries that might be interested
in the realization of such a project in Libya, so
that a joint posidon might be adopted.

\7hat attirude do the Foreign Minisrcrs intend to
adopt with regard ro such economic cooperation

Mr Andreotti.- (IT) I think that, as with the case of
other countries, the Commission can go more deeply
into the question of these contacts. Generally speaking, I cenainly consider that isolation is of no use to
anyone. I repeat, however, that we in the Council have
not examined this problem, and if one day the Parliament should wish to go into it then we shall have ro
not like this, in passing
examine it thoroughly
- on
a particular case
of
the basis of a repon concerning
orders placed between Belgium and Libya.

with Libya?

Mr
Mr Andreotti, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Ministers of
Foreign Affiirs.
- UD The Ten have not discussed

this question within the framework of political cooperarion. Some of our countries maintain relations of different kinds with which we are all familiar, but since it
is my job here to give answers on the work of European political cooperation, we have not dealt with this

in that framework.

(i,7) Does the President-inPannella (NI).
- ir necessary for rhe Parliament
Office really consider
to make a formal act of asking the Council? Could he
not instead assure the Parliament, as from now, for its
information, that he will go into the matter anyway?
The marter can be gone inrc if
Mr Andreotti.
- UD asks us to do so that is,
the Belgian Government
asks for our opinion. For the moment, I repeat,
the
Ministers have not been informed.

(NL) This answer surprises me
Mr Van Miert (S).
because on more than one occasion in the Belgian Parliament ir has clearly been suggested that the Belgian

-

Foreign Minister, Mr Tindemans, is to have contacts
with all his colleagues on this extremely difficult point.
On rhe American side there is a clear objection to the
delivery of nuclear plants to Libya whose Head of
State, as everyone knows, is prerty crazy and liable to
do dangerous things. Might I ask the President-inOffice of the Council what is his opinion in respect of

I

The more general question of relations with Libya is,
in my view, a problem that will have to be dealt with
but in depth, not just in passing during Question
-Time..I
do not think this means showing a lack of respect for anyone. I should be showing a want of regard
for the Council if I came here to talk about a matter
the elements of which were unfamiliar to me and
which we had not discussed in the framework of political cooperation.

Mr Chanterie (PPE).
See

Annex of to.

t.

t985.

(NL) Like Mr Van Mien, I

- given by the President-inam surprised at the answer

l(

t:
IJ
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Chanterie

Office of the Council, since I well remember that this
according, at least, to Agence Europe
was
- This
on the -agenda of a meeting of Foreign Ministers.
was not so long ago. It was in that connecrion that I
put a question similar to Mr Van Mien's. \(/e are enritled to some clarification here. It has undoubtedly
been discussed and rherefore the Minisrer's answer
matter

cannot be wholly correct.

Mr Andreotti.
(17) I have the grearesr respecr for
agencies of wharever
kind, bur I also have regard for
what is known ro me directly. I repeat that there has
been no talk of rhis.

Mr de la Maline (RDE).
(FR)
President-in- us The
Office of the Council rells
and we naturally
believe him

in the

- nor been deah wirh
rhis marter has
- ofrhat
cooperation. This I regret. However,

sphere

in view of the concern that this quesrion raises on all
sides of this House, does the Presidenr-in-Office both
of the Council and of the Foreign Ministers nor feel
that he could take the iniriarive of putting rhis quesrion
on the agenda, either for the Foreign Ministers or for
the Council, and not wair until he is informed by some
other means?

Mr Andreotti.

UD I do not know

whar is rhe prac-

tice usually followed
here nowadays in the sense rhar
when a quesrion or even a supplementary question is
put, i[ automatically has ro become a subject of close
study for the Council or rhe Commission. If rhar is so,
it is, indeed, rarher a dangerous principlq. I therefore
think it would have ro be formalized in an agenda, in a
document represenring the point of view of Parliamenr
and not merely rhe point of view, however aurhoritative, of an individual. Otherwise, I can see no limit ro
the number of subjects rhat the Council would have to
examine, wherher in the framework of political cooperation or orherwise.

As the aurhor is not present, Question
will- be answered in writing.r

President.

No

104

Question No 105, by Mr Romeo

(H-a7l/81:

Subject: Coordination between the \7EU and the
European Communiry

\/EU Council of Ministers,
on 26 and 27 October on rhe

The meeting of the

held in Rome

occasion of rhe 30th anniversary of the Brussels
Treaty, adoprcd imponant decisions with a view
to bringing new impetus to the political acrion and
other activities of rhis international organization,

to which seven Member
Community belong.

I

See Annex

of

16.

l

1985.

Stares

The Presidenr of the \7EU Parliamenrary Assembly subsequendy declared thar in his opinion,
these initiarives were complemenrary ro rhose
undenaken by the other European instirurions,
inasmuch as 'they all had one final aim, that of
building a European Union in which rhe defence
aspecr, like the economic aspecr would have its
place.' Vhen it adopted rhe Fergusson repon in
October 1983, the European Parliament called for
greater coordination at Communiry level in arms
procuremenr policies.

Have the Ministers considered the implications
that these developments might have for the funher
stages of Community inregration as it progresses
towards the European Union? If so, can they state

what measures rhey intend to mke in order to
Buarantee effective coordination between rhe
VEU and the Community, especially in secrors of
economic and technological imponance such

as

indusrial policy and arms procuremenr,

as

requesred by Parliamenr in the Fergusson repon?

Mr Andreotti, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Ministers of
Foreign Affiirs.
(17) Vithin che framework of

European polidcal- cooperarion, rhere is no talk either
of developmenr or of relations with Vesrern European
Union. Ve know that the Ten, as such, do not rake up
any position in discussions of VEU.

If, on anorher plane of rhoughr, for the

sake of a political debate which is of interest to us all, it is asked
along what lines the \fEU mighr develop or be
broughr up ro date, this subject should be raised in a

documenr specifically requesring it. I should add thar
we individually, as Ministers, do concern ourselves
with this within rhe \flEU, but as a Community we
have not deah with these problems.

Mr Di Bartolomei (L).

gT)

Perhaps this, roo, is

a

reply that musr be reconsidered
by the Imlian presidency, because rhis subjecr has been referred to in the
solemn declaration of Sruttgart and also in the Fergusson repon of this Parliament. Does the Council of
Ministers consider rhat decisions taken in rhis sphere
by seven of rhe countries of the Community are of no
concern to the other rhree or to this Parliament?

Mr Andreotti.
(17)
decisions cenainly have
- but Some
their implications,
we cannor concern ourselves
with VEU here directly. Ve can deal with it in general lerms, but ourcide the framework of rhe political
consultations that are proper to this instirurion. In
practice, however, rhere has been nothing of this kind
in this connection.

of rhe European

Mr Elliott

(S).

Is the Presidenr-in-Office aware

- of rhis Parliamenr are profoundly
that many Members
concerned about the re-emergence of the Vestern
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Elliott
European Union because it may lead to a further proIiferation of nuclear weapons and nuclear bases in
Europe?

Is he also aware that the Fergusson repon referred to
in the question may not now be the view of the newly
elected Parliament? In fact, the author of this report,
Mr Fergusson, is no longer a Member of this Parliament because he was defeated in the election by one of
my colleagues. Does the President-in-Office appreciare that we have different views now? I hope that
those will be taken into account.

ment acquiring some similar status, pro rafa, in Vestern European Union as members of national parliaments have at the moment?

(17) I can say that, as you know,
- do not
form pan of VEU: Denthree EEC countries
mark, Greece and Ireland. \7hat is more, Ireland is e
neutral country, and not everyone in the Council of
Ministers agrees to our dealing with questions of

Mr Andreotti.

\TEU.

Mr Pannella

Mr Andreotti.

(lT) If a debate is required on this
then it will have to be on the basis

panicular subject,
of an appropriate document. Incidentally, having
attended meetings of VEU, in Rome and elsewhere, I
can say that there is no spectre of any threat to
anyone. This is my own personal assessment, not the
fruit of any joint experience.

(NI).-

Furthermore, now that we have a defence subcommittee of the Political Affairs Committee in this Parliament, would he be prepared to talk rc his fellow-Ministers about the possibility of Members of this Parlia-

dis-

agreemenr made itself manifest, since I thought he said
that there was no agreement in the Council on rhis
subject? On what occasion was this subject discussed

and what were the reasons for the disagreement? I
think it is very important for us to know this.

(m I

Mr Andreotti.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED).
Is the President-in-Office
aware that if we were to -take as a precedent that all
resolutions by previous Parliaments are null and void
on the election of a further Parliament, we should get
absolurcly nowhere in our deliberations? Is he aware
that the Fergusson report is simply calling for greater
coordination in arms procurement and not for proliferation of nuclear weapons?

(17r) \(lould it be very indiscreet

of me to ask the President-in-Office when this

would say in reply to Mr

Pannella that Ireland
has sdpulated rhat the Council
should not discuss problems relating rc defence. This
is a formal and politically insuperable obstacle.
President.

-

Question Time is concluded.r

I have been asked to draw your

attention to the fact
that there is a concert this evening by the European
Youth Orchestra. Perhaps, as this is Music Year,
Members would like to attend it.

(Tbe sitting aus closed at

See Annex
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ANNEX

I.

Questions to the Commission

Question No 8, by Mr Fanton (H-355/84)

Subject: Payment period for intervention buying-in of colza and sunflower seed

In view of the Commission's surprising decision to extend to 120-140 days the paymenr
for intervention buying-in of colza and sunflower seed, can the Commission
explain the reasoning behind this attempt to discourage colza and sunflower seed producers at a time when European agriculture is sdll deficient in protein planm which it
period

impons a[ great expense

.

,

Answer

It is true that the Commission decided to extend the time-limit for payment for rape seed
and sunflower seed offered for intervention, with effect from l5 September 1984.
However, this measure is designed merely to align the provisions applicable to oilseeds to
those applicable to other agricultural products eligible for inrcrvention schemes.

Under these circumstances, the Commission takes the view rhar the measure in question
does not, as the honourable Member seems to think, have the effect of discouraging oilproducdon: like the measures applicable to other proilucts, its sole purpose is to deter
producers from offering excessive quanrities for intervention.
seed

It should

also be noted that production of rape seed and sunflower seed in the Community
has increased substantially in the past five years: from 1.4 million ro 4.5 million ronnes.
This represenrs an annual growth of 230/o for rape and 380/o for sunflower.
+

+*
Question No 9, by MrAndrews (H-352/84)

Subject: New technologies in the textile industry

Vhat progress is the Commission making in devising a programme to explore the possibilities of employing new technologies and computing in all sectors of the rcxtile indusrry,
including tarmenr manufacturing?
Answer

The Commission shares the honourable Member's view thar new technologies, panicularly information technologl, not only form a new industrial sector of their own bur must
above all be examined with a view to the possibilities of applying them in 'traditional'
industries.

To this end and

as an extension of a four-year textile research programme which finished
at the end of 1984, the Commission forwarded rc the Council of Minisrers in June 1983 a
European Community research and development programme for basic indusrial research.
This programme, known as Brite, provides for aid over a period of four years for research
and development projecrs on the application of new technologies in, for example, rhe textile and clothing industry and other indusrries, and is pan of the 'industrial research trilogy' of Esprir, Biotechnology and Brite.

On

18 November 1983 the programme was approved by the European Parliamenr, and
European industry has shown considerable interest in ir.
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At its meedng on

19 December 1984, the Council of Research Ministers approved the
Commision proposal in principle. A formal Council decision is due to be taken in rhe nexr
few weeks.

In any case, in order to lose no time in getting the programme off rhe ground, the Commission will begin immediately to ask indusry to submit projecrs.

ot'o

auestion No 11, by Mrs Anglade (H-391/84)
Subject: Problem of employment in the Community

\7hat practical action has the Commission taken on the resolution adopted ar the special
part-session of 27 and 28 April 1983 on the problem of employment in rhe Communiry?

Answer

The European Parliament is aware from various statements made by the Commission in
this House that the Commission attaches panicular imponance to overcoming the problem of unemployment. I would remind you thar as long ago as 1982 the Council adopted a
Resolution proposed by the Commission on 'Community acrion ro combat unemployment'. The srategy developed for this purpose is based on rhe realization that macroeconomic measures alone are not sufficient to nckle the problem of unemployment effectively, and that additional measures are nbeded to solve above all the problems of the
social groups which are hardest hit by unemployment.
The Commission is convinced that the best way of trying to achieve the objectives ser our
by Parliament in its resolurions of 27 and 28 April is to continue wirh this srraregy.

In the wake of these developments the Commission has since issued a number of communications on matrcrs lisrcd in

-

ir

acion programme, in particular:

investment in the public and private secrors,

youth unemployment,
the problems of industrial restructuring,

the reduction and re-organization of working hours,
the role of local employment initiatives,
unemployment affecting women,

long-termunemployment.

The Commission is convinced that the proposals contained in these communications can
contribute effectively to reducing unemployment in the Community, on condition, how-

ever, that such measures are the subject of joint effons by all she Member Stares. Some of
these communications have already been adoprcd by the Council as resolutions (youth

unemployment, local employment initiatives, unemployment affecting women, and longterm unemployment), so that it is now mainly up to the Member States ro implement the
proposals drawn up by the Commission. The Commission itself is engaged, in panicular,
in preparing initiadves to combat youth unemployment and to promo[e local self-help
organizations.

The Commission proposal for a Council recommendation on the.reduction and re-organization of working hours was adopted, in a slighdy amended form, by nine Member States
at the meeting of TJune 1984; unfonunately it has not yet proved possible ro obrain the
agreement of allthe Member States.

To sum up, I should like to state the following
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The Commission is keenly aware of the social and macro-economic dimension of the
problems relating to employment in the Community. It therefore takes very seriously
the resolutions on this matter adopted by Parliament in April 1984, and the distribution of Commission ponfolios, of which you are aware, may be taken as a signal in
this direction

It is the Commission's aim to propose measures which will actually be effective in
tackling the problem, and I think that the Commission now has the chance to do so.
But I am sure you will appreciate, especially at this present time, that the only way to
prepare the ground for such effective measures is a swift yet thorough discussion
within the Commission. As soon as this discussion is over, I shall be able to provide
you with more detailed information on the Commission's specific plan of action.

Question No 12, by Mr Guermeur (H-393/84)

Subject: Telephone charge rates in rhe EEC
Does the Commission not believethat a uniform Communiry rate should be proposed for
the charge unit for telephone calls wirhin the Community, and rhat the substantial
increases in the cost of the telephone charge unit recently stipulated by the French

which have no precedent in the Community and are a coverr form of tax
Government
- thwart all progress towards the
are liable to
harmonization of telephone rates at Com-

-munity level?

Answer

The harmonization of telephone charges within the Community has progressed
1977.The Commission rakes the view that further protress must be made
that pricing policy should be agreed in advance.

-

since

in panicular,

However, it must be taken into account that the rates currently charged in rhe Member
States have developed from different historical backgrounds depending on rhe various
objectives embodied in nadonal legislation.

Any policy seeking to harmonize telephone charges in the Community must therefore
take account of these differences and aim to achieve convergence over a fairly long period
by means ofgradual measures.

Therefore, as regards the recent increases in cenain telephone charges in France, these
must be seen in both the national and the EEC context. Although the increases were considerable, French charges for internarional calls within the Community currenrly correspond to the EEC average. It cannot therefore be assumed that they will stand in the way
of further progress rowards the harmonization of telephone charges within the Communrty.

{-

*.t

Question No 14, by Mrs Lizin (H-414/84)

Subject: US negotiations on European pipe expofts
Can the Commission give an account of the current situation: what different negotiating
positions are involved, what deadline has been fixed for an agreemenr, and whar types of
pipe will remain unaffected by the restrictions?
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Answer

on

13 December last,

during the emergency debate by Parliament, Mr Narjes ser our for

you in detail the background to this case and our posirion. '$7e are grateful ro rhe European Parliament for the resolution which it adopted on rhat day. This resolurion doubtless
helped to ensure that negotiations between the United Stares'and the Commission were
resumed. Since your last debate, indeed, events have proceeded apace. On l7 December
the meeting of the GATT Special Council, which we had requested, took place. At rhat
meeting we clearly-expressed our desire to introduce retaliatory measures if'a satisfactory
solution were nor found quickly, As you know, we have always told the Americans that
we wanted [o resume negotiations on the basis of rhe agreement reached ad referendum on
17l18 November. After this GATT session, bilateral conracr were renewed. Following
these contacts, the Council
December
gave a new mandate for negotiations t6
- on 29 us
the Commission, which permitted
to find -an igreement with the Unite-d Smres on
5 January along the following lines;

Community exports of pipes are limired in 1985 and 1985 to7.60/o of United States
aPparent consumption. (This is the same restriction already agreed on 17/18 November.)

A short supply clause is included without limimtion on quantities.

A sub-quota of l0o/o for special pipes for oil drilling (OCTG) is included.
The same flexibiliry clauses
(carry over, etc.).

as

those for the carbon-steel arrangemenr are provided for

In addition, an agreement has been obtained concerning December 1984 deliveries after
the closure of American frontiers on 29 November. The Communiry will be authorized to
export to the United States a quanciry equivalent rc l/l2thof 7.60/o (i.e.50O00tonnes).
The products. coming under the shon-supply clause could be added to rhis. For quanrities
exceeding this volume, consultations will be undenaken with rhe United Sraies. The
arrangement is concluded in the form of an exchange of lerters and Council regularions,
necessary for the approval and management of rhe arrangemenr and have
Just been
adopted by rhe Council.
The Commission is satisfied that, in particularly difficult condirions and at rhe last minute,
an acceptable solution for rhe Community's steel industry has been found.

Qaestion No tG, by Mr de la Maline (H-4t2/54)

Subject: Classification of natural sweer wines
Bearing in mind

thatin

1979, after

l0 years of consranr

represencarions, rhe Commission

recognized the special character of natural sweer wines, can it confirm thar rhese wines
fully reain their specific characteristics as wines, in panicular with regard to taxarion, and
that there.fore any attempt to tax natural sweet winei at the same ,"t.i
spirituous bever",
ages would not only be erroneous bur also improper?

Ansuer

'Vins doux naturels' fall to be classified as liqueur wines and for rhe purpose of

excise

duties the Commission has always considered thar they should be groupid wirh orher fortified wines. In the Commission's view these and oiher inrer.eiiate strengrh products
should be taxed on- a spec.ial basis and at a special rare. Ir will shonly be brinling'forward
a new ProPosal defining the scope and the structure of excise duties to be app-liel ro rhese
products and establishing a relationship as regards the applicable .ares wiih rhe full rate
for alcohol.
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Under the Commission proposal France would be able to mainrain the special tax treatment applied to 'Vins doux naturels' on condition that the same treatment is granted to
similar liqueur wines produced in the Member States.

Question No 29, by Mr Mffie-Baugi (H-t56/84I

Subject: The need to improve market organization in the fisheries sector

The common organization of markets in the fisheries sector has created distortion of
comperition between fishermen and failed rc provide adequate protection against imports.
Is rhe Commission prepared to propose improvemenr aimed at varying the withdrawal
price in accordance with the treatment of the produci (processing or immediate marketing), applying the withdrawal price rc all species which are subject to quotas and strengthening the protection of the Communiry market against impons?
Ansarcr

1. Vhen rhe common organization of markets in the fisheries sector of 198 I was
reviewed, suitable insuuments were instituted to guarantee more effective protection of
the Community market against low-price impons from third counries. On several occasions, and at the request of panicular Member States, the Commission has decided to
draw up protective measures against impons from third countries which diston or threaten to distort the Community market.
The Commission draws the artenrion of honourable Members to the fact that the effectiveness of the system to protect the Community market is also conditioned by the degree
of regularity and quality of information transmitted by Member States to the Commission
as

pan of their statutory obligations.

2.

The idea of varying the withdrawal price for fresh products according to their destinarion, as has been proposed by the honourable Members, would lead rc a division in the
marker of fresh products and would give rise to considerable problems of supervision.
Indeed, all unloaded fresh products are sold mainly by auction without having been differentiated previously according to their final desdnation. Vhat is more, it is not uncommon for the processing or wholesale trade to buy fresh products ultimately destined either
for processing or for marketing depending on the require men6 of these industries.

3. The common organization of markets aims to stabilize markets and especially prices
whereas the policy of resources tuarantees stocks. The Commission stresses that because
of these different objecrives, all species subjected to the TAC regime and quotas cannot
automatically be iircluded in the scheme of prices under market organization. Given this
perspective, the Commission refused to include in the prices scheme in panicular cenain
luxury producm or mass products less adapted to marketing in view of their human consumption, even if these products were subjected to TACs and quotas.

Question No 30, by Mrs Van Hemeldonch (H-417/8af

Subject: The abolition of withholding tax on personal

assets

In connection with the abolition by the Federal Republic of Germany and France, for
non-residents, of the withholding tax on interesr payments, can the Commission answer
the following questions

I
2

:

Former oral quesdon with debate (0-54/84) convened into a question for Quesdon Time.
Former oral question without debate (0-55/84), convened into a question for Question Time.
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this operation produce short and medium term benefits for the currencies of the

EMS?

\fill

this competition on the pan of Member States ro provide better terms nor ultimately result in a reduction of the rax revenue of all the Member States?

-

Does the Commission believe it is possible to speak of a concened Communiry accion

-

if only two of the Member

States carry

it out while the system of withholding tax

is

retained in other Member Stares?

Are there no other ways of stopping the dollar gaining strength from the flight of

-

capital which mainly originates from tax havens?

Answer
There is no doubt that the measure adopted by the French and German authorities is
such as to strengthen the French franc and the German mark. Ahhough it is difficult to
say how strong the impact will be it is likely to be modest: indeed, the abolition of the
withholding tax in France and Germany may be regarded as a defensive measure following the decision of the US authorities in July 1984 to discontinue the withholding rax,on
US securities purchased by non-residents.
According to the Commission's information, the abolition of rhis tax will nor lead to
a very substantial loss of tax revenue. This has been estimated at about DM 200 million in
Germany, and less in France. It may will be offset by a reduction in inrcrest rates on public
debt securities. If withholding tax were abolished in rhe Member States where it is still
levied, tax revenue would, of course, fall rhere too.

At present, however, non-residents pay withholding tax in practice only in Ireland,
the United Kingdom, and, ro a much lesser exrenr, in Italy. The tax arrantemenrs applied
to securities purchased by non-residents are often governed by exchange-rate considerations. There is no doubt that it would be desirable for such arrangemenrs to be devised
and amended in a coordinated way at Community level.
The considerations can certainly affect internarional capital movemen[s. However,
rhe decisive influences on capital movements are interest-rate differentials, exchange-rate
expectations and political considerations in the broad sense. A concened rise in European
interest
might help to attenuate the rise in the dollar, bur could well hamper the
.rates
economtc recovery.

o*r,

Question No 32, by Mr Pgarce (H-)31/84)t

Subject: Immineit legislation in the Federal Republic of Gemany in the area of automobile emissions and fuel supplies

Vhilst aware of the rightful concern of the FRG ro protecr the environment and the
natural resources of the Community from unnecessary and provenly harmful industrial
and vehicular emissions, is the Commission satisfied on rcchnical, legal and economic
grounds that the legislative course of action proposed by the FRG is in fact likely to lead
[o the state of affairs anticipated by its aurhors?

1.

Vhat

2.

Is the Commission considering making representations to the FRG drawing im attention to the manifest contractions between its proposed legislation and rhe Federal
Republic's T reaty obligations ?

I

is the Commission's reaction to the assenion by the FRG that US 1983 emission
standards should be implemented throughour the Community by 1989 and is this
assenion consistent with the Commission's proposals as submitted ro Parliament?

Former oral question without debate (0-56184) convened into a question for Question Time.

I
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3.

\flhat does the Commission propose to do abour the legislative proposals which
intrinsically prejudice the development of fuel and emission efficient engines in favour
of a panicular industrial process which has in fact been rejecrcd on economic grounds
by millions of vehicle owners in the United States, the source of this legislation?

4.

Vhat evidence does the Commission have ro suggesr that the adoption of the proposed FRG legislation will meet Community objectives of ensuring the maximum fuel
economy both at refinery and reail pump?

5.

Has the Commission received legal opinion on the likely consequences of any attempt
by the FRG to rely on Anicle 35 to avoid its obligations under Anicle 30 in respect of
the free circulation of vehicles with valid European Communiry rype cenification?

Has the Commission received legal opinion on the likely consequences of the proposed vehicle tax concessions envisaged under the draft FRG legislation in respecr of

Anicle

92?

Ansuer
The Commission was informed by the German Governmenr on 20 September 1984 of a
decision regarding the introduction of ecologically acceptable cars. The Commission has
been studying the implications of legislation by the German tovernmenr on the lines proposed. Ve have not yet received the complete texts of all the proposed laws and regulations and it has not therefore been possible to complere a detailed legal assessmenr of the
consequences of the German Government's action on Community law. It is not the Com-

mission's function to say whether such legislation would
national goverment concerned.

fulfil rhe

objectives

of

the

It is not possible at this stage to state what action, if any, rhe Commission will take,
although it inrends rc insist on the full respect of Council Directive 83/189. The Commission understands that the German Government is itself examining ways ro find a Communiry-wide solution rc the problem.
More generally, the Commision will, of course, also be taking into accounr the opinion of
the Parliament as expressed in the Sherlock repon in this imponanr area and rhe results of
the current discussions within the Council high level group.

Question No

3 5,,by

Mr Adan (H-372/84)

Subject: Vhite fish by-catches

In relation to the Norway Pout fishery, new proposals on policing and sampling were
promised when the by-catch was increased rc 180/0. \Zhen will the Commission publish its
proposals?

Answer
Concerning sampling, a proposal for a Commission regulation specifying rhe mathod for
determining the percentage by-catch was the subject of a positive opinion from the Manatement Committee for Fishery Resources on 23 November 1984, following consultations
with the Member States and a preparatory meeting. The Commission adopted this regulation on 6 December 1984.r

I

Date of expiry of accelerared written procedure.
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The Commission did not undenake ro presenr new proposals on policing. However, the
Commission will pay particular attention to the correct application of the sampling regulatlon.

Question No 35, by Mr Cassidy (H-t25/84I

Subject: The internal market

It was reponed in the Financial

Times on Friday l9 Ocrober, rhat ar a recent conference in
London a European economist reponed that a new invention could be put on the Unircd
States market with final approval in a few weeks at a cost of US$2 000, but rhar ro pur rhe
same invention on the market in Europe could take more than a year and would cost more

than US$200 000.

Is the Commission aware of the difficulties and additional costs in the way of launching
new technological products on to the European marker?

If

so, what action does it propose to Member States to bring costs down to a level comparable to those in the USA?

Ansaxr
The anicle in question refers to the costs involved in putting a new invention on the markec and to the time this mkes. Two separate aspects must be considered: if rhe patenr
office and lawyer's costs incurred in the USA between the patent application and the end
of the patent's legal lifetime are compared with those in the EEC counrries as a whole
(equivalent economic area), the resulting ratio is approximately I : l0 in favour of rhe USA.
If ir is these costs which were meanr, a rario of $3 000 rc $30 000 would be more realistic
than the ratio of $2 000 to $200 000 quoted in the Financial Tines anicle. Even this is a
considerable cost difference to the disadvantage of the EEC economic area, bur ir would
disappear if the Member States (Denmark, Greece and Ireland) which have nor yer rarified the European Patent Convenrion (OJ, Vol. 19, No L 17, of 26January 1976) would
at last do so.
Once this Convenrion comes into force, patent prorection for the whole of the EEC could
be achieved by means of a single legal act.
Besides patent costs, account must of course be taken of a whole range of addirional cosrs

which are incurred if there is to be funher technical development of an invention, if the
product in question has to be adapted to any national srandards, and if there is ro be
advenising. It is likely that these cosrs are higher in rhe USA than the $2 000 referred ro.
They depend to a large extent on the type of product. But even without precise figures it
can be stated that the fragmentation of the European market and language problems put
Community firms at a disadvantage. The Community initiarives ro achieve the internal
market and to promote industrial innovation can help to reduce rhe existing gap.

Question No 37, by Mrs De March (H-tt7/S4F

Subject: Threats to agricultural produce for expon to the United Stares

The American Congress has jusr adopted a bill on foreign trade (omnibus trade bill)
empowering the Unircd States to impose restrictions on impons of agricultural produce,
especially in the wine sector.

I
2

Former oral question without debate (0-63184) convened into a question for Question Time.
Former oral question with debate (0-64/84) convened into a question for Question Time.
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Does rhe Commission intend to make represenrarions ro the Unircd States so that rhey
abide by their international obligations and to prepare immediate retaliatory measures as
soon as this law is applied?

Ansuer

On several occasions already, the Commission has expressed its concern at the adoption
under
United States 1984 Trade Act
measures with a protectionisr purpose
-regarding the
- ofofprocedures
wine. In panicular, it has made use
ro regulate GATT dispures
with regard to specific changes to wine and other grape products, United States legisladon
applicable to anti-dumping dudes and countervailing duties, all of which are conrrary ro
the relevant GATT provisions.

If the action of the United

Sates is acknowledged illegal and harmful and the measures
under dispute are not repealed or some other accepable solution found, this procedure
would enable the Community to take appropriate counter measures such as the suspension
of favourable conditions which cenain United States producr benefit from when exported
to the Community, while it is understood that any counter measure of this type witl be
implemented in full cognizance of our internarional obligations.

o**
Qaestion No 38, by Mr Hugbes (H-406/54)

Subject: Safeguarding of human rights and civil libenies within the European Community

'Vould the Commission
agree that any deliberate violation or erosion of human rights and
civil libenies by a Member State government would be a matrer of grave imponance worthy of urgent investigation?

Ansuter

The Commission has already given an opinion on fiis subject when replying to written
question No 440184. on that occasion, the Commission pointed out rhat, among other
things, should a Member State violate a basic right in a specific case, lhe Commission
could only intervene if such a violation flouted at the same time and in imelf a specific
provision of Community law.
+

,l+

Question No 39, by Mrs Van den Heuoel (H-413/84)

Subject: Discrimination against homosexuats

\7hich of the proposals made by the European Parliament in its resolurion of

13

March

1984 on sexual discrimination at the workplace have been implemented by the Commission and when will it repon to rhe' European Parliament on rhe results of its action to
combat sexual discrimination at work?

Ansuter

The Commission feels that the private life, which includes sexuality, ought to be characterized as an inadmissible reason for dismissals, since rhe inrerference in the private lives
of workers within the scope of rhe Treaty is inacceptable in principle.
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Vith

regard

to

discrimination

in hiring and working conditions the
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Commission

re-affirms that it is unacceptable that homosexuals or indeed any group of persons defined
on the basis of their sexual orientation should be refused employment or suffer victimization or harrassment at work. However, the Commission does not see a further measure
which would be based on Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty being acceptable to rhe Council
in the foreseeable future. In view of the financial situation and the priorities of the Commission it has noc been possible to undenake any activities or studies in this area.

Question No 41, by

Mr

Vandemeulebroache (H-461/84)

Subject: Sales of fresh Community butter to third countries

In view of the fact that a dealer seeking to buy l0 000 000 kg of fresh butter for the
Middle East at a price of + Bfrs 77 is unable to buy butter at rhis price, and given that
large quanricies of butter are sold off at special cut rates after six months, although they
have incurred high storage costs during this period, is ir not as plain as a pikestaff that it
must be possible to sell fresh Community butrer to third countries at a fair price, naturally
with a cenificate of final destination, paniculary as this would result in an enormous
direct saving for the Community?

Answer

In reply to the question by the honourable Member, Mr Vandemeulebroucke, I can state
that when burter is exponed a refund of I ZSZ.IO Ecu/tonne is awarded. It is true that
intervention butter which has been in storage for at least six months (and which can in fact
be eight months old because butter can be offered to rhe intervention office up to two
months after its manufacturing date) is sold for approximately 24Ecu/100 kg below the
market price for fresh butter, given that importing countries are no! prepared to pay the
price of fresh burter for butrer which is more rhan three months old.
This sale of public stored butter is carried our during the winter months when the production of fresh butter is relatively low.

In order to bring the price of fresh butrer for expon ro a level of
kilo,

as srated by rhe honourable

77 Belgian francs per
Member, the refund would have to be increased by about

24 Ecu/100 kg.

Experience in the pasr has shown that an increase in refunds is immediately followed by a
sales prices of other exponing countries, which jeopardizes the price level of
orher milk products such as, for instance, cheeses, condensed milk, whole milk powder,
fresh milk and cream, sales of which are still highly satisfactory with the current refund.

drop in the

!t

Question No 42, by Mrs Crauley (H-463/84)

Subject: EEC intervention stores in the !flest Midlands

\7ould the Commission release the addresses of the EEC intervention stores in the Vest
Midlands, UK? If it will not, why not?
Answer

The Commission would draw the attention of the honourable Member to the fact that
there are no 'EEC intervenrion slores' as such, and thrt the srorage facilities rented by the

Ir
tt

it
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intervention agencies will change considerably (and sometimes rapidly) according to the
time of year, the state of the markets, and the natural factors affecting the levels of production. Stores which hold intervention produce normally are also used simultaneously for
ordinary private commercial srorage operarions.
A decentralized system of management is appropriate, given this variable nature of srorage
requirements. In consequence, the relevant regulations place responsibiliry for srorage of
agricultural produce on the national authorities. In its own day-to-day management of the
markets, rhe Commission normally does not need to know the addresses of the storage
facilities used for inrervenrion producrs.
The quickest and easiest way for the honourable Member ro obtain the desired information would therefore be for her to make direct contact with the Inrervenrion Board for
Agricultural Produce, whose headquaners is locared at Founain House, 2 Vest Mall,
Reading.

Question No 43, by Mrs Castle (H-459/84)

Subject: Exclusive purchasing agreemenrs
Has the Commission studied the evidence I have senr ir on behalf of the Narional Union
of Licensed Victuallers showing that some brewers in Britain are changing their tenancy
agreements to the detriment of tenants as a result of Regulation No 1984/83 or are
imposing rent supplements as the price of the tenant's toral release from wine and spirits
ties. Does the Commission agree that these changes are conrrary ro rhe inrenrions of
Regulation No 1984/83 and what steps is it prepared ro take against the brewers concerned if names and addresses are supplied?
Ansaner

The Commission has studied the evidence you sent ir concerning acrions taken by brewers
following rhe coming into force of Regulation No 1984/83.t It has also received a visit
from the UK National Union of Licensed Victuallers. The problems raised are receiving
active consideration.

The problem specifically mentioned in your question concerned rhe increasing of renrs
and the imposition of other financial obligations in return for rhe loosening of the rie. As
Mr Andriessen stared in reply ro your Oral QuestionH-271/84 on 24 Ocrober 1984, the
Commission cannot as a general principle and in the contexr of the comperirion rules of
the EEC Treaty, interfere with the contractual freedom of panies to negoriate the rerms
of their lenancy agreements, such as prices, rent and other charges. However, where less
favourable conditions are imposed on tenanm in order to punish them for having used or
threatened to use the freedom which Regulation (EEC) No t984183 gives them ro obtain
certain goods and services also from third panies, such behaviour would have ro be considered as illegal underAnicle 8 (l) b and Anicle 8 (2) b of the above regulation and give
rise to appropriate measures by the Commission.2 Acrions may also be brought directly
before national couns by the panies concerned.

Finally, I would point out that the fact that a brewery increases rhe rent on a tenanted
public house or imposes other new conditions will imply that there is a new agreemenr for
the purposes of the regulation and the benefit of the ransitional provisions are lost.l
lr

2'
3

OJ

L 173,30.6.1984,p.5.

5l of Commission Norice on Regularions (EEC) No 1983/83 and 198+/83, OJ C
13.4. 1984.
See point 66 of Commission Notice referred to above.
S9e poir,rl
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Mn Banotti (H-492/54)

Subject: Impons of ivory into the Communiry
Can the Commission state if any impon licences for ivory have been granted in Member
States since I January 1984, and, if so, in which Member States and what are rhe counrries
of origin?

Ansaner

Impon permits for ivory have indeed been issued by the Member Srates since rhe entry
into force on I January 1984 of Council Regularion (EEC) No 3626/82t on rhe implementation in the Community of the Convention on Internarional Trade in Endangered
Species of wild fauna and flora (CITES).
The Commission is not yet in a posirion to reply to the second pan of rhe quesrion of the
honourable Member of Farliament

The annual repon covering the Community's trade in animals and plants and their pans
and derivates covered by CITES will provide an accurare picture of, among many other
things, impons and re-expons of raw'and worked ivory, but will not be aulilable'befo.e
October 1985.
+

,+
Question No 47, by

:i

Mr O'Donnell (H-498/84)

Subject: The Community's islands
Is the Commision aware of the serious population decline in many of the Community's
islands, affecting in panicular those islands with small populations and poor rransporr
links, and if so has the Commission any proposals to take acrion to esmblish appropriate
transport links between rhe islands and the mainland, and to improve rhe economic and
social infrasrructure of these islands?

Answer

The Commission is aware of the problem raised by the honourable Member concerning
the panicular situarion of islands with small populations and poor transpon links.

In the context of its actions, the Community has already been able to take account of
these problems through a specific measure2 under the non-quora section of rhe ERDF in
favour of Greek islands, which provides for special aid to be granted to the improvement
of communications and access [o and between the islands and the opening or development

of shipping lines or airlines.
The honourable Member may also wish to note that the Commission has recenrly decided
to grant ERDF aid to a publicly financed ferry and associated ferry rerminals in the \7estern Isles of Scotland. The aid granted to this project, which is, naturally, subjecr ro a condition that the ferry continue to serve the assited area in quesrion for irs economic lifetime, reflects the Commission's concern to promore rhe development of islands through,
inter ali4 the improvement of transpon links.
In a more general context, the new regulation governing the European Regional Development Fundl which came into force on I January 1985 makes particular provision for

, L 384, 31. 12.1982.
2 oJ
(EEC) No 215/84
l. 1984.
3 Regulation
-OJL27,31.
Rcgulation (EEC) No 1787/84-OJ
L 169,26. 6. 1984.
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special account to be mken of the island character of regions in rhe Commission's assessment, for the purposes of Fund assistance, of programmes or projects locarcd in such
reglons.

Finally, in a more panicular social context, the honourable Member will find, in Anicle l,
paragraph 15,2 (b) of the Commission's proposal for a Council regularion (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) No 543l59 on the harmonization of cenain social legislation relating to road transport and Regulation (EEC) No 1453l70 on the introducrion of recording
e_quipment in road transport,l a provision allowing Member States, afrer authorization by

the Commission, ro granr exemprions from any provisions of Reguladon (EEC)
No5a3/59'for transpon confined to islands not exceeding 22OO square kilometres in

area and which are not linked ro any orher pan of a Member State by a ford, bridge or
tunnel suitable for the passage of motor vehicles'.

,r**
Question No 49, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-t l2/84)

Subject: Ad boc committee on trembolone and zeranol

Vill the Commission give details of the precise composition

of the currenr ad boc com-

mittee which is to deliver an opinion on trembolone and zeranol, and state wherher
national public servanm or experts seconded from national minisries who are members of
the committee are required to observe confidentiality in contacts with rheir national
authorities

?

Answer

The Commission will be pleased ro ensure that a copy of the complete list of names which
you find published in Agricultural Report EUR 8913 concerning this rnarte. is available.

In accordance with Anicle 10 of the Decision consrituring rhe Scientific Commitrees,
where the Commission informs the members that the opinion requesred is on a matter of a
confidential nature, members of the Committee shall be under-an obligation not ro disclose information which has come ro their knowledge rhrough the work of rhe Commirtee.

As those expens who are not members are nor held by rhese provisions of this consrirution, it was considered that rhey must also be pur on rhe same footing.
ti

:i. ;i

Question No 50, by Mr Normanton (H-t t t/54)

Subject: Communiry aid programme

Vill

the Commission confirm that the assurances given at the Budgets Committee meering
on Tuesday, 30 october, rhar 32 million ECU transferred in suppon of the emergency aii
Programme to Ethiopia will include such countries as Somalia, Djibouti and the-Sahil, all
of which are suffering acutely from the consequences of drought?
Ansuter

l. The Commission can confirm assurances given at the Budgets Commitree meering
mentioned by Mr Normanton, since, within the 32 million allocated for African victims oT
famine, rhe following amounrs were granted to:
'

OJC 100,

12.

4. 1984,p.3.
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Somalia:300 000 ECU
Sahelian counuies:

2.

Niger:3 million ECU
Tchad: 5 million ECU

Mali:2 million ECU
Mauritania:2 million ECU
Burkina Fasao: I million ECU

An emergency aid of

250 000

ECU in favour of drought vicrims in Djiboud

was

granted in April 1984, but at present, rhe situation in that country is much less serious than
in other neighbouring counrries, and seems ro be under conrrol.

Question No 51, by Mr Cbanterie (H-518/84)

Subject: Nonh Sea Conference in Bremen
One of the imponant resuh of the Bremen Conference is the decision to limit the influx

of harmful substances from rivers and coastal warers. Airborne pollution is also to be restricted. It will have to be decided in future whether the North Sea, as a specially prorected
area, falls under the provisions of rhe Marpol Convenrion.

How does the Commission view the conclusions of the Nonh Sea Conference in Bremen,
and what steps does it plan to take to put into effect the resolution adopted by Parliament
on the Nonh Sea (Doc. 2-840/84)?

Ansuer

The Commission considers the conclusions of rhe North Sea Conference ro be a further
step rowards a balanced policy providing for the prorection of rhe North Sea.

It is envisaged that the implementation of the conclusions reached at the Conference will
be the responsibility of the relevant international bodies. Their work has been given a significant political impetus by the Bremen Conference and the Commission's services will
receive my personal instruction to cooperate fully with all concerned as rhe Conference
decisions are implemented.

The Commission will continue to pursue the fundamental task of prorecting our fresh and
marine waters. It has just, for example, adopted a proposal for a framework directive on
the discharge of dangerous substances. Funher proposals concerning the protection of rhe
sea are now being prepared and will be broughr forward shonly.

,,

"'

,,

Question No 52, by Mr Newton Dunn (H-522/84)

Subject: Cereal surpluses
Does the Commission inrend to propose any restriction on cereal producrion in the Community for 1985/86 orher than through the price mechanism?
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Ansaw
The Commission is in thb process of preparing its proposals for prices and related measures for the 1985/86 marketing year. It would not therefore be proper for me ro speculate upon the possible measures to be proposed for cereals ar rhis moment. I hope that the
Commission's proposals will be available early in February.
::.

**
Question

No

53, by

Mrs Schleicher (H-t23/54)

Subject: Directive on packaging of beverages
The Council's latest compromise proposal of October 1984 clearly takes no account of the
official Commission text of l7 November 1983 which was amended on the basis of Parliament's resoludon and is rhe only valid text.
Can the Commission confirm that discussion in Council is not based on rhe Commission's
own ProPosals but on the compromise proposals submined by the Council and what position has the Commission adopted in negotiations with the Council on rhe latter's comPPmise proposals; is the Commission aware that this procedure is contrary to Anicle 149
of the EEC Treaty and what will the Commission do to have its own amenied proposal of
l7 November 1983 reinstated as the basis for discussion? Is the Commission prepared ro
fulfil its role as guardian of the Trearies under Anicle 155?

Answer
The Council's discussion on the proposed directive on the containers of liquids for human
consumption have been held on the basis of the Commission's proposal, later modified
following consuhation of the European Parliament (coM(83) 53b fi;al of V. fi. 1983).
Given that no unanimous approval could be reached, the Presidency of the Council put
forward a compromise as a basis for discussion ar the Council of 5 Dicember 1984.
As this text diverged in only minor ways from the Commission's proposal, in the Commission's view the Council would have been able to adopt it acting in accordance with
Anicle 149, paragraph I of rhe Treaty.

,+

:t+

Question

Subject: Sectoral aids

-

No

54, by

Mr Franz (H-)41/84)

machine tools

Does the Commission agree that in approving rhe subsidizing by the British Government
Japanese Yamazaki company ir is iontributing to distonion of
comperition in the machine tool industry in Europe? Vhat steps has the Commission
taken to reduce disrcnion of competition, and does the Commission intend ro continue ro
approve such forms of subsidy, which run counrer to the objectives called for in the European Parliamenr's resolurion of 28 March 1984 (Doc. l-1527 /84), in the future?

of the new project by the

Ansuer
The Commission does not believe that irs decision concerning the case referred to by the
honourable Member conributes to a distortion of competition in the Community's machine tool industry to an extent contrary to rhe common inreresr. In line with its Lffons to
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achieve the urgent structural and technological radonalization of rhe Community's machine tool industry, and contrary to what is implied by the questioner, in line wirh the principles advocated by this House in its Resolution of 28 March 1984, the Commission checks
the implementation of aid schemes adopted by Member States for the purpose of promot-

ing the industry's adjustment to changes in technology and in the market. Thus in 1982
the Commission had ruled that aids under the British Flexible Manufacturing Scheme
could be reconciled with the common market because their aim was to contribute to R&D
and to funher transfer of new technologies and innovation. It requesred rhe United Kingdom Government to notify individual cases in which investments in excess of UKL 5 million were envisaged.
The case referred to was the first significant applicarion of the FMS, and was considered
by the Commission under the procedure provided for by Article 93(2) of the EEC Treaty.
The Commission decided not to oppose the subsidy as it contributes to the creation in the
Community of a unique and most advanced production facility which the maker will make
permanently available to industrialists for the purpose of demonstrating the use of computers in flexible manufacturing and of disseminating this rechnology throughout the Community, thus' justifying in the Commission's opinion derogarion under the terms of
Anicle 92(3) EEC.

The Commission has taken specific steps to monitor the progress of the project and the
technology transfer involved

as

well as its impact on rhe market.

The Commission has made ir plain to the Unircd Kingdom Government that it fully
reserves its right to sanction the failure to meet the conditions set by it for this grant,
namely that the governmenl and the maker must ensure and permit the effective realiza-

don of the technology transfer and must regularly report to the Commission after the
coming on line of the new f.actory. Equally, the Commission reserves irc right to take
appropriate measures in case of adverse impact on trading conditions in rhe European
machine tool sector.
+

,a

>i

Question No 56, by Mr Bettiza (H-t44/54)

Subject: Special reafforestation programmes
The Commission recently decided to exclude the Emilia-Romagna secion of the Appennines from the financing provided for under Regulation (EEC) 269/79 on special reafforesration programmes. Can the Commission state the criteria on which it reached this
decision? If so, does the Commission not consider that the suspension of Community aid
may have serious effects on employment in the Emilia-Romagna section of the Appennines and on the protrammes currently in progress to restore the balance of forest and
water resources?
Ansuter

There has been no recent decision by the Commission to exclude the mountainous pan of
Emilia-Romagna from benefiting from the common forestry action under Regulation
No 259/79.
The first of the five basins to be maintained in the framework programme was fixed by the
national authorities; it encompasses almost all the rcrritory of Emilia-Romagna, but certainly forestry actions situated ourcide the perimeter of the said basins cannot benefit from
Community aid.

+rl
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Question No 57, by Mr Pranchire (H-t53/54)
Subject: Sale of Community butter

How can the Commision justify irs refusal ro exporr 'old burter' ro Rumania, which
wanred to purchase 100 000 tonnes of it?

Ansuer

It is true that the Commission received a requesr from Rumania ro be added ro the lisr of
destinations annexed to the regulations providing for the sale of intervention butter
intended for expon (Regulations (EEC) Nos 2268/84 and 2956/84). This list was confined to countries which were likely to buy large quantities (at leasr IOO OOO tonnes) for
internal consumption.
However, in view of the fact that Rumania is by tradirion nor a butrer-importing bur
rather a butter-exponing country, the Commission had grounds for thinking thar any butter imponed by Rumania might be re-exported.
This kind of operation would have enabled Rumania to increase anificially its sales on the
'world market during 1985, which would have been bound to aggravare the alreadv difficult situation on rhe burrer market.

It should also be noted that the regulations on the sale of Communiry butter were rhe
subject of controversy even before their implementation, both within the Community bodies and with other exponing countries, as well as under the Inrernational Dairy Arrangement in Geneva. There was a good deal of criticism, which led rhe Commission ro agree
to make a slatement in rhe Resolution of 16 November 1984 adoprcd by the International
Dairy Products Council to the effect that the provisions concerning expons of cheap
Community butter would be repealed very soon. This was done on 8 December Iast.

o"*-

Question

No

58, by

Mr Htinsch

(H-t62/84)

,

Subject: US policy on the transfer of technology
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten at their informal meeting in Luxembourg on l5 October
1984 criticized American policy with regard to trade with the Eastern bloc in advanced
technology products and called for a survey of the effecr on rhe European economy.
Has the Commission now submirted this survey and what conclusions has it drawn therefrom?

Ansuter

The Commission is concerned about the possible consequences for European industry of
the various measures increasingly adopted by the US Adminisrrarion in recenr years
regarding technology transfer and access m scientific informarion.

This question was informally raised at the Council meeting of Industry Ministers on
l5 October 1984. The oulcome was that the Member States were requesred to provide the
Community with all the information accessible to them in this field concerning practical
repercussions of the American measures on firms, universities and scientists. Further investigations are necessary in order to clarify certain aspects of American policy and practice
and panicularly to collect precise evidence from wirhin the EEC before any final decisions
can be taken.
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The Commission will obviously inform Parliamenr of the most important developments in
this question.
*'r,
*

Question No 60, by Mr Turner (H-)65/84)

Subject: International cooperarion in fusion technology

\(zill the Commission report on the latest meering of rhe Group of Versailles on cooperation in fusion rechnology?
Answer

The last meeting of the Vorking Group on controlled rhermonuclear fusion, which was
set up after the Versailles Summit, took place on 5 and 5 July l98a in Brussels. This meeting stressed above all the need for better mutual coordination of the various currenr
research Programmes and considered that all the projects carried out under these programmes should be thoroughly analysed. For this purpose rhree sub-groups were ser up ro
investigare the following quesrions :

l.

planning and cooperation with regard to new large-scale fusion research esrablishments;

2.

planning of forthcoming measures in fusion physics and fusion rechnology, including
plans for fusion reactors;

3.

organization of inrernational cooperation in fusion research.

On

th-e basis of the repons submitted by these rhree sub-groups, the vorking Group will,
at its fonhcoming meering on l5 and 16 January 1985, draw up a summary ieport for rhe
next summit meetint of Vestern industrial nations, due ro take place in Bonn in early
l 985.

o"*.

Question No 62, by Mr Adamou (H-t68/84)

Subject: Greek wine exporrs
Greek wine exports have been severely affected by Greece's membership of the EEC, for,
whereas the figure for 1979 was 100 000 tonnes, in 1982 it was scarcely'27 OOO ronnes and
in 1983 35 000 tonnes. Meanwhile, it is estimated thar expons will reach 70 000 ronnes by
the end of 1984, but only because more than 30 000 tonnes is to be marketed in the USS{.
Since it is clear from the above figures rhat the Community is not going ro provide an
outlet for Greek wines, especially having regard to the failure to impiemenr the principle
of Community preference, wine lakes and the impending accession of Spain,-."n ih.
Commission state whether it intends to give supporr. for Greek wine exporrs to third countries and, if so, how?

Ansuter

The Commission has indeed noted with regret that rhere was a certain downward tendenry in Greek wine exporrs between 1979 and 1982.
Since 1982 exports have continued to move upwards and the Commission is confident that
this trend will lasr.
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However, I should like ro stress that the greatesr drop in Greek wine exports was before
accession and not after it, since it rcok place during rhe 1980 calendar year.
As regards the machinery at the Commission's disposal for assisdng wine expons to third
countries, I would draw your attention to the existence of expon refunds as laid down by
Community legislation.

**
Question No 63, by Mr Ephremidis (H-t70/84)

Subject: Delayed finances for infrastructure works in Greece

According to statements by the Greek Minister of Communications, there have been
delays in making available for infrastructure works in the Greek communications sector
the Dr 5 500 million thar were approved in 1983 and 1984.
Can the Commission state why the above finance has been blocked and what measures it
intends to take to ensure its early release, seeing that there is a danger that these appro-

priations may be cancelled after two years and moreover the construction of essential
infrastructure works in the Greek communications sector is being held up?

Ansuer
The measures in favour of Greek lranspon infrastructure mentioned by the honourable
Member are one pan of a larger set of measures aimed at providing financial suppon from
the Community budget for transpon infrastructure projecm of Community interest
located throughour the Member States.
necessary legal basis, the appropriations provided in rhe
1983 and 1984 budgets could not be used for financing infrastructure projects from the

Undl the Council adoprcd the
Member States.

The Commission put forward a proposal on financial suppon for a multi-annual transpon
infrastructure programme (COM(83) 473 final) in August 1983.
The approval of the Council, limited ro 1983 and 1984, was reached in several srages and
was finalized on lgDecember 1984. In the meantime the Commission had carefully prepared the necessary administrative and financial steps in order to implement the regulation
immediately; this avoided the 1983 appropriations being cancelled.
Thus the appropriations were committed before 31 December and the first insralment
amounting to 300/o of the cost of each project
has now been paid. The rest will follow
according to the re levant procedures and to the pace of completion of works by the Member States.
+

t4*

Question No 5), by Mr Romeo (H-tS0/84)

Subject: European economic policy

In presenting a study by Solomon Brothers on 'prospects for financial .markets in 1985'
recently in New York, the economist Henry Kaufman highlighted the lack of any independent economic policy in the European countries and their almost total dependence on
the American economy, this being the main reason for the slowness of their economic
recovery. He also pointed out thar an improvement in Europe's economic situation mighr
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create an alternative for investments, which would cause the dollar rc drop considerably.
Does the Commission consider the initiatives which it has proposed to ihe Council io
increase the dynamism and independence of European economic policy to be adequate (if
they are adopted to produce rhe positive effects mentioned by Mr kaufman)?

Answer
The Commission holds the view that, given the high level of world economic integration
in both the goods and the financial markers, economic developments in individual countries or grouPs of countries are not independent of economic developments in orher counries. This interdependence of economic developmenrs exisrs in panicular between industrial countries, and thus also between the Unircd States and the counrries of rhe European
Communiry. So there is no doubt that the recenr economic upturn in rhe Unired Staies is
one of the reasons for the economic recovery in the European Community. Funhermore,
in the monetary field, the rise in the value of the dollar and the high American interesr
farcs ; both an expression of the combination of tax and monerary policy adopred in the
United States
have been major factors in influencing economic developments in
Eulope. vhile -the rise in the value of the dollar has, on the one hand, helped European
industry to be more competirive on the world market, ir has, on rhe other hand
- ,"inly
because it has made impons correspondingly more expensive
made it more difficuh
for
the countries of the European Community to combar infladon.- Since this posed a threat to
price stabilityt som€ European central banks felt obliged, ar leasr for a cime, ro pursue a
moneta.ry policy which is more restrictive than that which would normally be dicrated by
internal economic requiremenr. Furthermore, owing ro the interrelation-of international
capital markets, interest rates are also direcdy affected, which means that, in view of the
dominant position of the American capiul market, inrerest rates should move in rhe same
direction as rhose in rhe Unircd States.

Although rhe Commission does nor deny rhar rhe European economy is dependent on
world economic developments, European economic policy has nevenhiless proved that ir
is independenr in imponanr areas.

Thus, for.example, we have succeeded, despirc the difficulties caused by rhe rise in the
value of the dollar, in considerably reducing the inflation rate, namely from l0.lolo in
1981 ro 5.10/o in 1984. Not least as a result of this appreciable fall in the inflarion rare and
of the consistency with which our monetary policy has been pursued, we have also succeeded in reducing the interest differential berween the United Srares and Europe for
1984 by an average of two percentage points as compared wirh 1983. Some counrries in
the.European Community have been able to reduce inreresr rates cbnsiderably below the
high American level. These examples demonstrate rhat the economic policy oi the European Community is ro a large exrenr independenr.
tl

**
II.

Questions to thc Council

Question No 85, by MrAlaoanos (H-420/54)

Subject: Commission interference in price index-linking, etc.

The Commission's annuat report on the Community, specifically rhe section on Greece,
indicates thar effons will be made to effect a real reduction in workers' wages (incomes
policy for 1985 will have to reven to restraint, with the possiblitiy of fixed wige increases
in line with an estimated rate of inflarion), to increase public service charges (an adjustment in public service mriffs designed to reduce the cosr of subsidies), more rigorous tax
assessment, further concessions to big capiral (encouragemenr of private investment to

promote economic recovery among companies) and orher measures with a similar socioeconomic rendency.
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\7hat is the Council's position on the Commission's interference in matters which fall
within the jurisdiction of rhe Member States themselves (guidelines for incomes policy,
public services policy, etc.)?
Answer

The draft annual economic report, to which the honourable Member refers, was drawn up
by rhe Commission in accordance with Anicle 4 of rhe Decision of l8 February l974.ln
accordance with rhe same Decision, the Council adoprcd the annual economic report on
l9 December 1984 and decided rhar it should be published in the OfficialJournal of the
European Communities.
*-

No 87' bv MrAdamou (H-422/84)
Subject: Greek

slaugh,.rT::

According to verified information, the agricultural fund (EAGGF) will not panicipate at
the stipulated rate of 50% in financing the programme to set up l6 slaughterhouses and
three meat marker in Greece (budget of Dr l9 000 million) which the Greek Government
had submitted to the Community.
'Whar

action does rhe Council inrend to take to ensure [hat the EAGGF panicipates in the
of the above-mentioned programme at the sdpulated rate, which will aid
development of the backward stock-rearing sector, help combat unemployment and, in

financing

general, boost the Greek economy?
Ansuter

The matters referred ro by the honourable Member fall wirhin the competence of the
Commission. The Commission has not referred this question to the Council.

++

Question

No

88, by

Mrs Castle (H-528/84)

Subject: VAT

\7ill the

Council state what is the latest posirion on the reasoned opinion under
Anicle 169 of the Treaty of Rome which it has sent to the UK Government alleging that
cenain aspects of the VAT zero rates in force in the UK are contrary to the provisions of
the sixth VAT Directive, and what acrion it intends to take given that the UK Government, and the UK people, do not accept the Commission's views?

Ansuer

Under Anicle 169 of the Treaty of Rome it falls rc the Commission
to the
- and not
Council
to deliver a reasoned opinion where it considers that a Member
State has
failed to meet its obligations under the Treaty.

The Council has not, therefore, sent such an opinion to the United Kingdom Governmenl.
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Question No 90, by Mr McCartin (H-487/84)

Subject: Irish Presidency
Can the Council state the number of times Ministers or Minisrers of State, repiesenting
the Pre.idency of Council, attended Committee meetings of the European Parliameni
during the six monrhs of the Irish Presidency (July-December 1984) ,nd ho* rhis compares with the previous Irish Presidency (July-December 1979)?

Answer

Under the Irish Presidency during the second half of 1984, 18 exchanges of views were
held between the Presidents-in-Office of the Council and parliamenrary committees, in
addition to the two quarterly colloquia on European Cooperation, and rhe various meerings in connection with the budgetary procedure. During the second half of 1979,
3 exchanges of views were held under the Irish Presidency.

,,*,,
Question No 92, by Mr Neutton Dunn (H-519/84)

Subject: Early decisions on rranspon mar[ers
Speaking [o the European Parliament's Transport Commirtee at Genoa on 22 November
about fony or so urgent transport topics that await a decision in the Council of Ministers,
the Italian Minister proposed that'he would pick out those few poinrs that call for a political decision, and leave the remainder of the fony which are of a technical nature io be
put to a majoriry vore in the Council'.

Has the Presidency picked out 'the few' and on which dare
remainder of the forty to majority vore?

will ir put rhe technical

Ansuer

Major decisions on many of the Commission's transporr, proposals were taken by rhe
Council ar irs meerings on ll/12 and l9 December 1984.
The Council will actively pursue examination of the other proposals which the Commission has already submitted or is preparing to submit. It should be possible to submit some
of these topics to the Transport Council for examination at its scheduled meering on
23 May 1985.
As matters stand ar presenr, no oprion is being ruled out by the Presidency, including
recourse to majority voring.
:i

**
Question No 94, by Mrs Schleicher (H-t24/94)

Subject: Direcrive on packaging of beverages
Is the Council of Ministers aware that for some time the P.r-"n.n, Representatives Committee (COREPER) has reporuedly been considering proposals of irs own which are nor in

line with the Commission's original proposal or its proposal of 17 November l98J as
amended on the basis of Parliament's opinion and does rhe Council of Ministers share the
view that this procedure is clearly conrrary to Article 149 of the EEC Treary, since the
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Council's latest compromise proposal of October 1984 obviously takes no account of the
official Commission rexr of l7 November 1983 which is the only valid text, and what will
rhe Council of Ministers do to ensure a return to the proper procedure under Anicle 149
of the EEC Treaty?

Answer

The amended proposal for a directive on the packaging of beverages to which the honourable Member refers is based on Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty, which lays down that the
Council, on a proposal from the Commision, shall decide.
Pursuant to Anicle 149 ( I ) of the Treaty, the Council may decide rc make amendments to
rhe Commission's proposal. In its deliberadons the Council, abiding by its inrcrnal procedure, is thus entirled ro examine any possibility of alternative solutions which might help
to achieve the objective of the proposal.

Question No 95, by Mrs Sqaarcialupi (H-t32/54)

Subject: Declaration against racism and xenophobia in Europe
In view of the numerous cases of violence against immigrant workers in Europe and of the
numerous vicdms of coven or institutionalized forms of racism and xenophobia in many
Community countries, does not the Council intend finally rc adopt an official posidon by
issuing a formal declaration against the expression of cenain intolerant and ignorant attitudes which are unwonhy of civilized countries?

The Council refers the honourable Member to the statement made jointly to the Eu.op!"n
Parliamenr and to the Commission, and which stresses the crucial imponance atmched by
these institutions to respecting basic rights which are generally enshrined in the constitutions of the Member States and in the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

**
Question No 97, by Mr McMahon (H-t35/84)

Subject: Cassette tapes

\7hat are the Council of Ministers proposals in respect of possible levies on blank

tapes

and blank cassette tapes?

Answer

The Minisrcrs for Cultural Affairs meeting within the Council discussed the question of
private copying at their meering in Luxembou rg on 22 June 1984.

They again discussed the subject ar rheir meeting on 22 November 1984, and agreed to
re-examine it when the Commission had published its Green Paper on copyright, probably
in the firsr half of tgss.

I.85
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At this

stage, therefore, the Council has no firm position either on private copying or on
the possible introduction of a lery payable on the sale of cassetre tapes and blank videocassettes.

::.

++

Question No 98, by Mr Mallet (H-545/8a)

Subjecr: Issuing of the European passporr

The Council decided to issue the European passpon from I January 1985. The deadline
has now arrived. Can the Council say in which countries citizens who so wish may obuin
this documenr, and what the arrangemenrs are for doing so?
Ansuer
Denmark, France, Italy, Ireland and Luxembourg issue the uniform passporr.
198 I and 30June 1982 contain no provisions on rhe cost of
issuing rhe uniform passporr, and it is thus up ro rhe Member Srates to fix the amounr.

The Resolutions of 23June

Similarly, it is up to the Member States to lay down rhe arrangements for issuing rhis passpon.

:i.

,$

Question No 99, by Mrs Lizin (H-5$/Sa)

Subject: European Union

Vhat

steps does the Italian presidency intend to take in order ro ensure that progress is
made in the debate on European Union within the Council, with particular regard ro calling a conference of rhe Member States on rhis subjecr?

Ansuer

ir meeting in Dublin the European Council took nore of the interim repon drawn up
by the ad 6oc Committee on Institutional Affairs. ft acknowledged the high qualiry of this
repon and considered that the Committee should continue its work in order ro achieve
maximum agreement. The Council also agreed that this inrerim repon should be published. Bearing in mind that its next meeting will be in March 1985, the European Council
has asked the Comminee to conclude its work and to table a repon which, after being
inirially examined during the above meeting, will be the main ropic ro be deah wirh at the
European Council which is due to meet in June 1985.
At

For funher information on this matter, I would ask the honourable Member ro refer to
my statement on the six monrhs of the ftalian presidency.

,i
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":

Can the Ministers indicare whar representations they have made to the authorities concerned in response to the dangers existing in the Persian Gulf and their likely implications
for fuel supplies?

Ansuter

Vhile

rhe ten Foreign Ministers meering in polirical cooperation have not tackled the specific problem of fuel supplies from the Persian Gulf, they have clearly stated on numerous
occasions rheir concern ar rhe many dangers arising from the war between Iran and Iraq.

The Ten have appealed to both these panies to adhere to the resolutions of the Security
Council and to cooperare in finding a peaceful solution. The Ten have stressed to both
Iran and Iraq rhe imponance they attach to the freedom of shipping and trade in international waters.
+

Question No 104, by Mrs Lizin @-aa9/Sa)

Subject: Uruguay

Have rhe Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation discussed the situation in
Uruguay in the light of the November elections, and whar conclusions have they reached?

Ansuter

The Ten Foreign Ministers are following with interest the democratization process in
Uruguay. They hope that the recent elections will lead to a desired return to the traditions
of democratic government in that country.

**
Question No 107, by Mr Formigoni (H-555/84)t

Subject: Situation in the Baltic States

Vhat action have the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation taken on rhe
resolution adopted bythe European Parliamenton lSJanuary 19832, on the situation in
Estonia, Lawia and Lithuania, in view of the fact that fresh cases of persecution of the
Baltic peoples by the Soviet Union are being recorded in those countries?

Ansuer
The Ministers meeting in political cooperation have taken note of the Resolution referred
to. The Ministers are anxious to ensure that all the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act
and the Concluding Document in Madrid are fully respected and they have voiced their
concern to this effect on all suitable occasions. 'lfhenever an opponunity of raising the

I Former oral question without debate (0-35184),
2 OJNoC42, 14.2. 1983,p.77.

convened into a qucsdon for Question Time.
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States arises, the Ten Ministers reiterate the need

for all possible measures to produce wonhwhile results.

*o*
Question No 108, by Mr Paisley (H-282/84)

Subject: Plastic buller

In view of the criticism expressed by representatives from the Irish Republic on the use of
plasdc bullets in Nonhern Ireland, have the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation considered the recent admission by the authorides in the Irish Republic that its own
army is equipped with rubber bullets for riot control?
Answer

This question does not fall within the range of topics discussed by the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation.

Question No 109, by Mr Alaztanos (H-419/84)
Subjecc: The Mediterranean Sea

-

an area of peace

During the first ten days of Ocotober 1984, the regional trade union conference on the
denuclearization of the Mediterranean met in Larnaca in Cyprus. The conference stressed
the desire of the Mediterranean peoples for the removal of all nuclear weapons and foreign bases from the Mediterranean Sea and the Mediterranean countries.

Vhat is the position of the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion and what
action will they take to implement the proposal co make the Mediterranean Sea an area of
peace, security and cooperation between its peoples and to remove all nuclear weapons,
which are a deadly threat to the region and continue to be deployed in the form of Cruise
missiles at Comiso in Italy?
Ansuer
Questions on defence are not discussed by the Foreign Ministers meeting

in political

cooPeration.

Question No t 10, by Mrs Castle (H-537/84)

Subject: 2-4-5-T used in Vietnam
Bearing in mind the extensive damage to both vegetation and people of Vietnam by the
use of 2-4-5-T (known as 'Atenr Orange') with its huge content of dioxin, and the subsranrial our-of-court serrlemenr recenrly awarded to Vietnam veterans in the USA affected
by this poisonous chemical, have the Foreign Ministers acting in polidcal cooperation
made any representarions to the Government of che USA to give similar compensation to
the Vietnamese victims, many of whom are suffering from cancer and have given binh to
deformed children?
Ansv,ter

The possibility of making representations to the Government of the USA on behalf of
Viernamese vicrims of rhe use of 2-4-5-T has not been discussed by the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation.
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2-1450/84) on the budget on the agenda as an urgent

item, and according to the Rules of Procedure this.
means tha[ it has priority. Can you give us an assurance thar we can yore on this repon this evening?

Vice-President

(The siningu)as opened dt 10 a.m.)

President.

-

The repon has been placed on the

agenda as an urgent item.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
point
Mr Presi- Onitawould ofbeorder,
dent, may I ask whether
possible for the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Hahn and others
on behalf of various groups in this Parliament on tuaranteeing the commitment for European Music Year to
be taken first by acclamation? This morning at a meeting representing all committees of this Parliament,
there was agreement that this should be done as the
simple position is, this is nor a controversial issue and
un[ess it is passed rcday, this excellent orchestra,
which is a creation of this Parliament, will not be able
to carry out the tours already planned. As this is one of

the great expressions of our European identity, I
would ask that this should be done. I have already

consulted all the other committees, and there does not

seem to be anyone against getdng this passed
quickly as possible by acclamation.

as

Mr

(DE)
Hahn (PPE).
President, as Mrs
- wanl toMr
make it easier to get
Ewing has said, we
through our agenda by taking a unanimous decision
immediarcly insrcad of having a debate, so that there

will be one item less on the agenda. This would make
it easier for everyone, since it is unanimously felt that
we must finance European Music Year.
Presidcnt.
Hahn, that is what I have just srid.
- Mrsure
muSt make
that this is what happens, bur I
think it would be better for us to wait undl the end

Ve

rather than to alter the order decided on by Parliament itself. I also feel that every minute we spend pro-

longing rhe procedural debate on this point makes ir
more difficult rc comply with this request. So I should
like to recommend that we now pass on to the agenda.

Mrs Ewing,
it would be particu- to comply withI feel
your request. Parliament
larly difficult
has itself decided on the order in which the urgent
motions are to be dealt with this morning. If we now
change it again, I feel it would be a particularly poor
precedent, and I would not wish to recommend this
course of action to Parliament. But I am perfectly prePresident.

pared to promise you that those who occupy the Chair
this morning will do their utmost to ensure that rhe

motion you refer to will definitely be dealt with rhis

l.

Approoal of the Minates

President.
The Minutes of proceedings
day's sitting- have been distributed.

of yester-

Are there any comments?

(S).- Mr President, I know that Minutes

mornrng.

Mr Crycr

(DE) Mr President, yesterMr von dcr Vring (S).
- the Curry/Fich
day we agreed to include
repon (Doc.

I am down as speaking on the
conduct of Question time. In fact, I congratulated the
then incumbent of the Chair, who happened to be
yourself, Mr President, that the provisions for Quesare essentially hrief, but
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Cryer

tion time had been fully observed and that exrra rime
had been allocated. I would not like the Minutes ro
sugtest that I agreed with the criricism made by
another Member, Mr Le Pen, with whom I totally disagreed and whom I opposed.
reflect that difference of view.

I

hope the Minutes will

(Parliament approaed the Minutes)

2. Veification of credentiak
President.
I informed rhe House thar at its meeting
- 1985 the Commitree
of l5 January
on the Verificarion
of Credentials verified, in accordance with Rule 6 (2)
of the Rules of Procedure, the credenrials of Mr Iversen, Mr Hitzigrath and Mr Lagakos. I propose that

include in the repon which the Political Affairs Committee is drawing up on uniform electoral law in
accordance with Anicle 7 of the Act our own chapter
on the verification of credentials, calling for an examination of the relationship between national legislation
and the provisions of the Act, rc which the verification
of credentials relates under Anicle I I of the Act, with
a view to establishing how the scope of the European
Parliament and its Committee on the Verification of
Credentials for examining national legislation can be
increased in future when it is a question of ratifying
the appointment of democratically elecred Members of
the European Parliament.

I hope you did not find this too complicated. The

issue

is the reladonship between national legislation and the
provisions of the Act. Ve must aim at a thorough and

Parliament ratify these appointments.

constructive interpretation in an attempt to acquire
more responsibility and influence for the European
Parliament in this field also.

Mr

( Parliament

Rogalla (S), Chairman of the Committee on the
Veification of Credentiak.- (DE) Mr President, yesterday I asked the Bureau to let me know in advance
when this agenda item would be taken, but I am afraid
it did not do so. It does nor marter, however, since I

am prepared and, as the Chairman of rhe Committee
on the Verification of Credentials, wish rc give a brief
account, in connection with these three appointments,
of a case concerning the Danish Member John Iversen, who is replacing Mr Finn Lynge, who was until
recently the Member representing Greenland. This
change has been made necessary by an amendment [o
Denmark's national legislation, and Anicle l2(2) of
the Act on Direct Elecrions expressly srares thar a
change in the national legislation of a Member Srate
may give rise to the loss of a sear in rhe European Parliamenr.

rdtified the appointments )t

3.. Topical and urgent debate
Terrorism
President.

-

The nexr item is rhe joint debate on:

motion for a resolurion (Doc. 2-13%/8$ by
- the
Mr Didd and others, on behalf of the Socialisr
Group, on the recen[ terrorist atrack in

-

Ialy;

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1397/8! by
Mr Ducarme, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, on terrorism;

But the present situation, as everyone knowsl is rhat
although rhe representative of Greenland has given up
his seat in this House as a result of the change to Denmark's national legislation, Greenland is formally still
a Member of this Communiry because some Member
States were too late in ratifying Greenlandt depanure.

The Committee on the Verification of Credentials
regards this state of affairs as panicularly regretnble
because it means that
even if only temporarily
a
represenmtive of rhe people
of Europe who for formal
reasons should sdll be a Member of this House has

already left. This is a srate of affairs which has to to do
with the provisions of the Act and concerns the democratic representation of rhe people of Europe in rhe
European Parliament, and that is why it needs ro be
mentioned in this House.

Lastly,

I should just like ro point our rhar the Com-

mitrce on the Verification of Credentials has requested
that in any future cases of Members'-giving up their
sears in rhe House the Bureau should take no action
undl the Committee on the Verification of Credenrials
has had a chance ro srare

ir

opinion. Ve also intend to

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-A2a/8\ by
Mr Fanti and others on rhe arrack on the NaplesMilan express of 23 December 1984.

Mr Mattina (S).
(17)
President, ladies and
- has Mr
gentlemen, terrorism
once again smeared my
country with blood, adding l5 victims ro rhe so many
others we have unfonunarely had in the lasr few years.
Ve thought rhat after the blows dealt to the various
terrorist Broups in Italy their activities were now on
the decline, and we would not have to endure a reperidon of serious bloody incidents such as thar at Bolo8na.

Unfonunately our hopes have been dashed. Although
it is true that effons to combat rerrorism in Italy have
had positive resul6, the fact remains that muih has
been left unexplained regarding the series of attacks

I

Documents receioed
utes.

-

Membership of Parliament:

see

Min-
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Mattina
which have taken place over the last 10 years. I am
thinking of the atack on the 'ltalicus' express, of the
attack at Piazza Fonrana, and ir is probably this rend
in terrorism which has gone unpunished over the years
and which was plainly obvious once again in the artack
on the Naples-Milan express.

majority in favour of the compromise amendment, and
I believe that this would make it possible for Parliament to press the Council for a meeting of Justice
Ministers at European level, possibly together with the
Home Affairs Ministers, so that we can give a fitting
reply m this attempt to destabilize democracy, this
attack against respect for peoples' fundamental righr.

Clearly, effons must be made [o acr more resolutely in
combating terrorism in Italy, and we should nor content ourselves with rhe results achieved to date. Ve
must have the courage to probe and expose wherever
necessary, and to carry out investigations in all directions on this disturbing phenomenon which is infortunately rainting our sociery. However, we believe that

action taken merely by

.y

counrry against this

scourge of our time would inevitably have limited
resul6, and we believe that Parliamenr must also come
up with some concrete suggestions and urge governments to adopt common policies againsr terrorism.

On the other hand, the intensification of rerrorisr
activities at the moment in Belgium, Germany and
France shows that we are dealing with a phenomenon

which effects the whole of Europe. \fle believe that
initiatives directed at combating isolated acriviries are
cenainly imponanr, but a common policy for carrying
out investigarions in all directions is necessary, in
order to discover if there is any son of stimulus or
instigation from abroad behind the various forms of
terrorism in different counrries, and hence rc provide
Europe with a defence against rhis phenomenon aimed
at the destabilization of our democracies.
(Applause)

(,icR) I would like ro stan by
Mr Ducarme (L).
saying that only last-October rhe European Parliamenr

adopted two resolutions denouncing terrorism and
requescing the Council Presidency to deal with this
issue

I

in all earnest.

drew Mr Andreotti's atrenrion to this again yester-

day, because Parliament's views on this have remained
a dead letter, although this is an issue of viml imponance for democracy in Europe, and for the security of
its citizens. The Council of Justice Ministers, possibly
joined by the Home Affairs Ministers, should meet
without delay. Such a meerint is a musr, because ir its
intolerable that Eurorerrorism can exisr and organize
without the democratic governments lifting a finger.

I also know rhar cenain political forces and there is
- out, the
no reason why I should nor single rhem
Greens and the ecologisrs who use environmental prorection as a front
believe that the political position I
have just oudined-is imbued with a certain anri-terrorist frenzy or hysteria. I believe rhat such a position on
the pan of che Greens and ecologisrs is evidence of a
desire to abandon the defence of democracy, is evidence of cowardice, and I hope that Parliament will
not adopt this ardtude. I hope there will be a large

Mr Fanti (COM).
Mr President, ladies and
- UD Group
gentlemen, the Communist
requests a vote by
roll-call on the motion concerning the horrible attack
on the Naples-Milan express on Christmas Eve, with a
view to urging the political and democratic forces in
the European Parliament to give careful consideration
to an incident which deserves artention for more than
its national consequences.
Of course, it was perfectly correct of Mr Pflimlin rc
immediately dispatch a sympathetic message ro the
Italian authorities condemning the criminal act, paying
tribute to the victims and expressing solidariry with the
wounded and the whole Italian people for rhis new
and difficult trial which they have undergone.
But this should not be the end of action taken on our

part regarding the sad and bloody experience of the
terrorisc attack on Italy and its democracy: it musr be
given due consideration at Community level, especially now that other countries are suffering similar
acts of violence. If the serious attacks on Italian
democracy over the years have not been successful in
the final analysis, if
the case of the massacre at
- as inresponse
Christmas
the popular
has been immediate
and prompt, and if the achievement of major successes
in combating the terrorism of rhe Red Brigades has
been possible, it is undoubtedly due to rhe people's
extraordinary strengrh and to their commitmenr ro
democracy, enabling them ro recognize the crazy
intenrions underlying these criminal acrs and causing
them to give their backing rc the judiciary and police,
whose commitment, somerimes at the risk of their
lives, has produced rhese successes.

However, despite all of this, some disconcerring questions remain unanswered. The Christmas massacre is
but one more chapter in the mle of black terrorism and
fascist subversion, a tale which has yet to be thoroughly examined and understood. Alcogether, there
have been five massacres all marked by the same
infamy
as President Pertini poinrcd out and whose
culprits -have yet to be brought to justice. And rhe fact
that the instigators and executors of the massacres
which have blooded Iraly for the lasr l0 years
- from
that of Milan, of Brescia and on rhe Imlicus express,
ro
the 80 dead and hundreds of wounded ar rhe srarion

Bologna

in

1980

have got

off

scor-free

has

- rhe assailants to srrike again.
undoubtedly encouraged
And only a lucky sequence of events prevenred rhis
new massacre from assuming catasrrophic proportions.
All of this is possible panly due ro nebulous conniving
within the sensitive machinery of the State, which is
very difficult to expose fully.
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It

is

for

these reasons that, apan from hoping that the

enquiries under way in

Inly will

lead very soon to the
discovery of the truth about the organization of the
massacre and to the culprits' arrest, we gave consideration in the motion to the need for the Committee of
Inquiry, set up by this House on the fresh outbreak of

facism and racism, [o enter into contact with Italian
institutions in order to obrain information on parliamenury investigations into different subversive activities, which highlight the alarming connections, and
not only at national level, between terrorism, secret
organizations, the mafia and crime. Ve must continue
to develop initiatives in this direction, while at the
same time avoiding the easy and simplistic solutions
which have prevented us from signing the proposed
amendment.

Mr Ford (S).- This attack, which occurred in Italy
on Christmas Eve, has had a major impact on public
opinion in the United Kingdom and throughour
Europe. I think we in Britain are particularly conit follows so closely the attack on the
Conservative Pany Conference in Brighron in Octo-

As chairman of the Committee of Inquiry into the
Growth of Rascism and Fascism in Europe, on behalf
of myself and, I am sure, of all the members of the
committee, including Mr Evrigenis, our rapponeur,
we would welcome evidence of Fascist and extreme
righr-wing involvement and collusion in this and similar incidents.

Mrs Cassrnm.tnato Cerretti (PPE).

(17) Mr
- acknowPresident, Parliament must unfonunately
ledge an upsurge of rerrorist activity in Italy, which
has in the last few weeks been the target of serious
outbreak of attacks and a new wave of violence ro
which we cannot remain indifferent; on lhe contrary,
this must make us reiterate our firm condemnation of
all such despicable and unjustifiable acr.
On behalf of my group, I wish above all to express our
most sincere solidarity with the relatives of the victims
of the Florence-Bologna train who suffered in this
absurd and criminal attack on 23 December.

cerned because
ber.

Our condemnation must be decisive and unanimous,
because unfonunately the problem of violence pervades all our countries, where people daily faced to

I wish to express the sympathy of my group for the

their ineffectual rage, with an increase in criminal acts.
The obvious aim of these activities is to try to destabil-

victims of this attack. Ve must all agree rhat there is
increasing evidence of international links within and
oumide Europe between terrorist troups, and that is
something we must be concerned about. For example,
there have been recent press reports indicating that in
London there are a number of safe houses where Italian terrorists on the run are hiding. Ve have to show
our concern and to ask that urgent action is taken.
There is a strong suspicion that this panicular incident
may be pan of the continued conspiracy in Italy
perhaps linked with the P2 conspiracy
to try to desabilize democracy. The strategy of tension that Fascist groups in Italy are pursuing to this end would fit
with the events that have taken place in Italy recently.

I understand that recently one of Italy's most important judges has referred to the possibility that a new
coup d'6tat is being planned similar to thar proposed,
planned and almost carried out early in 1970.

Of course it would be wrong for this Parliament to
make rash judgemenr about this and similiar issues.
Nevenheless, u/e musr be concerned to make sure rhar
the greatest possible light is shed on the origin of these
attacks. It is not clear at the moment whether this
particular atmck comes from the extreme righr or the
extreme left, or from a group which is ideologically so
confused it cannot tell where it is itself. Nevertheless,
the passage of time has indicated that many of the earlier attacks in Italy, France and Germany believed initially to have been perpetrarcd by the extreme left may
now clearly be put at the door of Fascisr and extreme
right-wing Broups in the Community.

ize and destroy democracy in panicular

Europe's

democratic, stability, as can be seen from the often
very close international alliances between terrorist
organizations in different countries.
This enables the extremists to plan systematic activities
on a large scale and, often, to control them from
abroad. Thus Europe's wholehearted opposition is an
absolute necessity. I repeat that we must be undivided
in our cpndemnation of these attacks, and all Member
States must act rctether and in agreement in order to
put an ond to this increase in terrorist violence, once
and for all.

I

therefore call upon all our governmenr to take the
ackling this problem as soon
as possible by formulating a common policy involving
real and effective inrer-governmennl cooperation. I
therefore urte the Iralian Presidency ro do all that is
necessary rc speed up this process in order to conquer
terrorism and subversion and their destabilizing effects
necessary steps towards

on democracy.
(Applause)

Mrs Daly (ED).
Mr Presidenr, my group welcomes
Amendment No- I on this subject. \fle believe it is
essential for Member States of the Community to act
joindy and resolutely to pu! an end ro the irresponsible
actions of marginal groups whether rhey are independent or controlled from outside. Ve were shocked to
hear of tfre recent attack on the train between Florence
and Bologna and extend our sympathy ro rhe vicrims
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of that atnck. It is only by united action rhat something can be done to stop.these groups murdering
innocent men, women and children. Resolurions nlking about the abuse of human rights on rhis subject
ring hollow in my ears when I know that those who
perpetrate these acts do not believe in the most basic
human right of all
the right to life. In our counrry

we have seen the Harrods
bombing, where nine people
were killed and many many more injured, also the
attack outside the Libyan Embassy where Police
Constable Yvonne Fletcher was so rragically gunned
down, and finally the Brighton bombing in October
when an attempt was made to assassinate our Prime
Minister and as many of her government as possible.
Five innocent people died as a resulr of rhis and again
many more were injured. !7e want to see much more
intergovernmental cooperation throughour the Community on measures to combar terrorism. Make no
mistake, terrorism is a threar to democracy, whether
be from the right or the left.

it

Ve want to see much more

cooperation between the
police of all counrries ro srrengrhen measures ro catch
the terrorists before they murder more innocent people. Ve believe thar this is not a pany political matter.
Something has to be done abour rhe differences which
exist between some of the countries in the Community. Membership of the EEC gives us the opportunity to discuss these. Murder is nor rhe answer. My
group believes thar the European Parliament is one
place to start constructive ulks on finding ways ro
solve some of the problems we face with the increase
in terrorism throughout the Community.
(Applause)

luszko in Poland. The culprits were tried in open court
a few weeks after their arrest.
Lastly, I should like to stress that we are opposed to a
common EEC policy supposedly to combat terrorism.
Firstly, because it goes against the EEC Treaties, and
secondly, because the above examples give every
reason to be concerned about what such a policy
mighr lead to. Ve believe that inter-government coop-

eration

to

combat terrorism should be conducted

solely within the Unircd Nations.

(IT) Mr President, as an
Mr Di Bartolomei (L).
Inlian and a member of- the Liberal Group I simply
must make some contribution to this debat, but

I shall

be exrremely brief.

Of all the problems confronting Europe and the world
today, including famine, drug addiction and the last
of imperialism, terrorism is by far the most
serious and, as such, we must be undivided in our
opposition ro ir, regognizing thar the stabiliry of

vestiges

democratic regimes in Europe is essential for the progress of the individual countries of Europe, of Europe
as a whole, and of the 'S7est, and it is also a prerequisite for funhering the spread of democracy and peace

in the world.

Unfonunately this blemish taints our countries, too,
and is fostered by unscrupulous political dealings.

Ve

have confidence in the good will and the cooperation of our allies, primarily in the United States and

Mr A&mou (COM).
Members

At the same time, there is an attempt to exploit this
affair to boost the cold war. By contrast, there is
another case, thar of the murder of Father Popie-

Mr President, the
of the Greek Communist
Party utterly con(GR)

demn the fascist terrorist acts commirted in Italy and
express our sorrow ar rhe death of so many innocent
people.

Our question is: who organizes this terrorism and
whose interests does it serve? \Vhy is Italy's State
machinery unable ro ter the better of it? It is nor for
me [o answer these questions. I would remind you of
the recent statemen[s by the leader of the Socialist
Group in the Italian Government, former minister
Rino Formica, ro rhe effect that rhe Italian secrer services have, since their inception, been controlled by
the American secret service. He stated that the Italian
secret services function only when Italy behaves like a
loyal ally without any independence. Mr President, we
have good reason to suspect that on many occasions
the invescigation of cases of terrorist activities is influenced by political motives. This view is also confirmed
by the case of the attempted assassination to the Pope,
which has not yet been the subject of coun proceedings despite the fact that the guilty person has already
been in custody for more than two years.

the other countries of the EEC; and we believe rhat we
must all strive to strengthen our agreement in this

field.

Mr Coste-Ftoret (RDE).

(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance
supports the joint amendment and will vote for it.

It is a fact that internation"l t...o.isrrl

exists. Is there

any need to recall that the trial of Aldo Moro's kidnappers revealed the collusion between Italy's Red
Brigades and Germany's Baader-Meinhof gang, or ro
recall that after the head of the German Employers's
Federation, Schleyer, was abducted in Germany, his
body was found in France in a French car registered in
France, or to recall that the leaders of the French terrorisr group Action Directe freed in l98l under a thoroughly excessive amnesty found refuge in Belgium,
from where they now organize new attacks?

a previous
speaker, Mr Adamou, asks the question
one
- a tood
at that
why the national State apparatus
is powerless, I believe
one can reply that a national set-up canEuropean terrorism exists, and when
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not stand up to an international organization, to international ly-o r ganize d terrorism.

Therefore,

it is a good thing

that, as rhe motion

requests, there should be increased international coop-

eration, inter-governmental cooperation between the
Community's l0 countries, so rhar an effective reply
can be given to lerrorism, somerhing which has not
happened so far. I would add that one might even go
funher. I have submined a morion for a resolution

it is being printed
calling for a European Security
- up
Community to be set
to counter terrorism. This, of
course, requires harmonization of criminal law systems, the esmblishment of an International Coun of
Justice to deal with terrorisr offences, rogerher with an
International Public Prosecutor's Office, to which, of
course, the individual countries should refer cases, and
a High Authority wirh powers relating ro the law, the
police and
- because this is necessrry - also information.
In order to arrive at a united Europe more quickly we
took the institutional road, and we were righr to do so.
But perhaps we should not abandon the parallel road
advocated by the founding fathers of our Community,
i.e. the creation of new communiries based on de facto
solidariry in the fighr against terrorism; first there
would be de facto solidarity and rhen fusion of these
communiries. This is how Europe will make progress.
(Applause)

(NL) Mr President, we,
Mr Van der Lek (ARC).
the Green-Alternative European
Link in the Rainbow
Group, cannot accept rhe way that this motion and the
proposed amendment talk of rerrorism. Ler me firsr
stress that we reject and condemn attacks such as
those mentioned here and also, Mr Presidenr, rhar we
renounce any use whatever of violence to achieve our
aims. It is outrageous that Mr Ducarme should even
link our non-violent opposition with terrorism and I
completely repudiare any such insinuation. Ve cannot
accept the way the concepr of terrorism is bandied
about here. You need look no funher than the evenrs
in Italy where much of the violence is directly associated with groups all too close ro rhe sears of power.
In many other cases, too, it is clear just to what extent
so-called right-wing terrorism is associared with, and
covered up by, government organizations, secret services and power structures.

Mr

President, the definition of rerrorism is largely
dependent on who is in power. For example, in my
own counrry between 1940 and 1945 the democratic
resrstance movemenr was officially described as rerrorism by the German occupying forces.

Mr President, we completely agree that ac$ of violence by groups of individuals have ro be countered
and citizens protected but rhis is already rhe role of the

police and the criminal invesrigation organizations

within each of our countries. Ve cannot accept that all
forms of opposition be tarred with the same brush
and that in the name of a democracy that is nowhere
near as democratic as all that.
Economic repression exists in society and panicular
groups are discriminated against and persecuted. Mr
President, the best way to combat [errorism is to make
society more democratic rather than setting up a Community police structure, a so-called European judicial
area and a system of computerized records that would
make funher inroads on the privacy of all European
cirizens. Let no one doubt, Mr President, that we condemn the attacks and express our sympathy with all
victims but we cannot accepl the blanket and unreal
conclusions drawn from these. Ve therefore abstain.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and genMrs Veil (L).
- we are
tlemen, once again
called on to debate the issue

of terrorism

because once again

or rarher

several

times since our last pan-session
terrorism has
struck in Europe. Sorrowfully, it has-hit the hardest in
Italy. On behalf of my Group I would like to express
all our sympathy ro the families of the victims and ro
all others directly affected. You have our full solidarity. But terrorism has also struck in the
Republic

Federal

of Germany, France and Italy, not always

hitting at people, bur at everything which manifesm
our resolve to defend democracy. Because in addition
to the women and men who have fallen victim ro rhese
atracks, in addition to the damage caused, ir is democracy which is under arrack here. Nowadays co fight
against terrorism is to defend democracy, because we
know that, if we cannot stand up to terrorism and step
its advance, our counuies will be gradually desrabilized and we will see how the younger generarions
become disheanened by weak democracies. Indeed,
we run the risk of reliving in our counrries things we
experienced a few decades ago.
'!fle

must rally around in the face of such acts and not
be culpably indulgent in any way. '\fle are rold there is

international terrorism, exrreme right-wing rerrorism,
extreme left-wing terrorism. In my view, it is always
the same terrorism, because we know very well that
the money comes from the same sources, that the terrorists are uained in rhe same camps, and thar very
often it is just by chance rhat this or rhar hand strikes.
In reality it is always rhe same undenaking with the
same aim: to destroy democracy and freedom.
Europe must fighr this. Ve have submitted proposals:
a European judicial area, trearer coordination. \7e
must show how determined we are that rhe governments should take real action ro defend our wellbeing.
(Applause)

Mr Le Pen (DR).

(FR) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, we all condemn
rerrorism with our heans

r7. r.
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and minds. But it seems to me thar there is an elemenr
condemnation which must be

Trade with the USA

of ambiguity in this
removed.

President.

Indeed, each of the terrorist artacks in Europe is a
direct and systematic pan of a disinformarion campaign which puts the blame on a mythical exrreme
right. In each and every case all rhe judicial investigations have proven that, on the conrrary, these organizations and these terrorist acts came from the same
source, i.e. from the only power with an interest in
destabilizing the counrries of Europe and throughout
the world
the Soviet Union and international com-

-

munism.

Only recently a terrorist act was attributed in the

press

to the extreme right for the simple reason rhat rhose
responsible were not known, or because a telephone
call had been made. This is nor a serious approach.

Our national organizations have always srrongly condemned such acts and have even demanded that the
death penalty be applied for crimes commiwed by
these people who place themselves outside the law. But
only too often, however, the polirical organizations
demonstrate a cenain complacenry as regards that
needs to be done.
,Let us take a topical example. In New Caledonia,
trhich is a French possession and consequenrly also
belongs

to Europe's heritage and future in

strategic,

political, military and geographical terms, things are
happening which are the responsibility of a very small,
a minuscule, minority based on violence and terrorism.
But this organization, irtsrcad of being fought by rhe
French authorities has its demands accepted. Law and

order are not being maintained to the full, and thus
the majority
including, of course, the overwhelming majority -of the Kanaks
are subjecrcd ro pres-

-

sure through violence and terrorism.

Thus, ladies and gentlemen, rhe members of this
Assembly must, as Mrs Veil said, unanimously condemn terrorism whatever the nature of its authors or
its aims. Terrorism is intrinsically barbaric, something
no civilized society can accepr, bur society would be
betraying itself if it was simply contenr ro condemn
terrorism verbally. The full force of the law must be
brought to bear against those who place themselves
beyond the pale of civilizarion and freedom.
(Applaase

from the ight)

Prcsident.

(ln

the

-

The debate is closed.

following oote Parliament

adopted Amendment

to replace tuto motionsfor resolutions (Doc.
2-1393/84 and Doc. 2-1397/84) and then adopted the
Fanti resolution (Doc. 2-1414/84)
No

1 seehing

-

The next item is the joint debate on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1395/8\ by
Mr Prag and others on measures under discussion
to rectify the US foreign trade deficit;

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1398/8\ by
Mr Voltjer and others on the withdrawal of the

United States from the GATT agreements on
dairy products.
Amendment No I by Mr Hinsch and Mr Didd on
behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Habsburg, Mr
Estgen and Mr Croux on behalf of the Group of

from the right)

(Applause

-

-

the European People's Pany, Mr Ducarme on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr
Prag on behalf of rhe European Democratic
Group, and Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance.

Mr Prag
supporter

(ED).-

Mr President, I

of the United

States

have always been

a

in most conceivable

Vorld owes its continued freedom
in large pan ro the United States defence umbrella,
and no one is more conscious of that than I am. I am
also well aware that the reflationary effect of the

ways. The'W'estern

Unircd States administra[ion's vast budget deficit, arising from heavy public spending, has been the major
element in the modest recovery of economic activity in

'Western Europe.

Nevenheless, the persistently high interest rates which
have had to accompany this vast budget deficit have
been sucking in foreign funds at a quite unbelievable
rate. Foreign holdings of dollars are now estimated at
450 000 million dollars. These, together with the high
dollar rate, have enabled the United States to acquire
cheap imports and make cheap investments, and they
enable the United States rourists to come abroad for
next [o nothing.

However, that is really not the worst of it. The worst

of it is that we are now seeing the resulrs of

rhese

domestic United States policies in our own exchange
rate markets. If our own currencies continue rc decline
as they have done, then the inflationary effect on

'!/estern Europe is bound to be very great indeed.
That cannot be allowed [o continue. Ve cannot allow
United Smtes domestic policies to continue to have the
most devastating effects on our own economies.

Now people may say: \7ell, why do we have a single
drastic remedy proposed in my resolution? The answer
is very simple. Ve have very little time. The five major
Finance Ministers are in \Tashington today for talks,
and I believe that this Parliament can make a gesture
to show that we care about what United States policies
are doing to us. It is a warning shot, just like the warning shot that the Americans have fired. It is a warning
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shot across their bows, and I hope that this House will
vote for the motion.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER

war between our countries, not even one accompanied
by the adjective 'trade'.

Vce-President

Mr Velsh (ED).

Mr President, could I put it ro my
honourable friend- that he should make ir absolutely
clear that he was not speaking on behalf of his group?

Mr

Eyraud (S).

(FR)

Mr

the inside
we saw this yesterday
and from the
- condemning
- of rhe USA.
outside, by
the attitude
Coming from the same country, from the same town
as General La Fayette, I would like rc state solemnly,
from this exalted place that no American, no European, no Frenchman has any right to contemplate a

President, ladies and

gentlemen, on l7 December last year, the Commission
representative confirmed a srory appearing in the press
that day saying that the USA had renounced the
GATI agreement on dairy products.

At the same rime a letter from the US Permanent
Representative ro rhe Communiry made this decision

Negodations. must be the golden rule. But rhis does
not exclude great firmness. If the Americans insist on

adhering to their decision, then,

must get them

Mr Andriessen, we

to cede back the

advanmges rhey

acquired during the Nixon Round.

it was time ro
affirm European resisrance ro rhe USA and Japan.
This is what we expec from the Council under the
Italian presidency. This is what we expecr from the
Lionel Jospin said on Tuesday thar

new Commission.

Mr Voltjcr (S).

-

(NL) Mr President,

I

am very

60

pleased that rhis proposal is being discussed this morn-

days from that darc. The signatories of the morion for
a resolution felt it necessary for Parliamenr to examine
urgently the consequences to such a decision, ro say
what measures should be taken to sofren its impact,
and to try to get the USA ro go back on this decision.

ing and that we, rhe Socialisr Group, can make it clear
that, although we often criticize existing agricultural
policy, we do not wanl any outside inrerference in the

official. This decision does not take effect until

The introduction of floor prices under GATT had rwo
aims. First, to ensure a minimum income for farmers,
something which is even more necessary since rhe
dairy quora system was introduced. Communiry farmers cannot have reduced production and lower prices
forced on them at one and the same time, because this
would bring about the loss of some three million jobs
all the way down the agri-foodstuffs chain. The victims would then funher swell the number of jobless.
As regards the budger, refunds would be inevitable in
order to make up the difference between world prices
and Community prices, even if rhese were fixed at a
lower level.
The second aim in introducing floor prices was ro protect agriculture in Third Vorld countries from deliveries of low-priced agricultural products, whatever they

might be, which destroy the effons ro build up

form of Americans telling us whar ro do. Ve hope rhar
the whole House can join us in supponing the Commission's attirude and instrucr rhe Commission and the
Council rc stand up [o rhe Americans. Thar is rhe mes+
sage thar we, by means of rhis motion, wish to get
across.

Nobody can be unaware thar we often criricize agricultural policy and panicularly the production of surpluses. Should this coincide with criricism voiced by
the Americans, it does nor mean that we believe the
Americans are entitled ro rell us how we should solve
our own problems. They have their rights and we wanr
to nego,tiate with them. That has always been our
approach: negotiate clearly, come ro clear agreements
and thus avoid trade conflicts. In that way, it would be
possible to prorec[ European agricultural policy and ro
ensure effective survival of the industry. Nevenheless
is my Group's point of view and we fully sup-ponthis
this motion
thii cannor be done dictatoriiy.

-

an

agri-foodstuffs industry in developing counrries, many
of which are famine-stricken.
Indeed, the fight against hunger in the Third Vorld
must be conrinued via the development of food production. Of course, dumping agricultural producrs in
these countries reduces the Americans' stocks and
eases their financial problems. But we cannor srand by
and watch world trade be dangerously destabilized.
The Americans should respecr the rules in all circumstances, not just when it suits, rhem.

For this reason, Parliament must stand very firm in
defence of the CAP, which is under attack both from

\7e could go into this subject more deeply but this
urgent debate is not really the place for ir. I hope that
we can do rather more in the future and have the discussions attended by people from the Committee on
External Economic Relations and from other committees. The point at issue is clear: to suppon all those
who are negotiating with the Americans on behalf of
the European Community and show them that they
have our backing. Our message to rhem is: we want ro

avoid trade conflicts, your job is ro negotiate and
while a blunt'no' is not appropriare nor, on rhe orher
hand, can we accepr being dicrarcd to just as we are
engaged in reforming agriculrural policy. Let us be
realistic
progress has been insufficienr in recent

-
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years, but a Breat deal has nonetheless been done, the

quota syslem has been introduced and
have been made on grain prices.

agreements

If, then, the Ameri-

cans suddenly want to begin a trade war because
changes are not happening as fasr as they would like
or because they want ro solve their own problems
and as we all know it comes down to that
our
- atfrom
cost, I say no, that is where we draw the line,
then on we suppon rhe Commission in its negoria-

refusal to raise domestic taxes and their financing of
rhe resultant huge internal deficit by very high interest
rates which have raised the international value of the

dollar to tomlly absurd heights, greatly damaged
American exports and given rise to these tremendous
protectionist pressures which we now feel. But as the
dollar falls, those protectionist pressures will fall too.
It is very imponant not to damage this relationship by
having a rade war with the United States at the height

of a protectionist pressure which will go when

tions.

cause

That concludes the satement on behalf of my Group.

(DE) Mr President, I would
Mr Habsburg (PPE).
like to say first and foremost
that Mr Prag and his
co-signatories have done us a service in having this
question placed on roday's agenda, for rhe simple
reason that all rco often our relations with the USA
have, unfonunately, been ambivalent. ,On the one
hand, we suffer from cenain political complexes, on
the other we have whar are, without doubt, normal
tensions between Europe and America, because trade
matters are always fraught with tension, although we
must also recognize rhat the American politicians are
realistic enough as regards economic policy matters to
know that such tensions are unavoidable.

I think we Europeans ought ro come up with something in this respect. Ve must nor forger that our freedom and independence, the very fact that we are here
today, is due to rhe fact that the Americans are srill in
Europe as part of NATO. \Tithout them we would not
be here today and could nor speak our mind.
Not least of all, we should be blaming ourselves for
our trade tensions. People like complaining at great
length about the American dollar, but forget that the
American dollar would never have been a problem for
us if we had advanced, in keeping with the times,
along the path of European union, which would have
made ir possible for us to introduce a European currency equal, perhaps even superior, ro rhe dollar. This
is the reality of the tension berween us and the Americans, and not so much Vashington's presenr policy.

Ve ought to

learn something from all
should have a clearer European policy

of this. Ve
in order to

press our economic interests more clearly vis-i-ois the
USA. believe this can lead ro a real, healthy and

I

the

of that protectionist pressure, which is the high

dollar rate, goes too.

At the meeting with the Congress last week, this Parliament's delegadon made the case against high US
interest rates most forcibly. I do nor think that any
Member of this Parliament would complain that we
did not put Europe's case vigorously to the United
States. '!7e pulled no punches. Ve said all of these
things. But the answer on our side is that we have to
build a European Monetary System, and my group has
now taken a public position in suppon of the next step
in the building of thar system, which must be the entry
of sterling into the European exchange mechanism.
'!7e
do not believe in the meantime in dignifying the
Senate committee's investigation by a dramaric overreacrion. The Senate has no power to impose the thing
that they are investigating, no power to impose a surcharge. The power ro do this lies with the administration. Even at the height of the US election last November, when the maximum protectionist pressure was
on the President and the Administration, President
Reagan refused all protectionist proposals. He absolutely refused to go along with any protectionist
suggesrion made rc him.
For that reason I think thar rhis is really an unbalanced
resolutiod. It pays much roo much attenrion to a Senate subcommittee which has actually no power and too
little to developing rhe rheme in the other paragraph.
Vhat we need to concentrare on ar our end is the
attack on high interesr rares, rhose high interest rares
which have taken away all our currency. Ve need a
monetary system as strong as the dollar and we need a
capital market as open as America's.

The relations between the two superpowers is a subjecr
that is far too imponant for the hasty urgent morion
that we have before us, and for those reasons, regrer-

fully, we reject ir.

mutual relationship.

Sir Fred Cathem,ood (ED).
Mr President, this
group will with great retrer -vore againsr the Prag
motion because, unfonunately, by rhe time we saw ir it
was too late to amend it. There are bir rhar are good,
but there are bits that are extremely bad.

Of

course, we agree with paragraph 2 that it is the
domestic policies of the Unired Stares which have
caused the deficit in trade, and panicularly their

Mr Bonaccini (COM).
(IT) Mr President, last
week many of us were -able to wirness clearly rhe
extremely offhand attitude of the parliamenmry delegation from the United Srares towards various agriculrural problems lying behind imponanr conflicts of
interests between us and rhe United Srares of America.
Sir Fred Catherwood drew attention to rhis just now.

'S/e were able ro ascenain how absurd rhe position
adopted by rhat delegadon was, and this led to the
need for a more general discussion on the wide range
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of problems confronting us. The matters have already
been agreed upon to a large exten[ in this House, but
not everybody is convinced yet, and thus it would be
as well to point out the protress which has been made.

show a clear trend and there are no limits to that
growth
it is just that the. increase in agricultural

- and producdon potential is rather Breater
producdon
and more dynamic in Europe than in the United
States.

Clearly, tackling this type of problem calls for a reassessment of our attitudes and guiding principles in the
domain of agriculture. I agree with all those Members
who point out the need to defend the common agricultural policy manfully, but it is precisely in order to
defend it in the best possible way rhar we should commit ourselves to ir reform, rendering it more effecdve
and realistic as Mr Andreotti, the President-in-Office,
said yesterday.

My group suppons the two morions tabled here today,
even though we believe they are rather extreme with
respect to some points of the motion tabled by Mr

\Toltjer and others, and this is somerhing we also feel
about the hasty rhreat of immediate reraliation, as
requested in the motion submitted by Mr Prag and
others. However, I confirm that we will vorc in favour
of the two motions.

(NI).- (NL) Mr President, rhe American measures are funher proof that the economically
strong nations are quite prepared ro ignore international agreemenr if their own economic advantage is
at stake. It seems to me, therefore, rhat we must first
strengthen the internal European market and secondly
reduce our economic dependency on the United Snres
in order to increase Europe's economic independence.
Thirdly, European production should be in tune with
European needs so that we can achieve European
Mr lJlburghs

economic self-sufficiency

or

self-reliance and,

fourthly, our own European currency, rhe ECU, must
be strengthened with regard ro the dollar, which has
become not only a symbol of economic srrengrh bur
also an instrument to impoverish rhe economically
weakest nations both in Europe and in the Third

Vorld.

Mr Tolman (PPE), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
(NL) Mr President,
Agricalture, Fisheries and Food.
our Group considers rhat rhe Voltjer
morion has been
very properly put forward as an expression of our concern about the situation arising from rhe attitude of
the Unircd States. A trade confrontation is in nobody's
interest. In the event of a real clash, there could be no
winners, just losers. Both sides would suffer.
Surely the situation is that we have rwo conrinen[s,
America and Europe, whose interesrs very largely run
parallel. Nobody could deny that borh the Unired
States of America and the European Community are
world leaders in agriculrural trade. A necessary footnote to that world leadership
and perhaps what has
evoked concern among the- Americans
is that
Europe and the European Community are- obviously
about to surpass America in rhis field. The statisrics

It

cannot be denied both the United States and the
European Community are currently engaged in a serious attempt to reduce the problem of surpluses
although I feel thar complainm about these are sometimes rather exaggerated. The consequences have been
a whole range of painful and sweeping changes both in

the Unircd Srares and in the European Community.
The attitude of the United States cannot be justified
and I believe
in common with Mr'Voltjer
that
we have to go- back to the negotiating mble because
a
walk-out does not help anybody. Funher, it would
give rise to an unpredictable situation. I hope that the
Unircd States will view these statemenrs in the European Parliament as a serious warning.
'I7'e

cannot afford to have any dislocation of world
trade. Consultation is therefore essential as well as
policies aimed at achieving our goals and using the
surpluses that are produced
in our joint interest
to help the poor countries.

-

-

(FR) Mr President, rhe
Mr Chambeiron (COM).
- did nor smn today bur,
US agricultural trade offensive
because it has not mer an adequate response, it is now
in the process of expanding and developing in all
directions.

Having imposed a ceiling for cereal exporrs on the
Community, the USA has concentrated its blows on

the dairy sector.

It

quickly achieved,

in

dictatorial

manner, a reduction in Community production by
introducing quotas. Spurred on by its success, it has
just withdrawn from internarional agreemenr on dairy
products with the undisguised aim of making ir possi-

ble for it to entage in an

exporr, free-for-all

unchecked. At the same time rhe USA is preparing a
new law aimed at a sharp reducrion in suppon for its
agriculture compensated by an increase in expon sub-

sidies, which has already enabled it to seize several
traditional grain markets in Nonh Africa. Ir is also
stepping up its pressure within GATT, even up ro rhe
point of threatening to withdraw, in order to obtain
renegotiation of the GATT agreemenrs and to strike
new blows at rhe CAP.
Experience shows that far from stopping the American
offensive, the Community's concessions and retream

have only helped to encourage it. Thus a different
kind of action is called for, we musr show greater
firmness, without hesitating to inflict retaliatory measures. Blows must be answered by blows, and the
Community has the means ro do this, if you remember
that the Community has a large agricultural trade deficit with the USA in almost all sectors.
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Vhile

resisting pressures from rhe USA, the Community should make a more active contribution ro
organizing world markets and should affirm with

tional agreement on dairy products. In general, the
Commission agrees with the way Members have analysed the situation. The United States' renunciation of

greater vigour its role as an exponer, which should be

this international agreement has, after all, come pre-

reflected in a strengthening

cisly when the Communiry is engaged in reforming the

of rhe common agricultural policy via, in panicular, the inrroduction of
long-term contracts.

Our analysis and our proposals are ar one with those
contained in the \Tolrjer resolurion, for which we will
vote despite cenain reservations abour irs wording.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) Mr President, it is understandable rhar the two

topics now on the agenda have caused concern and the
Commission is, accordingly, grateful thar they are now
being discussed in Parliament.

May I first make jusr one commenr on rhe Prag
motion. Vhile it is correct that the Budger Commitree
has requested the Congressional Budget Office to provide an analysis of a hypothetical additional lery on
impons ro rhe Unires States, the Commission has at
present no information at all ro indicate that serious
discussions are taking place about an impon surcharge
either in Congress or within rhe American administration. Nonerheless, it is widely known that a number of
business sectors are trying to promor.e this norion, particularly in Congress, which is doubdess very worried
about the enormous trade deficit of the United Sntes
of the order of 125 rhousand million dollars for 1984.
At the same time, Mr Presidenq, and wirhout wishing
to underestimare rhe pressures that can be applied by
American business inreresrs, I am convinced that borh
Congress and the Administration are aware of rhe disastrous effect such a measure would have on international trade. It is rherefore very imponant ro realize
just what is ar stake in both economic and political
terms. It is obvious, and has been pointed our by many
in this Assembly, that the real underlying reasons for
the American trade deficit very largely resulr from the
more general aspects of American economic policy.
That is also well understood by Congress and the
Reagan administration.

common agricultural policy, panicularly in terms of
limiting milk production. This process of reform and
restructuring is, Mr President, completely in accordance with the wishes of all our trading panners and is
cenainly causing our producers considerable problems
of adaptation. The attitude of the United States is all
the more surprising because that country has declared
itself in agreemenr with the resolution adopted by the
International Dairy Products Council on l6 November 1984, whereby the EEC was strongly encouraged
[o continue its policies aimed ar reducing stocks and
thus lightening the pressure these exerr on the marker.
The same resolution also stressed thar the present siruation made close cooperation between the panicipants
more necessary than ever. In bilateral talks held during
December with Mr Schultz and his colleagues, rhe
Commission informed the United Stares of the implications of its decision.

The Community continues [o supporr a mulrilareral
approach to finding solurions to the problems of international rrade, and this remains true for these sectors
as well.

The United Stares' wirhdrawal will be pur on [he
agenda of the GATT's Internarional Dairy Products
Council which will meer in lare January or early February, and which will, of course, discuss rhe implications of this measure not only for rhe Community but
also for other imponant trading parrners such as New
Zealand and Ausralia. It goes wirhout saying rhar ar
the next meering of rhe International Council the

Commission will defend the interesrs of the Community. \fle can of course, not exclude the possibility
that if the situarion as seen by the United States
remains as it now is, the Community may in rurn find
itself forced to wirhdraw from this international agreement.

President.

However, Mr President, I would add rhar should the
United Stares, conrrary to our expectarions and quite

-

The debare is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe two resolutions)

unreasonably, seriously consider imposing such a lely
on imports, the Commission will of course not hesitate
to do what it can, taking inr.o account our righrs and

obligations under the

GATI

agreemen!,

check this initiative or to find an appropriate answer [o
it.

Mr President, concerning the United
wal from the

GAfi

Fruit and vegetables

to either

States withdra-

agreemenr's provisions on dairy

products, in other words the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr'lToltjer and his associares, I would like
to make the following commenrs. Ve were informed
by the United States of irs announcemenr to rhe
GATT that it intended to wirhdraw from the interna-

The nexr irem is the debate on rhe
resolution (Doc. 2-1381/84) by Mr
Bocklet and orhers on criricism of the destruction of

President.

motion

for- a

fruit and vegetables by the European Community.

Mr Bocklet (PPE).

(DE) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, this urgency
has been provoked by an
announcement made by the consumer association at
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Christmas. According to them the European Community will destroy one million tonnes of fruit at a
cost of DM 550 million in the coming months.

actions of the consumer association only succeeded in
shamefully misleading and deceiving the public.
(Appleuse)

It

is perfectly understandable that an announcement

of

this son, considering the famine in many pans of the
world and panicularly in Ethiopia, should provoke a
public outcry. I very much regret the fact that some
members of the SPD are jumping on the band-wagon
and harnessing this horror. I might mention the names
of Messrs Seefeld and Rogalla, who unquestioningly

accepted this announcement without invesdgating it
more thoroughly. The announcement which I have
just quoted to you is wrong. It is wrong on four counts
which I will list briefly. Firstly it gives the impression
that intervention buying of fruit and vegeubles is tantamount to its destruction. Secondly it conceals from
the public what a small percentate the quantity bought
into interuention is of the overall production. Thirdly
it misleads the public by including appropriations for
income support for farmers in the cost of the destrucdon of fruit and vegetables, which means that these
expenses are charged up to the cost of destroying fruit
and vegetables whereas in fact they constitute supplementary income support for farmers.

It also conceals the fact that a large proponion of the
fruit and vegetables bought into intervenrion is not
destroyed but is in fact put to some use. The committee went into rhis problem in great depth two years
ago and expressed a very different opinion on the mat-

ter. In connection with this I would like to thank Mr
\Tettig of the SPD for his cooperation. '!7e arrived at a
common assessment of the problem with the Socialists
on the committee. A relatively small percentage of the
total production of fruir and vegetables is bought into
intervention every year and this percentage varies
according ro the success of the harvest and according
sectors. A half ro one
third of the produce bought into intervention can be
put to another use and the money thus commirred

to the individual production

goes towards income suppon in agriculture.

If we in Europe wish to ensure an adequare supply of
home grown produce we must accept the possibility of
creating surpluses due ro the crops' dependence on
weather conditions. I emphasize this without wanting
ro justify either surpluses or their destruction. On the
Committee for Agriculture we have come up with very
clear ideas as

to how the present

sysrem may be

improved.

Mr Seefeld, it is not enough to be horrified: improvements must also be suggested. This is what we did two
years ago and if you look up the motion for a resolu-

tion you will discover all these demands, to which
your colleague Mr \Tettig also gave his supporr. It is

In my opinion we should not latch on to this outcry
for our own ulterior motives. Such behaviour is
beneath the dignity of this House. Ve would do much
better to concentrate our effons on solving the present
problems, which I cenainly have no intention of cov-

enng uP.

Mr

Secfeld (S).

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, despite- Mr Bocklet's agitated state we shall
be voting in favour of the motion, even though there
are cenain passages which could be improved or even
completely amended. But what we are concerned with
is that Parliament should speak for the people of the
Community. They have quite clearly and unequivocally described the destruction bf food in the Member
States as a sgandal, and I fully agree with them.

I

am not concerned with the amount of food being
destroyed or with the arguments which you, Mr Bocklet, have put forward again today. Vhat I am concerned with is that at a time when many pans of the
world are suffering from hunger and deprivation, people are enraged to see food being destroyed in the
Community. All the reasons which you have given are
true. But to one step funher and join us in acting as

the mouthpiece of enraged public opinion to ensure
that all the statements'made in all the documents are
implemented at long last.

'S7e

say, ler there be no more destruction of fruit and
vegetables in the Community. In your motion for a
resolution, Mr Bocklet, you suggesrcd one or rwo sensible changes. My group has also tabled an amendment
pursuant to Anicle 47 of the Rules of Procedure which
we should like to have discussed by the relevant committees. Indeed, we do not merely intend to raise a few
sensible suggestions here today, bur over rhe next few

weeks we would like
direction.

!o set our course in the right

This is a subject which should be debated not only by
urgenr procedure. The following measures should be
taken without delay: the Commission should amend
its administrative procedure ro ensure that fruit and
vegetables bought into intervention in the Community
are no longer destroyed. The Commission musr be
required to use more and more of rhe surpluses in
other ways; the possibilities of making non-markeable
producm available for social welfare and charity purposes should be exrended.

of

paramount imponance ro expand rransport and
srorage capaciry, to organize more effecrively the distribution of bought-in produce to charitable organizations and to ensure that the public receives correct and

Lastly, we want the Committees on Agriculture and
Budgetary Control to cooperate in carefully examining the inrcrvention mechanisms for fruit and vegeta-

reliable information on rhis whole issue. Hence the

bles and ro submit proposals for changes.
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I

hope that the new Commission will show more ima-

gination than the old one, that rhe imponance of this
subject will no longer be minimized and thar it will
take sensible acrion in this field. I shall help to find
sensible solutions, not only on my own but also in the
Committee on Budgetary Control.

Mr Gatti (COM).

(17) Mr President, I find it odd

that the destrucrion -of fruit and vegerables is regarded
as an urgent problem, but thar the destruction of milk
is not, because storing butter undl ir is unfit for comsumption surely amounrs ro rhe same thing as destroyln8 rt.
The Community is wasdng all the surplus products. In
the case of fruir and vegetables, we have surpluses, but
not of all producrs. These surpluses exist because the
Community is not respecting the principle of preference, leaving us wide open ro other goods from other
countries. There is no conrol on rhe qualiry of the
goods desrroyed.

Thus, although the problems and requirements which
the motion list do exist in the sector as a whole, one
fundamental point is missing
and this is whar Mr
Bocklet should have proposed.- My group would like
to see it included in the proposed amendment: adequate, new and officially recognized regulations governing informarion
on the same lines, Mr Andries- orher
sen, as those for the
production secrors
are
needed for the fruit and vegetable sector.

-

I

hope that, if they really wanr ro find a solurion to
these problems, the Commissioner and the other
groups will agree rhar this is needed.

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC).
(DE) Mr Presi- procedure
dent, the requesr for debate by urgent
of
the motion for a resolution on criticism of rhe destruction of fruit and vegeables in the Community is based
on the view that it is dangerous to focus public atrention on rhis problem since the foods destroyed, and
the quantities involved, are of little significance. They
might, and here I quote, 'provoke hostiliry among the
people of Europe to the common agricultural policy
and the European Community in general'. End of
quote. That is precisely the problem we are concerned

'with.

The information requested from the Commission by
urgent procedure is in effect an invitadon rc blur the

if the consumers in the
Community, the starving people in the world and
those working on small and medium-sized farms
realities of the situation. For

recognized their joint interests and acted accordingly,
things would get hot for the money-makers and rheir
political representatives
- and I include you among
those, Mr Bocklet!

The motion expresses regret that for technical reasons

fruit and vegetables cannot be made available to rhe
starving in the world in the same way as milk and
cereals.

There is the motion for a resolution by Mr de la Maldne, who wants to increase food aid; but here roo we
must make it quite clear rhat this is no real aid and is a
hypocritical measure. It would be paid out of rhe
development aid fund, which means rhat rhe fund
would finance the food indusry. Secondly, it would
preven[ production of domestic crops in the countries
concerned. Thirdly, surpluses are creared by imponed
feedingstuffs, which means that more markets would
be desroyed if the produce were returned ro rhose
countries. This twin mechanism would rhus desrroy
small-scale agriculture both here and elsewhere, and
the cost would be borne by the consumer.

(NI).- (NL) Mr Presidenr, millions of
people are now dying of starvarion in Africa and some
are suffering from hunger even in Europe. At rhe same
time we are having to destroy fruit and vegerables rhat
are the result of hard work on our own European soil.
Mr President, what kind of a Europe are we living in?
I therefore suggest that we should produce as much as
we need, stimulate self-sufficiency and suppon smallMr Ulburghs

scale agriculture so rhar every farmer can earn a
decent living. Self-sufficiency in Europe will be an
example to encourate self reliance in rhe Third Vorld.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, ir is quire understandable thar
there has been a grear srir as a resulr of published
reports of the destruction of fruit and vegerables
which has occurred panly as a result of rhe package of
measures agreed some years ago for rhis sector.

I
The quantities of fruir and vegetables withdrawn from
the market by the intervention procedure are small
compared with the enormous quantities of orher foodstuffs withdrawn, for example milk. Indeed, rhe enrire
Community farm policy is a system for the squandering of resources, food and human enerty. However,
as is permissible under rhis sysrem, the food processing
industry and multinationals earn millions by this destruction and exploitation at the cosr of the small arid
medium-sized holdings, and the idea here is ro prevent
people from realizing rhe true stare of affairs.

would poinr out here that published commenr on
these matters has very often been inexact and incorrect. I think that Mr Bocklet was righr ro point this
out. A first priority, and it now seems ro be rhe firsr
point at issue today, is the question: is rhere a betrer
method of getting the message across abour what is
and is not the intention behind the systems we now

I do want to make here.
Destruction of fruit and vegetables is nor one of rhe
officially approved uses of produce for which paymenr
is made by the EAGGF. It is not pan of the system but
where
and it certainly cannor be avoided in rhis sechave? There is one comment

-
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surpluses occur which cannot always be mar- in any other way and there are any number
keted
of merhods ro srimulate -sales so that the vast majority
of goods in respect of which the EAGGF intervenes
are in fact marketed
then a situation can arise that
provokes a concern -for which the Commission has
complete understanding.

Mr President, on behalf of the Commission I therefore
conclude from this debate firstly that we have to
undenake more wide-ranging and intensive publicity
activities and we have, in fact, taken a number of steps
in this direction. Those involved here know about
them but they have made insufficient funher impact
and I propose to take addidonal action on this point.
The second question that arises is whether the system
is working as it ought to. Mr President, the Commission has of course tried, within the complicated framework of the fund, to implement the system to the best
of its abilities. Nevenheless, without at this time going
into specific details, I am prepared to discuss with the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food how
improvements can be made to the system so as to minimize the kind of problems we are now experiencing. I
rather doubt, Mr President, [ha[ we can develop a system that will solve all possible problems but the Commission earnestly desires meaningful discussions with
the committee.

President.

-

( Parliament

The debate is closed.
adopted the resolution)

The Prevention of Terrorism Act in the UK
President.

-

-

The next item is the joint debate on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1379/8\ by
Mrs Crawley and others on the abuse of the Prevention of Terrorism Act in the United Kingdom;

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1a17/89 by
Mrs Banotti and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany, on the use of the
Prevention of Terrorism Act by the British authorities.

Mrs Crawley (S).
President, I welcome this
- Mrwhich
in a Parliament
has many times been

debarc

courageous and out of step in its defence of civil liberties in Europe. The Prevention of Terrorism Act in the
UK is a monstrous intrusion into the civil libenies of
thousands of men and women over the last l0 years of
its unhappy existence. The reason why this debate is of
extreme urgency it that while we have been in recess
during Christmas and the New Year, a sinister series
of detentions has been made against Irish people in rhe

United Kingdom. Three of those people were held for
seven days before one was released

without any charge

and two were charged with giving a false name. Yes,
to give a false name, rc be drunk and disorderly, to try
and board a ferry without paying are all unwise and
unnecessary things to do, but they do not warrant
being held incommunicado for seven days and treared
as a terrorist.

Let me make one thing abundantly clear, Mr President; those of us who believe it is our responsibiliry as
public and political representatives to speak out
against this draconian Act do so as defenders of innocent people's highly vulnerable civil righr, which can
be tonlly surrendered under this present Act. !7e do
not stand in defence of terrorism and never have. Ve
have continually condemned the philosophy and the
practice of the terrorist, whoever he or she is and
wherever they come from, because terrorism is the
ultimate crude destroyer of civil libenies, because it
destroys the ultimate individual right to life.

Vhat we are saying loudly and clearly is that this Act
has nothing to do with preventing terrorism. As the
figures show, just over a hundred people have been
charged with prevention of rcrrorism offences out of
the 6 000 people who have been ripped from their
homes and their communities by this Act. Vhen you
are arrested under the Prevention of Terrorism Act in
the United Kingdom, you totally surrender your normal conventional civil libenies. You have no right to
ask where you are being taken and how long you will
be held. You are then, at the end of seven days, as in
the case of several thousand people, thrown back into
your communities, always stained wirh the brand of
being a terrorist or suspected of being a terrorist, and
you become the human ddbris of bad law. A piece of
legislation which has only charged 2.70/o of those held
and intimidated by its gross and all-embracing power
is bad law, is law which has no place in a free and
democratic society, does not halt serious terrorism but
crearcs fear and intimidation and suspicion among a
huge communiry of people living in the Unircd Kingin this instance the Irish community, of which
dom
I am -a member and proud to be.

Vhen in the

1950s

Ireland exponed her only resource,

her unemployed people, thousands of Irish people
came to find work in the United Kingdom. They
helped to build the prosperity of the United Kingdom

at that time. They were integrated harmoniously into
the populadon of the United Kingdom. However, in
November 1974, because of the British Government's
political inabiliry to resolve the then current issues of
Northern Ireland, the montrous Prevention of Terrorism Act was created. Im creation paints an invisible line
over which Irish people must not step in the United
Kingdom in their aniculation of their legitimate concerns. They may not form legitimarc polidcal pressure
groups, cultural or educational groups without those
groups being discredited and the members of those
groups being intimidated. Irish people living in Brinin
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have every right rc be awkward and bloody-minded in
their analysis and their criticism of the British Government's work in Nonhern Ireland. And rhe British
Governmenr has a duty rc defend that right, not ro
treat those aniculate undaunted men and women as
being suspected of terrorism.

In the United Kingdom rhe police have increasing
powers in conventional criminal law to fight rerrorism.
The Protection of Terrorism Act is simply and crudely
an insrrument of intimidation.
Mr President, finally, Europe

has a long and painful
history of resistance ro governments and to laws which

first alienate minority populations and rhen silence
them. In our votes at [he end of this debate let us
prove that we have long memories and thar we have
learned from that painful experience and rhar Irish
people have the right to say: I do not agree. Ler us call
on the British Government to repeal this Prevention of
Terrorism Act.
(Applause)

Mrs Banotti (PPE).
Mr President, you will note
that my motion for a -resolution also srarrs by acknowledging the long-standing and harmonious relationship
which has existed between the British people and the
people of our two islands residenr in Britain.
But I rise, as a matter of urgency, ro have the Preven-

tion of Terrorism Act debated in this House

because

my own governmenr has been subject
in my opinion, quite legitimately
to enormous -pressure from
- in fronr of rhe use of this
our people resident in Britain
Act within the British Isles. For many years, during
what could ruthfully by described as the Irish Diaspora, many thousands of Irish people have emigrated
and made their homes and found work in Britain. The
Irish people have served with distinction in all spheres
of British life. Indeed, within rhis House there are ar
least as many Irish names of Members on my right and
on my left serving with distinction in the European
Parliament and originally coming from Ireland.

incommunicado. They are entitled after 48 hours to
request legal help, but that legal help is given under
very severely restricted conditions. The detainees'
families are not informed of their arrest. The Act is
causing extreme concern amongst the Irish community
and also the many welfare and civil rights organizarions working in Britain and in Ireland. Many of those
who are arresrcd and rhen released later have to return
to their own communities with the stigma of arrest and

detention hanging over them although they are, in
fact, innocent of any crime.

Irish workers, Community workers have faced difficulties in transir. Members of this Parliament have
been stopped on their way to carry out their dudes in
the European Parliament.

I am informed that the Home Secretary of
Britain, Mr Leon Brittan, has appointed an official to
review the Act when it is due for renewal next year, an
indication, I feel, also perhaps of the concern of the
British Government in this matter. Our own embassies
However,

and government have been very extensively lobbied by
many responsible groups within Brirain to take care of
the civil and human rights of our population currently
living and working in Brinin. \U7'e must, and we do,
respond to that pressure on behalf of our people.

I ask this Parliament to support my request to have the
terms and rhe implementation of this Act invesrigated.
I am fully aware of the need for suitable but just legislation to control terrorism. The spectre of terrorism
threatens all our countries within the Community. My
own government, the British Government and, indeed',
all the governments of the Community are confronted
with the responsibility of protecting the lives of innocent people from terrorist bombs. However, if excessive and harsh measures are taken in the name of the
security, they have the effect of alienating rhose whose
only wish it is to live peaceful and law-abiding lives. I
would stress that alienarion is a considerably more difficult problem to confront in the end than many of the
other problems which this Act was ser up to deal with.
(Applause)

It is because of the vast

numbers of the Irish resident
in Britain
over 750 000 Irish people currently living
- in Britain thar I raise, as a matter of
and working
urgency, the use of the Prevendon
of Terrorism Act in
the British Isles. Since this Act was passed in 1974,
6 000 Irish people have been arrested in Britain. Out

of this number, only

2.70/o were subsequently charged

and 1.80/o found guilty under the Acr. This is the equivalent of arresting 75 people for I crime.
There is a very real perception amongst the Irish community
and I stress, the responsible Irish community - in the British Isles thar this Act is being used
to trawl- our fish for information amontst rhe Irish
community. Under the terms of the Act, as already
stated, a detainee can be held for seven days vinually

Lady Elles (ED).
Mr President,
two resolu- are of coursethese
tions before the House
very different in
content and in tone. \7e have just had a full debate
earlier rhis morning on the effecr of terrorism, both
national and international. And I believe that those
members of the British Labour Group who happened
to be present for thar vore in fact supponed those
resolutions, which asked for measures to be taken
against rerrorism. The House is, therefore, ful[y aware
of the'criminal attacks on the lives and freedoms of
innocent citizens. Have they already forgotten Yvonne
Fletcher, attacked by Libyans? Have they already forgotten the bomb intended to kill the whole of the British Cabinet? Yet now we have Mrs Castle, of all people, and members'of the British Labour Group asking
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for non-renewal of the Unircd Kingdom Prevention of
Terrorism Act. Has she already forgotten rhat she was
a member of the Labour Government which introduced that Acrin 1974
(Applause

fron

...

tbe European Demooatic Group)

which renewed that Act systematically until
1979, when, fonunately, rhey came out of office?
Some of the signatories even to this resolurion
I
- I
know they failed to get back into 'l7estminster bur
believe many of rhese were members of the Labour
Pany in Vestminster presumably supponing their
government and the Act: Mr Cryer, Mr Huckfield and
Mr Newens, to name some of the ones I know
have
. . . and

they now withdrawn

their suppon for the previous

Labour administradon's legislation? They appear ro
have lost all sense of responsibility for rhe lives of rhe
people of the United Kingdom since they joined this
Parliament.
Has the heady effect of membership of this Parliament, which they seek to deride so sysremarically and
continually in the United Kingdom, enabled them to
forget that they still represent the British voters who
elected them to this place and that they are now in
pursuit of a poliry in suppon of violence and destabilization of our own way of life? Have they already for-

otti that the Irish Government is just as concerned
about acts of terrorism and the prevention of terrorism
in relation to people entering their country. Of course
we must have mutual support and cooperation in

catching terrorists who operate in both her country
and mine. I would remind her that already there have
been I I Irish police killed in Ireland as a result of terrorist activities
in case she needs reminding.
- recently and I must informSeven
people were arrested
the
House of this, because there -has been a lot of misinformation
of the seven who were arrested lwo were
regrettably -over the limits of alcohol . . .
President.

-

I

am afraid

I

must ask you to conclude,

since your speaking time is up.

Lady Elles (ED).
I must insist on continuing for
one more minute- on this matter
two no were

-

released and five have been held on serious charges.

Mr

President,

you have had misinformation. The

Prevention of Terrorism Acr is reviewed constantly by
the Bridsh Government. It is passed consrantly and

systematically and democratically by the Houses of
Parliament.
Elles, I musk ask you ro srop now.

gotten that they supponed the resolurion on [he
bombing at Brighton? Have they already forgotten

President.

that they supponed the resolution on the attack on the

Lady Ellcs (ED).
There is a review the whole dme
in the House of -Commons by the Home Secretary.
This is nothing new and this will continue.

life of one innocent citizen, namely

Policewoman

Yvonne Fletcher?

I would

remind Mrs Crawley in her suppon for civil

Iibenies that the greatest civil liberty, rhe greatest
human right, is fie right of life. She mighr remember
that. The aim of civil rights is ro prorecr life. They protect the citizens of our country or any orher counrry.

This they have forgotten so quickly. Mrs Crawley
speaks of only 100 people being charged with terrorist
offences
terrorist charges! You know rhat it
- I 100
only takes
terrorist to plant a bomb to blow up the
whole of the British Cabiner if they are successful.

(Applause

-Lady

from the European Demouatic Group)

Mr Ducarme (L).

(FR) Mr President, I would not
like to interfere in -an Anglo-Irish debarc but I should
nevertheless like to explain the reason for the way in
which the Liberal and Democratic Group will vote.
Ve consider that there is in fact a contradiction

(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)

between the vote by the Socialist Group this morning
and the motion for a resolution which has now been
abled. You cannot ask for a European legislative
arsenal while at the same time asking for a legal void
in one of the Community countries. This is why we
shall vote againsr the motion by Mrs Crawley.

I ask Parliament to reject rhat resolution.

As regards the other motion,

Mrs Banotti's resolution is different. I undersrand her
concern for her fellow-lrish citizens who happen to
live in the United Kingdom. Ve welcome them in the
United Kingdom. They live wirh rotal non-discrimination as British citizens. As she will know, rhey have rhe

enquiry and as long as the attitude of cenain representatives of the British Governmenr in international institutions gives us some grounds for hoping that this
request for an enquiry might actually be met.

One hundred is an enormous number, and
British police credit and praise for that.

I

give the

right to elect our MPs; rhey even have rhe right to
stand for election in Vestminster. Sfle are rhe only two
Community countries which never in our history have
used passpons, and it is therefore obvious rhat rhere is
going to be some control of those who come and go
between our two countries. I would assure Mrs Ban-

I

think we shall be able

to vote for it as long as ir really is a request for

an

Thus we say no to the first modon, the one by Mrs
Crawley and others, and we say yes to the motion by
Mrs Banotti.

Mr President, I would remind
Lady Ellles that I not- only voted for the resolution conMr Lalor (RDE).
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Lalor
demning the Brighton bombing but also spoke.
not take back anything I said on that occasion.

I

do

I want to say here rhat I suppon borh those resolutions, panicularly the Brirish Labour Party's condemnation of the misuse of the Acr and its demand that
Mrs Thatcher's Governmenr srop the renewal of this
oppressive Act because of its misuse. May I say to my
Irish colleague in the EPP rhat calling for an investigation into recenr asserrions, while supponable, will be
unproductive at this panicular srage with the our, our.,
out all options' woman who is in charge of the situation in Britain at the present time.
(Applaase

from tbe hrt

Lady Elles'outrateous suggestion that I voted for the
renewal of the temporary provisions act. It was temporary, it has not prevented terrorism and, in fact I
voted against its renewal consistently over many years.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament rejected the Crawley motion
and adopted the Banotti resolution)

for a resolution

South-East Asia

Interruptions by the British

-

members of tbe European Democratic Group)

President.

Mr President, I musr be given an opponuniry to speak.
I am being heckled here and abused, as usual, by those

-

the morion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1a00/89 by
the Liberal and Democratic Group on the worsening situation in South-East Asia;

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc.

people who claim to be the champions of free speech.

The misuse of the Prevention of Terrorism Act against
the Irish is abominable. Irish European Parliamentarians are also subjected to this kind of abuse while passing through Bridsh airpons. The House will therefore
appreciate the problems faced by 6 000 Irish men and
woman subjected to a week's incarceration in prison
without access to legal advice and help. I do not condone
and I emphatically restate this here, Mr President - acts of terrorism or violence carried by Irish

people

in

Britain. Neither does either

I would ask our friends in the Liberal Group to look ar
them again.
(The President urged the speaher to conclade)

Lady Elles was able to finish her sraremenr. An attempt
was made to get her to conclude, bur she finished her
speech with the sraremenr thar there is nothing new

and this will conrinue.

I

hope she was not alking

about the Terrorism Act and that she was not claiming
that the misuse of it will still continue. It would be
horrible if she were supponing such a posirion and at

the same time speaking against rerrorism. This

is

government terrorism ro which Irish people are subjected, institutional rcrrorism.
(Appkuse from the left

-

Protests

from the ight)

Prcsident.
This is not a debate on narional legisla- cannot continue
tion, and we
in this way. Each one is
being atacked in turn, so it is fair all round.

Mr Cryer

(S).-

On a point of order, Mr President.
Under Rule 67 I do have the righr of rebutml against

The next irem is rhe joinr debare on:

de la Maldne and

2-V0a/8\

by

Mr Malaud, on behalf of

rhe

Group of the European Democraric Alliance, on
the political trials in Ho Chi Minh City;

-

of the two

motions before us. I want therefore ro compliment and
praise Mrs Crawley highly for her brillianr expos6 of
the position. I see no contradiction in condemning this
misused act and at rhe same time supponing rhe resolution on terrorism being debated here this morning.

Mr

-

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-lal2/84) by
Mr Sdrbois and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right, on Communist repression in
Vjer Nam;
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-Al5/8$ by
Mr Mallet and others, on behalf of rhe Group of
the European People's Pany, on the situation in
Kampuchea.

Mr Beyer de Ryke

(L).-

(FR) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, once upon a rime there was a srory
about a wicked fairy, a disranr cousin of the good fairy
Carabosse. The srcry of a people whose destiny she
controlled. Many believed or at least claimed to
believe that people ro be a marryr to its independence
and freedom; and after many years they forced the
most powerful nation on earth to its knees.
Once it was masrer of its own destiny, under the leadership of masters whom rhey elected or who were
forced upon them, the counrry invaded a neighbouring
country and began ro setrle down. Meanwhile, within

its own frontiers, the regime became so oppressive
that, rather than stay there, thousands upon thousands
of the people fled, preferring the risks of an open boat
on the high seas ro conrinued oppression. Special
camps for political prisoners were ser up and, since
they were not enough to contain the revolt, the revolutionaries were tried, condemned, and shot.
That, Mr President, is a story from rhe land of rice
fields and highlands, where rhe greeting is 'Muon-An'
a thousand years of life. And since che story has
-become
a nightmare reality, and that a thousand years
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of life means a thousand years of death, we call upon
you to support this motion for resolurion, which has
the suppon of the Liberal Group, rhe Chrisrian Democrat Group, the Conservative Group, and the Gaullisr
Group. Vords, ladies and genrlemen, do nor resur-

rect; they cannot restore Tran Van BA, Le Quoc
Quan, or Ho Thai Bach to life; but they can cry 'out-

That is a threat to Viet Nam's neighbours who are
fighdng for their independence, too. The Ho Chi
Minh Ciry executions are a warning, particularly to
the Cambodians who, after the monstrous demands of
the Khmer Rouges, are now threatened with funher
foreign domination

-

cenainly less disorganized, per-

haps less melodramatic, but no less barbaric.

rage'.

Ve
Both Laurent Fabius, who is a political socialist, and
Val6ry Giscard d'Esaing, a progressive liberal, had
intervened and called for mercy. Their only reply was
the echo of the Hanoi firing-squad.

can do no more than express our indignation at
the summary executions which have taken place in
South Vietnam. \7e shall not forget the sight of the
emaciated figures in their ragged clothes, shown so
charmingly on the Vietnamese television. And never

Only yesterday

shall we forget the look of fear, flashing over the faces
fear
the firing squad. And these were dangerous
-terrorists,of bent
on overthrowing the regime? This was
no more than a sinister farce.

communist regime anywhere.

The effons of the French Government and many leading European figures have led ro rwo of the sentences
being commurcd ro life imprisonment. But there is no
knowing what fate awaits the orhers
more rhan
2 000 of them, we are told
tomorrow. -

and here I address myself to our
- on
French colleagues
the Socialist benches
- Mr
Jacques Huntzinger, the secretary of the French
Socialist pafty responsible for inrernational relations,
declared severely but justly that the presenr-day
r6gime in Viet Nam is the hardest and most repressive

Tran Van Bi was professor of economic sciences at
the University of Nanterre. He returned ro his people
to find suffering and death. The morion for a resolution before you is our homage to him, and our moral
suppon to all those who in Viet Nam and Cambodia
are working to ensure that a wish of a thousand years
of life may one day again be a wish of hope.
(Applause

fron

tbe rigbt)

(FR) Mr Presidenr, I am
Mr Baudouin (RDE).
- for resolurion has been
delighted that this motion
accepted for topical and urgent debate; for a few days
it was currency in the world's newsrooms and public
opinion, and then, as is so often the case, ir was forgotten. Our rask in rhis House is nor to forger. In
accordance with a scenario which has by now become
a classic, a totalitarian regime draws attention away
from internal and exrernal problems by staging what
they dignify with the name of trial, but what I personally prefer to call a purge. And ar rhe end of such a
trial
parody of a rrial, there were five dearh
- a sham,
sentences
in Ho Chi Minh City.

-

In the face of this murderous challenge, we must insist
that the Vietnamese authoriries inform the families of
prisoners, that their visiting righrc are respecred and
above all that defence
proper defence
is avail- atrention
able. It is not much, but- it is our dury ro call
to crime, injustice and barbarism wherever rhey occur.
And after all, as Camus, who was awarded rhe Nobel
prize for literature, once remarked, 'words can in the
long run prove harder rhan bullets'. rUfl'e must hope so.

(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
Mr Stirbois (DR).
in Ho -Chi Minh City rwo people con-

gentlernen,

demned to death have been granted a reprieve. They
are still in prison. Three others who also received a
death sentence have been executed. In Vier Nam it is a
crime to be anti-communisr. The Saigon regime of 10
years ago was far from perfect, but ar least there was
an aura of freedom. Ir's inrention was ro finally granr
its people some happiness after so many years of war
and suffering. The Saigon regime, supporred by the
Americans, was criticized and atracked in all inrcrnational bodies because ir dared ro oppose a communist
takeover.

Viet Nam is a martyr country if ever there was one
and, suffocaring under the most implacable communisr
regime imaginable, its bloodstained present reminds us
that human righr, which to them represenr a challenge and a threar, are being flouted with a cynicism
which defies comprehension. They are a rhrea[ ro rhe

poor people under the heel of Phan Van Dong, for
they must not forger his rotal power and determination that they must abandon all hope of libeny and
democracy. More than ever before rhose who dare in
South Vietnam to show their hopes of libeny are victims of spying, of imprisonment, of deponation and of
torrure. And regularly the Viet Nam communisr find

it

necessary, in their own words, to make an example.

In Europe there was a spare of leftist demonstrations
supponing the Vietcong, who roday seem, even [o
some on that very same left, to be nothing other than
the most despicable of roralitarians. There are more
than 2 000 prisoners accused of anri-revolutionary
activities wairing ro hear their fate. This Parliament
should nor only condemn rhis violation of human
rights
rheir lawyers are appointed by the coun, rhe
- are
accused
deprived of the right to speak
but must

- regime in
also condemn and denounce the communisr

Viet Nam. Ve bitterly acknowledge today rhe furiliry
of the 'agreements' reached in Paris, which got the
authors the Nobel Peace Prize but rewarded South
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Viernam with nothing except deponations, massacres
and economic ruin.
Every man and women who atmches any imponance
to the values of freedom and justice should suppon the
Vietnamese freedom fighters in denouncing the rorali-

tarian regime which, after failing miserably

in

its

attempts to run the country, is reduced to dealing with
peoples' dissatisfaction by means of concentration
camps and firing squads.

Finally, it seems to me thar rhose members of this Parliament who have distinguished themselves by their
inopportune prorcsts in defence of human righm in
Turkey and Chile are proving very silent on this matter. But it true of course that their vision is blinkered
when it comes to events on the orher side of rhe iron
cunain and in the gulags of the Easrern bloc countries.
There is obviously a very good reason for this.

My group will vote in favour of the amendment tabled

by the RDE, Liberal and European

Democraric

refugees on her territory.

Mr Voltfer (S).

-

(NL) Mr President, no one

speak about the situation in South Vietnam

can

or South-

East Asia without mking into account the historical
con[ext of all these developments.
Everybody knows how horribly Cambodia was ruled
when the Khmer Rouge were still in power.'!7e cannot want to be responsible for the return of that
regime and ir is frightening to think back to such a
situation. !7e do not wan[ to accept any responsibility

for those murders and thac genocide.

Ve

extend an invitation ro rhem to vote in
favour of our motion which, I will just remind you,
requests the Commission to suspend immediately all
Communiry aid and relarions wirh Vier Nam until
such time as human righrs and freedom have been resGroups.

bodia, based on the recognition of the right of the
Cambodian people to self-determination, and Viet
Nam's respect for the territorial , sovereignty and
integrity of Thailand. However, we consider that the
Community should go funher, and we call for negotiations with the ASEAN countries to consider measures which will allow Thailand to deal with the serious problems posed by the presence of almost 200 000

tored.

Mr Mallet (PPE).

(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and

gentlemen, this succession
of events in South-Easr Asia
arouses our concern and our reproval. First, the Stalinist type of trial which has jusr been described and condemned, but secondly, and cenainly not to be forgotten, the increasingly harsh repression being inflicted
on South Viernam.
Next there is the tragedy of the Cambodian people,
under the prolonged occuparion of their country by
Viet Nam, and aggravated by rhe large-scale milirary
operations against the democratic Cambodian resistance and, in panicular, the batrle ar Ampil on the Thai
border on 7 January last, which involved the use of
major military resources. Lastly, there are rhe acts of
aggression towards Thailand, several incursions into
Thai territory, and the desrruction by a Viernamese
SAM-7 missile of a Thai aircraft within Thailand.
These facts are indicarive of the rrue nature of rhe
present regime in Viet Nam, which wears rhe apparel
of the defender of liberty bur is in fact norhing more
than another implacable, expansionisr, toralitarian
regime, like its Sovier model, which conrinuously
floum human righm, and seeks ro dominate rhe whole
of Indo-China and all its neighbours, a threat to libeny, to security and to peace in Sourh-East Asia.
Consequenrly, in accordance with the United Nations
resolutions, we call for rhe withdrawal of Vietnamese
forces from Kampuchea, and for the way ro be sought
to a political, rather than a military solurion, in Cam-

It

is indeed for these reasons that we have always condemned the occupation of Viet Nam and the presence
of the Vietnamese in Cambodia. After all, we recognize the sovereign status of Cambodia and its right, to
self-determination. In so doing, Mr President, we have
always stressed that this should under no circumstances lead to the return to power of the Khmer
Rouge and the reign of terror carried out there in the
past. \/e want rhese two elemenrs ro be inextricably
linked and this is why we believe that the current ioint
amendment inadequately reflects our poinr of view
and pays insufficient attention to the second element,
i.e. a return to the Khmer Rouge regime. Our objec-

tion to the existing amendment is not, therefore,

its

condemnation of the Vietnamese occupation but
rather the fear of an eventual Khmer Rouge return.
For these reasons we oppose this amendment and feel
that we must abstain.
This has nothing to do with one-sidedness or the views
expressed here that we are sympathetic to the Vietnamese cause. That has nothing to do with it
what
is involved is our concern for human rights, including
in Cambodia, and about the situation once the Vietnamese have gone. The Socialist Group is not prepared to accept one-sided human rights policies and it
is unjust to insinuate that ir does. My group opposes
the death sentences pronounced in Ho Chi Minh Ciry
just as much as anyone here.'!fle want [o stress to the
Vietnamese that this is an uncivilized and unacceptable
way to govern. Ve wanr to make that express statement here and for that reason do wish to suppon the
draft motion by Mr de la Maldne. Unfortunarely, we
must at this moment abstain as a group from voting on
the joint amendment over the return of the Vietnamese. It is for that and no other reason and I would
like to point out rhat ir is an absolure farce if all rhose
people concerned abour human righm suddenly begin
to accuse each other of one-sidedness and push into
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Voltier
the background all kinds of polirical argumenrs rhar
they themselves had brought to the fore.

On behalf of my group, I want ro srress that once
again. My troup supporr.s human righr quite irrespective of the regime concerned. \(e believe it is our dury
to defend human rights wherher [hese are threatened
in Communist or Vestern countries and, I would like
to stress this here again, whatever rhe political sysrem

muniry as a whole, with all its Member Smrcs, is the
biggest donor to the refugee aid programmes. A
special effon was made in 1984, when Community aid
was stepped up to some five and a half million ECU,
25o/o more than the 1983 figure.

Ve

were involved in three projects: one in conjunction with the United Narions High Commission for
refugees, for a toral of 3.25 million ECU to buy I 0 000

of that State.

tonnes of cereals; the second in conjunction wirh the

Mr Prag (ED).
President, Viet Nam, whose
- Mr
armies occupy both
Laos and Cambodia, whose military forces are greater than rhose of all the South-East

United Nations regional organization and the Vorld
Food Piogramme to buy I 150 tonnes of beans and
975 tonnes of dried fish; and the third, a gift of
300 000 ECU for emergency aid to refugees from rhe
fighting along the borders of Thailand. This medical
and food aid programme was followed by the !7orld
Food Programme with the cooperation of six Euro-

Asian narions pur roterher, is yet again attacking
Cambodian resistance forces and invading Thai rcrritory. A Thai aircraft has been brought down. Khmer
refugees are again flooding inrc Thailand, crearing
vast human problems. Yer every year since Viet Nam
invaded Cambodia the United Nations General
Assembly has adopted, last year without opposirion, a
resolution calling on Vier Nam to withdraw irc occupying armies from Cambodia and to permir free and
fair elections under United Nations supervision. Now
Cambodia itself, as indeed the whole of Viet Nam, is
suffering from a totalitarian repression which grows
more severe each day.

Mr \Toltjer's

excuse is not good enough. There is no
question of bringing back Pol Pot. Cambodia has suffered long enough from two detesable Communisr
regimes, that of Pol Pot and now rhe puppet regime of
Hun Sen. It is time the United Narions' resolutions
were complied with and ir is time rhat Vier Nam lefr
the long-suffering Cambodians to rule rhemselves.

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission.

pean non-governmental organizations.

I can also assure you that the Commission is ready to
do all in its power to meet the demands of the different organizations directly responsible for aiding the
refugees.

Frequent coordinarion meerints are held for donors,
and the Commission is regularly represenred, as ir was
the last meeting in New York on 28 November 1984.

President.

Bearing in mind the political situation in Viet Nam
and Cambodia, the cooperarion and aid policy
adopted throughour 198a by the Commission was
fully in line with the recommendations contained in
the European Parliament's Resolurion of February

(Parliament adopted Amendment No lt repkcing the
motions for resolutions Doc.2-1400/84 and Doc.
2-1415/84
Tbe resolution (Doc. 2-1404/84) was
adopted and- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1412/
84) uas rejeoed)

Faminc

Prcsident.

circumsrances,

to

avoid

The next item is the joinr debare on:

Group of the European Democratic Alliance, on
the delivery of food in the counrries affected by
famine;

give

redoubling the hardships of the peoples affected.

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1382/89 by
- the
Mr de la Maldne and others, on behalf of rhe

to
borh Viet Nam and Cambodia only
- which
the aid
was justified on humanitarian grounds

in view of the exceptional

The debate is closed.

(17) Mr

President, respect for human rights is, in -our view, a
fundamental issue, and we intend ro use all the polirical and economic means available to us, wirhin rhe
framework of the Trearies, to achive it.

1984

-

-

On the other hand, the Commission has avoided giv-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2aala/8\ by
Mr Debatisse and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on the distributioh of food aid in Ethiopia.

ing any aid, even through non-tovernmental organizations,
used

if

rhere were any possibility that

to finance the economic

it could be
of a dis-

consequences

proponionate and indefensible military effon.
The Commission has done its utmosr ro ease the plight
of the people gathering along rhe border. The Com-

t

Amendment No I bv Mr Gawronski and Mr Deniau on
behalf of the Liberal and Democraric Group; Mr Habsburg, Mr Mallet, Mr Estgen and Mr Croux-on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany; Mr Praq on
behalf of the European-Democritic Groui and Mr de la
Maline on behalf of the Group of the European Democratic Alliance.
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(FR) Mr President, ladies
Mr Mouchel (RDE).
- of famine in rhe world is
and gentlemen, the problem
becoming so great that our group has deeided to table
a motion for resolution which I hope will receive the
suppon of a large majority of the House.

Community aid is effective; and that is indeed in the
interest of the people whom we aim rc help. That, ladies and gentlemen, is the purpose of the resolution
which I put to you with the suppon of many members
and the Group of the European Peoples' Pany.

Famine is now such a great disasrer rhat we have a
duty to act quickly and seek the most effective ways of

There is, indeed, ample jusdfication for our concern in
the repons of the way aid is being handled, and sometimes even divened, repons of the impossibility of
obtaining a cease-fire which would ensure its proper
forwarding, repons
not so widely reported even in
our own countries - of the bombing of columns of

putting an end to it. Ve must decide to send food aid
that is self-evident, but it is not enough if the aid

-does not reach the starving millions. Ve must concern
ourselves with the means of transponing the supplies.

I

shall mention two problems in panicular. The first

relates to the longer term. Some countries do not have

adequate pon facilities to cope with the volume of
food supplies required by the population. Here we
have a manifest need for harbour works to be carried
out so that the countries concerned can develop in the
future. !(i'e must nevenheless face up to an extremely
serious situation in the shoner rerm, and its urgency
no longer needs to be demonstrated. For those regions
which are remorc from the sea, we have the addirional
difficulty on inland rransporr of the food. There is no
shon term answer to the absence of roads and railways, but the problem is aggravated by the almost
tonl absence of transpon vehicles.

\flould it not be possible to make trucks and drivers
with
available to these peoples undl the next harvest
- there
due care, of course, in selecting priorities? Alas,
still remains the problem of the seasons when transport
overland is impossible, and in this panicular case, but
also in cenain other areas where the situation is quite
desperate, speed is now the only hope for survival.

.
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I recall the Sahel famine of tg73; ar rhe rime French
farmers wished to provide direct aid to the people concerned. They did not hesitate to chaner aircraft to
ransport supplies inrc the heart of Africa. Airfields are
still sometimes a good disance from the people, and
they then had to ransfer the supplies into smaller aircraft and drop them over the inaccessible areas. Could
we not do the same again today on a larger scale,
using greater resources? And with these means, should
we not be helping organize the disribution, to avoid
wasrc and abuse? And why do we not make more use
of the network of charitable organizations which have
over the years shown rheir efficienry in the rcerh of
the precariously small resources available [o [hem.

refugees; ample justification for us to show our determined concern and keep up steady pressure on all the

panies concerned: not merely the government of
Ethiopia, which can reasonably be charged with serious mismanagement and responsibility for the situadon, but also the on governments of our Member
States and on the Commission, to ensure that those
governments and the Commission have rhe political
courage to take up the defence of these, the least privileged, who are caught in the pincers of rivalries, of
interests and of schemes which are beyond them.

Our duty, ladies and gentlemen, is also to lay stress on
all the positive work which has already been accomplished, so that it may serve as an incentive, and that
the hope it has already brought may be repeated as it

Ve must make special mention of the continuing effon of the Sudan, whose own difficulties have
never diminished the expression of welcome and of
solidarity.

deserves.

That is also the purpose of the reference in our motion
for resolution to the panial rescue of the Falasha community. If such a courageous testure of fraternity
could be repeated amongst all those who are in a position to help the famine victims, we would be able to
see, in this bleakest of even6, the signs of hope which
this world so badly needs.
(Applause)

(IT) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Trivelli (COM).
- voting for the motion for resogentlemen, we shall be
ludon tabled by Mr de la Maldne and against that
tabled by Mr Debatisse. Ve shall do so because Mr de
la Maldne's motion sets out fairly the problem of the
pracdcal efficiency of aid, togerher with its associated
problem of transpon; Mr Debatisse goes into value
judgemenm

Mr

(FR) Mr President, ladies
Dcbetissc (PPE).
and gentlemen, it is the- sheer scale of the tragedy of
the famine in Africa which now makes it our duty to
keep it constantly in mind.
Necessary though such a first srep is, we cannot
remain content with a resolution such as the one we
have already approved, calling for emergency aid to be
sent to the famine-struck regions. Ve must follow that
with evidence of our real concern to ensure that our

of the political situation in the counries

which need the aid.

This sets a rhorny problem; aid cannot be allowed to
be used as a carrot or as a stick; nor can it have
attached to it any perticular conception, such as our
own, of society. There is a famine in Ethiopia, as there
is a famine in the Sahel. Our duty is to see to the effectiveness of the aid provided by the Community and
our individual nations, without any reference to polidcal judgements.
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(NL) Mr President, those peo-

ples who are starving must indeed be helped, bur I
think a couple of poinc are apposite.

Ethiopia was once a fertile land of which 700lo was
under forest. Is any kind of reafforestation planned? Is
it true that Ethiopia, as stated in yesterday's paper, sdll
exports meat? Should one not artempt to achieve
economic self-sufficiency with a network of roads for
the movemenc of supplies. Should one nor encourage

Again, emergency aid has been given to repair insmllations which have been destroyed, such as the waterways linking northern Cameroon and Chad.

Ve

have already staned on the planning for the new
Lom6 Convention, and we will be giving very careful
consideration to any proposal to finance infrastructure
measures, or the improvement of access routes, just as
we will to any protramme concerned with reforesta-

tion or

combating desertification. These are, of
I am sure that you are

peace netotiations that recognize the distinctive srarus
of the various peoples.

course, only our criteria, and

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission.
(IT)
- of Mr
President, the Commission is very well aware
the

I

European Parliamenr's concern, and indeed shares this

concern, about the alarming situation in the African
countries hit by rhe famine
both in terms
- alarming
of the sheer volume of aid needed
and in terms of the
problem of the infrastrucrures needed to distribute this
aid.

I

remind you of the effons already made by rhe
Commission, and in panicular rhe commitmenr made
by the European Council at Dublin ro send I 200 000
tonnes of grain to rhe worsr-hit countries. The delivery of much of this grain is now underway.

May

However, in view of the fact rhar the 1985 budger has
not been approved, ir has nor been possible ro allocate
the 200 000 or so tonnes which were to have been
financed by appropriations for 1985. \7e hope rhat,
with the support of Parliament, and in panicular with
the aid of Mr Galland's report submitred on behalf of
the European Parliament's Committee on Development and Cooperation and which we will be examining today, we will be able to find a solution to chis
problem in the near future.

I would

also like, Mr President, ro draw Parliamenr's
attention ro rhe reporr submitred by rhe Commission
in December 1984 on rhe implementarion of the measures agreed on following the European Council in
Dublin. The report was senr officially to the European
Parliament.

Aid distribution, of course, remains a problem. Speakers have referred ro rransportarion problems. The
Member Srates will, in fact, be supplying Ethiopia with

It is also true, Mr de la Maldne, that
these distribution problems are panicularly acute in
countries with no access ro rhe sea, such as Mali and
Chad, and in a number of regions which are a long
way from the ports, as is rhe case in Erhiopia.
some 500 lorries.

In the past, the Commission has financed major infrastructure projects to develop road and rail nerworks in
these countries: the modernization of the DjiboutiAddis Ababa railway, for example, for a rotal of 5 million ECU, or the consrruction of the road berween
Lom6 and Niger.

17. 1.85

aware that their achievement will depend to some
extent on the priority given to rhem by our panners.
share Mr Debatisse's opinion that the lack of infrastructure is not the sole cause for the delay in rhe distribution of aid. The terrible famine which has hit Ethiopia has, as we know, been aggravated by the conflict
in cenain regions of that country. \(e consider rhat
any progress made towards peace would considerably
ease the disribution of aid to the people, who are
already in grave difficulties.

In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to refer ro a
point which has often been raised in this House and
which we have heard again roday. There are rumours
that some of the aid may nor be reaching ir goal. I
would remind you thar in 1983 the Commission conducted a full inquiry, in direct conracr with the organizations working on the spot. This inquiry found no
evidence, either on a local or on a wider level, that any
aid to speak of was going astray. This was confirmed
by the mission sent in June 1983 by the European Parliament's Committee on Cooperation and Development, [he conclusions of which were accepred by rhis
House in April 1984 during a debate on the Hgrn of
Africa.
Recently, in November 1984, Unicef carried our an
inquiry into this same problem and found no irregularities. As was shown quite clearly in rhe motions for
resolutions, these are basically rumours which have
been proved in the past to be unfounded by checks
carried ou[ on the spor but which have been resurrected in recent weeks. Ve will look into whether or
not they have any foundation.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, with the aid of
this House we have done all in our power to combat
rhe rcrrible famine in Africa, and we will continue our
effons taking inro accounr rhe observarions and
suggestions made here today. The Commission will
continue to rake the grearest care ro ensure that rhe
aid gets through as quickly as possible to those who
need it today, because tomorrow may be too late. May
I assure you, for my own part, that we will do our
utmost [o ensure that our effons, which are for all of
us not .just a polidcal bur a moral obligation, achieve
their aim.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the tuo resolutions)

r7. t.
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Ve

are now faced with a problem. Ve must finish the
debate at one o'clock. I can only put the motion for a

resolution on European Music Year to the vote if
noone speaks on it, which is what was decided this

'\fle

half an hour, and I am afraid it is already too late.
could possibly vote on the two motions for resolutions
on lhe cold wearher if no one else asks to speak on
them.

mornlng.

Mrs Larive-Groenendaal

(L).-

(NL) Mr President,

I should like to propose to the House to postpone the
vote on this motion until February, since next week
the Committee on Budgets is due to come together for
a very imponant meeting at which the whole system of
provisional twelfths will be discussed. My group holds

the view that, however imponant European Music
Year may be, we would simply be engaging in demagogy if we now voted for the resolution, since the
financial procedure in Anicle . .

I am very anx- Mr President,
ious to have a vote on the composite resolutions on
'!7e have
human rights. I think we ought to do that.
two minutes and all we have to do is take the vote.
Mr Andrews (RDE).

There are a number
mined .

of very important

issues con-

..

President.

-

I am afraid we cannot do that.

.

Mr Andrews (RDE).
President.
Under Rule 48 of the Rules for Procedure, I am -afraid we cannot do what yo$r suggest, Mrs

I

just ask for a little advice

and direction from you. I wonder, is it possible to have
my speech entered on the record?

Larive-Groenendaal.

I am afraid we cannot do that, since this
is a joint debate and we cannot pick individual subjects
President.

Mr

(DE) Mr President, all the
Hahn (PPE).
groups agree rhat -we can vole on this without a
debate, since otherwise very many events which are
part of the European Music Year will not take place.
(Applause)

Lady Elles (ED).
On a point of order, Mr President. Now that Mr- Cryer is in his seat, I believe I owe
him a profound apology. I had assumed that he was a
Member of the House of Commons at the time the
Prevention of Terrorism Act was passed and renewed
systematically by a British Labour Government and
that he had supported the Labour Government. I
undersnnd from what he said later that he had not
supponed the Labour Government. I just wanted to
put the facts right. I owe him an apology for what I
believe was a reasonable assumption.

\7hat you say is like music in my ears,
President.
- ro another item
but it belongs
on the agenda.
o*

,,

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1r69/t4) by Mr Hahn
and others on guaranteeing the European Communities'commitment to make an appropriate contribution
to the organization of Europcan Music Year in 19t5 in
the light of the reiection of the draft budget for 19t5:
adopted.

*"*
Ve
deal with the other items. If
- stillcannot
lisrcd were !o speak, it would take
all rhetspeakers
President.

-

out.

(DE) Mr President, we do
- on the cold weather should
not agree that the motions
be dealt with and not those on human righr. !7e
therefore request an adjournment of the sitting.

Mr von der Vring (S).

(S).
On a point of order, Mr Presi- us what will happen to the resodent. Can you advise

Mr Falconer

lution on human righm?
The motions for resolutions will become
President.
void and -must, if necessary, be tabled again. I am
afraid I cannot alrcr the agenda. The questions on
human rights come before the resolutions on the cold
weather, and I cannot bring any item forward. That is
how we always proceed. Anything which has not been
dealt with by one o'clock is not dealt with at all.

Lord Bethell

(ED).- I am glad you have made that

Mr President, and I very much hope that this
will be the last time that we get a large number of
human righr issues put on the order paper at very
decison,

short notice, without any reference to the appropriate
committee or sub-committee, without any information
being made available to Members of this House to
enable it to make a properly considered judgment.
There is no other subjecr wich is discussed in this way
by this European Parliament. It really is reating this
Parliament wirh contempt to ask . . .
(Tbe President urged the speaher to conclude)

I am delighted you have made this decision. I hope this
is the last time we shall have a list

like this.
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Mr President, I do not wish to

markot and, secondly, agricultural restructuring poli-

abuse your position as others in this fusembly wish to
do. Can you please advise me is to whether rhe resolu-

cies which are inextricably linked with the market and
price elements of agricultural policy.

Mr Falconer (S).

-

tions on human rights will be tabled automatically for
the next part-session? That is what I am seeking:
information on what will happen ro them.
Parliament which lays down the
- It is
If each group nominates so many
of ircms.

Presidcnt.

order

speakers on the individual ircms, the urgent debarc is
still closed at one o'clock even if we have not dealr
with all the motions for resolutions before us. They
then become void and must, if necessary, be abled
again.

(The sitting uas
P.*.)

suspended

at I p.m. and

resumed at

3

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President

As far as the first point, the reform of the wine marke[,
is concerned, I would request that Parliament discuss
the Gatti report on this subject during its February
session and would very much appreciate such action. I
consider the restructuring of agricultural structural
policy just as imponant as the modificadon of market
and pricing poliry so firmly mckled under the previous
Commission. After all, in the long term it is precisely

agricultural structural policy, as well as market and
pricing policy, which must offer those on the land
hope for the future.
As you see, Mr President, we have a great deal of
work to get through during the next few monrhs. I am
confidEnt that the European Parliament and the Commission see things in the same light at least in as much
as recognizing the urtency of these problems. As far as
I am concerned, you can be assured that I shall seek
close consultation with Parliament and of course, in
panicular, with the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.

I will now go on, Mr
4. Dairy quotas
The next item is the sratement by the
Commission- on the agricultural sector, with panicular
reference to dairy quotas.
Presidcnt.

Mr

Andricssen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr Presidcnt, in my new capaciry as Commissioner responsible for agriculture and fisheries, I am
delighted to be able to make a shon sraremenr here
today. I would like ro take advantage of the opponunity first to say something about our shon-rcrm plan of
action in rhe field of agriculture, which will probably
evoke a certain amoun[ of interest in rhis Parliament,
and then go on to talk about the application of rhe
dairy quota within the Communiry.
As far'as agriculrural prices are concerned, I intend to
ask the Commission ro discuss and derermine price
levels for the nexr round before the end of the monrh.
That would allow me to place rhe proposed prices
before the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food on 31 January. I hope and rrusr rhar Parliamenr
will do its very best ro come [o an opinion over rhese

prices during the March session. The Commission
attaches the greatest possible imponance to having the
Council come to an atreemenr before I April and will
do all it can ro bring this about.
The Commission also considers it extremely imponanr
that the Council, prior ro rhe price negotiations
- i.e.
no Iater than the February meering, manages to decide
at least on two marrers: reorganization of the wine

President, to make some comments on the application of the dairy quota system. I
am very well aware that this is a politically sensirive
matter in all the Member Sares and consequently, of
course, in this Assembly as well. I can quire understand
that you wanl !o keep very well informed on rhis sub-

ject and on my own parr I will provide all possible
cooperation whether within the plenary meering,
before the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food or before the recenrly formed working p^ny
or sho+rld I perhaps call it the supervisory pany.

-

During the December session, Mr President, I was
of my new responsibilities when I

given a foretaste

informed you on behalf of Mr Dalsager, as to how we
thought, in December, the system would be applied. I
can confirm today thar we believe we are on course to
keep milk deliveries wirhin the Community below the
99.4 million [onne [arger set for the current sales season. The mos! recenr esrimares available to us indicare
that milk deliveries fell by 40lo berween April and
December 1984 compared with the same period in the
previous year. That is a clear change in the trend of
recent years and is even more remarkable, Mr Presidenq if one nores rhat there was an increase in milk
deliveries of 4o/o in 1983 alone and than even in the
first quarter of 1984 there was still 30/o growth. This

I think, the very clear difference between
developments after the introduction of rhe sysrem and
rhe trend exisring direcdy prior to inrroduction.

shows,

The reduction in milk deliveries, Mr Presidenr, is even
more evident in the appreciably greater drop in the
production of the major goods subject to Community

intervention. During the period April
1984, 120/o less butter was produced

to December
in rhe'Com-
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munity than in the corresponding period in 1983 and
in the case of skimmed-milk powder the fall was no
less than 200/0. You will undersmnd that this fall in
production is extremly welcome at a time when we are
making great effons to reduce stocks of butter and
skimmed-milk powder. In both cases, the special marketing campaigns we decided on last year are now
beginning to bear fruit.

Mr

President, the Commission considers

it

vitally

imponant that this encouraging progress towards
achieving production urgets is continued during the
next few years. '$/e should not lose sight of the fact
that the tarBet for the following sales season is a million tonnes lower than the present one. At the last
meering of the Council of Agricultural Ministers, I
again stressed that the system of additional levies must

be effectively applied throughout the whole Community in accordance with the appropriate directives.

I

it is advisable here to define three separate
of this subject. There are, respectively, those
concerned with contraventions, finances and directives, i.e. the practical application of the quota system
in the various Member States. I left the Council in no
think

aspects

doubt

either -

and do not want the Parliament to be in any

- that wherever there is any deviation from
correcr application of the directives, the Commission
will not hesimte to apply the necessary administratiye
pressure on the Member States to conform with the
rules. Procedures have already been opened in some
cases of contravention.
As far as the second, financial, aspect is concerned, it
was the wish of the previous Commission to safeguard
the financial position of the Community. The Commission is responsible for the management of the
C.ommunity funds, both expenditure and income, and
we are required to act like responsible citizens in this.
For this reason, in December 1984 and for the first
payment due in 1985, we have instituted a reduction in
those cases where Member States were clearly in contravention.

President, I don't think it is wise or sensible to
have any deep discussion at this stage of contraventions or finances. \flhen the Council of Ministers discussed this matter last Monday and Tuesday, they did
not do so either and the Commission's wish is simply
that the quota system be applied efficiently and correcdy in order to keep within certain products tartets.
That is the crux of the matter so that it was panicularly that point that I posed during the Council meeting and I would like to do the same here this afternoon. In so doing, the Commission is very well aware
that the first year in which rhe system is applied, bringing with it as it does such deep changes in existing
relationships, expectations and circumstances, will
mean that cenain difficulties may arise in the application of this superlevy system. This is lrue not only of
national administrations but also of rhe dairy indusry
and dairy farmers themselves.

Mr

Ir was, therefore, partly in view of these considerations
rhat the target for the first year of the system's application was set at one million tonnes more than the final
production rartet. It was for these reasons too, that
previous Commission agreed to some delay in the first
payment and to it being halved. Similarly the Commission agreed, in rhe light of experience, to change the
rules on applying the system in a number of cases in
order to cope with a number of practical problems. In
doing this, of course, account was also taken of statemenrs made by this Parliament.

Mr President, and I do want to really
sress rhe point, a precondition of all this is that the
basic principles of the quota system are nor attacked
Nevertheless,

and remain completely intact.

In other words, the

Commission considered that it should respond to the
many wishes that were expressed simply by making a
number of adjustments that are more technical or legal
in nature.
'!7hat

basic prerequisites are there for progress in this
direction? There are two. The first is that the Commis-

to consider any proposal that
would result in exceeding, in any way whatsoever, the
agreed total dairy quota. In other words, no expansion
of the quota. Second prerequisite: nor is the Commission prepared to consider proposed changes that
sion is not prepared

would in fact lead to a formal introduction of

a

national quota sysrcm. Based on rhese two conditions
the Commission presented six proposed amendmenrc
to the Council early this week. As I have said these
concern technical changes but they will definitely contribute ro more efficient application of the quota system during the first year and in some cases will allow a
more balanced application. In just one case, the formal
opinion of the European Parliament will be required

before the appropriate Council regulation can

be

amended.

Mr

President,

I

hope and trust that Parliament will

cooperate in decision-making on this point by issuing
its opinion as early as the February session.

On this occasion I want to be fairly brief on my comments on the various changes in the application of this
system though, of course, I will go into the subject in
greater detail with the Committee on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food should this Committee require
such information. Very briefly, therefore, Mr Presiilent, I will list six points on which the Commission is
prepared to make its directives somewhar more flexible.

Firstly, under exeptional circumstances we are pre-

to incorporate 1980 as a possible alternative
reference year. This is not an obligatory change but
does offer the possibility to make corrective action in
pared

extraordinary

cases.

Secondly, when a tenancy agreemenr is terminated, we
are prepared to allocate pan of the reference quantity
to the depaning tenant.
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Thirdly, we are prepared to accept a siruarion in which
quantities reserved for direcr sales to rhe consumer are
transferred [o reserves used for milk deliveries ro dairy
companies.

Founhly, in cenain areas with very small dairy units,
we are prepared to recognize buyers' cooperarives as
buyers. Fifthly, in order ro rake accounr of certain difficulties, especially in Belgium, in determining the roul
quantities for direct sales or deliveries ro dairy companies, we are prepared ro cooperate in transferring
25 000 tonnes from the firsr caregory, i.e. direcr sales,
to the second
i.e. deliveries to dairy companies.

-

Sixthly and finally, under cenain condirions and
I repeat, exclusively
for the curren[
- go
milk pricing- year, we are prepared to
along with a
system aimed at smoorhing out differences between
regions within the Member States so rhat under certain circumstances it will be possible to balance a shorexclusively

tage of milk in one region against a surplus in anorher.
Suc.h balancing would also be possible within a single
regron.
These six changes are practical and technical ones ro
allow the sysrem ro function betrer and more efficiently and to get rid of a few hiccups in the system.

Vhat

remains unchanged

Mr

President, is rhar rhe

Commission is not prepared to tinker with the conrenr,
aim and basic principles of the quora sysrem and this
also means that when decisions are [aken on this subject, and the Commission hopes thar it will be very
soon, it will not deviare from the basic principles
underlying the system.

That, Mr President, was what I wanted to rell Parliament about the Commission's policies under the existing circumstances. I hope that these comments will
have shown ro all, including rhe members of rhis Parliament, that many previously expressed wishes have
been fulfilled either wholly or in pan and that such an
approach can lead not [o any weakening of the system's application but rarher ro the establishment of a
basis from which to promore specific, precise and correct application of it during rhe years ro come.

President.
Rule a0(2) of the Rules of Proce- Under
dure, Members
may avail themselves of a period of
30 minutes in which to put brief and concise questions

to the Commission.

I was particularly

pleased when he said thar he hoped

to have the price proposals for 1985 ready by the end
of this month and that he anticipated rhat they would
come into force
if agreed, as we hope they will be,
by the Council of- Ministers
at the beginning of the
marketing year on I April. -That is imperarive, and I
hope that Mr Andriessen's words can indeed be followed.

He has quirc clearly given us a general outline of the
current milk situation, bur I should like to pur one or
two direct quesrions relared to whar he has said. First
of all, what protress has the Commission made with
those Member Stares which have not fully applied the
quota sysrem? In panicular, what response has the
Commissioner had from Italy and whar further action
is he proposing? Secondly, is the Commission proposing to take action against Denmark? I know that this is

a mafter thar was looked at and dealr with by

year?

Finally, Mr Commissioner, on the poinrs of flexibility
I really welcome at the end of your smremenr,
could you give us a litde further clarificadon on point
2, which is the transferable amount, a point rhat I
think many counrries have very much in mind but find
difficulty in bringing about?

which

(NL) Mr Presidenr, permir me ro
Mr Voltfer (S).
echo Sir Henry Plumb's
comments and wish the Commissioner for Agriculture rhe best of luck with his new
ponfolio.
I have two questions to pur ro him. Firstly I would like
him m rcll me how he intends to improve the credibiliry of the quota system among farmers now rhar a
number of Member States have declared rhat they are
nor prepared to collecr paymenr. Following on from
that, I would like to know the Commission's position
with regard to rhe intermediate levy on 15 February

which has already been the subject of
Sir Henry Plumb (ED).
Mr Presidenr, on behalf of
Parliament I welcome -Mr Andriessen as Commissioner for Agriculture. He has the good wishes of all
the Members of this House, particularly those direcdy
concerned, on the difficult task he has ahead in dealing with so many agricultural problems.
(Applause)

the

Council earlier this week. Is the Commissioner able to
confirm that Greece has taken the necessary acdon to
introduce the quota sysrem? Can the Commission give
more details on the financial deductions which have
been made, and whar acrion is the Commission proposing for subsequenr monrhs? Is the Commission in a
position to confirm that there will indeed be a funher
overall reduction of 1o/o in the next farm year? The
Commissioner has covered that, but I would like a little more detail on it. Does the Commission now have
an estimate of the likely cumulative effect for rhe full

discussion

within the Council.
Secondly, the Commission has stated

and

I

am

- it will do
rhat
- sysrem.
all it can to prevenr a national quota
I now
undersnnd that, as a grear exceprion and ro provide
greater flexibility, 1980 can also be raken as a reference year. I would then ask: how does the Commission see this working? Very specifically, does this
pleased ro agree with irs standpoint
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involve direct rights for individual producers or will it
be the case that within a national 'quota', Farmer A
may be allowed to produce a bit more but that Farmer
B has to take a cut. That means, in fact, that the decision is still a national one so that, in my opinion, there
is still a narional quota. I would very much like ro hear
his comments on this matter.

Mr Clinton (PPE).

Mr President, I hope
Com- the 120/o reducrion the
will remember
in burter
and the 200/o drop in skimmed-milk powder when he
missioner

comes ro the fixing of prices. That is a very big saving
and he should know the way farmers' incomes are

going.

May I ask him a direct question:whilst every Member
State producing milk benefits from the same balancing
and can make the maximum use of ir production by
the distribution of milk quoms around the national
territory, is it not a fact that in some Member States
there is a central buying agency that can have that big
advantage, and is he able to iron that out? I want to
ask him panicularly if any progress has been made in
relation to the quantity in Ireland's case, over which
there has been a dispurc? I do not think that farmers
should be left up in the air as long as they have been.
And the figures and the position generally should have
been balanced before now. I hope he will look upon
that as an urtent matter.

(17) Mr Andriessen,
Mr Gatti (COM).
in
- to work very closely bearing
mind your undenaking
wirh Parwhich very much approve, 6f 96tr156
Iiament
- you threeI questions.
may I ask
The first concerns prices. You spoke about deadlines,
but the press has given full coverage to the proposals
you are going to discuss. In my view it would be a
good idea either to completely deny the press repons
but I think that may be a little difficult
to give
-Parliament some
- or
idea of the criteria you are
intending
to put to the Commission and which will be discussed.

My second question refers to wine. I wonder if you
could be more precise about rhe deadlines you mentioned. I think Parliament should be able to give its
opinion before the Council of Ministers adopts this
provision. I would therefore like rc ask you wherher
we can count on the fact that the Council will nor
decide before Parliament has given its opinion.

My final question concerns milk. You said thar

rhe

Commission is prepared, in exceptional circumstances,
to adopt 1980 as the base yeat
copy said 1989,
- myVhat
but I suppose that must be a mistake.
is meanr by
'exceptional circumstances'? It seems to us extremely
vague if there is no precise definition of what ir means.

Mrs S. Martin (L).
Member of

(FR)

|

should like to ask the
the Commission,
as others have already

done, for some more details about the Council's reaction to these proposals.

I should also like to ask him whether in its next proposals on farm prices the Commission will take account
of the problems in farming revenue which are arising
as a result of the simultaneous reduction of dairy
production and vinual standstill in prices.

Thirdly, looking to the future,

I

should like to ask

whether rhe Commission has yet turned its mind rc the

future consequences of these dairy quotas taken
together with a limit on prices, which not only effec-

tively mean bankruptcy for a good many farmers, par-

ticularly rhose who have invested heavily or who have
recently set up on their own, but are also likely to
upset the economic balance in a number of country
areas.

And finally, I should like to ask whether the Commission has taken account of the potendal and need for
renewal in these hard-pressed areas, and what possibilities they see for young farmers who wish to set up on
their own.

Mr

(FR) Mr President, ladies
Mouchel (RDE).
- increase
we have witnessed
and gentlemen, the steep
in dairy production in cenain countries or regions has
compelled us rc establish quotas, thus penalizing those
dairy farming areas where protress has been too slow.
Hour does the Commission propose to offset this handicap, which penalizes farmers who have not
expanded their production so quickly?
Furthermore, the potential for dairy expansion, which
is thus closed off in the areas I have just mentioned, is
going to make a large acreage available. \flill there be
some form of Community aid for conversion to other
types of production, or for reafforestation of the land
in question?
Finally, does the Member of the Commisssion expect
any Communities compensation for the closure of
dairies producing butter and milk powder, which have

not yet been fully paid for, which would enable

the

milk to be sent elsewhere for more productive conversion?

(DE)
Mr Graefe zu Beringdorf (ARC).
Presi- systemMr
dent, Mr Andriessen has said that this
ought to
be improved and made more efficient. The figures you

mentioned
reducing production by 40/o
give us
- being
the feeling -that this is.a case of steam hammers
used to crack nuts. One wonders why all this expenditure is necessary. Even though you mentioned a 200/o
cut in skimmed-milk production and a 120/o cut in but-

ter production, overall

expenditure has increased

rather than declined. It is interesting to norc rhar
expenditure on milk substitutes in 1984 increased by
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500 million ECU and by 800 million in 1985, rhus
ensuring that production can continue and thar milk
substitutes can compete with surplus milk. Can it be,
Mr Andriessen, that when you said that the system
ought to be improved and made more efficient, you
were thinking of srructural policy, for rhis would be a

Secondly, has the Council yet tackled the quesdon of
new Community rules for the wine industry in the
light qf the Commission's proposals of July 1984 and
the Dublin compromise?

very wonhwhile approach.

curren! year, and what can you tell us about the new
rules for 1985-86 and the following years? Can you
give us any timenble for the fonhcoming discussions
of the Council and the Commission, and, ,i propos of
the Gani report, can you confirm that you join in condemning the ridiculous manoeuvre of referring the
repon back to committee when the entire Communiry,
without exception, is impatiently awaiting our opinion

In the Federal Republic of Germany over 2 000 million

kg of milk are redistributed, and eight dmes as much
in the rest of the Community. In Germany 500 000
cows are being slaughtered, while the figure for the
Community is l0 times as high. 80 000 to 100 000
German smallholders are being forced our of production, the figure for the Community being 600 000 to
700 000. This is highly efficient
also from rhe poinr
of view of the re-organization of-the milk market.

I shall phrase my question carefully, as everyone has
done, and I would ask you to let me finish. I have
looked at the clock and shall claim the same right as
everyone else, so that rhere is no misundersmnding.
Please refrain from interrupting me consranrly. You
may make pertinenr remarks, but apan from thar I
would ask you jusr ro listen.

My question is therefore, is this srructural reorganization deliberate policy? Is it deliberate policy ro diven
more and more milk from basic fodder ro concentrated feedingstuffs? Is it deliberate poliry ro rurn
more and more from grassland ro coastal areas? Is it
deliberate poliry for milk production, hitheno based
on the ecologically more or less acceptable methods of
smallholdings, should become increasingly industrialized? And is it deliberate policy ro place small-scale
farmers in an impossible situation as a result of a price
round which, if I understand it correctly, will lead to a
drop in prices rather than an increase? They are unable to increase their incomes on rhe basis of prices,
and they are also prevented by the quotas from cutting
their costs by expanding producrion
they
- inis fact,
are even making a loss. Srructural policy
therefore
being applied on a massive scale, a scale unprecedented in Europe since the war.

I would remind the House that question
time is nor -intended to be used for starements.
President.

(S).- (FR) Mr Andriessen, a few moments
ago you sraned by expressing rhe hope thar the Gatti
repon on wine growing would be adopted during our
Mr Sutra

February pan-session.
Since you yourself broached the topic, Sir,
like to put two specific questions ro you.

I

the

on it?

(DE) Mr Presidenq I would
Dalsass (PPE).
like to congratulate -the Commissioner on his recenr
appointment and ask him three quesrions. As far as

Mr

wine is concerned, we withdrew the repon because the
Dublin proposals had not been included and the repon
was therefore incomplete. The Commission is partly to
blame for this, since it should nor have insisted on Parliament's considering only those proposals which had
been submitted earlier. The Dublin proposals should
also have been submiaed.

I would like to know whether

the Commission now

intends to remedy this or whether it is up ro us ro rake
action. '!7e are ready to act and have included this
topic on the agenda of the next meering of the Com-

mittee for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. Bur I
would like to know whether the Commission intends
to help so thar the marter may be serrled more quickly.

Quotas would seem ro be the right approach. At any
rate, farmers are now no longer able to secure rheir
incomes on the basis of quanriries produced but are
obliged to produce less. My quesrion to you, Mr
Andriessen, is this: when drawing up the price package
in connection with the quoras, should we nor make
allowance for the fact that farmers can now no longer
produce in large quantiry [o prevenr a funher slump in
their earnings? This seems a fair and reasonable
sut8esnon.

Mr President, you

suggesred a number of amendments
agree wirh. However, one amendment which
Parliament has always proposed in the past is missing.
More account should be raken of the less favoured
regions and mountain and hill areas. Do you not think
it would be possible to draw up a special ruling on
quotas for such areas?

which

I

should

First, when the Council of Minisrcrs for Agriculrure
met in Brussels on Monday this week, 14 January to
discuss Community wine growing, did they discuss
only the year 1984-85, and whar, if anything, did they
decide?

In other words, Sir, what can you tell us about

(DA) Mr Andriessen, following
Mrs Jcpsen (ED).
on from Sir Henry-Plumb's question, I should like rc
ask the new Commission if it will give up the idea of
taking action against Denmark for the way in which it
has implemented the milk quota sysrcm. Denmark has
proved to be the only counrry which has managed to
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do what the quota sysrem inrended, which was to
decrease production so thar we could get rid of surplus
stocks; at the same rime, Denmark has made oprimum

use

of the

national quon. Orher countries which

choose to pay for overproduction are admittedly obeying the letter of rhe law, but not its spirir, which was ro

get rid of ovelproduction.

Is not the Commission's impression that the Agricultural Ministers of the European Communiries came ro
the same conclusion ar their meering the other day? I
hope that Denmark can now serve as an example for
the other Member Srates instead of being penalized.

less
this is totally incomprehensible
the
- and has stopped repayments within the- milk
Commission
quota system, because there is something or other
which the bureaucrats are not satisfied with or cannot
understand. I simply do not understand it either. The
Danish farmers and milk producers have slaughtered
cows, they have undenaken less intensive feeding,
they have decreased production as the Commission
wished, but there is still something which the bureaucrats in Brussels cannot understand. I most strongly
urge the Commissioner not only to give us a positive
answer here buc also, as quickly as possible, to stir
things up in Brussels, so that the system can be made
to work in a reasonable way.

I

venture to interpret rhe Commissioner's commenrs
here today as being positive, and as I join wirh Sir
Henry in welcoming the new Commissioner for Agriculture I should like to say rhar I am confident rhar
this Commission will set our to achieve the overriding
political objectives instead of quibbling over the less
imponant, small procedural discrepancies.

Mr Chambeiron (COM).
(FR) Mr President, lad- of rumours
ies and gentlemen, a number
not all
from the same source
sutgesr that the- Commis- for 1984-85 would resulr in
sion's guideline for prices
a net fall of about 2010. Has the Member of the Commission any commenr ro offer?
Secondly, I am delighted to note that rhe Commission
intends to make proposals regarding prices before the

end of this monrh. I rrusr that the Commission will
keep its promise. My second quesrion, however, is
this: listening to the President-in-Office lasr night I
understood Mr Andreotti to say rhar farm prices could
not be fixed before rhe new budger had been adopred.

I may have misunderstood, of course, so please tell me

Mr

Pasty (RDE).

(FR) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, my questions
relate to the market for beef
and veal. Slaughtering dairy cartle has had its effects
on that market, and although the steps that have been
taken have enabled us to avoid an even more catasrophic situation, they have not really done anything
to improve the farmers' posicion, and we are now in
the situation that in some regions we run rhe risk of
farmers giving up altogether, which jeopardizes the
entire agricultural future of those regions.
I would therefore like ro

ask whether the Commission
intends to take this particular problem into accounr
when it proposes new prices and associated measures
and in particular whether it proposes to raise the
-value
of the premium on dairy herds
it
- whether
proposes to reduce imports of meat and
lean stock
from third countries as part of its review of the Community's meat supplies, and finally, whether it intends
to take greater account of countryside development in
its agricultural policy, panicularly bv ensuring betrer
coordination between structural measure, especiaily

if I

have. However, Sir, do you believe that prices can
be fixed without reference ro rhe consrrainr imposed
b1' the budget?

those for the less-favoured regions and rhose aimed ar
managing the market.

Mr

bers who have already taken pan in this debate this is
not only a hot potato but an exrremely puzzling affair,

Mr Christiansen (S).

(DA) Mr President,
Brondlund Nielsen (L).
Mr Andriessen- whom I also- should like ro welcome
has repeated his predecessor's

optimisric comments
-on the milk quota system, bur I should
like to ask him

if he really believes there are grounds for so much
optimism. Milk producrion has indeed decreased, but
we have not achieved the target figures, and the production quanrities established under the quotas are srill
greater than the amounrs actually consumed.

Funhermore, the administration
seems

of rhe

Commission

to me extremely idiosyncratic. I should like rc

ask rhe Commissioner whar he intends ro do ro make
the system more effective. There are some counrries
which have not even begun ro implemenr the system
and which are just not prepared ro pay the penalties.
Then there is one country
which jusr happens to be

my own

which has decreased
producrion. The varhave cur back production bur neverthe-

ious producers

-

(DA) For rhe Danish Mem-

and your answer has not made it any less puzzling. I
understood from what you said thar pressure would be
put
or had been put
- or
- on those who had not
applied
adhered to the rules.
Denmark considers that it has adhered to the rules on
the super levies and administered rhem in accordance
with the published guidelines. Nevenheless, punirive
action has been instituted. I have four questions: was ir
the old or the new Commission which institured this
punitive action against Denmark by wirhholding advance payments for the January quaner? In either case,
I should like to ask whether the new Commission is
smnding by this refusal to pay. And thirdly I should
like to hear today, precise reasons for rhese measures
against Denmark. And finally, founhly, I should like
ro know from the Commissioner: in whar form did rhe
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Commission communicate this decision to the Danish
Government?

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).
lfill the Commis- difficulties
sion accept that one of the greatest
I am
facing is the frustration of my constituents who are
farmers who feel that rhe quota system is not being
applied equitably throughout the Community? Can he

assure me and them that, for instance, the Italian
farmers, as Sir Henry Plumb mentioned, will in point
of fact be subject to the levy?
Secondly, will he elaborate a little more on what he
meant when he said that the Commission is not going
to allow national quotas? That seems a srrange srarement in view of what he wenl on to say at a later stage.
If there is to be a revision for next year, is he in a position to rcll us that he will be able to cur back rhe Irish
unfounded and unnecessary increase in production
that they had last year and reduce it in the coming
year?

(FR) My first question: Mr
Mr Ducarme (L).
- of transfers between regions,
Andriessen, you spoke
even within Member States. Has Belgium made such a
request, and, if so, on what basis? And do you consider that the acreage of pasture farmed can be taken
into consideration?
Second quesrion: I believe it is highly unlikely that, as
some speakers have said, price proposals such as we
have read in cenain secrions of rhe press can match the
income actually needed for agriculture. I would like to
ask you whether in the proposals you are currently
putting forward you have provided for any associated
measures, and if so, whether they include anphing

aimed at external agricultural trade, in panicular rhe
use of the Community guarantee which mighr be
granred to cenain exporters. I think we may now be
able ro be given some answers.

the Commission proposals are being formulated that
price proposals should be either negarive or neutral in
their adjustments? If so, is rhe Commission actually
bringing forward its price-fixing proposals in order to
save money rather than to give the farmers higher
incomes earlier in the year?

I

wanr [o pur ro rhe Commis-

sioner concerns the transfer of quotas.

ency on dairying.

Funher, could the Commissioner please explain what
he meant by the merger in small farm areas? Did this
mean a merger of small farms into larger quotas or a
merger of small dairies with no effect on the quotas of
individual farms?

My last question concerns the transfer of quotas by
the individual who is resigning a lease or whose lease
has expired. \flill it be'possible, if there are national
quotas, ro take that quota out of Germany and inm
France if the farmer decides to farm in another place?
Vhy should the same faciliry not be given to farmers
in other pans of the Community, panicularly

small

farmers who want to cease dairy production and perhaps engage in some other use of land? This would
mean that farms could become larger and more viable
and that the social pressure for increased milk prices

which arises in poorly structured dairying areas would
obviously be reduced. Iflould the Commissioner consider, in his structural aid programme, introducing
some sort of subsidization for small farmers who
release their dairy quotas so that more efficient units
can be established?

Mr J. Elles (ED).

colleagues, welcome
capaciry.

Mr Commissioner, I, like my
your arrival here in your new

I

Mr McCartin (PPE).
I do not want the Commisquestion as being sman or cynisioner to take my first cal, but has the decision to bring price-fixing forward
anything to do with the rumours we hear that within

The second quesrion

why was the problem of the Irish quota not resolved
wirhour the need for recourse to the Court of Justice?
After all, this arose out of a situation where an estimate of Ireland's national production in 1983 turned
out not to be correct. It is quite natural that rhis
should happen, and it often happens with the Commission itself. I think this problem could and should have
been resolved outside of court, since, in fact, the concessions made'to Ireland were in the nature of a
regional aid to a country with an exceptional depend-

If the Commis-

sioner is against the idea of nationalizing quoras, is
this movement of quotas from region to region within
national boundaries not a srep towards the nationalization of quotas? Also, when the new Commission sar
down at the beginning of rhe New Year to resolve
some of the outstanding problems rhat have arisen,

have a general question for you concerning the price
package. Given rhe mounring concern of the agricul-

tural industry in the Communiry about its future,
given the high level of many products in public intervention and the resulting need to have suppon systems
which guarantee a reasonable level of farm incomes
without giving incentives to farmers to increase production, will the Commission undenake to include in its
price proposals an undenaking that it will come forward with a document or green paper on the future
prospects of the agricultural poliry, so rhar all those
concerned by its mechanisms can openly discuss how
best such mechanisms can be altered to achieve its
objectives, which are becoming increasingly irreconcilable?

Mr

Andriessen, . Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) Mr President, I am prepared ro answer vinually
questions
all the
that have been raised though I frankly
admit that I will need technical advice on a couple of
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them. I shall try to answer as many questions as possible and rely on you to tell me if I am using up roo
much of your limited debating time.

In view of the interesring commenrs made, I, don'r
think it is fair to say thar we will discuss rhem in rhe
Agricultural Committee. Although I would also be
quite willing to do this, I don'r think it would fully
meet the expectations aroused by this debate.

May I begin, Mr President, by saying the following
and so simultaneously answering a great number of
questions: we are not going to take any measure that
would lead to expansion of rhe quota. Thar's the first
point. All quesdons concerning transfers, rights for
one pany and obligations for another will receive a
negative answer from me unless they balance each
other out. The quotas must remain the same and that
Vhen rhe Council
to its decision, it was in the full knowledge of

applies to the Irish situation as well.

came

the figures and the Commission considers itself bound
by the Council's decision in view of the difficult discussions that preceded ir. Should there be any doubt
about the correctness of this approach, it is up to rhe
Court of Justice to rule on rhe marter. That, no more
and no less, is the Commission's artirude.
As far as the problem of incomplete application of rhe
system in a number of Member States is concerned,

there are in fact three caregories: Member States
where nothing has yet happened, Member Srates
where it is being applied more or less inadequately and
Member Smtes doing a good job. !/here ir is not being
applied properly, there are no sanctions. \7here it is

not being applied perfectly, conrravention procedures
have been staned. This applies also, therefore, in the
case of Denmark, because the Commission believed
that the system was not being correctly applied in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the directives. I
repeat: that is what rhe procedures are for. Those pro-

cedures will be completed and it will then become
apparent who was in the right. Thus in che case of
Denmark, specific action has been taken and, as I have
said, the normal procedure for contraventions will be
followed.
As far as whar you have called the sanction
- and I
would prefer to call prorecrion of rhe Commission's
budgetary position
is concerned, rhe Commission
- discussions
has taken inro account
wirhin the Council
and decided to make no funher reduction in the advances for the second half of January. This is clear evidence that a request to make cenain adjustments to
the system can in no way be interpreted by members of
the Council as an attempr to block correcr application
of the system. Quite to the contrary, it has become
quite obvious that the Council believes that the sysrem
has to be correctly applied. I have stated that the Commission abides by the decisions made on this matter by
the Council and that applies also to the reducrion of
one million tonnes that must be carried through in
1985/86.In taking rhis decision, the Council linked it

wirh

a

10/o

joint liability provision that would

be

accordingly reduced. The Commission will, of course,
also abide by that element of the Council decision.

Local inadequacies in applying the system have, I
agree, made it very difficult to ensure irc credibility
within the agricultural community. The Commission
has tried to employ the resources at its disposal, these
being the available financial and legal options, but
there is not a great deal more that it can do at rhe
moment. Thirdly, as a homely aside to this Parliament,
I have tried to create a climate that would allow a dia-

logue, between the various Community institutions, on

the subject of the application of the system so as to
reduce the resistance to its implementation that would
otherwise be encountered. I can now state, for example, that in the one instance of Italy, a country where
major problems were experienced in implemendng the
system, serious measures are now being prepared to
permit irs application. That is one example.

It cannot be denied, Mr Presidenr, that permitting
quota transfers from one region to another will, in
itself, rend to reinforce rhe national element in the
quota. That is true. I don't deny it and that is in fact
why the Commission is not prepared to permit this for
more than one year. Quite a few Member States were,
however, very keen that chis should be done and having adoprcd the approach that I have indicated to you,
I filt that I oughtio make thar proposal.

Ve now come to the price 'fixing'

rhar is now due.
Many speakers have commented upon this but 'if you
will permit me' I would prefer not to speak about the
price proposals today. The Commission is preparing a
first reading for the 23rd and the second reading for
the 30th and I don't think it is wise, at the present
time, to discuss all the possible links which could be
established between the exiscing systems for reducing
production on the one hand and for price fixing on the
other. I do, however, want [o make one comment in
response to Mr McCanin's question. The fact that there
has
to my regret
a serious leak and resul- tobeen
tant -major disturbance
the quiet preparation of such
an important matter, does not in any way affect my
decision to have the price proposals complered by the
end of the month. That decision was taken earlier than
the appearance in rhe press of these figures and I am
not prepared to discuss figures, from whatever source,
today. That also applies to the question of whether,
and to what ex[ent, additional measures will be linked

with the price proposals.

A number of questions concerned wine but of

course

this is out of my hands for the momenr. I hope rhar the
Council will discuss the wine file
in panicular the

structural file concerning the industry's
structure as
such and the organization of its marketing
during

its next meeting which nkes place after Parliament
has
issued its opinion. I am, of course, very happy to supply all possible cooperation so as to allow the Com-
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mission to supply as complete a repon. as possible.
That is my reply ro Mr Dalsass on rhe subject of wine.

does not imply this, but certainly for the present. Nor
do I intend to adopr any other approach.

The use of 1980 as a reference year is also, indeed, a
problem and it is for this reason that we have stated
that these must be genuine exceptions. I will give you

The Council's discussion on wine involved both 'volers', i.e. compulsory distillation for the current
1984/85 season and the arrangement for the future. I
am quite optimistic that the difficulties associated with

an example here whereby a serious outbreak of disease
occurred within a given herd and so made ir impossible to reach a normal level of producrion during che
standard reference period. That would be one example
of an exception justifying the application of l98O as a
reference'year and I will content myself with that one
example.

On this point, I can stare that reactions within rhe
Council have ranged from constructive to positive
although the Council is not prepared simply to go
along with all my proposals. Here and there there will
have to be discussions about their specific content bul
I have defined for you the limits within which I am

prepared to be flexible in the implemenration
proposed changes now being discussed.

of

rhe

A number of members have commented rhat you cannot just remodel marketing and price policies withour
also offering some kind of a future to rhose working
on the land, and panicularly ro rhe younger teneration of farmers. I echo rhat and in fact believe that a
three-fold agricultural policy should be implemented
over the next few years. One of these elements is rhat
now being discussed; a careful, market-oriented marketing and pricing policy. The second is structural
policy and for this reason I consider it very imponant
that the Council should agree as soon as possible to

accept rhe proposed structural policy. I rherefore
deeply regret, and would like to stress this ro the greatest possible extent in this House, that is has nor yer
proved possible to assemble a reasonable financial
package for that srructural policy. This being because
the discussions between the Council of Agricultural
Ministers, on the one hand, and the Council of Financial Ministers on the other has, in facr, made rhe problem very difficult to solve. Funher work is required
and rapid and efficient decision-making. The third element, discussed by Mr Elles, is a rather longer-term
one. I agree with him rhat rhere is an urgent need ro
establish

a

long-term future

for

agriculture and I

pledge to begin as soon as possible on work aimed at
developing such a long-rerm plan. I consider that it is
in this field that action must first be taken to alleviate
the problems of disadvantaged and high country areas.

I

am happy to promise thar I will devote parricular
attention to that aspect of the effects of structural

policy.

I think ir is our of the question ro reopen the whole
discussion as to whether we should or should no[ have
a milk quota. A decision has been taken on this point
and policies formulated. I would therefore say to Mr
Graefe zu Baringdorf thar it is 'a fact of life' and that
that fact of life has to be the basis of our agricultural
policies. I don't mean eternally, and indeed the sysrem

the 1984/85 season will very soon be solved. As I have
said, I hope that the February meeting of the Council
will lead to a solution being found. There is no specific
time scale but a number of Council meetings are
plannid. Nevenheless, I believe rhat some supplementary action will be required if we are indeed to succeed
in deciding, within the Commission, on price proposals on 30 January.

The imponanr question that then arises is whether we
can fix prices without having a fixed budget. I believe
that we can if necessary. I should, of course, prefer
decisions on prices to be pan of a complete budget. If,
however, rhe Parliament and Council or the Council
and Parliamenr do nor succeed in determining this
budget within a reasonable period, is it fair to ask our
farmers [o accept such obvious uncertainty about the
parameters within which they have to do their work? I
believe it isn't.
Speaking now as a layman in budgetary marters, I do
believe that it is necessary to have some way of making
decisions even though these could affect a Iater budget

although, of course, one should be aware of rhese
-consequences
and take them into account when the
decisions are made.

I

intend, at any rate, ro conrinue

in this direction and to rry to finalize rhe agricultuml
prices on time.

Time will show whether our optimism is justified and
of course, after just the first year, it is early days yet. Ir
is, nevenheless, a facr thar the figures indicate a clear

fall in production from the moment the sysrem was
implemented. Comments, such as those of Mr Pasty,
on the problems occurring in rhe beef secror, clearly
show the effect of some of the consequences of present policy. I want to make it quite clear, and avoid all
misundersrandings, that the Agricultural Council
decided last Monday or Tuesday, i.e. during ir last
session, to adopt the Commission's proposals on ceruin obligations to impon beef thar are a result of rhe
GATI atreements. There are two kinds of beef
involved, 50 tonnes of frozen beef plus whar expens
describe as Hilton beef, which seems !o be of a higher
quality. Additionally, it was decided rc include a number of calves for fatrening and 50 000 ronnes of frozen
beef for the processing indusrry. These decisions were
taken in the light of rhe fact that a Community which
almost doubled its beef exporr.s berween 1982 and
1984 from 450 million r.onnes

to approximarely

850

million tonnes according to the lasr esrimare, cannot
permit itself to renege on international agreements. In
my opinion, that would weaken our enrire expon position and I refer to the urgency we discussed this morninB.
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!/ho

instituted the sanction measures? They were

instituted by the previous Commission and I can at the
moment give no answer [o the question of whether,

and

in

what way, the Danish Government

was

informed.

I believe that by tackling a couple of general poinrs, I
have provided an implicit answer to the questions pro-

posed by Mr Scott-Hopkins. I can, however, not give
an answer on the specifically Belgian problem raised
by Mr Ducarme. I am, of course, very ready to come
back to this point another time after seeking additional

information.
Finally, I would like to comment on the termination of
a tenancy agreemenr. This is an extremely complicated
matter. Vhy? Because tenancy law is very considerably different in almost all the Member States. Vhat the
Commission has done, as rhe House know, is ro take

measures ro alleviate an extremely specific German
problem. The Commission has not fully met the wishes
of the Federal Republic because it believed thar by so
doing it would create other difficulties. In discussing
this point, I am quite prepared to examine proposals to
include comparable situations or, on the other hand,
to prevent as far as possible unacceptable consequences for others.

Dashing through the subject, and perhaps speaking
'too quickly, I have tried to relate my remarks more or
to those made by Members. I regard this as a foretaste of the undoubtedly absorbing discussions I hope
to have on a number of occasions with this Parliament
and with the Committee for Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food. I would like to thank everybody who was kind
enough to give me a warm welcome in advance.
less

you invited people rc speak. You said 'l will give the
floor to those who, prior to the meeting, have asked to
although you are
speak'. I have to point out to you
the President and I do no[ doubt-your obiectivity
that many hands were raised after the debate was
mentioned
to
me
by
a
opened and this has also been
number of Members. The question I would put to you
is: what is the policy adopted by the Chair? May I ask
you when it became possible to apply to participate in
this debate and who asked to speak in it? \7hat I have,
noriced, although I do not object to it, is that people
were invited to speak in an identical order to the size
of the polidcal groups they belong to. It is an enormous coincidence that this should be reflected in the
time of applications being made and I would therefore, Mr President, ask for some clarity from you on
this point. How are such debates going to be held in
the future? Does one just have to put up one's hand to
tet the floor or will speakers appear in in a definite
order? Vhatever else, I want some clarity concerning
the time at which prior applications can be made. Ve
musr know precisely when one can apply and the
approach this afternoon was cenainly not clear. It was
not satisfactory and I would like a response from you
on this point.

Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, since the Rainbow edidon has been delayed by strike action, w'ill the
Commissioner translate and publish his statement as
soon as possible today so that we can have it in *'riting? Otherwise it will be next week before we know
exactly what he said.
Secondly, he did not make it quite clear whether these
were final decisions by the Commission or whether
they had to have appoval of the Council.

(Applause)

Mr Tolman (PPE), Chairman of the Committee on
(NL) I have asked
Agicuhure, Fisheries and Food.
to speak in order to make a comment,
as Chairman of
the Committe on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and
to raise a point of order.

My comment concerns the exceptionally positive statement on timing made by Mr Andriessen. The Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has scheduled its work in such a way that it can cenainly be
ready in time for the wine debate in February and so
that we can hopefully, if Mr Andriessen can keep to
the 31 January deadline, also hold our agricultural
debate during the first session in March.

That concludes my commenr as Chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Foods and I
would now like to come to the procedural point that I
would like to raise as a Member of Parliament.

Mr President it will not have escaped your notice that
there was some amazement about rhe order in which

(NL) I
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
am, of course, quite happy to supply the text. I rather
doubt that I can do it rapidly in all seven languages but
I think is should be possible to supply Parliament quirc
soon with a French text and an English one. I can cer-.
tainly do that quite rapidly but whether it will be as
easy for the text of my answers to questions is quirc
anorher thing since I do not, of course, possess a written text. These were improvisations on a theme and I
don't see how I can reproduce them just like that.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).

Following on what

Mr Tolman said, it really is an- abuse of our

procedures for people to put their names down before they
have even heard a statement. You said yourself, Mr
Presidenr, rhat there was no time-limit
- and there is
not
excepr the half hour. Therefore, it really is an
- of the proceedings of this House for people to
abuse
put their names down well in advance for speaking
after rhe statement by the Commissioner when they
have not even heard what he is going to say. I do sug-

gest that you take

it

back

to the Bureau and see

whether this practice shorild be allowed or not.

I

sub-
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mit that it should nor be allowed. Only those who
come in here and actually hear the smrcment should
then be allowed to ask questions on the basis of first
come, first served, as you very rightly did, going
round the political groups and round the nationalities
in absolutely the correct manner. Bur rhey should only
put their hands up after they have heard the sraremenr
or during the statement.

Presidcnt.

-

Your commen$ have been noted. I shall

be glad to raise the question in the Bureau.

Mr

(NL) Perhaps rhe CommisMerck (PPE).
- ro lisren ro me.
sioner still has a momenr
Since he is
putting things down on paper in any case, I would
have liked rc ask him whether he would also be prepared to give us a written version of the statemenr he
made yesterday on the Durch narural gas tariff, since it
conflicts with what Mr Narjes rcld Parliamenr on rhe
same day.

5.

Accession of Spain and Portugal

President.
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
2-1343/84) -drawn up by Mr Formigoni on behalf of
the Politic4l Affairs Committee on rhe consulmdon of
the European Parliament on the accession of Spain
and Ponugal to the European Community.

Mr Hiinsch (Sl, deputy rdpporteur.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Chairman
of the Political Affairs Commirtee and rhe aurhor of rhis repon,
Mr Formigoni, has had to attend an urgent meering in
Rome and has asked me ro deputize for him in presenting this repon.
Although rhe deadlines which the Communiry's Heads
of State or Government have on several occasions set
themselves for the accession of Spain and Ponugal
have hitheno not been kepr, ir now appears that it will
only be a marrer of a few weeks before the negotiations for accession are completed and the Treaty is
drawn up. The time has now come for Parliament ro
act in accordance with the wishes it has expressed on
many occasions and wirh rhe Sturtgan declararion in
panicipating in the process for ratifying the Treaty.

Mr Blumenfeld's repon of February

1982 very clearly

sets out Parliament's claim to be involved in she ratification of Treaties of accession. This decision was

taken by a large majoriry and we firmly stand by it.
Indeed, rhe Heads of State or Government accepred,
in their joint Sruttgan declararion, rhar Parliament
should be consulrcd before a counrry joins the European Community. The report deals with the ways in
which Parliamenr's wishes can be reconciled with rhe
possibilities created for us by the Heads of State or

Government.

It is therefore a purely procedural

report.

However, there is one essential difficulty. Vhit does
consultation before accession mean? If Parliament is to
be consulted, the only time when this can serve any

useful purpose is before

a decision is reached,

i.e.

when it is still possible to make changes before a treaty
is signed. Everyone
probably also rhe majority of
this House
now -realizes rhat it is very late in the

- there will not be enough time between
day and that
the end of negotiations and the signing of the treaties
for Parliament to be consulrcd on marrers of detail.

The Political Affairs Committee propose that before
the signing Parliament should a[ leasr be formally consulted on points in the trearies which are of direcr concern to us as an instirution. Such questions might con-

cern,

for

example,

the number of Spanish

and

Ponuguese Members of Parliamenr, rhe number of
Spanish and Portuguese Members of the Commission
and the weighting of majorities in the Council. These
are questions on which Parliamenr would like ro be
consulted before the rrearies are signed. I believe that
given good will on borh sides
in the Council and
Parliament
this would be-possible and rhat an
appropriate procedure
could be found.
Secondly, once rhe netoriarions are completed and the
Treaties have been signed
the formal
- but before
accession of Spain and Ponugal
Parliamenr musr

hold a formal rarificarion debare -in the same way as
the national parliaments. !7e are all aware of the legal

of such a debate and of any
decisions made. However, ir is important that we
should hold such a debate before rhe narional parliaments because, when new members are welcomed into
the Community, Parliamenr, which jointly represents
the people of Europe, is rhe first body ro be consulrcd.
Our radfication debate should serve as a guide to the
national parliaments and should help them in reaching
their own decisions.
relevance or irrelevance

The Political Affairs Committee believes thar such an
arrangement is the one most likely ro ensure rhat our
wishes are met and rhat we take advanrage of rhe
opponunities afforded by the Stungan declaration. I
think rhat rhe Council should comply with our wishes
on this matter and not arach undue imponance to ffivial technicalides. ft should act in the spirit of the declaration made this week by the President-in-Office of
the Council and Foreign Minisrer, Mr Andreotti, and
be open to genuine cooperation which will enable rhe
Council, rhe Member States and Parliament to fulfil
their responsibiliries. I am convinced that this will be
possible under rhe Italian Presidency and that a ratification debare and decision will be a fitting way in
which to welcome rhe two countries of the Iberian
peninsula to the Community. I expecr that we shall be
able to welcome Spanish and Portuguese Members ro
this House within a year.
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I now relinquish my role as rapporteur of the Political
Affairs Committee and assume the role of spokesman
of the Socialist Group, in which capacity I listened
very carefully to the remarks made just now by the
rapporteur, and I heanily agree with everything he
saidl The Socialist Group will therefore be voting in
favour of the repon by Mr Formigoni.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS
Vce-President

(DE) Mr President, I am
Mr Habsburg (PPE).
- for allowing me to speak
very grateful to Mr Croux
first, since he will be concentrating on rhe institutional
aspects

of the Community's southward enlargement. I

would therefore like to make a number of comments
on the political aspects and state our views concerning
t\e Formigoni repon. !/e should not forget and
here I agree with Mr Hansch
that because -Parliamen! owes its legitimacy ro the- fact that it is direcdy
elected by the people, it should act as the Communiry's political driving force and its presence as such
must be very clearly felt during the Community's
enlargement southwards, a most imponant event in
the life of the Community and a political development
of the highest imponance. And let us not forget thar
this is a subjecr which Parliamenr has on several occasions discussed in depth and on which it has taken a
clear stand. I was particularly pleased to hear Mr
Hensch say that we must try to take action on enlargement before the national parliaments, since this is a

Community issue. I would point out in this connection, Mr President, that there is one not entirely satisfacrory aspect to the report, though this was beyond
Mr Formigoni's control, and that is the reference in
Mr Ford's motion for a resolution to Ceuta and Melilla as Spanish colonies. This is utterly misleading,
since Ceuta and Melilla have for a very long time,
indeed since the l5th century, belonged to Spain. I
have visircd both towns several times and can rcstify
that at least 900/o of the population is Spanish and
wishes to remain so. The remaining 100/o are immigrant workers from neighbouring regions and so it is
very misleading to refer to these territories as colonies.
Obviously when Spain joins, the inhabitants of Ceuta
and Melilla will be perfectly entitled to vote for the
Spanish Members of the European Parliament.

Vhile on this question I would point out to our British
friends that we have found it difficult to rolerate the
fact that the people of Gibraltar, while covered by the
Rome Treaties, have hitheno been unable to vote for
their represenmtives in the European Parliament. I
therefore hope that when we come to pass the law on
the European elections we shall not forget the people
of Gibraltar, as we should also not forget the people of
Ceuta and Melilla. Britain should do everything possible to restore the legal situation.

As

Mr Hansch

has pointed out, the talks have so far

not proceeded as speedily as we might have wished,
although we now have every reason to hope that this
will improve. Obviously, one of the reasons why the
talks have not gone panicularly smoothly is that an
excessively bureaucratic approach was adopted by
both sides. I was able to monitor protress to some
extent, and I must say that neither side gave due
weight ro the urgency of the situation. I also feel that
the Community often failed to set iself the right priorities.
is for most of you so
remote in dme as to be almost ancient history, namely
the period when the Coal and Steel Community was

I am reminded of a period which
being set up.

I

had known Roben Schuman

since

before the Second \7orld Var and often discussed the
Coal and Steel Community with him. He said on more
than one occasion that he thought it unwise to begin
on an economic rather than a political basis, or [o use
his own colourful expression, it is always a mistake to
send the officers to the front while the infantry brings
up the rear. That was one of the main reasons for our
difficulties. At that time there was no alternative. But
now, with the Community's southward enlargement
ushering in a new period in its history, it is imponant

rhat we should get our priorities right and make it
quite clear that we intend to make politics our first
priority and allow economic developments to follow.

\7hat do we hope to achieve by polidcal means? I
would say that our primary objective should be to
safeguard democracy in Spain and Ponugal. Let us not

forget that democracy is still relatively new to those
countries. King Juan Carlos, in fact, has only been on
the Spanish throne for 10 years. It is without doubt
rhanks largely ro him
course to those who
- and ofthat
have been vorking with him
so far things have
- try the
padence of the
gone so well. But we should not
Spanish people.

Ladies and gentlemen, we should not forget that we
have given Spain repeated assurances, and rightly so,
that the Community would welcome it as a member
once its dictatorship was at an end. The same is true of
Portugal. If we delay too long now, Spain and Ponuwill begin to ask
gal
both
proud nations
- they are
whether
are to be kept waiting outside our doors

forever. Moreover, the Community cannot be truly
European if it excludes Spain and Ponugal, which
have contributed so much to our own development
and culture. The same applies to rhose countries in
Cenrral Europe for which we have been unable to
secure the right of self-determination but who
nonetheless have a right

to European selfidetermina-

tion.

Ve

should also remember that Spain and Ponugal
provide a crucial link with the Arab world and with
South America, which is of the utmost importance to
the future political and economic development of
Europe. Of course, we should also not forget the role
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some exrenr Ponugal, in rhe security

of the Mediterranean. The entire

Mediterranean

policy is dependent on rhese counrries' membership of
the Communiry. !7e as a political insritution must
therefore recognize that we are about to take a political step of the utmost imponance, one whose significance far outweighs all our debates on wine, olive oil
and citrus fruits. If we rreat this political srep as our

priority, our economic problems will be solved more
easily than if we approach the problem rhe other way
round, making our political will dependent on Communrty statlstlcs.

Ve

are rhus faced simply with rhe question of how we
see the Community
- whether we want a genuine
Community or a kind of free trade area which can be
set up again and again. If.this is so we.could argue for
years over minor economic problems, but if we want a
genuine Community we musr have the courage ro [ake
political action now. This brings me back to the poinr I
made at the beginning. If Parliament sees itself as the
driving force of the Community, and thar is rhe role
for which we were elecred, we should be genuinely
active from the outset. The governmenrs musr take the
lead and create the kind of dynamism in Europe which
we all hope will be achieved.

The Council can and must be congratulated on the
speed of its progress in the past few weeks towards a
settlement

owing

of many outsmnding

issues. Nevertheless,

to the very

considerable delays which took
place at the earlier stages of netotiation, there is still
very much to be done. The original date of accession
well past, as is the revised
1984
-dateI January
- is now
of 30 September
l9E4 for the completion of
negoriations. It is indeed doubtful that they can be
completed by rhe end of March 1985, which must
surely be the very latest date for their completion if
I January 1986 is still ro be rhe date of accession.
Should this rhen be in doubt, orher courses must be
considered. It is obvious that if joint negotiations and
the joint accession of Spain and Ponugal proves possible, then this is highly desirable from all possible
poinr of view. However, as I have poinrcd our ro rhe
House many times before, it is not essential. Ponugal,
concerned ar the effect of rhe delays on its own position, has called for separarc trearies to be signed, and
should this prove to be essential I would suppon it in
view of the most urgent needs of Ponugal. Ve must
remember that although Ponugal and Spain occufy
the same Iberian Peninsula, they have always been
separate nations with quite different languages and
traditions. Different in size, rhey have been equal in

what they have contributed to the civilization of
My closing remark

is an adaptation of the well-known

sying that war is too serious a marter to be left in the

hands of generals. The Community's sourhward
enlargement is for us Europeans far too imponant to
be left to the narional governmenrs alone. The people's
representatives should assume its full responsibility for
Community enlargement.

Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Mr Presidenr, my group welcomes the Formigoni repon and suppons all its content with rhe exception of the fifth recital, where we
shall suppon Amendmenr No 2 by

Mr Hansch. The

Europe and of the world.

The question which therefore arises is: can rhe Commission and Council complete the remaining dossiers
by the end of March 1985 with the same solidarity and
speed with which they have worked over the pasr few
weeks?

My group, without minimizing the problems, sincerely
trusts that this will be their aim and that they will
achieve it. However, ir

will require understanding

and

joint will on all sides, and it may srill be impossible.
If so, the Council must say so immediately. In any
a

Formigoni repon is, in essence, a purely technical
repon demanding rhat the European Parliament be
consulted in regard ro rhe accession of Spain and Portugal tb the Community, in accordance with para-

case, the result must not be fudged. Agreements must
not be rushed through which are to be regretted later.
Better another posrponement than two bad agreements. Portugal must nor be sacrificed to Spanish

graph 2.3.7 of the Sruttgan Solemn Declaration, and it
deals with all the various aspecrs of this maner ro
which the rapponeur has referred.

States and the applicants musr work
solutions.

My group supports all of

rhese points, with rhe excep-

tion I have mentioned, and we consider thar the repon
is vitally imponant to us all in this Parliament.
In view of the very limited dme available to the Coun-

cil to come to an agreement wirh Spain and Ponugal

regarding the accession by I January 1986 and the
very serious problems of the Council itself with regard
to the Community's own resources, the resolution of

the integrated Mediterranean programme and nor
least the submission of the new 1985 budger, it will

clearly be desirable for all panies to bring these negotiations to a satisfactory conclusion during March
1985 at the latest.

iIil
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of Spain, and to

,I

interesm,

or vice versa. Both the existing Member
for sarisfactory

Fishing is still extremely difficult. The proposed solutions did not appear ro ger the right balance between
Spain and Ponugal, which, I undersrand, on the basis
of catches should be 5 or 6 to I insrcad of that based
on boats, which might appear ro be more than 50 to l.

In fishing and regional marrers the needs of the individual islands belonging both rc Spain and Ponugal
must be respected and, again, Ponuguese and Spanish
interests musr nor be sacrificed to an aBreement one
way or the orher.

Olive oil is still a problem, but almost entirely for
Spain. Fonified wines and cane sugar
for Ponugal
must still be cleared up.

-

-

principally
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The social dossier is probably equally difficult for both
these candidate narions, as are sensitive products.'S7e
must ask the Council and Commission to do their very
best to make satisfactory solutions here.

The Council will also have to remember the problem
of the commercial relations between Ponugal and
Spain after accession, which may cause cenain problems.

Mr President, this House has been unfailing in its suppon of the accession of Ponugal and Spain to the
Community. It must press rhe Council to have the
strength of will to solve its own problems within the
same period, i.e. by 3l March of this year, as it strives
to negotiate a satisfactory agreement with the candidate nations. If not, the whole of Europe will be frustrated, not just Spain and Portugal.

The provision in the Stuttgan Solemn Declaration on
which the Parliament's Political Affairs Committee
bases its case, did not ever give rise to any reservation
on rhe pan of the Danish Government. Vhen he states
that he hopes and trusts that che Danish Government
will oppose the Political Affairs Committee's request,
it is clear that no such action will be fonhcoming since
the Danish Government, although it did reserve its
position on a number of points in the Stuttgart Solemn
Declaration, did not do so with relation to Items 2, 3
and 7 of the Declaration which state that the opinion

of the European

Parliament should be consulted
before any country accedes to the European Community.

It could

be said: yes, but Parliament's view is already
known through the Blumenfeld and Douro reports.
Might I perhaps also refer to my own report, on the

draft European Act, debated in April 1983.

(DA) Mr President, we
Mr Christenscn (ARC).
have here yet another-of Parliament's numerous
artempts to assert itself and ro seize power.

In contrast with what happens in the case of the association atreements with other countries, where the
Treaty states that Parliament has to be consulted,
there is nothing in the Treaties to say that Parliament
should have any say at all in the accession of new
Member States. This is a legal fact, but it has not prevented the Political Affairs Committee from coming up
with this proposal which, without any authority from
the Treaties, provides for Parliament to have a say in
not only in the
rhe accession of new Member States
form of a consultation but also that -it should ictually
rarify the accession. Obviously with the idea of influencing the enlargement of the Communities and the
conditions of enlargement in a way which is not
authorized by rhe terms of rhe Treaty, it is proposed
that the so-called debate on radficadon should take
place between the conclusion of negotiations on the
enlargement and the signing of the Treaties of accession. It is also proposed that the so-called conciliation
procedure should be applied even, if necessary, in connection with all aspecrc of enlargement, a procedure
for which not the slightest authorization can be found
in the Treaties to apply to rhis case, but which is to be
used to win for Parliament legislatory status commensurate with that of the Council of Ministers. That is
obviously the aim in mind.

The People's Movement against Membership of

the

European Community takes the strongest exception to
this illegal power-seeking. Ve expect that, in view of
the Danish Parliament's adopticln of the resolution on
keeping the status quo as regards the division of power
amongst, the Communiry institutions, the Danish
Government will put a stop to Parliament's aspirations.

(NL) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Croux (PPE).
gentlemen, I would -like so address my first shon comment to Mr Christensen.

It

is clear, however, that something quite different

is

meant here and that the Stuttgart Solemn Declaration

requires the Council to take into account the wishes
now expressed by the Political Affairs Committee and,
I have no doubt, by the whole of this Parliament.

It is essential rhat we have an extensive debate here on
the accession of Spain and Ponugal. It would be nonesensical and contradictory to the most basic elements
of democracy if the Council ommitted ro do so. Such a
debate must take place in good time and when it is still
relevant. In other words
and I believe incidentally,
- been worked out within
that the timing has already
are
the next few months. And why is it necessary?'S7e
not proposing to examine basic

issues

but rather to

mke a brief look at the institutional context. \7hat still
has

to be done?

'The definitive texts have to be written. Anicle 237 of
the EEC Treaty states that unanimous agreement must

be reached by the Council whereupon the accession
conditions and the consequent amendments to the
Treaty have to be ratified. The first prerequisite is, of
course, that agreement can be reached between the
Member States on the one hand and the States concerned, Spain and Ponugal, on the other.

Our group agrees with the rapporteur, Mr Hansch,
and with other speakers that the European Parliament
must be able to debate the texts before they are put
before rhe national parliaments. \7e believe that this
debate should be combined with the request for Parliament's opinion and if at all possible with ratification
although that is probably not attainable. At the very
-least,
it should be able to coincide with debates in the

national parliamens on lhe financing, own resources
for example, the stateand budgetary problems
- of Germany that are
ments of the Federal Republic
- will be
linked with the accession. In other words, 1985
a very imponant year for all the institutions within the
Community, not only the Communiry institutions
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themselves but also national ones, governments and
the national parliamenrs.

It

is for this reason that we srress our request to rhe
Council ro give the grearest atrcntion to these marrers
so that the clearest possible discussion can be had on
the vital issues which are nor only economic, social,
industrial, agricultural and political in narure. There is
also the major question of the qualitative change in rhe
European Community that will be brought about by
the accession of Spain and Ponugal. It has already
been said, and needs to be repeated, that whar is
involved is far more rhan just a quanrirarive enlargement of our Community although this is, in itself, very
significant. Ve will then have 320 million inhabitants

which is approximately 100 million more rhan the
Unired States of America and 200 million more than
Japan, just to draw comparisons with the Srares, or
groups of States, so often menrioned here. Thar is a
thought wonh considering in any funher debate we
hold as representarives of the people of rhe European
Community. Ve are moving rowards a qualiradvely
different situarion in rhe relarionships berween Nonh
and South and in what will be the centre of our European Community irself. It will no longer be the same
European Community. It is clear rhat rhere will be a
major qualitative change and ir is one rhar we musr be
able to debate in all sereniry bearing in mind the point
raised by Mr Beazley, that of the large degree of
unanimity, among all shades of Parliamentary polirical
opinion, that rhis accession is essential.

Ve

have to be able to ask the Council : how on earth
do you now view rhe decision-making process? After
all, the criticism mosr frequendy voiced is: how will
discussion and decision-making be possible in a Community of 12 members if it is so difficult with 10. !/e

would like ro

new and major change. Cenain speakers have noted
the great range of things that happened when other
countries, panicularly Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark, acceded. !fle need only think of the own
resources chat followed from the accession of rhe three
States I have just menrioned and led ro new budgetary
powers for this Parliament. This, in rurn, rhen srimulated direct elections for this Parliament and put the
relationship between the Council and this Parliament
in a new light. These are some of the aspects which, in
my view, justify an instirutional and general political
'Sfle

also wanr [o commenr on rhe elections which have

Members of rhe European Parliament.

I

I

I would like ro end my speech by repearing what I said
at the outset. The national parliamenrs musr fully
understand the importance of this year's even6 associated with the accession of Spain and Ponugal. For
this reason, I solemnly urge rhe Council to give very
thorough serious consideration ro the preparation of a
debate and ro the request for Parliament's opinion on
the accession of rhe two Iberian countries and to
organize these in good time. Ve will not go into detail
during these debates but we do want to have a thorough political discussion on the proposals thar will,
after all, govern the peoples of Europe in rheir relationship with Spain and Ponugal.

have acceded?

economically more advanced nations, stand ro benefit
most. New markets will be opening up for us as new
consumers en[er rhe Community. Membership should
be politically advantageous for Spain and should stabilize its democracy in rhe medium and long rerms, bur
it could prove to be an economic dead end for rhar
country. !/e are afraid that membership will be disastrous for Spanish industry, whose competitiveness on
the world market is due largely ro cusroms barriers,
and that Spain's social strucrure might change so much
that it will ultimarely be detrimenral to its interests.
Since we want Parliament to be consulted, we should
also ask ourselves wherher rhe Spanish people have
been consulted. Ve rhink thar consultation should
take the form of a referendum in which the Spanish
people are asked rvherher or nor they wanr ro join rhe

Yesterday, during the debate on Italian Presidency, I
stated how important it was that some life be injected
into the present sragnanr situation. And here we have a

it

to be held in Spain and Ponugal. In response to the
Douro repon of November 1982, we have already
stated, as a parliamenr, that we would prefer immediarc direct elecrions ro rhe European Parliament in
borh countries. \7e would like to see rhe response of
public opinion in these counrries to the election of

Schwalba-Hoth (ARC).
(DE) Mr Presidenr,
although the Formigoni report-deals primarily wirh the
consultation of Parliament on the Community's southward enlargemenr, it is wonh quesrioning the general
enthusiasm in this now almosr empry chamber, and
remember thar rhe doubts expressed here relare only to
our agricultural and economic problems. However, we

embourg compromise. Vhar do Spain and Portugal
think about this? \7e need to have the grearesr possible
clarity in our discussions on this poinr.

l

debate on this ropic.

see this marter referred to the Dooge
Commitree since one can't just act as if, just a few
months before this major qualitarive change, the proposed working methods of rhe l2 are irrelevant. Our
Group would like ro pose rhe following question to
the Dooge Commirree, and m the Council which will
later have to consider the Commirree's repon: what
qualitative chang.es do you see being
in the
.necessary
way our institutions work once Spain and Portugal

I will not go in deuil into any other questions but I
hope that we can consider them at a larer date. Vhar,
though, is the view of Spain and Portugal? On earlier
occassions, when States acceded to rhe Communiry,
they said: Yes, we have acceded, no[ ro a Community
based on the Treaties of Rome but to a Community
such as it now works including, for example, the Lux-

!

.t

Mr

should also ask ourselves how accession will affect
Spain itself. Noone here will dispure rhar we, the
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EEC. No referendum has been held, and this is due
I
not think that many people would dislargely
- do
pute this
to the fact that there is an informal link
- inro the EEC and full membership of
between entry
NATO. Most Spaniards are probably still unaware
that membership of the Community, the drawbacks of
which they have not yet fully realized, will entail full
membership of the westerrr military alliance. Vhat this
means for Spain is membership of an organization the
undesirable consequences of which we are now wit-

nessing

in Vestern Europe, namely the erosion of

1983, paragraph 2.3.7 of which, Mr Croux, provides
that, in addition to the consultations provided for in
the Treaties with respect to certain international
agreements, the opinion of the European Parliament

will be sought before the conclusions of other significant international agreements by the Community and
before the accession of a State to the European Community.

The existing procedures for providing the European
Parliament with confidential and official information

defence, which
means that individual countries have little or no say on
the sutioning of foreign troops on their territory and
little or no say on rhe siting of missile bases.

on progress in the negotiations will be extended, taking into account the requirements of urgency, to all
significant international agreements concluded by the
Communities. I have quoted these paragraphs word
for word.

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission.

May I also mention that in reply to a letter from Parliament, the Council stated in a letter to Mr Dankert,
who was then President-in-Office of the Council, on
l3 March 1984:

national sovereignty

in

matters

of

(17) Mr

President, the rapporteur and a number of- the speakers have referred to the resolution adopted by the
European Parliament on 18 February 1982 on the

of the Blumenfeld repon, calling for an interinstitutional agreement on the negotiation and ratification of the Treaties of accession, providing as follows:
that the European Parliament should hold a debate
and give its opinion before conferral of the negotiating
brief on the Commission; that Council must take this
opinion into account when drawing up its guidelines
for the negotiations; that Parliament should be
informed both confidentially and officially on the progress of the negotiations by the Commissioner responsible; that there should be a separate consultation for
Parliament on the amendments provided for in the
Treaties; and, finally, that a debate should be held in
Parliament, in the presence of the Council, after the
basis

signing of the Treaties of Accession.

The precise form of the accession negotiations is governed by Anicle 237 of the Treaty. This contains no
brief for the Commission: instead, the Member States
negotiate with the candidate Smtes. The Commission's
role is to make proposals, take the appropriarc initiatives ro bring the different positions closer together,
clarify points of view and carry out the tasks to which
it has been assigned expressly, or, as in the present
case, under secondary legislation. Finally, it musr give
its opinion before the Council makes its unanimous
decision.

May I remind you that on 12 May 1982, the Commission sent a note to the Parliament and Council on the
role of the European Parliament in the preparation
and conclusion of international agreements and Treaties of Accession. Ve had suggested that, before taking the decision on the principle of accession, the
Council should, in accordance with Anicle 237, have
arranged a political debate for the Parliament and at
the same time the Commission should, as far as possible, have kept Parliament informed of the progress of

The Council intends to apply hencefonh the various
parts of the text
that is the Stutqart Declaration
and the opinion-of the European Parliament will -be
sought

in

accordance

with Anicle 98 of the ECSC

Treaty,237 of the EEC Treaty and 203 of the EAEC
Treaty. Although this point was discussed, the time of
the consultation of the Parliament was not specified.

I wanted to give a resum6 which was more than just
chronological and I would like to add one brief comment.'Strhar I have just said demonstrarcs that the right
of Parliament to be consulted before the accession of a
State is neither contested nor contestable.
Under the terms of Anicle 237, Chaprcr 1, the Council should mke the decision of principle on rhe quesrion of accession after seeking the opinion of the
Commission, and the Council is therefore obliged to
seek the opinion of Parliament before taking this decision. The Commission declares that it is ready to give
Parliament the technical information and explanations
which it needs to give ir opinion, such as information
it can give on [he progress of the negotiations, provided the Commission has this information.
be
There may well
and this is just an observation
problems in the -timing of the consultation with Parliament. If consultation were to take place only before
the commencement of the negotiations this would
make the Stuttgan Declaration meaningless, since it
took place not only after negotiations had begun but
after they had progressed, even though progress was
not as rapid as we might have hoped.

The problem of timing may also arise in connection
with point 5 of the resolution, in view of the undenaking which all of us, I believe, who want I January rati-

the negotiations.

fied as date of accession have made.

Reference has been made to the Solemn Declaration
on the European Union, signed at Stuttgan on l9 June

May I point out thar the Commission has considered it
its duty to keep the European Parliament informed,

t
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through the Joint Parliamentary Committees and Political Committee, about the individual agreements and
the progress of the negotiations. Ve have therefore
fulfilled our duty.
Finally, I would like to say rhat I agree with what has
been said here. Although I cannor go into it in detail
now, I musr say rhat I think it is extremely imponant,

politically speaking, ro conclude the negotiations as
quickly as possible. I feel thar the entry of Ponugal
and Spain
although we are bound to encounrer
problems in- the transirion period
will enrich our
Community. In the light of this,- I share rhe wish
expressed in several quaners that the parliamentarians
of Spain and Ponugal may be able to play a full role in
the work of this House ar rhe earliest possible

for the 1985 financial year (compulsory expenditu re).

Mr Curry (EDI, rapportear.
Mr Presidenr, I am
pleased to commend to rhe House
rhose sections of
the repon for which I have responsibility. The Committee on Budgets decided' ro presenr ro rhe House
certain of the requests made by Parliament.

The fact that rwo requests are nor being treated does
not mean that the committee does not think they are
.iustified. It simply indicarcs that it does not think that
it has had the time ro investigate ro rhe necessary
exrcnt the justificarion for those increases. !7e will
come back to those in a very shon time.

moment.

Mr President, may I ask one quesrion. A morion for a
resolution from Mr Fonh is arlnexed ro Mr Formigoni's resolution. Vill the vote on Mr Formigoni's
resolution also include Mr Fonh's?
Mr Hlnsch (Sl, debuty rdpporteur.
(DE)
Presi- of rheMrrapporif I may, I should like on behalf
teur to give an immediate reply to Mr Natali's quesdent,
tlon.

Mr Natali, of course the annex i.e. Mr Ford's drafr
resolution
is nor pan of the- resolution. The fifth

- preamble refers ro the motion for a resorecital of the
lution by Mr Ford. I have rabled an amendment seeking to delete this fifth recital, so rhar any reference to
the 'colonies' of Ceuta and Melilla is removed from
the resolution. I think thar rhis solves the problem.
Mr Natali,

Member of the Commission.

(IT) I

am

penicularly greatful ro rhe rapponeur -for clarifying
rhis poinr, which means rhere is no need for me ro
prolong mv speech any funher.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken during the next voting rime.

6. Prooisional tarclfihs

As far as the other institutions are concerned, the
requests are limircd. In the case of the Economic and

I shall
address

Social Committee rhere are no requesrs ar all.

limit myself !o one commenr which I wish ro

to the Council. The Commission has sought addirional
financing in respecr of the need ro pay its staff the
eventual award which the Council will make. Parliament has made a similar requesr. The Coun of Auditors has made a similar requesr. The Coun of Jusrice
has not made a requesr for this and, as I said, Ecosocs'
has made no requesr at all. The most curious fearure
of all is rhat the Council itself, in its own request for
additional finance, makes no reference wharsoever ro
the need to finance a possible salary increase for officials of the Communiry. Since rhe Council itself is
actually responsible for raking the decision, it would
be extremely helpful to all of us, in planning rhe way
this emergency financing will actually be scheduled, ro
know whether the Council intends to take a decision.
Does it intend ro take a decision for a zero salary
increase, and when will it actually indicate when it
intends to fulfil its responsibility towards the staff of
the Community? If we had rhar indication, perhaps
some of the curious inconsistencies in whar has been
presented to us could be overcome.

Vith

that simple observation and in the hope that rhe
Council will make up its mind whar it is going to do, I
am very pleased ro commend rhe repon which stands
in my name joindy with thar of Mr Fich.

Mr Fich (Sl,

(DA) Under rhe system of
rapporteur.
twelfths which the Community
now has to live with, it
is possible ro pay out extraordinary welfths in borh

Prcsident.
The nexr item is the repon (Doc.
2-1450/84) -drawn up by Mr Curry and Mr Fich on
behalf of the Commitree on Budgets relating to

-

the non-compulsory and rhe compulsory secrors. It is
my task to ulk on those secrors which relate to the
Commission's budget for such things, i.e. whether Par-

first

liamenr should grant extraordinary twelfths ro rhe
non-compulsory secror and whether Parliament
should come our for or against extraordinary ryelfths

sory expenditure); and to

in the compulsory sector.

initial opinion by rhe European Parliament on the
authorization of additional provisional welfths

In the repon bearing Mr Curry's and my names, rhere
are a number of proposals for extraordinary twelfths

authorization for additional provisional
twelfths for rhe 1985 financial year (non-compul-
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for the non-compulsory sector. First and

foremost

come a number of administrative matters: a number of
pxyments fall due at the stan of the year, although

they may cover a whole year, and we are trying to
solve this problem here. Moreover, we must consider
food aid, where there are also many problems, and in
this field we in the Committee on Budgets have also
recommended that two extraordinary twelfths should
be granted. Finally, we have the problem of Green-

land. Under the agreement between the European
Communities and Greenland, a sum is payable to
Greenland at the smn of the year. Two different Anicles must be considered here: it is requested that 10
million ECU be paid from Chapter 42, which requires
I

I

additional melfrhs. The Committee on Budgets

recommends payment here, but not of the other
amounr of t6.s million ECU which the Commission
and the Council had proposed should also be paid.

In a personal capacity, I do not agree with the Committee on Budget's opinion in this matter, but as rapI must obviously represent that committee,
which has decided it cannot support these 16.5 million
ECU requested provisionally from Chapter 32.

poneur

haps this could have been organized differently, but
we do not have much time
- to borrow 16 million
ECU temporarily towards this amount from Chapter
32 concerning hill-farming protrammes. It has given
an assurance that this will not result in any financial
problems for rhese proBrammes.

However, the Committee on Budgets rejected this
proposal by a small majority. If this House were to follow suit, then 218 votes would be required to adopt
Paragraph 4. My group does not think it right, however, that Greenland now be refused the contractually
agreed licence payments and thus have its fishermen
arbitrarily hampered in their work this month. For this
reason we rejecr Paragraph 4 of the repon, something
that can be done by a simple majority.
'S[e can assure all worried hill-farmers that both pans
of the budgetary authority are ready and able to guarantee full funding of the hill-farming programmes.
Vhen the budgetary authority has made up its mind
then nothing can prevent rhe funding by way of the
twelfths system of the kind of thing we all want.

That was all

(NL) Mr President, I
Cornelissen (PPE).
should like to start my first debate as spokesman, in
the presence of Mr Andriessen, by congratulating him
on his appointment to the new Commission and on the
ponfolio he has been assigned. I am glad thar he is
also dealing with budgets today, for his reputation in
this field in panicular is excellent, Mr President, certainly in the country where he and I come from. I thus
wish him great success in both departments, and we
have high expectations for his work, both in and outside the budgemry field.

Mr von der Vring (S).

Mr President, the provisional twelfths system is cenain
to entail inconvenience and risks of delay in various
fields. Incidentally, we are experiencing this for gurselves in the form of provisional deductions from our

I should like to draw your attention to paragraph 5 in
the resolution, which states that we will deliver an opinion at a later stage on the provisional twelfths proposed by the Commission and the Council. This does
nor mean that we have rejected these twelfths, it simply means rhat within the 30-day period available to us
we will take the matter up again. It means that we shall
have time to deal with this matter during the February
part-session, which falls within that 30-day period.

I wished to say the first time round. I
shall comment on the individual amendments which
have been tabled when we come to the vote.
(DE) Mr President, this

is

- the principles of the policy
not the right time ro discuss
of the twelfths, and for this reason I can be brief.

Mr

rravelling and accommodation expenses.

Today there will be no extended debate on the appli-

The proposed authorization of additional ryelfths
concerns urgent marrers, to which the Committee on
Budger has.agreed without ge.nerally-clarifying some
contenuous rssues concerning the twelfths system. The
actual amount constituted by a twelfth is sdll in dispurc in some cases. The Committee on Budgets will be
discussing that next week. In cases of dispute the pro-

posed authorizations refer to the number of twelfths
and not to the ECU amounrs.

cation of the provisional twelfths system and the consequences of the rejection of the budget. Ve shall,
after al[, be holding this debate during our next partsession, and the only issue to be discussed today is
authorization for some urgent matters that will admit
of no delay. For example, rents, insurance premiums
and those items that in many cases need to be paid
more than one month in advance.

Ve
However, the document submitted by the Committee
on Budgets contains one contentious issue which Mr
Fich pointed out. The licence payments to Greenland

agree to provisons being made for such technical
transactions, where they cannot. be postponed owing
to previous commitments.

for

In addition, we wholeheanedly suppon the proposal

twelfths system gives rise

to make available an additional two twelfths for food
aid. It would be wrong and unacceptable to our Broup

Community fishing rights fall due in January.
Greenland's fishermen depend on these. However, the
regards the appropriation

to formal difficulties as
of 26 million ECU for

Greenland. The Commission has proposed

-

and per-

if the starving and distressed population of the Third
'!7orld were to be the victim of our budget difficulties.

i+
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As far as Greenland is concerned, our group is prepared to ensure lhar the arrangements made can be

Greenlanders can see that the Communities sand by
their word dqspite the fact that Parliament has rejected

implemented.

a budget and that we have to live according to

Ve

are surprised, Mr President, ar rhe proposal in
paragraph 2 of rhe document we are considering today
(SEC (84) 2123 final
Doc. 2-1368/84), which calls
for not less than l1- ryelfths to be made available
under Chapter 10A as a matrer of urgency for members of the old and new Commission. As we know, rhe

the

welfths rule.

Mr Bonde (ARC).

(DA) Mr President, we in rhe
Danish People's Movement
against Membership of rhe
European Community, like Mr Moller, have every
sympathy for Mr Pitt's and Mr Tomlinson's Amendment

No 6 concerning provisionally charging t6.4
to pay for fishing

Committee on Budger is not due ro give irs opinion
on this subject until im next meering. I could well imagine this proposal being subject to a critical review by
the Commission and the Council.

rights around Greenland. But the proposal is in fact
superfluous, since the Council of Ministers has already

Now that we have Mr Andriessen, who was also a
member of the previous Commission, wirh us, I should
like to draw attention ro lhe surprise
in our view

requested that the Commission should undenake payment, and we would ask the Commission to make thar
payment without regard to the slender l0-9 majority
in the Committee on Budgets.

- rwo members
at the appointmenr of
as Vice-Presidents of the
Commission a few weeks before the end of their rerms
of office. Could Parliamenr be given informarion on
the potential financial consequences of this action
under the existing retirement arrangemenrs and also
the reasons for these appoinrmenrs lirerally ar rhe lasr
minute?

million ECU under Chapter 32

understandable

of the former Commission

The question arises as to whar consideration was given
to the potential financial impact on our people over a
number of years at a time when the pennies are having
to be counted in all our counries. I do nor rhink this is
exactly a classic example of good political psychology,
Mr Presidenr. I do realize that the Commission is not
in a very good position to answer this quesrion bur
perhaps it can help to ensure that Parliament receives
the required information ih dme in order ro arrive at a
proper assessment of this decision by rhe Conference

of Ministers.

Mr'Msller (ED).

(DA) Mr President, it is quite
- abide by
right that we should
the twelfths rule, bur
Greenland cannot understand the facr rhat the Treary
it has entered into with the European Communities
seems to smnd or fall according to whecher or not we
abide by the twelfths rule. In inrcrnational law in gen-

eral, internarional agreements take precedence over
internal financial regularions such as the twelfths rule

etc. The Communiry credibility depends to a large
extent on whether they can abide by the agreemenrs
that they have entered in[o, even when the other pany
concerned is a small nation way up in the Nonh, a
nation with different ethnic origins from the Europeans and which therefore wishes to withdraw from

The matter is, after all, quite

simple

: the European

Communiry has bought fishing rights around Greenland; the fish should be caught now, if they are going
to be caught at all, and paymenr should be made now,
if the Community is ro srick by the agreements it has
made. The consequences of the majority opinion of
the Committee on Budger would be utterly absurd.
The Danish navy would be forced ro srop ships from
Bremerhaven when they enrer Greenland waters. The
for a cod war and rhe only result

stage would be ser

would be that the European Community would have
rc pay for fish which had not been caufht, since you
can't run away without paying your bills. Paymenr
could be demanded at rhe Coun of Justice of the

European Communities in Luxembourg or from the
International Coun of Justice, since these are obligations thar are binding under internadonal law. So the
money could be collected in rhe same way as money is
collected in bailiffs' couns when ir is owed, whether
we catch the fish or not.

The Danish People's Movement against Membership
of the European Community respecrs the fishing
agreements drawn up berween rhe European Com-

munity and Greenland, and we shall vote in such a
way as rc facilitate paymenr of the money due. \7e
regret that there are some people in rhis chamber who
believe that you can go into a fish shop and buy fish
and then run away without paying.

Mr Andriesseg Member of tbe

(NL) I
Commission.
am extremely pleased that the debare on this provision,

-

which is necessary ro enable the machinery

of

the

Community to function as smoothly as possible,

has

the Communities.

devoted some attention ro rhe Greenland question.

I

'!7'e are
confronted

shall vote against paragraph 4, which refuses to
authorize the 16.5 million ECU to Greenland. I shall
vote in favour of Amendment No 6 presenrcd by
Messrs Pitt and Tomlinson which makes it possible for
us to continue ro pay for and carry through whar rhe
Commission and the Council have begun, so that the

with a difficult problem. After
negotiations with Greenland we have reached an
agreement, requiring a provisional budget appropriation of 26.5 million ECU. The negoriarions are about
to be concluded. Just one Member Sute needs to sign
the agreemen!, and the agreed amounr should be

it
it
it
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available from the moment the agreemenr is signed. It
is my firm conviction thar rhis is simply a quesrion of
correctly implementing a commitment entered into by
the Communit,v during the difficult negotiations wirh
Greenland.

Accordingly, as the person responsible for fisheries
policy, I promptly attempted to find a solurion to rhis
problem, which, as I have said, is also connected with
the problem of keeping the Community machine in
working order. I would therefore be panicularly
grateful if Parliament could give its full support to
enable this to be done, and the best way of expressing
it would, in my view, be to accept the amendmenr staring quite clearly that the faciliry provided for earlier is
now available.

Mr President, my insisrence on this poinr is nor a plea
for the Commission, and cenainly not for rhe Commissioner responsible for fisheries. I am arguing here
for a proper position to be adopted by the Community
in international contacts. The Community, as a community of peoples, cannor afford not ro acr correcrly
on this point. Should it prove impossible ro proceed in
this way, we then would prompdy face great difficulties with Greenland, and I believe that this should certainly not be allowed to happen as a result of any
contentious point or major points of difference rhere
might be, and indeed are, between the two budgetary
authorities.

Mr President, Mr Cornelissen, whom I thank for his
friendly words of inrroducrion, asked some questions,
in panicular as ro the successive appoinrment of two

Vice-Presidents at the end of the previous term. '!7alk-

ing around the lobbies, I occasionally gained rhe
impression, Mr President, that rhe view in Parliament

was that the former Commission had taken this decision. Mr President, nothing could be less true. The

decision to appoint initially Mr Pisani as Vice-President of the Commission and then after his departure
Mr Burke was a decision taken by the Council and no
other. I am nor at libeny, Mr President, ro speak on
this point on behalf of the former Commission. At the
moment, I cannot say precisely what the financial consequences of this decision are; I believe thar they are
not entirely [he same, in view of differences in the
legal position. I think the situation is different for pensions than for interim allowances. I am not fully prepared for such a technical question, but it is very easy
to find the answer since the regulations governing the
legal position of Commissioners and other senior officials or representatives of the European institurions are
a matter of public re'cord. They can therefore be
obtained without any problem and can easily be made
available should the Honourable Member so insist.
There are consequences, bur as far as I know at the
moment, they differ depending on the siruation, in
that they are, I think, considerably less imporranr in
the case of pensions than in the case of inrerim allowances. I am no[ completely sure however. I am willing
to examine ways in which the information requested

can be supplied, and personally can of course understand the surprise occasioned by this matter.

(ED).- Mr President, I rise on a point of
order that will occur during voting tomorrow, and I
think ir better to raise it now when we conclude the
Mr Price

debate rather than at the time of voting so that consideration can be given to it in the meantime.

In his speech Mr von der Vring referred [o the vote on
paragraph 4 and said that 218 votes would be required.
That in my view is not the case. I think it is important
that this be established now.
Decisions on additional twelfths require the European

Parliament to act by a majority of ir Members and
three-fifths of rhe votes cast. Paragraph 4 is not such a
decision. It stems from a proposal for a transfer submirted in a separate document which accompanied the
request for additional twelfths. Both dealt with the
same subject-matter relating to Greenland but were
actually relating to two quite distinct procedures. The
proposal for a transfer would not require any'special
majority. The Council, in respect of that proposal for
a transfer, decided to do something slightly different,
namely, to authorize the charging of the ircm to a different budget line. The European Parliament is now
invircd by its Committee on Budgets to express a view
o.n that procedure. Under neither the transfer provisrons nor a comment by the European Parliament
about these exceptional procedures would any special
majority be required.
So, in my view, it would be quite inappropriate for any
special majority to be required when dealing with par-

agraph 4 tomorrow. I raise that point now. I appreciate rhat you may not wish to rule on it, because it
will be a matter for the President taking the vote, but
it may be helpful that I have raised it now rather than
at the time of the vote tomorrow.

Mr Cot (S), Chairman

of the Committee on Budgets.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I had been
expecting to be addressing you with the latest repon at
voting time, and that, I believe, is to be at six this evening. However, since Mr Price has raised the problem

now,

I

should like to give my own opinion on rhe

question, which for once differs from his. I greatly
admire his finesse and the purity of the logic he has
applied, but on this occasion I believe thar he is wrong.

I would like to remind the House of the voting procedure as regards provisional twelfths, since we shall
have to be referring to it for a number of votes whilst
this situation, which is unpleasant for everybody concerned, remains. It is budgetary procedure that when
provisional twelfths are involved and we are consulted
in connection with the provisional twelfths for compulsory expenditure we must express an opinion by
simple majority vote, but than when it is in connection
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Cot

with a decision on non-compulsory expenditure, it

is

Parliament which has the lasr word, though in order ro
amend a Commission proposal a qualified majority is
required, that is 218 votes, the majority of the members of this House, and three-fifths of the vores casr if
we wish to amend the proposal put before us.

Point four of Mr Fich's resolution sets us a difficult
problem. This is the outcome of the Commirtee on
Budgets' evaluation of the dnkering
if you will
- forward as a
allow me the term
which has been put
solution to the problem.
The date for Greenland's
withdrawal is not at stake, and I believe that we are all
convinced that we must find a means of honouring our
committment to Greenland. Ve are unanimous in this,
and ir would be a mistake to think rhar there was any
ill-will in the position adopted by the Committee on
Budgec as regards Greenland or the problem of the
Greenlanders. On the other hand, we did wish to
show our reaction ro rhe way in which the question
has been handled.

Mr Price would

have been right had

we been concerned with transfers in proper form. The
Council did not think fit ro do so, and preferred rhe
somewhat unonhodox solution of relying firstly on
the eleven welfths 6f Chapter 42
which raises no
panicular problem, and we propose- a favourable opinion by simple majority vote
secondly, an
- and, any
'imputation' under Anicle 32, without
reference
to the procedures laid down in the financial regulation. This is the irregularity which has provoked the
negative opinion of the Commirtee on Budgec.

Having said that, the logical basis for the opinion of
the Committee on Budgers is as follows: Chaprer 32 is
a chapter which, in our view, forms pan of non-compulsory expenditure. Ve are in slight disagreement
with the Council over this interpretation of Chaprcr
32, but, in our view at leasr, it is non-compulsory
expenditure.Ve therefore consider thar the way forward lies in the amendment procedure, regardless of
rhe name it is given, be it 'imputation' or anything else,
once the transfers procedure has been excluded it is a
procedure associated with rhe sysrem of provisional
twelfths wirh all its constraints. I personally believe
that the requirement of 218 votes and three-fifths of
votes casr is jusdfied for the adopdon of Paragraph 4,
and that is the rule which I shall be asking the President to apply in a few moments'rime.

(DE) Mr President, I agree
Mr von der Vring (S).
with our Committee Chairman.
I am very careful on
this kind of issue. There is a German proverb which
says you shouldn't discard somerhing you mighr need
one day. Specific legal frameworks are always neces-

sary. But one thing is a mistake: the Council has not
requested a transfer of allocations. Exceeding the
monthly amounts means establishing an additional

fo. Gr..nl"nd. The Council
is requesting 12 additional twelfths here, too. The
Committee on Budgets rejected this and a majoriry of
sent the amount we need

218 votes is necessary for rejection.

I should

Prcsident.

like to point out to Mr Price

- to the agenda the vote will take place,
that according
as I said, at 6 o'clock this evening and not tomorrow
morning. So I think there is no need for you to pursue
the matter any funher.

Mr Pricc (ED).
On a point of order, Mr Presidenq
- make
I merely want !o
the observation, in reply to
what Mr Cot said, that it is for our own convenience
that we have dealt with two quirc differenr procedural
matters in the same report. Our comment in paragraph
4 cannot be construed as an authorization of additional twelfths. Manifesdy it is not the authorization
of additional twelfths. It is a comment on the way in
which the Commission execures the budget. Such a
comment cannot be construed as coming under Anicle
204 and therefore requiring any special majority. The
fact that we wrap it up in rhe same resolurion as has
other pans dealing with additional twelfths does not
change the nature of what paragraph 4 relates to.
Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken during the next voting time.

7.

Tax anangementsfor undertahings (contd)

The next irem is the continuation of the
- 2-1340/84)
repon (Doc.
by Mr Abelin.t
President.

Mr

lJlburghs (NI).

(NL) Mr President,

I

am

a

supponer of Europe, -though not a Europe of muldna-

tional undenakings. For years, rhe multinational
undenakings have had their own way in the European
Community, profiting from rhis large market. The task
of the European Community should in fact be rc
crea[e a. political counterbalance ro rheir unchecked
economlc power.

I therefore find the Commission's directive disappointing, and support most of the amendmenm by Mrs Van
Hemeldonck, which are aimed at resrricting and conrolling transfers of losses and profits made by multinational undenakings. The only Europe I shall defend
is a Europe of workers in which rhe mulrinational
undenakings can be monitored by worker represenrauves.

budget

Secondly, I again come across the same rigid dogma in

the Council's request contains a transfer of allocarions
this is not the decisive issue, because it does nor repre-

I

in line with the procedure for crearing a
budget, even if it is only a budger for one monrh. If

Mr Abelin's documenr: tax reductions to
See previous day's debates.

facilitate

17.
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Ulburghs
investment. In my own country, Belgium, the policy of
gifts to undertakings and sacrifices by the population
has not alleviated the crisis at all, the effect being at

Republic of Germany. If this directive is implemented,
it will have the following consequences for Greece:

the most, as the government puts it, to reduce the rise
in unemployment. Hence my negative attitude to this
directive and the Abelin repon.

Firstly, the tax will in practice operate like reserves for
undenakings.

of large undenakings will
be further reduced, to the detriment of the national
Secondly, the panicipation

Thirdly, tax cuts must not be applied willy nilly but
should be linked to social criteria, such as promotion

budget.

of employment, type of production, i.e. to meet real
needs, such as housing, healthy nutrition etc., funher-

ance

of an economically autonomous Europe, more

aid rc small and medium-sized businesses and smallscale experiments, and finally the protection of the
environment. Only under these conditions can the
Community concede anything to businesses and hence
afford a drop in revenue.

Fourthly and to conclude, I would like to say rhat on
the whole I am opposed to the fundamental principles
of this directive and the Abelin report. And although I
back most of the amendments tabled by Mrs Van
Hemeldonck,

I

cannot support her sixth amendment,

since it is based on the same idea of gifts for undenak-

ings. Our starting point should not be profit and loss
accounting in the narrow business sense, but profit
and loss for society as a whole. Vhat use are profitmaking undenakings to us when our population is
becoming increasingly worse off? Vhat is the good of
profits for some propeny speculators when if the
housing shortage is becoming increasingly more desperate? \flhat good are profits for the multinational
undenakings and the farm industry when hunger in
the world is assuming increasingly dramatic forms?

I advocate and argue for a global approach to these
problems, going beyond economics, that is to say for a
more social, decentralized and small-scale approach.
Mr

Alavanos (COM).

(GR)

Mr

President, the

- Communist Pany conof the Greek
sider that the proposal for a directive on the carry-

Thirdly, it is those in paid employment who will

have

to make up the shonfall.

Founhly, from a financial point of view, there will be
considerable uncertainty regarding the collection of
national budget revenue.

Fifthly, small undenakings which do not draw up
annual accounts will be excluded from the privileges of
this directive on the grounds that such undenakings
do not contribute to international trade.

Lastly, with the system of carrying over profits to
cover any losses made by subsidiaries, large companies, panicularly the multinationals, will be given the
opportunity of increasing their exemptions from taxation.

For these reasons the Greek Communist Party will
vote against the draft proposal.

- The members of the
Socialist Group were elected on the basis of a contract
with the eleccorate in which they committed themselves to doing everything in their power to realize
their first priority: the creation of jobs. Precisely for
this reason, the Socialist Group intends to look at all
documents that come before Parliament concerning
economic, industrial and monetary policy and dercrmine its stance in this light.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).

representatives

over of companies' profits and losses is an unacceptable inrcrference by the Commission in the rax systems
of the Member States, with particularly negative
effects for Greece, where the rate of indirect taxes on
legal persons, and notably on limircd companies, fell
from 17.30/o in 1974 ro 9.940/o in 1984.,At the same
time taxation of natural persons has gone in the completely opposite direction, rising from 48.20/o in 1974
to 63.770/o in 1984. The main reason why revenue
from the taxation of legal persons has fallen is not so
much the drop in profits bur the scandalous tax
exemptions which are becoming more and more widespread, as well as an orgy of tax evasion by Greek and
foreign firms established in Greece.
Lastly, we must point out once again thar taxation of
legal persons as a proponion of gross national product
is lower in Greece than in all the other Member States:
1.30/o in Greece, '1.90/o in Italy, and 2% in the Federal

The retrospective carry-over of losses provided for in
the draft directive to allow losses to be set off against
results for previous financial years is yet another
example of the piecemeal, incoherent approach followed by the Commission in recent years. The Socialist Group will vote against this over-liberal directive
and against the Abelin reporu for a number of reasons.
First of all, as stated earlier, the directive is simply a
gift to the financially well-endowed. It does not
change anything in the business climate. It does not
help to create jobs, and most of all does not combat

via 'transfer pricing' between
related undenakings. Finally, it will make the Member
States poorer, cutting their revenue significantly, and
will create considerable practical and administrative
problems for national governments wanting to introduce a social budget. For all these reasons, the Socialist
international fraud

Group

will vote

Abelin report.

against both the directive and the
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER

introduced. To develop something while not being
rble to foresee the consequences is, to put it mildly,
extremely careless. The irresponsible attitude of
nuclexr energy producers who continue to build
nuclear power stations without any safe method having been found to store the waste is incomprehensible,

Vice-President

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken during the nexr voring rime.

8.

Votes

ment and storate of radioactive waste (1985-E9)

Explanations ofoote

Sir Peter Vanneck (ED).

I wish to speak on this

excellent reporr by my colleague,
Mr Turner, and to
vote in its favour. Of course, rhe solurions ro rhe problems are coming forward one by one all rhe dme. The
present advisory commirree, we have heard, is a little
secretive and the two-yearly reporr on rhis commitree
is well wonhwhile. The sum of money, 92 million
ECU from the Community matched by the various
nations, is reasonable, but it is vital for the provision of
cheap electrical power for industry and for our abiliry
to compere with the Comecon and orher countries that
these by-products be dealr with effectively.

The siruarion in my constiruency, in Cleveland, highlighted by the so very effective BAND (Billingham
against nuclear dumping) is crysnl clear. Ve are nor
unthinking NIMBYs. A NIMBY says again and again:
'Not in my backyard.' So we must, and gladly do, suppon further research before decisions are raken, as
does this repon.
Nuclear power is here to sray, ro enhance the quality
us economic electricity. However, on a Communiry basis we musr find out quickly
how best to dispose of its inevitable wastes and thus

of our lives by giving

never again even consider urban environment.

from

Mrs Viehoff

t he

Ewropean Demooatic benche )

(S).-

indeed as is the attitude of the governments who give
their permission for construction, hence acting con-

trary to their duty rc look after the safety and welfare
of their populations.

Up to a cenain point, the proposed programme n'ould

Report (Doc. 2-1365184) drawn up by Mr Turner on
behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology on the proposal from the Commission to
the Council (Doc. 1-2t3l84
231 final)
- COM(ta)
for a decision adopting a programme
on the menage-

(Applause
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have still been acceptable if the amendments tabled by
Mr Ford and Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz and those tabled
by myself, which call for all costs to be charged to rhe

producers

of

nuclear energy, had been accepted.

If

costs were to be charged to rhe nuclear producers, rhe
real costs of nuclear energy would be clearly apparenr
for all to see and it might then turn our thar nuclear
energy is too expensive. In any event however, we
would be applying the pollutei-pays principle, which is
also used in other circumsrances.

Now that these amendmenrs have been rejecred, I
shall vote against the motion. I find it unacceptable
that society has to pay for the costs of clearing away
muck produced by an energy Beneration process
which, I am firmly convinced, is incomprtible wirh the
interests, health and safety of rhe population.
(Applausefrom the lefi)

(S).- (DE) I would like to make a shoru
statement on behalf of the Lower Saxony depuries Mrs
Simons, Mr Klinkenborg and Mr'!0fertig.
Mr Gautier

Unfortunately, we are bound to vore againsr Mr Tur-

ner's repon although we suppon

in

principle

rhe

European Community's implementing research programmes on the final storage of radioactive waste.
However, there is a sub-programme under which rhe
mine at Asse is ro become an experimenral srorage
facility for highly radioacrive waste. Unfonunately, we
have had unhappy experiences with rhe mine at Asse in

the past l0 years. To begin with ir became an experi-

mental storage facility for moderarely radioactive
waste which is allegedly recyclable, but in practice ir
turned out that this was not the case, and we are afraid
that the Asse salr mine facility might be used [o srore
highly radioactive wasre as well, in circumvention of
nuclear safeguard procedures.

s

For this reason we are, unfonunately, forced ro vote

(NZ) Ve are well aware of

rhe
fact that there is a problem with respect ro rhe srorage

of highly radioactive waste. I raised this subjecr on a
previous occasion in this House in connection wirh a
report on a moratorium for nuclear energy
prepared by the very genrlemen who has jusr spoken
and accordingly also asked for this morarorium ro -be

against this report because we wanr to do justice to rhe
fears of the populace and the technicians working in
this field, because we believe that we were nor elecred
to vote for such a programme, and because we have
been deceived several times already in rhis connection.
(Applause

from

t he

left

)
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ir writing. - (DA) The Danish
Social Democrats cannot vote in favour of the Turner
report. \fle do not wish under any circumstances to
enter into a debare on the storage of radioactive waste.
'Sfe
are against any form of atomic energy and therefore have no wish to discuss the problems of waste.
For this reason, we shall vote against the repon.
Mrs Gredal (S),

( Parliament

and low-radioactive nuclear fusion. Such things exist,
gentlemen:That is what we think on this topic.
(Parliament adopted tbe Resolution)

t

*'
,,

*.

adopted the resolution)t

Rcport (Doc. 2-1341184) drawn up by Mr Cassidy on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy on the ProPosal from the

:i

Report (Doc. 2-1330/84) drawn up by Mr Silzer on
behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology on the proposals from the Commission to
COM(84) 271 final)
the Council (Doc. t-342/E4

Commission to the Council (Doc. l'198/84
COM(84) 1t2 final) for a directive amending Directive
69/l6g/EEC on the harmonization of provisions laid
down by law, regulation or administrative action relating to exemption from turnover tax and excise duty on
imports in international travel.

-

L for a Council decision adopting

a Research

A"fter tbe oote on the Commission's proposal

and

Training Programme (19S5-19E9) in the field of
thermo nuclear fusion;

II. for a Council decision

complementing Council

Decision 84/l/Euratom. EC, of 22 December
realization of a tritium handling labora1983

torY.

-

Mr President, under
Mr Cassidy (EDl, rapporteur.
Rule 36 I wonder whether Lord Cockfield would give
us the Commission's reactions to the amendments to

the Commission proposal that Parliament has
voted

.iust

?

Mr
Lord Cockfield, Member of the Commission.
President, I had offered a number of important con-

Explanation ofoote

cessions in the hope that this accommodating and flex-

(DE) To start off
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).
- that I do not
need
*'ith, I would like to make it clear
to, end neither is it my style, to sign something using I
different name. Perhaps this occurred in the bureaucratic machinery, but it ought to be quite clear that
these amendments could hardly have come from the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology.

Nevertheless, I would like to state that we will of
course vote against this because, firstly', this project
devours thousands of millions and whether we will
ever achieve success with it is written in the stars,
and that is too far
indeed almost beyond the stars
away for usl

-

ible attitude by the Commission would enable a conto be reached. Your House has, however,
voted in favour of the higher allo*'ance. The original
Commission proposal was presented by the previous
college of Commissioners. I cannot on mv own agree
to the changes proposed by Parliament without consulting my fellow Commissioners, but that I am most
willing to do.

clusion

Mr President, mav I
Mr Cassidy (EDI, rapporteur.
through you thank Lord Cockfield for that extremelv
conciliatory and positive statement.
(Laughter)

Secondly, the ironic thing is that the line we are so
assiduously following here is called the Tokamak line.
and it's
Tokamak is Russian for 'mighry current'

precisely here that the money is just washed down the
mighty currentl Instead of this we demand that

Ve had been considering referring the matter back to
committee under Rule 36, but under these circumstances I do not think I

will

press

for that.

900/o

of these research funds be used for alternative energy
which is the
research and for better use of energy
- that 100/o of
and
cheapesr way of obtaining energy
rhe money is used for basic research into low-neutron

(Parliament adopted tbe resolutions)

I

I

The rapponeur was
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos l-8 and 24;

-

AGAINST Amendments Nos 23 rnd 25-52.

:i

The rapporteur wts
IN- FAVOUR of Amendments Nos l -7, l4 and l5;
- AGAINST
13.
Amendments Nos 8/Rev.

-

-
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Rcport (Doc. 2-1342/E4) drawn up by Mr I. Friedrich
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monctary Affairs and Industrial Policy on the proposal from
the Commission to th€ Council (Doc. 2-585/t4
COM(t4) 40, final) for a directive amending Directive
69/|35/EEC concerning indirect taxes on thc raising
of capital.

17.1.85

standing that once rhe l0 narional parliamenrs have
ratified the Treaties of Accession, Spain and Portugal
automatically become members. In accordance with
Article 237 of the Treary of Rome, ratification is quite
clearly a matter of national competence and not a matter for the European Parliament.
( Parliament

adopted tbe resolution )t

Explanation of Vote

*-"*

Mr Alavanos iCOfrl).
(GR) The proposal for a
- of indirec[
directive on the reduction
taxes on rhe raising of capital is yet another of the many favours which
big business in the Member States is seeking to obrain
through rhe EEC institutions. As far as Greece is concerned, we do not need rhis proposed directive since
rhere are enough privileges which already exist in this
area. Under Law 184/67 industrial undenakings are
exempt from the stamp duty applied to mergers of
limited companies. There are also dozen of exemptions from a number of national and local dues applicable rc the raising of capital.

Report (Doc. 2-1540/ta) drawn up by Mr Curry and
Mr Fich on behalf of the Committee on Budgets relating to

authorizetion for additional provisional
- first
twclfths for the 19t5 financial year (non-compulsory expenditure); and to

initial opinion by the European Parliamcnr otr the
authorization of additional twclfths for the 19t5

-

financial year (compulsory expendture).
Explanation of oote

In view of this, rhe Greek Communist Pany wishes to
stress once again, before value-added tax is applied in
Greece, thar the harmonization of our tax system with

that of the EEC will be a dangerous and retrograde
move against the interests of the Greek people. Ve
shall therefore vore against this repon.

Mr Tomlinson (S).
I believe we are rrying to
exempt the European- insriturions from rhe consequences [har arise from the decision to rejecr rhe 1985
budget. Although the resolution says that this is wirh-

it is to underline our unwillingness
always automatically to accepr any proposals for supout prejudice,

(Parliament adopted the resolution)1

plementary twelfths rhat my friend

Pitt and

I

have

tabled these amendmen6.

**o

Report (Doc. 2-1343/84) dra,vn up by Mr Formigoni

on behalf of the Political Affairc Qolmmislss on the

In view of the facr thar some of the amendments have
now been incorporarcd in the text and that we have
dealt more satisfactorily wirh the position of Greenland, I will propose to my Labour colleagues that we

consultation of the European Pailiament on the accession of Spain and Portugal to the European Community.

support the resolution as amended, but we do so in the
sense of giving clear warning that we will not automarically agree ro requesrs for additional twelfths just for
our own convenience and to son oul our own administrative problems. They are problems creared by the

Exphnation ofztote

Community institutions. Ve have to learn ro live with
them. !/hen we rejected the budget by 318 votes to 3
we did so knowingly, knowing rhar there would be
difficulries, and it will nor be parr of our role to help
automatically to find a way our of those difficulties

Mr Christiansen (S).
(DA) In rhe final vore on rhe
Formigoni reporr, we-shall vote in favour, because the
1983 Sruttgan Declaration lays down quite clearly rhat

the views of rhe European Parliament shall

be

obtained before a counrry accedes to membership of
the European Community, and rhis new elemenr in
Parliamenr's comperence was officially approved by
Denmark at the Stuttgan meeting. Our approval of
the Formigoni repon is, however, subject to the reservation that our vote does not include acceptance of
paragraph 7, which we are against. It is our under-

until the Council and the orher institutions have
learned ro take a more responsible arrirude to the

problem of the 1985 budget as a whole.
( Parliament

adopted the

re

solationf
*-

+{The deputy rapponeur, Mr Habsburg, was

I

IN

The rapponeur was

-

IN FAVOUR of Amendments

Nos l-3.

FAVOUR of Amendment No

- rapponeur was
The
-

2.

AGAINST Amendments Nos 2-6lrev.
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Report (Doc. 1340/t4) drawn up by Mr Abelin on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. 2-627/t4
COM(84) 404 final) for a directive on the harmonization of the lavs of the Member States relating to tax
arangemcats for the carry-over of the losses of under-

Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection on
rhe proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. 1-1478/83
COM(84) 39 final) for a
- the introducdon of Comdirective concerning
munity methods of sampling and analysis for the
monitoring of foodstuffs inrcnded for human con-

takings.

sumPtion;
Explanation ofoote

-

(DA) The CommisMr Bonde (ARC), in witing.
of the regulasion's proposal on the harmonization
tions reladng to the carrying over of losses to previous
or subsequent years will increase the earnings and
liquidity of the undenakings concerned without any
guarantee whasoever that these increased earnings
and liquidiry will be used for investment, in new jobs,
for example. The European Community is thus meddling in taxation and distribution policy in defiance of
the promises made to the Danish people before the
1972 ref.erendum on Community membership. The
Danish People's Movement against Membership of the
European Community therefore opposes Mr Abelin's
rePort.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)t

***

the second report (Doc. 2-1328/84) drawn up by
Mrs Veber on behalf of the Commirtee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection on

a proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-346/84
COM(84) 291 final) for a
directive on the -financing of health inspections
and controls of fresh meat.

(DE) Mr President,
Mrs Veber (Sl, rapporteur.
in submitting so
ladies and gentlemen, my intention
many reports for this part-session was not to put on a
one-man show for Parliament. The reason is simply
that our committee felt we shoirld at long last produce
deeds to match the grand pronouncements abour
improving working conditions. For this reason we suggested that cenain Commission proposals for direcdves be discussed in the House in a simplified procedure, in order to make it clear that it is quite possible
in many cases to deal wirh technical matters vely pre-

cisely and quickly,

9.
Presidcnt.

-

Foodstffi

-

-

Fresb meat

The next item is the joint debate on

the repon (Doc. 2-1106/84) drawn up by Mrs
Veber on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-

-

if
to take the decisions, and
- to
it still has

necessary
to rcll the Commission that
work on some things.

For this reason we also applied for a joint debate on
the three reports on trade in meat products, on methods of sampling and analysis for the monitoring of
foodstuffs intended for human consumption, and on
the financing of health inspections and controls.

ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection

Ve

on
the proposals from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. I -358184
COM(84) 337 final) for

I.
II.

-

a directive amending Directive 64/433/EEC
on health problems affecting inra-Community rade in fresh meat;
a directive amending Directive

7l/ll8/EEC

on health problems affecting trade in fresh
poultrymeat;

IIL a directive

amending Directive 77/99/EEC
on health problems affecting intra-Community rade in meat products;

the second repon (Doc. 2-1327/84) drawn up by
Mrs Veber on behalf of the Committee on the

I

The dcputy rapporteur, Mrs Van Rooy, was
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos l-3 and l0;
- AGAINST
Amendments Nos 4-6, 8, 9 and 11.

-

believe that all these three proposals for direcdves
extremely important for the consumer. The proposal dealing with health controls for meat is meant,
particular, to make clear that it is urgently necessary to
have the same controls in all countries where there is

'are

in food. You will perhaps
of meat not being adequately
inspected in Belgian abattoirs. For this reason there

intra-Community trade
remember the instances

'!7e had asked that
should be sensible standardization.
there be no debate on these three topics. Unfonun-

ately, this has not come about due to an objection
from the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food. However, I would still ask Members to keep
discussion of these topics very brief because we do not
wan[ to torpedo unnecessarily such moves to improve
working conditions. It is precisely for this reason that I
have not used up all my speakint dme.

Mr

Eyraud (S).

gendemen,

it

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and

is cenainly
not my intention to criticize
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Eyraud

the rapponeur in any way
on many many
- I have
occasions been able to appreciate
Mrs Veber's contributions
nor, indeed, ro criticize the Commission
for its proposals
for a directive on health problems
affecting intra-Community trade in fresh mear of various animals, or regarding the inrroduction of methods
for the taking and analysis of samples, or the financing
of such measures.

but nonetheless permitred for agricultural use are still
on the market; our limir values are too high for substances which may be damaging to health and very
often the dme limit for using up srocks is too long.
Ve, who have ofren spoken out in defence of animals
are now coming ro realize that ir is our rurn to be the

The proposals are good, and represent a significant

Consumer organizarions are pressing more insisrently
than ever for more a[renrion to be given ro rhe need

srep forward from the 1964,

l97l

and 1977 directives.

My comments are of a purely technical nature, for I
consider that even more can be done, and that we
must look ro the future.

delays in analysis. That will provide the consumer wirh
the guarantee rhar, regardless of the time raken for an
analysis, it will always be carried out properly, which
is not always rhe case at presenr. Founhly, by applying
stricter rules ro the use of abbaroir was[e, ro avoid the
spread of epidemics and epizootic ourbreaks. Fifthly,
by mking anorher look ar rhe rules relaring to minced
meat and renderized meat, which can be the source of
serious problems when they are nor properly prepared
of supervised as regards healrh.
These are jusr five suggestions which I believe should
be brought to rhe artenrion of the House, and applied
as soon as possible.

Mrc Squarcialupi (COM).
(17) Mr President, I do
- of these
not wanr to go into the details
directives here,

I

am well aware of their importance

for greater safety and hygiene and our

shares

commirtee

their concern.

So we urge the new Commission to spare a little more

Firstly, we mus! go funher in the harmonization of
methods for taking and analysing samples. For this we
can rely on the diligence of rhe experrs of the Smnding
Committee on Foodstuffs. Secondly, by providing in a
future directive some Community financial incentive
for the harmonizarion of narional rules on the financial contribution ro meat inspection. Thirdly, by drawing up a common legal basis for guarantees against the
risk of harm being done to the producer by long

although

guinea pigs because cenain substances are being kept
on the market.

in

economic and social rerms and for consumer protection.

I want to discuss a broader issue, an insritutional problem, and ask when we can expecr rhe competenr committees to be granred advisory powers, as this would
save time and speed up procedures. These directives
could also undoubredly have been decided by rhe
Commission.

Another problem lies in rhe general approach ro consumer policy. These directives by no means go far
enough to meer the present needs of consumers. They
are an imponanr srep in the right direction but rhey
are nor enough. A more decisive approach is needed ro
tackle the problem of rhe harmful products, the illeffecr which cenain goods may have on consumers.
Too many goods which are dangerous and harmful

thought for the consumer, panicularly the unemployed, underpaid, those who belong ro rhe ever
growing'league of the 'newly poor'. And we can assure
the new Commissioners rhar rhere is no shonage of
marerial requiring arrenrion, and on which this House
has already expressed im opinion.

Ve cannot, then, be happy with theie few small

steps,

even though rhey are betrer rhan nothing, coming as
they do after a period of sragnarion in consumer
policy. The time has come for real action.

(NL) Mr President, I naturally
support the Commission's
initiarives, as presented in
the various Veber reporus concerning safeguards for
meat consumption. One cannor be too stringent in this
field, where rhe health of our population is at srake.
However, I fear thar rhese measures will not eliminate
the problem connected with healthy nurrition in general and healthy mear in panicular. The root of the
problem lies in the merhods of production dictated by
the striving for profit. Hence the rearing of animals in
large sheds under rhe most wretched of condirions,
which represent a verirable indicrment of our civilization, instead of on small-scale farms conducive to both
animals and humans and healthier ro boot. Hence rhe
use of hormones and the exisrence of slaughrerhouse
factories where any serious form of superviiion is virtually impossible. Hence the use of addirives and the
like, with an unhealthy end product as rhe resuh.
Mr Ulburghs (NI).

Indeed, ro what ex[enr are the criteria

for 'healthy,
and 'unhealrhy' determined by rhis same p.ofir
motive? And should we no[ also give some rhoughr ro
excessive consumption of meat? The only way to bring
about change here is to ensure rhar meat producrion ii
derermined by rhe quality of the end product and no
longer by just rhe market sysrem. This can only be
done if we rerurn ro natural producrion metliods,
which would amongsr other things enrail a significant
reduction in scale and a concomitanr changi in ou.

eating habits, resulting

in the consumprion of

less

meat.

Finally, Mr Presidenr, is it not high time that we ser
about this rask, since our collective healrh is at stake?
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Ve

are, however, sdll a long way from doing so, even
with the directives considered in the \7eber reporrs.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
- Mr
President, I would like to stan by thanking Parliament

and especially the Commitree on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, together
with the Committee on Agriculture Fisheries and
Food, for the suppon they have given to the Commission's proposal. It may be said that the step ro be taken
is a small step, but it is important nonetheless. Of
course, one can also question the entire system of
production. Independently of whether rhis system has
advantages or drawbacks however, I would say rhar
we should be happy we are nor setring up lhe sysrem
itself as a check on whether the results of these production processes are being passed ro the consumer in
an acceptable fashion. That is ultimarely the idea
behind these three directives, which I shall nor name
again in full, as the rapponeur has already done so. I
should just like to say thar rhe Commission believes
that a harmonized soludon ar Community level may
resolve a number of difficulries caused by the diversity
and complexiry of the differenr bodies of national legislation, and that this is in any evenr in rhe interest of

and this is rnore important
and
- that the Commission -intends to review these guidelines in the course of
this year. So what we have is simply a continuation of
the 1984 programme. Given this proviso I still think it
is imponant to make a few points, and in doing so I
am expressing the Socialist Group's view.

The Community's development cooperation has not
been confined to the associated States, i.e. the ACP
States, for a long time now, and it would be wrong if
we thought we could limit it to them. The aid for the
non-associared developing countries has, on the con-

trary, become part of the European Community's
world-wide obligation to other regions of the world,
whose people look to us and expect our support
in
countries in Latin America, Central America and Asia.
The annual increase in the amount made available for
this, in line with rhis House's wishes, shows that the
Community mkes this responsibility seriously, that this
field of European policy is becoming more and more
important. \7e Socialism, see development aid as being
a part of international peace policy. In our eyes every

thing the Community undertakes as part

of

its

development cooperation measures is aimed
in view
of the growing tensions, increasing conflicts- and the

the consumer.

looming danger of war
promoring Peace.

Here is an example of whar I should like to call good
cooperation between Parliamenr and Commission in
taking a further step forwards in this imponant field.

Thus, development cooperarion should contribute ro
reducing the world-wide discrepancy in prosperity',

I

shall be glad to pass on the recommendation to give
more systematic consideration to the consumer aspect
in the Commission's overall policy to the colleague of
mine responsible for rhese marters.

President.

-

The debare is closed.

President.
The next item is the report (Doc.
2-1334/84) -drawn up by Mr Guermeur on behalf of
the Committee on Developmenr and Cooperation on
the proposal from the Commission ro the Council

COM(84) 526 final) for

and

and thus the tensions between Nonh and South. Seen
from th'is angle the financial and technical aid involved
here has a deliberate political nature going beyond aid
measures.

the American Government. and by promising
via
- for
the Commission
an additional 30 million ECU
the countries of Central
America
including Nicara- of rhe budget
gua. These funds belong to the part
we

10. Aid to non-associated deoeloping countries

(Doc. 2-801/84

at reducing conflicts

In order to make this clear, let us take a look at one
area: the measures benefitting Central America. I
would again like to stress how much I welcome rhe
decision taken by the Council of Foreign Ministers ar
the San Jos6 Conference last October. The Foreign
Ministers showed the way here by unresen'edly supporting the Contadora Group's effons in defiance of

The vote will be taken during the next voting rime.

-

-

are now discussing in the interim. Thev have been earmarked by Parliamenr. Our demand of the Commis-

sion and the Council is, rherefore, thar rhey now follow up rhe decisions rhey have already taken with a
corresponding d raft budget.

a

- the general guidelines for
decision determining
1985 concerning financial and technical aid to
non-associated developing counrries.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Simons (S).
- discussing
gentlemen, we are
rhe general guidelines
for financial and technical aid to non-associared developing counrries at an interim stage which srems from
the fact that ar the moment rhere is no 1985 budget

Finally, I would like to address a few words to the new
Commission in the person of Mr Cheysson, who is
responsible for such marrers. \7e are well aware that
only a limited amount of money is available for the
non-associated developing counrries, which makes ir
all the more necessary to use these funds as effectively
as possible. Thus, we expect the Commission to subordinate all the aid effons under consideration ro a new
concept whose derails I do not wanr [o go into at the
moment, but which must meet a cenain indispensable
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condition. It must
on rhorough political reflection
- really
help those who
need it. It must be so

-arranged that rhe public gets a positive

impression, and

rightly so, of a European administrarion which

can

weigh up things properly, act cleverly and flexibly, and
effectively review its own acions. Ve know thar often
this is not the main impression the public has, sometimes righdy, sometimes wrongly. Let us build on rhis
debate to do more to obain improvements, you in the
Commission, but also we in this House.

Mrc Daly (ED).
Mr President, my group is in
- tone
favour of the general
of the Guermeur reporr. As
Conservatives, we srrongly supporr Community aid to
non-associated countries, panicularly the poorest and
least-developed ones. Ve hope this House will suppon
our. amendment calling for improved evaluation of
Prorects.

Vhen funds are limited and needs are great, it is
essential, first, to have a proper analysis of projects
before agreeing ro put money into them, secondly, ro

have an evaluation during the project and, most
imponant of all, to have a sysrem whereby the effectiveness of the project can be measured once it is fully
in operation. Ve believe it is imponant to learn from
our experiences in one counrry so that anorher may
benefit.

'Ve strongly

supporr. paragraph 15 which calls on the
Committee on Development and Cooperation to catry
out an overall examination of the implementation of
the programme since 1976 and an assessmenr of the
results. Such an examination is necessary not only to
assess the results but also to help us identify priorities
in the future.

Our group firmly believes rhar some of the problems
affecting the administration of food aid are due ro a
shonage of snff in rhe pan of rhe Commission responsible, DG VIII. They are seriously undersaffed in
comparison to national and international aid administrations, panicularly as staff numbers are related to the
volume of aid handled. False economies in staffing do
not pay. Our group has therefore written to the new
Commission President, Jaques Delors, asking him to
review the siruarion urgently.

Not that we are opposed to good relations with China,
it seems to us thar this paragraph concerns full
trade relations rather than aid. The budget for this
form of aid is small enough as it is, and we believe rhat
China is no longer among the poor or poores[ coun-

but

tries.

'!7e have a question ro pur to Mr Natali. There is a
rumour that the responsibilities have been split, with
Mr Natali looking after the Lom6 countries and Mr
Cheysson rhe non-associated countries. In rhar case,
we would have expected him here this evening. Some
clarification could perhaps be provided on rhis point.

Mr d'Ormesson (DR).

(FR) Mr President,

ladies

and gentlemen, ir is my honour
to submit to rhe House
an amendment to the motion for resolution included
in Mr

Guermeur's repon. The amendmenr would
of the resoludon the financial

delete in Paragraph 8

aid for the government of Eduardo dos Sanros. This is
why.

Civil war is raging in Angola, and rhis serves

rhe

interest of the Soviet Union and Cuba, since the royalties of the oil companies are used to finance the
maintenance of occupation troops.

Three communist offensives were launched last summer against the UNITA forces; the firsr towards the
south-east of the counrry, the second towards the
centre, and rhe third from nonh-east ro south-east.
Their aim was the reconquesr of rhe Kazembo region
and the. province of Luando-Lubango. Had they been
successful, they would have concluded with a march
on Jamba, the provisional capital of Jonas Savimbi, the

president

of UNITA. In the north-east/south-east

campaign alone, the communisr forces abandoned on
the field of bamle 98 of the 200 sovier tanks used, and
2 500 soldiers.

Last summer's battles entailed heavy losses on both
sides. My colleagues and I were shocked when visiting
the UNITA field hospitals last monrh ro see the number of young men who had losr limbs. UNITA has
nevertheless consolidated and significantly increased
its forces, which are strictly voluntary
unlike the
conscripted forces of rhe communism.

Mr Verbeek (ARC).
(NL) As Members of GreenAlternative European -Link in rhe Rainbow Group, we
cannot unconditionally agree to the Guermeur reporr.
Ve find it a piry that the policy guidelines have simply
been taken over from 1984, and that these guidelines
have not been properly analysed or discussed. Ve
know that aid is sreadily becoming more commercial-

After aking control of rhe Zambian and Namibian

increasingly at a disadvantage, also with respect ro the
EEC, and their debm consranrly increasing.

borders, they are now liberating the territories alongside the Zaire frontier, panicularly rhe diamond-mining areas. The communists now have their backs to the

ized, with the countries concerned being placed

Despite the shonage of air suppon, despite the soviet
helicopter gunships, despite the soviet T 34 and T 52

tanks, the UNITA batallions have resumed their
march nonh-east towards the Zaire frontier, which
they already occupy to a large exrenr.

sea
In panicular, we have strong objections to Paragraph
l0 of the motion for a resolution, on aid to China.

in the enclaves of

Luanda, Benguela,

and

Mocamedes. The government in power in Luanda
would collapse without rhe suppon of the 40 8OO
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Cubans and

the 8 000 Soviet, East German

believe rhat the people of Angola need it. For this
reason we are opposed to Mr d'Ormesson's amend-

and

Portuguese communist military advisers and police.

ment.

In such a situation, giving financial aid ro the dos Santos tovernment, and radfying the accession of Angola
to the ACP States is tantamounr to contriburing the
the continuation of the war. The key to peace and
independence in Angola lies, as in Namibia, in our
determination to show the conflicting forces that we
invite them to negotiate a cease-fire, the depanure of
all foreign troops, and the holding of free elections.
Jonas, I know, has no fear of peace, or of liberty.

(NI).- (NL) Mr President, this is the
shall speak, then you will be rid of me as I
have already mlked so much.
Mr Ulburghs
last time

I

On 28 September 1984 in San Jos6, Costa Rica, Mr

Pisani promised that European Community aid to
Central America would be increased from 40 to 80
million ECU per year. Along with Mr Guermeur, I
regret rhat the draft Council guidelines for 1985 do
not contain anything on this point. This support for
Central America, in panicular for the grassroors projecr in Nicaragua, is of major imponance in my view.

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission.

[7)

Mr

- colleague
am speaking on behalf of my
Mr Cheysson who is responsible for aid ro non-associated developing countries and who was unavoidably
President,

I

detained elsewhere. He has, however, been consulted
on what I am about to say, just as we consult on acrion
in the field of development policy. May I begin by
thanking those of you who have contributed rc this
debate and say that we are verypleased that this repon

'

(Interruption by Mr d'Ormesson)

Mr d'Ormesson, I have already said that we give aid
not to the governments but to the people and we
believe that the peoples of Angola need this aid and we

will do our utmost

and

I

repeat this

to prevent

'S7e
this in
its being misused. - have already discussed

previous debates and we will no doubt be discussing it
again shonly when Mr Galland gives his report.

The Commission also opposes Mr Kuijpers' amendment, presented by Mr Verbeek, because we feel that
the maintenance of resolution 10 on the continuation
of aid to China is justified in view of this country's
needs and the positive results of rhe cooperation on
the 1983 aid programme. An examination of management of the aid in the past has shown this to be effective and in line with the principles expressed in the
basic regulation and the approved annual guidelines,
bearing in mind, of course, the complex nature of the
rural development afiion and the need for it to be carried out over a period of years, bearing in mind, too,
the pracdcal difficuldes in giving aid to poorer beneficiaries whose administrative resources are very often
more limited and finally, and this has been demonstrated here, bearing in mind the shortage of personnel
available for this type of Community aid, in Brussels
and in the beneficiary States. The Commission will
take into account the recommendations made on this
point in the repon.

has received such a positive response.

I would also like to say that as far as we are concerned
there is full agreement on the need for a Commission
report on the priorities and needs of the non-asso-

The repon underlines the validity of the guidelines
proposed by the Commission and highlights two

ciated developing countries, but that we may be unable
to meet the deadline of June 1985 purely and simply
because of the shonage of staff.

points: in broad terms, it. stresses the need ro conrinue
initiatives favouring the poorer developing countries
and to improve coordination of Community aid by the
Member States; more specifically, and several speakers
have mentioned this, it points to the advisability of
stepping up aid to Cenral America, extending cooperation with China and maintaining aid to Mozambique
and Angola until they are able to reap some practical
benefit from the Lom6 Convention. '!7e wholeheanedly suppon [hese recommendations, which have,
funhermorey been echoed by speakers today.

As regards Africa,

I

have noted what

Mr

Ormesson

has said: however, the Commission is quite opposed to

Amendment 3 submitted by him in point I of the
motion for a resolution which asks for Angola to be
excluded. I want to make it quite clear that we are
aiming neither to sustain nor to cambat political
regimes. Ve take the view that Community aid should
go to the peoples who need it. This is what our policy
and our management of the aid is trying to do and I

In conclusion, may I say again that we are well aware
of the political imponance of this rype of action.
(FR) Mr President, ladies
Mr d'Ormesson (DR).
- respect and great esrcem
and gentlemen, I have every
for Mr Natali, but I have to rell him thar he is wrong.
By granting this loan to Luanda, and not to the terrircry which has already been liberated by the UNITA
he is giving defaoo moral recognition to a tovernmen[
which is imposing a totalitarian regime on a pan of the
'!fle would be better advised to
people of Angola.
abstain from choosing between the two camps and to
repeat with determinadon that we require a cease-fire,

the withdrawal of all foreign troops, and free elections. That is the role of democracy! I have no fear of
peace, or of libeny!
(Appkusefrom the Group of the Earopean Right)
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President.

-

The debarc is closed.

The vote will be taken during the nexr voring rime

we had to be satisfied with tabling a motion for resolution, raising the main problems facing us today with
our budget procedure, and in the knowledge rhar the
final report on rhe managemenr of food aid could nor

be drafted

ll.
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in 1985 until after rhe budget has been

adopted.

Management offood aid

I

President.
The next item is rhe report (Doc.
2-1338/84) -drawn up by Mr Galland on behalf of rhe
Committee on Development and Cooperarion on rhe
management and implemenrarion of food aid under
the provisional twelfths sysrem.

Mr

Galland (L), rapporteur.
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
- well aware
ladies and gentlemen, your are
rhar our
Community has humanirarian aims. Our aid is offered
through emergency measures and regular pro-

of rhe principal elemenrs in
Communiry policy for cooperation wirh the developln8 countnes.
grammes, and forms one

Food aid is, of course, essential and will remain so for
many years to come, because of demographic growrh,
endemic drought and rhe conrinuing advance of the
desert which jeopardizes all attempts at developmenr,
panicularly the primary aim of self-sufficiency and
security of food supplies for rhe developing countries.

This is why our House has on a number of occasions
pondered the efficiency of food aid, and soughr to
reviewed its fundamenral concepts. Your are aware,
ladies and gentlemen, rhat Communiry food aid
revolves in the main around cereals and dairy products. Other products are not ruled out, of course, and
since our celebrated debare on hunger in the world the

of products by means of rhree-legged
operations has shown a distincr upward trend.
diversification

The European Parliament has been consisrently
opposed ro the use of food aid as the means of disposing of the Communiry's agriculrural surpluses, panicu-

larlv in the

cases where such producrs are

ask you to note, however, that the motion for resolusets our clear prioriries, and thar it is essential thar
the House reaches a decision, since, as you know, one
of the chief reasons for the rejection of rhe Commission's budget discharge for 1983 was rhe way in which
food aid was managed.

tion

Now when we re-read rhe report of the Court of Auditors we can see plainly that the Commission was seriously at fault in rhe way rhat food aid was managed in
1983, but the Council had irs share of responsibility,
and Parliament ircelf is nor entirely blameless, inasmuch as it should never under any circumsrances hold
up the decision-making process, which is why it is
imponant to adopt rhe morion for resolurion which I
submit to you today. The morion for resolution itself
naturally deplores that food aid must be managed
under the system of provisional twelfths.
Paragraph 2 of the morion for resolurion nores rha[
until the 1985 budget is fixed, food aid supplied by rhe

Community

will follow rhe

amounts

in the

1984

budget for commitrmenr appropriations, rnd rhe drafr
1985 budget for payment appropriations, and that in
view of rhis, supplies of food aid can be carried
through on the basis of the 1984 implementing regulation for the managemenr of food aid.

I would like ro digress briefly
to remind you thar one of the argumenrs used to persuade our Assembly not ro reject the 1985 budget was
'if you reject the budget rhere can be no food aid'. It
was nor true. Food aid can, of course, continue. It can
conrinue on rerms which, rhough nor ideal, are perfectly acceprable, and this motion for resolution is a
Ladies and genrlemen,

reminder of the fact.

not fully

suited to the rrue needs of the people. On rhe orher
hand, it must be nored that the cereals shonfall of the
developing counrries has worsened considerably over
the past dicade, and is likely ro conrinue ro worsen.

That was why rhis House decided during the firsr
reading of the budget ro reduce food aid in powdered
milk and butteroil and ro increase rhe quantities of
cereals, sugar, vegetable oil, and especially aid in the
form of other indispensable products originadng in the
developing cou ntries rhemselves.

The problem we now face, Mr Presidenr, is rhat the
annual report on food aid, which it is this year my
duty to submit on behalf of the Commirree on
Development and Cooperation, is somewhat changed

by the system of provisional twelfths. This was rhe
outcome of a long discussion in Commirree. Initially

Paragraph 4

of rhe morion for resolution is panicu-

larly important. In it we call on rhe Commission to
take due accounr in managing the provisional twelfths
of the priorities which were clearly and overwhelmingly set out by this Assembly during the first reading
of the 1985 budger, in order rhar the guidelines may
become reality when the 1985 budget is adopred. It is
clear that, in the light of the observarion which the
House had made on rhe implementation of previous

years' food aid, aid in rhe form of dairy produce was
to diminish. For a number of reasons rhe Commission
was not happy wirh this decision by Parliament. By use

of the

provisional rwelfths the Commission could

attempt to distribute more dairy produce during rhe
first pan of the year and rhus face rhe House wirh a /e
facto situation ar the end of the provisional twelfths
which left us wirh difficulry' in redressing rhe balance
even by our votes, and that we would distribute more
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dairv produce than we wished or the people required
once again in 1985.

misunderstandings between our committee and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation and I

should therefore like
And we draw' the Commission's attention explicitll'ro
the good relations which Mr Delors described w'hen
he took up office, when he declared that deeds
counted for more than words. Deeds clearlv include
taking proper note of the will of Parliament, managing
the provisional twelfths and distribution food aid in
accordance with Parliament's wishes. So that there can
be no possible misunderstanding about this, our
motion for resolution lists category by categorv the
quantities of products voted by Parliament during the
first reading of rhe budget: cereals, dried milk, butteroil, sugar, vegetable oil, figures which would doubtless
have been confirmed at the second reading had we had
a second budget.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, although this
motion for resolution is not a long one, it tackles the
essential problems, calls on the Commission to draw
up a new 1985 budget as soon as possible, including a
Chapter 9 which takes account of the wishes of Parliament expressed during the first reading, a new draft
implementing regulation for food aid in 1985 and
new draft basic rules for food aid
most important
which reflect the budgetary competence of this Assembly. Ve are now in a situation where, since there is a
desire to harmonize relations between institutions, and
a desire to take account of competence of the European Parliament as regards food aid, it is a matter of
urgency for the Commission to propose new basic

rules which respect Parliament's competence as
regards the budget. The new Commission will be
wrong if it does not do this, Mr Natali, since it will
leave a problem between Council and Parliament
which recurs with every budget, and which the Commission and no-one else is in a position to put right by
drafting new rules. Clearly, we cannot allow procedural abuse to threaten Parliament's budgetary competence in food aid, and you will be aware, Mr Natali,
that the House will repulse such a threat unanimously;
you are aware of your own responsibilities, and I trust

rhe Commission will have the pragmatism and the
courage to act.

That, ladies and gentlemen. is how we stand at present. In the almost unanimous view of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation the motion for
resolution can cope with our present budgetary situation, and allow us to manage food aid as best can be
and that best will,
done during rhe firsr half of 1985
from our point of view, and in -spite of the circumstances, be fairly satisfactory.

Mr

Fich (S).

-

(DA) Mr President, I have been
of the Committee on Budgets,

asked by the Chairman

to make a few points on Mr

Cot's behalf.

2 states, among other things, that the
twelfths mechanism is to be administered in terms of
amounts of food aid; this is, of course, incorrect. It is,
of course, determined by the 1984 appropriations and
the appropriations in the proposal for 1985. In addition, paragraph 6 requires the Commission to draw up
a new budgetalv proposal for 1985 as soon as possible.
\tr7e have not taken a decision on anything like this
either in the Committee on Budgets or in plenary
session. In the vote which was taken a moment ago,
we took several ad hoc decisions, but this was quite
clearly not meant to set a precedent, and it was very
importanr for us that no firm decisions should be made
on matters of principle.
Paragraph

I should therefore like to lay down three principles
which I hope Mr Galland can endorse, since I am
doing so in the hope that the two committees can
remain in agreement. Firstly, this motion for a resolution must not be considered as being in conflict *'ith
the motion that has just been passed by our vote on
melfths. It is clear that the resolution we have just
adopted stands, and there is nothing new in this proposal.

Secondly, this motion for a resolution must not be
considered as containing a resolution on how the
twelfths mechanism shall be administered. Thirdly, the
motion for a resolution from Mr Galland must not
state what kind

of methods are to be used for setting

the budgetary procedure in motion again. These matters are being debated not only in the Committee on
Budgets but also here in the Chamber, and therefore it
is too early for us here rc be taking budgetary decisions like this.

There should be no doubt that we in the Committee

on Budgets are sympatheric to and support food aid
and development aid; but that is not what it is all
about. \(/e just do not wish to take budgetary decisions
here indirectly, since if we did so we could come up
against all manner of difficulties when we come to a
further discussion on the welfths mechanism, and on
how we are to get a budget for 1985. I hope that Mr
Galland will be able to endorse these commenr.

Mr J.

Elles (ED).

Mr

President,

I

welcome the

- in this debate on behalf of my
opportunity ro speak
colleagues in the Committee on Development and
Cooperation. \7e, in the European Democratic
Group, agree with the broad outlines of the Galland
report, and I would like to make just three points in

Mr Cot, who unfortunately cannot be here, to comMr Galland's report. This proposal raises a

that regard.

number of problems relating to budgetary matters, but
we in the Committee on Budgets are hoping to avoid

Firstly, we should take account of the priorities set out
by the European Parliament in its first reading of the

ment on
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1985 budget. Secondly, we should be looking for some

flexibility in the operation of the provisional twelfths
in this sector so rhar the Commission can administer
food aid properly during rhis rather difficult inrerim
period. Of course, we take the point made by Mr Fich
that the Committee on Budgets, of which I am a member, has not yet decided how the provisional twelfths
should be operated.

Thirdly, and lasdy, we welcome the improvements
that have been made in the adminisrrarion of food aid
during 1984, but we are concerned about the renewed
criticism of the Community's food aid programme by
the Coun of Audirors in its 1983 reporr. Ve recognize
that the Commission does not have prime responsibil-

ity for failure and errors on rhe pan of national intervention agencies. Indeed, we are increasingly concerned that there is a rcndency by the Court of Auditors [o pick on isolated cases and blame rhe Commission regardless of its culpability. For rhat reason we

suppon the idea of having a new proposal for a basis
regulation on the management of food aid and will be
calling for a full parliamentary reporr on the situarion,
because we should avoid in rhe future the kind of criticisms that the Coun of Audircrs has menrioned in im
report.

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission.
(IT) Mr
President, may I begin by thanking Mr Galland
and
the Committee on Developmenr and Cooperarion for
the motion it has tabled and which bears witness ro a
desire to solve the problems the implementation of rhe
1985 food aid programme, by adopting a pragmatic
approach which will enable the Commission ro take
the necessary measures to cambat the current crisis.
It is true that an implementing

regulation is normally
required to implemenr food aid appropriations bur for
1985, as we have seen, rhe fact that rhe budger has not
been approved puts rhe Commission in a difficult siruarion which is not covered by the texts and which can
be resolved only with sensidviry and wirh the good will
of all the institutions, and by adopting a practical
approach.

In fact, as the Commission has already had occasion to
point out to the Committee on Development and to
the Council, the 'global annual amounrs' of food aid

can be established only once the budget has been
drawn up. Funhermore, the Council made a joint
statement in 1983, accepting this fact.
Nonetheless, the Council now considers that what is

needed is a regulation, even with the provisional
twelfths, and it submitted an urgenr proposal to this
effect which Parliament rhrew out.

Galland, that these amounts should reflect as closely
as possible the priorities laid down by Parliament on
the first reading of the budget.
Under these circumstances and wirh Parliament's sup-

pon, which has found expression in this motion, we
will press the Council ro rry ro find an exceprional
soludon which will allow the urgenr needs of the
developing countries, in panicular the African countries hit by the famine and drought, to be mer, so rhar
the emergency aid delivered in December 1984 can be
followed by the 1985 appropriations.

Once the budget has been approved, the Commission
will amend im original draft regulation, adjusting the
amounts for 1985 to the credits in rhe 1985 budget.

During the debate, there was anorher request for a
restructuring of the framework regulation. The new
Commission has unfonunately not yer had rhe oppor-

tunity to look inrc this problem. However, I would
remind you that during 1984, at Parliament's insistence, the Commission looked into the marrer very thoroughly and came to the conclusion thar, all in all, the

had meanr considerable
improvements ro the exisring siruarion. This is panicularly true of the transfer from the Council to the Commission of responsibility for all decisions on appropriations for food aid. Before, of course, all rhese decisions had been taken by the Council.
framework regularion

Naturally, Mr Galland, I am prepared to deal with this
problem myself and inform you in the near future of
any factors which may alrer rhe situation.
And, as there have been some commenrs in this House
on the malrer of the recenr criricisms made by the
Coun of Auditors and picked up by rhe Press, implying that both the mechanism of the regulations and the
manatemenr of rhe food aid left something to be
desired, I would ask you ro bear wirh me for five minutes while I give you a number of figures which I think
you may find interesting.

May I start by saying that we are quite prepared to
look into the possibiliry of improving these procedures. However, I wanr to make it plain
as has

- be conalready been pointed our
that 1983 cannot
sidered a normal year, as it was rhe first year in which

the framework regulation was implemented. It has
been said, and I will say it again now, rhar in view of
the dme taken by rhe institutions to discuss rhe new
regulation, the Commission was unable to sran irs
work until afrer

July 1983, when the toral amoun$

into rhe details of the Coun of Auditors' reporr now
because they

The question now concerns the amounm which

ll

had been decided by the Council. I do not wanr ro go

rhis

regulation should set, given the differences of opinion
between Parliament and the Council which emerged
during the budget debate. The Commission feels, Mr

will

be examined later in accordance wirh

the normal procedures. However, it is interesting to
see that for the nexr year, 1984, not only has some of
the lost ground been made up, but rhe amounrs given
were well above the normal annual amounr.

t7
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The total sums mobilized in 1984 were: I 448 465
tonnes of cereals, compared with the annual amount
provided

for

under

the

1984 budget

of t tZz OOI

tonnes; for powdered milk, 186 509 rcnnes, compared
with t22 500 tonnes provided for in the 1984 budget;
butter oil, 57 841 tonnes compared with 32 760 tons.

This shows that the new procedures have unquesrionably improved the day-ro-day administration of food
aid. The Commission has also mken imponant and
exceptional measures, granting some 420 million ECU
in emergency aid to Africa in 1984, measures which

show that crises can be dealt with rapidly and efficiently.

It

is rherefore imponant to srress that rhe criticisms
made by the Coun of Audisors in 1983 can have no
bearing whatsoever on recent events.

European public opinion, ladies and genrlemen,
enflamed by the appalling scenes which are reaching
us from the regions affected by famine and drought, is
demanding that we be consistent. Of course, we have
ultimate tartets and we will stand firm on our intention to isolate and overcome the causes, but we must
heretheless keep within the bands of the facts and

figures we know. And we will reserve our grearesr
effons and all the resources of which we cenainly
have to work together with care and industry to

Development and Cooperation on this proposal, and I
should like to thank Mr Namli for stating two imporranr rhings: firstly, that he would take account of the
quantities adopted by Parliament in the first reading,
and secondly, that he would attend personally to the
problem of the regulation.

(ED).- Very briefly, I believe we have
a right to ask questions of the Commissioner when he
and it was a very useful statemakes a statement
ment on the Coun- of Audircrs' criticisms regarding
1983. I thank the Commissioner for that. He said that
1984 showed an improvement, but he only spoke in
terms of tonnages and amounts. Can he tell us if the
delay between authorizing shipments and the shipmenm arriving has improved and what is the average
delay at the moment? This is the key question.
Mr Scligman

President.
is not admissible since questions
- That
should be asked
during the debate so that the Commissioner can reply at the end. Otherwise it means that
a new debate is staned.

The debate is closed.
The vorc will be taken during the next voting time.

redouble our efforts where we can.

I

Mr

Presidenr, that today's debate
House will have contributed rcwards this.

am sure,

12. Tennination of tbe

in this

((FR) I now realize
rapporteur.
that there seems to be a misunderstanding
between the
Committee on Development and Cooperation and rhe
Committee on Budgets, and I should like Mr Fich rc
reassure the Committee on Budger and its Chairman,
Mr Cot.

Mr Galland (Ll,

'!7e are not at all against the motion for a resolution
on provisional melfths. I would simply point our rhar
this repon is drawn up and is an annual repon. The
problem which faced us was wherher we should table a
motion for a resolution now, before the vote on the
budget, and Mr Natali has explained ro you why we
had to do so: it is because the Council considered that
a basis for a regulation on provisional twelfths for
food aid was necessary. And so Parliament has drawn
up this motion for a resolution so as not to delay food

sentice of

oficiak of the

Communities

The next item is the repon (Doc.
2-1158/84)- drawn up by Mr Casini on behalf of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on
President

-

the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council

(COM(84) 214 final
Doc. l-250/84) for a
regulation (Euratom, -ECSC, EEC) introducing
special and temporary measures

service

of

cenain officials

to terminate the

in the scientific

and

rcchnical services of the European Communities.

Mr Casini (PPE),

(IT) Mr President,
rapporteur.
Parliament has been called on to- express its opinion on
a proposal for a Council regulation inroducing special
and temporary measures to terminate the service of
cenain officials in the scientific and rcchnical services
of the European Communities.

aid.

The Legal Affairs Committee was assigned to give its
Vhereas there is no proposal on rhe first poinr, the
suggestion regarding provisional twelfths is norhing

opinion and has asked me to present our report.

new. Since we were obliged to produce a report anyway, it was necessary, so as nor to delay food aid, for
us to give our opinion, for the sector with which we
are concerned, on what was needed. I should like to
say to Lady Elles that what she said is fully in keeping

The question is basically as follows: there has been a
proposal to cut back approximately 120 posr of the
highest grades of scientific officials working in the
Joint Research Centre, mainly A3 and A4 grades over
rhe age of 50 and A7, A5, B and C grades over the age

with the position adopted by rhe Commirree on

of ss.
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The conditions for this staff reduction proposed by the
Commission are the same as were proposed ro reduce
staff in 1982 when Greece joined the European Communities.

I must stress thar this staff reduction is not proposed as
an end in itself but as a panial reorganization of the
Joint Research Centre in view of a change of emphasis
in the w'ork. As you are no doubr aware, rhe Joint
Research Centre's activities vere originally confined
to Euratom work. In recent vears, however, panly
with the suppon of Parliamenr, rhe Joint Research
Centre has branched into other areas, particularly the
ecological sector. It is currently concenrraring on protection against hazards caused by rechnological innovation. This calls not only for physicists, but also for
physicians, biologists, chemisrs, in other words, skills
which the present staff does no[ have. Furthermore, it
cannot be denied thar rhe average age of rhe present
staff, taken on a good few years ago, is fairly high and
although this means that ir is a very highly qualified
staff, it is none the less qualified in a field which is no
longer useful to the Cenrre.
The proposal we are now considering is by no means a
punitive measure, in that it is not intended ro remove
officials who are not capable of doing their work. It is
a restructuring measure and presupposes rhar new staff
will be appoinred to replace officials who are no longer involved in the work. However, new appointmenrs
will be on a more flexible basis, with short-term contracts which will allow rapid turnover. Furrhermore,
there is no economic basis to the proposal in that there
will be no immediate saving because rhe vacanr posrs
will be replaced by other posr.s; we.can only talk abour
It ln economtc terms rn the overall sense, in that the
Joint Research Centre is changing and needs new
skills to make it productive. Thus, in the long rerm,
but only in the long term, it can also be called an

of voluntan, redundancy for one grade but not for
another is a legally unacceptable discrimination; and
above all, that it is encroaching on the status of an
official; rhey are appointed as such and are enritled ro
the security this entails. The Commission proposal,
however, even though it only concerns a small sector,
would run counter to the precedent set by Greece and
could perhaps, in our opinion, set a danterous precedent for the future.

I think, then,

that for legal reasons this point
Commission proposal should be amended.

of the

There are also social reasons
course. The rrade
- ofonly
unions have agreed unanimously
to termination
of sen'ice on a voluntary basis. They are calling for a

trial period during which to

assess

what should

be

done. This request on the part of the unions is in line
with one principle of good managemenr; cenain measures have to be taken which will mean hardships and
only if it is found that ihey have achieved norhing will
more severe measures be taken.

I will end here, since time is shon. I would like rc say
only that the proposal I have described is intended to
be paru of a more efficient personnel policy, which
would guarantee flexibility and mobility on a voluntary basis. I think, however, thar rhis is a much broader
aim and would, in the meanrime, recommend Parliament to approve this report.

(The sitting utas
9 P...)

suspended

at I p.m. and resumed at

IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY

economlc move.

Vice-President

The report I am presenting on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee and which was approved unanimously by the Commirtee on Sciendfic Research is
very largely in line with the Commission proposal, rhe
only difference lying in rhe way ro achieve the aims we
have agreed upon. The Commission proposes that termination of the services of rhe officials in the grades I
listed first should, initially, be voluntary, with early
retiremenr as I described before, similar ro rhe procedure adopted when Greece loined the Communities.
But in the second insrance, and only for grades A3 and
A4 it will also take place on a compulsory basis, with
compulsory dismissal but rhe same financial deal as for
those leaving on a voluntary basis.

Mr Adam

(S).-

Madam Presidenr, I am speaking on
was the draftsman of the
opinion for the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology. I am sorry that he could nor be present
this evening, but Members will have noted the committee's opinion which is attached to rhe main repoft.
Ve did examine very carefully rhe measures rhat were
proposed. \7e have ralked to the managemenr and
staff at Ispra and we share as a commirtee the views
expressed by Mr Casini in his repon. I would srress rhe
fact that we have had these consulrations with the staff
at Ispra, because rhe Commitree on Energy, Research
behalf of

Mr Linkohr, who

and Technology has kepr close conlacr wirh the
Research Centre in the last few years.

The Legal Affairs Committee feels that this system

is

legally inadmissible and suggests thar the Commission
proposal, ideally sound, should be structurally modified so that at this stage, and barring subsequent revi-

sion, only the principal of voluntary redundancy
should be accepred. Ve feel that to adopt rhe principle

Madam President, I am also speaking on behalf of the
Socialist Group which broadly supporr.s the repon as
well. I think we ought ro no[e rhar way back in October 1983 Parliament was calling for just such a policy
as is contained in these proposals for volunrary early
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retirement and for the transfer of suff to other Commission depanments. I want to make the point that I
raised in the Committee on Budgets that we are supposed to be shon of staff in the Nuclear Safeguards
Sector in Luxembourg. I hope that we will get an
assurance from the Commission that everything is
being done to transfer as many as possible of the Ispra
staff who have some nuclear training to Luxembourg.
There was provision for that in the budgeu

The Commission's proposal is in line with our earlier
request, except on one point. That is the question of
the voluntary basis of the redundancy. Ve stick to our
original view that early retirement should be based on
a voluntary scheme, because we believe that good staff

success of the Research
Centre and that they would be severely jeopardized if
measures were taken against people who did not wish
to be retired. Ve want to keep the voluntary spirit. Ve
also believe, however, that requests for early retirement should only be granred where it is in the legitimate interests of the JRC service.

relations are vital

to the

I do not need to go through the repon, in which Mr
Linkohr has specified the scientific areas where we
need new blood. Ve want to move from a nuclear
emphasis to a non-nuclear emphasis, especially in environmental and safery issues. This was underlined in

the decisions that Parliament took during the discussions on the 1985 budget.

One of the problems wirh the proposals is the cost. A
great deal of comment has been made about the
expense involved, but we have got

to

realize that the

of the
staff regulations under which these people were
Commission is, after all, bound by the terms

appointed. They were taken on as civil servants, and
we must, realize that we are, in fact, dealing with a
residual problem. The basis of appointments was
changed, I understand, as far back as 1974, and people
at Ispra now are only taken on on a five-year rcmpor-

ary contract. Therefore it is very much a residual
problem which we are dealing with at the moment. Ve
are not talking about lump-sum payments. The people
will not be paid if they mke other employment and
rhere will be some, possibly slighq savings; but none
the less there will be some saving, as recruitment will
'probably involve people being engaged at lower salary

ing climate with an ageing workforce and without the
injection of new saff which we so badly need. The
cost of this inaction and funher delay, I am quite sure,
will be far more than the measure we are discussing
ronight.

I would go as far as to say, Madam President, that if
we do not have early implementadon of this measure,
it would be better to consider closing down the
Research Centre altogether.
Mrs Fontaine (PPE).

(FR) Madam President, lad-

like to make a number of
I should
comments on behalf of the Group of the European
ies and gentlemen,

Peoples' Pany about the report just submitted to us by
our colleague Mr Casini, and to congratulate him on
the courage and the dedication he has shown in carrying out the task entrusted to him by the Legal Affairs

Committee. Our group will be voring in favour of Mr
Casini's repon.

The question involved, apan from that of defining
words, is a delicate one. Mr Casini set the context out
very clearly a moment. or two ago. He reminded us
thar the role of the Joint Research Centre at Ispra has
changed recently, and agreed that the change required
research snff appropriate to rhe centre's new activities,
and therefore, some changes in staff. There is thus no
need for me to cover this ground a second time.

I would like to dwell a second on the point which is
the subject of the amendment proposed to the House
in Mr Casini's report.
The Commission in its draft regulation, the Committee on Research in its opinion, and Mr Casini in his
report, are in entire agreement on our aims: to give
the JRC a new lease of life. To do so, we have to
renew the smff who are the driving forces in the
centre, and in doing so, to satisfy the material wellbeing, the professional standing and the dignity of the
staff concerned with due regard [o the letter and the
spirit of the Treaties.

The Commission's draft regulation involved the early
retirement of the staff concerned, with financial compensation. Any disagreement, therefore, comes down

levels.

so the method used.

There are also plenty of precedents in the other institutions and in the Member States for this type of provision. I believe, Madam President, that the choice facing us at the present time is a very simple one. If we
want to make way in the Joint Research Centre for
new scientists with new skills in order that the
Research Centre cao play its full pan in Community
research policy, then we have got to have the staff for
the job and we have got to provide an incentive to
leave early to those staff whose skills are no longer

volunrcers, or should there be compulsion. It seemed
to us, and the Legal Affairs Committee agreed unanimously (save one absrcntion) with the view put forward by Mr Casini, that only with a voluntary sysrcm
could we reconcile all the various constraints. Evidently, the Committee had not the slightest intention
to perpetuate sinecures, nor to give in rc the irresponsible myth of job security at any price.

required.

However, the human aspects, the social aspects and
the legal aspec6, convince us that if these officials,

If we do not do this, then the Research

Centre will muddle through, but in a very poor work-

Should there be an incentive to leave, with encouraged
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who were recruircd by competition under the terms of
the Treaties which offer them employment for life,
were to be obliged to leave rheir posts early, it would
seriously damage the general principles which underly
the social legislation of all our counries, namely thl
respect for acquired rights. Such a precedent would be
highly dangerous for the entire European civil service.
There can be no doubt that the European Coun of
Justice would be called in.

In addition, we are convinced that wirh what we can
call 'encouraged volunteers', and increased opponunities for mobility, it will be perfectly possible to solve
this shon term problem ar the Joint Research Cenrre.
Having said that, it can be debated whether the error

did nor lie in allowint ro rhe staff concerned a status
which was manifestly unsuired to the nature of rhe
tasks confided to them, which do, by their very narure,
change.

I

can only express my delight at learning rhat for the
last two years the Joint Research Centre has improved
its recruitment policy. In my view, the only answer for
researchers of this very special type is a renewable
annual conrracr ried to specific research programmes,

and matched ro rhe requirements of international
research.

Mr Pricc (ED).
Madam President, we are faced
- The
with two problems.
firsr is that rhe nature of the

Fontaine have said. So, ler me concenrrate on the point
where I differ from them.

The really controversial point in relation to this repon
is whether we can rely entirely on rhe voluntary principle or whether the Commission should have the powers which it seeks ,to determine in the higher grades
those officials who musr leave. I supporr the Commission proposal and I believe ir is absolurcly essential
that we should give it the powers which it seeks if we
are to achieve the objective of first-class research ar
Isp11.

Let us think about who would choose ro leave. !/e are
dealing with something like a0 or 50 of the top men in
terms of rheir grades. I suspect that those who would
choose to leave would include rhose whose years of

inspiration are over and whose skills in some cases
simply could nor be used effecdvely, but that we
would also lose some of the very best people who
would choose to take advantage of rhese terms of
compensation and take their skills elsewhere. That is
the problem that we could have.

Now what do we do with these scientists thar we are
left with, whose skills are no longer appropriate? Do
we give them a laboratory and say: Look, we cannor
use your services effectively. .iust keep yourself occupied there for rhe day! This would be rhe most urrer
waste of their resources and the most utter waste of
the Community's resources.

scientific work at Ispra has changed, as Mr Casini
explained earlier on. Differenr scientific skills are now
required. The second problem is that we have a large
number of scientists who were engaged when Ispra
was established. Mosr of them were in rheir prime
doing excitingr n€w scientific work. They have grown
older together. Normally, in the larcr pan of his career

I believe in trying to achieve first-class standards in
Community research, because we musr ensure that it is
of such a standard thar we can expand rhis 'kind of
work, that we can demonstrare that, by cooperating
totether in Communiry research, we can achieve fai

others. Bur we, have too many workers of roughly the

original proposal.

a scientist moves rowards directing the research of

to be able to allow them to follow that
natural path of career developmenr. The advice that
same age

we have had as a Community from other scientists has
been that we need to change the age srrucrure at Ispra
if it is to regain its repuurion.

I believe

our prime objective musr be to ensure rhat

Ispra, has first-class scienri5ts with skills corresponding

to

the_ research programme, so rhar Community
research will have the highest repurarion. There is no
point in undenaking second-rare work because our
scientists do not have the appropriate skills and experience for the programme rhat is now ro be undenaken
at Ispra.

To achieve this objective, we cannor shirk taking difficult decisions. At rhe same time, of course, *e halre to
be fair to rhe staff who are ar Ispra and whose services
have become redundant simply because of different
scientific programmes being undenaken there. I agree
with much of what Mr Casini, Mr Adam and Mrs

more than Member States acting separately. That is
only going rc be achieved if we give the Commission
the powers rhat it seeks. I suppon the Commission,s

Mr Ford (S).
Madam President, I must say that I
wirh a-number of rhe commenr that have
already been made. It is necessary for the Joint
Research Centre at Ispra to have staff with different
scientific skills. It is vital that rhe age srucrure at Ispra '
should be changed, and it is also desperately imponant
agree

that the European Community srarrs ro undenike the
strategic research and development in Europe
- and
Ispra has a role in that
that will allow us ro compere

- Americans.
with the Japanese and the

Nevenheless, speaking on behalf of the majority of
British Labour Members
and, I hope, the majority
-find
of British Members
I
that the p.oporais art
- of reasons.
unacceptable for a number

First, they are excessively expensive. Individual
research scientists from Ispra who retire on a voluntary basis could ger up ro UKL 4OO OOO paid to them
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over the duration of what would have been their
working life. Cenainly the majority of the 120 staff
members that we are seeking to shed by early retirement would get up to a quarter of a million pounds
each. That is unacceptable. Vith the problems facing
Europe, with the difficulties we face, with the crying
needs we have, with the desperate needs our people
have, this is not an action that reasonable people in
Europe will find acceptable.
Secondly, I do not believe it will work. In that sense I
agree with pan of what Mr Price said. It will not
work, because who is going to leave ? I have evidence
from being pan of and responsible for two other early
retirement schemes: one in the local council, where I
am still a representative, and the other in Manchester
University, where I used to work. On the basis of
these voluntary schemes, as I have outlined here, the
best people leave. People leave who are in areas of
shonage.

I do not think that the term chosen by
rhe Commission is correct, because what is involved is,
not early termination of service but early retirement of
staff, and these are quite different. I would like to
make this clear through the way we wish to solve this
problem, on which common ground is shared by all on
many issues, even though some individual views differ,
because in solving this problem there are opposing
interests or competing aspects and criteria on which
this problem can be judged. For example, there is the
question of the interest of the service in very flexible
use of this research establishment, and that is something we are no doubt all for. Then there is the quesIncidentally,

tion of the social concerns of those involved, which
entails what amounts to a duty to make provision for
their welfare, and perhaps there is even a general
interest in retaining a uniform status for civil servants
throughout the Community.

I

make no secret

of the fact that the arguments

in

favour of both compulsory and voluntary depanure
if we are intellectually honest
are not such that

-

have been assured that there is a provision whereby, if anyone gets another iob,700/o of their salary will
cease. \flhat I would like to ask the Commission is
what they do with self-employed individuals in that
regard. I have heard that people who left under similar
circumstances when Greece joined the common market have, in fact, been re-employed by the Community
as advisers and consultants on a free-lance basis. I
presume that the Commission will ensure that that
anomaly is not allowed to continue.

- peqple are talking rubbish and the
we could say: those
others have a monopoly on the truth. Arguments for
and against exist for both sides. It is just a matter of

I suppon the voluntary princi\flhat is needed
- and is a double voluntary prinple for early retirement
ciple that we do not have to let people go who have
good work in front of 'them and who are in areas
where there is a shortage of specialist skills. !(/e want

Of course, in principle, I see the specific problems in
who is unfonunexactly the same way as Mr Price
but I come- to a different conately no longer here

\7e

something that is cheaper and we also want something
that does not set or rese[ a precedent for what is going
to happen in this Community when Ponugal and
Spain join the Communiry, and when we will again be
looking for voluntary early retirement. I do not think
that is acceptable.

Mr Miinch (PPE).

(DE) Mrs President, ladies and

gentlemen, I would- also like to express my appreciation for the rapporteur. \[hat we have here is a good
basis for solving the problem, from a human, social
and also legal point of view. In order rc be able to
monitor the problems at Ispra more consistently in
future we have set up a contact group composed of Mr
Adam, Mr Linkohr and myself. Ve have before us two
different proposals which really boil down to the fol-

lowing: compulsory or voluntary depanure of 120
from a total of some 2 260 staff. This is 50lo of the saff
we are talking about today in connection with the

Joint Research Centre. The Committee on Budgets

has tended towards the Commission's position, while
the Committee on Energy, like the Legal Affairs Committee, has unanimously opced for a voluntary scheme.

*herJ you places the stress, and in line with rhe
amount of stress given to the various arguments you

arrive at different conclusions. S7'e see at all political
levels that quite often the financial people see things
somewhat differently than those in the affected area
and the field of science and research, from local right
up to European level.

clusion, i.e. that we cannot blame those involved for
this. It is not their fault that the tasks have changed, it
is not their fault that there has been a shift of emphasis
from nuclear to non-nuclear research, and neither is it
their fault that the initial structural conditions have
changed, i.e. that the qualifications on the basis of
which they were employed as top-level researchers are
no longer in such demand because the nature of the
tasks has changed. You cannot., therefore, push the
blame onto these members of staff.
Perhaps we should take this opponunity to think more
in such
seriously in future about whether it is right

a highly sensitive research apparatus, which requires
adjustment to new tasks, greater mobility and flexibilpeople as permanent civil servana so
ity
- to employ
early. However, this is a problem which we cannot discuss now

in connection with this repon and the

120

people involved.

I blame the Commission for not really
checking beforehand on the degree of readiness to
leave voluntarily. Perhaps an empirical suruey would
have produced the figure of 120 volunteers.'!7'e do not
knovr, we are all speculating. Those who believe that
Moreover,
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Miinch
the.best people will go are specularing in the same way
as those who mainrain rhe opposite.

I have cenain objections, a cenain anxiety, but
also a cenain undersranding for the other side's position. Despite this I come ro the conclusion in rhe final
analysis
and also afrer we from the Committee on
Energy, -Research and Technology had discussed this
Thus,

in Ispra with all those involved
rhat the voluntary
- rhis
principle is the only suitable one at
momenr. If rhis
principle does not lurn our to be right lhen we can
always take a new look at rhe problem. I would like to
ask the Commission mosr sincerely, on the basis of my
report on stimulating exchanges in the research sector,
to study in grear detail all the possibilities, from the
issue of transfer within rhe Community to other solutions, which I cannot go into now.
Therefore, I would ask for the volunrary principle ro
be adhered ro, as rhe Legal Affairs Commirtee has
proposed, with a view ro taking inro accounr the social
interess of those affected and rhe need for flexibility
and structural improvement which we musr face up to.'

Mr

Clinton

Dris,

Member

of tbe Commission.

Madam Presidenr, may I say at rhe outset that I am
replying on behalf of my colleague, Mr Chrisrophersen, who regrets that he cannot be here. But of course
the reply I give represenrs rhe view of rhe Commission.
I should like at rhe ourser ro thank the various committees which have examined the Commission's proposals, which were of course rhe proposals of the previous Commission in relation to rhis marrer. Miy I
also say by way of preface that I very much welcome,
and am impressed by, rhe interesr and concern of the
Members of Parliamenr who have spoken in rhis
{ebap about.the people who are directly concerned by
this issue. The views that have been expressed are
views which are strongly held bur have been very moderately expressed, and I rhink rhar is the merit'of this
debate.

The basic objective of rhe Commission's proposals, it
will be recalled, was !o ensure rhar rhe Joint itesearch
Centre is run with rhe maximum efficiency consistent
with rhe Community's obligadons to its fuil-time smff.
I am pleased ro nore rhat the Casini repon shares that
motive. As Mrs Fonraine pur ir, it is important to
ensure that rhere is a breath of fresh air. An eloquent
phrase. Thar too was expressed by Mr Price in what he
had to say. The fact is thar we have to maintain firstclass research facilities and that there has to be flexibil-

ity. in achieving that goal. That is an essential prerequlslte.

Now the changing needs of rhe JRC require that a
small number of people with skills which are no longer
direcdy relevant to rhe work thar has ro be undenakln
should make way for younger people who have technical abilities rhar are appropriate ro the work in which
the JRC has ro be currently engaged, where

rhe

emphasis musr be changed from time ro rime. For
example, rhere has been a shift of emphasis away from
nuclear research to research on environmental pro[ection, as Mr Adam pointed our. Thar, indeed, ib a matter of very considerable imponance throughout the
Community. It is a point which does not divide rhe
Commission from Parliamenr.
Before I deal with the specific amendment that is being

proposed,

I should like rc make a number of points-.

First of all
rhis is in response to the poiniraised
- andthe
by Mr Casini
JRC establishment will remain at
the same level.- No jobs are, in fact, going to be shed.
My second point is that the Commission believes that
the terms offered to staff are such that the whole prob-

lem can be met through voluntary redundancles. I
wan[ [o ensure, on behalf of the Commission and
those who will undenake the negotiarions, that rhis
matter will be approached with compassion, sensirivity
and understanding. I think thar is an undertaking that
Members of Parliament in this debate would-have
wanted me to give.

However, if, in fact, we were to follow rhe proposal
made by Parliament ro rhe lerrer, I think it is inevitable
that we should be deprived, for an inordinately long
time at the very least, of a fallback situation if the voluntary scheme were not ro succeed. I think that was
the poinr made by

Mr Price.

'!flhat

we wanr ro do is ro rerain the option of compulsory redundancies, bur only in the case of Al and A+
staff. The Commission is confidenr rhat if compulsory
redundancies are indeed necessary, they are gbing to
be very few. The preliminary information thai I have
flom 1 survey is rhat 158 are interested in undenaking
the voluntary scheme our of the 380 eligible.

I turn from rhar to a very understandable concern expressed by Mr Ford rhat the Commission will
ensure that any application ro rake voluntary severance
under this scheme submirted by an official who is genuinely indispensable will nor be accepted. I thinkihat
thar is anorher imponant marer which needs ro be
Now

underlined.

I come now [o rhe question of cosr. It is a very difficulr
question, and I understand the point thar was made by
Mr Ford in this regard. But the Commission does havl
an obligation ro lrear Community staff in a humane
and considerare way. Ir also has an obligation, which
he touched on, rhar the raxpayers of Europe must be
assured rhat the Communiry's costs are kept to a minimum. The point that he raises is thar these sums are
inordinarely expensive. Bur the facr remains that rhese
are whar have now been tabled. The Commission will,
however, keep ir approach ro rhe quesrion of redundancy and severance terms under continuous review.

I want ro just say a word or rwo about the inherent
savings in the scheme. I know thar

Mr Ford is sceptical
about this. First of all, younger sraff will be empioyed
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in

place

of other more

expensively-paid staff.

Secondly, in the case of those accepting the redundancy payments and acquiring new employmenr, if
their new pay plus the compensation exceeds the previous salary, then the compensation is reduced propordonately. That is a point that has been made in this
debate.

Thus

point

it follows that

and this is the third
- will
arise as people take up new employment.

savings

I

I
wanr also to say that Parliament must understand
that the cost of these measures will
am sure it does
be shown separately in the budget. It is very difficult to
enter into a field of conjecture at this stage as to how
precisely the thing will be worked out, but I hope what
I have said will be helpful.
turn to the amendment itself and I have to
not like to conclude my first
recommend
- I do
speech by turning something down, but I regret that I
have to do so
that it should not be accepted and to
say that the -Commission cannot accept it. Senior
scientific staff have a gre^t responsibility for the conduct of research. The Commission has simply got ro
Now

I

keep the power to change these officials at JRC if their
skills are ovenaken by other essential requirements.
Indeed, that is the point that was made by Mr Ford in
the debate. There has to be this flexibility. Therefore, I
would submit to this House that the case that has been
put forward by the Commission is one which ought to
be accepted. Naturally, in any scheme there are anomalies, but I hope that I have said enough tonight to at
least offer some reassurance to honourable Members
about the anxieties that have been properly expressed
in the repons and, indeed, in the course of this debate.

(ED).- In his speech the Commissioner
referred to the sole exception as being where staff are
'genuinely indispensable'. \7ould he say what proportion of the snff he would regard as being genuinely
indispensable, and would he confirm that, in fact, very
few staff would be in that category, so that in practice
the vast bulk of those eligible for the scheme would be
able to opr our even if it would be in the interesr of
the Community for them to remain at their posts?
Mr Price

will write to the honourable Member directly with the
information, which he would not, I think, have
expected me to have immediately available.

Madam President, I should like rc
Mr Ford (S).
- comment to the Commissioner.
make just one
Obviously one does not expect to get everything one
wan6, but I am very encouraged by the Commissioner's response, panicularly with regard to the longer-term actions which are to be taken over this and
similar problems in the future if the Commissioner and
his colleagues carry out what has been indicated this
evening. I thank the Commissioner for what I think is
a very useful contribution.

(DE) If, according to his information, the number of those ready to leave voluntarily
is 158 ar the moment, and we are trying ro shed 120, I
would like to ask Mr Clinton Davis why he is so worried that the degree of readiness to leave voluntarily
might not be enough for the measure to be carried
Mr Miinch (PPE).

out?

Mr Clinton

Devis, Metnber of the Commission.
- I
actually preferred the comment of Mr Ford to the
quesrion I have been asked. In fact I said 158, bur that
is a matter of discussion and negociation and one cannot be absolutely specific. I thought I had replied ro
the question of why a fall-back was necessary, and it is
because the figures I have given are necessarily speculative. You cannot be sure in the course of negotia-

tions whether somebody who you think is going to
accept a situation will, in fact, accept it. So I reverl to
the argument about the necessity for a fall-back position in case the voluntary system were no[ to be successful Otherwise we should be denied a solution for
an intolerably long period, and it cannor be in the
interests of the Community, I would suggest, for this
to happen. The indications are, however, that the voluntary system thar we are suggesting will be successful, and that is why I have approached it in the way
that I have. I hope that answer satisfies the honourable
Member.

President.

|
Mr Clinton Devrs, Member of the Comrnission.
think I have already dealt with the substance of what
the honourable Member has asked, but I cannot give
him proponions. All I can do is pass on his question to
my colleague, Mr Christophersen, and hope that he

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be nken during the next voting time. I
wish you a good evening.
(The sitting u)as closed dt 9.40 p.m.)t

I

Agendafor the next sitting:

see

Minutes.
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President.
Mr Fich, I was here yesterday and I
recall your -commenrs very well. !7e shall take careful
note of rhese points.

Vice-President

I must poinr ou! to you, however, that the French version, which is the definitive one, has 'Greenland'.

(The sittinguas opened at 9 a.m.)

(Parliament approoed tbe minutes)

l.

Approoal of the Minutes

2.
President.

-

Votes

The minutes of yesterday's sitting have

been distributed.

Report (Doc. 2-1351/Ul by Mrs Vcber, on behalf of

Are there any comments?

Mr Fich (S).
(DA) Madam President, concerning
the Curry and- Fich repon which Parliament adopteJ
yesterday: during the adoption of the repon yesrerday, a number of misrakes were correcred. I ihould
like to point out in panicular, one place in the German

the Committe€ on the Environment, Public Hedth and
Coasumer Protection, on the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. t-1379/t3
COM(t4)
- third
a final) for a directive amending, for the
time,
Dircctive 74/329/EEC on the approximation of the
laws of thc Mcmber States rclating to emulsifiem, stabilizers, thickeners and gelli'g agents for use in foodstuffs: adopted.

version where 'Greece' was substituted for 'Greenland'. To my trear surprise I see thar rhis has not been
corrected in the German version of the Minutes.

Moreover, there appears

to be a funher

*.oo

mistake,

namely paragraph D, which has been combined with
another paragraph. The German version of the Minutes does not reflect whar we adopted. I therefore ask
that the German version of the Minutes be corrected
in line with rhe Danish version and rhat the orher language versions of the Minutes be checked. The Danish
version, which I have had a chance to look ar, is correct.

t

Report (Doc. 2-1356/Sal by Mrs T7eber, on behdf of
the Committee on the Environmcnt, Public Health and

I

Membership

-of political groups

-

Request

to uaioe

th

,Vitten declarations
Member
Petitions
(Ryle +-t) Trg1sfer;_of gppropiations
Charye in refer.
ral
Membership of Parliineit
MembersbioZf- con-nittees
Procedure'utitbout report: see Minutes.
tmmunity

-

oJ a

-

-

-

-

'
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President
Consumer Protection, on thc proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-116l/83
- COM(tr)
772 finill for a directive amending Directive 80/212/

introduction of Community methods of sampling and
anelysis for the monitoring of foodstuffs intendcd for
human consumption.

EEC on the approximation of the laws of thc Member
Stetes relating to the ranges of nominal quantities end
qeminal capacities permittcd for certain prepackaged
products: adopted.

Explanation ofoote

Mr Kuijpen (ARC), in uiting.

(NL) The object

of a standard sampling method is- to protect the consumer from possible abuses. That is why we support

*o*

rhis repon.

Report (Doc.

2-1355

/u)

by Mrs Veber, on behalf of

the Committee on the Envirottment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-146/t4
- COM(t4)
77/436/
13t final) for a directive amending Directive
EEC on the approximation of the laws of tf,e Member
Statcs relating to coffee extr:rcts and chicory extracts:
adopted.

However, a standard method of analysis cannot be
satisfactory unless Member States harmonize their
legislation on such matters as pesticide residues. The
conten! of lindane in meat, for instance, varies from
Member State to Member Snte. Vhilst the standard
used in the UK is 7 PPM, in France it is I PPM.
Since 1980 we have had at our disposal an opinion
from the Commission to the Council, but there is still
no directive. \7e hope therefore that work will go
ahead quickly to prepare uniform EEC legislation.

Rcport (Doc.

2-1354

lSal by Mrs Veber, on behalf of

thc Committee on the Environment, Public Hcalth and
Consumer Protection, on the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. 2-606/84
- COM(84)
64/433/
4r9 final) for a directive amending Directive
EEC on hcdth problcms affecting intra-Community
trade in frcsh mcat: adopted.

ooo

( Parliament

*"*
Second report (Doc. 2-132t/841 by Mrs V'eber, on
behalf of the Committce on thc Eavironment, Public
Hedth and Consumcr Protection, on the proposd
from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-346/t4
COM(t4) 291 fin.l) for a directivc on the financing
-of health
inspections rnd controls of fresh meat.

Report (Doc. 2-1105/}alby Mrs Veber, on behalf of
thc Committcc on thc Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on thc proposals from the Commission

to the Council (Doc. l-rst/84
for

337 final)

I.

-

COM(t4)

a directive amcnding Dircctivc 64/43i/EEC oa
hcalth problems affecting intra-Community trade
in frcsh meat;

II.

e dircctive amcnding Directive 7llllt/EEC oa
hcalth problems affecting trade in fresh poultrymeet;

III. a directive amending Directive 77/99/EEC

on

hedth problems affecting intra-Community tradc
in meat products: adopted.

ooo
Sccond rcport (Doc. 2-1r27/t4l by Mrs I/'eber, on
bchalf of the Committec on the Environment, Public
Hcalth and Consumer Protection, on the proposal
from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-1478/t3
COM(84) 39 final) for a directive concerning the

-

adopted the resolution)

Explanation ofoote

(NL) Although
Kuijpers (ARC), in afiting.
this directive entails enormous investment on the part
of Flemish slaughterhouses, we shall none the less suppon this repon since health is the highest human
good, which must be protected at'any price.

Mr

This directive authorizes inspection in approved establishments. Ve hope therefore, as far as Belgium is concerned, that such inspection will finally become a real-

ity. Belgium is notorious for rade in and use of

hormones. The EEC directive of lt July 1981 banning
the use of cenain hormone-type substances is clearly
being violated. The carcinogenic DES hormone is still
being used without any talk of inspection. Vith the
adoption of this report on inspections and health
checks on fresh meat we hope, therefore, that Belgium
will finally comply with its international obligations.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)
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Report (Doc. 2-1334/Eal by Mr Guermeur, on behalf
of thc Committee on Developmcnt and Cooperation,
on the proposal from the Commis5iqn to the Council
(Doc. 2-801/t4
COM(t4l 526 final) for a decision

well as the fact that China itself gives aid to developing
countries, the committee was in favour of this point
and upheld the rapponeur's proposal that as a matrer
of principle China should remain. . .

countries.

President.
I am sorry, Mr
bur people are
- making points Guermeur,
going ro be
of order. Normally you
must simply say whether you are for or againsr. Com-

determining the -general guidelines for 19t5 concerning
financial and technical aid to non-associated developing

Motionfor a resolation

ments should not be made during the vore.

please

tell me therefore

Vould you

whether you are

for

or

against?
Paragraph 9

-

Amendment No 4

Mr

Mr

(FR) Madam
Guermeur (RDE), rdpportettr.
President, this amendment reinsrares-the original rext
proposed by the rapponeur. It is intended to make the
identity of the donors clearer, and it simply adds an
explanatory text without removing any of its content.

(FR) Madam
Guermcur (RDE), rdpporteur.
President, the rapponeur is against Amendment
No 7
and in favour of Amendment No 5.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution )t

*"*.
President.
shall leave the House
- IGuermeur
irelf what Mr
is driving at.

to decide for

(DE) The rapponeur should have
Mr Arndt (S).
- rhe committee
pointed out rhar
was against this

Report (Doc. 2-1338 /8al by Mr Galland, on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation, on
the management and implementation of food aid undcr
the provisional rweHths system: adopted.

amendment.

***.

Mr

Gucrmeur (RDE), rdpporter4r.
(FR) Madam
- of donors by
President, the original rex[ gave a list
way of example and therefore mentioned the UN,
IJnesco, the Unircd States Defence Programme, erc.
The committee preferred a shorter wording omitting
reference to these bodies. I repeat that the proposed
amendment reinstares the rapponeur's original wording. I think that was clear, but I say so explicitly, and I
think there will thus be no objections or ambiguity.
Paragraph 10

-

Amendments Nos

7

and

Report (Doc. 2-115t/8a) by Mr Casini, on bchalf of
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights,
on thc proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-250/84
214 final) for a regula- COM(t4l
tion (Euratom, ECSC,
EEC) introducing specid and
temporary measures to terminate the service of certain
officials in the scientific and technical services of the
European Co-munities : adopted.2

5

3. Adjournment of the

Mr

Guermeur (RDE), rdpportear.
(JtrR) These
amendments deal with the aid to be -given to China.
The committee rejected Amendment No 7 which seeks
to delete the paragraph. Its authors wished to exclude
China from the non-associated developing countries
receiving aid. Because of its imponance and wealth, as

session

President.
I declare rhe session
Parliament -adjourned.3

of the

European

(The sitting aus closed at 9.30 a.m.)

The rapponeur was:
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 2,5 and 6;
- AGAINST
Nos I and 7.
-The rapponeurAmcndments
was:
FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 1, 5, ll, 16, 18
-andIN
l9;
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 4, 9, 12 to 15 and 17.
-Membership
of committees
lVritten d.eclarations entered
in the register (Rule 49) - Fonoarding of resolutions
-Dates for nexi part-session: see
adopted duing the sitting
Minures.
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